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2019 State of SCEC 
Yehuda Ben-Zion ,  SCEC Director 
 

 

Welcome to the 2019 Annual Meeting! 
Once again, the SCEC community     
converges in Palm Springs, CA to share       
recent accomplishments and chart the     
future at the 29th SCEC Annual      
Meeting. This year 551 people have      
pre-registered for the meeting, including     
144 first-time attendees and 271 early      
career participants. 

The goal of the SCEC Annual Meeting       
is to review the progress of our       
collaborations, refine our draft science     
plan, and to develop ambitious research      
initiatives in new thematic areas.     
Concurrently, from the formal    
presentations and posters and from the      
informal discussions with our scientific     
colleagues, we’ll deepen our basic     
understanding of earthquakes and the     
applied science of their mitigation. 

SCEC is committed to providing a safe, productive, and welcoming environment for all participants. We take pride in                  
fostering a diverse and inclusive SCEC community. Each registrant of the 2019 SCEC Annual Meeting has agreed to                  
abide by the SCEC Activities Code of Conduct: https://www.scec.org/meetings/code-of-conduct. 

The SCEC Science Planning Committee created a program that includes many timely aspects of earthquake science                
addressed by SCEC. We will review the advances of SCEC and strategize on the goals set forth in the SCEC5                    
proposal. A few months ago, the Ridgecrest earthquake sequence terminated in July an almost 20-year long, large                 
earthquakes “drought” in southern California, and highlighted again the highly complex nature of earthquakes. The               
Ridgecrest earthquake sequence will be discussed extensively at the meeting with over 65 posters, workshops on                
Saturday and Sunday, and in a plenary session on Monday.  

A total of seven workshops will be held on Saturday and Sunday. Steve Day will kick off the regular meeting at 6 pm                       
Sunday evening, as our Distinguished Speaker, with a talk on “Beyond Elasticity in ground motion simulations”. The                 
agenda for the rest of the meeting features keynote speakers giving plenary talks on thought-provoking subjects that                 
feed directly into discussions of major science themes. As usual, we have dedicated ample time for poster sessions,                  
technical demonstrations, education and outreach activities, and some social gatherings. This year's session theme              
titles are borrowed from Bob Dylan songs. 

Those of you who have attended past SCEC meetings know that much of the action happens in the poster sessions.                    
All posters (320 in total) will stay up for the entire meeting to allow more face-to-face interactions on the juicy details                     
of SCEC research. Monday and Tuesday afternoon will feature lightning talks to provide a rapid overview of posters                  
on display. SCEC leadership has a continuing interest in hearing your feedback on ways to improve the meeting,                  
particularly now that it has grown so large. 
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The SCEC5 Community Science Vision 
Since the beginning of SCEC5 we have made significant progress on the SCEC5 Science Plan that is captured by                   
five overarching Basic Earthquake Science Questions (listed below). Recent SCEC progress, arranged in this              
framework, is summarized in the Research Accomplishments section. 

Basic Questions of Earthquake Science (SCEC5) 

1. How are faults loaded across temporal and spatial scales? 
2. What is the role of off-fault inelastic deformation on strain accumulation, dynamic rupture,             

and radiated seismic energy? 
3. How do the evolving structure, composition and physical properties of fault zones and             

surrounding rock affect shear resistance to seismic and aseismic slip? 
4. How do strong ground motions depend on the complexities and nonlinearities of dynamic             

earthquake systems? 
5. In what ways can system-specific studies enhance our general understanding of           

earthquake predictability? 

Science Plan 
Research priorities have been developed to address the five basic questions above. Elucidating the priorities are                
fourteen science topics distributed across four main thematic areas. 

Modeling the fault system : We seek to know more about the geometry of the San Andreas system as a complex                    
network of faults, how stresses acting within this network drive the deformation that leads to fault rupture, and how                   
this system evolves on time scales ranging from milliseconds to millions of years. 

1. Stress and Deformation Over Time . We will build alternative models of the stress state and its evolution during                   
seismic cycles, compare the models with observations, and assess their epistemic uncertainties, particularly in the               
representation of fault-system rheology and tectonic forcing. 

2. Special Fault Study Areas: Focus on Earthquake Gates . “Earthquake gates” are regions of fault complexity                
conjectured to inhibit propagating ruptures, owing to dynamic conditions set up by proximal fault geometry, distributed                
deformation, and earthquake history. We will test the hypothesis that earthquake gates control the probability of large,                 
multi-segment and multi-fault ruptures. 

3. Community Models . We will enhance the accessibility of the SCEC Community Models, including the model                
uncertainties. Community thermal and rheological models will be developed. 

4. Data Intensive Computing . We will develop methods for signal detection and identification that scale efficiently                
with data size, which we will apply to key problems of Earth structure and nanoseismic activity. 

Understanding earthquake processes : Many important achievements in understanding fault-system stresses, fault           
ruptures, and seismic waves have been based on the elastic approximation, but new problems motivate us to move                  
beyond elasticity in the investigation of earthquake processes. 

5. Beyond Elasticity . We will test hypotheses about inelastic fault-system behavior against geologic, geodetic, and               
seismic data, refine them through dynamic modeling across a wide range of spatiotemporal scales, and assess their                 
implications for seismic hazard analysis. 

6. Modeling Earthquake Source Processes . We will combine co-seismic dynamic rupture models with inter-seismic              
earthquake simulators to achieve a multi-cycle simulation capability that can account for slip history, inertial effects,                
fault-zone complexity, realistic fault geometry, and realistic loading. 

7. Ground Motion Simulation . We will validate ground-motion simulations, improve their accuracy by incorporating              
nonlinear rock and soil response, and integrate dynamic rupture models with wave-scattering and attenuation              
models. We seek simulation capabilities that span the main engineering band, 0.1-10 Hz. 
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8. Induced Seismicity . We will develop detection methods for low magnitude earthquakes, participate in the building                
of hydrological models for special study sites, and develop and test mechanistic and empirical models of                
anthropogenic earthquakes within Southern California. 

Characterizing seismic hazards : We seek to characterize seismic hazards across a wide spectrum of anticipation               
and response times, with emphasis on the proper assessment of model uncertainties and the use of physics-based                 
methods to lower those uncertainties. 

9. Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis . We will attempt to reduce the uncertainty in PSHA through               
physics-based earthquake rupture forecasts and ground-motion models. A special focus will be on reducing the               
epistemic uncertainty in shaking intensities due to 3D along-path structure. 

10. Operational Earthquake Forecasting . We will conduct fundamental research on earthquake predictability,            
develop physics-based forecasting models in the new Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and Modeling, and              
coordinate the Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities. 

11. Earthquake Early Warning . We set no milestones for this topical element, which the USGS preferred to                 
cover through other programs. 

12. Post-Earthquake Rapid Response . We will improve the rapid scientific response to strong earthquakes in               
Southern California through the development of new methods for mobilizing and coordinating the core geoscience               
disciplines in the gathering and preservation of perishable earthquake data. 

Reducing seismic risk : Through partnerships coordinated by SCEC’s Earthquake Engineering Implementation           
Interface, we will conduct research useful to motivating societal actions to reduce earthquake risk. Two topics                
investigated by these engineering partnerships will be: 

13. Risk to Distributed Infrastructure . We will work with engineers and stakeholders to apply measures of                
distributed infrastructure impacts in assessing correlated damage from physics-based ground-motion simulations. An            
initial project will develop earthquake scenarios for the Los Angeles water supply. 

14. Earthquake Physics of the Geotechnical Layer. In collaboration with geotechnical engineers, we will advance               
the understanding of site effects and soil-structure interactions by incorporating nonlinear rheological models of              
near-surface rock and soil layers into full-physics earthquake simulations. Since the SCEC5 proposal, this topic has                
been revised to "Velocity and Rheology of Basin Sediments" and referred to as such in milestones and                 
accomplishments documents. 

The Planning Committee and Executive Committee of the Center have drafted the annual SCEC science plan                
(included in the Meeting Proceedings). Highlights of recent progress in the SCEC5 science plan is given in the                  
Research Accomplishments of the Meeting Proceedings. At this annual meeting, we solicit input from the entire                
SCEC community on accomplishments and the details of the 2019 SCEC science plan. A final version of the science                   
plan derived from this input will be posted in early October, soliciting proposals due November 15, 2019. 

Communication, Education and Outreach Plan 
The SCEC/CEO program is managing an expanding suite of successful activities within four CEO focus areas:  

1. Knowledge Implementation connects SCEC scientists and research results with practicing engineers,           
government officials, business risk managers, and other professionals in order to improve application of              
earthquake science.  

2. Public Education and Preparedness educates people of all ages about earthquakes, tsunamis, and other              
hazards, and motivates them to become prepared. 

3. K-14 Earthquake Education Initiative improves Earth science education in multiple learning environments,            
overall science literacy, and earthquake safety in schools and museums. 

4. Experiential Learning and Career Advancement provides research opportunities, networking, and other           
resources to encourage students and sustain careers in STEM fields.  
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Four long-term intended outcomes of the CEO program are: improved application of earthquake science in policy and                 
practice; reduced loss of life, property, and recovery time; increased science literacy; and increased diversity,               
retention, and career success in the scientific workforce. SCEC’s vigorous promotion of workforce diversity is being                
augmented by a new Transitions Program that will provide students and early-career scientists with mentoring and                
resources at major steps in their careers. 

The CEO Planning Committee, comprises members representing the four CEO focus areas. They are chartered to                
provide guidance and support for the portfolio of SCEC/CEO activities and partnerships, review reports and               
evaluations, and identify synergies with other parts of SCEC and external organizations. The CEO-PC includes CEO                
partners and SCEC Community stakeholders, with some members drawn from the AC, Board, and Science Planning                
Committee. Its newest member, Arrietta Chakos (Urban Resilience Strategies), is also new to the AC. Chakos                
represents the Public Education and Preparedness CEO focus area along with Kate Long (formerly CalOES, now                
with the Dr. Lucy Jones Center), though Chakos will also have input for the Knowledge Implementation focus area.                  
Danielle Sumy (IRIS) represents the K-14 Earthquake Education Initiative. Sally McGill (CSU San Bernardino)              
represents the Experiential Learning and Career Advancement focus area. Tim Dawson (California Geological             
Survey) and Ricardo Taborda (Universidad EAFIT, Colombia) represents the Knowledge Implementation focus area.             
Dawson and Taborda are also the representatives of the SCEC Board and PC, respectively, on the CEO-PC.  

Further details of the SCEC/CEO program may be found in the CEO section below, reported by the Associate                  
Director for CEO, Mark Benthien. Highlights of CEO activities for the past year will also be presented in an oral                    
summary on Monday morning. In addition to Mark, the entire SCEC CEO staff (webmaster John Marquis,                
communications manager Jason Ballmann, assistant director for strategic partnerships Sharon Sandow de Groot,             
and manager for Experiential Learning and Career Advancement Dr. Gabriela Noriega) are eager to discuss their                
activities and new ideas. 

New Initiatives (with a view to the future) 
While focusing on the main goals of SCEC5, we started several activities motivated by recent developments and                 
considering the future of earthquake science.  

The regional Community Velocity Model (CVM) in SoCal has been in development for over 20 years. Recognizing the                  
need to include small-scale information in the CVM to make more realistic calculations of ground motion of interest to                   
engineers, and that this cannot be done uniformly over the entire natural laboratory of SCEC, we started to shift focus                    
to detailed imaging of the subsurface, and merging multi-scale velocity information where available within the regional                
CVM. Initial funding for these efforts is provided by the new special project on “Properties and Dynamics of the                   
Shallow Crust”, that was just funded by the DOE in 2019.  

The rapidly increasing data, computer power and technique developments allow extracting fundamental new             
information on earthquake processes. Building on our highly-successful previous special project on “Mining Seismic              
Wavefields” focusing on event detection, we just submitted a new proposal on “Machine Learning for Earthquake                
Science”. The new proposal to NSF GeoInformatics aims to increase the scope of data mining in earthquake science                  
to include analysis of focal mechanisms, detecting low frequency earthquakes, improving earthquake forecasting,             
detecting aseismic slip in continuous GPS records, and analyses of rock geologic rock features in relation to active                  
faulting and seismic hazard.  

The July 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence illustrated once again that earthquake ruptures involve, more often               
than not, complex volumetric damage processes not accounted for in models with fixed prescribed fault surfaces. We                 
plan to increase the focus on improved data collection within earthquake rupture zones by installing arrays with                 
seismic and geodetic sensors across sections of highly hazardous faults, and begin to include in earthquake models                 
additional physics that can explain the complex common observations. Part of this may be done during analyses of                  
data collected during the post-earthquake response to the Ridgecrest earthquake sequence. Efforts to improve              
earthquake models will also motivate further developments of earthquake simulators, a topic that was discussed               
during a workshop in June 2019. These observational and research directions have the potential of improving the                 
understanding of processes that lead to large events. 
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We recognize the need to develop quantitative connections between different SCEC Community Models (CXMs), in               
particular those (geological, stress and thermal) that feed into the Community Rheological Model, to provide jointly                
better constraints for the models. To accelerate this process we added a third person to the leadership of the CXM                    
group, and we plan to develop a special project proposal on this topic in the coming year.  

Special Projects 
The SCEC Special Projects are partnerships in targeted earthquake topics that augment and heavily leverage the                
core program. Here we define “Special Projects” as projects funded by resources other than the NSF and USGS core                   
cooperative agreements. Special Projects provide SCEC with financial, computing, data, and personnel resources to              
support SCEC’s mission. Synergy between the special projects and the Core program is ensured by a central SCEC                  
policy, instituted by the Board of Directors in 2005: the objectives of all SCEC special projects must be aligned with                    
those of the SCEC core program and explicitly included as objectives in the SCEC Annual Science Plan.  

Additional resources for Center activities are acquired through competitive NSF, DOE, NASA and FEMA program               
awards, through grants and gifts from foundations or other partnerships, and from high-performance computer (HPC)               
allocations and computer personnel services obtained through competitive USC, NSF, and DOE allocation processes.              
We provide a brief description of all Special Projects for the duration of the SCEC5 award (2017-2022), including                  
research and cyberinfrastructure funding, HPC allocations, and projects that support the CEO program.  

Evolution of SCEC Research and CyberInfrastructure Special Projects 
Early Special Projects focused on integration of SCEC research that contributed to the development of predictive                
models of earthquake processes and ground motion. This work requires extensive use of SCEC community models,                
and the development and application of physics-based earthquake simulation software, which requires extensive use              
of computer models, and significant computational and data resources. The organizational framework supporting             
these types of computationally-intensive activities is often described as the SCEC Community Modelling Environment              
(CME) in reference to the original NSF Information Technology Research award (2001-2006) which initiated these               
activities within SCEC. Major grants supporting CME software engineering have come from the NSF/CISE Directorate               
and the NSF/EAR Geoinformatics program, as well as from the utility industry. Over time, various tools and                 
computational capabilities developed by the CME have become entities themselves and the basis of new research                
conducted both within the Core program and through Special Projects. We highlight a few selected computational                
platforms that have evolved under the Special Projects umbrella and are commonly used today:  

OpenSHA: The OpenSHA software has been developed by SCEC in collaboration with USGS researchers              
since 2001. It is a widely used software package that supports SCEC and USGS probabilistic seismic                
hazard research. OpenSHA is the current reference implementation of the USGS UCERF3 seismic hazard              
model, as described below. 

High-F Platform : The High-F platform comprises the AWP-ODC, Hercules, and other codes that SCEC              
researchers are using to push earthquake simulations to higher frequencies (> 1 Hz). The High-F Platform                
supports ground-motion studies as part of the SCEC5 plans to move simulations “beyond elasticity”.  

CyberShake Platform : The CyberShake Platform is a physics-based probabilistic seismic hazard           
computational system. CyberShake simulations have been used to train the USGS Earthquake Early             
Warning system under development for California. They are also the basis for a new LA urban seismic                 
hazard map being developed by the USGS. In addition, the SCEC committee for Utilization of Ground                
Motion Simulations (UGMS) is working within the framework of the Building Seismic Safety Council to               
develop simulation-based response spectral acceleration maps for SoCal, aimed to improve the design of              
tall buildings. A SCEC5 challenge is the re-engineering of CyberShake to enable the efficient,              
large-ensemble simulation of nonlinear wave phenomena that exist Beyond Elasticity. 

Broadband Platform (BBP) : The open-source Broadband Platform (BBP) provides a verified, validated,            
and user-friendly computational environment for generating broadband (0-100 Hz) ground motions. In            
SCEC5, the BBP is used to support the development and validation of physics-based ground-motion models               
in projects and partnerships managed under the EEII. Results from the BBP have been used extensively in                 
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ground motion characterization developments led by teams outside of SCEC such as for the NGA-West2,               
NGA-East and SWUS projects, to name a few. 

Unified Community Velocity Model Platform (UCVM) : The UCVM platform provides a software framework             
for comparing and synthesizing 3D Earth models and delivering velocity model products, including profiles,              
maps, and meshes, to users. This community software is an important component of the CME               
cyberinfrastructure: a standardized, high-speed query interface enables users to build very large simulation             
meshes very quickly, and its file utilities can export meshes in cartesian, eTree, and NetCDF formats. UCVM                 
is one of SCEC’s first comprehensive community model software tools and it serves as an example for the                  
integration of other models under the CXM SCEC5 activities. 

Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF) : UCERF is a joint project of SCEC, USGS,              
and CGS to build a California-wide, time-dependent, fault-based earthquake rupture forecast, managed            
through the Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities. A major SCEC5 initiative is to incorporate               
more physics into UCERF models through the use of physics-based earthquake simulators, such as              
RSQSim. 

Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP) : CSEP provides an international            
cyberinfrastructure that sustains the prospective, blind testing of short- and medium-term earthquake            
forecasts on regional and global scales. CSEP testing centers (except Japan and China) run a common                
software stack that is developed and released by SCEC software engineers. CSEP operations at SCEC               
include the testing of ~400 California and global forecasting models in addition to the development and                
maintenance of the collaboratory software. SCEC is responsible for the registration of new models and the                
coding of new testing procedures; many of these innovations, such as the testing of geodetic anomaly                
detectors, have come from the SCEC core program. The registration and testing of external forecasting               
models is underway and is aiming to include USGS operational models. 

Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and Modeling (CISM) : CISM provides a unique environment            
for developing large-scale numerical models that can simulate sequences of fault ruptures and the seismic               
shaking they produce. The goal of CISM is to equip earthquake scientists with HPC-enabled infrastructure               
for creating a new generation of comprehensive, physics-based earthquake forecasts using California as the              
primary test bed. CISM provides a computational framework for combining earthquake simulations that             
account for the physics of earthquake nucleation and stress transfer with ground-motion simulations. 

The research capabilities and tools developed in these Special Projects often serve as an integration point for core                  
SCEC research activities, and these projects provide a conduit for results from core SCEC research into socially                 
important seismic hazard products and information. Both science and engineering research communities now use              
these software tools and data, and benefit from activities performed as Special Projects by SCEC’s research                
computing group. However, the Core program does not provide sustainable funding to maintain these computational               
codes and tools. Therefore, we actively pursue external funding to continue supporting many of the SCEC research                 
computing and some other activities. 

Research and CyberInfrastructure Current/Pending Special Projects 
Software Environment for Integrated Seismic Modeling (SEISM) . ( NSF ACI-1450451; $2,200,000; Sep 1,            
2015–Aug 31, 2019). The SCEC open-source software for extreme-scale computing provides improved            
earthquake rupture modeling and wave propagation and created an integrated software framework for advanced              
broadband estimation of earthquake hazards. These community codes were improved for performance and now              
model realistic, albeit simplified, material nonlinearity, frequency-dependent attenuation, and provide a stochastic            
representation of the subsurface structure (which is too fine to be resolved deterministically). We verified and                
validated the models by comparing simulation results to observed ground motions and applied the physics-based               
CyberShake PSHA framework to regions beyond southern California. SCEC simulation software contributed to             
engineering design ground motions, urban planning, community earthquake awareness, and disaster preparation            
and response. SCEC simulation results and hazard estimation methods are under evaluation by (1) the USGS                
for use in the National Seismic Hazard Mapping Project, (2) the Building Seismic Safety Council and the                 
American Society of Civil Engineers for use in building designs; and (3) the City of Los Angeles for adoption in                    
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tall building design regulations. Since 2008, our earthquake scenario simulations have been used to engage               
millions worldwide to participate in the Great ShakeOut earthquake preparedness drill each year. 

PG&E Projects on Seismic Hazard . (On-going collaboration, established on a yearly basis). SCEC collaborates              
closely with Pacific Gas & Electric Company on a wide range of seismic hazard analysis projects, including                 
determining the effectiveness of seismic wavefield modeling in reducing the epistemic uncertainties in site and               
path effects that control hazard estimates at low exceedance probabilities. These activities advance the modeling               
capabilities of non-ergodic seismic ground motion. In 2019, we began evaluation of epistemic uncertainties of the                
CyberShake 17.3 study (for Central California), which required the development of statistical tools to compute               
partitioned residuals relative to ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) regression. The quantification of             
uncertainties in terms used by engineers and hazard analysts, such as partitioned residuals relative to GMPEs,                
is critical to their acceptance of SCEC modeling results. 

Advancing NASA-SCEC Collaborative Research in Earthquake System Science . ( NASA Award          
19-NUP2019-0012; $120,000; Mar 29, 2019–Mar 28, 2020). Under this collaboration we fund joint projects              
between SCEC and NASA research groups in geodesy and other topics of common interest. The goal is to better                   
characterize and understand deformation processes through a suite of projects that connect the strong              
earthquake and geology research and community models of SCEC with the planetary expertise and aerial and                
orbiting datasets of NASA. Small one-year awards (selected through the SCEC annual planning process)              
allocate core resources to SCEC scientists with explicit connection to research partners at NASA institutions,               
who are funded separately by internal NASA resources. This collaboration leverages, amplifies, and accelerates              
the separate efforts of NASA and SCEC, to the benefit of both basic science and hazard mitigation. 

CEC Fault Displacement Project . (Subaward of proposal led by UCLA to the California Energy Commission               
(CEC); $242,500; July 1, 2019–Dec 31, 2020). This project supports risk assessment research for natural gas                
pipelines and underground gas storage systems. SCEC is leading the fault rupture simulations needed to               
constrain fault displacements, as part of the probabilistic fault displacement hazard (PFDH) model building. This               
is a major advancement over the current state-of-the-practice which is based on only very limited data and is                  
associated with a very large uncertainty in its prediction. This task will expand the existing empirical database of                  
fault displacement hazard, add validated simulation results to fill the gap in the data, and develop a probabilistic                  
fault displacement hazard (PFDH) model. 

Properties and Dynamics of the Shallow Crust . (DOE DE-SC0016520; $1,109,707; Aug 1, 2019–July 31,              
2022). The main goals of the project are to provide detailed in-situ information on spatio-temporal variations of                 
seismic properties in the top few hundred meters of the crust in southern California, and the evolving                 
susceptibility to failure in relation to ground motion generated by various ongoing sources (e.g. earthquakes,               
tides, coupling of atmospheric phenomena to ground deformation). The studies apply newly-developed            
high-resolution seismic imaging, monitoring, and event detection techniques to continuous seismic waveforms            
recorded by a hierarchical set of seismic arrays and borehole sensors in southern California. The observational                
results will be used to test and refine assumed models on the rheology and behavior of the shallow crust and                    
near-surface soils. The project can contribute to improved understanding of attenuation and amplification of              
seismic waves, nonlinear elasticity and failure of shallow materials, poroelastic response to shaking and              
permanent deformation, and various other aspects of crustal rheology and dynamics. 

RAPID Response to the Searles Valley Earthquake Sequence . (NSF EAR-1945781; $182,000; Aug 1,             
2019–Jul 31, 2020). This project involves rapid geologic, geodetic and seismological field investigations             
associated with the Ridgecrest/Searles Valley earthquake sequence in the Eastern California Shear Zone, which              
included a magnitude M6.4 earthquake on July 4, 2019, and a subsequent M7.1 event on July 5. The rapid field                    
studies provide a wealth of data to facilitate the understanding of the earthquake rupture properties and fault                 
damage zones, 3D crustal structures around the ruptures, post seismic transients of geodetic fields, and effects                
of the events on the subsurface and structures. 
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UCERF3 Tree Trimming and Toward UCERF4 . (California Earthquake Authority (CEA); $369,771). This project             
will quantify the sensitivity of statewide loss estimates to each logic-tree branch for a representative CEA                
portfolio. In addition to the 5,760 branches associated with the long-term time-dependent UCERF3 model, the               
project will include 15 different ground motion models (five empirical relationships times three different levels of                
added epistemic uncertainty) and two different site-characterization models, resulting in 172,800 different viable             
models (branch combinations) with each having over a million distinct ruptures. The project aims to eliminate                
highly unlikely and very low risk logic-tree-branch options. This will improve the ability to quantify the relative                 
value of future scientific pursuits, and to simplify risk calculations and reduce computational expense. 

Pending: Machine Learning for Earthquake Science . (NSF Geoinformatics; $927,852). Studies under this             
proposed Geoinformatics project will deepen and broaden applications of machine learning in earthquake             
science. This includes continuing efforts in seismology, along with efforts in earthquake geology and geodesy.               
This project will enable analyses of massive data volumes and will promote open source code, open data, and                  
open access publication to accelerate progress across earthquake science.  

Developing Partnerships . SCEC engages with USC Corporate Relations to develop new partnerships with             
corporations and other organizations. We are currently in discussion with a transportation corporation interested              
in SCEC’s BBP capabilities, another state agency to develop a new research program (on par with the                 
SCEC-PG&E collaboration) involving simulations with CyberShake and non-ergodic modeling of ground motions,            
and several California engineering departments to partner with SCEC to improve seismic hazard assessments. 

High-Performance Computing Allocations and Support 
SCEC’s high-performance computing (HPC) allocations provide researchers with access to external computing            
resources that allow project teams to conduct computationally intensive earthquake system science research             
projects. Allocations are obtained through competitive proposals that require significant effort to prepare. Once              
obtained, the allocations require effort to      
manage and document through regular     
report submissions. The figure summarizes     
the allocations awarded through 2018 and      
projected for 2019. Since 2016, the      
Executive Director for Applied Science has      
developed yearly plans that span the      
computational needs of the science     
activities and the allocation resources     
available. The scientific proposal    
development has been led by the      
Executive Director for Applied Science     
and/or the Associate Director for     
Information Technology along with the     
team of researchers involved in the      
relevant projects. One strategy that made      
SCEC competitive with the allocation     
process was the ability to co-develop      
codes as the HPC systems were built. This        
was enabled by special projects that      
supported computer scientists, such that as the systems became online, we had codes ready to use the allocations                  
through early science programs. However, it is becoming difficult to maintain large enough funding resources to                
ensure 1) mature code sustainability and 2) new developments with computer scientists to sustain the               
co-development model. Both of those aspects are critical to SCEC’s continued success. Mature codes are used by                 
the community and require maintenance and upgrades to new systems in order to remain useful in research. The                  
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co-development approach ensures that SCEC is at the forefront of computational science activities and provides us                
with the advantage of early access to the most powerful HPCs.  

USC HPC . As a leading research university, USC operates an advanced high performance computing center (HPC)                
which provides computing and data storage resources to researchers at USC. The USC HPC center provides SCEC                 
researchers with access to both CPU and GPU computer clusters configured with high speed interconnects and                
high-speed network connections to external sites. 

DOE INCITE . The Department of Energy (DOE) Innovative & Novel Computational Impact on Theory & Experiment                
(INCITE) program was created in 2003 to help the research communities fully tap into the capabilities of current and                   
future supercomputers. Computers made available at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) are Titan (retiring in               
2019) and Summit (online starting in 2019) and at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) are Mira (retiring in 2019),                  
Theta (online in 2019) with Aurora coming online in 2021. As shown in the figure below, SCEC has received and                    
continues to receive considerable allocations from the INCITE program. SCEC was conditionally approved for a               
3-year allocation project in 2018. We submitted a renewal proposal in July 2019. 

NSF PRAC . The NSF Petascale Computing Resource Allocations (PRAC) was established in 2013 to provide access                
to the then new National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) Blue Waters computer. SCEC’s usage of                
Blue Waters increased every year the system has been online. Large ground motion simulations have been                
generated on Blue Waters, including some of the CyberShake maps, several of the High-F simulations related to the                  
SEIM-2 projects, and multiple studies related to the CISM project, in addition to core research activities. In addition,                  
as Blue Waters is coming offline in 2019, NSF has selected SCEC as an early science team on the initial replacement                     
system, Frontera, expected to come online in 2019 at the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC).  

NSF XSEDE . The NSF eXtreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) program groups HPC              
resources from several institutions. SCEC has been successful in obtaining XSEDE resources since the program’s               
inception. XSEDE resources are used by SCEC for mid-scale computations between those enabled by the USC HPC                 
cluster for smaller computations and the INCITE and PRAC for the largest runs. Our recent proposal for XSEDE                  
resources ECSS support with start date of July 1 was successful.  

Others . SCEC has been successful in obtaining additional HPC resources through other programs at DOE and NSF,                 
as illustrated in the HPC allocations figure above. SCEC has received commitment letters from ALCC, Amazon and                 
Google to support the pending NSF CSSI proposal, if it gets funded, by providing access to AWS and GCP.  

Communication, Education, and Outreach Projects 
SCEC’s CEO Program is allocated 12% of core NSF/USGS funding each year to manage a suite of programs                  
spanning Knowledge Implementation, Public Education and Preparedness, K-14 Education, and Experiential           
Learning & Career Advancement. This support provides the foundation for CEO activities, which have expanded to                
their current levels through additional awards and contracts from federal, state, and private sources that leverage the                 
comprehensive resources, partnerships, and approaches that SCEC has developed. 

Earthquake Country Alliance . ( Subgrant from FEMA’s support to California’s Office of Emergency Services (Cal              
OES); $213,270; Aug 1, 2019–May 31, 2020). Since 2010, FEMA and Cal OES have provided SCEC nearly $2M to                   
coordinate the Earthquake Country Alliance in California, a public-private-grassroots organization that coordinates            
regional alliances in Southern California, the Bay Area, and the Redwood Coast, along with 10 sector-based                
committees and other outreach activities that communicate earthquake and tsunami risk reduction guidance. This              
support includes management of the Great California ShakeOut, which began in 2008 as a one-time-only drill in                 
Southern California, and now has more than 10 million participants each year. 

Great ShakeOut Earthquake Drills . (FEMA $186,550; Aug 1, 2018—Jan 31, 2020 and FEMA $159,994; Aug 1,                
2019—Jan 31, 2021). FEMA has provided more than $1M since 2012 for SCEC to coordinate ShakeOut nationally,                 
which included providing customized websites and outreach for all states and territories. In addition, the California                
Earthquake Authority (CEA) has spent several million dollars on advertising that features ShakeOut promotions each               
year (in California), and AAA provided nearly $140,000 to support ShakeOut educational activities in 10 western                
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states. In 2018, more than 21 million people participated in the United States, as part of a global total of more than 63                       
million participants in earthquake drills. Some regions have contracted with SCEC to create and host their website,                 
including New Zealand, British Columbia, and Quebec. 

TsunamiZone.org . (CalOES subgrant from their NOAA support; $47,792 for Sep 1, 2018—Aug 31, 2019 and               
$34,868 for Apr 1, 2019—Nov 31, 2019). CalOES provides more than $60,000 each year to SCEC for managing the                   
TsunamiZone.org website (used by western US states and throughout the Caribbean), and coordination of Tsunami               
Preparedness Week outreach in California (last week of March each year). This website allow registration of tsunami                 
activities, similar to ShakeOut’s registration system for earthquake drills. In 2019 more than 830,000 people have                
participated, a 45% increase from 2018. 

Pending: Undergraduate Studies in Earthquake Information Technology (UseIT) . (NSF REU Site; $401,234; Apr             
1, 2017—Mar 31, 2020). SCEC UseIT has been supported with more than $1.8 million from several NSF programs                  
and a private donor. The program brings together students from across the country to an NSF Research Experience                  
for Undergraduates Site at USC. The eight-week program develops programming skills while teaching the critical               
importance of collaboration for successful learning, scientific research and product development. Since 2002, 323              
students have participated from more than 93 colleges and universities. The program is managed by Dr. Noriega with                  
a full-time in-lab supervisor and the support of intern program alumni. Many of SCEC’s computational science staff as                  
well as other SCEC researchers actively participate in the program as mentors. UseIT interns tackle a scientific                 
“Grand Challenge” each year that involves developing software and resources for use by earthquake scientists or                
outreach professionals.  

Quake Heroes . FEMA provided $250,000 for producing a 52-minute documentary based on interviews of people who                
experienced the Northridge earthquake, vivid live-action reenactments of their stories, and archival news footage.              
The film shows the heroism of people helping their neighbors, firefighter rescues, and the work of many others who                   
took immediate action, and is now in final production by the Southern California Earthquake Center and Blue Tavern                  
Productions. In addition, educational toolkits for high school (and perhaps middle schools) students, with earthquake               
science and engineering lesson plans, are also being completed to accompany the film so that it can be shown in                    
schools. Additional sponsors include Simpson Strong Tie, State Farm, the Structural Engineers Association of              
Southern California (SEAOSC), Safe-T-Proof, More Prepared, and the Hero in You Foundation (RocketRules.org).  

Leadership and Administration 
SCEC has developed and strengthened an effective management structure for coordinating earthquake research and              
educational activities. The Center’s strength in facilitating collaborative, investigator-driven research has been            
repeatedly proven by its diverse accomplishments. Participation in SCEC is rising despite flat funding, and its national                 
and international partnerships are flourishing. In its annual reports, the SCEC External Advisory Council has               
repeatedly documented the enthusiasm among SCEC participants and endorsed their high levels of satisfaction with               
the Center’s leadership and administration.  

SCEC5 operates under a similar set of bylaws as its predecessor SCEC4. The University of Southern California                 
(USC) continues as the managing institution. The by-laws designate the responsibilities of a Center Co-Director, Greg                
Beroza of Stanford University, who is Co-PI on the SCEC5 proposal. The SCEC also by-laws allow Greg Beroza                  
(Stanford) and Christine Goulet (USC) to serve as principal investigator on SCEC proposals where their expertise                
applies. 

Recent Director Transition. John Vidale resigned from his role as SCEC Director in December of 2018. The SCEC                  
Board, working with the co-Director and other SCEC leadership in consultation with USC and the funding agencies,                 
identified an interim Director (Yehuda Ben Zion), who stepped into this role in January 2019. In addition, SCEC                  
established a Leadership Working Group with representatives from the Board, USC, SCEC leadership and staff, NSF,                
and the USGS to coordinate the search for the next permanent Director and effectively support this person going                  
forward. The Leadership Working Group, in turn, charged a Selection Committee with identifying the qualities               
necessary for the next Director, soliciting input from the SCEC community on these qualifications and potential                
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candidates, and conducting interviews. The Selection Committee engaged with participants at the June (2019)              
Leadership Retreat, and subsequently submitted its recommendation to the Board and Leadership Working Group. 

SCEC Governance and Advisory Structure 

 

Core and Participating Institutions. SCEC is an institution-based center, governed by a Board of Directors who                
represent its members. The Center currently involves more than 1000 scientists and other experts in active SCEC                 
projects, making it one of the largest formal collaborations in geoscience. It will continue to operate as an open                   
consortium, available to all qualified individuals and institutions seeking to collaborate on earthquake science in               
Southern California, and its membership will no doubt continue to evolve. The institutional membership currently               
stands at 76, which includes 18 core institutions and 60 participating institutions, which are listed on the inside back                   
cover of the meeting program. As you can see from the list, SCEC institutions are not limited to universities, nor to                     
U.S. organizations. The three USGS offices in Menlo Park, Pasadena, and Golden and the California Geological                
Survey are core institutions, and AECOM Corporation is a participating institution. Fourteen foreign institutions are               
currently recognized as partners with SCEC through a set of international cooperative agreements. 

Board of Directors. The SCEC5 Board (yellow boxes in figure above) is the primary decision-making body of SCEC;                  
it meets at least three times per year (typically in February, May, and September) to approve the Annual Collaboration                   
Plan and budget and deal with major business items. The SCEC5 Board comprises 18 core and at-large voting                  
members, plus four USGS members, who serve in non-voting liaison capacity. Each of the core institutions appoints                 
one member to the Board of Directors. SCEC participating institutions as are represented by two at-large Board                 
members.  The complete SCEC5 Board of Directors  is listed on the inside front cover of the meeting program.  

The Board is chaired by Center Director Yehuda Ben Zion and Vice-Chair John Shaw, who is managing Board                  
activities that pertain to the leadership transition. Ex officio members include the Co-Director; the PC Vice-Chair; the                 
Associate Director for Science Operations; the Associate Director for CEO; the Associate Director for IT; and the                 
Executive Director for Applied Science. In addition, the Board of Directors has established a Directors’ Advisory                
Committee with the charge of providing guidance to the Director and Co-Director and periodically assessing their                
performance. Establishment of a co-directorship, the Board subcommittee, and several other augmentations to the              
SCEC leadership structure have help to weather and guide the ongoing  SCEC leadership transition. 

Executive Committee. An Executive Committee of the Center (red boxes in figure above) handles daily               
decision-making responsibilities, meeting monthly via webconference and more often as needed. It is comprised of               
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the Center Director (Yehuda Ben-Zion), the Co-Director (Greg Beroza), the Board Vice-Chair (John Shaw), the PC                
Vice-Chair (Judi Chester), the Executive Director for Applied Science (Christine Goulet), the Associate Directors for               
CEO (Mark Benthien), Information Technology (Philip Maechling), and Science Operations (Tran Huynh). 

Planning Committee. The chair of the Planning Committee (PC) is the SCEC Co-Director, Greg Beroza of Stanford,                 
and its Vice-Chair is Judi Chester of Texas A&M. The PC comprises the leaders of the SCEC science working                   
groups—disciplinary committees, focus groups, and special project groups—who, together with the working group             
co-leaders, guide SCEC’s research program. The PC is responsible for formulating the Center’s science plan,               
conducting proposal reviews, and recommending projects to the Board for SCEC support. Its members play key roles                 
in implementing the SCEC5 science plan. We urge you to communicate your thoughts about SCEC research plans to                  
them as well as Director Ben-Zion at the annual meeting and elsewhere. 

The PC members and their science expertise are listed inside the front cover of the meeting program. Ahmed                  
Elbanna, Cliff Thurber, Ashley Griffith, Roland Bürgmann, Morgan Page, and Farzin Zarein stepped up as co-leaders                
of the Computational Science, Seismology, Earthquake Geology, Stress and Deformation Over Time, Earthquake             
Forecasting and Predictability, and Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface groups, respectively. Laurent           
Montesi has joined the PC as a third member of the CXM interdisciplinary group. We greatly appreciate the                  
contributions of Eric Dunham, Yehuda Ben-Zion, Whitney Behr, Kaj Johnson, Ned Field, and Jack Baker who have                 
now rotated off the PC. 

The SCEC science planning organization comprises a number of disciplinary committees, focus groups, special              
project teams, and technical activity groups (blue boxes in figure above). These working groups have been our                 
engines of success, and many of the discussions at this meeting will feed into their plans. The leaders of the                    
disciplinary committees and focus groups form the membership of the planning committee.  

The Center supports disciplinary science through disciplinary committees in Seismology, Tectonic Geodesy,            
Earthquake Geology, and Computational Science. These groups are responsible for disciplinary activities relevant to              
the SCEC Science Plan, and they make recommendations to the Planning Committee from the perspective of                
disciplinary research and infrastructure. 

SCEC coordinates earthquake system science through interdisciplinary focus groups . The importance and scale             
of effort involved with community models led us to request funding for a Community Models Developer in the SCEC5                   
proposal. The requested budget increase was not granted, but we were able to readjust funding enough to hire                  
Mei-Hui Su in this role a year ago.  

A technical activity group (TAG) is self-organized to develop and test critical methodologies for solving specific                
problems. TAGs have formed, for example, to verify the complex computer calculations needed for wave propagation                
and dynamic rupture problems, to assess the accuracy and resolving power of source inversions, and to develop                 
geodetic transient detectors and earthquake simulators. TAGs share a modus operandi : the posing of well-defined               
“standard problems”, solution of these problems by different researchers using alternative algorithms or codes, a               
common cyberspace for comparing solutions, and meetings to discuss discrepancies and potential improvements. 

External Advisory Council. The external Advisory Council (AC) is charged with developing an overview of SCEC                
operations, identifying strengths, opportunities, and vulnerabilities, and advising the Director and the Board. Since the               
inception of SCEC in 1991, the AC has provided perspective to maintain the vitality of the SCEC and help its                    
leadership chart new directions. The Center has always provided its sponsoring agencies and participants with a                
complete copy of the yearly AC report. The full 2018 AC report is included in this volume. The current AC                    
membership can be found inside the front cover of the meeting program. 

Meghan Miller, the president of UNAVCO, is the current AC Chair. She has served on the AC since 2012 and is well                      
known for her organizational skills and scientific leadership. We are grateful to Meghan for serving an additional year                  
as AC Chair to help SCEC through this most recent transition. New AC members are Alan Levander (Rice U), Arrietta                    
Chakos (Urban Resilience Strategies) and Tim Cockerill (TACC). Continuing members are Rick Aster (Colorado State               
U), Susan Beck (U Arizona), Yann Klinger (IPGP/Paris), Susan Owen (JPL), Ellen Rathje (UT Austin) and Heidi                 
Tremayne (EERI). Francois Renard (U. of Oslo, Norway) will join the AC in 2020. Rotating off the AC are Warner                    
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Marzocchi (INGV, Rome), Tom O’Rourke (Cornell), Tim Sellnow (U. Central Florida), and Meghan Miller after this                
year. We are saddened by the unexpected passing of Louise Kellogg earlier this year. She joined the SCEC AC in                    
2018, brought valuable insights into the computation science challenges facing research centers like SCEC, and we                
will miss her dearly. 

Center Budget and Project Funding 
The Southern California Earthquake Center is funded by the NSF and USGS through cooperative agreements with                
the University of Southern California (USC). Additional funding for the annual SCEC research program may be                
provided by the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Department                
of Energy, the Keck Foundation, the California Earthquake Authority, geodesy royalty funds, and potentially other               
external sources. Funding to SCEC supports earthquake research in Southern California that engages an              
interdisciplinary community of over 1,000 active participants. Funding from sources other than the NSF/USGS              
cooperative agreements target very specific parts of the overall SCEC research portfolio. For example, SCEC               
receives funding from PG&E for studies in rupture dynamics, development and maintenance of the broadband ground                
motion simulation platform, and ground motion prediction studies in central California. 

The SCEC core program has been level-funded by NSF and USGS since 2002. About 69% of the NSF and USGS                    
core funding is spent on science and infrastructure; other budget lines include management (11%), the education and                 
outreach programs (12%), meetings (6%), and a Director’s reserve fund (2%). Augmented USC support of the Center                 
allows SCEC to maintain administrative costs at very low levels while increasing the professional staff at SCEC                 
headquarters. 

In 2019, NSF cut base funding again by $76K (from the $3,000,000 per year SCEC5 authorized level) to $2,924,000.                   
The USGS fully funded SCEC at the authorized level of $1,622,311 in 2019. Building the 2019 SCEC budget was                   
again challenging due to the government partial shutdown and vagaries of federal funding, approvals, and cash flow.                 
The SCEC5 year 3 budget was not finalized until May 2018. For the 2019 funding cycle, SCEC received 150                   
proposals (by 196 distinct investigators) requesting a total of $4,728,083. The allocated funding for these 2019                
science proposals is $3,041,472. Augmenting the base funding from NSF and USGS is an additional $120K from                 
NASA and $335K from Pacific Gas & Electric Company, the Keck Foundation, and geodesy royalties. 

The annual budget cycle begins with a SCEC Leadership Meeting in early June, where the Board, Planning                 
Committee (PC), Executive Committee of the Center, and agency representatives discuss SCEC research priorities.              
Based on these discussions, the PC drafts an annual SCEC Science Plan, which is presented to the SCEC                  
community at the Annual Meeting in early September. The PC uses the feedback received at the meeting to finalize                   
the Annual Science Plan, and a project solicitation released in October. SCEC participants submit proposals in                
response to this solicitation in November. All proposals are independently reviewed by the Director, the Co-Director,                
Vice-Chair of the PC, and the leaders of at least three relevant science working groups. Reviews are assigned to                   
avoid conflicts of interest. 

The PC meets in January to review all proposals and construct an Annual Collaboration Plan. The plan’s objective is                   
a coherent science program, consistent with SCEC's basic mission, institutional composition, and budget that              
achieves the Center's short-term objectives and long-term goals, as expressed in the Annual Science Plan. The PC                 
Chair submits the recommended Annual Collaboration Plan to the Board of Directors for approval. The annual budget                 
approved by the Board and the Center Director is submitted to the sponsoring agencies for final approval and                  
funding. Upon approval by the agencies, notifications are sent out to the investigators. 

To construct the Annual Collaboration Plan, proposals submitted in response to the annual solicitation are evaluated                
based on: (a) scientific merit of the proposed research; (b) competence, diversity, career level, and performance of                 
the investigators; (c) priority of the proposed project for short-term SCEC objectives; (d) promise of the proposed                 
project for contributing to long-term SCEC goals; (e) commitment of the principal investigator and institution to the                 
SCEC mission; (f) value of the proposed research relative to its cost; and (g) the need to achieve a balanced budget                     
while maintaining a reasonable level of scientific continuity given funding limitations. With respect to criterion (b),                
improving the diversity of the SCEC community and supporting early-career scientists is a major goal of the Center. It                   
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is important to note that a proposal that receives a low rating or no funding does not necessarily imply it is                     
scientifically inferior. Rather, these proposals may be downgraded because they may not meet other criteria noted                
above. 

Thanks and Acknowledgements 
It is a great honor and responsibility to be entrusted with the SCEC enterprise. The high complexity of earthquake                   
processes and profound societal relevance requires multidisciplinary teamwork and integrative activities as embodied             
and convened by the Earthquake Center. We have been successful because of the collaborative efforts of many                 
people over many years, the foundational grounding by former Center directors and the continual forward thinking by                 
many highly talented members of the SCEC community. 

Especially critical this year has been the work of the Board of Directors and its subcommittee in overseeing an                   
unplanned challenging transition of the Director. The USC administration, funding agencies and AC were supportive               
during the process, and the SCEC ExCom implemented the transition plans without any disruptions to Center                
operations and activities.  

I received continuous significant help since January 2019 from co-director Greg Beroza, vice-chair of the Board John                 
Shaw, and leaders of the various groups at SCEC headquarters. Tran Huynh has been instrumental in keeping the                  
many wheels of SCEC activities including several new initiatives turning. Tran and Deb Gormley managed smoothly                
the complex day-to-day business and financial operations of SCEC with help from a new SCEC employee Miguel                 
Mendez. Edric Pauk managed ably the diverse aspects of SCEC’S community information that supports the               
collaboration, including the SCEC earthquake response website (response.scec.org) that was initiated at the start of               
the Ridgecrest earthquake sequence on July 4. Phil Maechling and Christine Goulet coached me through some of the                  
intricacies of the world-class SCEC research computing group and applied science activities. Their talented teams of                
software developers, computer scientists and geophysics postdocs continued to conduct and support research on              
ground motion and probabilistic seismic hazard.  

In the SCEC research computing group, Scott Callaghan has continued development of the CyberShake PSHA               
method, Fabio Silva has integrated new ground motion methods and validation events into the Broadband Platform,                
Mei-Hui Su has developed software to support SCEC community models, including an updated version of the Unified                 
Community Velocity Model (UCVM) software, a Community Fault Model (CFM) web viewer, and a prototype               
Geological Framework Model (GFM) web viewer, and William Savran has developed statistical methods and software               
on the CSEP project for evaluating short-term earthquake forecasts.  

In the SCEC applied science group, Kevin Milner continued the development of the operational earthquake forecast                
platform with USGS scientists, which was used during the Ridgecrest earthquake sequence, and expanded his skills                
in several other directions. Ossian O’Reilly has made substantial progress on implementation of a new curvilinear                
model for calculations of ground motion with topographic effects. Xiaofeng Meng has completed several validation               
tasks of the CyberShake simulation platform and is leading code development to include data into nonergodic ground                 
motion models. He also collected perishable data following the Ridgecrest events with Christine Goulet, notably on                
fault displacement and damaged fragile geologic features of the Trona Pinnacles. 

Mark Benthien and his larger than life CEO team have continued to spread the word of SCEC and community                   
preparedness for hazard across the globe. Gaby Noriega has expanded the depth and breadth of our Experiential                 
Learning and Career Advancement programs. Jason Ballmann continues to improve SCEC, ECA, and ShakeOut              
communication strategies, activities, and resources. Our statewide ECA collaborations are prospering under Sharon             
Sandow (who is now ECA’s Deputy Director), and John Marquis holds together the diverse web resources of CEO. 

Please do not hesitate to contact any member of the SCEC team if you have questions, comments, or suggestions                   
about our meeting activities and future plans. 
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2018 Report of the Advisory Council 
M. Meghan Miller ,  SCEC Advisory Council Chair 

 

Summary of Commendations and Observations 
● Another great SCEC meeting (and we really liked the lightning talks)! 
● And another great year for SCEC 
● Smooth and positive transition in leadership 
● Productive and informative meeting with federal stakeholders 
● Commendable collaborative engagement across a broad community 
● Early career inclusion strategies are strong 
● We support continued transparency in the criteria and prioritization of SCEC Grants 
● Planning committee does a good job of tailoring priorities as new things are learned 
● Given evolving national funding landscapes, are there aspects of the SCEC vision or approach that should                

be refreshed? 
○ Specifically, we recommend a concerted strategy for providing input into NSF EAR’s upcoming             

Decadal Survey process 

Comments on specific initiatives and questions to the Council 
● It was abundantly apparent at this meeting that connectivity between faults and fault segment assemblages,               

addressed by the Earthquake Gates initiative, is centrally important for improved understanding of the              
earthquake system and the behavior of earthquake rupture. 

○ When and how will this focus expand to include gates with different geometries or other conditions? 

● Community models continue to be a highlight of the SCEC community’s overall contributions. It is paramount                
to keep these models usable as baselines and, at the same time, to keep the process sufficiently dynamic so                   
that alternative hypotheses and modeling concepts can be accommodated moving forward. 

● SCEC’s cyberinfrastructure projects have high visibility and have benefited from collaborations with            
computational scientists. The committee recommends an assessment of the role of cyberinfrastructure in             
SCEC’s scientific landscape, to prioritize  scope , partnerships, sustainability, and opportunities. 

○ What can SCEC uniquely contribute? 

● The recent efforts to educate earthquake engineers on SCEC ground motion products is commended.              
Validation of ground motion simulations remains an important task that is critical to engineers/public              
agencies because these entities use the simulation results in real -world decision making. 

○ The committee recommends that these efforts continue to be emphasized, including the new efforts              
to characterize the geotechnical layer and to include the effects of nonlinearity. 

● We encourage SCEC CEO to develop outreach activities in support of Earthquake Early Warning, with               
sponsorship from USGS or other partners. 

● We encourage continued discussions with NASA to thoroughly explore and advance common NASA/SCEC             
interests. Some NASA projects could overlap with SCEC core funding and some may be better addressed                
through Special Projects. 
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September 13, 2018 

Introduction 
The SCEC Advisory Committee (AC) convened at the SCEC Annual meeting in Palm Springs from September 9 to                  
12, 2018, reviewing SCEC activities in order to offer advice to the SCEC leadership. The SCEC AC comprises the                   
following members, all of whom were present at the meeting, except where noted: 

M. Meghan Miller , Chair (UNAVCO) 
Rick Aster  (Colorado State University) 
Susan Beck  (University of Arizona) 
Louise Kellogg  (UC Davis) 
Yann Klinger  (IPGP) 
Susan Owen  (JPL) 
Ellen Rathje  (UT Austin) 
Tim Sellnow  (University of Central Florida) 
Warner Marzocchi  (not present) 
Tom O’Rourke  (not present) 
Heidi Tremayne  (not present) 

Overarching Existential Thought 
SCEC has historically shown a sustained capacity to navigate a well -defined path for success. Given changing                
landscapes nationally and scientifically, are there any aspects of the vision or approach that should be refreshed? Are                  
there new opportunities on the horizon that should be pursued? Are there things that SCEC is doing that should be                    
rethought? What are the risks and opportunities provided by sticking to the historical path? Putting this another way:                  
how does a mature organization like SCEC remain nimble? We recommend a concerted strategy for providing input                 
into NSF EAR’s upcoming Decadal Survey process. Having the Decadal Survey include recommendations for the               
science that SCEC addresses and the format/mechanism that SCEC operates under could prove critical to the future                 
of SCEC. 

Opportunities/Issues to highlight in the report: 

● PG&E reconnection 
● FEMA, USGS EEW communications partnership invitations 
● Continue to encourage NASA tie ins for projects that meet common NASA/SCEC goals 
● Code of conduct 

Recommendations in response to “Current Issues for the Advisory Council Consideration” 
The SCEC Leadership requested that we consider the numbered questions during the meeting: 

1. Earthquake Gates Area Initiative (last year’s Bullet 2). The earthquake gates special focus addresses the general                 
problem of understanding the likelihood that ruptures pass through geometric complexities. Is this effort on track                
and making progress? 

It remains clear (and abundantly so at this meeting) that general connectivity between faults and fault                
segment assemblages addressed in the EG initiative is indeed centrally important for improved             
understanding the earthquake system and the behavior of earthquake rupture. This year, SCEC hosted a               
very productive field trip and workshop that fostered in -depth discussion about the Cajon Pass target among                
contributors. A strength of this initiative is that it brings people from many different communities to work                 
together (e.g., modeling and data acquisition researchers). 

Because of the multidisciplinary nature of the problem this is applauded, and a continued emphasis is                
strongly encouraged. However, while we agree that Cajon Pass is an excellent target for this effort, to                 
ensure a larger engagement of the SCEC community, structures that are tectonically similar to Cajon Pass                
might be considered as well. This would complement the Cajon Pass gate studies to broaden the impact of                  
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the Earthquake Gate Area Initiative and enable participation by additional scientists. An obvious question is               
how and when the initiative and lessons learned will be expanded to “gates” with different/more complex                
geometries and other conditions. 

2. Community Models (Bullet 3). The CXM effort has been catalyzed in SCEC5 with the formation of a dedicated                   
group, and the hiring of a Community Models Manager. Is the development and evolution of community models                 
proceeding as it should or should we make adjustments? 

Community models continue to be a highlight of the SCEC community’s overall contributions. The thermal               
model is at a relatively early stage, but is an especially critical complement as SCEC modeling and science                  
increasingly explores the anelastic regime. It is paramount to keep these models both usable as baselines                
and to keep the process sufficiently dynamic so that alternative hypotheses and modeling concepts can be                
accommodated moving forward. 

Given the Beyond Elasticity emphasis for SCEC5, it continues to be important to update the Community                
Velocity Model to better represent the “geotechnical” upper crust layer. New data and modeling will be                
critical for validation exercises in ground motion simulation, seismic hazard, and seismic risk research              
themes. 

3. CyberShake Hazard Studies and Distributed Infrastructural Studies, PGE (Bullets 4, 11). We are pursuing a range                 
of opportunities (see Special Projects in the State of SCEC section). However, in the long term, maintaining Special                  
Project funding at the $3-5M per year level of recent years remains a challenging goal. Also, in the long term, perhaps                     
this effort should be better supported by funding sources more motivated by improving hazard maps. We had                 
ambitions for CyberShake to be deployed statewide by the end of SCEC4, which didn't happen, and it's                 
not likely to happen in SCEC5, although there is current progress in the Bay Area. How do we obtain                   
funding from those who most benefit from the improved hazard maps, i.e., the USGS, states, cities, utilities,                 
and/or the construction industry? 

When approaching other funding agencies regarding special projects, in particular, the CyberShake and the              
underlying 3D seismological simulations, it is important to emphasize the potential improvements            
provided by these hazard maps. A key to these improvements is the improved characterization of ground                
shaking provided by 3D simulations as compared to the traditional approach using ground motion prediction               
equations (GMPEs). Nonetheless, validation studies are required to improve the current 3D simulations and              
demonstrate that they can do a better job than GMPEs. A focus on validation efforts, including both                 
improvement of the velocity model of the geotechnical layer and inclusion of the nonlinearity in these                
materials, could be compelling in cultivating these funding agencies. Model validation is critical to              
agencies that use the results in real -world decision making. 

Jeff Bachhuber of PG&E indicated a desire to see other utilities involved in funding SCEC research and he                  
offered to help SCEC approach these other entities. 

4. DOE and NASA Sources of Funding (Bullet 16). We can address DOE needs for hazard analysis while providing                   
needed resources to maintain momentum in our CyberShake workflow development and implementation. Also, our              
community models and expert tectonic research teams, partnering with NASA to compile a more comprehensive               
SCEC/NASA California geodetic model and launch interpretative studies, can advance the frontier of basic science.               
How do we promote such collaborations without taking on unsustainable obligations and/or distracting             
SCEC from its core mission? 

We encourage continued discussions with NASA’s Earth Surface and Interior Focus Area Lead, Ben Phillips,               
to thoroughly explore and advance common NASA/SCEC interests, as there is significant overlap with the               
priorities of the Tectonic Geodesy group. We also encourage exploring NASA interest in advanced remote               
sensing beyond the CGM. Future collaborations could also explore the possibility of including NASA Applied               
Sciences in post -earthquake response. 
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Some NASA projects could overlap with SCEC Core funding and some may be better addressed through                
Special Projects. It is important that SCEC leadership views the science outcomes of NASA (or DOE or                 
other sponsors) as aligned with SCEC science goals. 

We noted that DOE was not well represented at this meeting, and it was unclear whether this was a                   
temporary anomaly. The committee recommends that DOE colleagues working in earthquake science be             
strongly incorporated in future meetings, both for scientific and potential future partnership. 

5. NSF Cyberinfrastructure Funding (Bullet 12). As SCEC evolves, the computational demands continue to increase               
in all of the research activities, extending beyond what were initially considered Special Projects. As Such, the CME                  
plays a critical role in both the Core and Special Projects activities. SCEC has been successful in pursuing                  
CyberInfrastructure initiatives in the past under the umbrella of Special Projects. However, most of the funding                
opportunities are focused on the development of new codes and software and tend to be of limited availability. One of                    
the key challenges is on obtaining funding for CME development AND sustainability. Established software needs a                
financially supported partnership with Computer Scientists (such as the SDSC group) to continually adapt the codes                
to the ever evolving HPC architectures. Deviating from the co-development strategy that has been so successful for                 
SCEC will seriously impede our ability to have access to HPC allocations, a process that is very competitive on its                    
own. In addition to support for our partners, SCEC needs a new model to support software maintenance and data                   
management to support Core activities. How might we work with our funding agencies to make this process                 
work more smoothly? 

SCEC’s cyberinfrastructure projects have high visibility and have benefited from collaborations with            
computational scientists at UCSD and elsewhere. Most SCEC cyberinfrastructure projects are special            
projects; some have become core activities as well. Sustaining this infrastructure and especially the software               
will be challenging. Special projects require a scientific champion; external funding sources for development              
of new software tends to be distinct from that to sustain and disseminate that software. Allocating resources                 
from SCEC’s core funding to cyberinfrastructure projects that began as special projects would be a               
significant decision and, due to flat funding, would result in reduced funding for other programs, likely an                 
unpopular decision. Some SCEC projects require HPC resources and all require high quality scientific              
software developed by teams of domain scientists and computational scientists or software developers. 

The committee recommends an assessment of SCEC’s scientific priorities for cyberinfrastructure, together            
with an assessment of SCEC’s needs, investments, and uses of cyberinfrastructure to establish priorities for               
sustainability of software and for cyberinfrastructure partnerships. The assessment should identify what            
SCEC can uniquely do in this area. Clarifying the priorities and current allocation of resources would ensure                 
that the staffing balance aligns with the overarching scientific goals of SCEC. We also recommend that                
SCEC partner with organizations who are fostering software sustainability and best practices for developing,              
disseminating, and sustaining scientific software. We especially recommend that SCEC encourage all            
software projects to validate software and follow best practices developed by the software community. 

6. Leadership Transition (Bullet 18). The leadership transition from Tom Jordan to John Vidale is complete, although                 
still maturing.  Comments or suggestions about the transition are welcome. 

The committee commends the successful leadership transition and continued effectiveness of the SCEC             
staff throughout the year. The new leadership is clearly already engaged in coordinating a successor for the                 
critical (AD for Administration) position opening up as a result John McRaney’s retirement. As John Vidale                
continues to grow into his new role, continued development of both SCEC and personal connections with                
the broad range of stakeholders and sponsors will be essential to SCEC’s success. 

7. Augmentation of SCEC Tools, Goals, Infrastructure (Bullet 19). Clearly, with an enthusiastic and active cohort of                 
diverse experts, SCEC should watch for related new targets. Several possibilities often mentioned are mounting               
science projects with new instrumentation such as dense nodal arrays, optical fiber sensors or LIDAR. An obvious                 
goal is honing models of shallow structure, perhaps with the new dense sensor tools, in the ways that will improve                    
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CyberShake hazard maps and extend them to higher frequency or refine our understanding of fault systems. How do                  
we take special projects from the drawing board/discussion session to successful proposals? 

SCEC has a long history of special projects that support its mission and impact, and that emerge from                  
discussion with potential sponsors or proposals. There is risk related to potential SCEC investment in               
infrastructure, as budget sustainability and avoiding redundancies are strong issues in the NSF landscape.              
Such infrastructure might compete with funding of direct community research projects. Two matters should              
be considered: (1) alignment of infrastructure investment with SCEC’s mission and resources that can be               
accessed otherwise; and (2) sustainability planning for infrastructure. In general, infrastructure projects            
should be finite in length, and ramped down or decommissioned when funding ends. Is there a mechanism                 
for someone with a new idea or suggested innovation to get it considered and possibly supported (perhaps                 
on an experimental basis). Proposals are expected to be responsive to the RFP; is there a means to                  
introduce new ideas in the RFPs or in the special projects? 

8. Earthquake Early Warning (EEW) is now a strong focus of the USGS. Should SCEC step up EEW efforts, either                    
in research or for outreach? 

SCEC should consider working closely with the USGS on communications and outreach, as the EEW is                
rolled out in California. This presents a high level opportunity to contribute SCEC- mediated preparedness              
and other messages in a high profile and multifaceted public engagement effort. Connections via EEW               
engagement may also assist in growing SCEC connections with additional potential partners (e.g.,             
transportation, energy, water and other interests and stakeholders). Can SCEC mediated earthquake           
scenario simulations be further utilized in the design of EEW scenarios and implementation strategies? 

We encourage CEO to continue providing EEW education through existing channels. CEO could likely make               
a larger contribution to early warning if additional state and federal resources are secured 

9. Each year we take concrete steps to improve the annual meeting. Those steps have been successful, but we are                    
always trying to improve. This year, for example, we are having lightning sessions. How do we further promote                  
inclusivity and diversity? 

Once again, the annual meeting has clearly shown itself to be a hugely important forum for the earthquake                  
science community, and a major contributor to cementing the common efforts and collaborative culture of               
SCEC. SCEC should continue to educate the public and early career participants in related fields with the                 
goal of sustaining societal relevance, vibrancy, and openness at meetings, as well as community              
engagement. SCEC’s recent track record is very good, giving us confidence that the meeting will stay in the                  
forefront of the SCEC vision and action. Inclusiveness is critically important to SCEC’s future. Continuing to                
encourage robust interactions between modelers and empiricists is particularly powerful in this regard. 

At the meeting, we were impressed by the evident continued connections between fundamental earthquake              
science with nonlinear fault and near -surface processes with engineering, ground motion modeling, and             
other fundamental aspects of earthquake safety. 

The lightning talks were a great new addition. We heard comments that there was little diversity in the first                   
round of lightning tasks, however. We encourage the meeting planning committee to seek ways to               
encourage broader representation in the future, e.g., earlier announcement of the opportunity, perhaps             
requiring lightning talks for all students/postdocs, or incorporating an invited (in addition to volunteered)              
category can further improve the topic and representation balance of these talks. 

Looking forward, the committee noted a priority for future Honors Banquets — we expect that SCEC will                 
work to ensure an inclusive program with visible diversity on the stage and at the microphone that models                  
diversity in its multiple dimensions. As a leader among community- based Earth science organizations, and              
one that attracts diverse early career registrants, this highlight community and social event is critical to                
supporting the next generation of Earth scientists by tangibly modeling broad participation. 
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10.  Does the AC recommend any changes to the overall SCEC advisory structure? 

We recommend that the AC report to an executive session of the SCEC Board of Directors and Executive                  
Committee. This will enable a discussion of the AC’s findings and will complement the presentation in the                 
plenary session. 

11. Is the composition of the AC appropriate to oversee the range of SCEC5 activities, or should people with                   
specific expertise be added to the AC in future recruitments? 

The Advisory Council intends to consult via email on this topic and any other loose ends, in the weeks prior                    
to the midyear meeting of the Leadership Council. 
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Research Accomplishments 
Gregory C. Beroza ,  SCEC Science Planning Committee Chair 
Judith S. Chester ,  SCEC Science Planning Committee Vice-Chair 

 

Introduction 
The SCEC5 Science Plan comprises 14 topical elements, organized into four themes (see Introduction, Science               
Plan). Research priorities within each topical element are guided by a progressive set of science milestones, used by                  
SCEC and its sponsoring agencies as indicators of research progress along conceptual pathways. The milestones               
are more explicit in the early years than the out-years of SCEC5 owing to the evolving and unpredictable nature of                    
basic research. This section summarizes the science accomplishments under each topical element. 

Theme A: Modeling the Fault System 
1. Stress and Deformation Over Time 
SDOT continues to make significant progress in developing models of the stress state and its evolution during                 
seismic cycles, comparing those models with observations, and assessing their uncertainties, particularly in the              
representation of fault-system rheology and tectonic forcing. The construction of the Community Thermal Model and               
the Community Rheology Model builds on this effort (see “Community Models” section below). SDOT-related              
research increasingly focuses on the spatio-temporal heterogeneity of stress and deformation in the crust and near                
faults. 

An important contribution to improved     
understanding of stress over time lies      
in quantifying the spatial scale of stress       
heterogeneity and synthesizing   
available observations used to    
constrain absolute stress and    
stressing-rate (milestone 1a, 1d).    
Luttrell and Hardebeck (2019), in an      
attempt to address persistent    
discrepancies between stress field    
orientation indicated by earthquake    
focal mechanisms and borehole    
breakouts, compiled published   
observations of borehole-derived stress    
orientation across the Los Angeles     
region and performed 1800 new stress      
state inversions of local focal     
mechanisms centered around   
boreholes (Figure 1). They find that, while local results better match the borehole observations in some areas (e.g.,                  
central Ventura), in most areas the improvement in fit with decreasing crustal volume sampled is negligible, even                 
when sampling within a few kilometers. Moreover, they find that stress heterogeneity exists at small length scales, in                  
some cases down to a few kilometers or less. Addition of more borehole breakout measurements (e.g., Persaud,                 
2019) and focal mechanism studies (e.g., Abolfathian et al., 2019) will shed more light on stress heterogeneity in                  
Southern California. 

Along the San Jacinto fault zone (SJFZ), Abolfathian, Martinez-Garzon and Ben-Zion (2019) analyzed the              
background stress field with a refined stress inversion methodology using a dense focal mechanism data set. They                 
find that while the main stress regime of the SJFZ is strike-slip, subregions like the northwest portion near Crafton                   
Hills display significant transtension. For example, the maximum horizontal compression axis ( S Hmax ) rotates             
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clockwise with increasing depth, with the      
largest rotation (23°) observed near Crafton      
Hills (Figure 2). The rotations produce      
significant deviations from Andersonian    
strike-slip faulting, likely generating the     
observed increased dip-slip faulting of relatively      
deep small events. These studies continue to       
highlight the importance of short-wavelength     
heterogeneity in the stress states of Southern       
California. 

Hatch, Cooke, and colleagues utilized crustal      
deformation model stress rates with earthquake      
recurrence times to assess absolute stress      
conditions along faults in the San Gorgonio       
Pass region and their compatibility with typical       
earthquake stress drops. Results indicate     
present-day tractions already exceed 3 MPa      
along portions of the Banning, Garnet Hill, and        
Mission Creek strands of the San Andreas fault        
(Hatch et al., 2019). 

A critical contribution to the study of       
deformation over time lies in improving our       
ability to characterize non-secular, transient     
deformation (milestone 1c, 1f). Several recent      
SDOT efforts were aimed at the temporal and        
spatial study of non-secular deformation from      
geodetic observations that populate the     
Community Geodetic Model. Holt and     
colleagues used horizontal cGPS data to      
quantify a 13-year history of seasonal      
horizontal deformation in California. Results     
from this work illuminate long-wavelength     
anomalies between 2007 and 2019 that      
highlight remarkable seasonal periodic    
deformation patterns that emerge as a result of        
the solid Earth’s elastic response to      
precipitation patterns in California (Holt et al.,       
2018). Focusing on spatial details, Shen and       
Liu have developed a 3D continuous deformation field of Southern California by integrating precise GPS and InSAR                 
line-of-sight data (Shen and Liu, 2019). This new crustal deformation product (Figure 3) reveals intriguing sources of                 
non-secular vertical velocities, including groundwater withdrawal induced basin subsidence and drought related uplift             
due to elastic unloading. 

Partitioning seismic and aseismic deformation components using geodetic and seismic data is an additional research               
priority of SDOT in SCEC5 (milestone 1f). Barlow, Schwartz, and Shaddox combined seismic and borehole               
strainmeter data to identify a new strain transient on the Anza segment of the SJFZ in June 2016 (Figure 4). Template                     
matching, using 938 earthquakes from the Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN) catalog identified 17 families               
of “burst-type” repeating earthquake candidates occurring June 10 – June 21, 2016. These repeating events, and a                 
notable seismicity increase, combined with the detection of a deep strain transient by five nearby borehole                
strainmeters, are strong evidence of an aseismic transient on the Anza segment. Additionally, Frank et al. (2019)                 
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performed a seismo-geodetic   
analysis in order to characterize     
potential slow slip transients below     
the seismogenic zone of the Anza      
segment. They searched through    
the continuous seismic data    
for evidence of deep, transient    
aseismic slip, but did not find the       
repetitive low-frequency  
earthquakes that are symptomatic    
of deep slow slip. Cataloging and      
quantifying these deep creep    
events is important for    
understanding the interaction of    
slow and fast slip, and in evaluating       
the potential for triggering future     
large earthquakes in the Anza Gap. 

Several SDOT projects this year     
have made important contributions    
to ongoing efforts to develop physics-based fault system models that capture possible variations in elastic material                
properties (milestone 1h). Montesi and Holt (2019) investigated the compatibility of geodynamic modeling             
(gravitational potential energy and mantle flow) and rheological modeling (depth-integrated viscosity of the             
lithosphere) to improve our understanding of lithosphere rheology (CRM) and stress (SDOT) in southern California.               
Models that match the distribution of active strain rates require very low viscosities and stress levels. Additionally,                 
imaging of crustal structure and deformation fabrics at depth provides valuable information about the heterogeneous               
distribution of strength and stress around active fault zones of varying structural complexity and maturity. Porritt,                
Schulte-Pelkum, Behr and Becker analyzed seismological data from the UTIG Mojave broadband deployment as well               
as other constraints on Eastern California Shear Zone faults. The profile was chosen to provide data from a nascent                   
shear zone and compare localization proxies to mature fault zones. Initial results indicate a relatively sharp transition                 
in receiver function and teleseismic shear wave splitting anisotropy across a low offset fault. 

In response to the M6.4 and M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence, numerous collaborative efforts to assimilate               
geodetic and seismic observations are ongoing (milestone 1b, 1e). Johnson and Becker, in a broader SCEC focused                 
project to construct 3D viscoelastic models for southern California, computed early postseismic deformation and              
Coulomb stress evolution models, constrained by CGM data, following the M6.4-M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquakes. Rapid              
deformation in the first 20 days extending to hundreds of km away from the ruptures can be reconciled with                   
stress-driven models of lower crustal afterslip and a low-viscosity upper mantle. Xu, Smith-Konter, and Sandwell               
utilized high-resolution InSAR products to investigate shallow slip deficit and triggered creep along several orthogonal               
surface fractures, including the nearby Garlock fault. 

 Milestone Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
a Compare GPS-based stressing rates with focal mechanism-based stressing rates.  x x x  
b Collect and analyze campaign GPS data in areas of sparse GPS coverage and poor              

InSAR correlation. 
x x x   

c Assess level and impact of non-secular deformation in SCEC region from the combined             
CGM inputs  

   x  

d Populate the CSM below the upper crust with depth-dependent modeled stresses.           
Release updated versions of the CSM based on additional borehole constraints and            
geodynamic modeling. 

 x x   

e Update high-precision earthquake catalogs, including detection of small events, improved          
locations, and focal mechanisms, to help inform the CSM. 

x x x x x 
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f Map the partitioning between seismic and aseismic components of deformation along the            
major faults using geodetic and seismic data. 

 x x x  

g Refine the geologic slip rates on faults in Southern California, including offshore faults,             
and optimally combine the geologic data with geodetic measurements to constrain           
fault-based deformation models, accounting for observational and modeling uncertainties. 

   x  

h Develop physics-based fault system models that capture possible variations in elastic           
material properties, and permanent/inelastic deformation processes in the crust.  

  x x x 

2. Special Fault Study Areas – Focus on Earthquake Gates 
Earthquake Gate Areas (EGAs) are regions of fault complexity that may control the propagation of large earthquakes.                 
The Cajon Pass serves as the only EGA for SCEC 5. Nevertheless, the SCEC Planning Committee encourages                 
investigators to submit proposals related to conditional termination of rupture, which was the motivating scientific               
question for the EGA initiative, outside of Cajon Pass through the 2020 SCEC science planning process. 

The Cajon Pass EGA held a one-day field trip and ½ day            
workshop before the 2018 SCEC annual meeting       
(milestones 2b and 2c, Figure 5). These activities        
engaged a wide range of researchers and highlighted        
knowledge gaps to investigate within the next few years         
(milestone 2c). 

Projects within the Cajon Pass earthquake gate area        
over the past year have improved our understanding        
deformation partitioning in the region and subsurface       
fault geometry (milestone 2d). Onderdonk, Figueiredo, &       
Weldon found that the Glen Helen trace of the San          
Jacinto fault, which is the most easterly stand of the SJF,           
also appears to be the most active of the strands (Figure           
6). Figueiredo et al. are working up geochronology data         
for some terraces surfaces that are displaced by both the          
San Jacinto and the San Andreas fault systems in the          
Cajon Pass area. Preliminary TCN 10 Be data points to         
younger ages than initially assumed based on soil        
chronology. Oskin and Rockwell logged a trench on the         
newly discovered Lytle Creek Ridge fault and found two,         
and possibly three 2+m slip events. Based on Coulomb         
stress modeling, these large slip events are probably due         
to earthquake ruptures that jump from the SAF to the SJF           
(or visa versa). 

Nicholson and Plesch evaluated the updated earthquake       
catalogs (through 2018) of relocated and revised focal        
mechanisms through the Cajon Pass EGA, as well as         
other areas along the SAFS. In the Cajon Pass EGA,          
focal mechanisms with nodal planes that strike       
sub-parallel to the SAF or SJF exhibit predominantly        
steeply dipping nodal planes (dips >75°). They do not see          
evidence of moderate-to-low-angle aligned nodal planes      
(e.g., as proposed by Fuis and others for the SAF) that           
parallel either the SAF or SJF (milestone 2d). 
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Duan built a simplified 2D strike-slip fault model of the SAF and SJF system that simulates multicycle dynamics                  
(milestone 2e), including a viscoelastic model for interseismic fault loading and relaxation and a FEM model for                 
coseismic dynamic rupture propagation. Typical events include ruptures of the Cholame and Carrizo segments of               
SAF (1857-type), the Mojave and San Bernardino segments of SAF and SJF (1812-type), SJF itself, and even                 
(rarely) combined 1857- and 1812- fault segments. The 1812-type rupture starts on SJF and jumps onto SAF, while                  
the 1857-type rupture starts on the Cholame segment. 

Smith-Konter, Burkhard, Scharer, and Sandwell investigated stress accumulation rates for the Cajon Pass using a               
new 4D viscoelastic earthquake cycle model that incorporates heterogeneous rheological constraints of the southern              
California lithosphere. They find stress accumulation magnitudes of 0.7-2.5 MPa for the last 4 paleoseismic events on                 
the Cajon Pass and that stress accumulation rates of the Cajon Pass respond to crustal rheological variations by                  
decreasing slightly (~10%) when compared to stress rates computed from a uniform rheology model. Over 100-200                
year earthquake recurrence times, this decrease in stress accumulation rate can generate up to 0.7 MPa less of                  
accumulated stress for documented paleoseismic events (i.e., the 1812 event), implying that the occurrence of major                
through-going ruptures may be less frequent at this earthquake gate junction (milestone 2h). 

Studies outside of the Cajon Pass      
Earthquake Gate area provide critical     
constraints on fault activity throughout the      
San Andreas Fault system. Burgette, Lifton      
and Scharer have resolved the slip rate of        
the Central Sierra Madre Fault (CSMF) over       
the past ~60 kyr (Figure 7). The figures show         
Monte Carlo estimates of vertical separation      
and slip rate estimated from three      
generations of offset alluvial fan surfaces.      
The average slip rate for all three generations        
of markers is 1.1 +1.2 / -0.4 mm/yr. This late       
Quaternary slip rate for the CSMF is       
significantly slower than most estimates     
based on interseismic geodetic data,     
particularly when the fault geometry is      
considered. Although this slip rate is      
consistent with several meters of slip being       
accumulated since the last known     
earthquakes on the CSMF based on      
paleoseismology, the relatively low slip rate      
emphasizes the importance of contraction     
distributed across multiple structures south of      
the Sierra Madre fault. 

Castillo et al. analyzed trench records to provide the first paleoseismic record for the Banning strand of the southern                   
San Andreas Fault. The most recent event occurred sometime between 730 and 950 cal BP, potentially coincident                 
with rupture of the San Gorgonio Pass thrust. They interpret that five earthquakes have occurred since 3.3-2.5 ka and                   
eight earthquakes have likely occurred since 7.1-5.7 ka. We calculate an average recurrence interval of 380 - 640 yrs                   
based on four complete earthquake cycles between earthquakes 1 and 5. The average recurrence interval is thus                 
equivalent to or less than the elapsed time since the most recent event on the Banning strand. The recurrence                   
interval is similar to the San Gorgonio Pass (450-1850 years) but longer than that for the Mission Creek strand (~220                    
years). Mapping of sediment provenance and landform dating by Fosdick et al., (2018) show evidence of recent slip                  
along the Mission Creek fault in a region previously interpreted as inactive (milestone 2h).  
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The paleoseismic event database is currently      
under development by Biasi and Rockwell      
(milestone 2g). Progress has been stymied by       
lack of central database infrastructure to host       
the data.  

Seismic data of the Salton Trough analyzed by        
Ajala et al. (2019) reveal the detailed 3-D basin         
geometry and strong crustal heterogeneities of      
the region (Figure 8). This important data can        
be used to improve earthquake ground      
shaking estimates of seismic hazard. Data and       
models available at   
https://www.geol.lsu.edu/persaud/Data.html . 

 

 Milestone Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
a Hold incubator workshop to develop a research strategy and candidate locations or topics             

for the Earthquake Gates initiative. 
x     

b Decide on at least one target for the Earthquake Gates initiative and hold an inaugural               
workshop. 

 x    

c Hold joint workshop on multi-disciplinary research on Earthquake Gates focus area(s).           
Assess scope of Earthquake Gates projects, solicit work as needed. 

 x x   
 

d Collect and synthesize earthquake recurrence, slip-rate, interseismic deformation and         
fault geometry information within Earthquake Gate Area(s). 

x x x x   

e Develop multi-cycle rupture and deformation models within the Earthquake Gate focus           
area(s). 

x x x x   

f Calibrate the model results from the Earthquake Gate area(s) with geologic and            
geophysical data from within the EGA(s). Incorporate understanding developed under this           
initiative to improve earthquake rupture forecasts. 

  x x x 

g Develop a paleoseismic event database that includes event ages and quality ranking not             
limited to Earthquake Gate Area(s). 

x x x x  

h Determine how model-based hypotheses about fault interactions through zones of          
complexity can be tested by observations of accumulated slip and paleoseismic           
chronologies.  

  x x x 

3. Community Models 
We have created a portal website ( www.scec.org/research/cxm ) to facilitate access to individual community model              
products, together with a template for standardization of individual CXM websites (milestone 3c). The Community               
Fault Model (CFM) website is the first to be updated making use of the new template (milestone 3i), and work on                     
updating and linking the Community Stress Model (CSM) and Community Geodetic Model (CGM) websites is               
underway. We will add new borehole stress constraints (milestone 3aa) and modeled stresses to the CSM once the                  
new website is live. We have also linked the Unified Community Velocity Model (UCVM), a collection of software tools                   
and application programming interfaces designed for standardized access to the multiple seismic velocity models              
used in SCEC research, to the portal website. 

We incorporated new seismic velocity models representing central and northern California into the UCVM, bringing               
SCEC closer to completing a state-wide seismic velocity model (milestone 3m). Detailed seismic velocity models of                
the Central Valley and the Santa Maria Basin, based on extensive new well log datasets, are embedded in the new                    
central California velocity model, CS173-H (milestone 3k). In year 2, a workshop was held focused on CVM issues                  
and jump-starting a technical activity group (TAG) to drive CVM development within SCEC and with our partners. The                  
workshop gathered scientists with expertise in (1) body-wave, surface wave, and full waveform tomography, (2)               
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model validation, (3) seismic and other data sources, (4) 3D model integration and representation, and (5)                
high-performance computing to identify and prioritize research tasks in support of existing and future CVMs               
( www.scec.org/proposal/report/18118 ). The group has planned activities aimed at identifying and developing           
appropriate methods for advancing CVMs as well as their verification, testing and validation (working towards               
milestones 3k, 3l, 3m and 3q). A workshop is scheduled prior to the 2019 annual meeting to initiate the CVM TAG                     
activities. These CVM TAG efforts (workshops and proposals submitted to SCEC) are supported by a combination of                 
SCEC core-science and PG&E funds. Several of the participants of this CVM TAG are also involved in developing                  
updated CVMs for Northern California within the USGS. Both groups (USGS and SCEC) share the same interest in                  
using several different techniques to develop, verify and validate models. This is a prime example of SCEC                 
leveraging other sources of funding and coordinating projects to improve science and its products. 

Progress continued on defining and reviewing the geologic framework (milestone 3n), as well as flow laws for rocks                  
and shear zones (milestone 3o). The preliminary geologic framework is complete, and whole rock flow laws will be                  
available for the CRM lithologies by the September 2019 SCEC Annual Meeting. A small workshop for deformation                 
modelers was held on May 5, 2019 to familiarize the group with progress on the preliminary CRM, and to seek their                     
feedback on formats, prioritization of features, and other issues. We also presented the draft CRM and solicited input                  
from the assembled modelers at the June 10-14 CIG-SCEC Deformation Modeling Workshop in Golden CO.               
Summaries of the modelers’ comments are available via the workshop reports for both meetings, and Google                
documents with detailed comments from breakout sessions from both meetings have been archived by the CRM PI’s                 
for continued reference. A preliminary Community Thermal Model (milestone 3e) and a manuscript describing this               
resource are under refinement, with a preliminary distribution slated for September 2019. 

Following a September, 2017 workshop, the CFM group released CFM 5.2, which includes: geometrical refinements               
based on the latest earthquake catalogs and surface trace maps, a new metadata spreadsheet featuring fault                
hierarchies and other supporting information, regular-gridded representations of the CFM 5.2 fault surfaces, and              
linkages of CFM faults to UCERF3 slip rates (milestones 3i and 3j). Since then, the CFM group has focused on                    
updating and expanding representations of faults in the Offshore Central California Area (OCCA) and Great Valley                
Fault Area (GVFA). We worked with SCEC IT to develop a           
web-based tool that allows users to view a clickable map of           
CFM faults and search the archive based on several         
parameters (keyword, strike, dip, etc.). Building on past        
experience with developing such a tool, database, trace, and         
tsurf components of version CFM 5.2 were thoroughly        
synchronized to allow seamless use for this purpose. Access         
to an early version was provided to selected community         
members for feedback and changes and improvements were        
made based on user feedback. There are a number of          
technical issues that we are currently working out, but we          
plan to have the CFM web tool released to the public by the             
2019 SCEC annual meeting. 

July of 2019 saw two significant earthquakes (M6.4 and         
M7.1) occur near Ridgecrest, CA. The CFM group has         
analyzed the preliminary aftershock and surface rupture       
mapping data using an objective, weighted fitting to        
hypocenters and nodal planes following Riesner et al. (2017).         
These efforts produced two fault surfaces from these events,         
which provides a fault structure for SCEC researchers to test          
in a wide range of ongoing and future modeling efforts. These           
fault surfaces have been shared with the SCEC community         
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and will be integrated into the CFM 5.2 website archives by the 2019 SCEC annual meeting. 

The Community Geodetic Model (CGM) group has continued to make progress toward its SCEC5 milestones in 2018                 
and 2019. Ongoing methodological development, following a workshop held in March, 2018, has focused on               
combining 3D cGPS time series for southern California by six individual research groups and addressing how to                 
combine them with campaign GPS data into a comprehensive consensus GPS velocity field (milestones 3t and 3r),                 
and on developing noise mitigation strategies for InSAR data to produce more robust time series and secular velocity                  
estimates (milestone 3u; Figure 9). Strategies for combining GPS and InSAR datasets, and for delivering consensus                
InSAR LOS datasets to SCEC, were also addressed (milestones 3u and 3v). Tasks for the upcoming September                 
2019 workshop include reaching consensus on the CGM Version 2 products (to be delivered by early 2020), and                  
evaluating our actions following the July 2019 Ridgecrest earthquakes as a case study for future CGM earthquake                 
response. 

 Milestone Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
a Convene a workshop focused on guiding community model development towards          

self-consistent and well-integrated community models. 
 x    

b Organize TAGs for community models, as appropriate, including a TAG to develop a             
geologic framework for the Community Rheology Model (CRM). 

x     

c Develop a strategy for a unified approach to data integration, manipulation and querying             
of community models (CXMs), and identify common or shareable data structures           
between different CXMs. 

 x    

d Develop standards to represent smaller scale features in the CXMs, such as stochastic             
variations in elastic properties, attenuation, stress, temperature, rheology, fluid transport          
properties, and fault orientation. 

   x  

e Deliver a preliminary Community Thermal Model (CTM) that provides crustal          
temperatures throughout southern California based on 1D conductive heat flow and a            
simplified 3D distribution of thermal properties. 

x     

f Update the CTM from 1D to 3D so that it is consistent with CRM lithologies and field data.                  
Improve surface heat flow maps. Search for additional heat flow and thermal property             
data in areas with poor coverage.  

 x x   

g Add a CTM branch that quantifies advective heat transport, and evaluate the need for              
anisotropic thermal properties. Provide error ranges for modeled temperatures and          
alternative models where there are significant disagreements. 

   x x 

h Conduct peer review of the Community Fault Model (CFM) 5.2 through a virtual             
workshop; release a revised version with preferred fault representations. 

    x 

i Implement a portable, user-friendly interface to access CFM model versions,          
components, and metadata, incorporating a new fault naming and number system           
compatible with the USGS Fault and Fold database. 

 x x   

j Refine CFM representations of the linkages among major fault systems.    x x 
k Improve the resolution of the Community Velocity Models (CVM-S and CVM-H) in the             

shallow crust, by adopting products developed or results obtained through the research            
activities defined for D.14 (physics of the geotechnical layer) and validate against            
observations. 

  x   

l Define and implement a protocol to introduce alternative representations into existing           
CVMs, leveraging the seismic studies of various geographic regions (e.g., San Jacinto,            
Salton Sea). 

  x   

m Develop a statewide CVM, and validate against independent ambient seismic field           
measurements. 

   x  

n Construct a provisional 3D geologic framework of southern California, as a first step             
towards developing a CRM. Convene a workshop on how to characterize the brittle,             
ductile, plastic, and viscoelastic rheologies of the southern California lithosphere,          
including shear zones. 

 x    

o Implement mixing laws for polymineralic rocks of the CRM. Release CRM version 1.0 that              
includes 3D geologic framework and constitutive models consistent with the CTM. 

   x  
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p Unify representation of SCEC community models, including refined CFM and CVM           
structures and prototypes of the CTM and CRM, and enhance their interoperability.            
Release a CRM that incorporates the rheologies of shear zones. 

    x 

q Define and implement standards for the periodic evaluation (verification and validation) of            
different CXMs through direct (e.g., exploration or experimental) and indirect (modeling           
and simulation) methods, as applicable. 

x x x   

r Produce a consensus combined campaign/continuous GPS time series product. x x    
s Develop grids of horizontal velocity and strain rate derived from consensus GPS time             

series. Upload to CGM v. 1.0 website. 
x x    

t Develop consensus vertical time series from continuous GPS sites.  x x   
u Identify and develop best practices for producing and updating LOS time series from the              

new data streams provided by Sentinel-1A and 1B, and ALOS-2. 
 x x   

v Produce a consensus secular velocity InSAR product using the full archive of SAR data              
(ERS, Envisat, ALOS-1, Sentinel) for the SCEC region. 

x x x x  

w Conduct peer review of initial CGM products through a virtual workshop.   x   
x Develop methods for integrating full vector GPS time series with LOS InSAR time series              

from multiple platforms to construct 1 km spatial resolution grids of horizontal and vertical              
time series. 

   x x 

y Populate the CSM below the upper crust with depth-dependent modeled stresses.           
Release updated versions of the CSM based on additional borehole constraints and            
geodynamic modeling. 

 x x   

z Populate CSM at all depths with stresses (amplitudes) from static deformation models            
that account for upper crustal rheology as well as ductile rheologies from the CRM. 

  x x x 

aa Extend the Community Stress Model (CSM) to incorporate borehole stress data.  x x   

bb Deliver a deformation model based on the Community Geodetic Model (CGM) to the             
CSM. 

  x   

4. Data-Intensive and Scientific Computing 
Throughout this year, the data-intensive and scientific       
computing efforts of SCEC research have seen       
interesting developments in a broad range of areas,        
including data curation and analysis, simulation of       
dynamic rupture processes and earthquake sequences,      
advances in software development to better capture       
earthquake and wave propagation physics, and use of        
machine learning and artificial intelligence in      
seismology. 

The continuous effort of the Southern California       
Earthquake Data Center has permitted improvements in       
earthquake locations and definition of focal      
mechanisms, and systematically estimated stress drops      
from source spectra for a large dataset of events. The          
results of the SCEDC team (led by Caltech’s E.         
Hauksson) are a significant improvement in earthquake       
location accuracy for small earthquakes and seismicity       
features in southern California. Software tools from       
such efforts have been distributed through GitHub to the         
larger community (milestone 4b) They also provide       
insight into fault zone processes (Figure 10), and        
provide large catalogs of focal mechanisms and       
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Brune-type stress drop estimates, which facilitate large-scale analyses of the stress state of the southern California                
crust. This year’s efforts also include improved focal depths, fine-scale fault structure definitions, and spatio-temporal               
aftershock characterization. 

Better catalogs and increasing data availability have also facilitated efforts in data processing and analysis using                
novel techniques, such as those developed by Z. Peng (from Georgia Tech) for phase detection and picking based on                   
convolutional neural networks. Such methods, benchmarked on SCEDC datasets (4.8M picked arrival times)             
achieved a similar high accuracy (99.5%) with a significantly simpler model and faster execution time than other                 
traditional methods, thus facilitating the picking of P/S arrivals in other regions with limited labeled phases. 

Improvements in catalogs and data also      
facilitate progress made in waveform     
tomography across California, now    
onward into a 2-year effort led by C.        
Tape (UA-Fairbanks) and C. Thurber     
(UW-Madison). This project includes    
software development and adaptation    
for estimation of hypocenters and origin      
times, construction of a database of      
ambient noise Green’s functions,    
estimation of moment tensors, and     
implementation of tomography   
workflows that are being applied to      
different velocity models (CVM-H15.1    
and CMV-S4.26). Figure 11a-b show the      
improvement in the a Vs model in terms        
of greater coherence in lower crustal      
features compared to the Lin et al.       
(2010) model. Figure 11c shows     
near-surface Vs from the inversion,     
featuring a low-velocity zone along the      
San Andreas fault and a clear extent of        
the Central Valley. Vs at the same depth        
from the CCA6 model (En-Jui Lee and       
co-workers) is shown in Figure 11d for       
comparison. 
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Notable efforts have also been made in the area of software development for simulation of earthquake processes,                 
such as the simulation of dynamic rupture, earthquake simulators, earthquake sequences, nonlinear and topography              
effects in wave propagation, and earthquake prediction. Advances in some of these areas (earthquake sequences               
and near-surface nonlinearity) are highlighted in the following sections. Other notable efforts are in the areas of                 
inelasticity at the fault zone, such as the development of the hybrid computational schemes advanced by A. Elbanna                  
(UIUC) which use a finite element-spectral boundary integral equation scheme to investigate the dynamics of fault                
zones with small scale pre-existing branches as a first step towards explicit representation of anisotropic damage                
features in fault zones (Figure 12). This alternative approach enables an exact nearfield truncation of the                
elastodynamic field, thus permitting the use of high resolution finite element discretization in a narrow region                
surrounding the fault zone that encompasses the small scale branches while remaining computationally efficient.              
Elbanna’s team results suggest that the small scale branches may influence the rupture in ways that may not be                   
realizable in homogenized continuum models. 

Likewise, the efforts led by Y. Cui and A. Breuer (SDSC/UCSD) in terms of continuous software development of                  
open-source applications for wave propagation forward simulation stands out. Cui and Breuer have advance SCEC’s               
software development and engineering techniques include licensing, unified software development, version control            
for software and data, as well as Continuous Integration (CI) and Continuous Delivery (CD) solutions. Their project                 
showcases the application of best practices in software development and software engineering for the open-source               
version of the forward wave propagation finite-difference code AWP-ODC, for a fully integrated software infrastructure               
designed with (i) a clear and transparent license structure for software and data, (ii) well-documented and                
continuously tested examples and benchmarks, and (iii) a significant reduction of development time through fast and                
automated status reports on the software's health. And a second project of the same team develops a discontinuous                  
Galerkin software, called EDGE (for     
extreme scale discontinuous galerkin    
environment), featuring nonlinear   
earthquake simulations with a robust     
and accurate a-posteriori sub-cell    
limiting algorithm. The results, when     
compared to a pure discontinuous     
Galerkin simulation for an irregular     
topography test with a point source are       
seemingly indistinguishable (Figure 13). 

Other 2019 ongoing efforts contributing to computational science include but are not limited to advances in software                 
development for operational earthquake forecasting, rupture simulations with fault zone damage and plasticity, fault              
branches in 3D using earthquake simulators, utilization of machine learning techniques for tremor detection, among               
others, which intend to contribute to the milestones table below. 

 Milestone Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
a Develop a distribution pathway (e.g., via GitHub or CIG) for SCEC community software. x     
b Distribute efficient earthquake detection software for community use.  x x x x 
c Develop computing tools to handle large datasets from geodesy, lidar and           

structure-from-motion, 3D tomography, ambient seismic field measurements, and other         
signal processing techniques used, for example, to search for tectonic tremor and            
repeating events. 

 x x x x 

d Develop tools and algorithms for uncertainty quantification in large-scale inversion and           
forward-modeling studies, for managing I/O, data repositories, workflow, advanced         
seismic data format, visualization, and end-to-end approaches. 

 x x x x 
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Theme B: Understanding Earthquake Processes 
5. Beyond Elasticity 
SCEC is engaged in multiple efforts to examine the interplay of fault roughness and off-fault plasticity from an                  
observational point of view: as it may explain the apparent deficit of shallow slip in earthquakes, as it affects                   
numerical models of rupture and ground motion, and as it affects long-term fault behavior. Among the ongoing work                  
are sensitivity studies of differing forms of plastic response and modeling advances where off-fault distributed               
deformation can be non-continuum (milestones 5d, and 5e). In ongoing work, the effect of damage zones has been                  
explored in the context of long-term simulations of earthquakes and aseismic slip, in the form of off-fault plasticity                  
(Erickson et al., 2017), low-shear-modulus zones (Idini and Ampuero), and small-scale preexisting off-fault branches              
(Elbanna et al). This work addresses milestones 5d, 5f, and 5j. Effort commenced to build a paleoseismic event                  
database to characterize better natural earthquake recurrence behavior and potential system-wide super-cycles. This             
addresses several milestones: 2g, 5i, 9d, 9e, and 9g. A Technical Activity Group for the coordination of SCEC5                  
research on nonlinear effects in shallow crust was established in 2018 with research thrust aimed at (a)                 
characterizing material properties contributing to scattering effects in the shallow crust; (b) developing, verifying and               
validating two categories of nonlinear site response; and (c) implementing, verifying and validating nonlinear              
constitutive models in the SCEC three-dimensional physics-based ground motion simulation frameworks. Activities            
related to this TAG address milestones 5h and 5k. Efforts are ongoing towards building simulation capability for fault                  
slip that combines elasto-brittle behavior of the shallower crust with the inealstic, ductile response of the deeper                 
layers (Figure 14). Due to the interdisciplinary character of the SCEC collaboration, progress on some of the                 
milestones listed under the “beyond elasticity” theme are reported in other sections of this document. 

 

 Milestone Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
a Hold an interdisciplinary workshop focused on the topic of Beyond Elasticity. x     
b Identify existing modeling capabilities for inelastic rheology, how these are compatible           

with each other, and establish a framework for verification as presently done for linear              
anelastic problems. 

x x    

c Develop inelastic wave propagation codes that can be ported to HPC architectures. x     
d Develop strategies to quantify the contribution of inelastic off-fault deformation to geodetic            

estimates of strain accumulation. 
 x x   

e Apply inelastic crustal deformation models to estimate fault slip rates and assess results             
through comparison to geologic slip rates. 

   x  

f Develop strategies to identify the potential of near-surface distributed deformation and its            
effect on ground motion prediction, with emphasis on forward wave propagation           
simulation, to develop multi-step strategies to account for inelastic behavior. 

 x x x  
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g Develop and quantify the uncertainty of prototype approaches to represent the effects of             
non-linearity that would allow the continued use of linear wave propagation as an             
effective approximation. 

 x x x  

h Identify key material parameters that will be necessary to characterize inelastic behavior            
of geomaterials in the upper crust and near-surface deposits, and define strategies to add              
these data to community models (e.g., CVM, CRM) for use in forward and inverse              
modeling. 

 x x x  

i Assess the evidence for earthquake supercycles in southern California, and identify           
future data needs. 

 x x   

j Constrain alternative forms of fault-zone and distributed inelasticity, as well as the factors             
that influence it, such as cohesion and pore fluid pressure. 

  x   

k Quantify the differences between full 3D nonlinear and simpler approximations          
(developed under milestone 5h) and linear anelastic simulations; and their effects on            
ground motion prediction, intensity measures, and hazard estimation. 

  x x x 

6. Modeling Earthquake Source Processes 
Uncovering the rheology and dynamics of the earthquake source and its evolution with time (milestone 6c) requires                 
an integrated approach that includes field studies, laboratory experiments, and numerical modeling. Field studies              
examined how fault cores and gouge originate and evolve in the San Andreas Fault and concluded that fault shear                   
zones reach maturity (and "mature" frictional properties) early in fault growth, while the scale and architecture of the                  
fault zone are still rapidly changing (Rowe et al.). Several experimental studies explored and quantified key features                 
of the resistance of the actively shearing fault zones. Theoretically hypothesized fault weakening due to thermal                
pressurization of pore fluids has been theoretically confirmed, including more significant weakening for lower fault               
permeability as expected based on theoretical models (Badt, Tullis, and Hirth). Similarly, experiments have confirmed               
that the reduction in friction by flash heating during sliding along rough rock surfaces depends on the local surface                   
temperature distribution at mm scale (and larger) contacts, which in turn varies with contact lifetimes, cumulative slip,                 
and changes in local normal stress distributions associated with plowing and wear (Barbery, Chester, and Chester).                
Experimental studies with spontaneous dynamic rupture propagation and rapid reduction of normal stress near the               
free surface confirmed that shear resistance does not directly change with rapid changes in normal stress, a hallmark                  
of traditional Coulomb friction, but rather evolves over a slip scale (Tal, Rubino, Rosakis, and Lapusta); notably the                  
characteristic slip scale for this evolution is significantly larger than that of the state variable in rate-and-state friction                  
laws, a finding that would require reformulation of widely used rate-and-state friction laws. Theoretical studies have                
proposed improved formulations for enhanced dynamic weakening of fault zones (Sleep; Rattez and Veveakis). 

We have continued the development of rigorous modeling of long-term seismic and aseismic slip and their interaction                 
(milestone 6f). The exercise of comparing simulations of Earthquake Sequences and Aseismic Slip (SEAS) among               
groups with different methodologies (led by Erickson and Jiang) has successfully continued, with new benchmarks               
with more complex earthquake sequences; future benchmarks will include rupture jumping, inelasticity, fluids, and              
inertial effects. Its goal is to not only ensure that the problems are properly treated computationally, but also                  
determine best practices in this challenging field, facilitating the associated scientific studies. Studies have highlighted               
the importance of inclusion of inertial effects and proper resolution in capturing the long-term fault behavior using a                  
simple example of two-segment rate-and-state fault (Lambert and Lapusta). We have been developing increasingly              
realistic multi-cycle earthquake simulations that include coupled thermal-mechanical effects (Erickson and Dunham,            
2017. milestone 6d) and couple rate-and-state fault friction with a fault zone fluid transport and pore pressure                 
evolution model (Zhu, Allison, and Dunham). The latter simulations produce fault valving (Sibson, 1992) in which                
fluids ascend through the crust along the fault zone via Darcy flow (e.g., Rice, 1992) with permeability reduction in the                    
interseismic period from healing/sealing processes and permeability enhancement from cracking and dilatancy during             
fault slip. SEAS simulations have uncovered complexity of earthquake sequences on faults with realistically small               
nucleation size (Cattania and Segall). Using the SEAS simulations, we have been investigating the correspondence               
between on-fault rheological behavior, including enhanced co-seismic weakening, and seismologically inferred           
properties of the earthquake sources (Lambert and Lapusta, milestone 6e), focusing on models that reproduce               
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several key natural observations, including low-heat, low-stress operation of major faults. An important finding is that                
radiation efficiency for simulated self-healing pulse-like ruptures is much larger than inferred for natural events,               
implying either that ruptures rarely propagate as self-healing pulses or that the radiation energy is significantly                
underestimated. 

We have been working on improving estimates of stress drops as           
unique windows into the ongoing stress changes in the subsurface.          
Second-moment-based estimates result in 10-50 MPa stress drops        
for ~30 Mw > 3.5 events in Southern California (McGuire and           
Ben-Zion), which are much larger than the typical 1-10 MPa range.           
One potential explanation is that the traditionally used Madariaga’s         
approach to converting the source duration into a stress drop          
overestimates the area and hence underestimates the stress drop         
for many realistic sources (Lin and Lapusta, 2018; Figure 15). We           
are also considering the depth-dependent effects of path/attenuation        
on stress drops (Abercrombie and Shearer). 

Several studies have worked on quantifying the complexity of faults          
and their stress state (milestone 6c), including inferring significant         
stress parameter variations around major faults from focal        
mechanisms of declustered catalogs (Ben-Zion et al.,); exploring the         
adequacy of power-spectrum descriptions of fault roughness that        
neglect phase information (Brodsky et al.); and discovering the         
potentially significant effects of asymmetric topographic relief on        
dynamic rupture propagation. We have also advanced our        
understanding of fluid effects in faulting, including modeling field fluid          
injection experiments (Bhattacharya and Viesca, 2019),      
understanding the importance of thermal stresses in triggering fault         
slip during hydrothermal operations (Im and Avouac), and with the          
discovery of a new mechanism for accelerated slow slip on creeping           
faults due to fluid pressure contrast across the fault (Heimisson,          
Dunham, and Almquist, 2019.). Several other advances in modeling         
earthquake source processes have been described in other places         
of this report, including beyond elasticity and SDOT sections. 

 Milestone Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
a Understand and quantify how different levels of complexity and variability in source            

models influence advances in other areas such as broadband and deterministic ground            
motion simulation. 

x x x   

b Understand how inelastic strain associated with fault roughness and discontinuities          
influences seismic radiation and scaling of earthquake source parameters, and quantify           
their effects on ground motion. 

 x x x  

c Describe how fault complexity, fluid pressure and inelastic deformation interact to           
determine the properties of dynamic rupture and probability of rupture propagation           
through structural complexities. 

  x   

d Assess how shear resistance and energy dissipation depend on the          
maturity,hydrogeological state, and dynamics of the fault system, and how these are            
expressed geologically. 

  x x  

e Determine how earthquake source properties such as stress drop estimated from seismic            
observations based on simplified models correspond to properties of physically realistic           
sources. 

 x x   

f Study how seismic and aseismic deformation processes interact, and how that interaction            
affects long-term fault behavior, by exploring how slow slip and microseismicity           

x x x x x 
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redistributes stress for the following large events and how large events interact with             
deeper fault extensions. 

g Use numerical models to investigate which fault constitutive laws and parameter ranges            
are compatible with paleoseismic findings, including average recurrence, slip rate,          
coefficient of variation of earthquake recurrence, and the possibility of earthquake           
supercycles; determine whether such behavior can be compatible with the currently           
observed statistics of smaller-magnitude events. 

    x 

7. Ground Motion Simulation 
SCEC has built a broad range of ground motion simulation tools that            
include the effects of topography, fault roughness, and        
plasticity—both near that fault and remote from it; as well as           
improved velocity models, including refined shallow geotechnical       
layers and with stochastic representation (milestone 7b) of crustal         
properties (Shi and Asimaki, 2018). In 2018, we further improved the           
one-dimensional (1D) depth-dependent stochastic model for the       
shallow crust of the Los Angeles basin sediments, previously         
referred to as Geotechnical Layer (or GTL). The improved model is           
referred to heretofore as Sediment Velocity Model (SVM). An SVM          
realization along a cross-section of the Los Angeles Basin is shown           
in Figure 16. As can be readily seen, SVM is employed a-posteriori            
on UCVM, by occupying the basin layers that overlay the          
soil-bedrock interface (here defined as Z1000). The latter is inferred from UCVM, so SVM ‘respects’ the regional                 
convex basin shape, and only refines the shallow sedimentary layers where properties were previously assigned               
based on empirical, non-data driven approximations.  

We also performed preliminary tests to extend the model to three-dimensions (3D) by coupling the depth-dependent                
statistical properties with stochastic representation of high resolution array inversions in Southern California. We are               
currently in the process of implementing SVM in UCVM and performing numerical experiments that focus on Garner                 
Valley. The site was selected as a testbed for shallow crust velocity models and later on, for nonlinear physics-based                   
ground motion simulations because of: (i) the wealth of recorded ground motions with intensity large enough to trigger                  
nonlinear response; (ii) the extensive documented geotechnical and geophysical site characterization data, including             
laboratory and in-situ testing on nonlinear soil parameters; and (iii) the availability of downhole ground motion                
recordings, which can be used as incident ground motions in preliminary numerical tests to constrain source- and                 
path-related uncertainties. We also developed improved imaging products to map the shallow crust using scattered               
waves or fiber optic cables spanning the highly populated urban centers of the Los Angeles basin (milestone 7d). We                   
further expanded many of these modeling efforts into Central California with the benefit of additional support from                 
PG&E. Examples include the imaging of the Diablo Canyon subsurface using dense arrays. 

During Year 3, we continued the development and implementation of several inelastic realistic constitutive models to                
represent the inelastic behavior of rock and deposit materials (soils) in 3D deterministic and broadband ground                
motion simulations (milestones 5h, 5k, 7e). These include an enhanced Drucker-Prager plasticity model that uses a                
multi-surface parallel-series type Iwan model; a computationally efficient hysteretic model based on the bounding              
surface plasticity formulation by Borja and Amies; and a J2 bounding surface plasticity model with a vanishing elastic                  
region, called multi-axial cyclic plasticity model for cyclic clay behavior. To coordinate research and dissemination of                
work on the velocity model and nonlinear laws governing the shallow crustal sediments, members of the SCEC                 
community have formed a Technical Activity Group that convened at the 2018 Annual Meeting, and drafted a mission                  
and research objectives based on the research milestones and science themes of SCEC5. . The TAG is coordinating                  
verification and validation computational exercises for 3D physics-based nonlinear wave propagation simulations            
across the various SCEC Platforms, concentrating on Garner Valley. An example simulation using Borja-Amies              
constitutive soil model, GTL and CVM-S4.26 and Hercules finite element computational platform is shown in Figure                
11. The figure compares PGA amplification for plane wave incidence of a low-frequency and a high-frequency Ricker                 
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wavelet using linear and nonlinear constitutive soil models. As can be readily seen, the long period wave samples                  
coarsely the shallow crust, which by yielding has increased the impedance contrast relative to the underlying rock. By                  
contrast, the high frequency pulse ‘sees’ the refined, soft sedimentary structure of the basin, which, by yielding,                 
causes attenuation of the high frequency components and reduces the amplification compared to the linear case.                
Figure 11. (left) Plan view of Garner Valley shear wave velocity, as estimated from CVM-S4.26 and GTL. (right) PGA                   
amplification ratio of ground surface motion to far field crustal model: low frequencies are amplified when the shallow                  
crust is experiencing nonlinear behavior; by contrast, high frequencies are de-amplified due to the increased               
attenuation introduced by the soil yielding.  

On the broadband platform, we have extended modules to capture multi-segment kinematic ruptures (milestone 7a),               
inter-period correlations of ground motions (milestone 7j), and more realistic seismogram durations. We have also               
been developing two families of nonlinear Fourier-based amplification factors: a semi-empirical Fourier amplitude             
model based on the PEER NGA West2 database, augmented as needed with nonlinear site response simulations;                
and a synthetic amplitude and phase Fourier spectrum, based on simulated ground motions coupled to a rigorous                 
nonlinear soil model developed during SCEC4. Lastly, we have also been developing and implementing a site module                 
toolbox for the broadband platform that will include the following components: (a) SVM, so that a profile or family of                    
profiles can be generated using Vs30; (b) two nonlinear constitutive soil models along with empirical correlations to                 
estimate their nonlinear input parameters; and (c) two 1D site response codes, one based on finite elements and one                   
on finite differences, that can be used to perform nonlinear site-specific site response analyses with the said models,                  
given a rock outcrop time series from the BBP. Modules are currently verified and validated, and we expect them to                    
be implemented on the platform by Year 4 and no later than the end of SCEC5 (milestone 7e). 

The committee for the Utilization of Ground Motion Simulations (UGMS group held their 2018 in-person meeting on                 
November 7 to plan the activities for 2019, which include the expansion of the data access for building retrofit criteria,                    
the development of disaggregation tools, and the selection of CyberShake time series for engineering analyses. We                
developed a beta version of the web-based data access tool for MCER ground motions that includes two new code                   
standards: ASCE 41-17 for the rehabilitation of existing buildings and the standard from the LA Tall Buildings                 
Structure Design Council (milestone 7k). The MCER response spectra tool covers the greater Los Angeles area,                
providing a resource for cities and counties in the region. Finally, several validation exercises have been undertaken                 
as part of the Ground Motion Simulation Validation (GMSV) TAG for SCEC5 led by Rezaeian and Stewart (SCEC                  
Annual Report 17185). The UGMS and GMSV groups are coordinating efforts on several tasks.  

 Milestone Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
a Incorporate and validate multi-segment rupture, non-linear amplification factors, and         

inter-period correlations in the Broadband Platform. 
x x x x  

b Derive and implement stochastic models for the representation of the heterogeneous,           
anisotropic near-surface velocity structure for CVMs. 

x x x x  

c Implement standardized approaches and develop software tools to analyze recorded data           
and synthetic seismograms, and facilitate streamlined verification and validation of          
broadband and deterministic simulations. 

x x    

d Gather and develop novel data sets (e.g., small earthquakes, tremor/low-frequency          
earthquakes, ambient noise) and new instrumentation (e.g., cell-phone accelerometers,         
strainmeter data, dense arrays) to develop and validate ground motion predictions. 

x x x   

e Develop, validate and incorporate appropriate and realistic constitutive models to          
represent the inelastic behavior of rock and deposit materials (soils) in 3D deterministic             
and 2D broadband ground motion simulations. 

 x x x x 

f Investigate ground motion intensity proxies to automate the selection of scenarios that            
will integrate nonlinear effects in Cybershake via forward nonlinear 3D simulations. 

  x x x 

g Quantify the relative roles of fault geometry, heterogeneous frictional resistance,          
wavefield scattering, intrinsic attenuation, and near-surface heterogeneities and        
nonlinearities in controlling ground motion and its variability. 

 x x x  
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h Quantify the relative importance of nonlinearities near the fault, along the path, and in              
near surface soft-material deposits, and their susceptibility to subsurface topography (i.e.,           
3D basin and site effects). 

  x x x 

i Develop and implement methods for computing, storing, and serving 3D Green's           
functions. 

   x  

j Evaluate the spatio-temporal correlation of ground motions at regional scales from           
recordings and using CyberShake data. Compare and validate pertinent CyberShake          
results against empirical correlations. 

  x x x 

k Develop programs and activities to advance the use of 3D deterministic and broadband             
ground motion simulation products, and results in engineering design, seismic hazard           
assessment and mitigation.  

x x x x x 

8. Induced Seismicity 
The USGS Earthquake Hazards Program has a well-developed program to investigate induced seismicity nationwide,              
and SCEC has been asked to coordinate activities in this area with the USGS program through FARM leader Nick                   
Beeler. Relevant to this work is the development of methods for detecting small earthquakes under the Mining                 
Seismic Wavefields NSF geoinformatics grant, which has been used to perform comprehensive template matching for               
all available continuous seismic waveform data for the SCSN (Ross et al., 2019). The QTM catalog that resulted                  
includes both natural and suspected induced earthquakes (milestone 8c). 

 Milestone Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
a Assemble appropriate fluid flow data to assess the relationship to earthquakes.  x    
b Determine the degree to which ground motion from induced seismicity is similar, or             

different, than that from natural tectonic seismicity. 
  x   

c Develop and apply approaches for improved detection and improved characterization,          
e.g., microseismic detection using fingerprinting and matched-filter approaches to         
suspected induced seismicity in California. 

   x  

Theme C. Characterizing Seismic Hazards 
9. Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis 
We are continuing to develop physics-based earthquake       
rupture forecasts and ground-motion models within the       
CyberShake PSHA framework (milestones 9f, 9h). We       
simulated ground motions for ~40,000 ruptures of moment        
magnitude M ≥ 6 in California from the Uniform California          
Earthquake Rupture Forecast, UCERF2. The Southern      
California simulations generated ~440,000 pairs of horizontal       
component time series for 336 sites. This ensemble is large          
enough to sample aleatory variability of the rupture process,         
including hypocenter and slip variations. The latest       
computations study, initiated in early 2018, is focused on the          
Northern California region and involved a strong collaboration        
with USGS stakeholders (Figure 17). The velocity models used         
for the simulations included the USGS Bay Area model, and          
the two SCEC models developed through 3D tomography,        
CCA06 and CVM-4.26. 

We are increasingly focused on fully characterizing faults, velocity models, and recurrence in order to first properly                 
bound, and then reduce systematically, the epistemic uncertainty in shaking intensities for hazard maps. We continue                
to verify and validate CyberShake to higher frequencies - now up to 1 Hz - and expand the areal coverage; with the                      
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latest model, we are now covering most of California. As a proof of concept for evaluating long-term earthquake                  
forecasts on faults, we evaluated the 1988 WGCEP rupture forecast (milestone 9a). 

 Milestone Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
a Develop methods for evaluating forecasts of finite-size earthquake ruptures against          

observations. Identify and characterize suitable datasets for retrospective tests of          
finite-rupture forecasts. 

    x 

b Identify pathways for using information from physics-based simulators in PSHA and OEF.   x   
c Carry out targeted experiments to validate ground motion effects identified through           

simulations of wave propagation in the CVMs. 
x x x x  

d Assess predictive capability of long-term earthquake rupture forecasts by combining          
patterns of earthquake occurrence and strain accumulation with neotectonic and          
paleoseismic observations of the last millennium. 

  x   

e Place geologic bounds on the character and frequency of multi-segment and multi-fault            
ruptures of extreme magnitude. 

   x  

f Develop a statewide Cybershake-based hazard model.     x 
g Develop earthquake cycle models consistent with paleoseismic chronologies (slip         

estimates and event dates) that investigate stress accumulation and stress drop           
sequences over multiple earthquake cycles. Test the hypothesis that seismic supercycles           
seen in earthquake simulators actually exist in nature and explore the implications for             
earthquake predictability. 

    x 

h In coordination with the USGS, communicate improvements in physics-based seismic          
hazard analysis to the earthquake engineers, emergency responders, and general public. 

x x x x x 

10. Operational Earthquake Forecasting 
Retrospective testing of the    
UCERF3-ETAS model (Figure   
18, milestone 9a), the first OEF      
model that self-consistently   
combines an earthquake   
branching process and   
long-term fault model, through of     
series of “Turing tests” has been      
completed (Page and van der     
Elst, 2018) and shows a number      
of areas for future improvement     
of the model (Figure 13a). The      
UCERF3 model has also been     
used to quantify potential losses     
in the USGS Haywired    
earthquake planning scenario   
(Figure 19b, Field and Milner,     
2018); this work demonstrates    
the sensitivity of hazard and risk      
measures that are dominated by     
the largest events to the     
inclusion of faults in the     
modeling. 

The Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP) has developed a preliminary software design for                
the revamped CSEP2 codebase, which will provide more flexible support for evaluating the most recent generation of                 
earthquake forecasting models. CSEP has begun retrospective testing of the UCERF3-ETAS model and is exploring               
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a range of performance tools and metrics to assess its skill in forecasting the aftershocks of large earthquakes in                   
California (Figure 20). 

We continue to make progress towards      
earthquake-simulator-based forecasting through the    
Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation Modeling     
(CISM) project (milestone 9b). 

During the 2019 Ridgecrest sequence,     
UCERF3-ETAS was used to produce aftershocks      
probabilities and maps of possible future earthquake       
locations (Figure 21). The capability to add arbitrary        
fault surfaces was added to the UCERF3-ETAS code        
(milestone 15g), and simulations for the M7.1 were        
run with several different possible fault sources.       
These results were used to communicate to the        
media and public which nearby faults were at        
heightened hazard due to the sequence. 

 Milestone Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
a Develop methods for validating UCERF3-ETAS model forecasts utilizing CSEP or other           

tools.  
 x x   

b Formulate approaches for validating physics-based earthquake simulators against        
observations, and for using them to help constrain existing uncertainties and inform            
modeling choices in statistically based models (e.g. UCERF3). 

  x   

c Assess the predictive power of the Coulomb stress hypothesis by testing physics-based            
clustering models against multiple earthquake sequences across various tectonic         
settings.  

  x   

d Integrate ensemble modeling techniques within CSEP to enable ensemble forecasting.   x   
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e Assess the importance of visco-elastic post-seismic response for earthquake cycle          
models. 

   x  

f Develop earthquake simulators that can resolve fault processes across the range of            
scales required to investigate stress-mediated fault interaction, including those caused by           
dynamic wave propagation or that combine coseismic dynamic rupture and multi-cycle           
simulators; generate synthetic seismicity catalogs; and assess the viability of earthquake           
rupture forecasts. 

   x  

g Develop approaches for incorporating real-time data products into OEF candidate          
models.  

   x  

h Develop methods for prospectively testing UCERF3-ETAS.    x  
i Extend CSEP capability to evaluate real-time OEF models.      x 

11. Earthquake Early Warning 
We set no milestones for this topical element, which the USGS is covering well under research programs outside of                   
SCEC. 

12. Post-Earthquake Rapid Response 
The rapid scientific response capability for future earthquakes in Southern California and the methods and protocols                
we have practiced in past years for mobilizing and coordinating the core geoscience disciplines, and gathering and                 
preservation of perishable earthquake data were put to the test this summer by the M6.4 July 4, and subsequent                   
M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquakes, which set the SCEC earthquake research response into action. The scientific response               
to the earthquake required that we actually exercise the earthquake response measure that we typically simulate                
(milestones 12a,12c,12d,12e,12f). Milestone 12b was not fully exercised because we did not require satellite phone               
capability to respond to the earthquake. The SCEC earthquake response website (response.scec.org) was initiated              
on July 4 and proved a valuable venue for the exchange of information in the aftermath of the earthquake for many                     
researchers. SCEC scientists participated in the fieldwork and in information exchanges through the California              
Earthquake Clearinghouse. Some of the field data collection work was coordinated and shared through the               
Geotechnical Extreme Events Reconnaissance (GEER) Association, with a summary report shared on their portal              
within two weeks of the main event. 

Among the research targets identified to help understand this earthquake sequence are: (i) generation of               
near-orthogonal left- and right-lateral ruptures and lines of seismicity in the July 4 M6.4 event (typical conjugate                 
faulting is expected to be about 60 degrees between the two ruptures). (ii) Initiation of the M 7.1 earthquake in close                     
spatial proximity to the NW end of the M6.4 event (the short time separation between the events implies a strong                    
arresting structure at the NW end of the M6.4 event). (iii) Transition from highly localized M6.4 rupture to the                   
distributed rupture of the M7.1 event to the NW. (iv) Possible interactions of the Ridgecrest sequence with the Garlock                   
fault to the south and the Coso geothermal area and Owens Valley to the north. (v) Space-time variations of                   
seismicity (including foreshocks) and transient strain-rates at the surface.  

To address these questions, SCEC coordinated geologic, geodetic, and seismological field studies and wrote an               
NSF-Rapid proposal involving six academic institutions to cover the expense of gathering perishable information              
(Figure 22). This information included: geologic observations and measurements of surface faulting, comprehensive             
lidar survey of surface rupture, distributed deformation, and ground failure, GPS to measure co-seismic offsets of                
benchmarks in the near field and postseismic deformation, and seismological deployments of 463 three-component              
nodal seismographs together with the USGS. The seismic deployments included several linear arrays that crossed               
the rupture zones in several locations, linear arrays across and parallel to the Garlock fault, and an areal coverage to                    
develop 3D velocity models and comprehensive aftershock monitoring. Additional observations were collected at the              
Trona Pinnacles, were a number of tufa spires were damaged by the strong shaking from the Ridgecrest Sequence.                  
The field team collected geo-tagged pictures and coordinated 3D structure from motion imaging of selected spires,                
acquired by a JPL team and by a University of Washington team, both using Unmanned Aerial Vehicle surveys. The                   
data collected will support continued work on fragile geologic features (FGFs, a.k.a. Precariously balanced rocks or                
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PBRs), providing the community with the largest set of damaged FGF observations to date. Initial findings on the                  
earthquake sequence will be presented in a plenary session on the first day of the 2019 SCEC Annual Meeting, and                    
in the poster session. 

The GPS campaign of Funning and Terry in winter 2019 targeted sites in the Mojave desert (Figure 23), including                   
multiple locations surrounding the Garlock fault. The updated site positions and refreshed knowledge of their               
locations gained in that project were invaluable for a rapid geodetic response to the Ridgecrest earthquakes in July.                  
Five sites were occupied in the immediate aftermath of the July 4th M6.4 event, and were still operating when the                    
second, M7.1 event occurred on July 5th, allowing discrimination of the deformation fields of both earthquakes. The                 
Tectonic Geodesy group at SCEC is coordinating the ongoing GPS response between groups from UCR, Scripps,                
UNR and the USGS with the goal of capturing any postseismic transient deformation and constraining the crustal                 
rheology of the area. 

 Milestone Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
a Hold an annual scientific earthquake response exercise. x x x x x 
b Update earthquake response plans, including satellite communication and data exchange          

capabilities. 
x     

c Coordinate response plans annually with the USGS and the California Earthquake           
Clearinghouse. 

x x x x x 

d Work with partners (e.g., IRIS, UNAVCO, USGS) to improve instrumental availability for            
rapid response. 

 x    

e Identify and develop opportunities for linking high-resolution postseismic deformation to          
geological observations (UAVSAR, lidar, SfM). 

 x    

f Improve post-event communication between SCEC and other agencies through sharing          
of information portals, datasets, etc.  

 x x x x 
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Theme D. Reducing Seismic Risk 
13. Risk to Distributed Infrastructure 
Most progress this year was achieved in relation of milestones 13c and 13e. Several tasks involved the validation and                   
use of CyberShake simulations for engineering applications. We performed the validation of RotD100/RotD50 ratios              
from Cybershake ground motions by comparing them to results from empirically-derived models (Figure 24). This               
ratio is a proxy indicator for the       
polarization of ground motions along     
the horizontal plane and has a big       
impact on structural response of     
most human infrastructure, including    
buildings. We also validated the     
motions for significant duration, a     
metric based on the time occurence      
of various level of incremental Arias      
intensity, using a similar approach.     
Results showed a generally good     
agreement of simulated motions for     
those metrics, relative to empirical     
observations. 

We used Cybershake ground motions to investigate tall building collapse at regional scales. The team developed,                
tested and applied efficient and reliable collapse classification algorithms using machine learning tools. They              
confirmed the current understanding of important collapse predictors and highlighted additional important ground             
motion features. They then trained their collapse classifiers and used them to perform regional estimation of collapse                 
risk. Collapse predictions were made using CyberShake data from 336 sites across Southern California where there                
are around 500,000 simulated seismograms at each site. Regional estimation of mean annual frequency of collapse                
was performed to generate maps of collapse risk. Higher values of risk correlate well with geologic features such as                   
presence of sedimentary basins and the surface trace of the San Andreas fault. This work constitutes an important                  
new step in pushing the validation of ground motions for engineered structures to a regional scale. 

We initiated work to quantify long-period basin effects in simulated ground motions with wave propagation through the                 
CVMS.26.M01 velocity model used in the latest soCal CyberShake map computation. The work involved the               
characterization of sites as being within, at the edge or outside basins and the computation of systematic basin                  
effects. We have selected 13 small to moderate magnitude events with recordings from several hundred stations to                 
perform the ground motion study. We have simulated ground motions for the same events and stations and will                  
compare the results between the simulated and recorded motions as part of the validation exercise and basin model                  
development. 

We also achieved a lot of progress on the validation of simulated ground motion using the seismic response of                   
roadway bridges. Ground motions simulated with the broadband platform for three historic events (Northridge, Loma               
Prieta, and Landers) were used and applied to a set of SDOF (non-deteriorating), and MDOF (Box- Girder Seat-type                  
bridge) models. The bridges response were compared to that from the corresponding recorded ground motions.               
Evaluation of the efficiency and sufficiency of the simulated ground motions showed that they were in general a good                   
representation of the recorded ground motions. Ground motions from the BBP also provided a good match to RotD50                  
spectral acceleration of the recorded motions. 

W e continue working with engineers and stakeholders to apply measures of distributed infrastructure impacts in               
assessing correlated damage from physics-based ground-motion simulations (milestones 13a,13b,13d). Projects          
were identified and funded in year 2019 to improve methods for facilitating end-to-end simulations that include                
structures (milestone 13b). A new special project was funded in mid 2019 to support fault displacement hazard using                  
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fault rupture simulations. This will support progress on milestone 13d in the next year. We continue to interact with                   
utility companies to develop the partnerships required for milestone 13e in years 4 and 5. 

 Milestone Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
a Identify engineering needs for integrated (multi-step or end-to-end) earthquake         

simulation. Convene an interdisciplinary workshop bringing together ground motion         
modelers and earthquake engineers to define a reduced number of scenarios and            
case-studies that can be used to concentrate subsequent research activities (e.g., LA            
water supply). 

x x    

b Develop computational tools to facilitate integrated earthquake modeling and site-city          
interaction effects. These tools should allow multi-step or end-to-end simulation and           
analysis of ground motion and infrastructure (buildings or distributed systems such as            
buried pipelines) response. 

 x x x  

c Investigate the implications of ground motion simulations (including amplitude and spatial           
variability) by integrating observed and simulated ground motions with engineering-based          
building and distributed infrastructure systems response models. Validate the results by           
comparison to observed response of instrumented building and distributed infrastructure          
systems. 

  x x x 

d Develop methods for estimating fault displacements, including distributed deformation         
and large-scale tilts, for the evaluation of risk to large distributed infrastructures. 

 x x x  

e Assess the performance of distributed infrastructure systems using simulated ground          
motions. Evaluate the potential impact of basin effects, rupture directivity, spatial           
distribution of ground motion, or other phenomena on risk to infrastructure systems. 

   x x 

14. Velocity and Rheology of Basin Sediments  
To coordinate research and    
dissemination of work on the     
velocity model and nonlinear laws     
governing the shallow crustal    
sediments, members of the SCEC     
community have formed a    
Technical Activity Group that    
convened at the 2018 Annual     
Meeting, and drafted a mission     
and research objectives based on     
the research milestones and    
science themes of SCEC5. The     
TAG is coordinating verification    
and validation computational   
exercises for 3D physics-based    
nonlinear wave propagation   
simulations across the various    
SCEC Platforms, concentrating on Garner Valley. A stochastic 1D sediment velocity model was developed to improve                
the geotechnical layer previously implemented in CVM-H, and is currently being integrated in UCVM. Synthetic               
experiments and verification exercises to test the implementation are planned for Year 4 of SCEC5. 

Several groups developed improved techniques to image the Los Angeles and other basins in southern California.                
SCEC research also analyzed differences between classical site amplification effects in basins associated with              
vertically-incident body waves from those generated by surface waves. We continue to use ambient-seismic-field              
measurements to constrain shallow basin structure. The efforts are important for reducing epistemic uncertainties in               
ground motion prediction. In the current year we have begun to use the HVSR method to characterize basin structure                   
along the LASSIE profile (Figure 25). This helps to address milestone 14c. 
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Lastly, we have been developing techniques to use small magnitude earthquakes to map the (relative) 3D spatial                 
heterogeneity of the shallow crust with high resolution. We use all earthquakes between 2 < M < 4.8 in Southern                    
California (approximately 20,000 earthquakes and 300 stations). The methodology is based on developing an              
automated system to analyze coda waves; and an inversion technique to map the heterogeneities. An example of                 
delayed time tomography in the frequency range 1-5Hz that maps the relative scatter intensity (divergence from                
background crustal medium) is shown in Figure 26. 

  

 Milestone Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
a Create a Sediment Velocity and Rheology Model (SVRM) TAG to foster collaborations            

between geotechnical engineers and ground motion modelers to advance modeling and           
simulation of the physics and effects of the geotechnical layer on ground motion             
prediction. 

x     

b Develop and validate 3D constitutive models to capture nonlinear phenomena such as            
near-surface plasticity, permanent ground deformation and earthquake triggered ground         
failure, for implementation into physics-based simulations. 

x x x   

c Develop new velocity parameterizations of the near-surface sediments, based on          
available site characterization data from past invasive and non-invasive methods, and           
constrained by the deeper CVM basement structure, and implement these in CVM            
applications (i.e., UCVM) to facilitate their evaluation through validation exercises. 

x x    

d Use borehole measurements, near-surface material stiffness proxies (e.g., Vs30,         
topography), and empirical correlations to estimate input parameters necessary for          
nonlinear ground motion modeling in both physics-based simulations and empirical          
models . 

 x    

e Develop empirical correlations between measured near-surface sediment properties and         
the rheology model parameters of these sediments, also drawing information from the            
velocity and rheology CXMs, to facilitate incorporation of nonlinear response and effects            
of permanent ground deformation.into regional-scale ground motion simulations. 

  x x x  

f Populate the CRM with rheology models (velocity, anelastic attenuation, nonlinear          
properties) of the rock and soil layers of the crust to capture nonlinear phenomena such               
as off-fault plasticity, permanent ground deformation and earthquake triggered ground          
failure phenomena in physics-based simulation. 

  x   

g Quantify epistemic uncertainties of the velocity variability and nonlinear constitutive laws           
and parameters derived and implemented for the response of the soft sediments. 

 x x x x 
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Draft 2020 Science Plan 
SCEC Science Planning Committee ,  September 2019 

 

 

1. New This Year 
The SCEC Science Plan (aka RFP) reflects the research priorities articulated in the SCEC5 proposal, and the project                  
plan approved by the National Science Foundation and the U.S. Geological Survey. The SCEC Science Plan detailed                 
in this document is provisional pending final SCEC5 Year 4 budget authorization. The Southern California Earthquake                
Center is committed to providing a safe, productive, and welcoming environment for all participants. Substantial               
changes have been made to the RFP since last year, so we strongly encourage researchers to read the RFP carefully                    
and in its entirety. 

● The performance period for SCEC-funded projects will have an effective February 1, 2020 start date and                
January 31, 2021 end date. Workshops funded in response to this Science Plan must be scheduled between                 
February 1, 2020 and December 31, 2020. 

● Proposal guidelines (Section 3.3.4) have been revised and will be strictly enforced going forward. Proposals               
that do not comply with the guidelines will be returned without review. 

● Again this year, some geodesy, or other topical, proposals may be funded through partnerships with NASA                
scientists (including JPL). See details in Section 3.3.4: 2. Project plan. 

● New this year, some research on properties and dynamics of the shallow crust may be supported through a                  
new special project funded by DOE. See details in Section 3.3.4: 2. Project plan. 

● Investigators that anticipate extensive use of computational resources through SCEC should consult with the              
relevant SCEC Special Projects leadership to develop a strategy to acquire or support such resources. 

● The “Earthquake Gates” focus area was started in the first year of SCEC5. This initiative is designed to                  
foster multidisciplinary studies of the factors that lead earthquakes to start or stop (as at a gate). To organize                   
this initiative the SCEC community held an incubator workshop in March 2017 and solicited proposals to                
establish Earthquake Gate Areas. The Cajon Pass Region has been selected as the first and only                
Earthquake Gate of SCEC5. We do not plan to initialize any additional Earthquake Gate Areas in years 4-5                  
of SCEC5. Refer to section 5.5 SAFS for more information on the Earthquake Gates Initiative and the Cajon                  
Pass Earthquake Gate Integrated Science Plan. 

● Investigators interested in undergraduate summer interns should contact the SCEC Communication,           
Education, and Outreach (CEO) office. The undergraduate intern will be recruited by the CEO Program staff.                
Selected intern projects will be awarded as supplemental funds on the proposal award and are not                
considered part of the proposed project budget. Funds used for summer stipends and travel support to the                 
SCEC annual meeting for the selected undergraduate students will be managed at and dispersed from USC.                
The number of intern projects awarded each year will depend on available funding in the SCEC annual                 
budget and the pool of interested applicants. 

● The SCEC Transitions Program was launched at the beginning of SCEC5. This program provides students               
and early-career scientists with resources and mentoring, particularly at major transitions in their educational              
and professional careers. In doing so, the Transitions Program aims to encourage and sustain careers in the                 
geosciences and other STEM fields. The SCEC Transitions Program welcomes proposals that expand             
awareness of professional advancement opportunities and pathways, as well as improve competency in             
earthquake research tools and techniques of the junior members of the SCEC community. New this year, the                 
SCEC Transitions Program offers for Research Travel Awards to help Early Career Researchers attend and               
present conferences that might otherwise be out of their financial reach. 
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Investigators planning to a submit proposal should also note that: 

● We take pride in fostering a diverse and inclusive SCEC community, and therefore expect all participants to                 
abide by the SCEC Activities Code of Conduct, as approved by the SCEC Board of Directors in June 2018. 

● The geochronology infrastructure supports Accelerator Mass Spectrometer analysis of 14C, 10Be, 26Al, and             
36Cl through collaboration with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and the University of California,             
Irvine (14C only). Luminescence dating (OSL, pIR-IRSL) will be supported through regular proposal             
budgets, through an arrangement with a luminescence laboratory (see Earthquake Geology section for             
suggestions). 

● Funding for travel to participate in the SCEC Annual Meeting will be considered only in the context of a                   
research proposal in response to the current Science Plan. International travel funding for a co-investigator               
to participate in the SCEC Annual Meeting will be considered, provided the proposal clearly states (a) how                 
the investigators are critical to the project and (b) a plan for how the international participant’s institution will                  
cost-share the anticipated travel expenses. 

● There is a renewed call to develop methodologies to validate ground motion simulations based on dynamic                
rupture simulations, for systematic assessment of aleatory variability and epistemic uncertainty in simulated             
ground motions, and for the development of methodologies to validate and calibrate estimates of permanent               
displacements. 

2. Overview 
The Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) was founded as a Science & Technology Center on February 1,                 
1991, with joint funding by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) . Since                  
2002, SCEC has been sustained as a stand-alone center under cooperative agreements with both agencies in three                 
consecutive, five-year phases (SCEC2–SCEC4). The Center was extended for another 5-year period, effective 1              
February 2017 to 31 January 2022 (USGS SCEC5) and 1 May 2017 to 30 April 2022 (NSF SCEC5). SCEC                   
coordinates fundamental research on earthquake processes using Southern California as its main natural laboratory.              
Currently, over 1000 earthquake professionals participate in SCEC projects. This research program is             
investigator-driven and supports core research and education in seismology, tectonic geodesy, earthquake geology,             
and computational science. The SCEC community advances earthquake system science by gathering information             
from seismic and geodetic sensors, geologic field observations, and laboratory experiments; synthesizing knowledge             
of earthquake phenomena through system-level, physics-based modeling; and communicating understanding of           
seismic hazards to reduce earthquake risk and promote community resilience. 

2.1 The SCEC5 Research Vision 
Earthquakes are emergent phenomena of active fault systems, confoundingly simple in their gross statistical features               
but amazingly complex as individual events. SCEC’s long-range science vision is to develop dynamical models of                
earthquake processes that are comprehensive, integrative, verified, predictive, and validated against observations.            
The science goal of the SCEC5 core program is to provide new concepts that can improve the predictability of the                    
earthquake system models, new data for testing the models, and a better understanding of model uncertainties. 

The validation of model-based predictions against data is a key SCEC activity, because empirical testing is the most                  
powerful guide for assessing model uncertainties and moving models towards better representations of reality. SCEC               
validation efforts tightly couple basic earthquake research to the practical needs of probabilistic seismic hazard               
analysis, operational earthquake forecasting, earthquake early warning, and rapid earthquake response. Moreover,            
the risk-reduction problem—which requires actions motivated by useful information—strongly couples SCEC science            
to earthquake engineering. SCEC collaborations with engineering organizations are directed towards end-to-end,            
physics-based modeling capabilities that span system processes from the earthquake source to infrastructure             
performance and risk.  

SCEC connects to the social sciences through its mission to convey authoritative information to stakeholders in ways                 
that result in lowered risk and enhanced resilience. SCEC’s vision is to engage end-users and the public at large in                    
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on-going, community-centric conversations about how to manage particular risks by taking specific actions. The              
SCEC Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) program seeks to promote this dialog on many levels,               
through many different channels, and inform the conversations with authoritative earthquake information. Towards             
this goal, the SCEC5 CEO program continues to build networks of organizational partners that can act in concert to                   
prepare millions of people of all ages and socioeconomic levels for inevitable earthquake disasters. 

2.2 The SCEC5 Science Plan 
The SCEC5 Science Plan was developed by the non-USGS members of the SCEC Planning Committee and Board                 
of Directors with extensive input from issue-oriented “tiger teams” and the community at large. The strategic                
framework for the SCEC5 Science Plan is cast in the form of five basic questions of earthquake science: 

(1) How are faults loaded on different temporal and spatial scales? 

(2) What is the role of off-fault inelastic deformation on strain accumulation, dynamic rupture, and radiated seismic                 
energy? 

(3) How do the evolving structure, composition and physical properties of fault zones and surrounding rock affect                 
shear resistance to seismic and aseismic slip? 

(4) How do strong ground motions depend on the complexities and nonlinearities of dynamic earthquake systems? 

(5) In what ways can system-specific studies enhance the general understanding of earthquake predictability? 

These questions cover the key issues driving earthquake research in California, and they provide a basis for gauging                  
the intellectual merit of proposed SCEC5 research activities. 

Research priorities have been developed to address these five basic questions. Tied to the priorities are fourteen                 
science topics distributed across four main thematic areas (described in section 2.2.2). 

2.2.1 Basic Questions of Earthquake Science 
Q1. How are faults loaded across temporal and spatial scales? 

Problem Statement : Fault systems are externally loaded, primarily by the relatively steady forces of plate tectonics,                
but also by mass transfers at the surface due to long-term interactions of the solid Earth with its fluid envelopes                    
(climate forcing) and by short-term gravitational interactions (tidal forcing and fluid migration). Much is yet to be                 
learned about the stress states acting on active faults and how these stress states evolve through external loading                  
and the internal transfer of stress during continuous deformation and discontinuous faulting.  

In SCEC4, we initiated research on a Community Stress Model (CSM) to describe our current knowledge about the                  
stress state of the San Andreas fault system. The ensemble of stress and stress-rate models comprised by the                  
current CSM is a quantitative representation of how well we have been able to answer Q1. Empirical models have                   
been developed for stress orientations in the upper crust based on abundant focal mechanisms and more limited                 
in-situ data, as well as 3D dynamic models of stress; e.g., from finite-element simulations of long-term tectonics,                 
including nonlinear laboratory rheologies. A new approach builds 3D stress models as sums of analytic solutions that                 
satisfy momentum conservation everywhere, while approximating the previous stress-direction and stress-amplitude           
models in a least-squares sense. Though we are encouraged by our recent progress, understanding stress is a                 
long-term proposition. 

Research Priorities : 

P1.a. Refine the geologic slip rates on faults in Southern California, including offshore faults, and optimally combine                 
the geologic data with geodetic measurements to constrain fault-based deformation models, accounting for             
observational and modeling uncertainties. ( Geology ,  Geodesy ,  SDOT ,  SAFS ) 

P1.b. Determine the spatial scales at which tectonic block models (compared to continuum models) provide               
descriptions of fault-system deformation that are useful for earthquake forecasting. ( SDOT ,  Geodesy ,  EFP ,  CXM ) 
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P1.c. Constrain how absolute stress and stressing rate vary laterally and with depth on faults, quantifying model                 
sensitivity; e.g., to rheology, with inverse approaches. ( SDOT ,  CXM ,  Geology ) 

P1.d. Quantify stress heterogeneity on faults at different spatial scales, correlate the stress concentrations with               
asperities and geometric complexities, and model their influence on rupture initiation, propagation, and arrest.              
( Seismology ,  SDOT ,  FARM ,  Geology ) 

P1.e. Evaluate how the stress redistribution among fault segments depends on time, at which levels it can be                  
approximated by quasi-static and dynamic elastic mechanisms, and to what degree inelastic processes contribute to               
stress evolution. ( SDOT ,  Geodesy ,  Seismology ,  FARM ,  CS ) 

Q2. What is the role of off-fault inelastic deformation on strain accumulation, dynamic rupture, and radiated                
seismic energy? 

Problem Statement : In the brittle upper crust, observations of low-velocity zones associated with active seismogenic               
faults, together with time-dependent evolution of seismic velocities following stress perturbations suggest intrinsic             
relationships between damage, healing, and effective elastic moduli of rocks in a fault zone. Such relationships are                 
only poorly understood, but they can elucidate the development and evolution of fault zones in space and time, as                   
well as the interplay between damage accumulated over multiple earthquake cycles and rupture dynamics. Current               
dynamic rupture models show that the assumption of elastic deformation of the host rocks is often violated; e.g., in                   
regions of high stress concentration near the propagating rupture front, particularly when stress is further               
concentrated by geometrically complex fault surfaces. This raises important questions about the effect of inelasticity               
and damage on the nucleation, propagation, and arrest of rupture. Neglecting inelastic response may systematically               
bias inversions of seismic and geodetic data for slip distribution and rupture geometry, affect measurements of                
coseismic slip at the surface, and inferences of long-term slip rates from the geologic record. 

The SCEC community is at the forefront of research on inelastic material response associated with earthquake                
faulting and its effects on dynamic rupture propagation and seismic ground motion. The SCEC focus on extreme                 
ground motion for the Yucca Mountain Project drew attention to the physical limits that realistic, inelastic material                 
response places on strong shaking. Recent simulations of earthquakes in the Los Angeles region have demonstrated                
how yielding near the fault and in sedimentary basins substantially reduces predicted ground motions relative to                
purely elastic simulations. Accounting for inelasticity brings the model predictions more in line with empirical               
constraints on strong shaking. 

Research Priorities :  

P2.a. Determine how much off fault deformation contributes to geodetic estimates of strain accumulation and what                
fraction of seismic-moment accumulation is relaxed by aseismic processes. ( FARM ,  Geodesy ,  CS ) 

P2.b. Explore approaches to represent the effects of nonlinearity that would allow the continued use of linear wave                  
propagation as an effective approximation. ( GM ,  CS ,  Seismology ) 

P2.c Constrain the form of fault-zone and distributed nonlinearity, as well as the material properties and factors, such                  
as cohesion and pore fluid pressure, that are likely to influence it. ( FARM ,  CS ,  GM ,  Seismology ) 

P2.d. Understand how inelastic strain associated with fault roughness and discontinuities influences rupture             
propagation, seismic radiation, and scaling of earthquake source parameters. ( CS ,  FARM ,  Seismology ) 

P2.e Describe how fault geometry and inelastic deformation interact to determine the probability of rupture               
propagation through structural complexities, and determine how model-based hypotheses about these interactions            
can be tested by the observations of accumulated slip and paleoseismic chronologies. ( EFP , FARM , CS , Geology ,                
SAFS ) 

Q3. How do the evolving structure, composition and physical properties of fault zones and surrounding rock                
affect shear resistance to seismic and aseismic slip? 
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Problem Statement : Fault systems show complexities that range from the macroscale of plate tectonics to the                
microscale of asperity contacts on a fault surface in highly damaged rocks that are fluid-filled and chemically reactive.                  
Many questions about the evolving, multi-scale dynamics of these complex systems remain unanswered. The              
inferred values of heat outflow from mature faults, such as the San Andreas, Taiwan’s Chelungpu Fault, and the                  
Japan Trench megathrust, imply that shear stress acting during sliding is an order of magnitude lower than estimates                  
from Byerlee’s law and typical static friction measurements—an inconsistency famously known as the “heat-flow              
paradox.” Low values for shear stress acting on major faults are also supported by the steep angles between the                   
principal stress direction and fault trace, slip-vector rake rotations during faulting, and significant rotations of principal                
stresses after large earthquakes. In addition, multi-fault earthquake simulations show that observed propagation onto              
unfavorably oriented structures appears to be more likely to occur if the faults are subject to low tectonic stress. 

These and other observations motivate the continued investigation of the structure, composition, and physical              
properties of fault zones that host earthquake sources. One important question is which faults are susceptible to                 
coseismic weakening mechanisms, such as flash heating, thermal pressurization of pore fluids, partial or full melting                
of the shearing zone, silica-gel formation, and thermal decomposition of sheared materials into friction-reducing              
byproducts. Coseismic weakening may lead to large unexpected slip in creeping fault regions, including deeper fault                
extensions below the seismogenic layer, a phenomenon compatible with some recent observations. Fluids play a key                
role in several of the weakening processes, potentially dominating coseismic resistance to slip. In fact, fluids can lead                  
to extreme localization of the shearing layer, promoting coseismic weakening. Conversely, fluids can also provide a                
stabilizing factor, for example due to inelastic shear-induced dilatancy of the pore space, and the resulting reduction                 
of pore pressure and hence increase of the effective normal stress.  

Research Priorities :  

P3.a. Refine the geometry of active faults across the full range of seismogenic depths, including structures that link                  
and transfer deformation between faults. ( CXM ,  Seismology ,  Geodesy ,  Geology ,  SAFS ) 

P3.b.  Constrain the active geometry and rheology of the ductile roots of fault zones. ( CXM ,  SDOT ,  FARM ,  Geology ) 

P3.c. Assess how shear resistance and energy dissipation depend on the maturity of the fault system, and how these                   
are expressed geologically. ( FARM ,  SDOT ,  Geology ) 

P3.d. Determine how damage zones, crack healing and cementation, fault zone mineralogy, and off-fault plasticity               
govern the degree of strain localization, the state and stability of slip (e.g., creeping vs. locked, seismic vs aseismic),                   
interseismic strength recovery, and rupture propagation. ( FARM ,  Geology ,  CS ) 

P3.e Constrain the extent of permanent, off-fault deformation, and its contribution to geologic and geodetic fault                
slip-rate estimates. ( Geology ,  SAFS ,  Geodesy ,  EFP ) 

P3.f. Study the mechanical and chemical effects of fluid flows, both natural and anthropogenic, on faulting and                 
earthquake occurrence, and how they vary throughout the earthquake cycle. ( FARM ,  Geology ,  EFP ) 

P3.g. Assess the importance of the mechanical properties of the near-surface in reconciling geodetic and               
seismological estimates of fault slip at depth with fault offset at the surface. ( Seismology , Geodesy , Geology , GM ,                 
FARM ) 

Q4. How do strong ground motions depend on the complexities and nonlinearities of dynamic earthquake               
systems? 

Problem Statemen t: Realistic physics-based predictions of strong ground motions are among the highest long-term              
priorities of SCEC; comparing them with data is essential to testing our understanding of source and wave dynamics,                  
and to connect the basic science of earthquakes to the practical applications of seismic hazard analysis.                
Ground-motion simulations have become useful in performance-based engineering (for nonlinear building response            
analyses, for example), in operational earthquake forecasting, and in earthquake early warning. Validated numerical              
simulations that yield predictions adapted to local geologic conditions, such as sedimentary basins, structural              
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boundaries, and steep topography, can provide meaningful ground-motion estimates for conditions poorly            
represented in empirical databases. 

An appropriate baseline for measuring future progress in ground-motion modeling is the recent CyberShake 15.4               
study, which produced hazard curves for the Los Angeles region from a stochastically complete set of UCERF2                 
ruptures using the CVM-S4.26 crustal structure. The resulting hazard model had several notable limitations: (i) the                
sources were prescribed by a pseudo-dynamic (kinematic), rather than fully dynamic, rupture model; (ii) the wavefield                
calculations were computed to an upper cutoff frequency of 1 Hz, compared to engineering needs that can exceed 10                   
Hz; and (iii) the principle of seismic reciprocity was used to compute the requisite ensemble of seismograms. To                  
preserve reciprocity and its associated computational benefits while integrating off-fault and shallow crustal plasticity,              
Cybershake hazard computations would need to be constrained to perfectly linearly elastic media; near-fault              
inelasticity would need to be built into the rupture model as a source effect; and near-surface inelasticity would need                   
to be built into the wave propagation simulations in the form of a-posteriori imposed site correction factors.  

In SCEC5, we are moving away from the classical trichotomy of source, path, and site effects as decoupled                  
processes by a new paradigm. Under this new paradigm, in which the surface ground motions are modeled as the                   
nonlinear response of a dynamical system where these effects are coupled. As the CyberShake example above                
indicates, identifying approaches that preserve the computational efficiency enabled by reciprocity and superposition,             
but approximating the inelastic response of rocks and soils from source to surface will be a major challenge. Our plan                    
will be guided by four priorities that recognize the practical potential of this paradigm shift. 

Research Priorities :  

P4.a. Determine the relative roles of fault geometry, heterogeneous frictional resistance, crustal material             
heterogeneities, intrinsic attenuation, shallow crust nonlinearities and ground surface topography in controlling and             
bounding ground motions. ( GM ,  Seismology ,  EEII ) 

P4.b. Coordinate validation test cases for broadband platform and physics-based ground motion simulations that              
incorporate shallow crustal inelastic effects Coordinate verification efforts for near field, very strong ground motions               
associated with extensive inelastic effects for scenarios outside the existing empirical databases.( GM ,  EEII ) 

P4.c. Develop ground-motion simulations for anticipated large events that could be considered for use in probabilistic                
seismic hazard and risk analysis. ( CS ,  GM ,  EEII ) 

P4.d. Communicate the impact of physics-based seismic hazard analysis to earthquake engineers, emergency             
responders, and general public. ( EEII ,  GM ) 

Q5. In what ways can system-specific studies enhance the general understanding of earthquake             
predictability?  

Problem Statement : Earthquake prediction is one of the great unsolved problems of physical science. We distinguish                
intrinsic predictability (the degree to which a future earthquake behavior is encoded in the precursory behavior of an                  
active fault system) from a specific prediction (a testable hypothesis, usually stated in probabilistic terms, of the                 
location, time, and magnitude of an earthquake). A key objective of the SCEC5 core program is to improve our                   
understanding of earthquake predictability as the basis for advancing useful forecasting models. We propose to take                
a broad view of the earthquake predictability problem. For example, many interesting conditional predictions can be                
posed as physics questions in a system-specific context: What will be the shaking intensity in the Los Angeles basin                   
from a magnitude 7.8 earthquake on the southern San Andreas Fault? By how much will the strong shaking be                   
amplified by the coupling of source directivity to basin effects? Will deep injection of waste fluids cause felt                  
earthquakes near a newly drilled well in the San Joaquin Valley? How intense will the shaking be during the next                    
minute of an ongoing earthquake in Los Angeles?  

Earthquake system science offers a “brick-by-brick” approach to improving our understanding earthquake            
predictability. In SCEC5, we propose to build system-specific models of rupture recurrence, stress evolution, and               
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triggering within a probabilistic framework that can assimilate a wide variety of geologic, geodetic, and seismic                
observations. Five research priorities will guide this plan. 

Research Priorities :  

P5.a. Develop earthquake simulators, which are earthquake rupture simulation codes that allow the development of               
long-term earthquake catalogs based on approximations to rupture physics and earthquake interaction, and encode              
the current understanding of earthquake predictability. ( EFP ,  CS ,  FARM ) 

P5.b. Place useful geologic bounds on the character and frequency of multi-segment and multi-fault ruptures of                
extreme magnitude. ( SAFS ,  Geology ,  EFP ) 

P5.c. Assess the limitations of long-term earthquake rupture forecasts by combining patterns of earthquake              
occurrence and strain accumulation with neotectonic and paleoseismic observations of the last millennium. ( EFP ,              
SAFS ,  Geology ) 

P5.d. Test the hypothesis that “seismic supercycles, seen in earthquake simulators actually exist in nature and                
explore the implications for earthquake predictability. ( EFP ,  SAFS ,  Geology ) 

P5.e.  Exploit anthropogenic (induced) seismicity as experiments in earthquake predictability. ( FARM ,  EFP ) 

2.2.2 SCEC5 Thematic Areas and Topical Elements 

The basic science questions reflect the core issues currently driving earthquake research. SCEC5 will address these                
questions through an interdisciplinary program comprising 14 topics in four main thematic areas. While these are not                 
the only research activities to be undertaken in SCEC5, they constitute a cogent plan for making progress on the core                    
scientific issues. 

1. Modeling the fault system: We seek to know more about the geometry of the San Andreas system as a complex                     
network of faults, how stresses acting within this network drive the deformation that leads to fault rupture, and how                   
this system evolves on time scales ranging from milliseconds to millions of years. 

● Stress and Deformation Over Time . We will build alternative models of the stress state and its evolution                 
during seismic cycles, compare the models with observations, and assess their epistemic uncertainties,             
particularly in the representation of fault-system rheology and tectonic forcing. 

● Earthquake Gates . Earthquake gates are regions of fault complexity conjectured to inhibit propagating             
ruptures, owing to dynamic conditions set up by proximal fault geometry and material properties, distributed               
deformation, and earthquake history. We will test the hypothesis that earthquake gates control the probability               
of large, multi-segment and multi-fault ruptures. 

● Community Models . We will enhance the accessibility and usability of the SCEC Community Models,              
including the model uncertainties. Community thermal and rheological models will be developed. 

● Data Intensive Computing . We will develop methods for signal detection and identification that scale              
efficiently with data size, which we will apply to key problems of Earth structure and nanoseismic activity. 

2. Understanding earthquake processes: Many important achievements in understanding fault-system stresses,           
fault ruptures, and seismic waves have been based on the elastic approximation, but new problems motivate us to                  
move beyond elasticity in the investigation of earthquake processes. 

● Beyond Elasticity . We will test hypotheses about inelastic fault-system behavior against geologic, geodetic,             
and seismic data, refine them through dynamic modeling across a wide range of spatiotemporal scales, and                
assess their implications for seismic hazard analysis. 

● Modeling Earthquake Source Processes . We will combine coseismic dynamic rupture models with            
interseismic earthquake simulators to achieve a multi-cycle simulation capability that can account for slip              
history, inertial effects, fault-zone complexity, realistic fault geometry, and realistic loading. 

● Ground Motion Simulation . We will validate ground-motion simulations, improve their accuracy by            
incorporating nonlinear rock and soil response in the shallow crust, and integrate dynamic rupture models               
with wave-scattering and attenuation models. We will expand our simulation capabilities to capture the              
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frequency band of engineering interest, 0.1-10 Hz. In collaboration with geotechnical engineers and             
engineering geologists, we will develop or implement nonlinear rheological models of near-surface rock and              
soil layers tailored to the computational constraints and parameter scarcity of full-physics earthquake             
simulations and calibrated against observed site responses from recordings. 

● Induced Seismicity . We will develop detection methods for low magnitude earthquakes, participate in the              
building of hydrological models for special study sites, and develop and test mechanistic and empirical               
models of anthropogenic earthquakes within Southern California. 

3. Characterizing seismic hazards: We seek to characterize seismic hazards across a wide spectrum of               
anticipation and response times, with emphasis on the proper assessment of model uncertainties and the use of                 
physics-based methods to lower those uncertainties. 

● Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis . We will attempt to reduce the uncertainty in PSHA through              
physics-based earthquake rupture forecasts and ground-motion models. A special focus will be on reducing              
the epistemic uncertainty in shaking intensities due to 3D along-path structure. 

● Operational Earthquake Forecasting . We will conduct fundamental research on earthquake predictability,           
develop physics-based forecasting models in the new Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and            
Modeling, and coordinate the Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities. 

● Post-Earthquake Rapid Response . We will improve the rapid scientific response to strong earthquakes in              
Southern California through the development of new methods for mobilizing and coordinating the core              
geoscience disciplines in the gathering and preservation of perishable earthquake data. 

4. Reducing seismic risk: Through partnerships coordinated by SCEC’s Earthquake Engineering Implementation            
Interface, we will conduct research useful in motivating societal actions to reduce earthquake risk. Two topics                
investigated by these engineering partnerships will be: 

● Risk to Distributed Infrastructure . We will work with engineers and stakeholders to apply measures of               
distributed infrastructure impacts in assessing correlated damage from physics-based ground-motion          
simulations. An initial project will develop earthquake scenarios for the Los Angeles water supply. 

● Velocity and Rheology of Basin Sediments . In collaboration with geotechnical engineers, we will advance the               
understanding of site effects by incorporating refined soil stratigraphies and nonlinear rheological models of              
near-surface rock, sediment, and soil layers into full-physics earthquake simulations. 

2.3 Management of the SCEC Research Program 
The SCEC Science Planning Committee (PC) is responsible for developing the SCEC Annual Science Plan, which                
describes the Center’s research interests and priorities, and the SCEC Annual Collaboration Plan, which details how                
resources will be allocated to projects. The PC is chaired by the SCEC Co-Director (Greg Beroza), who is assisted by                    
a PC Vice-Chair (Judi Chester). The PC comprises the leaders of the SCEC science working groups—disciplinary                
committees, focus groups, and special project groups—who, together with the working group co-leaders, guide              
SCEC’s research program. The Executive Director for Special Projects (Christine Goulet) manages science activities              
in the externally funded SCEC Special Projects and coordinates these activities with the PC and the SCEC Associate                  
Director for Information Technology (Philip Maechling), who has oversight of SCEC Information Technology, including              
the software standards for data structures and model interfaces. The Center Interim Director (Yehuda Ben-Zion) and                
the Associate Directors for Science Operations (Tran Huynh), and CEO (Mark Benthien) serve as ex officio members.                 
The PC is responsible for formulating the Center’s science plan, conducting proposal reviews, and recommending               
projects to the Board of Directors for SCEC support. Its members play key roles in implementing the SCEC5 science                   
plan. 

3. Annual SCEC Science Plan 
The SCEC Science Plan solicits proposals from individuals and groups to participate in the SCEC research program                 
on an annual basis. Typical grants awarded under the SCEC Science Plan fall in the range of $10,000 to $35,000.                    
This is not intended to limit SCEC to a fixed award amount, nor to a specified number of awards, but rather to                      
calibrate expectations for proposals submitted to SCEC. Field investigations outside southern California may be              
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considered, provided the proposed research demonstrates direct relevance to SCEC5 goals that are not achievable               
within the southern California natural laboratory. 

3.1 Investigator Eligibility and Responsibilities 

3.1.1 Who May Submit Proposals 
Any person eligible to serve as a Principal Investigator (PI) at a U.S. academic institution or private corporation based                   
in the U.S. may submit a proposal to SCEC. 

Collaborative proposals involving non-U.S. participants will be considered provided the proposal (1) clearly states              
how the investigator from the non-U.S. institution is critical to the project and (2) the requested budget for the                   
international participant only includes direct costs (e.g. travel support). The funding for research requested on such                
projects should only be for the U.S. portion of the collaborative effort. 

Collaborative proposals with investigators from the U.S. Geological Survey and NASA (including JPL) are              
encouraged. USGS and NASA employees should submit requests for support through USGS and NASA channels,               
respectively. 

Any person with an overdue project report (for prior SCEC-funded awards) at the time of the proposal deadline will                   
not be allowed to submit a new or continuation proposal as a PI or co-PI. 

3.1.2 Investigator Responsibilities 
By submitting a proposal to SCEC, investigators agree to all three conditions listed below. Investigators who fail to                  
meet these conditions may (a) not receive funding until conditions are satisfied, and/or (b) become ineligible to submit                  
a future proposal to SCEC. 

1. Community Participation. Principal investigators will interact with other SCEC scientists on a regular basis and                
contribute data, results, and models to the appropriate SCEC resource. 

SCEC Annual Meeting . The PI will attend the annual meeting and present results of SCEC-funded research                
in the poster sessions, workshops and/or working group meetings. 

Data Sharing . Funded investigators are required to contribute data and results to the appropriate SCEC               
resource (e.g., Southern California Earthquake Data Center, database, community models). 

Code of Conduct . The Southern California Earthquake Center is committed to providing a safe, productive,               
and welcoming environment for all participants. We take pride in fostering a diverse and inclusive SCEC                
community, and therefore expect all participants to abide by the SCEC Activities Code of Conduct               
(https://www.scec.org/meetings/code-of-conduct). 

2. Project Reporting.   Principal investigators will submit a project report by the due date listed below. 

Workshop Awards . A report of results and recommendations of the workshop funded by SCEC is due no                 
later than 30 days following the completion of the workshop. The report will be posted on the SCEC website                   
as soon as possible after review by SCEC leadership. 

All Other Awards . Investigators funded by SCEC must submit a project report no later than March 15 (5:00                  
pm Pacific Time) in the year after the funding was received. Reports should be a maximum of 5 pages                   
(including text and figures). Reports must include references to all SCEC publications during the past year                
(including papers submitted and in review) with their SCEC contribution number (see 3 below). 

3. Registration of Publications. Principal investigators will register publications resulting entirely or partially from              
SCEC funding in the SCEC Publications System (www.scec.org/publications) to receive a SCEC contribution number.              
Publications resulting from SCEC funding should acknowledge SCEC and include the SCEC contribution number. 
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 3.2 Proposal Categories 

3.2.1 Research Proposals 
A. Data Gathering and Products. SCEC coordinates an interdisciplinary and multi-institutional study of            

earthquakes in Southern California, which requires data and derived products pertinent to the region.              
Proposals in this category should address the collection, archiving, and distribution of data, including the               
production of SCEC community models that are online, maintained, and documented resources for making              
data and data products available to the scientific community. 

B. Integration and Theory. SCEC supports and coordinates interpretive and theoretical investigations on            
earthquake problems related to the Center’s mission. Proposals in this category should be for the integration                
of data or data products from category A, or for general or theoretical studies. Proposals in categories A and                   
B should address one or more of the basic questions of earthquake science (see Questions ), and may                 
include a brief description (<200 words) as to how the proposed research and/or its results might be used in                   
a special initiative (see  Special Projects ) or in education and/or outreach (see  CEO ). 

3.2.2. Collaborative Proposals and Technical Activity Groups 
A. Collaborative Proposals involving multiple investigators and/or institutions are strongly encouraged. The           

lead investigator should submit only one proposal for the collaborative project. Information on all              
investigators requesting SCEC funding (including budgets, complete and up-to-date current and pending            
support statements) must be included in the proposal submission. Note that funding for Collaborative              
Proposals will be delayed or denied if any of the investigators listed on the proposal has overdue project                  
report(s) for a prior SCEC award. 

B. Technical Activity Groups (TAGs) self-organize to develop and test critical methodologies for solving             
specific problems. In the past, TAGs have formed to verify the complex computer calculations needed for                
wave propagation and dynamic rupture problems, to assess the accuracy and resolving power of source               
inversions, and to develop geodetic transient detectors and earthquake simulators. TAGs share a modus              
operandi : the posing of well-defined “standard problems”, solution of these problems by different researchers              
using alternative algorithms or codes, a common cyberspace for comparing solutions, and meetings to              
discuss discrepancies and potential improvements. TAG proposals typically involve a workshop and should             
include a research coordination plan that sets a timetable for successful completion of TAG activities no later                 
than the end of SCEC5.  

3.2.3 Participant Support Proposals 
A. Workshops. SCEC participants who wish to convene a workshop between February 1, 2020 and December               

31, 2020 should submit a proposal for the workshop in response to this Science Plan. If the planned                  
workshop cannot be held within that time period, please consider submitting a proposal for the next annual                 
cycle. The proposed lead convener of the workshop must contact Tran Huynh (scecmeet@usc.edu) for              
guidance in planning the scope, budget and scheduling of the proposed workshop before completing the               
proposal submission. Note that workshops scheduled in conjunction with the SCEC Leadership Retreat             
(June) or SCEC Annual Meeting (September) are limited in number and may have further constraints due to                 
space and time availability. 

B. SCEC/SURE Intern Project Supplement. SCEC coordinates a Summer Undergraduate Research          
Experience (SURE) Program that enables undergraduate students to work alongside SCEC scientists on a              
variety of research projects during the summer. Investigators interested in mentoring an undergraduate             
student over the summer should contact Gabriela Noriega (213-821-1117; gnoriega@usc.edu ).          
Undergraduate interns will be recruited by CEO Program staff in coordination with potential mentors.              
Selected intern projects will be awarded as supplemental funds to the proposal award and are not                
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considered as part of the proposed project budget. The supplemental funds will provide (1) a summer                
stipend up to $6,500 for the selected undergraduate student and (2) travel support for the student to                 
participate in the all intern field trip and to present his/her summer research at the SCEC annual meeting.                  
The number of intern projects awarded each year will depend on available funding in the SCEC annual                 
budget and the available student applicant (interest) pool. The funds will be disbursed and managed at USC. 

C. SCEC Transitions Program. In order to accomplish the long-term outcome of increasing diversity,             
retention, and career success in the scientific workforce, the CEO is launching a new Transitions Program in                 
SCEC5. This program will provide students and early-career scientists with resources and mentoring,             
particularly at major transitions in their educational and professional careers. In doing so, the Transitions               
Program aims to encourage and sustain careers in the geosciences and other STEM fields. The SCEC                
Transitions Program welcomes proposals that expand awareness of professional advancement opportunities           
and pathways, as well as improve competency in earthquake research tools and techniques of the junior                
members of the SCEC community. 

3.3 Guidelines for Proposal Submission 

3.3.1 Proposal Due Date 
The deadline date is November 15, 2019 (5:00pm Pacific Time). Late proposals will not be accepted. 

3.3.2 How to Submit Proposals 
Every investigator listed on the proposal must have a registered account on www.scec.org , with current contact                
information and profile information updated. Proposals must be submitted through the SCEC Proposal System,              
accessible via www.scec.org/scienceplan . SCEC does not require that proposals be formally signed by institutional              
representatives at this stage; however, official documents including a signed letter of intent will be required within 30                  
days of award notification. 

3.3.3 Project Duration 
The proposed project period should be 1-year duration (starting February 1, 2020 and ending January 31, 2021). 

SCEC involves over 1,000 scientists at more than 60 institutions in its research program. The SCEC research                 
program is investigator-driven and open to anyone who is willing to submit a qualified project plan for peer review.                   
The core resources are allocated through an annual planning process, so the roster changes constantly as new                 
people and institutions become involved in the SCEC research collaboration. This annual review of the research                
program (and associated subcontracts) allows SCEC to drive and change the direction of research as needed to                 
meet the program goals. The fact that this is done on an annual basis with so many people and institutions involved is                      
a unique characteristic of SCEC. Therefore, every effort is made to ensure projects funded through the annual                 
process are for 1-year duration only. 

3.3.4 Proposal Contents 
Every proposal submitted must include all of the contents listed below. Proposals must be received through the online                  
system by the due date, with all required information, to be considered complete . Incomplete proposals will be                 
rejected and returned without comment. 

1. Cover Page. The proposal cover page should include all the following information, which will be required when                  
submitting the proposal online:  

● Project title, principal investigator(s), and institutional affiliation(s) 
● Total amount of request on proposal, amount of request per investigator 
● Proposal category (see  Section 3 ) 
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● Three SCEC science priorities, listed in ranked order, that the proposal addresses (e.g. P4.c, P3.d and P2.a;                 
see  Section 2 ). 

2. Project Plan. In 5 pages maximum (including all figures), describe the proposed project and how it relates to                   
SCEC5 objectives and priorities (see Section 2 ). References are excluded from the 5-page limit. The Project Plan                 
section of the proposal should follow NSF guidelines for  Proposal Font, Spacing and Margin Requirements , namely: 

● Use one of the following fonts identified below: 
○ Arial (not Arial Narrow), Courier New, or Palatino Linotype at a font size of 10 points or larger; 
○ Times New Roman at a font size of 11 points or larger; or 
○ Computer Modern family of fonts at a font size of 11 points or larger. 

● A font size of less than 10 points may be used for mathematical formulas or equations, figures, tables or                   
diagram captions. 

● No more than six lines of text within a vertical space of one inch. 
● Margins, in all directions, must be at least an inch. No proposer-supplied information may appear in the                 

margins. 
● Paper size must be no larger than standard letter paper size (8.5 by 11"). 

Other considerations to include in the Project Plan: 

● Previous Support or Multiple Proposals . Every proposal must include a section reporting on the PI(s) 
research results from projects previously-funded by SCEC, and/or how concurrent proposal submissions are 
related to or complement each other, if applicable. This section should emphasize how such efforts relate to, 
or distinguished themselves from, the current proposal. This section counts toward the 5-page limit. 

● Continuation Projects . If the proposed project is a continuation of a prior SCEC award, the project plan must 
include a 1-page summary of the research results obtained from that SCEC funding. This summary is 
counted towards the 5-page limit. Continuation proposals must have a section outlining how the proposed 
research relates to the SCEC5 science objectives. 

● NASA Collaborative Proposals with NASA Investigators . Collaborative proposals with investigators from the            
National Aeronautics and Space Administration are encouraged. A limited number of proposals will form one               
side of a collaboration with NASA scientists (including JPL), who will be independently funded directly from                
NASA. Project plans for these proposals should specify their NASA partners, the collaborative scope of               
work, and the division of labor. 

● Technical Activity Proposals . TAG proposals should include a research coordination plan that sets a 
timetable for successful completion of TAG activities no later than the end of SCEC5. The research 
coordination plan is counted towards the 5-page limit. 

● Workshop Proposals . Workshop proposals that include travel support for international participants must 
clearly state how such participants are critical to the workshop. 

● Transitions Program Proposals . The  SCEC Transitions Program  provides students and early-career 
scientists with resources and mentoring, particularly at major transitions in their educational and professional 
careers. The project plan should clearly articulate how the proposed activities will expand awareness of 
professional advancement opportunities and pathways and/or improve competency in earthquake research 
tools and techniques of the junior members of the SCEC community. 

3. Budget and Budget Justification. Every proposal must include a budget table and budget justification for each                 
institution requesting funding. The budgets should be constructed using NSF categories . The budget and budget               
justification do not count toward the 5-page limit of the Project Plan. Budget and budget justification must be included                   
in the single PDF version of the proposal submitted through the online system. This is in addition to (and does not                     
replace) the budget information that is input into the online forms. Proposals without a complete budget and budget                  
justification will be rejected and returned without review. 
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● Budget Guidance . Typical SCEC awards range from $10,000 to $35,000. This is not intended to limit SCEC 
to a fixed award amount, nor to a specified number of awards, but rather to calibrate expectations for 
proposals written by SCEC investigators. 

● Field Research . Field investigations outside southern California may be considered, provided the proposed 
research clearly demonstrates direct relevance to SCEC5 goals that are not achievable within the southern 
California natural laboratory. 

● Uniformity of Budget Information . For each organization requesting funding, the complete budget information 
must be entered through the online submission system. This information should also be included in the PDF 
uploaded at the time of proposal submission. While the SCEC Planning Committee evaluates all budget 
requests based on the standard NSF budget categories, funded proposals may be contracted on other 
bases (e.g., fixed-price milestones, direct stipend support, etc). 

● Salary Support . An investigator can receive no more than 1 month of summer salary support in any given 
year from all combined SCEC funded awards in that year. Research faculty (or similar personnel) whose 
salary is funded solely from external grants are exempted from this maximum 1-month funding rule. 

● SCEC IT Support . Investigators on proposals that anticipate use of SCEC computational resources and/or 
help from SCEC software developers should consult with SCEC Special Projects leadership (Christine 
Goulet and Phil Maechling) for budget time support estimates and coordination planning. Estimates of 
developer time requested should be entered in the online budget form. 

● International Travel Funding Support . Funding for international travel to participate in the SCEC activities will 
be considered, provided the proposal clearly states (a) how the investigators are critical to the project and 
(b) a plan for how the international participant’s institution will cost-share the anticipated travel expenses. 
The requested international funding support should not exceed $1,500 per person in the proposed budget. 

● Unallowable Direct Expenses . Under guidelines of the SCEC Cooperative Agreements and A-81 
regulations, secretarial support and office supplies are not allowable as direct expenses. 

4. Current and Pending Support. Accurate and up-to-date statements of current and pending support must be                
included for each Principal Investigator requesting funding on the proposal, following NSF guidelines . The current and                
pending support do not count toward the 5-page limit of the Project Plan. Current and pending support must be                   
included in the single PDF version of the proposal submitted through the online system. This is in addition to (and                    
does not replace) the current and pending support information that should also be input in the online forms. Proposals                   
without a complete current and pending support statement will be rejected and returned without review. 

● Each investigator requesting funding must enter his/her current and pending support information through the 
online submission system.  This information must also be included in the PDF uploaded at the time of 
proposal submission . 

● If identical or closely related work is also proposed to another institution (e.g., National Science Foundation, 
U.S. Geological Survey) for funding, an explanation of the relationship of such work to this proposal should 
be provided through the online system, as well as in the submitted PDF. 

● Workshop Proposals . Current and pending support information is not required from investigators on 
workshop proposals. 

3.4 Proposal Review Process 
The annual budget cycle begins with a SCEC Leadership Meeting in early May, where the Board, Planning                 
Committee (PC), Executive Committee of the Center, and agency representatives discuss SCEC research priorities.              
Based on these discussions, the PC drafts an annual SCEC Science Plan, which is presented to the SCEC                  
community at the Annual Meeting in early September. The PC uses the feedback received at the meeting to finalize                   
the Annual Science Plan, and a project solicitation released in October. SCEC participants submit proposals in                
response to this solicitation in November. All proposals are independently reviewed by the Director, the Co-Director,                
Vice-Chair of the PC, and the leaders of at least three relevant science working groups. Reviews are assigned to                   
avoid conflicts of interest.  
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The PC meets in January to review all proposals and construct an Annual Collaboration Plan. The plan’s objective is                   
a coherent science program, consistent with SCEC's basic mission, institutional composition, and budget that              
achieves the Center's short-term objectives and long-term goals, as expressed in the Annual Science Plan. The PC                 
Chair submits the recommended Annual Collaboration Plan to the Board of Directors for approval. The annual budget                 
approved by the Board and the Center Director is submitted to the sponsoring agencies for final approval and                  
funding. Upon approval by the agencies, notifications are sent out to the investigators. 

To construct the Annual Collaboration Plan, proposals submitted in response to the annual solicitation are evaluated                
based on: (a) scientific merit of the proposed research; (b) competence, diversity, career level, and performance of                 
the investigators; (c) priority of the proposed project for short-term SCEC objectives; (d) promise of the proposed                 
project for contributing to long-term SCEC goals; (e) commitment of the principal investigator and institution to the                 
SCEC mission; (f) value of the proposed research relative to its cost; and (g) the need to achieve a balanced budget                     
while maintaining a reasonable level of scientific continuity given funding limitations. With respect to criterion (b),                
improving the diversity of the SCEC community and supporting early-career scientists is a major goal of the Center. It                   
is important to note that a proposal that receives a low rating or no funding does not necessarily imply it is                     
scientifically inferior. Rather, these proposals may be downgraded because they may not meet other criteria noted                
above. 

It should be also noted that SCEC maintains close alignment with the USGS Earthquake Hazards Program through                 
three mechanisms: (1) reporting and accountability required by USGS funding of SCEC, (2) liaison memberships on                
the Board of Directors by the three USGS offices now enrolled as SCEC core institutions, and (3) a Joint                   
SCEC/USGS Planning Committee (JPC). The JPC augments the SCEC Planning Committee with a group of program                
leaders designated by the USGS who participate in the construction of the Annual Collaboration Plan. If requested,                 
the PC chair will continue to sit on the Southern California Proposal Review Panel for the USGS External Research                   
Program. 

3.5 Award Procedure 
The Southern California Earthquake Center is funded by the NSF and USGS through cooperative agreements with                
the University of Southern California (USC). Additional funding for the annual SCEC research program may be                
provided by the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, the Keck Foundation, the California Earthquake Authority, NASA,                
DOE, geodesy royalty funds, and potentially other external sources. Funding to SCEC supports earthquake research               
in Southern California that engages an interdisciplinary community of over 1,000 active participants. Funding from               
external sources have constraints on how they can be spent. 

The SCEC research program supports over 100 projects each year. Science funding includes (a) smaller grants for                 
individual scientists working in Center focus areas and collaborations, (b) larger grants for scientists and collaborative                
teams collecting new data on major Center projects or performing data integration and advanced modeling, and (c)                 
workshops that bring all interested scientists together to focus on specific research initiatives. 

Funding received from all sources is combined for the purposes of building the overall Annual Collaboration Plan.                 
Each research award is funded via a subcontract between USC and the Investigators’ institution. Multiple awards                
from the same funding source at the same institution might be included in a single contract. Multiple awards at the                    
same institution might be set up from different funding sources as separate contracts. When SCEC funding becomes                 
available to investigators depends on (1) how soon SCEC/USC receives Center funding from the NSF and USGS                 
and other external sources, and (2) how quickly contracts are negotiated between USC and institution to receive                 
funding. Participant support (workshops, intern project supplement, and travel) award expenditures are managed             
through the master SCEC account at USC. For investigators at USC, the project expenses are also charged directly                  
to the master SCEC account. 

For project proposals approved for funding, the investigators submit formal requests for a subaward through their                
research offices with a final statement of work (SOW), final budget, and budget justification. The formal requests are                  
carefully reviewed at SCEC to ensure that the SOW and budget reflect the approved research. Historically, most                 
budgets include salary funds for the investigator, postdocs, and students (including tuition), materials and supplies to                
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accomplish the research objectives, and travel to the SCEC annual meeting to present research results. SCEC very                 
rarely funds requests for equipment. Budget formats are comparable to normal NSF proposal submission and verified                
by the submitting organization that they reflect current salaries and costs for other items. Before the final subaward                  
can be established, the formal request and the original informal submission is submitted to NSF or USGS for                  
approval. 

Once a subaward is made, the SCEC Planning Committee and working group leaders monitor the scientific and                 
technical progress of SCEC-funded projects through (1) investigator presentations at the SCEC Annual Meeting,              
workshops, working group meetings, and/or other national meetings; (2) written project reports submitted to SCEC               
( www.scec.org/reports/projects ); and registration of publications to the SCEC database         
( www.scec.org/reports/publications ). Funded investigators are also required to contribute data and results to the             
appropriate SCEC resource (e.g., Southern California Earthquake Data Center, database, community models). This             
information feeds into the annual review of the SCEC program, and allows SCEC to drive and change the direction of                    
research as needed to meet the Center’s goals, milestones, and metrics. The Annual Science Plan will be adapted                  
based on the progress by the SCEC community of researchers. 

With respect to financial monitoring on the subawards, the SCEC administration team reviews every invoice (a) to                 
ensure expenses are within the approved scope of work, (b) to determine funds spent are reasonable and expensed                  
in a timely manner, and (c) to track who is receiving funds and their level of effort. Any change in scope or major                       
change in budget categories requires approval by the SCEC Director. Detailed documentation will be requested from                
the investigators when an invoice significantly deviates from the approved budget. The summary financial report               
submitted by investigators at the end of the budget period also provides critical information for the Center’s budget                  
planning for following budget years. 

If an investigator submits a successful proposal to SCEC the following year, his/her subcontract is usually amended                 
to add on the new year of funding. Alternatively, investigators may not be funded in consecutive years if (1) they do                     
not submit a proposal or (2) their submitted proposal is unsuccessful. This process means that the roster of                  
participating investigators changes each year as new people and institutions become involved in the SCEC research                
collaboration. This annual review of the SCEC program (and associated subawards) allows SCEC to drive and                
change the direction of research as needed to meet the Center’s goals, milestones, and metrics. The fact that this is                    
done on an annual basis with so many people and institutions involved is a unique characteristic of SCEC, and very                    
different from how other research centers typically operate. 

3.6 SCEC / USGS-EHP Research Coordination 
Earthquake research in Southern California is supported both by SCEC and by the USGS Earthquake Hazards                
Program (EHP) . EHP's mission is to provide the scientific information and knowledge necessary to reduce deaths,                
injuries, and economic losses from earthquakes. Products of this program include timely notifications of earthquake               
locations, size, and potential damage, regional and national assessments of earthquake hazards, and increased              
understanding of the cause of earthquakes and their effects. EHP funds research via its External Research Program,                 
as well as work by USGS staff in its Pasadena (California), Menlo Park (California), Vancouver (Washington), Seattle                 
(Washington), and Golden (Colorado) offices. The EHP also directly supports SCEC.  

SCEC and EHP coordinate research activities through formal means, including USGS membership on the SCEC               
Board of Directors, a SCEC/USGS Joint Planning Committee, appointment of a SCEC representative (usually the PC                
Chair) to the USGS external research proposal review panel for Southern California, and through a variety of less                  
formal means. Interested researchers are invited to contact Dr. Rob Graves, EHP coordinator for Southern California,                
or other SCEC and EHP staff to discuss opportunities for coordinated research.  

The USGS EHP supports a competitive, peer-reviewed, external program of research grants that enlists the talents                
and expertise of the academic community, state and local governments, and the private sector. The investigations                
and activities supported through the external program are coordinated with and complement the internal USGS               
program efforts. This program is divided into six geographical/topical 'regions', including one specifically aimed at               
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Southern California earthquake research and others aimed at earthquake physics and effects and at probabilistic               
seismic hazard assessment (PSHA). The Program invites proposals that assist in achieving EHP goals.  

The EHP web page, http://earthquake.usgs.gov/research/external , describes program priorities, projects currently          
funded, results from past work, and instructions for submitting proposals. The annual EHP external funding cycle has                 
different timing than SCEC's, with the USGS RFP due out in February and proposals due in May. Interested PIs are                    
encouraged to contact the USGS regional or topical coordinators for Southern California, Earthquake Physics and               
Effects, and/or National (PSHA) research, as listed under the "Contact Us" tab. The USGS internal earthquake                
research program is summarized at  http://earthquake.usgs.gov/research/topics.php . 

4. Research by Disciplinary Committees 
The Center supports disciplinary science through standing committees in Seismology , Tectonic Geodesy , Earthquake             
Geology , and Computational Science . They are responsible for disciplinary activities relevant to the SCEC Science               
Plan, and they make recommendations to the Science Planning Committee regarding the support of disciplinary               
research and infrastructure. 

4.1 Seismology 

4.1.1 Research Objectives 
The Seismology disciplinary group gathers data on the range of seismic phenomena observed in southern California,                
develops improved techniques for extracting detailed and robust information from the data, and integrates the results                
into models of velocity structures, source properties and seismic hazard. We solicit proposals that foster innovations                
in network deployments and data collection, especially those that fill important observational gaps, real-time research               
tools, and data processing. Proposals to develop community products that support one or more SCEC5 goals or                 
include collaboration with network operators in southern California are especially encouraged. Proposers should             
consider the SCEC resources available including (a) the Southern California Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC) that               
provides extensive data on southern California earthquakes, as well as crustal and fault structure; (b) the network of                  
SCEC funded borehole instruments that record high quality reference ground motions; and (c) the pool of portable                 
instruments operated in support of targeted deployments or aftershock response. 

4.1.2. Research Strategies 
● Enhance and continue operation of the SCEDC and other existing SCEC facilities, particularly the              

near-real-time availability of earthquake data and automated access. 

● Process network data in real-time to improve estimation of source parameters in relation to faults, short-term                
evolution of earthquake sequences, and real-time stress perturbations on major fault segments. Understand             
and reduce the variability and uncertainty of source parameters, and work to resolve discrepancies reported               
between various methods of estimation, particularly through collaborative, community based research.  

● Enhance and continue to develop earthquake catalogs that include smaller events. Develop improved             
catalogs of focal mechanisms and other source properties. Improve locations of important historical             
earthquakes. 

● Advance practical strategies for densification of seismic instrumentation in Southern California, including            
borehole instrumentation, and develop innovative algorithms to utilize data from these networks. Develop             
metadata, archival and distribution models for these semi-mobile networks. 

● Develop innovative methods to search for unusual signals using combined seismic, GPS, and borehole              
strainmeter data; Encourage collaborations with EarthScope or other network operators. 

● Investigate near-fault crustal properties, evaluate fault structural complexity, and develop constraints on            
crustal structures and state of stress. 
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● Improve the knowledge on properties of subsurface materials, and their evolving susceptibility to failure in               
relation to motion generated by various ongoing sources, by analyzing seismic, strain, pore pressure and               
other signals.  

● Enhance collaborations, for instance with ANSS, that would augment existing and planned network stations              
with downhole and surface instrumentation to assess site response, nonlinear effects, and the ground              
coupling of built structures. 

● By preliminary design and data collection, seed future passive and active experiments such as dense array                
measurements of basin structure, fault zones and large earthquake properties, OBS deployments, and deep              
basement borehole studies. 

● Investigate whether earthquake properties in southern California have systematic dependencies on           
properties of faults, the crust, and anthropogenic activities, which may be used to extract more detailed                
information from recorded seismic data.  

4.1.3 Research Priorities 
● Low-cost seismic network data utilization and archiving. New seismic networks utilizing low-cost MEMS             

accelerometers are currently being developed. We seek proposals on innovative algorithms to utilize data              
from these networks, develop metadata and archiving models, and make the data and products available to                
the user community. 

● The shallow crust. Seismic properties in top 100-1000 m of the crust have strong effects on ground motion,                  
but are generally not well understood or constrained. Deriving detailed local and regional images of seismic                
velocities and attenuation coefficients that expand the SCEC community models (CXM) to the inelastic              
material response regime of the shallow crust is among the research priorities of the Seismology group. 

● Small earthquakes. Reducing the magnitude of completeness of detected earthquakes can increase the             
amount of available information for many studies. We welcome proposals on improved detection of small               
earthquakes and separation of small events from other sources of weak ground motion. 

● Tremor and related signals. Tremor has been observed on several faults in California. Although we will                
continue to consider proposals aiming to detect and analyze tremor in southern California, and to distinguish                
tremor from other sources that may produce similar signals, such proposals should be mindful of the limited                 
success of similar endeavors to date. 

● Earthquake ruptures. In-situ observational constraints on earthquake ruptures are very limited. We            
welcome proposals to determine rupture velocity, fracture energy and other properties of natural             
earthquakes. Rupture directivity can have strong influence on ground motion but it is not clear if earthquake                 
directivities on given fault sections are systematic or random. We seek proposals on robust estimations of                
directivities of a large population of earthquakes in relation to the major faults in southern California. 

● Seismic coupling. The partitioning between seismic and aseismic deformations strongly affects the seismic             
potential of faults, but is generally not well known. We seek proposals that develop and implement improved                 
techniques for estimating the seismic coupling of different fault sections, and for constraining the              
depth-extent of seismic faulting in large earthquakes. 

● Earthquake preparation and short term predictability. We seek proposals to provide in-situ observational             
results on the earthquake preparation process using seismic waveforms and catalogs, and develop methods              
for determining short-term (hours to days) earthquake probability gain. 

● Processes and properties in special areas. We seek proposals that use seismic data to improve the                
knowledge of structural properties and seismotectonics in southern California, especially those identified as             
“Earthquake Gates” (see  SAFS  for definition). 
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 4.2 Tectonic Geodesy 

4.2.1 Research Objectives 
The Tectonic Geodesy disciplinary group uses geodetic measurements of crustal deformation to understand the              
interseismic, coseismic, postseismic, and hydrologic processes associated with the earthquake cycle along the             
complex fault network of the Southern San Andreas system. This activity supports several of the SCEC5 science                 
questions including: How are faults loaded across temporal and spatial scales? What is the role of off-fault inelastic                  
deformation on strain accumulation, dynamic rupture, and radiated seismic energy? The Tectonic Geodesy group              
also plays a role in earthquake monitoring and response, from tracking surface deformation changes that may                
precede or accompany induced seismicity, to measuring coseismic displacements and postseismic transients, either             
in near-real time as part of earthquake early warning, or as part of a coordinated post-earthquake rapid response.  

In addition, the group is tasked with developing a Community Geodetic Model (CGM) for use by the SCEC community                   
in system-level analyses of earthquake processes over the full range of length and timescales. The CGM is built on                   
the complementary strengths of temporally dense GPS data and spatially dense InSAR data. Much of the SCEC4                 
activity was focused on the assembly and testing of GPS and InSAR data sets for measuring secular motions and                   
comparing geodetically inferred fault slip rates with geological rates based on paleoseismic studies (e.g., UCERF3).               
The quality and quantity of both GPS and InSAR data is rapidly improving to enable a breakthrough in the spatial and                     
temporal resolution of the CGM. In particular, reprocessing of long GPS time series has provided high accuracy                 
vertical measurements that reveal a wide range of new hydrologic and tectonic signals. In addition, two new C-band                  
SAR satellites (Sentinel-1A and B) are providing highly accurate systematic coverage of the entire SCEC region                
every 12 days from two look directions and the ALOS-2 SAR satellite has provided L-band data since 2015. More                   
than a decade of archival airborne L-band InSAR data from the NASA UAVSAR mission and the full archive,                  
spanning two decades, of the ERS and Envisat C-band InSAR satellites is also available. Developing methods to                 
integrate and update these dense spatio-temporal datasets will be a major task in SCEC5.  

4.2.2. Research Strategies 
These advances motivate the following strategies: 

● Develop vector time series of crustal deformation at ~1 km spatial resolution and better than seasonal                
temporal resolution. 

● Increase vertical precision of multi-decadal GPS time series. 

● Develop methods to estimate robustly spatial and temporal uncertainties in GPS/InSAR/combined time            
series.  

● Provide derived geodetic data products such as strain rate maps, displacement fields, common mode              
signals, seasonal signals, and noise assessments. 

● Develop methods to constrain the extent of permanent, off-fault deformation, and its contribution to geodetic               
fault slip-rate estimates. 

● Improve methods for characterizing transient deformation, including episodic aseismic creep, the effects of             
surface hydrology and anthropogenic activity, and both short- and long-term postseismic deformation            
transients, and for decomposing geodetic time series into secular and transient components.  

● Develop and test mechanistic models of crustal deformation associated with hydrology and/or anthropogenic             
activities, with a view to gaining insight into the processes associated with induced seismicity.  

● Improve techniques for inferring fault rupture parameters from time-limited geodetic data. 

● Develop block models and earthquake cycle models that contribute to and utilize the emerging Community               
Rheology Model (CRM) to understand the importance of spatial variations in rheology on geodetic inversions               
for fault slip and crustal strain. 
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● Use these data in combination with other SCEC Community Models, as well as physical models, to address                 
the major SCEC science questions. 

4.2.3 Research Priorities 
The major research priorities this year are: 

● Community Geodetic Model (CGM) secular velocities. Produce a consensus secular velocity InSAR            
product using the full archive of SAR data (ERS, Envisat, ALOS-1, UAVSAR for southern California.               
Coordination between participating groups in this effort is encouraged. Continue to develop methods to              
improve error characterization and/or reduction in secular geodetic velocity estimates, e.g. by refined             
analysis of campaign GPS data in combination with large-area InSAR analyses, by developing improved              
noise models, or by improving methods for mitigating temporally or spatially correlated noise. 

● Community Geodetic Model (CGM) time series. Produce a consensus time series GPS product             
integrating both continuous and campaign data. Coordination between participating groups in this effort is              
encouraged. Develop methods for processing, updating and integrating InSAR time series in near-real time,              
using the latest generation of SAR satellites (e.g. Sentinel-1, ALOS-2). Continue to develop methods for               
GPS/InSAR time series integration for southern California, including methods that combine multiple InSAR             
data sets with different viewing geometries and temporal sampling rates. 

● Off-fault deformation. Develop methods for constraining the proportion of the southern California            
deformation budget that is not accommodated by the major faults, and its uncertainty. 

● Research pertaining to other community models. Foster the development of models that include spatial              
variations in crustal rheology, including 4D models of the earthquake cycle, and models of contemporary               
crustal strain and/or fault slip rates, to motivate development of the Community Rheology Model. Work with                
other SCEC scientists to develop the Community Stress Model as well as an improved understanding of                
how stress varies from the earthquake cycle timescale to the mountain building timescale (see  SDOT ). 

● GPS data collection and preparation for earthquake rapid response. Collect campaign GPS data in              
areas of sparse GPS coverage and poor InSAR correlation. Develop a coordinated rapid response GPS               
capability, including updating GPS site coordinates in the vicinity of major faults, in preparation for a major                 
event. 

● Community Outreach. Work with the SCEC Communication, Education & Outreach group to highlight the              
importance of geodetic measurements for improving earthquake forecasting. 

4.3 Earthquake Geology  

4.3.1 Research Objectives 
The Earthquake Geology disciplinary group promotes studies of the geologic record of the Southern California natural                
laboratory that advance SCEC science. Its primary focus is on the Late Quaternary record of faulting and ground                  
motion, including data gathering in response to major earthquakes. Earthquake Geology also fosters research              
activities motivated by outstanding seismic hazard issues, understanding of the structural framework and earthquake              
history of faults in southern California, and contributes significant information to the statewide Unified Structural               
Representation and the Community Rheology Model (CRM). Collaborative proposals that cut across disciplinary             
boundaries are encouraged. 

4.3.2. Research Strategies 
● Paleoseismic documentation of earthquake ages and displacements, with emphasis on long paleoseismic            

histories, coordinated slip-per-event and incremental slip-rates, and system-level behavior (e.g. seismic           
supercycles, fault evolution or slip rate variability).  
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● Gathering well-constrained slip-rates on the southern California fault system, with emphasis on major             
structures, along-strike variations, quantification of uncertainties, and comparison with geodetic observations           
and fault-loading models. Studies may re-evaluate key slip-rate sites with modern techniques to reduce              
uncertainty. 

● Mapping and analysis of fault-zone geometries, mechanical properties, compositions, and fluid histories in             
regions where the seismogenic zone, the brittle-ductile transition or the ductile roots of major fault zones                
have been exhumed. This may include analysis of relevant samples from outside of southern California,               
though fieldwork to collect new samples cannot be supported. 

● Quantifying variations in fault slip, roughness, complexity, strain localization, and damage in relation to the               
rupture propagation processes, including the extent, magnitude, and mechanisms of off-fault deformation            
and potential indicators of paleoseismic rupture direction.  

● Improving the statewide community fault model in areas of inadequate fault representations or where new               
data are available, such as using high-resolution topographic data sets to better define fault traces, spatial                
uncertainty, and stochastic heterogeneity of fault geometry, and the addition of new fault geometries based               
on geophysical data.  

● Analysis and dating of precariously balanced rocks and other fragile geomorphic features to evaluate ground               
motion hazard and inform seismic hazard methodologies. 

● Developing a geologic framework for the Community Rheology Model (CRM) that is consistent with existing               
and emerging geologic and geophysical observations, and the tectonic history of southern California. 

4.3.3 Research Priorities 
● Development of a paleoseismic event model to facilitate regional correlation with paleoclimate and other              

proxy records, document record completeness, and to enhance comparison of event history with the              
outcomes of earthquake simulations. 

● Link fault representations within the statewide community fault model to slip rate information used to develop                
the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast, and alternative sources, where appropriate, in order to              
enhance utility of the model for simulations. 

● Data synthesis and new data gathering targeted at understanding fault behavior through the Cajon Pass               
Earthquake Gate Area (see  SAFS  for definition). 

● Improve constraints on fault-rupture hazard (magnitude-displacement scaling) specific to the California plate            
boundary fault system. 

● Develop techniques for dating and fragility analysis of fragile geologic features. 

● Develop methods or models for estimating fault displacement hazard at the surface and at depth for the                 
evaluation of risk to infrastructure (as relevant for EEII ). Consider primary fault displacement (main fault               
trace), secondary fault displacement (distributed deformation zones in the near-field are around faults) as              
well as vertical tectonic motion.  

● Data synthesis and new data gathering aimed at developing and refining 3D long-wavelength geologic              
models of the lithotectonic provinces defined for the CRM. 

4.3.4 Geochronology Infrastructure 
The shared geochronology infrastructure supports C-14 and cosmogenic dating for SCEC-sponsored research. The             
purpose of shared geochronology infrastructure is to allow flexibility in the number and type of dates applied to each                   
SCEC funded project as investigations proceed. Investigators requesting geochronology support should clearly state             
in their proposal an estimate of the number and type of dates required. For C-14, specify if sample preparation will                    
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take place at a location other than the designated laboratory. For cosmogenic dating, investigators are required to                 
arrange for sample preparation and include these costs in the proposal budget. Investigators are encouraged to                
contact the investigators at the collaborating laboratories prior to proposal submission. Currently, SCEC             
geochronology has established relationships with the laboratories listed in the table below for C-14 and cosmogenic                
dating. 

Investigators may request support for geochronology outside of the infrastructure program for methods not listed here                
or if justified on a cost-basis. These requests must be included in the individual proposal budget, and will normally                   
involve a collaborative proposal with the participating geochronologist. This includes OSL, pIR-IRSL and U-series              
dating, each of which are techniques that require that the geochronologist work closely with the project PI. Several                  
investigators and laboratories, listed below, are available for collaboration on SCEC projects. 

 Method Laboratory Contact Email 
Geochronology 
Infrastructure 

C-14 University of California at Irvine John Southon jsouthon@uci.edu 
Lawrence Livermore National Lab Tom Guilderson tguilderson@llnl.gov 

Cosmogenic Lawrence Livermore National Lab Susan Zimmerman zimmerman17@llnl.gov 
Individual 
Collaborative 
Proposals 

OSL / 
pIR-IRSL 
 

University of Cincinnati Lewis Owen lewis.owen@uc.edu 
Utah State University Tammy Rittenour tammy.rittenour@usu.edu 
Desert Research Institute Amanda Keen-Zebert akz@dri.edu 

U-Series Berkeley Geochronology Laboratory Warren Sharp wsharp@bgc.org 
 

Student participation in lab analysis is strongly encouraged by SCEC and by all participating geochronology               
laboratories. Please direct questions regarding geochronology infrastructure to the Earthquake Geology group leader,             
Mike Oskin ( meoskin@ucdavis.edu ). 

Data Reporting Requirements. Funded investigators are required to provide full reporting of metadata for their               
geochronology samples, including sample preparation , and geographic/stratigraphic/geomorphic context (what was           
dated?) before samples are submitted for analysis. Contact the Earthquake Geology group leader, Mike Oskin               
( meoskin@ucdavis.edu ), to arrange for analysis and a link and spreadsheet for metadata submission. 

4.4 Computational Science (CS) 

4.4.1 Research Objectives 
The Computational Science disciplinary group promotes the use of advanced numerical modeling techniques, data              
intensive (big-data) computing, and high performance computing (HPC) to address the emerging needs of SCEC               
users and the scientific community on a variety of computer systems, including HPC platforms. The group works with                  
SCEC scientists across a wide range of topics to take advantage of the rapidly changing computer architectures and                  
algorithms. We engage and coordinate with national HPC labs, centers, and service providers in crosscutting efforts                
to enable large-scale and data-intensive computing milestones. The group encourages research using national             
supercomputing resources, and supports students from both geoscience and computer science backgrounds to             
develop their skills in the area. Projects listing Computational Science as their primary area should involve significant                 
software-based processing, big-data synthesis, or HPC in some way. Proposed research with the potential to be                
transferred to data intensive and HPC applications should make this explicit and include Computational Science as a                 
secondary focus area. Research utilizing standard desktop computing should list the most relevant             
non-Computational Science working group as the primary area. 

Computational Requirements. If your proposed research requires substantial computing resources or allocations            
we suggest that you could benefit from coordinating your computing needs with the SCEC IT Architect and/or Special                  
Projects Leaders. Investigators on proposals that anticipate use of SCEC computational resources and/or help from               
SCEC software developers should consult with SCEC Special Projects leadership for budget time support estimates               
and coordination planning. 
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Note that researchers may request startup allocations from NSF’s Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery              
Environment (XSEDE) at https://www.xsede.org/allocations , before coordinating with SCEC special projects, as a            
way to determine whether XSEDE computing resources will be useful to their research. 

4.4.2. Research Strategies 
● Reengineer and optimize existing HPC codes for CPU-based, GPU-based, and manycore-based (e.g. Xeon             

Phi) supercomputers; or adapt existing or develop new HPC codes using emerging supercomputer             
hardware architectures; with emphasis on issues such as performance, portability, interoperability, power            
efficiency, and reliability; and focusing on software elements that can contribute to reaching SCEC research               
goals. 

● Develop software tools needed to support large-scale simulations, such as software tools for building              
simulations meshes, data management tools for distributing simulation results, or visualization tools for             
improving analysis and presentation of large-scale simulation results. 

● Develop novel algorithms and implementation of more realistic models for earthquake simulation, particularly             
those that improve efficiency and accuracy or expand the class of problems that can be solved (see SCEC5                  
Thematic Areas ). 

● Optimize earthquake cycle simulators that can resolve fault processes across the range of scales required to                
investigate stress-mediated fault interaction, including those caused by dynamic wave propagation, or that             
combine coseismic dynamic rupture and multi-cycle simulators; generate synthetic seismicity catalogs; and            
assess the viability of earthquake rupture forecasts. 

● Develop tools and algorithms for uncertainty quantification in large-scale inversion and forward-modeling            
studies, for managing I/O, data repositories, workflows, advanced seismic data format, visualization, and             
end-to-end approaches. 

● Develop data-intensive computing tools, including but not limited to, InSAR and geodesy, lidar and              
structure-from-motion, 3D tomography, cross-correlation algorithms used in ambient noise seismology, and           
other signal processing techniques used, for example, to search for tectonic tremor and repeating events. 

● Develop new or adapt existing software architectures and application programming interfaces (APIs) that             
can contribute to building new, or integrating existing SCEC community models (CXMs), and how these can                
be used with HPC applications for modeling and simulation; with emphasis in software development for               
accelerating model creation, data synthesis, manipulation and integration, and model building (meshing and             
gridding) and visualization, (see also  SCEC Community Models  Research Priorities).  

4.4.3 Research Priorities 
● SCEC Community Models (CXMs) 

○ Develop tools that can accelerate community building of new (or existing) community models.             
These may include but are not limited to the design of versatile data-structures and application               
libraries (software elements) for data manipulation and integration, meshing and gridding, and            
visualization of community models. 

○ Develop tools that can help integrate different community models between themselves and/or with             
simulation software. These may include but are not limited to the design software interfaces              
capable of connecting in efficient manners HPC simulation codes with community models. 

● Seismic wave propagation 

○ Develop tools and implement procedures to validate SCEC community fault and seismic velocity             
models as applied in inverse and forward problems. 
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○ Develop and improve existing software tools and algorithms with application to HPC that             
accelerates and advances high-frequency simulation methods, while contributing to solve standing           
research problems as stated in the Ground Motions interdisciplinary group priorities. 

○ Develop software tools and algorithms to incorporate more realistic constitutive material models            
and material model representation with application in wave propagation HPC codes. Examples            
include, but are not limited to, developing efficient tools and algorithms for modeling inelastic              
deformation, scattering by small-scale heterogeneities, and topography. 

● Tomography 

○ Develop new or adapt existing forward modeling software to solve full 3D tomography (F3DT)              
problems using HPC resources. Computational Science research in this area should help diversify             
current dependency on existing software and provide alternatives for SGT and F3DT verification,             
as done in dynamic rupture and forward ground motion simulation. 

○ Develop efficient and sustainable computational procedures to facilitate the assimilation of regional            
waveform data in the SCEC community velocity models (CVMs); and integrate F3DT and inversion              
results into existing CVMs. 

● Rupture dynamics 

○ Develop computational codes that incorporate more sophisticated and realistic descriptions of fault            
weakening processes, complex fault geometry, and material heterogeneity and inelastic response           
in large-scale earthquake simulations, ideally with minimal impact on computational efficiency. This            
might require novel numerical approaches like adaptive mesh refinement or consistent coupling of             
different existing numerical schemes. 

○ Develop computational codes that merge single event rupture models with earthquake cycle            
models to consistently model sequences of seismic and aseismic slip. 

● Scenario earthquake modeling 

○ Develop software processing tools such as workflows that can facilitate modeling a suite of              
scenario ruptures, incorporating material properties and fault geometries from SCEC community           
models, and investigate the sensitivity of simulations to models and modeling parameters. 

○ Develop alternative methods using machine learning techniques that could potentially accelerate or            
optimize use of HPC resources in physics-based earthquake hazard calculations. 

○ Isolate causes of amplified ground motion using adjoint-based sensitivity methods. 

● Data-intensive computing 

○ Develop computational tools for advanced signal processing algorithms, such as those used in             
ambient noise seismology and tomography as well as InSAR and other forms of geodesy. 

○ Integrate Big Data analytics techniques involving software stacks such as Hadoop/Spark, fault            
recovery, data format, generation, partitioning, abstraction, and mining. 

○ Evaluate alternative computational methods to determine the tradeoffs between the scientific           
effectiveness and the computational costs of these alternatives. 

○ Develop surrogate models, using machine learning or other techniques, that emulate high fidelity             
physics-based models of small scale processes, in order to accelerate computation and enable             
bridging scales in earthquake simulators. 

● Engineering applications 
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○ Develop computational tools to investigate the implications of ground motion simulation results by             
integrating observed and simulated ground motions with engineering-based building response          
models; and to validate the results by comparison to observed building responses. 

○ Develop and advance existing computational platforms that will facilitate end-to-end modeling           
capabilities that can help transform earthquake risk management into a cyberinfrastructure science            
and engineering discipline. 

5. Research by Interdisciplinary Working Groups 
SCEC coordinates earthquake system science through interdisciplinary working groups including: Fault and Rupture             
Mechanics (FARM) , Stress and Deformation Over Time (SDOT) , Earthquake Forecasting and Predictability (EFP) ,             
and Ground Motions (GM). The Southern San Andreas Fault Evaluation (SoSAFE) group has evolved into the San                 
Andreas Fault System (SAFS) working group for SCEC5. This group coordinates research on the San Andreas and                 
the San Jacinto master faults. Also new in SCEC5 is the SCEC Community Models (CXM) working group, focused on                   
developing, refining and integrating community models that describe a wide range of features of the southern                
California lithosphere and asthenosphere. Seismic hazard and risk analysis research continues to be coordinated by               
the Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface working group. Their activities include educational as well as              
research partnerships with practicing engineers, geotechnical consultants, building officials, emergency managers,           
financial institutions, and insurers. 

5.1 Fault and Rupture Mechanics (FARM) 

5.1.1 Research Objectives 
The Fault and Rupture Mechanics (FARM) interdisciplinary working group develops (1) constraints on the properties,               
conditions and physical processes that control faulting in the lithosphere over the entire range of pre-, co-, and                  
post-seismic periods using field, laboratory, and theoretical studies; and (2) physics-based fault models applicable to               
various spatial and temporal scales, such as nucleation, propagation and arrest of dynamic rupture or long-term                
earthquake sequence simulations. This fundamental research aims to develop physics-based understanding of            
earthquakes in the Southern California fault system and contribute to SCEC hazards estimates such as the Uniform                 
California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF) and physics-based ground motion predictions. 

5.1.2. Research Strategies 
Observational constraints on earthquake physics come from a range of sources, including seismology, geodesy, field               
geology, borehole geophysics, heat flow, hydrology, and gravity. Insights into earthquake physics are obtained by               
targeted laboratory fault and rock mechanics experiments and theoretical studies. Numerical modeling is used for               
understanding, analyzing, and relating theories, laboratory findings, and observations as well as exploring the              
implications of the findings. FARM supports fundamental research using these and related approaches. FARM              
research strategies include: 

● Field, laboratory, and theoretical studies to determine spatial (including depth-dependent) and temporal            
variations in evolving fault strength and the effect of various relevant factors such as temperature,               
composition, pore pressure, degree of shear localization, and damage, including the variations and             
heterogeneity of relevant fault and rock properties. 

● Theoretical and laboratory studies of nucleation, propagation, and arrest of seismic and aseismic fault slip. 

● Seismological, geodetic, geophysical, laboratory and theoretical determinations of earthquake triggering,          
including triggering by static and dynamic stressing, fluid injection (induced earthquakes), and aseismic             
deformation. 

● Geologic descriptions of fault complexity and shear zone structure, their relation to fault-scale and              
system-scale structural complexity, and representations suitable for inclusion in physics-based models. 
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● Characterization of fault damage zones and fragile geological units such as the top crust, along with their                 
evolution over both seismic and interseismic periods using seismological, geodetic, geologic, laboratory, and             
numerical experiments. 

● Inferences and measurements of fault zone pore pressure, fluid flow, and their temporal and spatial               
variation. 

● Development of improved numerical approaches to interrogate various temporal and spatial scales of             
faulting, including long-term simulations of fault slip that incorporate inertial effects during earthquakes and              
geologic/fault system scale earthquake simulations (simulators) for the next generation of seismic hazard             
estimates ('beyond PSHA'). 

5.1.3 Research Priorities 
● Constrain how absolute stress, fault strength and rheology vary with depth on faults. 

● Determine the mechanisms dominant in coseismic (dynamic) fault resistance, including the relative            
importance of various potential dynamic weakening mechanisms and off-fault processes, and their            
compatibility with observational constraints such as stress drops and temperature measurements.  

● Determination of the scaling with magnitude of seismic source parameters, such as radiated energy or               
stress drop. Understanding and reducing the variability and uncertainty of these parameters, and working to               
resolve discrepancies reported between various methods of estimation, so that these source parameters             
can be accurately incorporated into ground motion studies and numerical and rheological models. In              
particular, we encourage collaborative, community based work on this topic.  

● Investigate the effect of fine-scale processes on the nucleation and dynamic rupture of large earthquakes               
and the resulting ground shaking, including whether fine-scale processes can be suitably coarse-grained at              
the system scale.  

● Investigate the relation between material, geometrical, and dynamic (deformation-induced) on- and off-fault            
heterogeneity, its effect on rupture initiation, propagation, and arrest, and implications for radiated energy,              
slip and rupture speed distributions, their scaling, and ground motion. 

● Investigate how inelastic strain associated with fault roughness and discontinuities influences rupture            
propagation, seismic radiation, and scaling of earthquake source parameters. 

● Determine how damage zones, crack healing and cementation, fault zone mineralogy, and off-fault yielding              
govern strain localization, slip stability, interseismic strength recovery, and rupture propagation. 

● Determine how much off-fault inelasticity contributes to strain accumulation and what fraction of strain is               
relaxed by aseismic processes. 

● Describe how fault complexity and inelastic deformation interact to determine the probability of rupture              
propagation through structural complexities. 

● Assess how shear resistance and energy dissipation depend on the maturity of the fault system, and how                 
these are expressed geologically. 

● Constrain the active geometry, degree of localization and rheology of the vicinity of brittle-ductile transition -                
including frictional sliding stability transition zone - and ductile roots of fault zones, and determine their                
implications for depth limits of large earthquakes, overlap of seismic and aseismic slip, geodetic estimates of                
fault locking, and transition from frictional sliding to visco-plastic flow. 

● Study the mechanical and chemical effects of fluid flow, both natural and anthropogenic, on faulting and                
earthquake occurrence, and how they vary throughout the earthquake cycle. 

● Determine how seismic and aseismic deformation processes interact, and how that interaction affects             
long-term fault behavior, by conducting laboratory experiments at the appropriate temperatures and stress             
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conditions, and by developing numerical simulations that incorporate both seismic and interseismic periods             
and a combination of relevant physical factors, e.g., establishing the long-term effect of off-fault damage               
during earthquakes and off-fault healing during the interseismic periods, exploring how slow slip and              
microseismicity redistributes stress for the following large events, and determining how large events can              
rupture into interseismically stable fault regions due to coseismic weakening. 

● Study the implications of earthquake physics findings on earthquake hazard by developing physics-based             
long-term simulations of earthquake sequences on fault systems (earthquake simulators). 

● Use numerical models to investigate which fault properties are compatible with paleoseismic findings,             
including average recurrence, slip rate, coefficient of variation of earthquake recurrence, and the possibility              
of system-wide “supercycles,” e.g. periods of several large earthquakes followed by periods of their              
absence; determine whether such behavior can be compatible with the currently observed statistics of              
smaller-magnitude events. 

● Exploit anthropogenic (induced) seismicity as experiments in earthquake physics and earthquake           
predictability. 

● Develop methodologies to validate ground motion simulations based on dynamic rupture simulations, with             
the goal of defining input parameters for events that have not yet been observed, so as to generate ground                   
motion times series for engineering applications. See Section 5.7.3 under Earthquake Engineering            
Implementation Interface (EEII) . 

5.2 Stress and Deformation Over Time (SDOT) 

5.2.1 Research Objectives 
The focus of the Stress and Deformation Over Time (SDOT) interdisciplinary working group is to improve our                 
understanding of how faults in the crust are loaded in the context of the wider lithospheric system. SDOT studies                   
lithospheric processes on timescales from tens of millions of years to tens of years using the structure, geological                  
history, and physical state of the southern California lithosphere as a natural laboratory. One objective is to                 
characterize the present-day state of stress and deformation on crustal-scale faults and the lithosphere as a whole,                 
and to tie this stress state to the long-term evolution of the lithospheric architecture through geodynamic modeling.                 
Another central goal is to contribute to the development of a physics-based, probabilistic seismic hazard analysis for                 
southern California by developing and applying system-wide deformation models.  

5.2.2. Research Strategies 
Addressing the SDOT research objectives requires a better understanding of fundamental quantities including             
lithospheric driving forces, the relevant rock rheology for processes acting over a wide range of time scales, fault                  
constitutive laws, and the spatial distribution of absolute deviatoric stress. Tied in with this is a quest for better                   
structural constraints, such as on rock type and density, Moho depths, thickness of the seismogenic layer, the                 
geometry of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary, as well as basin depths, temperature, water content, and              
seismic velocity and anisotropy. These quantities are constrained by a wide range of observables from disciplines                
including geodesy, geology, and geophysics. 

Specific SDOT strategies include: 

● Seismological imaging of the crust, lithosphere and upper mantle using interface and transmission methods. 

● Examination of geologic inheritance and evolution, on faults and off, and its relation to the three-dimensional                
(3D) structure and physical properties of the present-day crust and lithosphere. 

● Development of models of coseismic, postseismic, interseismic, and long-term deformation  

● Development of models using approaches that may include analytical or semi-analytical methods, spectral             
approaches, boundary, finite, or distinct element methods. 
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5.2.3 Research Priorities 
● Contribute to the Community Stress Model (CSM). Compile diverse stress constraints (e.g., in situ stress               

from borehole breakouts or anisotropy measurements) and evaluate the accuracy of the CSM. Develop              
spatio-temporal (4D) representations of the stress tensor in the southern California lithosphere using stress              
constraints and geodynamic models of stress.  

● Contribute to the development of the Community Thermal Model (CTM) and Community Rheology Model              
(CRM) (see Community Models Research Priorities). Test provisional rheology models with numerical            
models and geodetic, seismic, and geologic data. Assess sensitivity of stress and deformation patterns to               
parameter variations to facilitate determining what level of detail is needed in the CRM and CTM. 

● Characterize the 3D distribution of isotropic and anisotropic wave speed variations. Assemble 3D lithological              
and fabric models of the crust, lithosphere, and mantle based on active- and passive-source seismic data,                
potential field data, surface geology and xenoliths. 

● Develop improved estimates of spatio-temporal variations of stress based on inversions of earthquake focal              
mechanisms.  

● Develop earthquake cycle stress models consistent with paleoseismic chronologies (slip estimates and            
event dates) that investigate stress accumulation and stress drop sequences over multiple earthquake             
cycles. 

● Apply stress and deformation measurements at various time scales for hypothesis testing of issues              
pertaining to postseismic deformation, fault friction, isotropic and anisotropic rheology of the lithosphere,             
seismic efficiency, the heat flow paradox, stress and strain transients, stress complexities at earthquake              
gates and fault system evolution. Improve constraints on the active geometry and rheology of ductile roots of                 
fault zones, including slow earthquake phenomena such as triggered slip, tremor, and slow slip. 

● Develop models to estimate slip rates on southern California faults, fault geometries at depth, and spatial                
distribution of slip or slip deficits on faults. Incorporate rheological and geometric complexities in such               
models and explore mechanical averaging properties. Assess potential discrepancies of models based on             
geodetic, geologic, and seismic data. Provide informative slip rates for fault representations defined by the               
Community Fault Model (CFM) for usage in earthquake simulator activities. 

● Develop deformation models (fault slip and moment accumulation rates, locking depths, and off-fault             
deformation rates) in support of earthquake rupture forecasting. 

● Develop models of vertical deformation (interseismic and multi-earthquake cycle) that incorporate improved            
vertical constraints from the Community Geodetic Model (CGM) and geomorphology. Assess the sensitivity             
of vertical deformation to spatially variable rheologic assumptions. Improve analyses of model sensitivity to              
non-tectonic vertical motion signals. 

● Develop more comprehensive models for understanding the role of fluids on 3D and time-dependent              
deformation. Improve our usage and application of geodetic data that are heavily influenced by hydrologic               
processes within the crust. 

● Determine the spatial scales at which tectonic block models (compared to continuum models) provide              
descriptions of fault system deformation that are useful for earthquake forecasting. 

● Develop interseismic and long-term deformation models that incorporate inelastic deformation. Develop           
models that can predict the relative proportions of elastic, recoverable strain associated with the earthquake               
cycle and permanent, distributed strain in the crust. 

● Advance research into averaging, simplification, and coarse-graining approaches in numerical models           
across spatio-temporal scales. Address questions such as the appropriate scale for capturing fault             
interactions, the adequate representation of frictional behavior and dynamic processes in long-term            
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interaction models, fault roughness, 3D structure and its influence on dynamics and faulting behavior,              
complexity, and uncertainty. 

● Assess the relative importance of basal tractions, plate motions and gravitational potential driving forces,              
and develop appropriate boundary conditions for plate-boundary scale deformation models. 

5.3 Earthquake Forecasting and Predictability (EFP) 

5.3.1 Research Objectives 
The Earthquake Forecasting and Predictability (EFP) interdisciplinary working group coordinates five broad types of              
research projects: (1) the development of earthquake forecast methods, (2) the development of methods for               
evaluating the performance of earthquake forecasts, (3) expanding fundamental physical or statistical knowledge of              
earthquake processes relevant for forecasting, (4) the development and use of earthquake simulators to understand               
predictability in complex fault networks, and (5) fundamental understanding of the limits of earthquake predictability.  

5.3.2. Research Strategies 
We seek proposals that will increase our understanding of how earthquakes might be forecasted, to what extent and                  
precision earthquakes are predictable, and what is the physical basis for earthquake predictability. Proposals of any                
type that can assist in this goal will be considered. To increase the amount of analyzed data and reduce the amount                     
of time required to learn about predictability, proposals are welcome that deal with global data sets and/or include                  
international collaborations. 

We encourage researchers to consider how their proposals may further the objectives of special project working                
groups focussing on earthquake predictability and forecasting: the Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and             
Modelling (CISM, section 6.4), the Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP, section 6.2), and                
the Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (WGCEP, section 6.1).  

5.3.3 Research Priorities 
● Enhance methodology for evaluating forecasts of finite-size earthquake ruptures against past and/or future             

observations, including geological, geodetic, and seismological data.  

● Enhance statistical methods of analyzing spatio-temporal patterns of seismicity, including cluster           
identification and declustering methods, in connection with understanding the physical basis of earthquake             
predictability. 

● Assess the limitations of long-term earthquake rupture forecasts by combining patterns of earthquake             
occurrence and strain accumulation with neotectonic and paleoseismic observations of the last millennium.  

● Place useful geologic bounds on the character and frequency of multi-segment and multi-fault ruptures of               
extreme magnitude.  

● Determine the spatial scales at which tectonic block models (compared to continuum models) provide              
descriptions of fault-system deformation that are useful for earthquake forecasting.  

● Develop earthquake simulators that encode the current understanding of earthquake physics for elucidating             
predictability.  

● Test the hypothesis that “seismic supercycles’’ seen in earthquake simulators actually exist in nature and               
explore the implications for earthquake predictability.  

● Describe how fault complexity and inelastic deformation interact to determine the probability of rupture              
propagation through structural complexities, and determine how model-based hypotheses about these           
interactions can be tested by the observations of accumulated slip and paleoseismic chronologies.  
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● Constrain the extent of permanent, off-fault deformation, and its contribution to geologic and geodetic fault               
slip-rate estimates. 

● Evaluate how the stress transfer among fault segments depends on time, at which levels it can be                 
approximated by quasi-static and dynamic elastic mechanisms, and to what degree inelastic processes             
contribute to stress evolution. 

● Assess the predictive power of the Coulomb stress hypothesis by testing physics-based clustering models              
against multiple earthquake sequences across various tectonic settings.  

● Exploit anthropogenic (induced) seismicity as experiments in earthquake predictability. Proposals that align            
with USGS priorities are particularly welcome (see, e.g., p. 40-43 of the USGS Open File Report on                 
“Incorporating Induced Seismicity into the US National Seismic Hazard Model”,          
http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2015/1070/pdf/ofr2015-1070.pdf ). 

● Study the mechanical and chemical effects of fluid flows, both natural and anthropogenic, on faulting and                
earthquake occurrence, and how they vary throughout the earthquake cycle. 

● Strengthen testing methodology that accounts for epistemic uncertainties, dependence and observational           
errors in seismicity and rupture forecasts.  

● Support government agencies in their efforts to deploy Operational Earthquake Forecasting (OEF) systems             
by developing real-time forecasting tools and protocols, including estimates of real-time data uncertainty and              
ensemble modelling techniques.  

● Connect earthquake early warning algorithms with short-term earthquake forecast models to produce            
ground motion forecasts that span a range of timescales. 

5.4 Ground Motions (GM) 

5.4.1 Research Objectives 
The primary goal of the Ground Motions (GM) interdisciplinary working group is to study the characteristics of ground                  
motion data; understand and model the complex wave propagation mechanisms that give rise to these characteristics                
(e.g., nonlinearity, scattering effects); implement these models in physics-based ground motion simulation            
methodologies to predict strong-motion broadband waveforms and their effects (e.g., constitutive models for off-fault              
plasticity and permanent ground deformation); and validate the simulated time-series using ground motion data and               
their statistics.  

Both source and path characterization play a vital role in ground-motion prediction and are important areas of                 
research for this group. An important focus for SCEC5 is the development of methodologies for validation of                 
ground-motion simulations against observed data, and the implementation and testing of these methodologies.             
Another important focus of SCEC5 is to investigate the role of nonlinear material deformation and material failure on                  
simulated ground motions. The GM focus group seeks to understand and simulate the conditions under which                
regional nonlinear effects can be captured by models that have been developed for site response problems (such as                  
site correction factors, one-dimensional site response analyses, three-dimensional soil constitutive models); the            
conditions that cause amplification due to complex wave propagation phenomena related to 3D basin structure and                
surface waves; and the more dramatic effects of ground failure such as liquefaction and landslides. The overarching                 
goal is to produce simulated ground motions that are valid across a range of magnitudes, distances, and frequency                  
bands, but especially for large magnitudes at close distances.  

Given the emphasis of SCEC5 on nonlinear phenomena, which manifest in the vicinity of the fault as well as in the                     
near-surface, the shallow crust (soils and rocks, previously known as the Geotechnical Layer or GTL) is a constituent                  
of the path. In turn, to incorporate near-surface nonlinear effects in physics-based simulations, the GM focus group                 
seeks proposals that develop and implement time-series correction factors to account for nonlinear site response; as                
well as three-dimensional rheological models for the materials that comprise the shallow crust. These models should                
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account for the computational and modeling challenges of large-scale simulations as outlined by the Computational               
Science (CS) Working Group and by the SCEC Community Models (CXM) Focus Group (see pertinent sections).                
These shallow crust inelastic models should lastly enable predictions of phenomena that govern the risk of                
infrastructure systems, as outlined research priorities of the Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface (EEII)             
Focus Group and of some of the  Special Projects .  

5.4.2. Research Strategies 
● Analyze ground motion data and develop models that capture the observed characteristics of recorded data,               

such as how the frequency content, amplitude, duration and their spatio-temporal variability scale with              
magnitude, distance, and site conditions. 

● Develop 3D rheology models (velocity, anelastic attenuation, nonlinear properties) of rock and soil materials              
of the shallow crust, for integration in physics-based nonlinear wave propagation simulations. 

● Develop deterministic and stochastic approaches to model wave propagation in heterogeneous structures,            
intended to improve representation of wave propagation scattering due to structural complexities in             
deterministic broadband ground motion simulations. Verify and validate ground motion simulations through            
development and testing of algorithms that trace the predictability and uncertainties of the simulated ground               
motions across frequency ranges. 

● Continue development of the SCEC Broadband Platform. 

5.4.3 Research Priorities 
● Gather and develop novel data sets to be used as ground motion data for application in any of the research                    

priorities. This may include, but is not limited to, different sources (i.e., small magnitude earthquakes,               
tremor/low-frequency earthquakes, ambient noise), new instrumentation types (cell-phone accelerometers,         
strainmeter data, etc), or large data sets.  

● Use observed ground-motion data to infer subsurface properties and wave propagation processes that will              
improve ground-motion simulations. Determine the relative roles of fault geometry, heterogeneous frictional            
resistance, directivity, wavefield scattering, intrinsic attenuation, and near-surface nonlinearities in controlling           
ground motions.  

● Determine the scaling of seismic source parameters with magnitude, such as radiated energy or stress drop.                
Understand and reduce the variability and uncertainty of these parameters, and work to resolve              
discrepancies reported between various methods of estimation, so that these parameters can be accurately              
incorporated as source information into ground motion studies. In particular, we encourage collaborative,             
community based work on this topic.  

● Develop three-dimensional constitutive models to capture nonlinear phenomena such as off-fault plasticity,            
permanent ground deformation and earthquake triggered ground failure in physics-based simulations,           
especially in the near-field, where there is a paucity of recorded data. 

● Develop a rheology model for the shallow crust (including anelastic attenuation, nonlinear properties,             
heterogeneity, etc.) to capture nonlinear phenomena in physics-based simulations. Use available borehole            
measurements, near-surface material stiffness proxies (e.g., Vs30, topography) and/or empirical correlations           
to estimate pertinent input parameters. Quantify the epistemic and parametric uncertainties of these models.              
This effort should be coordinated with the research priorities and activities of the SCEC Community Models                
(CXM) (especially the Velocity, CVM, and Rheology Models, CRM); the Fault and Rupture Mechanics              
(FARM) group with respect to the development and implementation of consistent material models for              
fault-zone and off-fault plasticity of rocks; the Computational Science (CS) group for the integration of these                
models in large-scale simulations; and the technical activity group (TAG) for the simulation of nonlinear               
effects in the shallow crust. 
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● Develop protocols on how to map material proxies (such as Vs30, or velocity profiles where available) and                 
empirical estimates of the nonlinear soil and rock parameters (e.g., friction angle as a function of confining                 
pressure) on the input parameters.  

● Develop methods for better representation of wave scattering due to structural complexities in deterministic              
broadband and 3D physics-based ground motion simulations. Develop methods for the parameterization of             
the correlation functions used in statistical representation of small-scale velocity variations that vary with              
geology and depth, and can handle velocity discontinuities at layer boundaries with strong velocity contrast.               
Conduct systematic verification (comparison against theoretical predictions) to ensure that the above            
methods can incorporate consistent and accurate representations of the earthquake source,           
three-dimensional velocity structure and shallow nonlinear effects in a robust and transparent manner.  

● Conduct systematic validation of ground-motion simulation methodologies (broadband and         
three-dimensional), including those from dynamic ruptures, against appropriate observed historical          
ground-motion data for the median and standard deviation(s) of ground motions. Trace the modeling and               
parametric uncertainties of the simulated ground motions. Conduct validation across frequency ranges (each             
representative of the scale of the model input parameters and source models). Compare synthetic ground               
motions from deterministic and stochastic approaches to data for overlapping bandwidths. Validate specific             
elements, such as source, path or site components, of the complex physics-based simulation models to               
identify topics where improvement is necessary. Coordinate with Earthquake Engineering Implementation           
Interface (EEII) , to work on validation for engineering applications.  

● Perform systematic assessments of aleatory variability and epistemic uncertainty in both observed and             
simulated ground motions from any type of model or platform, and attribute to various parts of the models,                  
including but not limited to those for source, path and site.  

● Incorporate new effects and features in the SCEC Broadband Platform such as multi-segment rupture;              
nonlinear amplification factors; spatial variability of crustal properties; 3D basins and their on ensemble              
averaged long-period ground motions. Combine earthquake recordings and ground response simulations           
and develop appropriate models for Fourier amplitude and phase ordinates.. Develop and implement             
methods for computing and storing 3D Green's functions, both source- and site-based, (see CXM section for                
related efforts). 

5.5 San Andreas Fault System (SAFS) 

5.5.1 Research Objectives 
The San Andreas Fault System (SAFS) interdisciplinary working group develops projects within SCEC that are               
focused on the occurrence of large earthquakes on the San Andreas Fault system, seeking (1) projects that collect                  
and analyze data on the timing and size of large earthquakes on the SAFS and (2) projects that investigate the                    
features of the fault system that may halt or permit continued rupture. This second class of projects falls under a new                     
SCEC5 initiative called “Earthquake Gates” for multidisciplinary study of conditional earthquake rupture. The Cajon              
Pass region has been selected as an earthquake gate area for SCEC5. Research proposals to study earthquake gate                  
behavior, sections of faults where ruptures pass through depending on the conditions of the segment, in other regions                  
or settings within southern California are welcome.  

5.5.2. Research Strategies 
A. Research on the timing and size of large earthquakes on the San Andreas Fault System is encouraged that utilizes  

● High-resolution imaging and documentation of ground deformation (in trenches or preserved in topography)  

● Data collection and analysis of vertical deformation associated with coseismic land-level changes on reverse              
faults and coastal faults 
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● Modern geochronologic techniques, or exploration of uncertainties in paleoearthquake or geomorphic event            
dating  

B. The Earthquake Gates initiative is designed to bring together groups of collaborators across multiple disciplines to                 
investigate the features that promote or arrest large earthquakes along the San Andreas Fault System. The goal is to                   
study features that may conditionally modulate ruptures so that at some times the gate is ‘closed’ while at other times                    
the gate is ‘open’ in order to better forecast earthquake behavior. The Cajon Pass Region has been selected as an                    
Earthquake Gate for SCEC5 and has a specific Integrated Science Plan ( www.scec.org/research/ega ).  

5.5.3 Research Priorities 
● Basic research on the occurrence of large earthquakes on the San Andreas Fault System. This includes                

study of the factors that lead to occurrence and preservation of ground rupture and offsets, as well as                  
improved dating and correlation techniques for development of fault rupture histories.  

● Cajon Pass Earthquake Gate Area 

○ Synthesize data that characterizes evidence of relative rates of fault slip, off-fault deformation,             
paleoearthquakes, and related ground shaking using methods such as tectonic geomorphology,           
analysis of high resolution topography, geologic mapping, paleoseismology, InSAR/GPS,         
precariously balanced rocks, and well data. New data collection efforts should target key data gaps               
that inform rupture propagation through zones of fault complexity or improve earthquake rupture             
forecasts.  

○ Synthesize geophysical, seismological and well data to characterize subsurface conditions related           
to geology, material properties (e.g. damage, crustal velocities, and fault strength), material            
interfaces as well as stress state and style of faulting. Material properties and stress state               
information will interface with Community Model (CRM and CSM) efforts and will be included within               
modeling efforts 

○ Evaluate and improve the Community Fault Model 3D fault representations in the Cajon Pass area               
using improved 3D velocity models, relocated seismicity, geophysical constraints and insights from            
kinematic and mechanical models as well as the available data from passive portable seismic array,               
refraction microtremor and ambient noise studies 

○ Calibrate results from models (forward crustal deformation models, geodetic inversions and           
dynamic rupture) with geologic and geophysical data from within the EGA. Determine how             
model-based hypotheses about fault interaction through zones of complexity can be tested by             
observations of geodetically-determined straining, accumulated slip, and paleoseismic        
chronologies.  

● Additional EGAs will not be considered for SCEC5; however PIs interested in conditional earthquake rupture               
outside of Cajon Pass are encouraged to coordinate their efforts and propose related research. 

5.6 SCEC Community Models (CXM) 

5.6.1 Research Objectives 
The SCEC CXM working group develops, refines and integrates community models describing a wide range of                
features of the southern California lithosphere and asthenosphere. These features include: elastic and attenuation              
properties (Community Velocity Model, CVM), temperature (Community Thermal Model, CTM), rheology (Community            
Rheology Model, CRM), stress and stressing rate (Community Stress Model, CSM), deformation rate (Community              
Geodetic Model, CGM), and fault geometry (Community Fault Model, CFM). The goal of the CXM working group is to                   
provide an internally consistent suite of models that can be used to simulate seismic phenomena in southern                 
California. 
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SCEC5 research goals involve continued refinement of existing community models (CFM, CVM, CSM, CGM),              
continuing development of newer community models (CTM and CRM), and integration of the models into a                
self-consistent suite. Objectives also include quantification of uncertainties and development of techniques for             
propagating uncertainties from observations through community model development to simulation predictions.  

5.6.2. Research Strategies 
● Develop and apply inversion techniques to populate and refine the community models. 

● Collect additional observations to improve resolution of a community model and/or resolve discrepancies             
among competing models. 

● Develop viable alternative community models that facilitate representation of the epistemic uncertainty. 

● Develop methods to characterize uncertainty in each of the community models. 

● Validate and/or test individual community models against independent data and/or verify consistency across             
multiple community models (e.g., consistency of stress predictions from the CTM and CRM with the CSM). 

● Use community models in simulations to forecast behavior, including estimates of the uncertainties in              
predicted values. 

● Expand community participation in model development, validation, and application through workshops,           
tutorials, and participation in and/or collaboration with related efforts (e.g., EarthCube). 

5.6.3 Research Priorities 
● IT tools. Assess practicality of using existing software and/or computational procedures to integrate              

community models with deformation and other physical simulation codes. Develop simple tools (or             
customize and test existing tools) allowing users to query, interact with, and display community models in                
their current form.  

● Training. Provide virtual or in-person hands-on training in how to use the existing community models in                
research applications. Training should target user needs (e.g., from surveys of the community). Training              
should be archived for on-demand access. 

● Small-scale features. Develop methods to represent smaller scale features in the CXMs, such as              
stochastic variations in elastic properties, attenuation, stress, temperature, rheology, and fault strike and dip. 

● Validation and quantifying uncertainty. Develop and apply procedures (i.e., goodness-of-fit measures) for            
evaluating updated CXMs against observations (e.g., seismic waveforms, gravity, etc) to discriminate among             
alternatives and quantify model uncertainties. Develop alternative versions of CXM’s where the diversity of              
reasonable interpretations is not currently represented. 

● Community Fault Model (CFM) 

○ Improve and evaluate the CFM, placing emphasis on defining the geometry of major faults that are                
incompletely, or inaccurately, represented in the current model, and on faults of particular concern,              
such as those that are located close to critical facilities. 

○ Refine representations of the linkages among major fault systems. 

○ Generate maps of geologic surfaces compatible with the CFM that may serve as strain markers in                
crustal deformation modeling and/or property boundaries in future iterations.  

○ Collaborate with developers of related data products to improve consistency in the organization and              
naming scheme (e.g., USGS Quaternary Fault database). 

○ Develop tools to assist users in visualizing and using the CFM in a range of computational models. 
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● Community Velocity Model (CVM) 

○ Integrate new data (especially from the Salton Sea Imaging Project) into the existing CVMs with               
validation of improvements in the CVMs for ground-motion prediction. 

○ Quantify uncertainty in the CVM structure and its impact on simulated ground motions.  

○ Develop efficient and sustainable computational procedures to facilitate the assimilation of regional            
waveform data into the CVMs (see  Computational Science  Research Priorities). 

● Community Stress Model (CSM) 

○ Assess sensitivity of stress and deformation patterns to parameter variations to facilitate            
determining what level of detail is needed in the CRM and CTM, and to provide insights on                 
uncertainties. 

○ Compile diverse constraints on stress (e.g. from borehole or anisotropy measurements) and            
evaluate the accuracy and precision of the CSM (see Stress and Deformation Over Time Research               
Priorities). 

○ Continue working with SCEC IT and CXM leaders to develop expanded capabilities for the CSM               
website , including tools for comparing different CSM’s. 

○ Generate new stress and stressing rate estimates for the CSM, upload these products to the CSM                
website.  

○ Investigate stress changes from the 2019 Ridgecrest earthquakes, through modeling and           
observation, and utilize these to constrain absolute stress level and stress heterogeneity . 

● Community Geodetic Model (CGM) 

○ See  Tectonic Geodesy  Research Priorities. 

○ In coordination with SCEC and the CXM group leaders, generate a SCEC-hosted CGM website              
with download links for (and detailed descriptions of) CGM products (including uncertainties). 

● Community Thermal Model (CTM) 

○ Deliver a preliminary CTM that provides temperatures throughout the southern California           
lithosphere consistent with surface heat flow, radiogenic heat production, seismic LAB depth, P/T             
estimates from xenoliths and lavas, and petrologic/geochemical constraints on asthenospheric          
melting. In coordination with SCEC and the CXM group leaders, share the CTM via a web page                 
linked to the SCEC CXM (or CRM) web page. 

○ Develop a version of the CTM without lateral temperature discontinuities between heat flow             
regions, either via smoothing or conductive heat flow modeling. 

○   

○ Improve/interpolate surface heat flow maps. Search for additional heat flow and thermal property             
data in areas with poor coverage. 

● Community Rheology Model (CRM) 

○ Compare predicted seismic velocities for GF rocks with the SCEC CVM, and utilize velocity              
structure to extend the GF to a fully three-dimensional representation of crustal composition.             
Provide a range of rock types where GF interpretations are non-unique. 

○ Characterize sensitivity of rock rheology to composition, water content, strain rate and temperature,             
in the context of the CTM and GF, to assess the relative importance of these factors. Provide                 
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alternative rheologies for GF lithologies, based on CVM velocities, CTM temperatures, and            
alternate mixing relationships or flow laws. 

○ Evaluate candidate/provisional CRM’s against postseismic deformation models and the CSM.          
Forward model postseismic deformation from the Ridgecrest earthquake sequence, to aid in future             
evaluation of the preliminary CRM. 

○ Add provisional representations of shear zones to the CRM based on simulations and constraints              
from natural examples. This could include analysis of samples from outside of southern California,              
though we do not anticipate having funds in the program that could support fieldwork outside the                
southern California natural laboratory. Test these for consistency with seismicity, depth of rupture             
propagation, post-seismic deformation, and geodetically or seismically inferred locking depth.  

○ Investigate the importance of rheological anisotropy (from distributed fabric or localized shear            
zones) to the dynamics of the regional deformation 

○ In coordination with SCEC and the CXM group leaders, share the preliminary SCEC CRM              
(geological framework, ductile flow laws, related software tools and the CTM) via a website linked               
to the CXM webpage. 

5.7 Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface (EEII) 

5.7.1 Research Objectives 
The purpose of the Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface (EEII) is to create and maintain collaborations               
with research and practicing engineers. These activities may include ground motion simulation validation, as well as                
the end-to-end analysis of structures and infrastructure systems. Our goal of impacting engineering practice and               
large-scale risk assessments requires partnerships with the engineering and risk-modeling communities, which            
motivates the following activities. 

5.7.2. Research Strategies 
Example strategies to achieve these objectives include: 

● Perform engineering and risk analysis using SCEC research products related to hazards and ground              
motions, in order to determine the impact of research insights on engineering decisions, and sensitivity of                
engineering-related result to parameters in the science models.  

● Develop tools and approaches that facilitate the transfer of SCEC science products to the research               
community. 

● Form groups to reach consensus on methods to validate and utilize simulated ground motions,              
simulation-based hazard maps, and other SCEC science products of relevance to engineers and risk              
analysts. 

5.7.3 Research Priorities 
Ground motion simulation validation and utilization 

● Develop, coordinate and vet methods for validating simulations of ground motions for engineering use. 

● Demonstrate ground motion simulation validation methodologies with existing simulated ground motions.  

● Develop methodologies to validate and use SCEC CyberShake and high-frequency ground motion            
simulations for developing probabilistic and deterministic hazard maps for building codes and other             
engineering applications. Investigations of observed versus simulated region-specific path effects for           
small-magnitude earthquakes in southern California are encouraged. 
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● Develop data, products or tools that enable physics-based hazard calculations or ground motions to be               
utilized by engineers and risk modelers. 

● Identify or demonstrate links between ground motion metrics or structural response parameters and ground              
motion simulation features, so that simulation models and/or algorithms might be improved to better              
represent ground motion features of interest.  

● Quantify and evaluate spatial variation in amplitudes from regional ground motion simulations, for the              
purpose of validating simulations versus observations from empirical networks, and for quantifying the role              
of geological features in the observed variation. 

Collaboration in engineering and risk analysis 

● Assess the performance of distributed infrastructure systems using simulated ground motions. Evaluate the             
potential impact of basin effects, rupture directivity, spatial distribution of ground motion, or other phenomena               
on risk to infrastructure systems. 

● Enhance the reliability of simulations of long period ground motions in the Los Angeles region using                
refinements in source characterization and seismic velocity models, and evaluate the impacts of these              
ground motions on tall buildings and other long-period structures (e.g., bridges, waterfront structures). 

● Identify the sensitivity of structural response to ground motion parameters and structural parameters through              
end-to-end simulation. Buildings of particular interest include non-ductile concrete frame buildings. 

● Perform detailed assessments of the results of ground motion simulation scenarios, as they relate to the                
relationship between ground motion characteristics and structural response and damage. 

● Develop improved site/facility-specific and portfolio/regional risk analysis (or loss estimation) techniques and            
tools, and implement them in software tools. 

● Identify earthquake source and ground motion characteristics that control damage and financial loss             
estimates. 

● Evaluate the spatio-temporal correlation of ground motions at regional scales from recordings and using              
CyberShake data. Compare and validate CyberShake results with empirical correlations. 

● Develop methods or models for estimating fault displacements at the surface and at depth for the evaluation                 
of risk to large distributed infrastructures. Consider primary fault displacement (main fault trace), secondary              
fault displacement (distributed deformation zones in the near-field are around faults) as well as vertical               
tectonic shift which would cause tilt in distributed infrastructure. 

● Develop methodologies to validate and calibrate permanent displacements computed from simulations           
(kinematic and/or dynamic rupture models). 

Proposals for other innovative projects that would further implement SCEC information and techniques in seismic               
hazard, earthquake engineering, risk analysis, and ultimately loss mitigation, are encouraged. 

6. Research by Special Projects Working Groups 
Special Projects are organized around large-scale projects funded through special grants outside of the NSF-USGS               
cooperative agreements that support the SCEC base program, but have synergistic goals and are aligned with the                 
overall SCEC research program priorities. The current Special Projects teams include Working Group on California               
Earthquake Probabilities (WGCEP), the Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP), the             
Community Modeling Environment (CME), the Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and Modeling (CISM), and             
Mining Seismic Wavefields. 
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 6.1 Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (WGCEP) 
The Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (WGCEP) is a collaboration between SCEC, the U.S.               
Geological Survey, and California Geological Survey aimed at developing official earthquake-rupture-forecast models            
for California. The project is closely coordinated with the USGS National Seismic Hazard Mapping Program, and has                 
received financial support from the California Earthquake Authority (CEA). The WGCEP has now completed all three                
main UCERF3 models: the long-term, time-independent model (UCERF3-TI, which relaxes segmentation and            
includes multi-fault ruptures); the long-term, time-dependent model (UCERF3-TD, which includes elastic-rebound           
effects); and the complete model (UCERF3-ETAS, which includes spatiotemporal clustering to account for the fact               
that triggered events can be large and damaging). The latter (UCERF3-ETAS) is now being evaluated as potential                 
basis for operational earthquake forecasting (OEF). Information on all models is available at http://wgcep.org/ucerf3 .              
We are also starting to plan for UCERF4, which we anticipate will utilize physics-based simulators to a greater degree                   
(see last bullet below). 

The following research activities would contribute to WGCEP goals: 

● Evaluate fault models in terms of the overall fault connectivity at depth (important for understanding the                
likelihood of multi-fault ruptures) and the extent to which faults represent a well-defined surface versus a                
proxy for a braided deformation zone. 

● Evaluate existing deformation models, or develop new ones, in terms of applicability of GPS constraints,               
categorical slip-rate assignments (based on “similar” faults), applicability of back-slip methods, and other             
assumptions. Of particular interest is the extent to which slip rates taper at the ends of faults and at fault                    
connections. 

● Evaluate the UCERF3 finding that 30% to 60% of off-fault deformation may be aseismic. 

● Help determine the average along-strike slip distribution of large earthquakes, especially where multiple             
faults are involved (e.g., is there reduced slip at fault connections?). 

● Assess the average down-dip slip distribution of large earthquakes, which may be the ultimate source of                
existing discrepancies in magnitude-area relationships. Are surface slip measurements biased in estimating            
slip at depth? 

● Develop a better understanding of the distribution of creeping processes and their influence on rupture               
dimension and seismogenic slip rate. 

● Contribute to the compilation and interpretation of mean recurrence-interval estimates (including           
uncertainties) from paleoseismic data and/or develop site-specific models for the probability of undetected             
events at paleoseismic sites. 

● Develop ways to constrain the spatial distribution of maximum magnitude for background seismicity (for              
earthquakes occurring off of the explicitly modeled faults). 

● Address the question of whether small volumes of space exhibit a Gutenberg Richter distribution of               
nucleations, both on and off faults. 

● Develop improved estimates (including uncertainties) of the total long-term rates of observed earthquakes             
for different sized volumes of space. 

● Refine our magnitude completeness estimates (as a function of time, space, and magnitude). Develop such               
models for use in real-time applications such as operational earthquake forecasting. 

● Develop methods for quantifying elastic-rebound based probabilities in un-segmented fault models. 

● Help quantify the amount of slip in the last event, and/or average slip over multiple events, on any major                   
faults in California (including variations along strike). 
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● Develop models for fault-to-fault rupture probabilities, especially given uncertainties in fault endpoints. 

● Determine the extent to which seismicity rates vary over the course of historical and instrumental               
observations (the so-called Empirical Model of previous WGCEPs), and the extent to which this is explained                
by decaying aftershock sequences. 

● Determine the applicability of higher-resolution smoothed-seismicity maps for predicting the location of            
larger, more damaging events. 

● Explore the UCERF3 “Grand Inversion” with respect to: possible plausibility filters, relaxing the UCERF2              
constraints, not overfitting data, alternative equation-set weights, applying a characteristic-slip model, and            
applicability of the Gutenberg Richter hypothesis on faults (see report at  www.WGCEP.org ). 

● Develop methods for combining spatiotemporal clustering with long-term forecast models.  

● Are sequence-specific parameters for aftershock sequences warranted? 

● Determine if there is a physical difference between a multi-fault rupture and a separate event that was                 
triggered quickly. 

● Develop more objective ways of setting logic-tree branch weights, especially where there are either known               
or unknown correlations between branches. 

● Develop easily computable hazard or loss metrics that can be used to evaluate and perhaps trim logic- tree                  
branches. 

● Develop techniques for down-sampling event sets to enable more efficient hazard and loss calculations. 

● Because all models will be wrong at some level, develop valuation metrics that allow one to quantify the                  
benefit of potential model improvements in the context of specific uses. 

● Develop novel ways of testing UCERF3, especially ones that can be integrated with CSEP. For example,                
UCERF3-ETAS could be tested against historic ruptures that have occurred in the state. 

● Address the extent to which large triggered events can or cannot nucleate from within the rupture area of a                   
main shock (the answer has an important influence on UCERF3-ETAS results). 

● Help constrain the distance decay of triggered earthquakes, especially in light of a finite seismogenic               
thickness and a depth-dependent rate of earthquake nucleation. 

● Compile global datasets of large-event triggering, and compare with the more robust statistics available for               
smaller events. Also try to quantify the extent of spatial overlap between large main shocks and large                 
triggered events (an important metric that could be used to tune models like UCERF3). 

● Study and test the behavior of computational earthquake-cycle simulators, envisioning that they could             
become essential ingredients in future UCERF projects and a cornerstone of SCEC5. The goal is to develop                 
the capability of simulators to be able to contribute meaningfully to hazard estimates. Important tasks               
include: 

○ Study and test, using code verification exercises and more than one code, the sensitivity of               
simulator results to input details including fault-system geometry, stress-drop values, tapering of            
slip, methods of encouraging rupture jumps from fault to fault, cell size, etc. 

○ Develop physically realistic ways of simulating off-fault seismicity. 

○ Add additional physics into simulators, for example, the inclusion of high-speed frictional weakening             
and of off-fault viscoelastic and heterogeneous elastic properties. 

○ Develop alternate methods of driving fault slip besides “back-slip”. 
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○ Make access to existing simulators easy for new users, including adequate documentation and             
version numbers, examples of input and output files for initial testing, and access to analysis tools.                
Publicize availability. 

○ Develop new approaches to designing simulators and/or of making them more computationally            
efficient, including the use of better algorithms, point source Green’s functions, and GPUs. 

○ Develop validation tools for simulators, utilize existing UCERF data comparison tools with them,             
and develop capabilities for simulators to interact with UCERF infrastructure. 

○ Develop the capability of simulators to deal with UCERF and SCEC CFM fault geometries, both for                
rectangular and triangular cell representations. 

○ Create statewide synthetic earthquake catalogs spanning 100 My using as many different            
simulators as possible, in order to generate statistically significant behavior on even slow-slipping             
faults. Use small time-steps to permit evaluation of short-term clustering. 

○ Use these catalogs as synthetic laboratories for CSEP testing as described under CSEP. 

○ Data-mine these catalogs for statistically significant patterns of behavior. Evaluate whether           
much-shorter observed catalogs are statistically distinguishable from simulated catalogs. Consider          
and explore what revisions in simulators would make simulated catalogs indistinguishable from            
observed catalogs. 

○ Develop and test a variety of statistical methods for determining the predictability of earthquakes in               
these simulated catalogs, especially with respect to large triggered earthquakes. 

○ Compute other data types such as gravity changes, surface deformation, InSAR images, in order to               
allow additional comparisons between simulated results and observations. 

Further suggestions and details can be found at http://www.WGCEP.org, or by contacting the project leader (Ned                
Field: field@usgs.gov; (626) 644-6435). 

6.2 Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP)  
CSEP is developing a virtual, distributed laboratory—a collaboratory—that supports a wide range of scientific              
prediction experiments in multiple regional or global natural laboratories. This earthquake system science approach              
seeks to provide answers to the questions: (1) How should scientific prediction experiments be conducted and                
evaluated? and (2) What is the intrinsic predictability of the earthquake rupture process?  

A major focus of CSEP is to develop international collaborations between the regional testing centers and to                 
accommodate a wide-ranging set of predictability experiments involving geographically distributed fault systems in             
different tectonic environments. 

6.2.1. Research Priorities  
● Develop retrospective and prospective tests of UCERF3-ETAS. This new WGCEP model combines            

fault-based long-term time-dependence with short-term earthquake clustering and specifies forecasts as a            
set of simulated catalogs. New strategies for retrospective and prospective testing are required to evaluate               
the model. 

● Develop forensic tools  for understanding what aspects of a model dominate CSEP results.  

● Evaluate the Coulomb stress hypothesis. Assess the predictive skill of forecast models based on              
Coulomb stress through retrospective and prospective experiments on multiple earthquake sequences. For            
example, build on the retrospective evaluation of physics-based and statistical forecasting models during the              
2010-12 Canterbury, New Zealand, earthquake sequence by applying these models to other earthquake             
sequences in different tectonic settings. 
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● Global experiments. Develop and test global high-resolution models that (i) encode fundamental            
hypotheses about earthquake occurrence at a global scale for faster evaluation, and (ii) elucidate differences               
in the predictability of earthquakes across tectonic settings.  

● Strengthening evaluation methodologies. Develop computationally efficient performance metrics of         
forecasts and predictions that can account for epistemic uncertainties and evaluate forecasts specified as              
sets of simulated catalogs (e.g., simulation-based ETAS models or UCERF3-ETAS). 

● Supporting Operational Earthquake Forecasting (OEF). (i) Developing forecasting methods that address           
real-time data deficiencies, (ii) update forecasts on an event basis and evaluating forecasts with overlapping               
time-windows or on an event basis, (iii) improve short-term forecasting models, (iv) develop prospective and               
retrospective experiments to evaluate OEF candidate models. 

● Earthquake rupture simulators. Develop experiments to evaluate the predictive skills of earthquake            
rupture simulators, against both synthetic (simulated) and observed data (see also the WGCEP and CISM               
sections), with specific focus on how to automate the identification of a large earthquake with a modeled                 
fault.  

● External Forecasts and Predictions. Develop and refine experiments to evaluate forecasts and predictions             
generated outside of CSEP, including operational forecasts by official agencies and prediction algorithms             
based on seismic and electromagnetic data;  

● Induced seismicity. Develop models and experiments to test forecasts of induced seismicity, e.g. in              
California or Oklahoma. Proposals that align with USGS priorities are particularly welcome (see, e.g., p.               
40-43 of the Open File Report on “Incorporating Induced Seismicity into the US National Seismic Hazard                
Model”,  http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2015/1070/pdf/ofr2015-1070.pdf ). 

● Hybrid/ensemble modeling. Develop methods for forming optimal hybrid and ensemble models from            
multiple probability-based or alarm-based forecasting models;  

● Evaluating hazard models. Develop methodologies for prospectively evaluating seismic hazard models           
and their components (e.g., ground motion models). 

● Forecasting focal mechanisms. Develop methodology to forecast focal mechanisms and evaluating the            
skill of such forecasts. 

● Paleo-based forecasts. Develop experiments to test the fault rupture and earthquake probabilities implied             
by paleoseismic investigations of California faults (e.g., testing probabilities of future ruptures at             
paleoseismic sites where numerous ruptures have been documented, the relative effectiveness of proposed             
fault segment boundaries at stopping ruptures, and the relative frequency of on-fault and off-fault ruptures in                
California) (see also the WGCEP and SoSafe sections).  

6.2.2 General Contributions  
● Establish rigorous procedures in controlled environments (testing centers) for registering prediction           

procedures, which include the delivery and maintenance of versioned, documented code for making and              
evaluating forecasts including intercomparisons to evaluate predictive skills. 

● Construct community-endorsed standards for testing and evaluating probability-based, alarm-based,         
fault-based, and event-based predictions. 

● Develop hardware facilities and software support to allow individual researchers and groups to participate in               
prediction experiments.  

● Design and develop programmatic interfaces that provide access to earthquake forecasts and forecast             
evaluations.  
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● Provide prediction experiments with access to data sets and monitoring products, authorized by the              
agencies that produce them, for use in calibrating and testing algorithms.  

● Characterize the influence of limitations and uncertainties of such data sets (e.g., completeness magnitudes,              
source parameters, real-time vs post-processed data uncertainties).  

● Conduct workshops to facilitate international collaboratories.  

6.3 Community Modeling Environment (CME) 
The Community Modeling Environment (CME) is a SCEC special project that develops improved ground motion               
forecasts by integrating physics-based earthquake simulation software, observational data, and earth structural            
models using advanced computational techniques including high performance computing (HPC). CME researchers            
develop methods that improve physics-based ground motion forecasts using an iterative process involving four              
computational pathways which include (1) use of GMPEs, (2) use of deterministic wave propagation simulations, (3)                
use of dynamic ruptures, and (4) use of full 3D tomography. CME research makes use of the structural and                   
computational models developed by other SCEC research groups including SCEC CFMs, CVMs, earthquake rupture              
forecasts, GMPEs, deterministic wave propagation methods, dynamic rupture methods, and tomographic methods.            
The simulation tools used in CME activities include rupture generators (dynamic and kinematic), wave propagation               
models (low and high frequency), nonlinear site response modules, and validation capabilities (including assembled              
observational strong motion data sets and waveform-matching goodness-of-fit algorithms and information displays).  

6.3.1 SCEC Computational Platforms 
The SCEC community can contribute research activities to CME by providing scientific or computational capability               
that can improve ground motion forecasts for any of the activities described below. 

OpenSHA Platform. The OpenSHA Platform provides an open-source probabilistic seismic hazard analysis software             
platform, including the reference implementations the UCERF2 and UCERF3. The OpenSHA platform makes use of               
SCEC community models, including the CFM, and it provides input parameters used in CyberShake hazard model                
calculations, and is used to analyze and evaluate CyberShake hazard model results. 

Broadband Platform. The open-source Broadband Platform (BBP) provides a verified, validated, and user-friendly             
computational environment for generating broadband (0-100Hz) ground motions. The BBP includes a suite of              
kinematic source models, wave propagation codes and site response modules to calculate suites of synthetic               
seismograms from user-specified rupture sets, structural models, and station sets. 

High-F Platform. The High-F platform comprises source and wave propagation codes (kinematic ruptures with the               
AWP-ODC wave propagation code and Hercules for both) used by SCEC researchers to push earthquake               
simulations to higher frequencies (> 1Hz). High-F activities aim at including more realistic physics while improving the                 
upper frequency limits of physics-based ground motions. Physics models currently tested in the High-F platform               
include those for fault roughness, near-fault plasticity, frequency-dependent attenuation, topography, small-scale           
near-surface heterogeneities, and near-surface nonlinearities. 

CyberShake Platform. The CyberShake Platform provides physics-based probabilistic seismic hazard curves and            
maps using seismic reciprocity to generate large ensembles of ground motion simulations (> 10 8 ). CyberShake               
combines an earthquake rupture forecast (currently UCERF2) with a kinematic source generator (Graves and              
Pitarka) and a wave propagation code (AWP-ODC) to provide rates of exceedance of ground motions. 

F3DT Platform. This platform integrates the software needed for full-3D waveform tomography using the              
adjoint-wavefield and scattering-integral formulations of the structural inverse problem. F3DT can invert both             
earthquake waveforms and ambient-field correlograms for high-resolution crustal models, and it can refine the              
centroid moment tensors of earthquakes by matching observed waveforms with 3D synthetics. 

Unified Community Velocity Model Platform. The UCVM platform provides an easy-to-use software framework for              
comparing and synthesizing 3D Earth models and delivering model products to users. UCVM is used as a repository                  
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and delivery system for Community Velocity Models (CVMs) developed by SCEC researchers. UCVM allows the               
generation of large simulation meshes which can be used for High-F and CyberShake simulations. 

6.3.2 Research Priorities 
In addition to specific priorities described in the  Ground Motions  section, the CME group is seeking proposals to: 

● Develop codes to be included in an upcoming dynamic rupture platform, DynaShake. DynaShake is              
intended to operate in a fashion similar to the BBP, where independent codes can input standardized input                 
parameters, and calculate standardized output results, that can be evaluated using agreed upon validation              
methods for realistic hazard-scale ruptures. Dynamic rupture code developers must be willing to work under               
an open source license. Preference will be given to codes that have been verified under the Dynamic                 
Rupture Code Verification Technical Activity Group and to codes that have been parallelized or are in the                 
process of being parallelized to run on multiple core systems (clusters and HPC). 

● Improve and integrate models for source generation, wave propagation, and site effects into any of CME’s                
simulation platforms. This can include the development of scientific software that simulates one or more               
physical processes from the source to the surface. 

● Improve our ability to extend ground motion simulations to higher frequencies and to improve the accuracy                
of such models through the integration of better physics. Proposals can be targeted to any of the ground                  
motion simulations platforms, but are most relevant in the context of High-F. 

● Develop the computational and integration frameworks to extend 3D structural modeling capabilities to the              
BBP. 

● Develop or improve ground motion simulation validation computational and organizational tools. Research in             
this area would contribute to the efforts under the ground motion simulation validation (GMSV) technical               
activity group and the EEII . Validation of ground motions and models is important for any and all of the                   
simulation platforms under CME. 

● Improve the accuracy of community velocity models (CVMs), through the development of techniques that              
may involve, for example, the development of 3D tomography codes as well as the integration of geology                 
constraints into CVMs. Proposals are also sought to improve the methodologies used for integration of               
models from different sources and scales within UCVM. 

● Develop tools for decimating the UCERF3 model for use within CyberShake for specific regions (Southern               
and Central California) and accounting for the loss of precision and accuracy from the simplified model. 

● Evaluate the spatio-temporal correlation of ground motions at regional scales from recordings and using              
CyberShake data. Compare and validate CyberShake results with empirical correlations. 

● Continue development and provide improved capabilities of codes (current and/or prospective) used by the              
SCEC community. An important aspect of this priority is to support the porting of codes to the evolving pool                   
of HPC systems and to improve code performance.  

We also encourage proposals that address the implementation and propose solutions to the data management tasks                
included in the SCEC5 Data Management Plan.  

7. Communication, Education, and Outreach Activities 
SCEC’s Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) program facilitates learning, teaching, and application of             
earthquake research. In addition, SCEC/CEO has a global public safety role in line with the third element of SCEC’s                   
mission: “Communicate understanding of earthquake phenomena to end-users and society at large as useful              
knowledge for reducing earthquake risk and improving community resilience.” The theme of the CEO program in                
SCEC5 is Partner Globally, Prepare Locally. Our partnerships foster new research opportunities and ensure the               
delivery of research and educational products that improve the preparedness of the general public, government               
agencies, businesses, research and practicing engineers, educators, students, and the media—locally in California             
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as well as in other states and countries. Prepare Locally not only refers to improved resiliency to local hazards, but                    
also to preparing students and the public for the future with the enhanced science literacy to make informed decisions                   
to reduce their risk, and to preparing future scientists via research opportunities and support through career                
transitions. In SCEC5, the CEO program will manage and expand activities within four CEO focus areas: 

1. Knowledge Implementation connects SCEC scientists and research results with practicing engineers,           
government officials, business risk managers, and other professionals active in the application of earthquake              
science. 

2. The Public Education and Preparedness focus area will educate people of all ages about earthquakes,               
tsunamis, and other hazards, and motivate them to become prepared. 

3. The K-14 Earthquake Education Initiative will improve Earth science education in multiple learning             
environments, overall science literacy, and earthquake safety in schools and museums. 

4. Finally, the Experiential Learning and Career Advancement program will provide research opportunities,            
networking, and other resources to encourage and sustain careers in STEM fields. See the next section for a                  
description about SCEC’s new Transitions Program. 

The long-term outcomes of these focus areas are to: improve application of earthquake system science in policy and                  
practice; reduce loss of life, property, and recovery time; increase science literacy; and increase diversity, retention,                
and career success in the scientific workforce.  

Investigators interested in contributing to CEO activities are strongly advised to contact Mark Benthien              
(213-740-0323; benthien@usc.edu) before submitting a proposal since alternative approaches may be more            
appropriate. 

7.1 Transitions Program 

7.1.1. Program Objectives 
In order to accomplish the long-term outcome of increasing diversity, retention, and career success in the scientific                 
workforce, CEO is launching a new Transitions Program in SCEC5. This program will provide students and                
early-career scientists with resources and mentoring, particularly at major transitions in their educational and              
professional careers. In doing so, the Transitions Program aims to encourage and sustain careers in the geosciences                 
and other STEM fields. 

7.1.2. Program Strategies 
The SCEC Transitions Program welcomes proposals that expand awareness of professional advancement            
opportunities and pathways, as well as improve competency in earthquake research tools and techniques for               
students of the SCEC community.  

Major priorities for this year are activities that support: 

● Career Development. Workshops, seminars, or webinars that provide opportunities for students to (1) learn              
about career pathways; (2) develop networking techniques; and (3) gain insight on navigating STEM              
[science, technology, engineering, and mathematics] careers. 

● Specialized Research Skills Development. Student training opportunities that develop or improve           
knowledge and skills in earthquake science research, particularly those relevant to SCEC5 priorities, and              
mentee skills. Activities could include web-based trainings, in-person short courses (with travel support) that              
provide hands-on experiences, or a combination of these approaches. 

● Student Travel Awards. Scientific conferences held at a national level are important opportunities for              
graduate students and undergraduates to build their professional profile by presenting their own research,              
networking with active scholars at other institutions, and broadening their research interests. The SCEC              
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Transitions Program offers Research Travel Awards to help Early Career Researchers attend conferences             
that might otherwise be out of their financial reach (www.scec.org/elca/awards). 

Investigators interested in contributing to the Transitions Program priorities described above should contact Gabriela              
Noriega (213-821-1117; gnoriega@usc.edu) before submitting a proposal.  
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Communication, Education, and Outreach Accomplishments 
Mark Benthien ,  SCEC Associate Director for CEO 

Evaluation Overview 
SCEC’s Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) program spans a suite of programs within four CEO focus                
areas (Figure 1). A five-year plan for evaluating these programs and focus areas is being implemented, with further                  
input from the CEO Planning     
Committee, SCEC’s Advisory   
Council, and our funding    
agencies. A key advisor is Dr.      
Michele Wood (CSU Fullerton),    
an experienced program   
evaluator who reviewed the    
CEO program [Wood, 2015]    
and suggested many of the     
evaluation strategies which are    
now being implemented. 

The SCEC5 CEO evaluation structure is tied closely to a comprehensive logic model (shown in the SCEC5 CEO                  
Evaluation Framework) that organizes CEO activities for the accomplishment of:  

● annual short-term outcomes (for each program) 
● multi-year mid-term outcomes for each focus area (within SCEC5), and  
● broad long-term outcomes, each spanning multiple focus areas, that we intend to demonstrate progress              

towards during SCEC5. 

Subsets of the logic model for each focus area are included below. The model also provides the basis for identifying                    
appropriate measures for assessing progress towards achieving these outcomes. These measures include CEO             
metrics (select program outputs that most inform program management and that can be assessed within limited                
program resources) and CEO milestones (major program accomplishments and steps towards assessing and             
reporting progress towards mid-term focus area outcomes). Overall SCEC5 evaluation milestones are listed in Table               
1, and show the five-year plan for assessing and reporting the impacts of the SCEC CEO program.  

 Table 1. SCEC5 CEO Evaluation Milestones Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
a  Finalize logic model, program metrics, focus area outcomes, and anticipated  

 milestones 
X X    

b  Publish evaluation framework and engage more researchers in publishing  
 results based on analysis of CEO datasets 

 X X X  

c  Coordinate publication (by CEO staff and by other researchers) of initial results 
 of major projects along with a mid-term report about SCEC5 CEO 

  X X  

d  Prepare data and reports and identify funding for a major external evaluation  
 (in anticipation of the “SCEC6” proposal) 

  X X  

e  Publish additional results of major projects and prepare final report    X X 

Of these milestones, the first (a) has been completed. The evaluation framework will be submitted for publication (b)                  
in Y3, and expanded engagement of researchers who analyze CEO datasets will continue (this already happens with                 
ShakeOut data). A mid-term report (milestone c) will be drafted in Y3 as a lead-up to external evaluation(s) prior to                    
the completion of the SCEC6 proposal (this may be a single comprehensive evaluation or a set of evaluations for                   
each focus area, as each area has very distinct disciplinary aspects).  

For each focus area below, programs are assessed in terms of program outputs (metrics) and short-term program                 
outcomes (ST1, ST2, etc.). Then the progress towards achieving milestones and (eventually) mid-term outcomes for               
the focus area as a whole are presented. 
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Knowledge Implementation (KI) 
Knowledge Implementation spans two programs: Engagement of Practicing Professionals and Engagement with            
Public and Private Decision Makers. Table 2 shows the KI section of the CEO Logic Model, showing metrics and                   
annually assessed short-term (ST) outcomes for each program (described below), leading to mid-term (MT)              
outcomes for the overall KI focus area that will indicate progress towards long-term (LT) outcomes. Milestones for the                  
KI focus area are also discussed below. For a thorough description of this focus area and its programs, see the                    
complete Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) Plan below.  

 

KI-1: Engagement of Practicing Professionals 
Tracking the activities of this program is just getting started          
in Year 2 with the completion of the SCEC Logic Model and            
selection of metrics based on key program outputs, as         
shown in Table 3. The activity coordinated in Y2 is the           
11NCEE conference Ground Motions workshop and the       
MCE R tool is the initial resource listed. Determining how to          
track citations of SCEC research or resources is a next step. 

KI-1, ST1: Increased knowledge and use of SCEC science among technical audiences 
In June, 2018, SCEC and EERI co-organized the 11th National Conference on Earthquake Engineering in Los                
Angeles, which was a significant opportunity to achieve this outcome. As the co-program chair, SCEC’s Executive                
Science Director for Special Projects Christine Goulet developed the conference technical program entitled             
“Integrating Earthquake Science, Engineering, and Policy” with the goal of increasing visibility of SCEC research               
products for earthquake engineering researchers and practitioners. This included a pre-conference Ground Motion             
Simulations and Engineering Applications Workshop with 80 attendees (primarily structural and geotechnical            
engineers) featuring presentations by SCEC scientists about seismic hazard products, including the new MCE tool               
( https://data2.scec.org/ugms-mcerGM-tool_v18.4/ ) developed by the SCEC Committee for the Utilization of Ground           
Motion Simulations. SCEC CEO’s Mark Benthien and Jason Ballmann supported publicity for the conference, which               
resulted in articles highlighting SCEC research and products, including in the New York Times. Ballmann also led a                  
pre-conference workshop on Media Interview and Press Conference Techniques, and Gabriela Noriega coordinated a              
visit by SCEC’s undergraduate interns to observe the Undergraduate Seismic Design Competition. 
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KI-2: Engagement with Public and Private Decision Makers 
Metrics for this program are shown in Table 4. The activity           
coordinated in Y2 is the USC Alumni event described below.          
No new resources for this audience were created in 2018. We           
will develop a plan for tracking citations or use of SCEC           
research or resources among this audience in 2019. 

KI-2, ST1: Awareness increased (Earthquake issues in general, and of SCEC science) 
SCEC CEO’s Sharon Sandow de Groot coordinated with USC’s Price School of Public Policy, USC Dornsife College                 
Alumni Relations, and the Real Estate Affinity Network through Alumni Affinity Programs to present a special event,                 
“Evaluating Risk and Building Resilience: Preparing LA for the Big One,” on September 26 at the Intercontinental                 
Hotel in Los Angeles. More than 80 local government, business leaders, developers, and real estate professionals                
attended. The evening featured a keynote address from SCEC Director John Vidale about SCEC science as well as a                   
panel discussion about the vulnerability of Los Angeles (focusing on high rise buildings as well as overall                 
infrastructure). The panel was moderated by Ryan Arba of the California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services.                
The panel featured Christine Goulet from SCEC, Mark Humphreys from Watt Investment Companies, and Marissa               
Aho, the Chief Resilience Officer of the City of Los Angeles, and explored the implications of the vulnerability of Los                    
Angeles on policy makers, real estate developers, and the community at large.  

KI-2, ST2: Legislation or other actions (i.e., cities and organizations develop/ revise resilience             
plans) 
Marissa Aho (City of LA) spoke at the 2018 SCEC Annual Meeting in the Wednesday morning session highlighting                  
the 10th Anniversary of the ShakeOut Scenario and drills. She commented on how the ShakeOut Scenario inspired                 
the Resilience By Design project led by Dr. Lucy Jones which resulted in new retrofitting ordinances for “Tuck Under                   
Parking” apartment buildings and Non-Ductile Concrete Buildings. SCEC CEO will be working with Dr. Jones to help                 
promote the adoption of similar ordinances in other cities; our new Quake Heroes film highlights the dangers of Tuck                   
Under Parking buildings and also shows how to retrofit them, so this will be a tool for encouraging such ordinances                    
and gaining public acceptance. 

KI Focus Area Year 2 Milestones and Assessment  
SCEC5 CEO focus area milestones for Knowledge Implementation, listed in Table 5, represent major activity goals                
and evaluation priorities for each year. 

Table 5. KI Milestones Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
 Activity Milestones 

a  SCEC KI Working Group established to identify needed products/activities  X X   
b  Products and activities delivered, with clear value for risk reduction   X X X 

 Evaluation Milestones 
c  Develop protocols for assessing mid-term KI outcomes  X    
d  Assess KI mid-term outcomes    X X X 
e  Document results from KI assessment, with progress towards long-term outcomes    X X 
f  Future KI activities and outcomes established      X 

 
A key Y2 CEO milestone remains to form a SCEC KI Working Group (a) of SCEC scientists, practicing engineers,                   
government resilience leaders, and others to identify needed resources and potential activities in line with these                
outcomes; initial meetings of a core group will be held in 2019. This group will also develop protocols (c) for how to                      
document specific examples of improved resiliency as a result of SCEC research and activities. This focus area has                  
incredible promise in SCEC5 as the results of many years of software development and applied research become                 
available as products to be delivered. See the CEO Plan for 2019 plans which will include initial assessments of KI                    
mid-term outcomes as shown in Table 5. 
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Public Education and Preparedness (PEP) 
The Public Education and Preparedness Focus Area spans four programs as shown in Table 6, the PEP section of                   
the CEO Logic Model. Metrics and annual short-term (ST) outcomes for each program are listed (with results                 
described below), leading to mid-term (MT) outcomes for the overall PEP focus area that will indicate progress                 
towards long-term (LT) outcomes. Milestones for the PEP focus area are also discussed below. For a thorough                 
description of this focus area and its programs, see the CEO Plan.  

 

PEP-1: National and Global Preparedness Drills and Resources  
The activities coordinated by the PEP-1      
program have greatly exceeded expectations     
in terms of adoption worldwide and continued       
interest in improved resources, new levels of       
participation, and new partnerships. Metrics     
shown in Table 7 combine statistics for both        
ShakeOut and TsunamiZone websites,    
registrations, and resources. Improved ways     
of tracking distribution of resources are being       
developed as we know the number is far higher than currently listed (website downloads only).  

PEP-1, ST1: Increased knowledge of earthquake hazard/risk/safety  
The various communications channels developed for recruiting ShakeOut participants and providing them information             
needed to conduct their drills have from the beginning been used to also communicate knowledge about earthquake                 
hazard and risk (the Shakeout Scenario). These channels include ShakeOut Update emails, customized for each               
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region, which regularly include overviews of earthquake science, resources for mitigating earthquake damage (such              
as the California Earthquake Authority’s Brace and Bolt program), and resources for learning about recent               
earthquakes. As the ShakeAlert system expands its implementation, these channels will be employed to help educate                
people about earthquake science basics needed to understand the value (and the limitations) of earthquake early                
warning. As with the original scenario for Southern California, the new HayWired scenario for a M7.0 earthquake on                  
the Hayward fault provides new information to form the basis of ShakeOut drills in the Bay Area.  

SCEC is working to increase knowledge about earthquakes at all levels. In 2018 SCEC expanded its growing                 
partnership with the local Hero in You Foundation non-profit to create earthquake science and preparedness “Rocket                
Rules” materials for grades K-3 ( RocketRules.org ). The “2018 Great ShakeOut Rocket Rules Challenge”             
( ShakeOut.org/rocketrules ) was organized in which all Los Angeles Unified School District second grade classrooms              
can complete simple safety lessons and film a dance that demonstrates earthquake safety. Three winning schools                
were chosen from the submitted entries, with       
every participating classroom, school and     
student receiving educational and safety     
resources. A statewide program for     
afterschool programs was also created     
( ShakeOut.org/shakemob ).  

We also continue to assess how ShakeOut       
participation, and the information we provide      
to participants, is increasing overall     
preparedness and planning. Results from     
annual surveys (Figure 2) show and that       
organizations attribute ShakeOut participation    
to their completing a range of preparedness       
and mitigation activities. 

PEP-1, ST2: Increased participation in safety drills 
ShakeOut participation in the U.S. reached a new record in 2018 with nearly 21 million people involved. SCEC CEO                   
(Mark Benthien, Jason Ballmann, and student workers) supported recruitment efforts by local, state, regional, and               
international partners with emails and phone calls to participants, made possible by a new online “Coordinator Portal”                 
system created in 2018. While K-12 and college students and staff comprise the largest number of participants,                 
businesses, nonprofits, government agencies, neighborhoods groups, and individuals.  

In 2018, SCEC also revised ShakeOut healthcare materials to show how ShakeOut can count towards new training                 
requirements of all healthcare facilities nationwide, implemented in 2017 by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid                
Services. SCEC partnered with with Connect Consulting Services to present a webinar on September 19 about how                 
ShakeOut participation can meet these new requirements, with more than 450 attendees. This webinar and the                
materials are available at ShakeOut.org/healthcare . Because of these efforts, the number of ShakeOut participants in               
the healthcare sector nationwide have increased from 353,277 in 2016 to 526,573 in 2018. The number of locations                  
participating grew from 1,689 to 4,547. 

As a result of its leadership of ShakeOut, SCEC now also receives NOAA funding provided through the California                  
Office of Emergency Services to create and manage TsunamiZone.org . This international site adapts the ShakeOut               
registration system to assess participation in Tsunami activities, whether as part of their ShakeOut activities or during                 
local tsunami preparedness weeks or months. Participation in 2018 exceeded 570,000 people, primarily in California               
(181,305) and more than 40 countries in the Caribbean and surrounding areas that participated in the “Caribe Wave”                  
regional exercise (388,338). SCEC’s Jason Ballmann has become a leader within the National Tsunami Hazard               
Mapping Program community, and redeveloped tsunami educational graphics ( TsunamiZone.org/graphics ) that are           
now being used worldwide.  
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PEP-1, ST3: Global adoption of consensus messaging 
SCEC coordinates ShakeOut regions across the U.S. but also around the world (62+ million people participated in                 
2018), across 27 Official ShakeOut Regions and independently in more than 70 countries. SCEC CEO’s webmaster                
John Marquis and a team of undergraduate students created and maintain websites for all these regions (except                 
Japan). This provides a global platform for consensus however we have not been effectively tracking how our                 
messaging is being adopted. The prime example of our impact is how our “Drop, Cover, and Hold On” graphics, and                    
their corresponding messaging resources ( EarthquakeCountry.org/step5 ), along with our tsunami safety graphics           
( TsunamiZone.org/graphics ) are routinely being incorporated into local, state, national, and even international            
materials and messaging efforts. The value of consensus messaging is that we are able to amplify the global                  
collective impact of all of our outreach efforts, especially since search results may show materials from other                 
countries; if each country had different protective-action recommendations this might leave people confused and have               
them disregard the information. ShakeOut’s growing visibility was also seen on social media with #ShakeOut trending                
in more than 76 cities worldwide in 2018. 

PEP-1, ST4: Sharing of best practices (national/international) 
ShakeOut and TsunamiZone continue to be best practices that are being adopted worldwide. While many regions are                 
coordinating directly with us (Canada, New Zealand, Japan), others are implementing very similar structures for               
promoting and assessing participation in their drills. In 2018 New Zealand switched from participation every three                
years to holding its national ShakeOut annually (like all other regions) based on our experience that this maintains                  
momentum and is easier to manage than effectively re-starting every 3rd year. Even areas with which we haven’t                  
developed official ties yet are using the name “ShakeOut” (a city in the Philippines) as a generic term for an                    
earthquake drill. Interest from school officials in China is rapidly expanding (a group from Sichuan province observed                 
ShakeOut activities in Los Angeles in October, 2018, and a ShakeOut discussion with another Chinese delegation                
was held in San Francisco in December). We plan to develop new structures within the ShakeOut website for                  
international partnerships, with countries or regions being able to complete a form about their drills, how they count                  
participants, the resources they use, and other elements that will then be posted for others to learn and adapt. 

PEP-2: Earthquake Country Alliance 
The Earthquake Country Alliance, created and led by SCEC’s         
Mark Benthien, marks its 15th Anniversary in 2018, and is          
stronger than ever. Coordinating Committee structures for       
ECA SoCal and ECA Bay Area have provided more         
opportunity for local leaders to be involved in this success,          
increasing membership and participation in events. In 2018,        
ECA’s website ( EarthquakeCountry.org ) was updated with      
responsive design aspects for better use via smartphones,        
and a new online-membership system will feature new membership levels and features that will greatly increase and                 
improve ECA participation. As with ShakeOut, we are developing better ways of tracking all ECA activities (Table 8),                  
including distribution of resources online, via shipping of materials, and at in-person events. We are also looking at                  
how to increase engagement via social media, finding the balance between ShakeOut and ECA accounts               
( facebook.com/earthquakecountryalliance  and  twitter.com/eca ) by distinguishing what information is distributed. 

PEP-2,  ST1: Increased coordination with key stakeholders 
The SCEC-managed Earthquake Country Alliance (ECA) is a statewide public-private-grassroots organization with            
regional alliances, sector- based committees, and outreach bureaus. SCEC manages annual budgets for each              
regional alliance, coordinates 6-8 local workshops each year, manages more than 40 conference call meetings               
annually across all ECA committees and groups, creates messaging documents and graphics with input from these                
groups, distributes ECA materials, and maintains ECA’s websites (including  Terremotos.org  in Spanish).  
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SCEC’s Gabriela Noriega is the staff liaison for ECA SoCal, and SCEC’s Sharon Sandow de Groot is the liaison for                    
ECA Bay Area and the Redwood Coast Tsunami Workgroup. Each region has a coordinating committee of regional                 
partners with specific roles, including three co-chairs for each region that serve on the statewide steering committee.                 
In 2018 ECA SoCal and Bay Area each organized 3 regional workshops, held in various locations throughout the                  
region in order to build local participation. Each was attended by 40-70 local partners, with topics including new ECA                   
resources, opportunities to participate, local mitigation efforts, science updates, ShakeOut recruitment strategies, and             
announcements for the annual availability of 8-10 “mini awards” (purchases of resources worth up to $500) that                 
support member efforts to improve preparedness and resilience. Each year these workshops become increasingly              
popular with ECA members encouraging colleagues and others to attend. 

Recognition is a great way to engage key stakeholders; thus on November 1, 2018, ECA SoCal commemorated the                  
10th Anniversary of ShakeOut, at the new Los Angeles County Fire Museum in Bellflower. This morning breakfast                 
event had more than 50 attendees, and included a variety of displays and presentations highlighting how the                 
ShakeOut scenario has led to many upgrades to utility systems and new retrofitting ordinances, as well as how the                   
ShakeOut drill has improved planning and preparedness. A new ShakeOut awards program was launched at this                
event, which inducted original ShakeOut leaders from 2008 into a new “ShakeOut Hall of Fame” and recognized the                  
efforts of several individuals and partner organizations. 

SCEC’s Sandow de Groot took over coordination of ECA sector-based committees in 2017 and is increasing                
participation, frequency of meetings, and development of products. These committees develop resources and             
organize activities for many audiences. Committee membership includes leaders from each sector, primarily within              
California however because the committees develop resources promoted via ShakeOut across the country (and              
beyond), some participants are from other regions. Sectors served include Businesses, the Public Sector, Non-Profits               
& Faith-Based Organizations, Healthcare, K-12 Schools, and Higher Education. A new multi-cultural committee will              
focus on ECA’s outreach to the many language/cultural communities of California.  

The newest organizational structure of the ECA are its three outreach bureaus, which coordinate campaign outreach                
and implement best practices with many partners. The Participation Bureau (led by Jason Ballmann) is building a                 
network of County-level Coordinators who conduct direct outreach to their constituents to maintain and build               
ShakeOut and Tsunami Preparedness Week participation. The Media Bureau (also led by Ballmann) oversees ECA’s               
media coordination via monthly or weekly meetings with representatives of the regional alliances, partnering              
organizations, and local/state/federal agencies. The Events Bureau (led by Mark Benthien) coordinates requests for              
ECA representatives at events organized by community groups, businesses, and other organizations. A new              
speaker/event request form was created in 2018 at  EarthquakeCountry.org/events . 

PEP-2, ST2: Increased use of ECA messaging and resources 
We anticipate steady growth of ECA’s regional alliances and sector-based committees in 2019 through the               
development of new web-based tools allowing the committees to curate their own set of resources on the ECA                  
website. For example, ECA’s Seniors and People with Disabilities committee has developed a variety of resources                
available at EarthquakeCountry.org/disability , and other committees will now have similar listings to showcase             
materials and activities. The committee also coordinated the filming of a ShakeOut Earthquake Safety Video Series                
segment on how people with disabilities can protect themselves during earthquakes, which was featured along with                
other materials at the annual Abilities Expo events in Los Angeles and the Bay Area where ECA has an information                    
booth and leads 2-3 workshops a day for attendees (several thousand people attend each event). ECA’s Business                 
committee developed a video showcasing how to organize ShakeOut activities in the workplace.  

As SCEC’s coordination of earthquake science and safety information expands nationally and globally via ShakeOut               
communication channels, we are incorporating all ECA resources. Some states originally wanted to only promote               
their local materials, but most have come to see the value of consensus messaging along with the quality of ECA                    
materials as a better alternative. Many states and regions have now adapted ECA’s Seven Steps to Earthquake                 
Safety ( EarthquakeCountry.org/sevensteps ) as an organizational structure for their messaging, and FEMA is now             
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incorporating the structure into a new version of their Homeowner’s Guide to Earthquake Safety. To better assess this                  
outcome going forward, we will begin to track how other organizations are using ECA materials in 2019. 

PEP-2, ST3: Increased knowledge of earthquake hazard/risk/safety  
Because primary support for ECA activities is provided by the California Office of Emergency Services via FEMA                 
NEHRP support to the state, much of ECA’s messaging has centered on mitigation and safety. ShakeOut surveys                 
(see above) show increases in awareness of earthquake safety messaging, and we are encouraging state agencies                
to repeat a major 2018 assessment of household preparedness to see the results of our efforts. In addition, our                   
resources such as Putting Down Roots in Earthquake Country , the ECA website, and ECA social media channels                 
provide basic earthquake science overviews and feature earthquake hazard information and resources. Many ECA              
regional workshops have speakers who talk about local earthquake hazards and risk (such as a presentation by Dave                  
Schwartz (USGS) at the August 15, 2018 workshop in Dublin, CA).  

As in 2008 with the USGS-led ShakeOut Scenario, ECA Bay Area has also been active in the rollout of the USGS’                     
HayWired Scenario. ECA leaders participate in the HayWired Coalition, which is now coordinated via biweekly calls                
led by SCEC’s Mark Benthien. The initial release of the scenario (a final volume is still being reviewed) was held on                     
April 18, 2018 with a press conference at Berkeley Stadium and in Central Park in Hayward. Benthien is also                   
organizing HayWired messaging products; a messaging workshop held on August 30, 2018 at ABAG/MTC in San                
Francisco prioritized messaging topics for key audiences. 

Each region also coordinated a Primary Media Event on ShakeOut day in 2018, with an earthquake simulator and                  
displays for news media beginning at 4 a.m. at a Shakeout drill location. These events were at Los Angeles City Hall                     
(which featured a test of the building’s new ShakeAlert system) and at Berkeley’s Civic Center Plaza. Both events                  
had significant media coverage and local participation. SCEC Director John Vidale spoke at the Los Angeles event                 
press conference, and SCEC Co-Director Greg Beroza participated in early-morning interviews at the Berkeley event. 

Another example of how ECA works to increase knowledge happens each summer when ECA’s Redwood Coast                
Tsunami Work Group hosts an “Earthquake and Tsunami Room” educational center at county fairs (which SCEC’s                
Jason Ballmann helped staff in 2018). This room is filled with posters, displays, and hands-on demonstrations, staffed                 
by local partners and attended by several thousand people during the fairs.  

PEP-2, ST4: Sharing of best practices (local/statewide) 
The ECA structures described above help coordinate communication of hazard and risk information, development              
and distribution of ECA resources, and implementation of ECA activities throughout the state. ECA also serves a role                  
of sharing best practices it and other organizations develop for how to engage local residents, communities, and                 
organizations in earthquake and tsunami drills; for how to promote mitigation and resilience; and for how to create                  
local alliances (as we are now doing in the Central Coast). Sharing of best practices also happens within ECA, as the                     
leaders of each region participate in quarterly ECA Steering Committee calls to learn what each region is doing, and                   
bimonthly calls are held with leaders of ECA sector-based committees. 

ECA also works with other organizations to bring its messaging and practices to new audiences. On May 16, ECA                   
Bay Area partnered with the Neighborhood Empowerment Network to host the “2018 Bay Area Regional Community                
Resilience Summit” at City Hall in San Francisco. More than 150 community leaders from around the Bay Area                  
attended the summit, which addressed the importance of applying a community-centered planning approach for              
creating culturally competent disaster resilience strategies that emphasize equity and ensure the health and              
well-being of all residents. The summit began with the “Run Your Resilientville” tabletop exercise which challenges                
participants to build teams at the community level to meet the care and shelter needs of residents. This was followed                    
by an overview of the Haywired Initiative (Dale Cox, USGS); a briefing on the Empowered Communities Program ; a                   
keynote address on The Essential Role of Social Cohesion in Creating Resilient Communities ; a panel on Advancing                 
Equity in Our Pursuit of Resilience ; and a presentation on the work of the ECA. 

The Summit also announced the planned expansion of the Neighborhood Empowerment Networks’ Neighborfest             
project, which organizes more than 40 neighborhood block parties throughout San Francisco each summer and Fall                
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featuring tabletop discussions on local vulnerabilities and resources, vendors and community groups, fun activities,              
and food. ECA is working with NEN and Ready America on a plan to expand the Neighborfest concept throughout the                    
Bay Area (and eventually statewide). A “Neighborfest Plus” event was held on Sunday, September 15, 2018 in the                  
Fruitvale community of Oakland, which will engage this historically challenged area in resilience conversations and               
feature the “Quake Cottage” earthquake simulator. More than 150 preparedness kits were distributed. 

PEP-3: SCEC Science and Risk Communication  
This program has grown rapidly in SCEC5 with several new          
structures and partnerships now in place to improve SCEC’s         
capacity for media relations and risk communication. Table 9         
shows relevant metrics; all are annual totals except the number          
of social media followers which is cumulative. We continue to          
improve our capacity for tracking such metrics, via        
subscriptions to media tracking and website analytic tools. 

PEP-3, ST1: Increased awareness of SCEC and earthquake science 
SCEC’s Communications Manager Jason Ballmann disseminates SCEC research findings and information about the             
SCEC Community, as well as SCEC-managed preparedness activities and resources, via distribution of press              
releases, management of interviews and media events, developing articles for the SCEC website, oversight of               
SCEC’s social media presence ( Twitter.com/scec , Facebook.com/scec , Youtube/com/scecmovies , and        
Instagram.com/SCECinsta ). Examples of news articles in 2018 include: 

New York Times  -  A Seismic Change in Predicting How Earthquakes Will Shake Tall Buildings 
Mashable  -  We still don't know how to predict major earthquakes, and it's possible we never will 
Vice  -  Here's What Will Happen After a Huge Earthquake Inevitably Hits California 
LA Times  -  Dramatic photos show earthquake shaking cliffs at Santa Cruz Island 
Long Beach Post -  Second Annual Tsunami Preparedness Walk and Resource Fair  

PEP-3,  ST2: Improved SCEC Community media skills 
SCEC partners with several organizations (IRIS, UNAVCO, CalOES, CAPIO, etc.) to offer programs that train (1) the                 
media on how to report earthquake science and (2) the SCEC community on how to communicate diverse and highly                   
technical research to the public and media. For the latter, communications workshops for 30-40 participants are held                 
at each SCEC Annual meeting, and a similar workshop was held at the 11NCEE (see KI-1 above) in July, 2018.                    
These trainings continue to receive positive reviews from workshop participants; many have stated that they feel                
more empowered and in control of their interview experiences on from all technical perspectives (general messaging,                
word choice, tone, physical appearance and expressions, story development) and also state they better understand               
how they can help the media. 

PEP-3,  ST3: SCEC known as valued media resource 
SCEC’s positioning in Southern California makes it a go-to resource following significant earthquakes; we gained               
more than 2,000 followers on Twitter and many mentions across media for our timely tweeting of helpful, critical                  
information during the magnitude 4.4 La Verne earthquake on August 28, 2018. This type of engagement has been                  
carefully developed with strategies and resources in place for SCEC to leverage these teachable moments and are                 
leading to increased traditional news media requests. For several years SCEC has been coordinating messaging for                
larger earthquakes (globally) with partners at IRIS (Wendy Bohon) and UNAVCO (Beth Bartel) under the umbrella of                 
the GeoHazards Messaging Collaboratory (GMC), a multi-organization messaging group led by Jason Ballmann,             
which now also includes representatives of USGS (Lisa Wald) and NOAA (Cindi Preller). The GMC continues to                 
provide a well-honed internal communications group that serves to fact-check and prioritize what resources to share                
and how in times of crisis. In times of peace, the GMC operates to train scientists and the media on how to work                       
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together as well as educate the public on GeoHazards. Examples include coordination after the M7.0 Anchorage                
earthquake on November 30 and creation of new earthquake graphics for social media. 

PEP-4: Quake Heroes Documentary 
This will be one of SCEC’s most easily measurable         
activities, and potentially very impactful. Surveys completed       
by more than 650 people over the past year (Table 10) were            
overwhelmingly positive and provided very useful      
suggestions and corrections, most which have been       
incorporated into the final product. With the film’s        
completion in 2019, the requests for Quake Heroes Special         
Events are likely to greatly expand which will have many          
evaluation components, especially in terms of actions taken as a result of viewing the film (such as registering for                   
CERT or buying emergency supplies, both will be available at partner booths when the film ends). A website is being                    
finalized, which will allow people to share their own stories from the Northridge earthquake as well as other disasters,                   
and the actions they are now motivated to take because of seeing the film. See the 2019 CEO Plan for how the film                       
will be distributed, including the high school toolkit with lesson plans that have been developed to accompany the film                   
(see next section). Evaluation of short-term outcomes will be presented in the 2019 Annual Report. 

PEP Focus Area Year 2 Milestones and Assessment  
SCEC5 CEO focus area milestones for Public Education and Preparedness, listed in Table 11, represent major                
activity goals and evaluation priorities for each year. 

Table 11. PEP Milestones Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
 Activity Milestones 

a  Coordinate 10th Anniversary ShakeOut with major events and participation increases in  
 California, including HayWired scenario integration and EEW roll out.(west coast) 

 X    

b  US ShakeOut websites combined in a simpler, unified and modern web framework  X    
c  ECA establishes statewide neighborhood-level earthquake resilience program   X X  
d  Products and activities delivered, short-term outcomes achieved  X X X X 

 Evaluation Milestones 
e  Develop protocols for assessing mid-term PEP outcomes  X    
f  Assess PEP mid-term outcomes    X X X 
g  Document results from PEP area assessment, with progress towards long-term outcomes    X X 
h  Future PEP activities and outcomes established      X 

 
Progress towards Y2 milestones of the PEP focus area have been complicated by external factors. ECA SoCal                 
coordinated a 10th Anniversary ShakeOut event on November 1 including the launch of new awards (a), however the                  
USGS HayWired scenario was only partly released in 2018 with the final (most societally-relevant) volume now                
planned for release in 2019 such that ShakeOut integration will then be possible. This is likewise for the incorporation                   
of EEW messaging within ShakeOut, as messaging and educational products remain in development. We have               
begun planning for the update of US ShakeOut websites (b) into a more unified site and have begun interviewing                   
potential developers. Many new products and activities were delivered in Y2 (d), and we have been implementing                 
new protocols and structures for assessing mid-term PEP outcomes (e), including a revamped (and simplified) survey                
for all ShakeOut participants; new tracking software for news media, social media, and website visits; and plans for                  
assessing actions taken by attendees of Quake Heroes events. Talks and posters about ShakeOut data analysis                
were presented at several conferences in 2017 and 2018, and papers are now being written for publication. 

K-14 Earthquake Education Initiative (K14) 
This Focus Area spans three programs as shown in Table 12, the K14 section of the CEO Logic Model. Metrics and                     
annual short-term (ST) outcomes for each program are listed (with results described below), leading to mid-term (MT)                 
outcomes for the overall K14 focus area that will indicate progress towards long-term (LT) outcomes. Milestones for                 
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the K14 focus area are also discussed below. For a thorough description of this focus area and its programs, see the                     
CEO Plan below.  

 

K14-1: Quake Heroes Educational Toolkit  
As described in PEP-4, the Quake Heroes film is nearly          
complete. Likewise, the accompanying high school toolkits       
with lesson plans and instructor guides are also being         
completed. Thus the activities for which metrics will be         
assessed in Table 13 have not yet begun. The first set of            
toolkits will be distributed in 2019 in Los Angeles Unified          
School District High Schools, with the support of a grant from           
State Farm.  

We are very hopeful that the toolkit is popular among schools and inspires more youth to become trained, prepared                   
their families, and lead their communities. See the 2019 CEO Plan for our distribution plans. Outcomes will be                  
assessed via surveys of both teachers and students who view the film and complete the lessons included in the                   
toolkit; results will be summarized in the 2019 annual report.  

K14-2: Quake Catcher Network (QCN) 
QCN has a long history with bold ambitions in early years as a             
citizen-science data-gathering tool for researchers, for which       
many people worldwide voluntarily hosted a small seismometer        
attached to their desktop computer. The original developers        
moved on from Stanford and in 2015 the QCN servers were           
moved to Caltech, and eventually to SCEC at USC in          
partnership with IRIS and the USGS ShakeAlert Project        
science education initiative. During this time the project began         
to focus on school and free-choice learning (FCL) institution installations of QCN sensors, for use as educational                 
resources and for introducing earthquake early warning concepts (P and S waves, intensity versus magnitude, etc.).                
With the advent of smartphone (Berkeley’s MyShake App) and other alternatives (OSOP’s Raspberry Shake) for               
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citizen science, QCN partners have decided to focus primarily on formal and FCL educational institutions as QCN’s                 
primary audience. Language on the QCN website ( QuakeCatcher.net ) inviting anyone to host a QCN site is being                 
changed to reflect this focus, and will redirect interested people to other initiatives  

Over the past year, an upgrade of the hardware, data archiving software, and other programming that enable QCN’s                  
data collection has been underway by a contractor paid jointly by SCEC and IRIS. The effort has been challenging                   
due to hardware and networking issues, but is nearly complete. Next, the consultant will improve the user interface                  
and other aspects that will improve our tracking of metrics listed in Table 14.  

K14-2, ST1: Increased knowledge/use of seismic concepts and data in classrooms/FCL           
institutions 
As we focus QCN efforts on institutions in educational settings, additional curricular resources are being developed                
for analyzing data recorded by sensors in schools and FCL institutions (and from others in the network), in order to                    
achieve this short-term outcome. This includes new online tools for visualizing and interpreting QCN data, which will                 
also be a key component of the USGS’ ShakeAlert Project science education initiative. In addition, a joint “tectonic”                  
partnership of two QCN “Hubs” that share a plate boundary, though are far apart (Alaska and the Coachella Valley in                    
California) is now established. QCN sensors were installed in Anchorage Unified School District schools, led by Dr.                 
Jennifer Witter. ASD IT specialists will manage QCN infrastructure, and Tracy Castoe from Central Middle School of                 
Science will infuse the program with technology education. New QCN stations have also been brought to Kodiak High                  
School and the National Wildlife Refuge Kodiak Visitor Center, completing the ASD Hub. These activities are an                 
integral part of the EarthScope ANGLE program. The 35-station Coachella QCN hub is led by Michaeleen Gallagher                 
at Sunnylands Center and Gardens in Rancho MIrage. Both hubs will share data and practices as a way to                   
understand more about the earthquakes each region faces. This partnership may also become a model for similar                 
school/museum hubs in other regions. 

K14-3: EarthConnections  
Y2 was the final year of this pilot activity for the San            
Bernardino, CA region supported through the NSF       
INCLUDES program. A field research activity was held with         
10 student participants (including several new geology       
majors). Several educators and partners were involved in        
planning additional activities. See Table 15 for Y2 metrics.         
Under a proposal submitted to the GEOPATHS solicitation in         
November, 2018, this regional activity would have been        
expanded with more participating schools (high schools,       
community colleges, and UC Riverside), further connection       
with SCEC’s internship programs and other initiatives, and funding for SCEC staff to support activities. This proposal                 
was not successful, but the concept will be submitted again (perhaps for the 2019 GEOPATHS solicitation, or to other                   
opportunitiees). Visit https://serc.carleton.edu/earthconnections/regional_alliances/sanbernardino.html to learn more      
about the San Bernardino Alliance activities. 

K14-3, ST1: Increased knowledge of earthquake hazard/risk/safety  
The San Bernardino Alliance worked to improve and connect introductory geoscience teaching at high schools,               
community colleges, and universities and to strengthen ties between the schools and local geoscience professional               
societies within Inland Southern California, focusing primarily on the local societal issue of earthquake hazards.               
Activities in Y1 included an educator workshop, a field trip with high school and community college students, and the                   
introduction of a college-level geology course at a local high school. Participants in these activities remained engaged                 
in Y2. A field research activity at a fault trench provided new experiences for 10 students. Two other activities were                    
worked on, but both had issues; a plan for improving earthquake hazard and risk information provided by San                  
Bernardino County Office of Emergency Management staff along with their mobile “Seismic Simulator” was delayed               
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because of turn over of county staff, and a GIS lesson plan for high school could not move forward due to issues with                       
ESRI licenses. Both of these activities may be developed with further support. 

K14-3, ST2: Increased awareness of geoscience and engineering degrees/careers 
The San Bernardino Alliance has worked to accomplish this outcome by improving collaborations between 4YR, 2YR                
and high school institutions, as well as with SCEC and professional geologist organizations such as the Inland                 
Empire chapter of the Association for Environmental and Engineering Geology and the Inland Geological Society. The                
purpose is to connect students to their peers and to mentors at institutions that represent the next step on their                    
educational pathway, as well as to expose them to careers in geology and to geoscience issues that impact the local                    
community. For example, participants in a field trip learned from a professional geologist and a graduate student                 
about graduate school and careers in the geosciences. Moving forward joint activities for students in the geology                 
clubs at local high schools, community colleges and universities may be coordinated with representatives who are                
professional geologists so that students at earlier stages of the geoscience pathway will have opportunities to meet                 
and interact with students and faculty who are from institutions that represent later stages in the pathway as well as                    
with geologists who are engaged in various careers.  

K14-3, ST3: Increase family/community support for students interested in geoscience careers 
The San Bernardino Alliance remains embedded in the local community via the participation of high school and                 
college students from the region, who bring with them the experiences of their families and communities. Student                 
participants have surveyed their family and friends to discover the geoscience issues that are considered of highest                 
importance within local communities. A “community night” at CSU San Bernardino was initially planned, but has not                 
yet happened, where participating students and educators can showcase their activities, highlight local earthquake              
hazards (including a small hike to the San Andreas fault), and build understanding of career opportunities via a round                   
table of professional geologists and engineers. While the service learning project in collaboration with the San                
Bernardino County Office of Emergency Services did not take off, one CSUSB student did receive service learning                 
credit by leading geoscience outreach activities for K-12 students. 

K14 Focus Area Year 2 Milestones and Assessment  
SCEC5 CEO focus area milestones for the K-14 Education Initiative, listed in Table 16, represent major activity goals                  
and evaluation priorities for each year. 

Table 16. K14 Milestones Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
 Activity Milestones 

a  Initial Distribution of Quake Heroes Toolkits  X    
b  Completion of upgrade of QCN Server and expanded installations  X X   
c  Renewal of EarthConnections project (or related funding); expansion within SoCal   X   
d  Products and activities delivered, short-term outcomes achieved  X X X X  

 Evaluation Milestones 
e  Develop protocols for assessing mid-term K-14 outcomes  X    
f  Assess K-14 mid-term outcomes    X X X 
g  Document results from K-14 assessment, with progress towards long-term outcomes    X X 
h  Future K-14 activities and outcomes established      X 

Progress towards Y2 milestones of the K-14 focus area has been challenging, though steady: the distribution of                 
Quake Heroes toolkits (a) will begin in late January with the completion of the film; the upgrade of the QCN server is                      
nearly complete and sensors were installed in Anchorage (b); a proposal to the NSF GEOPATHS solicitation                
submitted in November will support the continuation and expansion of the EarthConnections project if funded (c); in                 
Y3 these and other products/activities will be linked together to better achieve both short-term (d) and mid-term                 
outcomes. Each of the three programs will have ongoing evaluation protocols (e) including surveys of teachers and                 
students, classroom observations, and longitudinal tracking of student participants. If the GEOPATHS proposal is not               
funded, the proposed activities may be pursued at a smaller scale until another source can be secured (perhaps                  
through another INCLUDES proposal for just our alliance). 
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Experiential Learning and Career Advancement (ELCA) 
SCEC/CEO’s manager of ELCA, Gabriela Noriega, coordinates two programs: undergraduate internship programs            
and the Transition Program launched in SCEC5 which offers resources and mentoring for students and early career                 
scientists at key transitions (into graduate school, into industry, etc.). The ELCA portion of the SCEC5 CEO Logic                  
Model is shown in Table 17. Metrics and annual short-term (ST) outcomes for each program are listed (with results                   
described below), leading to mid-term (MT) outcomes for ELCA that will indicate progress towards long-term (LT)                
outcomes. Overall milestones for ELCA are also discussed below. For a thorough description of ELCA and its                 
programs, see the CEO Plan below.  

 

ELCA-1 Undergraduate Internship Programs 
UseIT is an ongoing success and many new structures are          
being developed under the leadership of Dr. Noriega, who         
has also reorganized how SURE is managed (due to the          
delayed funding of SCEC5, the SURE program was not         
held in Y1). This allowed five SURE internships to be          
awarded in 2018, with students working with SCEC        
mentors from UC Riverside, UC Irvine, UC San Diego, and          
Occidental College (for project details, see      
https://www.scec.org/internships/sure/researchprojects/2018 ). Targeted recruitment efforts to increase diversity are        
now focused on partnerships with southern California community colleges, rather than broad national efforts that in                
the past have resulted in more, yet less qualified, applicants (this accounts for the reduction in applicants in Y2 shown                    
in Table 18). For example, in 2018 Pasadena City College funded the participation of 6 of their students in UseIT, and                     
likewise East Los Angeles College supported 2 of their students. 

ELCA-1, ST1: Increased knowledge of earthquake & computer science 
Both of SCEC’s internship programs provide opportunities for students of diverse majors to work with earthquake                
scientists to improve understanding of earthquake hazards and risk. Evaluation of the 2018 programs is underway by                 
an external evaluator and is due for completion by the end of December. By observing and participating in the daily                    
activities of earth science research, interns reported having an increased knowledge, including about working in               
research and education. SCEC’s computational science staff, several of whom are UseIT alumni, as well as other                 
SCEC researchers actively participate in the UseIT program as mentors to the 4-5 teams that are formed each                  
summer. In recent years, the computational aspects of UseIT have expanded from software development (of the                
SCEC-VDO visualization system) to the application of High-Performance Computing (via successful proposals for             
annual allocations of processing time on the Blue Waters supercomputer) and in 2018 the inclusion of a machine                  
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learning component. These new aspects have proven to expand opportunities for graduate school for student               
participants, especially our community college students who otherwise would not have had such experience. 

ELCA-1, ST2: Increased interest in pursuing geoscience or other STEM graduate degrees and             
careers 
All interns complete extensive pre- and post-internship surveys, and are tracked longitudinally to see how               
participation increases the likelihood of SCEC interns attending graduate school and/or remaining in STEM fields.               
Past evaluations show that intern program alumni report that their internship, coupled with networking at the SCEC                 
annual meeting, made lasting impacts on their course of study and career plans, often influencing them to pursue or                   
continue to pursue earthquake science degrees and careers. In 2018, UseIT intern Jordan Cortez (University of North                 
Texas, Geophysics Major) met UC Riverside Professor David Oglesby at the SCEC Annual Meeting, and is applying                 
to pursue a PhD next year (before UseIT, Cortez was not considering graduate school!). Another UseiT intern, Shril                  
Panchigar (Pasadena City College, Engineering/Technology major), who had never heard of HPC before, won a               
grant/award to participate in the HPC Conference (SC18) Experiences for Undergraduates Program in November,              
where he was offered an HPC related internship at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in summer 2019.  

ELCA-1, ST3: Development of software applications for the SCEC Community and others 
The 2018 UseIT Grand Challenge was to: 1) develop a computational system for probabilistic forecasting of                
earthquake sequences in Southern California; 2) apply the system to initial-event scenarios and compare the               
simulator-based probabilities against official data of large aftershocks from Uniform California Earthquake Rupture             
Forecast version 3 (UCERF3); and 3) illustrate the hazards and risks of multi-event scenarios that could threaten the                  
Los Angeles area with sequence-specific maps of expected ground motions, economic losses, and human casualties.               
Each year the Grand Challenge seems impossible to interns at the beginning of the summer, however once again this                   
year’s cohort was very successful. In addition to developing computational capabilities for earthquake forecasting,              
new features were added to the continually improving SCEC-VDO (Virtual Display Of Objects) visualization software.               
School-year research support for 2018 interns from USC and other local schools is allowing continued development                
prior to the summer 2019 UseIt program. For a complete overview of the 2018 UseIT program, including overviews of                   
each teams projects, see  https://www.scec.org/internships/useit/challenges/2018 . 

ELCA-2 Transitions Program 
This new program is a very important priority for SCEC.          
Activities are still being developed, along with how the         
metrics shown in Table 14 (and other aspects) will be          
assessed. In 2018 we supported airfare for a PhD. student to           
travel to the SCEC annual meeting so she could present her           
poster, and the two early career/networking breakfast events        
at the meeting had higher attendance. 

ELCA-2, ST1: Improved relationships with partner institutions to increase recruitment and           
resource capacities 
In partnership with IRIS and UNAVCO, SCEC has been planning an AGU Seismology & Geodesy Sections joint Early                  
Career/Student Networking Luncheon at the 2018 AGU Fall Meeting. The session will focus on discussing strategies                
to achieve work/life balance in STEM careers. To date, we have 15 confirmed mentors and have 85 registered                  
participants, although we expect to reach max participation of 100. In 2019 such partnerships will be expanded to                  
include individual SCEC institutions, such that opportunities that support women and underrepresented minority             
students can be leveraged via SCEC coordination, promotion, and possibly financial support. This is similar to our                 
successful partnerships with community colleges in southern California who have sponsored students to participate in               
UseIT through separate grant funding.  
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ELCA-2, ST2: Improved support for SCEC students across transitions (undergrad->grad,          
grad->career) 

Efforts to achieve this outcome are just beginning. In 2018 we supported airfare for a PhD. student to travel to the                     
SCEC annual meeting so she could present her poster. In 2019 we plan to implement summer “bridge” support for                   
1-2 students (depending on available funding) so they can arrive to graduate school and begin research prior to the                   
Fall semester. This will depend greatly on the development of our connections with SCEC institutions. 

ELCA-2, ST3: Increased readiness for career advancement at all points of career 
For the second year, ELCA hosted two breakfasts at the SCEC Annual Meeting to connect early career attendees                  
with peers and mentors to share experiences and develop strategies for navigating the transition from undergraduate                
to graduate school and from graduate school to professional career (within and outside of academia). Attendees                
reported that the events were very beneficial, and sign-ups for both breakfasts in 2018 exceeded capacity very                 
quickly. In addition to the breakfasts, new “Lightning” talks highlighting poster topics were added to this year’s                 
program and were considered an ELCA activity as their purpose was to provide new opportunities for students and                  
early career scientists to increase visibility for their work. Surveys will be expanded in 2019 to assess how these                   
activities (and others to be introduced) are increasing career readiness.  

ELCA Focus Area Year 2 Milestones and Assessment  
SCEC5 CEO focus area milestones for Experiential Learning and Career Advancement, listed in Table 20, represent                
major activity goals and evaluation priorities for each year. 

Table 20. ECLA Milestones Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
 Activity Milestones 

a  Partnerships with new and existing institutions increase mentor, recruitment, and  
 resource capacities. 

 X X   

b  Longitudinal tracking processes show impact of ELCA programs  X X X X 
c  SCEC’s learning and career pathways advance diversity in geoscience education and  

 careers. 
 X X X X 

 Evaluation Milestones 
d  Develop protocols for assessing mid-term ELCA outcomes  X    
e  Assess ELCA mid-term outcomes    X X X 
f  Document results from ELCA assessment, with progress towards long-term outcomes    X X 
g  Future ELCA activities and outcomes established      X 

 

Progress towards Y2 milestones has been steady; SCEC Annual Meeting activities have greatly expanded              
awareness of SCEC’s new Transitions program leading to new partnerships (a) with SCEC institutions and others                
(IRIS, UNAVCO, etc.). We are updating our longitudinal tracking processes (b) that show impact of ELCA programs                 
(including the transitions program). In 2018 we redesigned SURE and UseIT webpages, which included creating               
scec.org profiles for all previous UseIT and SCEC interns from both of the programs’ inception. This will impact                  
recruitment and will help with longitudinal tracking. In 2019 we will launch a new ELCA page that will highlight ELCA                    
activities and the Transitions program. External evaluation is underway based on post-internship surveys for 2018 to                
assess how SCEC’s learning and career pathways are advancing diversity in geoscience education and careers (c).                
Each of these evaluation structures are the protocols (d) for how we will assess mid-term ELCA outcomes. This is                   
especially important for UseIT this year, as 2019 is the final year of our current REU award, and a new proposal will                      
be submitted in the Fall.  
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K14-1: Quake Heroes Educational Toolkit  
This program is a counterpart of PEP-4, Quake Heroes Documentary. The           
film has been designed to deliver basic earthquake science and          
engineering concepts, in addition to raising awareness of what can happen           
in a major earthquake (which relatively few Americans have experienced,          
especially those that were born since the mid 1990s). To improve the ability             
for Quake Heroes to be shown in high-school classes, a toolkit has been             
developed that features several simple earthquake science and        
engineering lessons and activities that correlate with each act of the film            
(allowing the film to be shown over several days, with a lesson delivered             
each day). The toolkit will also include household and community          
preparedness guidance, and encourage schools to organize a Teen CERT (Community Emergency Response             
Teams) club at their school. 

State Farm has provided sponsorship support of this program for bringing the toolkits to Los Angeles Unified School                  
District high schools, which will be among the first to receive the toolkits. We hope to expand such sponsorships to                    
deliver more free kits to schools, however they also will be available for sale. 

Evaluation. As the toolkits have not yet been released at the time            
of this report, no metrics as listed in Table 10 were available in Y1,              
but will begin to be assessed this Fall. We are very hopeful that the              
toolkit is popular among schools and inspires more youth to          
become trained, prepared their families, and lead their        
communities.  

K14-2: Quake Catcher Network (QCN) 
Over the past 10 years SCEC has built on QCN’s citizen science concept by installing the network’s low cost                   
seismometers at over 26 museum locations in California and Oregon, and at more than 100 schools in each west                   
coast state including Alaska. The goal has been to establish several K-12 sensor stations around a local museum                  
hub as a means to build long-term educational partnerships around the ShakeOut, citizen science, and enrich K-12                 
STEM curriculum. In 2015 a new partnership was established between SCEC, IRIS, and USGS to continue the                 
expansion and development of QCN worldwide, beginning with installations in 14 schools and museums in the                
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Central U.S, and in several Coachella Valley school districts (along          
the San Andreas fault) in 2016, which in 2018 developed into a            
partnership with schools in Anchorage area in Alaska who also had           
QCN sensors installed. 

Evaluation. Over the past year, a major upgrade of the software and            
programming that enable QCN’s data collection has been underway         
by a contractor paid jointly by SCEC and IRIS. The effort has been             

successful and the consultant is now assisting with other improvements to the user experience, and will allow better                  
tracking of the metrics listed in Table 11. Still, SCEC and IRIS have decided to focus on school and museum                    
installations as QCN’s primary audience. Language on the QCN website ( QuakeCatcher.net ) inviting anyone to host a                
QCN site is being changed to reflect this focus, and may redirect interested people to other initiatives such as                   
OSOP’s Raspberry Shake or Berkeley’s MyShake app for smartphones. 

K14-3: EarthConnections  
SCEC is a founding national partner (along with InTeGrate,         
UNAVCO, and IRIS) of EarthConnections , an NSF INCLUDES        
project linking three regional projects (one of which is centered in           
San Bernardino with CSU San Bernardino Prof. Sally McGill) to          
increase diversity in the geosciences, managed by SCEC/CEO’s        
Gabriela Noriega. The program develops pathways for high school,         
community college, and university students to explore and achieve         
career opportunities, including geology club joint activities, field        
trips, and meetings with geotechnical professionals and research        
scientists. Educator workshops have also been offered.  

The program builds on SCEC’s long-term partnership with Prof.         
McGill in support of summer GPS data collection by teachers and           
students as part of the NASA-funded InSight Vital Signs of the           
Planet (VSP) Professional Development Program which involved       
more than 30 teachers and students in real-world research along          
with lesson plan development and presentation of posters at the          
SCEC Annual Meeting. 

Evaluation. The metrics as shown in Table 12 are incomplete as of            
the writing of this report; data will be requested to complete the table             
for both Y1 and Y2. A proposal to the NSF GEOPATHS solicitation            
will be submitted in Fall, 2018, to expand this partnership with more            
participating schools (high school, community college, and       
universities), further connection with SCEC’s internship programs,       
ShakeOut, QCN, Quake Heroes , and other initiatives, and        
expanded funding for SCEC staff. 

K14 Focus Area Year 2 Milestones 
Major milestones for Y2 are the initial distribution of Quake Heroes Toolkits; completion of the upgrade of the QCN                   
Server and expanded installations; continued distribution of SCEC’s educational products and activities, and             
development of protocols for assessing medium term K-14 outcomes. All these activities are on track for completion. 
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K14 Focus Area Year 3 Activities and Milestones 
The rollout of the Quake Heroes Toolkit will be in full swing in Y3, and we are hopeful that a successful GEOPATHS                      
proposal will allow the continued development of our EarthConnections Alliance activities, with possible expansion              
beyond San Bernardino. A Y3 milestone will be to assess progress towards K-14 medium-term outcomes.  

Experiential Learning and Career Advancement (ELCA) 
This focus area works to increase diversity, retention, and career success in the scientific workforce and improve the                  
application of earthquake science in policy and practice. SCEC/CEO’s manager of ELCA, Gabriela Noriega,              
coordinates two programs: undergraduate internship programs and the Transition Program launched in SCEC5 which              
offers resources and mentoring for students and early career scientists at key transitions (into graduate school, into                 
industry, etc.). Each has a set of activities with short-term outcomes, leading to mid-term outcomes for the ELCA                  
focus area. CEO long-term outcomes for the ELCA focus area are 1) increasing diversity, retention, and career                 
success in the scientific workforce; and 2) improving application of earthquake science in policy and practice. 

Undergraduate Internship Programs 
The SCEC Experiential Learning and Career Advancement (ELCA) program enhances the competency and diversity              
of the STEM workforce by engaging students in research experiences at each stage of their academic careers and by                   
providing leadership opportunities to students and early career scientists that engage them in the SCEC Community.                
ELCA manages two undergraduate internship programs that involve over 30 students each summer. Since 2002,               
over 1600 eligible applications have been submitted to the SCEC internship programs (at  scec.org/internships ). 

Undergraduate Studies in Earthquake Information Technology (UseIT). This        
flagship SCEC CEO program brings together students from across the country to            
an NSF Research Experience for Undergraduates Site at USC. The eight-week           
program develops programming skills while teaching the critical importance of          
collaboration for successful learning, scientific research and product development.         
Since 2002, 261 students have participated from more than 40 colleges and            
universities, including 24 in 2018 (Figure 16). The program is managed by Dr.             
Noriega with full-time in-lab supervisor Jozi Pearson and the support of intern            
program alumni. Many of SCEC’s computational science staff as well as other            
SCEC researchers actively participate in the program as mentors to the 4-5 teams             
that are formed each summer. 

UseIT interns tackle a scientific “Grand Challenge” developed each year by Prof.            
Thomas Jordan that involves developing software and resources for use by           
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earthquake scientists or outreach professionals. The 2018 Grand Challenge was to: 1) develop a computational               
system for probabilistic forecasting of earthquake sequences in Southern California; 2) apply the system to               
initial-event scenarios and compare the simulator-based probabilities against official data of large aftershocks from              
Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast version 3 (UCERF3); and 4) illustrate the hazards and risks of                
multi-event scenarios that could threaten the Los Angeles with sequence-specific maps of expected ground motions,               
economic losses, and human casualties. 

Several new aspects were introduced to the UseIT program in 2018: 

● Presentations to recruit interns by Dr. Noriega at East Los Angeles College and Pasadena City College; 
● Connections were developed with CSU Los Angeles, CSU Long Beach, and LA Harbor Community College;  
● A pre-summer workshop to support community college interns; 
● In addition to the UseIT Symposium held on the final day of the program, interns also presented at the AGU                    

Virtual Symposium, SoCal CISE REU Workshop, and USC Undergrad Symposium; 
● A machine learning component was included for the first time; 
● Students to be engaged year-round with webinars and research symposiums. 

Intern program alumni report that their internship made lasting impacts on their course of study and career plans,                  
often influencing them to pursue or continue to pursue earthquake science degrees and careers. By observing and                 
participating in the daily activities of earth science research, interns reported having an increased knowledge about                
working in research and education, which coupled with networking at the SCEC annual meeting, gave them the                 
confidence to pursue earth science and career options within the field. 

Summer Undergraduate Research Experience (SURE). This program places undergraduate students with SCEC            
scientists around the country to conduct primary research. More than 270 interns have participated since 1994, with                 
research projects spanning earthquake science, engineering, and education.  

In advance of the 2018 intern application process, a few changes were made to the funding and selection process to                    
address complications of the SCEC funding cycle. SURE internships were awarded outside of SCEC’s funding cycle,                
with intern support fully paid by SCEC and not dependent on whether SCEC scientists’ proposals were successfully                 
funded. This previously delayed timing of notifications meant many qualified students had already accepted another               
internship by the time SCEC offers arrived. For 2018, mentors were willing to host interns regardless of the status of                    
their SCEC funding. The new SURE recruitment process is as follows:  

1. SURE applications are received and reviewed;  
2. SCEC proposals are reviewed for any that indicate intern opportunities and list requirements;  
3. SCEC researchers are contacted for potential projects and requirements;  
4. intern applicants who meet requirements are identified and asked to rate their interest in proposed projects;  
5. Mentors rank candidates who are interested in their research; and 
6. Final mentor/intern pairings are completed. 

The SCEC5 base budget enables 3-4 students to participate in the SURE program each year. In 2017, the delayed                   
start of the SCEC5 NSF award resulted in insufficient time to pair funded SCEC researchers with students for                  
summer projects. This allowed five SURE internships to be awarded in 2018, with students working with SCEC                 
mentors from UC Riverside, UC Irvine, UC San Diego, and Occidental College. 

Evaluation. UseIT is an ongoing success and many new structures are being developed under the leadership of Dr.                  
Noriega, who is also reorganizing how SURE is managed. All          
interns complete extensive pre- and post- internship surveys, and         
are tracked longitudinally to see how participation increases the         
likelihood of SCEC interns attending graduate school and/or        
remaining in STEM fields. Much of the success in increasing          
diversity has come from increased efforts to recruit students from          
southern California community colleges, so recruitment efforts for        
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2018 were focused more locally. This accounts for the drop in the number of applicants in Y2 shown in Table 13. 

Transitions Program 
SCEC launched the Transitions Program in 2017 to provide junior members of the SCEC community with resources                 
and mentoring across key career transitions, directing efforts to encourage and sustain careers in the geosciences                
and other STEM fields. At the 2017 SCEC Annual Meeting, ELCA hosted two breakfasts to connect early career                  
attendees with peers and mentors to share experiences and develop          
strategies for navigating the transition from undergraduate to        
graduate school and from graduate school to professional career         
(within and outside of academia), and these breakfasts will be held           
again at the 2018 SCEC Annual Meeting. Through the 2018 SCEC           
Science Plan, the Transitions Program solicits proposals from        
researchers to expand awareness of professional advancement       
opportunities and pathways, as well as improve competency in         
earthquake research tools and techniques for students of the SCEC          
community. 

New initiatives planned include: 

● Mentors Workshop : A one day meeting at USC to help redefine the Transitions Program vision, mission, and                 
objectives. Outcomes of the workshop will include targets for upcoming years and facilitating buy-in from               
SCEC community. A Transitions Program Planning Group will convened to coordinate the workshop, which              
will include potential mentors who participated in the SCEC Annual Meeting breakfasts. 

● Careers in STEM Workshops and Webinars : CEO will partner with SCEC institutions to host a workshop on                 
their campus, or online, to reach geoscience students who cannot attend the SCEC Annual Meeting. 

● Summer “Bridge” Program : This will help prospective and        
new students transition into graduate school by providing        
stipends to initiate research summer projects or training        
with researchers at SCEC institutions before the actual        
start of graduate school.  

Evaluation. This new program is a very important priority for          
SCEC. Activities are still being developed, along with how the          
metrics shown in Table 14 (and other aspects) will be assessed.  

ELCA Focus Area Year 2 Milestones 
Major milestones for Y2 are to expand partnerships with new and existing institutions to increase mentor, recruitment,                 
and resource capacities; to update longitudinal tracking processes that show impact of ELCA programs; to assess                
how SCEC’s learning and career pathways are advancing diversity in geoscience education and careers, and               
develop protocols for assessing medium-term ELCA outcomes.  

ELCA Focus Area Year 3 Activities and Milestones 
In Y3 the new initiatives developed in Y2 will be continued and expanded. Intern recruitment will expand to more                   
community colleges and local universities. A new proposal for UseIT will be submitted to support another three years                  
of activities. The Transitions Program will provide Summer Bridge support for the first time, and offer workshops and                  
other meetings throughout the year. A new Y3 milestone will be to assess progress towards ELCA mid-term                 
outcomes.  
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Communication, Education, and Outreach Plan 
Mark Benthien ,  SCEC Associate Director for CEO 

Overview 
SCEC’s Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) program addresses the final element of SCEC’s mission:              
Communicate understanding to end-users and society at large as useful knowledge for reducing earthquake risk and                
improving community resilience. The theme of the CEO program in SCEC5 is Partner Globally, Prepare Locally ;                
preparing not only for local hazards, but also preparing students, engineers, government officials, the media and the                 
public with enhanced science literacy to make informed decisions (split-second as well as long-term) to reduce their                 
risk, and preparing the next generation of scientists via research opportunities and support through career transitions.  

CEO is an evidence-based program built      
on education and social science research,      
organized within four CEO focus areas      
(Figure 1). Knowledge Implementation    
connects SCEC scientists and research     
with practicing engineers and other     
technical professionals, as well as with      
public and private decision makers.     
Public Education and Preparedness    
educates people of all ages about      
earthquakes, tsunamis, and other hazards, and motivates preparedness. K-14 Earthquake Education Initiative            
improves Earth science education and earthquake safety in schools and museums. Experiential Learning and              
Career Advancement  organizes research and networking opportunities to sustain careers in STEM fields. 

Associate Director for CEO Mark Benthien leads an accomplished team of staff and consultants (Figure 2), each                 
managing portfolios that span the CEO focus areas. CEO staff are John Marquis (CEO web manager), Jason                 
Ballmann (communications manager), Sharon Sandow de Groot (assistant director for strategic partnerships), and Dr.              

Gabriela Noriega (manager for Experiential Learning and       
Career Advancement). CEO consultants include Jozi      
Pearson (UseIT supervisor), and Dr. Michele Wood (CSU        
Fullerton) who supports evaluation activities. See CEO       
Acoomplishments above for an overview of the SCEC5 CEO         
evaluation plan including evaluation milestones. 

The CEO Planning Committee (CEO-PC, Figure 3) provides        
guidance and support for CEO activities and partnerships,        
review evaluation, and identifies synergies across SCEC and        
with external organizations. The Chair of the CEO-PC for         
several years was Tim Sellnow (U. Central Florida), who was          
also on the AC; a new chair will be selected at the 2019             
SCEC Annual Meeting. Arrietta Chakos (Urban Resilience       
Strategies), who is new to the AC, will represent the Public           
Education and Preparedness CEO focus area along with        
Kate Long (Dr. Lucy Jones Center). Danielle Sumy (IRIS)         
represents the K-14 Earthquake Education Initiative. Sally       
McGill (CSU San Bernardino) represents the Experiential       
Learning and Career Advancement focus area. Tim Dawson        
(California Geological Survey) and Ricardo Taborda      
(Universidad EAFIT, Colombia) represents the Knowledge      
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Implementation focus area. Dawson and Taborda are also the representative of the SCEC Board and PC,                
respectively. 

Knowledge Implementation (KI) 
SCEC’s Implementation Interface working group provides the organizational structure for connecting SCEC scientists             
and research results with research engineers and key partners (such as Pacific Gas & Electric) to improve application                  
of earthquake science. The CEO Knowledge Implementation focus area extends these connections to practicing              
engineers, government officials, business risk managers, and other professionals. SCEC CEO has partnered for              
many years with local and state agencies who need earthquake information, organizes workshops and other trainings                
(including those provided by the Earthquake Country Alliance and GeoHazards Messaging Collaboratory), and held              
activities with the EERI Southern California Chapter and the Structural Engineers Association of Southern California.  

A key aspect of this focus area is to expand these activities and increase the adoption of SCEC science and products                     
in the development of improved building codes, updated insurance rates, and more realistic emergency management               
planning scenarios. Example products include the Maximum Considered Earthquake response spectra (MCE R ) data             
access tool released in 2018 by the SCEC Committee for Utilization of Ground Motion Simulations (or "UGMS                 
Committee"), SCEC simulations (High-F, Broadband, CyberShake), UCERF (Uniform California Earthquake Rupture           
Forecast), and OEF (Operational Earthquake Forecasting).  

Knowledge Implementation spans two programs: Engagement of Practicing Professionals and Engagement with            
Public and Private Decision Makers . See CEO Accomplishments, Table 2 for the annual short-term outcomes for                
each program, which combine together to achieve mid-term outcomes for the KI focus area, which then in turn                  
indicate progress towards CEO long-term outcomes. 

KI-1: Engagement of Practicing Professionals 
This program seeks to increase the knowledge and use of SCEC science among technical audiences that directly                 
implement earthquake science and engineering research products. Examples include practicing structural and civil             
engineers, geotechnical consultants, building officials and others involved in designing structures to withstand levels              
of shaking determined from the USGS National Seismic Hazard Maps, or insurers who use the Uniform California                 
Earthquake Rupture Forecast to set rates. The strategy is to encourage SCEC scientists to interact with these                 
audiences through meetings and webinars of professional associations (SEAOSC, ATC, CGS, CALBO, ASCE, AEG,              
EERI, etc.) and to invite their participation in SCEC activities, including the Annual Meeting, technical workshops and                 
outreach partnerships such as Earthquake Country Alliance regional alliances and statewide committees. 

2019 KI-1 Plans: 
● CEO will host monthly calls/meetings of the Knowledge Implementation Working Group, comprised of SCEC              

scientists and representatives of the audiences listed above, which will identify needed information and              
resources, opportunities for coordination, and how to document SCEC KI mid-term outcomes. 

● We will also organize 3-5 presentations by SCEC Scientists at professional association meetings in both               
Southern California and the San Francisco Bay Area. 

● As part of our long-standing leadership within the EERI Southern California chapter, we will jointly organize a                 
workshop, field trip, or other engagement activity. 

KI-2: Engagement with Public and Private Decision Makers 
This KI program builds connections between SCEC and those who make decisions based on an increased                
awareness of earthquake hazards and risk, including elected officials, emergency managers, business leaders,             
building owners, financial institutions, and insurers. SCEC is increasing its involvement with professional associations              
and regional government groups such as the Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA), Association of               
Contingency Planners (ACP), California Emergency Services Association (CESA), Southern California Association of            
Governments (SCAG), andAssociation of Bay Area Governments (ABAG). An example is the annual Structural              
Engineers Association of Southern California “Strengthening Our Cities” Summits, which SCEC and ECA have              
supported since 2011, that seeks to inform government officials and others of the latest approaches to managing                 
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earthquake risk. SCEC/ECA also helped create the FEMA QuakeSmart recognition program for businesses that              
demonstrate mitigation they have implemented; this program is now offered in many locations nationwide each year.  

2019 KI-2 Plans: 
● The Knowledge Implementation Working Group will also include representatives of these audiences, and             

likewise identify appropriate resources and ways to collaborate to achieve KI mit-term outcomes.  
● We will organize 3-5 presentations by SCEC Scientists in both Southern California and the San Francisco                

Bay Area for business continuity associations, government agencies, or elected officials.  
● Through SCEC’s leadership of the HayWired Coalition in the Bay Area (which is working to encourage new                 

policies based on the results of the HayWired Scenario), we are also involved in the “Outsmart Disaster”                 
business resilience campaign that the California Seismic Safety Commission developed first in the Bay Area               
(based on the Scenario) and has now taken statewide. We will be promoting its resources and encouraging                 
businesses to take the “Business Resilience Challenge.”  

KI Focus Area Year 3 Milestones and Assessment Plans 
SCEC5 CEO focus area milestones for Knowledge Implementation, listed in Table 5, represent major activity goals                
and evaluation priorities for each year. 

Table 1. KI Milestones Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
 Activity Milestones 

a  SCEC KI Working Group established to identify needed products/activities  X X   
b  Products and activities delivered, with clear value for risk reduction   X X X 

 Evaluation Milestones 
c  Develop protocols for assessing mid-term KI outcomes  X    
d  Assess KI mid-term outcomes    X X X 
e  Document results from KI assessment, with progress towards long-term outcomes    X X 
f  Future KI activities and outcomes established      X 

 
The SCEC KI Working Group will meet throughout the year to identify needed resources and potential activities (a),                  
several of which will be delivered in 2019 (b; see plans for each program above). The group will also develop                    
protocols (c) for how to document specific examples of improved resiliency as a result of SCEC research and                  
activities (d). We will also continue tracking of program outputs (metrics) as listed in CEO Accomplishments (Tables 3                  
and 4) and assessment of the short-term outcomes listed (Table 2). 

Public Education and Preparedness (PEP) 
The activities and products in this focus area are intended to educate people of all ages about earthquakes,                  
tsunamis, and related hazards, and motivate them to improve resilience and personal preparedness. PEP spans four                
programs: National and Global Preparedness Drills and Resources; Earthquake Country Alliance; SCEC Science and              
Risk Communication; and Quake Heroes Documentary. See       
CEO Accomplishments, Table 6 for the annual short-term        
outcomes for each program, which combine together to        
achieve mid-term outcomes for the PEP focus area, which then          
in turn indicate progress towards CEO long-term outcomes. 

PEP-1: National and Global Preparedness Drills and Resources  
SCEC worked with the USGS and Earthquake Country Alliance         
leaders to create the first multi-sector “Great ShakeOut”        
earthquake safety drill in 2008, which involved 5.4 million         
southern Californians. This one-time event now has expanded        
to 27 official ShakeOut regions across the U.S. and around the           
world. ShakeOut has become a global infrastructure for providing earthquake information to the public and involving                
them in community resiliency. New countries are being actively recruited to join the ShakeOut movement, which                
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serves to coordinate earthquake messaging internationally. Participants receive monthly ShakeOut newsletters and            
more frequent content via social media. Millions more learn about ShakeOut via broad news media coverage that                 
encourages dialogue about earthquake preparedness. In the near future, ShakeOut will be utilized for educating West                
Coast residents about Earthquake Early Warning, with yearly tests to be held on ShakeOut day.  

In Year 3 we will continue to implement the Collective Impact Framework for planning and assessing all aspects of                   
the initiative. This is an approach which CEO has discovered as part of participation in the EarthConnections initiative                  
(see K14-3 below). Collective Impact has five key elements: 

1. Common Agenda for change including a shared understanding of the problem and a joint approach 
2. Mutually Reinforcing Activities via a plan of action that outlines roles and leverages expertise 
3. Common Progress Measures across all participants that ensure alignment and accountability. 
4. Continuous Communication that builds trust, assures mutual objectives, and creates common motivation. 
5. Backbone Organization(s) that coordinates participating organizations and agencies. 

SCEC/CEO is the Backbone Organization of ShakeOut, and we are increasing the visibility of this role in SCEC5.                  
Activities include: creating and distributing customized monthly update emails for all Shakeout regions; contacting              
organizations to renew participation each year; posting frequent social media messaging ( ShakeOut.org/messaging ),            
new drill guidance resources and educational content; training ShakeOut Regional Coordinators and developing tools              
for their use (such as the new ShakeOut Coordinators Portal which allows            
state or local coordinators to access their participant data in order to increase             
participation and improve networking); and coordinating Evaluation (via        
Michele Wood, CSU Fullerton). SCEC/CEO’s Jason Ballmann oversees most         
of these efforts with web and database support from CEO webmaster John            
Marquis.  

As a result of its leadership of ShakeOut, SCEC now also receives NOAA             
funding provided through the California Office of Emergency Services to          
create and manage TsunamiZone.org (Figure 7). This international site         
adapts the ShakeOut registration system to assess participation in Tsunami          
activities, whether as part of their ShakeOut activities or during local tsunami            
preparedness weeks or months.  

2019 PEP-1 Plans: 
● A major activity of Y3 will be to implement a major update of all U.S. ShakeOut websites by combining most                    

content into a national site and creating state/regional subpages, which will greatly improve the ability to                
make updates, provide better access via smartphones, and simplify overall management. Once the new              
website structure is complete for ShakeOut, the TsunamiZone site will also be updated. 

● The Collective Impact Framework will be fully implemented in how we coordinate ShakeOut in California,               
how we support the efforts of other states and countries, and how they coordinate their own regions. 

● All remaining ShakeOut regions will be given access to the Coordinators Portal and trained how to increase                 
participation and gain awareness of participant activities. U.S. ShakeOut participation will exceed 22 million. 

● International participation will grow with efforts underway in Asia (especially in China) and Latin America.               
Total global participation (including US) will exceed 65 million. 

● With the completion of the HayWired Scenario, Bay Area ShakeOut messaging will encourage use of its                
results as inputs to drill planning and multi-organizational exercises. 

● Messaging about Earthquake Early Warning (ShakeAlert) will be delivered via Shakeout channels. 
● In 2019, Oregon, Washington, Alaska and Hawaii will expand their use of the TsunamiZone website. Total                

TsunamiZone participation will exceed 1 million for the first time. 

PEP-2: Earthquake Country Alliance 
In 2003, SCEC created the Earthquake Country Alliance (ECA) with partner organizations in southern California, and                
is now a statewide public-private-grassroots organization with regional alliances which organize local activities             
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(Figure 8), sector-based committees which develop resources and programs         
for statewide audiences (and beyond), and outreach bureaus which manage          
recruitment for ShakeOut and Tsunami Week, provide speakers and booths          
for events, and coordinate media relations. SCEC manages annual budgets          
for each regional alliance, coordinates 6-8 workshops each year, manages          
more than 40 conference call meetings annually across all ECA groups,           
creates messaging documents and graphics with input from these groups,          
distributes ECA materials, maintains ECA’s EarthquakeCountry.org (English)       
and Terremotos.org (Spanish) websites, and manages ECA social media         
channels ( facebook.com/earthquakecountryalliance and twitter.com/eca ).    
Mark Benthien serves as ECA’s Executive Director. Financial support for          
ECA is provided to SCEC by the California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services (CalOES) and FEMA.  

Regional Alliances. ECA expanded statewide along with ShakeOut in 2009. In addition to a new Bay Area alliance,                  
the Redwood Coast Tsunami Work Group (which was organized in the early 1990s) also joined the statewide effort.                  
ECA Central Coast is now being established with local champions. Each Regional Alliance has three co-chairs, who                 
collectively comprise the Steering Committee of ECA which meets quarterly. ECA SoCal is chaired by Connie Lackey                 
(Providence Health) Heidi Rosofsky (Global Vision), Margaret Vinci (Caltech Earthquake Programs) and is supported              

by SCEC’s Gabriela Noriega. The chairs lead a Coordinating Committee via           
bimonthly teleconferences with reports from committee members who manage         
regional workshops (3-4/year), membership, communications, events bureau       
activities, and other efforts. ECA Bay Area has been revitalized over the past             
two years with the support of SCEC’s Sharon Sandow de Groot, working with a              
local Coordinating Committee chaired by Daniel Homsey (City of San Francisco           
Neighborhood Empowerment Network (NEN), Jennifer Lazo (City of Berkeley),         
and Bob Beecher (Cisco, San Jose). The group has the same structure as ECA              
SoCal and similar activities. The Redwood Coast Tsunami Work Group          
coordinates earthquake and tsunami resources and activities for the         
northernmost counties of California’s coastline, including Tsunami       
Preparedness Week activities with “live-code” drills of tsunami warnings,         
“Earthquake and Tsunami Rooms” at county fairs each summer, and promotion           
of ShakeOut registration each October. SCEC worked with RCTWG leaders to           
update the tsunami safety imagery shown in FIgure 10, which is now used             

globally. RCTWG is represented on the statewide ECA steering committee by Kerry Sherin (Humboldt State               
University), Ryan Aylward (National Weather Service), and Charlie Helms (Crescent City Harbormaster). 

Sector-Based Committees. ECA’s sector-based committees develop resources and organize activities for many            
audiences. SCEC’s Sandow de Groot took over coordination of the committees in 2017 and is increasing                
participation, frequency of meetings, and development of products. Sectors served include Businesses, the Public              
Sector, Non-Profits & Faith-Based Organizations, Healthcare, K-12 Schools, and Higher Education. ECA’s EPIcenter             
Network of Museums, Parks, and Libraries is being reorganized with the same structures of other sector-based                
committees, and a new multi-cultural committee will focus on ECA’s outreach to the many language/cultural               
communities of California. Figure 11 shows a very popular product developed by the ECA Seniors and People With                  
Disabilities Committee. Each committee has a new set of tasks to accomplish each year: 

 

1. Engage leaders from within the sector 
2. Hold bimonthly committee meetings (online)  
3. Review and update existing ECA materials  

4. Develop new sector-based materials 
5. Represent ECA at a workshop or other event 
6. Develop/host a webinar 

Outreach Bureaus. The newest organizational structure of the ECA are its three bureaus, which coordinate               
campaign outreach in support of ECA’s Regional Alliances and Committees. The Participation Bureau (led by               
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SCEC/CEO’s Jason Ballmann) is building a network of County Coordinators who conduct direct outreach to their                
constituents to maintain and build ShakeOut and Tsunami Preparedness Week participation. Each Coordinator has              
access to the ShakeOut Coordinator Portal for recruiting and registering          
participants and developing multi-organization drills. In 2018 this structure was          
established in southern California by chairs Ken Kondo (Los Angeles County           
Emergency Management) and Jenny Novak (CalOES). Ballmann also        
oversees ECA’s statewide media coordination, through monthly meetings/calls        
of the Media Bureau with representatives of the regional alliances, partnering           
organizations, and local/state/federal agencies. The group coordinates       
promotion of ShakeOut and Tsunami Preparedness Week, along with         
post-earthquake messaging, media trainings, etc. Finally, the ECA Events         
Bureau coordinates requests for ECA representatives at events organized by          
community groups, businesses, and other organizations. This includes        
speaking invitations as well as requests for information tables. A new request            
form has been created at EarthquakeCountry.org/events and a series of          
presentations are being developed for ECA speakers. SCEC/CEO’s Benthien         
coordinates the Bureau with chairs Lance Webster and John Hammett. 

2019 PEP-2 Plans: 
● Organize a statewide leadership retreat in Spring, 2019 with leaders from each regional alliance,              

sector-based committee, outreach bureau, and major partners (FEMA, CalOES, USGS, Seismic Safety            
Commission, EERI, SEAOC, and others). This retreat will identify long-term strategies, develop assessment             
structures, and review ECA resources and messaging. 

● Survey ECA members for how they use ECA resources, the value of ECA workshops and other activities,                 
and for examples of what they achieve in their communities and organizations. 

● ECA Bay Area will further develop its partnership with the San Francisco Neighborhood Empowerment              
Networks’ Neighborfest project to expand the concept throughout the Bay Area. Pilot activities planned for               
2019 are being discussed with several cities. 

● Continue efforts to establish a Central Coast Earthquake Alliance with at least 2 local activities in 2019. 
● The ECA website ( www.EarthquakeCountry.org ) will launch new membership tools and abilities for each             

ECA alliance, committee, or bureau to post articles, links, and resources to the ECA website. 
● ECA Committee membership will be expanded with new chairs for less active committees. 
● The ECA Participation Bureau will expand its membership to include county representatives from the Bay               

Area and North Coast and coordinate all local recruitment for Tsunami Preparedness Week and ShakeOut. 
● Messaging about Earthquake Early Warning (ShakeAlert) will be delivered via ECA channels and activities. 
● These are in addition to the regular activities ECA and its groups coordinate each year. 

PEP-3: SCEC Science and Risk Communication  
This program led by Jason Ballmann focuses on communicating SCEC research findings as well as about the SCEC                  
Community, as well as coordinating activities that improve risk communication both internally and externally of SCEC.                
This includes the distribution of press releases, management of interviews and media events, developing articles for                
the SCEC website, oversight of SCEC’s social media presence ( Twitter.com/scec , Facebook.com/scec ,           
Youtube/com/scecmovies , and Instagram.com/SCECinsta , and coordination via all these aspects for post-event           
messaging and media requests. Each year SCEC partners with several organizations to offer programs that train (1)                 
the media on how to report earthquake science and (2) the SCEC community on how to communicate diverse and                   
highly technical research to the public and media. Ballmann leads the GeoHazards Messaging Collaboratory (GMC)               
with partners at IRIS (Wendy Bohon), UNAVCO (Beth Bartel), USGS (Lisa Wald) and NOAA (Cindi Preller) to present                  
webinars for media and scientists, coordinate special outreach campaigns, and lead conference workshops, all              
focused on the value of messaging consistency and resource leveraging. Post-earthquake messaging coordination             
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has been an active aspect of the GMC, allowing each organization to share or amplify key findings or messaging in                    
order to reach more people with the information they need. 

2019 PEP-3 Plans: 
● SCEC’s collaborative approach to post-earthquake messaging coordination and media skills training will be             

presented at several conferences in 2019. 
● The popular communications training workshop will be offered again at the 2019 SCEC Annual Meeting. 
● CEO will coordinate with SCEC leadership to identify key research results to highlight in the press,                

especially at the SCEC Annual Meeting. 
● The successful efforts to increase SCEC’s social media following with each “teachable moment”             

(earthquake) will continue. 

PEP-4: Quake Heroes Documentary 
Quake Heroes , a 52-minute documentary based on interviews of people who experienced the Northridge earthquake,               
has been in development by SCEC and Blue Tavern Productions (established by Mark Romano, a former SCEC                 
intern), and is about to be completed after a year of feedback screenings. The film portrays stories of people who took                     

action to help their neighbors, along with a description of the science of the              
earthquake by SCEC and USGS scientists, and several others. Recent interview           
footage is shown with archival news footage, as well as live-action reenactments            
filmed with actors. The Seven Steps to Earthquake Safety are featured with the             
goal of prompting viewers to take action. Primary funding was provided by FEMA;             
sponsors include Simpson Strong Tie, State Farm, the Structural Engineers          
Assoc. of So. California (SEAOSC), and the Hero in You Foundation.  

The film will be made available in 2019 via a variety of settings and approaches. Quake Heroes Special Events will be                     
organized (many have already been requested) to screen the film and then have a Seven Steps to Earthquake Safety                   
event where attendees can buy furniture straps, disaster supplies, learn about earthquake insurance, register for               
CERT and other trainings, and much more. The Quake Heroes website will let viewers (and anyone) share their own                   
earthquake stories, expanding on the personal stories showcased in the film. It is also hoped that the film will be of                     
interest to cable television or streaming services. A classroom toolkit is described in the next section. 

2019 PEP-3 Plans: 
● Release the completed film as part of the 25th Anniversary of the Northridge earthquake. 
● Create and continue expansion of the  Quake Heroes  website. 
● Hold initial Special Events and develop their long-term business plan (these will be great opportunities for                

partnership and sponsorship with many organizations). 
● Submit the film for screening at film festivals and for documentary award competitions. 
● All events will have surveys and track actions taken (purchases of supplies, registrations for trainings, etc.) 

PEP Focus Area Year 3 Activities and Milestones 
SCEC5 CEO focus area milestones for Public Education and Preparedness, listed in Table 11, represent major                
activity goals and evaluation priorities for each year. 

Table 11. PEP Milestones Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
 Activity Milestones 

a  Coordinate 10th Anniversary ShakeOut with major events and participation increases in  
 California, including HayWired scenario integration and EEW roll out.(west coast) 

 X    

b  US ShakeOut websites combined in a simpler, unified and modern web framework  X    
c  ECA establishes statewide neighborhood-level earthquake resilience program   X X  
d  Products and activities delivered, short-term outcomes achieved  X X X X 

 Evaluation Milestones 
e  Develop protocols for assessing mid-term PEP outcomes  X    
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f  Assess PEP mid-term outcomes    X X X 
g  Document results from PEP area assessment, with progress towards long-term outcomes    X X 
h  Future PEP activities and outcomes established      X 

 
As stated in Section 4, progress towards Y2 milestones of the PEP focus area have been complicated by external                   
factors. ECA SoCal coordinated a 10th Anniversary ShakeOut event on November 1 including the launch of new                 
awards (a), however the USGS HayWired scenario was only partly released in 2018 with the final (most                 
societally-relevant) volume now planned for release in 2019 such that ShakeOut integration will then be possible.                
This is likewise for the incorporation of EEW messaging within ShakeOut, as messaging and educational products                
remain in development. In 2019 we will complete the update of US ShakeOut websites (b) into a more unified site and                     
have begun interviewing potential developers. The Neighborfest program will be expanded in the Bay Area in 2019                 
(c). Existing PEP products and activities will be joined by major new resources such as the Quake Heroes film and                    
new materials developed by ECA committees. New protocols and structures (e) will be implemented for assessing                
mid-term PEP outcomes (e), including a revamped (and simplified) survey for all ShakeOut participants and (for Fall                 
2019) a more detailed questionnaire for assessing participation of more statistically-representative sample of the              
many types of organizations involved; new tracking software for news media, social media, and website visits; and                 
plans for assessing actions taken by attendees of Quake Heroes events. We will also continue tracking of program                  
outputs (metrics) as listed in Section 4, tables 7-10, and assessment of the short-term outcomes listed in CEO                  
Accomplishments, Table 6. 

K-14 Earthquake Education Initiative (K14) 
This CEO focus area aims to improve earth science education in multiple learning environments, overall science                
literacy, and earthquake safety in schools and museums via three programs: Quake Heroes Educational Toolkit;               
Quake Catcher Network; and EarthConnections . See CEO Accomplishments, Table 12 for the annual short-term              
outcomes for each program, which combine together to achieve mid-term outcomes for the K14 focus area, which                 
then in turn indicate progress towards CEO long-term outcomes. 

In addition to these primary programs, SCEC also supports earth science education (primarily focused on earthquake                
topics) by participating with CGS and USGS at a joint booth at the California Science Teachers Association (CSTA)                  
annual conference and occasionally at the National Science Teachers Association annual conference. Earthquake             
science resources such as SCEC’s very popular Plate Tectonics Puzzle          
Map are distributed, SCEC internship programs and other opportunities are          
shared, and and all attendees are encouraged to participate in Great           
ShakeOut Earthquake Drills.  

K14-1: Quake Heroes Educational Toolkit  
This program is a counterpart of PEP-4, Quake Heroes Documentary. The           
film has been designed to deliver basic earthquake science and          
engineering concepts, in addition to raising awareness of what can happen           
in a major earthquake (which relatively few Americans have experienced,          
especially those that were born since the mid 1990s). To improve the ability for Quake Heroes to be shown in                    
high-school classes, a toolkit has been developed that features several simple earthquake science and engineering               
lessons and activities that correlate with each act of the film (allowing the film to be shown over several days, with a                      
lesson delivered each day). The toolkit will also include household preparedness guidance, and encourage schools to                
organize a Teen CERT (Community Emergency Response Teams) club at their school. State Farm has provided                
sponsorship support of this program for bringing the toolkits to Los Angeles Unified School District high schools,                 
which will be among the first to receive the toolkits. We hope to expand such sponsorships to deliver more free kits to                      
schools, however they also will be available for sale. 

2019 K14-1 Plans: 
● Distribute the initial Toolkits to LAUSD high schools and assess outcomes 
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● Develop a national toolkit for distribution for the Utah ShakeOut in April and all other states in October. 
● Expand the collection of materials available through the toolkit at  Quake Heroes  website. 

K14-2: Quake Catcher Network (QCN) 
SCEC, IRIS, and the USGS ShakeAlert Project science education initiative have built on QCN’s citizen science                
concept by installing the network’s low cost seismometers in over 200 educational institutions across 7 US States                 
including those currently served by ShakeAlert (Washington, California and Oregon). This includes more than 100               
schools in each West Coast state and Alaska, all being served by newly upgraded QCN servers located at USC. The                    
goal has been to establish several K-14 and free-choice learning (FCL) institutions (e.g. museums, park visitor                
centers, etc.) sensor stations around a local hub as a means to build long-term educational partnerships as part of                   
ShakeOut and by enriching educational experiences in formal and FCL environments. Sensors have also been               
installed in 14 schools and FCL institutions in the Central U.S. (in partnership with the Central U.S. Earthquake                  
Consortium), and in several Coachella Valley school districts (along the San Andreas fault). As described in the 2018                  
CEO Accomplishments section, the Coachella Valley “hub” is now part of a “tectonic” partnership with schools in                 
Anchorage (with recent expansion to Kodiak and the Kenai Peninsula) where QCN sensors were also installed, in                 
partnership with EarthScope’s Alaska Native Geoscience Learning Experience (ANGLE) program. 

While QCN has a long history as a citizen-science data-gathering tool for researchers, with the advent of smartphone                  
(Berkeley’s MyShake App) and other alternatives (OSOP’s Raspberry Shake) for citizen science, QCN partners have               
decided to focus primarily on formal and FCL institutions as QCN’s primary audience. Language on the QCN website                  
( QuakeCatcher.net ) inviting anyone to host a QCN site is being changed to reflect this focus, and will redirect                  
interested people to other initiatives. QCN will be focused as a real-time, hands-on, and accessible educational tool                 
for explaining place-based earthquake science in the classrooms and other learning venues. QCN sensor data shows                
the Earth's movement in three dimensions which helps students visualize and understand that when earthquakes               
occur, the energy is experienced in the form of waves. Educators can use QCN Live (software that allows learners to                    
see outputs in all three axes when the sensor is manipulated and the real-time QCN database to create lesson plans                    
centered around earthquakes, plate tectonics, and technology. 

2019 K14-2 Plans (in collaboration with IRIS and USGS): 
● Continue improvement of QCN server configuration and software, user management, data access, and             

visualization tools as part of major software update begun in 2018. 
● Continue revising the QCN website to better serve educational purposes, including interpretive resources for              

instructors and learners in schools, museums, and other FCL institutions. . 
● Work with other initiatives (MyShake, Raspberry Shake, Caltech’s Community Seismic Network, etc.) to             

develop opportunities for jointly reaching common goals. 
● Identify assessment tools (website use, surveys, etc.) for tracking K14-2 metrics and short-term outcomes.  
● Begin development of proposal for continued support to government or private sources. 

K14-3: EarthConnections  
For many years, SCEC worked with Professor Sally McGill (CSU San Bernardino) in support of summer GPS data                  
collection by teachers and students in the “Inland Empire” region of Southern California, as part of the NASA-funded                  
InSight Vital Signs of the Planet (VSP) Professional Development Program. VSP involved more than 30 teachers and                 
students in real-world research along with lesson plan development and presentation of posters at the SCEC Annual                 
Meeting. This partnership led to SCEC and Prof. McGill partnering together as one of 3 regional alliances of                  
EarthConnections , an NSF INCLUDES 2-year project to increase diversity in the geosciences led by InTeGrate and                
involving AGU, UNAVCO and IRIS. Since 2017 SCEC’s participation has been managed by Gabriela Noriega. The                
program develops pathways for high school, community college, and university students to explore career              
opportunities, including geology club joint activities, field trips, and meetings with geotechnical professionals and              
research scientists. Learn more at  https://serc.carleton.edu/earthconnections/regional_alliances/sanbernardino.html . 
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Because the national INCLUDES proposal for continuing EarthConnections was not successful, SCEC collaborated             
on a proposal to the NSF GEOPATHS solicitation with CSU San Bernardino and UC Riverside (and additional                 
community college and high school partners) for an expanded program that will now include a summer fieldwork                 
component along with career development opportunities, with connections with SCEC’s Experiential Learning and             
Career Advancement programs. If this proposal is not successful, the connections among the local partners are likely                 
to continue and perhaps a new proposal to INCLUDES or GEOPATHS in 2019 will be submitted. 

2019 K14-3 Plans: 
● Much depends on the status of our GEOPATHS proposal; if not successful we may still coordinate in some                  

way, to be determined 
● Develop opportunities for high school students to be exposed to earthquake research and geoscience              

career pathways 
● Connect with other SCEC institutions to discuss similar networks in other parts of Southern California. 

K14 Focus Area Year 3 Activities and Milestones 
SCEC5 CEO focus area milestones for the K-14 Education Initiative, listed in Table 16, represent major activity goals                  
and evaluation priorities for each year. 

Table 16. K14 Milestones Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
 Activity Milestones 

a  Initial Distribution of Quake Heroes Toolkits  X    
b  Completion of upgrade of QCN Server and expanded installations  X X   
c  Renewal of EarthConnections project (or related funding); expansion within SoCal   X   
d  Products and activities delivered, short-term outcomes achieved  X X X X  

 Evaluation Milestones 
e  Develop protocols for assessing mid-term K-14 outcomes  X    
f  Assess K-14 mid-term outcomes    X X X 
g  Document results from K-14 assessment, with progress towards long-term outcomes    X X 
h  Future K-14 activities and outcomes established      X 

In 2019 the rollout of the Quake Heroes Toolkit will be in full swing (a), the updates for QCN software tools will be                       
complete and additional educational installations will continue (b), and we are hopeful that a successful GEOPATHS                
proposal will allow the continued development of our EarthConnections Alliance activities (c). In Y3 these and other                 
products/activities will be linked together to better achieve both short-term (d). A Y3 milestone will be to assess                  
progress towards K-14 mid-term outcomes (f). We will also continue tracking of program outputs (metrics) as listed in                  
Section 4, tables 13-15, and assessment of the short-term outcomes listed in CEO Accomplishments, Table 12. 

Experiential Learning and Career Advancement (ELCA) 
This focus area works to increase diversity, retention, and career success in the             
scientific workforce and improve the application of earthquake science in policy           
and practice. SCEC/CEO’s manager of ELCA, Gabriela Noriega, coordinates two          
programs: Undergraduate Internship Programs and the Transitions Program        
launched in SCEC5. See CEO Accomplishments, Table 17 for the annual           
short-term outcomes for each program, which combine together to achieve          
mid-term outcomes for the ELCA focus area, which then in turn indicate progress             
towards CEO long-term outcomes. 

ELCA-1 Undergraduate Internship Programs 
The SCEC Experiential Learning and Career Advancement (ELCA) program         
enhances the competency and diversity of the STEM workforce by engaging           
students in research experiences at each stage of their academic careers and by             
providing leadership opportunities to students and early career scientists that          
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engage them in the SCEC Community. ELCA manages two undergraduate internship programs that involve over 30                
students each summer. Since 2002, over 1600 eligible applications have been submitted to the SCEC internship                
programs (at  scec.org/internships ). 

The flagship Undergraduate Studies in Earthquake Information Technology (UseIT) program brings together students             
from across the country to an NSF Research Experience for Undergraduates Site at USC. The eight-week program                 
develops programming skills while teaching the critical importance of collaboration for successful learning, scientific              
research and product development. Since 2002, 261 students have participated from more than 40 colleges and                
universities, including 24 interns in 2018 (Figure 16). The program is managed by Dr. Noriega with full-time in-lab                  
supervisor Jozi Pearson and the support of intern program alumni. Many of SCEC’s computational science staff as                 
well as other SCEC researchers actively participate in the program as mentors. UseIT interns tackle a scientific                 
“Grand Challenge” each year that involves developing software and resources for use by earthquake scientists or                
outreach professionals.  

SCEC’s Summer Undergraduate Research Experience (SURE) program places undergraduate students with SCEC            
scientists around the country to conduct primary research. More than 270 interns have participated since 1994, with                 
research projects spanning earthquake science, engineering, and education. In advance of the 2018 intern              
application process, a few changes were made to the funding and selection process to address complications of the                  
SCEC funding cycle. SURE internships now are awarded outside of SCEC’s funding cycle, with intern support fully                 
paid by SCEC and not dependent on whether SCEC scientists’ proposals were successfully funded. This previously                
delayed timing of notifications meant many qualified students had already accepted another internship by the time                
SCEC offers arrived. The SCEC5 base budget enables 3-4 students to participate in the SURE program each year.  

2019 ELCA-1 Plans: 
● Submission of a proposal to the NSF Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) program to continue               

UseIT for another three years. An external evaluator is already involved in reviewing 2018 (and prior)                
activities, which will provide useful feedback for preparing the proposal 

● Increase recruitment activities among local minority-serving institutions, including community colleges. 
● Expand graduate school preparation support and exposure to career pathways, for interns in both programs. 

ELCA-2 Transitions Program 
SCEC launched the Transitions Program in 2017 to provide junior          
members of the SCEC community with resources and mentoring         
across key career transitions (into graduate school, into industry,         
etc.), directing efforts to encourage and sustain careers in the          
geosciences and other STEM fields. At the 2017 SCEC Annual          
Meeting, ELCA hosted two breakfasts to connect early career         
attendees with peers and mentors to share experiences and develop          
strategies for navigating the transition from undergraduate to graduate school and from graduate school to               
professional career (within and outside of academia), and these breakfasts even more popular at the 2018 SCEC                 
Annual Meeting. In partnership with IRIS and UNAVCO, SCEC coordinated a similar activity as an AGU Seismology                 
& Geodesy Sections joint Early Career/Student Networking Luncheon at the 2018 AGU Fall Meeting. In 2019 such                 
partnerships will be expanded to include joint activities with individual SCEC institutions. 

2019 ELCA-2 Plans: 
● Mentor development: Focus on increasing mentor capacity by providing mentor development activities and             

training. Activities include mentor and mentee workshops and webinars. The topics will focus on mentoring               
in STEM and in particular geosciences with an emphasis in diversity and inclusivity. A Transitions Program                
Planning Group may involve mentors who participated in the SCEC Annual Meeting breakfasts. 

● Career development: Focus on early career and networking. Activities include Transitions Breakfast and             
Early Career workshops (i.e. AGU), as well as webinars (such as “HPC careers in earthquake science”)  
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● Scholarship & Research: Focus on supporting students’ research, travel, and graduate school efforts. Via an               
application process (twice a year?) students can apply for funds to travel to present their research, GRE fees                  
and training, and research stipends. We have also discussed summer “bridge” support for 1-2 students               
(depending on available funding) so they can arrive to graduate school and begin research early. 

● Assessment: Surveys will be expanded in 2019 to assess how these activities (and others to be introduced)                 
are increasing career readiness.  

● Website:  In 2019 we will launch a new ELCA page that will highlight the Transitions program. 
 

ELCA Focus Area Year 3 Activities and Milestones 
SCEC5 CEO focus area milestones for Experiential Learning and Career Advancement, listed in Table 20, represent                
major activity goals and evaluation priorities for each year. 

Table 20. ECLA Milestones Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 
 Activity Milestones 

a  Partnerships with new and existing institutions increase mentor, recruitment, and  
 resource capacities. 

 X X   

b  Longitudinal tracking processes show impact of ELCA programs  X X X X 
c  SCEC’s learning and career pathways advance diversity in geoscience education and  

 careers. 
 X X X X 

 Evaluation Milestones 
d  Develop protocols for assessing mid-term ELCA outcomes  X    
e  Assess ELCA mid-term outcomes    X X X 
f  Document results from ELCA assessment, with progress towards long-term outcomes    X X 
g  Future ELCA activities and outcomes established      X 

 

In 2019 partnerships with SCEC institutions and other partners (a) will increase our capacities to achieve ELCA                 
objectives Our longitudinal tracking processes (b) will show impact of ELCA programs (including the transitions               
program). External evaluation is underway based on post-internship surveys for 2018 to assess how SCEC’s learning                
and career pathways are advancing diversity in geoscience education and careers (c). Each of these evaluation                
structures are the protocols (d) for how we will assess mid-term ELCA outcomes (e). This is especially important for                   
UseIT this year, as 2019 is the final year of our current REU award, and a new proposal will be submitted in the Fall.                        
We will also continue tracking of program outputs (metrics) as listed in Section 4, tables 18 and 19, and assessment                    
of the short-term outcomes listed in CEO Accomplishments, Table 17. 
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Saturday, September 7 
09:00 - 17:00 Workshop: Operational Earthquake Forecasting during the Ridgecrest Sequence and CSEP2 

Progress,   Maximilian Werner, Warner Marzocchi, David Rhoades, Thomas Jordan, and Andy Michael 
(https://www.scec.org/workshops/2019/csep),  Plaza Ballroom D 

09:00 - 17:00 Workshop: SCEC Community Geodetic Model,   Michael Floyd, Gareth Funning, David Sandwell, Susan 
Owen, and David Bekaert  (https://www.scec.org/workshops/2019/cgm),  Plaza Ballroom B 

09:00 - 17:00 Workshop: SCEC Community Velocity Model Technical Activity Group,   Cliff Thurber 
(https://www.scec.org/workshops/2019/cvm),  Plaza Ballroom C 

Sunday, September 8 
07:00 - 17:00 SCEC Annual Meeting Registration & Check-In,   Hilton Lobby 

08:00 - 12:00 Workshop: Research Mentor Training,   Gabriela Noriega  (https://www.scec.org/workshops/2019/mentors), 
Palm Canyon Room 

08:30 - 12:30 Workshop: Evaluation of Seismic Hazard Models with Fragile Geologic Features,   Mark Stirling and 
Mike Oskin  (https://www.scec.org/workshops/2019/fgf),  Horizon Ballroom 

13:00 - 17:00 Workshop: Empower Yourself for Public Speaking Opportunities,   Jason Ballmann and Mark Benthien 
(https://www.scec.org/workshops/2019/communications),  Palm Canyon Room 

15:00 - 16:30 Workshop: NSF-USGS Coordination on July 4-5, 2019 Earthquake Sequence,   Kate Scharer and Luciana 
Astiz  (https://www.scec.org/workshops/2019/nehrp),  Horizon Ballroom 

15:00 - 17:00 Poster Set-Up,   Plaza Ballroom 
 
17:00 - 18:00 Welcome Social,   Hilton Lobby and Plaza Ballroom 
 
18:00 - 19:00 Distinguished Speaker Presentation,   Horizon Ballroom 

Steven Day’s academic degrees are from USC (BS 1971) and UC San Diego (PhD              
1977). From 1977-1987 he was a Senior Research Scientist and Program Manager at             
S-Cubed, Inc, in San Diego, where much of his research employed nonlinear            
computational mechanics to investigate the coupling of underground explosions and          
earthquakes into the seismic wavefield. He was Professor of Seismology at San            
Diego State University from 1988 to 2015, with principal research interests in            
computational seismology, earthquake physics, and strong ground motion simulation.         
He has also worked and published in the areas of explosion and treaty-verification             
seismology, numerical methods, and crustal structure of US/Mexico border region. His           
most recent research focuses on the dynamics of rupture in the presence of fault              

geometrical complexities coupled to dynamically weakened friction laws, and the implications for seismic             
excitation. He has also been a consultant on earthquake- and forensic-seismology matters to a number of                
governmental bodies and private companies. 

Beyond elasticity in ground motion simulations,   Steve Day 

Traditionally, numerical simulation of strong motion has been based upon a conceptualization of ground              
motion as a product of separate source, path, and site factors. This approximation is often a very useful                  
fiction for earthquakes of modest magnitude, and even advanced applications such as CyberShake invoke it               
to good effect. Over the past 15 years, however, computational resources have grown sufficiently to enable                
SCEC scientists (and others) to simulate large (>M7) southern California earthquakes at high resolution (i.e.,               
sufficient to resolve sedimentary basin structure at sub-km scale). As a result, it has become clear that this                  
decoupled source/path/site viewpoint is untenable for large events in complex geological environments such             
as southern California. Instead, simulations strongly suggest that structural complexity, rupture dynamics,            
propagation path and local site response can couple strongly, both linearly and nonlinearly. A consequence               
is that nonlinear rock deformation may significantly impact ground motions in ways that differ fundamentally               
from the traditional engineering understanding of nonlinearity as a shallow site response. On a practical level,                
this emerging understanding has a number of implications: (i) Nonlinearity may modify ground motion              
amplitudes at much longer period than previously supposed. (ii) Forward directivity in large events is               
significantly modified by path complexity as well as by both near-source and along-path nonlinearity, and               
these effects require a fully coupled treatment. (iii) Nonlinearity in numerical models moderates anomalous              
extremes of ground motion predictions and can improve the robustness of our predictive capability. (iv)               
Simulation methodologies for which a linear source/path/site decomposition is fundamentally baked in, such             
as CyberShake, may need to reassess their treatment of large events. CyberShake, in particular, is limited to                 
elastodynamic simulations due to its site-oriented Green’s tensor computational approach. A possible path             
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forward would be to perform fully nonlinear simulations for those events that are flagged as having                
anomalously large residuals in CyberShake disaggregations. 

19:00 - 21:00 Welcome Dinner,   Hilton Poolside 

19:00 - 21:00 Leadership Meeting: SCEC Advisory Council,   Palm Canyon Room 

21:00 - 22:30 Poster Session,   Plaza Ballroom 

Monday, September 9  
07:00 - 17:00 SCEC Annual Meeting Registration & Check-In,   Hilton Lobby 

07:00 - 08:30 Breakfast,  Hilton Poolside 

07:00 - 08:30 SCEC Transitions Program Breakfast,   Tapestry Room 

SCEC’s Office of Experiential Learning and Career Advancement (ELCA) is hosting its 3rd annual Transitions               
Program Breakfast Club meeting. Join fellow student and early-career peers and learn from senior SCEC               
scientists from a range of fields and sectors. The senior scientists will provide a short introduction and then                  
answer questions about career pathways and opportunities over breakfast. The goal of these meetups is to                
provide a platform for early career attendees to connect with mentors for the purpose of discussing pathways                 
in earthquake science careers. These networking opportunities are intended for anyone starting, pursuing,             
building, or transitioning into an earthquake science career. (www.scec.org/workshops/2019/transitions) 

 
08:30 - 10:10 Plenary Session 1:  “Changing of the Guard”   The State of SCEC,   Horizon Ballroom 

Moderators: John Shaw, Judi Chester 

08:30 Welcome and State of the Center (Yehuda Ben-Zion) 

08:50 Remarks from the National Science Foundation (Maggie Benoit) 

09:00 Remarks from the U.S. Geological Survey (Mike Blanpied) 

09:10 Remarks from the Pacific Gas & Electric Company (Albert Kottke) 

09:15 Remarks from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (Bill Blanton) 

09:20 SCEC Communication, Education, & Outreach Highlights (Mark Benthien) 

09:35 SCEC Science Accomplishments (Greg Beroza and Christine Goulet) 

 

10:10 - 10:30 Break 

10:30 - 12:00 Plenary Session 2:  “A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall”   How Should We Prepare for and Respond to Large 
Earthquakes in Southern California?   Horizon Ballroom   
Moderators: Mike Oskin, Kate Scharer 

10:30 What the “L”? Unraveling (and Responding to) the 2019 Ridgecrest, California, Earthquake Sequence, 
Susan E. Hough and The Ridgecrest Response Team 

The 2019 Ridgecrest, California, earthquake sequence included a M6.4 event on 4 July and a M7.1 ~34                 
hours later. The two earthquakes occurred over a holiday weekend and had surface ruptures mostly within a                 
high-security Navy base, which posed challenges for scientific response. I give a brief overview of the                
USGS/SCEC/Caltech response to the sequence, including fieldwork undertaken to map surface rupture            
within the base. Challenges notwithstanding, the response was facilitated by response exercises undertaken             
by the USGS Pasadena in spring, 2018, including exercising newly developed protocols to develop talking               
points. While several factors complicated the response to the Ridgecrest sequence, one key factor made the                
response much easier than it might have been: the limited toll taken by the earthquakes on life and property.                   
The earthquakes did cause damage in the town of Trona, and possibly claimed one life in Nevada; damage                  
was ,however, in the nearby town of Ridgecrest (pop. 28,000), and overall losses were far lower than would                  
have occurred from comparable earthquakes in a more densely populated part of California. I also discuss                
briefly the factors that may have controlled near-field ground motions. The M6.4 and M7.1 earthquakes were                
recorded by 12 instruments within 40 km of the ruptures. These data can be supplemented by macroseismic                 
data, including conventional intensities and displaced rocks, to characterize near-field ground motions from             
the M6.4 and M7.1. Near-field shaking intensities from both events were generally below MMI 9, with three                 
concentrations of locally high (MMI 9-10+) values along the M7.1 mainshock rupture. Relative to near-field               
ground motions at hard-rock sites, instrumental ground motions at alluvial near-field sites were depleted in               
energy at frequencies higher than 2-3 Hz. Within 20 km, shaking intensities from the M7.1 were also higher                  
than intensities from the M6.4 by only about 0.5 intensity units, rather than 1.3 units as predicted by the                   
regional Intensity Prediction Equation. We discuss the factors that can account for these observations,              
including source effects and site effects. Both the macroseismic and instrumental observations suggest that              
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sediments in the Indian Wells Valley experienced a pervasively non-linear response, which could help explain               
why shaking intensities and damage in the closest population center, Ridgecrest, were relatively modest              
given its proximity to the earthquake. 

11:00 Scott J. Brandenberg and GEER Reconnaissance Team,  Scott J. Brandenberg and the GEER 
Reconnaissance Team 

The Ridgecrest Earthquake sequence included a foreshock event on July 4 2019 (M6.4) and a M7.1                
mainshock event on July 5 2019. These events occurred in the Eastern California Shear Zone, near Indian                 
Wells Valley, south of China Lake and west of Searles Valley. The Geotechnical Extreme Events               
Reconnaissance (GEER) Association formed a team led by Jonathan Stewart who partnered with several              
organizations to collect perishable data and document the important impacts of these events, including the               
US Geological Survey, the California Geological Survey, the US Navy, the Southern California Earthquake              
Center, and local utilities. Critical geotechnical features of this event are extensive left-lateral (M6.4 event)               
and right-lateral (M7.1 event) surface ruptures over fault segments of variable complexity and width as well                
as across extensional and compressive step-over zones. We also document lifeline performance at fault              
crossings (gas, water, electrical), mainshock slip and afterslip, liquefaction and lateral spreading features,             
and liquefaction effects on structures. These effects are documented using field (ground) mapping and aerial               
imagery that will support subsequent development of high-resolution digital elevation models. Over 1200             
ground motions were recorded from the foreshock and mainshock alone, with many additional aftershock              
records. The data demonstrate significant impacts of site response and rupture directivity on ground motion               
attributes. 

11:30 Several insights from a decade of earthquake reconnaissance and response in New Zealand, 
Brendon A. Bradley 

The 22 years from 1987 – 2009 was a forgotten period in the public eye for earthquake events in New                    
Zealand. Contrastingly, the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquakes and 2016 Kāikoura earthquake caused acute            
and chronic impacts on the economic and social fabric of New Zealand. In total, 10 individual earthquake                 
events in the past decade caused appreciable damage, requiring regional or national states of emergency to                
be declared. 

Coordinated national scientific reconnaissance and response, with strong international collaboration, has           
been an essential element through these events and this presentation attempts to convey several insights               
from first-hand experience throughout such endeavors, which revolve around three themes: 

(i) Logistical challenges - avoiding over-exposure of stakeholders and affected parties, coordination            
mechanisms for low-impact events do not extrapolate easily to high-impact events, and the challenges of               
unforeseen data access restrictions; 

(ii) Public and professional engagement opportunity –complacency, engagement across disciplinary          
boundaries, and the tension of scientific uncertainty vs. timely science-informed decision making; 

(iii) Technological transformations in reconnaissance – near-real time impact assessment, remote sensing            
and machine learning, the irreplaceable value of first-hand observation for scientific understanding and             
intrinsic motivation. 

12:00 - 13:30 Lunch,  Terrace Restaurant, Tapestry Room, and Poolside 

 
13:30 - 15:00 Plenary Session 3:  “Like a Rolling Stone”   What is A Fault (Zone)?   Horizon Ballroom 

Moderators: Nadia Lapusta, Cliff Thurber 

What is a Fault Zone - inferences from stress state,  Greg Hirth 

When I was invited to help convene a panel discussion on the question “What is a fault zone?” my immediate                    
reaction was to think of a Scholz/Sibson style synoptic model of a strike slip fault that extends from to surface                    
to beneath the brittle-ductile transition. Through my own work on topics related to the brittle-ductile transition,                
I am convinced that rocks from many deforming regions support stresses in the range of 100 MPa (based on                   
observations of microstructures in rocks exhumed from the brittle-ductile transition, extrapolation of lab data,              
measurements of stresses in boreholes, and larger scale geodynamic constraints). At this same time, I               
acknowledge the wide range of observations that don’t mesh well with a the decades-old view of a fault zone                   
rheology based on “Byerlee friction” in the seismogenic zone and a transition to dislocation creep at higher                 
temperature (e.g., heat flow anomalies, triggered LFEs at the base of the crust, subduction zone seismicity,                
the lack of a clear depth dependence to estimated earthquake stress drops). As part of the discussion, we                  
will urge us all to consider how understanding fault zone structures at different scales and tectonic                
environments (from the surface through the lithosphere), and the mechanical processes that form them, can               
be used to constrain these problems and potentially resolve apparent discrepancies. 
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What is a FZ? Spatial and temporal variations in crustal fault zone structure and associated 
properties,  Thomas M. Mitchell 

Crustal fault zones (FZ) have been studied by field geologists, seismologists and experimentalists for              
decades. In a FZ, fault slip is hosted in a narrow fault core, surrounded by a fracture damage zone of variable                     
size up to 100s of metres in width. This damage is accrued by a combination of quasistatic and coesismic                   
processes. With increasing displacement and fault maturity, FZs increase both size and complexity, due to               
overprinting of incremental damage. Fracture damage in FZs imparts a fundamental control on earthquakes.              
Firstly, FZs rocks are generally more permeable than intact rocks, and hence play a key role in the migration                   
of crustal fluids. Damaged rocks have reduced elastic moduli, cohesion and yield strength resulting in               
reduced elastic wave velocity, causing attenuation and potentially non-linear wave propagation effects during             
ruptures. The amount and spatial variation of these reductions can directly modify rupture dynamics, leading               
to the generation of slip pulses that can accelerate the transition to supershear rupture. Significant reductions                
of velocity within a FZ results in the structures trapping seismic waves that can continuously perturb stresses                 
on the fault during earthquakes. Finally, the dynamic generation of damage as the rupture propagates can                
itself influence the dynamics of rupture propagation; by increasing energy dissipation, modulating the rupture              
velocity and modifying the size of the earthquake, changing the efficiency of weakening mechanisms such as                
thermal pressurisation of pore fluids, and even generating additional seismic waves. All of these effects imply                
that a feedback exists between the damage imparted immediately after rupture propagation, at the early               
stages of fault slip, and the effects of that damage on subsequent ruptures dynamics. To complicate matters,                 
with increased pressure and temperature at depth, the structure, mechanical, and hydraulic characteristics of              
a FZ are subject to constant change (e.g. healing and/or sealing) during the seismic cycle as the fault                  
evolves. Additionally, the structure and physical properties of damage depends not only on fault maturity, but                
also on the scale of observation. 

I will discuss the state-of-the-art of our understanding of FZ structure, with aim to lead discussion on the                  
feedbacks of FZ structure on earthquake dynamics and what length scales, physical and hydrological              
properties are relevant when modelling ruptures, and what are the key gaps in our knowledge. 

What is a fault zone? A perspective from beneath the brittle-ductile transition,  Elena Miranda 

The term “fault zone” evokes an image of a localized, brittle feature that we associate with seismicity or creep                   
in tectonically active regions. However, when we broaden our perspective to characterize the fault zones that                
comprise plate boundaries, we must also consider the shear zones that extend down-dip from brittle faults,                
beneath the brittle-ductile transition. The vicinity of the brittle-ductile transition is an important region where               
down-dip propagation of rupture can induce brittle deformation in rocks otherwise deforming by crystal plastic               
deformation. Conversely, the high stresses (~100-150 MPa) inferred from ductile rocks at the base of the                
brittle-ductile transition may also promote the critical loading of weak faults above the brittle-ductile transition.               
The degree to which temporal and spatial variations in brittle and ductile deformation can promote vertical                
linkage between fault zones and shear zones is therefore important for characterizing lithospheric-scale             
discontinuities like plate boundaries. In this panel discussion, I offer a summary of key features of shear                 
zones both in the vicinity of the brittle-ductile transition and in the lower crust, and I emphasize the use of field                     
observations and microstructural analysis of naturally deformed rocks in investigating shear zones. I also              
highlight a number of research questions that motivate future interdisciplinary work: 1) what are the unique                
structures in the rock record that are produced by the full range of fault slip behavior, 2) how do we quantify                     
the rheology of rocks that undergo non-steady-state co-seismic deformation at the BDT, and 3) are the                
structures resulting from steady-state and transient deformation distinct from each other, and how can we               
discern them in naturally deformed rocks? 

Fault behavior at and near Earth's surface,  Johanna (Josie) Nevitt 

The question of “What is a fault zone?” in Earth’s shallow crust (<1 km depth) remains open-ended. In                  
addition to expanding our knowledge of fundamental fault processes, answering this question has practical              
ramifications for hazard models, including the development of Probabilistic Fault Displacement Hazard            
Analyses in a physics-based framework, and the integration of slip rates into the Uniform California               
Earthquake Rupture Forecast and the USGS National Seismic Hazard Map. 

The knowledge gap surrounding shallow fault processes stems largely from a historic lack of              
spatially-coherent geodetic data close to active faults, combined with an incomplete mechanical description             
of the weakly- to un- consolidated materials typically found near Earth’s surface. Recent and ongoing               
advances in geodetic imaging techniques are allowing us to accurately quantify near-fault deformation with              
unprecedented spatial resolution, often revealing a zone of distributed shearing (i.e., “off-fault deformation”)             
that is more complex than originally assumed. By combining near-field geodetic data with geological              
observations, fault zone drilling, shallow geophysical imaging, laboratory analysis, and mechanical modeling,            
we are now well-positioned to tackle a number of research questions regarding fault zone structure and                
behavior in the shallow crust, including: 
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(1) How do earthquake ruptures reach Earth’s surface? This includes the question of how fault behavior                
changes as the principal slip surface breaks down to echelon, mixed-mode (i.e., Riedel-type) fractures, along               
with the enigma of rupture deceleration and arrest in the very shallow crust (<50 m depth). 

(2) Is the vertical distribution of fault slip uniform from the shallow crust up to Earth’s surface, or is there a                     
systematic reduction of shallow fault slip? 

(3) What is the relationship between compliant damage zones surrounding shallow faults and the distribution               
of shear deformation at Earth’s surface? 

(4) What micro- and meso-scale mechanisms contribute to fault zone deformation and what is the               
appropriate rheological description? 

Answering these questions will require multi-disciplinary collaboration across the earthquake science           
community and will constitute a big step forward in our understanding of fundamental fault processes and the                 
associated hazards. 

 

15:00 - 17:00 Poster Session 

15:00 “Every Grain of Sand”   Lightning Talks  (series of presentations from SCEC Community),  Horizon Ballroom 

15:30 Poster Viewing,   Plaza Ballroom 

 

15:00 - 18:00 Leadership Meeting: SCEC CEO Planning Committee,   Palm Canyon Room 

19:00 - 21:00 SCEC Honors Banquet,   Grand Ballroom at Hotel Zoso 

21:00 - 22:30 Poster Session,   Plaza Ballroom 

Tuesday, September 10  
07:00 - 08:30 Breakfast,  Hilton Poolside 

08:30 - 10:00 Plenary Session 4:  “All Along the Watchtower”   What are the New Advances in Step-Out Monitoring 
Technology?   Horizon Ballroom 
Moderators: Jamie Steidl, Elizabeth Cochran 

08:30 Crossing the shoreline with DAS: Photonic seismology in Monterey Bay using the MARS cable, 
Nate Lindsey, T. Craig Dawe, and Jonathan Ajo-Franklin 

Emerging fiber-optic sensing technology coupled to existing subsea telecommunications cables can provide            
access to unprecedented seafloor observations of both ocean and solid earth phenomena. During March              
2018, we conducted a Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) measurement campaign along a buried fiber-optic              
cable typically used for data transfer to and from a scientific cabled observatory offshore Monterey Bay,                
called the Monterey Accelerated Research System (MARS) node. During a 4-day period of MARS node               
maintenance the MARS cable was repurposed as an evenly-spaced ~10,000-component, 20-kilometer-long           
DAS array. Full wavefield observation of a M3.4 earthquake that occurred 45-km inland near Gilroy, CA                
illuminated multiple recently-mapped and previously unmapped submarine fault zones, which were observed            
to slow the propagating wavefront and act as point scatterers reradiating body-wave energy as Scholte               
waves. In the shallow water of the MARS cable (h<100m), dominant noise (f~0.1-0.3 Hz) was found to match                  
the predicted seafloor pressure field induced by shoaling ocean surface waves, otherwise known as the               
primary ocean microseism. DAS amplitudes track sea state dynamics during a storm cycle in the Northern                
Pacific, correlating with features of local bay buoy and onshore broadband seismometer data streams. We               
also observed secondary microseisms (f~0.5-2 Hz). Decomposing the incoming and outgoing wavefield            
components of the primary microseism noise we validated the Longuet-Higgins-Hasselmann theory that            
bi-directional ocean wind-waves setup by the coast reflection undergo nonlinear wave mixing to cause the               
secondary microseisms, even when the outgoing energy is only 1% of the incoming energy. We observe                
additional noise patterns at higher and lower frequencies that are consistent with previous point sensor               
observations of post-low-tide tidal bores (f~1-5 Hz), storm-induced sediment transport (f~0.8-10 Hz),            
infragravity waves (f=0.01-0.05 Hz), and breaking internal waves (f~0.001 Hz). The number of geophysical              
interactions observed over this brief four-day dark fiber recording evidences the introduction of an important               
new technique for seafloor science. 

 

09:00 Recent observations and new frontiers in seafloor geodesy,   Noel Bartlow 

In recent years, a number of multi-instrument seafloor geodesy deployments have been successfully carried              
out in Japan, New Zealand, Cascadia, Alaska, and elsewhere using both GNSS-Acoustic (GNSS-A) and              
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Absolute Pressure Gauge (APG) instruments. GNSS-A instruments measure horizontal displacements to           
within 1-2 cm, while APGs are used to measure vertical displacements within similar precision, albeit with                
long-term drift. In Japan, GNSS-A instruments recorded critical near-trench displacements following the 2011             
Tohoku-oki earthquake (Sato et al., 2011), and more recently GNSS-A has been used to constrain the                
shallow locking in the Nankai subduction zone (Yokota et al., 2016). In New Zealand, the Hikurangi Ocean                 
Bottom Investigation of Tremor and Slow Slip (HOBITSS) array of APG instruments recorded a slow slip                
event (SSE) in 2014. The APG recordings imply that slip appears to propagate to within ~2 km of the                   
seafloor, although it isn’t possible to say whether or not it went to the trench (Wallace et al., 2016).                   
Additionally, the APG data tighten the overall range of plausible slip potency in the 2014 SSE (Yohler et al.,                   
2019). In Cascadia and Alaska, recent deployments of GNSS-A instruments will be used to constrain shallow                
locking. Early data from the Cascadia GNSS-A instruments are consistent with strong near-trench locking              
(Chadwell et al., AGU fall meeting 2018). Multiple experiments are currently underway in New Zealand to                
acquire a variety of seafloor and subseafloor geodetic data, targeted at investigating slow slip and locking on                 
the Hikurangi subduction zone. New advances in GNSS-A and APG technology, including the use of wave                
gliders, have brought costs down enabling wider use of these instruments. Multiple techniques have been               
developed to create self-calibrating APG instruments which reduce long-term drift significantly (Sasagawa et             
al., 2013; Sasagawa et al;, 2018; Wilcock et al., AGU fall meeting 2018). Additional types of seafloor geodetic                  
instruments are also in development, including optical fiber strainmeters (Zumberge et al., 2018). This talk               
will give an overview of these recent deployments, the recent technological advances in seafloor geodetic               
instrumentation, future directions, and community engagement aimed at expanding the number of            
researchers with access to these instruments. 

09:30 Group Discussion 

 

10:00 - 10:30 Break 

10:30 - 12:00 Plenary Session 5:  “Chimes of Freedom”   What Mechanisms Contribute to Earthquake Initiation, 
Triggering, and Forecasting?   Horizon Ballroom 
Moderators: Morgan Page, Max Werner 

10:30 Spatiotemporal Evolution Pattern of Seismicity across California-Nevada and Its Implication for 
Future Large Earthquakes,  Yuehua Zeng 

Rock mechanics studies and dynamic earthquake simulations show patterns of seismicity evolving with time              
through (1) accumulation phase, (2) localization phase, and (3) rupture phase. We observe a similar pattern                
of changes in seismicity during the past century across California and Nevada. To quantify these changes,                
we correlate GPS strain rates with seismicity. We find small and large earthquakes display different modes of                 
behavior with time. While large earthquakes (M>6.5) were located within regions of highest strain rates,               
mostly along the San Andreas and other major California faults, small earthquakes (M≥4) showed strong               
spatiotemporal variation. For example, from 1933 to the late 1980s, earthquakes (M≥4) were more diffused               
and broadly distributed in both high and low strain rate regions (accumulation phase), particularly across the                
northern Walker Lane and further into a broad central and western Nevada region because of the stress                 
shadows from the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. There were also significant increases in seismic activity               
along the central California creeping section to reduce the slip deficit from the 1906 and 1857 earthquakes                 
that ruptured the northern and southern San Andreas segments of the section, respectively. From the late                
1980s to present, seismicity has become more concentrated within the current high strain rate areas along                
the major fault strands (localization phase). During the same time period, the rate of large events (M>6.5)                 
also increased significantly in the high strain rate areas, including the recent M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake               
occurred in the East California Shear Zone. The strong correlation between current strain rate and the later                 
period of seismicity suggests that the strain rate has evolved with time. We conclude that as the stress field                   
has evolved out of the stress shadow of the last major earthquake, and seismicity and strain refocused on the                   
major fault systems, California may have entered into a localization phase of its earthquake cycle which                
suggests increased seismic activity for large earthquakes. 

11:00 Foreshocks and aftershocks on geometrically complex faults,   Camilla Cattania, Sebastian Hainzl, and 
Paul Segall 

Faults are geometrically heterogeneous across a wide range of scales: faults systems present multiple              
orientations, and single faults are fractal surfaces. I will present numerical studies highlighting the role of                
geometrical complexity in two types of seismic sequences: aftershocks on a regional fault network, and               
foreshocks during nucleation on a single fault. 

In spite of the popularity of the Coulomb stress hypothesis for aftershock triggering, its predictive power has                 
been questioned. Coulomb-based forecasts have performed poorly compared to statistical ones, largely due             
to the occurrence of aftershocks in areas of negative stress changes (stress shadows). We consider models                
coupling static stress changes and the Dieterich (1994) seismicity-rate theory. We show that variability in               
receiver fault orientation plays a first order role in the spatio-temporal distribution of aftershocks, and virtually                
suppresses stress shadows in the early part of the sequence. Accounting for variable receiver fault               
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orientation systematically improves model performance, as confirmed by formal testing carried out by the              
Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP). These results provide encouraging evidence             
for the predictive power of Coulomb-based models. 

On the other hand, the physical mechanism driving foreshocks remains controversial, with two contrasting              
views: 1. foreshocks are driven by the aseismic nucleation process; 2. foreshocks occur as a cascade, with                 
each event triggered by the previous ones, eventually triggering the mainshock. We consider seismic cycles               
on rate-state faults with fractal roughness, modeled with a 2-D pseudo-dynamic code. Roughness leads to a                
rich slip behavior, with widespread creep and microseismicity intensifying prior to the mainshock. These              
processes are well explained by spatial variations in normal stress due to roughness. Most microseismicity               
occurs during nucleation; in this phase, creep acceleration leads to seismicity rates increasing as 1/t, where t                 
is the time to the mainshock, in agreement with the simulated catalog and with reported foreshocks. The                 
relative location of the foreshocks is consistent with static stress triggering, and so is the presence of                 
earthquake clusters deviating from the 1/t prediction. However, accelerating creep releases most of the              
moment, indicating that foreshocks aren't directly triggering the mainshock, but rather responding to a              
predominantly aseismic nucleation process. 

11:30 Group Discussion 

 

12:00 - 13:30 Lunch,  Terrace Restaurant, Tapestry Room, and Poolside 

13:30 - 15:00 Plenary Session 6:  “I Shall Be Released”   How Do We Merge Multi-Scale and Resolution to Better 
Characterize Earthquake Behavior?   Horizon Ballroom 
Moderators: Roland Bürgmann, Bridget Smith-Konter 

13:30 Multi-scale and multi-physics modeling of puzzling earthquake dynamics,  Alice-Agnes Gabriel 

Physics-based earthquake scenarios using modern numerical methods and hardware specific computational           
optimizations can shed light on the dynamics, and severity, of earthquake behavior. This is specifically useful                
in tectonic settings which are currently underrepresented in operational seismic or tsunami hazard             
assessment, as well as for bridging scales from subduction zones to geo-reservoirs. Additionally, exploiting              
expected exascale computing infrastructure will allow to go beyond scenario-driven approaches. 

I will present recent examples of physics-driven interpretations that can be integrated synergistically with              
established data-driven efforts. A preferred model of the 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaikoura, New Zealand earthquake               
yields a rupture cascade across apparently weak crustal faults by combining observational constraints with              
mechanical viability. Bayesian dynamic source inversion of the 2016 Central Italy sequence allows             
subsequent analysis of the posterior samples to infer stable features of the results and their uncertainties.                
Modeling how faults slip requires, in general, numerical methods which are capable of spanning a large                
range of spatial and temporal scales. In addition, pronounced geometric and rheological complexity needs to               
be accounted for. However, initializing such models with self-consistent fault and surface geometry, fault              
stress and rheology, fluid pressures and subsurface lithology is challenging. This can be overcome in coupled                
frameworks such as developed in the ASCETE project connecting subduction dynamics over millions of              
years, seismic cycling and earthquake dynamics down to fractions of a second, as well as tsunami                
propagation and inundation. 
 

14:00 Rheology of Southern California from Mineral to Regional Scale,  Laurent G. Montesi, Kristel Izquierdo, 
Kali L. Allison, William E. Holt, Alireza Bahadori, Greg Hirth, William Shinevar, and Michael E. Oskin 

The stresses that load faults to rupture and trigger earthquakes have their origin in the global dynamics of our                   
planet. Mantle convection and plate motion results in a far-field loading at regional scale, locally modified by                 
topography, magmatic intrusion, static and dynamic stress transfer, groundwater, passing seismic waves, and             
probably a myriad of other phenomena. Understanding how these stress sources influence each fault              
requires a good knowledge of the rheology of the rocks both inside and between fault zones. We focus here                   
on understanding how geological complexity and heterogeneity influences rock rheology, particularly in the             
ductile regime. 

The wealth of datasets available over Southern California, many of which collected under the auspices of                
SCEC, makes it possible to develop a first-order view of various tectonic domains and the generic rock types                  
present at depth. Mixing relations that utilize estimates of mineral assemblages in each rock type and                
experimentally calibrated flow laws provide rough estimates of rheology, strength, and effective viscosity and              
how it varies with depth and throughout the region. These estimates may be used in regional-scale numerical                 
models to evaluate stress transfer, for example, but they must first be tested and evaluated against                
independent observations. For example, we discuss how integrated strength or equivalently depth-averaged            
viscosity varies throughout Southern California. Comparison with semi-independently derived estimates of           
these quantities based on geodynamic analysis shows a general qualitative agreement, but with important              
differences. For example, rheological estimates generally imply a stronger lithosphere than geodynamics            
estimates and a greater spatial variability in effectivity viscosity. This implies that strength reduction is a                
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common phenomenon throughout the region. In the downdip continuation of seismogenic faults, the origin of               
strength reduction may be grain size reduction and fabric development. In the blocks that separate the faults,                 
it is more likely that stress level is insufficient to reach the maximum strength envelope assumed in this study.                   
In that case, rheology cannot be estimated independently from stress. Our work highlights the importance of                
including geological complexity when considering lithospheric strength and also the limitation of traditional             
strength envelope approach. 

14:30 Discussion 

 

15:00 - 17:00 Poster Session 

15:00 “Every Grain of Sand”   Lightning Talks  (series of presentations from SCEC Community),  Horizon Ballroom 

15:30 Poster Viewing,   Plaza Ballroom 

 

19:00 - 21:00 Group Dinner,   Poolside 

21:00 - 22:30 Poster Session,   Plaza Ballroom 

Wednesday, September 12  
07:00 - 08:30 Breakfast,  Hilton Poolside 

07:00 - 08:30 Leadership Meeting: SCEC Planning Committee,   Palm Canyon Room 

07:00 - 08:30 Leadership Meeting: SCEC Board of Directors,   Tapestry Room 

 
08:30 - 10:00 Plenary Session 7:  “Señor”   What are the Boundaries of the SCEC Natural Laboratory?   Horizon 

Ballroom 
Moderators: Ramon Arrowsmith, Andrea Donnellan 

08:30 Mysteries of the Deep: Faulting in the offshore California Continental Borderlands,   Jillian M. Maloney 

Despite recent seismic activity and decades of geophysical mapping, there is still much to learn about the                 
offshore faults of the California Continental Borderlands. Namely, fault geometry, slip rates, and paleoseismic              
records are poorly constrained. Although lower slip rates (1-2 mm/yr) are estimated for most offshore faults,                
their potential hazard to southern California, where much of the population lives in coastal regions, should not                 
be overlooked. In addition to direct hazard from seismic shaking, coastal areas can be prone to liquefaction,                 
and offshore faulting has the potential to generate tsunami from either dip slip movement or triggering of                 
submarine landslides. Given the complex nature of faulting in the region, one of the major unresolved                
questions is: how continuous is slip across multiple strands? For example, recent mapping and modeling               
have shown that the major coastal fault in the region, the Newport-Inglewood - Rose Canyon fault zone, has                  
the potential to produce a M7.3 earthquake if it ruptures along the entire offshore length from San Diego to                   
Los Angeles. Other onshore paleoseismic data suggests a cascading series of earthquakes from south to               
north along the fault system. However, there exist no paleoseismic data for the offshore fault segments to test                  
these hypotheses. There are many difficulties associated with offshore fault studies, including a lack of               
outcrop and trenching scale studies and a limited seismic network. Even with these difficulties, an investment                
in research on California Continental Borderlands fault systems could greatly improve hazard assessments             
for the region, especially by constraining fault geometry and connectivity. Furthermore, although the majority              
of the motion between the Pacific and North American plates is accommodated on faults to the east, a better                   
understanding of offshore faults would provide a more complete picture of the mechanics, geometry, and               
evolution of the plate boundary. This talk will highlight the significance of the Borderlands for fault hazard                 
assessment in southern California. 

09:00 Active faulting south of the border; the other half of the big bend domain of the Pacific-North 
American plate margin,  John M. Fletcher, Alejandro Gonzalez-Ortega, Thomas K. Rockwell, Peter O. Gold, 
and Michael E. Oskin 

The central portion of the Pacific-North American plate margin known as the Big Bend domain (BBD)                
contains kinematically and geometrically diverse arrays of faults that accommodate the transfer of shearing              
from the Gulf of California to more widely distributed belts in the north including the coastal region of                  
California, Walker Lane and Great Basin. It turns out that an international border divides this interesting                
domain and artificially separates faults of the SCEC natural laboratory from their close family members in                
northern Baja California. In this talk we will present an overview of on-going multidisciplinary studies in the                 
BBD. The great diversity of faulting in the BBD allows researchers to evaluate the factors that affect regional                  
stress and directions of fault slip including (1) relative slip of lithospheric plates, (2) topographic gradients and                 
(3) the regional partitioning of transtensional and transpressional slip components. Geologic studies            
demonstrate that the BBD is a geodynamically active region where pronounced decelerations of slip on well                
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established faults like the southern San Andreas are compensated by the Plio-Pleistocene birth of new faults                
(e.g., San Jacinto, Elsinore, San Miguel Vallecitos, Agua Blanca faults) as well as the dramatic acceleration                
of slip on others (e.g., Laguna Salada, Cañada David and San Pedro Martir faults). These changes in the                  
patterns of long-term slip rate imply important changes in boundary conditions, applied stress and              
lithospheric rheology throughout the BBD. Within the BBD, plate-margin shearing changes from transtension             
in the south to dominantly transpression in the north. Both shear regimes require three-dimensional strain,               
which can only be accommodated by networks of intersecting faults with diverse orientations and slip               
directions. Recent multifault earthquakes like the 2010 Mw7.2 Mayor Cucapah event demonstrate that the              
stability of interlocking fault networks and the limit of differential stress in the seismogenic crust are controlled                 
by cross-cutting, misoriented, keystone faults that regulate slip on adjacent optimally oriented faults. All              
recent events including the 2019 Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake demonstrate that some of the most               
dangerous faults form blind structures with very subtle geomorphic expression, and thus multidisciplinary             
studies on both sides of the international border require close coordination to discover such faults and refine                 
existing fault models. 

09:30 Group Discussion 

 

10:00 - 10:30 Break 

 
10:30 - 12:00 Plenary Session 8:  “The Times They are A-Changin’”   SCEC Looking Forward,   Horizon Ballroom 

Moderators: Yehuda Ben-Zion, Christine Goulet 

10:30 Report from the Advisory Council (Meghan Miller) 

11:00 2019 Science Plan and Request for Proposals (Greg Beroza and Judi Chester) 

11:50 Director’s Closing Remarks (Yehuda Ben-Zion) 

12:00 2018 SCEC Annual Meeting Adjourns 
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Poster Sessions View full abstracts at www.scec.org/meetings/2019/am 
Sunday, September 8, 2019 
15:00 – 17:00 Poster Set-Up 

21:00 – 22:30 Poster Session 1 

Monday, September 9, 2019 
15:00 – 17:00 Poster Session 2 

21:00 – 22:30 Poster Session 3 

Tuesday, September 10, 2019 
15:00 – 17:00 Poster Session 4 

21:00 – 22:30 Poster Session 5 

Ground Motions / Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface (EEII) Posters 001-024, 288-295 
001 Source and Site Spectral Inversion 

for κ0 Computation in the Bay Area, 
Elias King, Alexis Klimasewski, 
Valerie Sahakian, and Annemarie 
Baltay 

002 Empirical Self-similar Double-corner 
Frequency Spectrum as a Model for 
the Earthquake Source,  Ralph 
Archuleta, and Chen Ji 

003 Shallow crustal heterogeneity in 
Southern California estimated from 
earthquake coda waves,  Nori 
Nakata, Hongjian Fang, Malcolm 
White, and Arben Pitarka 

004 Modeling shallow crustal 
nonlinearity in physics-based 
earthquake simulations: Beyond 
perfect plasticity,  Elnaz 
Esmaeilzadeh Seylabi, Doriam 
Restrepo, Domniki Asimaki, and 
Ricardo Taborda 

005 An Iwan-type Plasticity Model for 
3D Simulations of San Andreas 
Scenario Earthquakes,  Daniel 
Roten, Kim Olsen, Steven Day, and 
Yifeng Cui 

006 Developing a 3-D crustal velocity 
model for central Oklahoma,  Shuo 
Zhang, and Hejun Zhu 

007 Modeling of Empirical Transfer 
Functions including 3D Velocity 
Structure,  Zhifeng Hu, Daniel 
Roten, Kim Olsen, and Steven Day 

008 Near-Source Strong Ground Motion 
Characteristics of the 2018 MW 6.4 
Hualien Earthquake in Taiwan, 
Zengping Wen 

009 Simulation of elastic waves in the 
presence of topography using a 
curvilinear staggered grid finite 
difference method,  Ossian O'Reilly, 
Alexander Breuer, Yifeng Cui, 
Christine Goulet, Kim Olsen, Daniel 
Roten, Guillaume 
Thomas-Collignon, and Te-Yang 
Yeh 

010 A Site Response Module Toolbox 
for the Broadband Platform: 
Implementation and Verification, 
Jian Shi, and Domniki Asimaki 

011 Shallow and deep nonlinear 
attenuation of S waves beneath 
PS10 during the 2002 Denali 
mainshock,  Norman Sleep, and 
Tianze Liu 

012 Analyzing Shallow Basin Effects in 
Los Angeles Basin using 3D 
Simulations and Dense Array 
Analysis,  Voon Hui Lai, Robert 
Graves, Zhongwen Zhan, 
Chunquan Yu, and Donald 
Helmberger 

013 The SCEC Broadband Platform: 
Open-Source Software for Strong 
Ground Motion Simulation and 
Validation,  Fabio Silva, Philip 
Maechling, and Christine Goulet 

014 Inclusion of Frequency-Dependent 
Spatial Correlation into the SDSU 
Broadband Ground-Motion 
Generation Method,  Nan Wang, 
Rumi Takedatsu, Kim Olsen, and 
Steven Day 

015 Hayward Fault Earthquake Ground 
Motion Simulations on 
GPU-Accelerated Platforms with 
SW4-RAJA,  Arthur Rodgers, 
Ramesh Pankajakshan, Bjorn 
Sjogreen, Anders Petersson, and 
Arben Pitarka 

016 A Machine Learning Approach to 
Developing Ground Motion Models 
from Simulated Ground Motions, 
Kyle Withers, Morgan Moschetti, 
and Eric Thompson 

017 Ground motion simulation validation 
with explicit uncertainty 
incorporation for small magnitude 
earthquakes in the Canterbury 
region,  Sarah Neill, Robin Lee, and 
Brendon Bradley 

018 Strong Ground Motions Simulations 
for Dunedin,  Anna Kowal 

019 Cybershake NZ v19.5: New 
Zealand simulation-based 
probabilistic seismic hazard 
analysis,  Brendon Bradley, Jonney 
Huang, Jason Motha, Karim Tarbali, 
Robin Lee, Sung Bae, V Polak, M 
Zhu, C Schill, J Patterson, and D 
Lagrava 

020 Hybrid Broadband Ground Motion 
Simulation Validation of New 
Zealand Earthquakes with an 
Updated 3D Velocity Model and 
Modified Simulation Methodology, 
Robin Lee, Brendon Bradley, Peter 
Stafford, Robert Graves, and Adrian 
Rodriguez-Marek 

021 Comparing artificial neural networks 
with traditional ground-motion 
models for small magnitude 
earthquakes in Southern California, 
Alexis Klimasewski, Valerie 
Sahakian, and Amanda Thomas 

022 An empirical- and simulation-based 
ground-motion model for Southern 
California,  Morgan Moschetti, Eric 
Thompson, Nicolas Luco, Thomas 
Jordan, Peter Powers, Allison 
Shumway, Mark Petersen, Robert 
Graves, Scott Callaghan, Christine 
Goulet, Kevin Milner, Philip 
Maechling, Feng Wang, and John 
Rekoske 

023 Fully Nonergodic Ground Motion 
Models in Central California Using 
NGA-West2 and SCEC 
CyberShake Datasets,  Xiaofeng 
Meng, Christine Goulet, Kevin 
Milner, and Scott Callaghan 

024 Region-Specific Fourier-Based Site 
Amplification Modeling,  Jeff 
Bayless, Andreas Skarlatoudis, and 
Jonathan Stewart 

288 Effects of off-fault inelasticity on 
near-fault directivity pulses,  Yongfei 
Wang, and Steven Day 
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289 Ground Motion Prediction 
Constraints and Hazard Curve 
Evaluation in Southern California 
Using Precariously Balanced 
Rocks,  Glenn Biasi, John Anderson, 
James Brune, and Richard Brune 

290 Preliminary survey of fragile 
geological features for use as 
ground motion constraints, southern 
Oregon,  Devin McPhillips, and 
Katherine Scharer 

291 A Service System for Seismic 
Ground Motion Parameters 

Zonation Map of China based on 
Smart Terminal and Internet 
Technique,  Bo Chen 

292 Development of vulnerability 
surface of high-rise RC frame by 
means of IDA,  Chao Xu, Zengping 
Wen, and Junju Xie 

293 Machine Learning Based Regional 
Seismic Retrofit Design 
Optimization for Soft Weak Open 
Front Wall Line Buildings, 
Zhengxiang Yi, and Henry Burton 

294 How will the risk and losses change 
by using the newest Uniform 
California Earthquake Rupture 
Forecast models in Catastrophe 
Modeling?,  NEGAR NAZARI 

295 Simulation-Informed Site-Specific 
Design Spectra for Engineers: New 
Beta Version Including ASCE 7-16, 
ASCE 41-17 and LATBSDC 
Standards,  C.B. Crouse, Christine 
Goulet, Thomas Jordan, Kevin 
Milner, Edric Pauk, Scott Callaghan, 
and Robert Grave 

Earthquake Forecasting and Predictability (EFP) Posters 025-040 
025 The Predictable Chaos of Slow 

Earthquakes,  Jean-Philippe 
Avouac, Adriano Gualandi, Sylvain 
Michel, and Davide Faranda 

026 MC-QSim -- Introducing a new 
multi-cycle earthquake rupture 
simulator,  Olaf Zielke, and Paul 
Martin Mail 

027 Improving Earthquake Rupture 
Forecasts (Using California as a 
Guide),  Edward Field 

028 Explaining the paleo-event hiatus in 
California,  Morgan Page, Edward 
Field, Kevin Milner, and Nicholas 
van der Elst 

029 The USGS Automatic Aftershock 
Forecasting System,  Michael Barall, 
Andrew Michael, and Jeanne 
Hardebeck 

030 An Update on the Collaboratory for 
the Study of Earthquake 
Predictability (CSEP),  Maximilian 
Werner, William Savran, Philip 
Maechling, Thomas Jordan, Danijel 
Schorlemmer, David Rhoades, 
Warner Marzocchi, and John Yu 

031 CSEP2 from China Perspective, 
Yongxian Zhang, Zhongliang Wu, 
Xiaodong Zhang, Huaizhong Yu, 
Shengfeng Zhang, Xiaotao Zhang, 
Chen Yu, and Chaozhong Hu 

032 Probabilistic forecasting of induced 
seismicity in the Groningen gas 
field,  Jonathan Smith, Meyer 
Hadrien, Jean-Philippe Avouac, 
Robert White, and Stephen Bourne 

033 Forecasts of Induced Seismicity 
and its Hazard from a 
Hydromechanical Earthquake 
Nucleation Model,  Justin 
Rubinstein, Jack Norbeck, and 
Andrew Barbour 

034 Unified hydromechanical and 
nucleation models for induced 
seismicity in Western Oklahoma 
and South-Central Kansas,  Guang 
Zhai, Manoochehr Shirzaei, and 
Michael Manga 

035 Revisiting the Earthquake 
Interevent Time Distribution and the 
Poisson Model with the QTM 
Catalog for Southern California, 
Erin Hightower, and Jean-Philippe 
Avouac 

036 A regionalized seismicity model for 
subduction zones based on 
geodetic strain rates, 
geomechanical parameters and 
earthquake-catalog data,  José 
Bayona Viveros, Sebastian von 
Specht, Anne Strader, Sebastian 
Hainzl, Fabrice Cotton, and Danijel 
Schorlemmer 

037 Assessing declustering methods in 
Hawaii for probabilistic seismic 
hazard assessment,  Andrea Llenos, 
Andrew Michael, Morgan Moschetti, 
Charles Mueller, Mark Petersen, 
and Allison Shumway 

038 Natural time analysis of 
quasi-periodic caldera collapse 
events during the 2018 Kīlauea 
volcano eruptive sequence, 
Rebecca Fildes, Donald Turcotte, 
and John Rundle 

039 Tsunami Squares: Validation by 
Comparison to the Regional Ocean 
Modeling System Tsunami 
Simulator and Earthquake Driven 
Inundation Mapping,  David Grzan, 
John Rundle, John Wilson, and 
Tony Song 

040 The seasonal variation of the 
geomagnetic solar daily variation 
field in China,  Yingyan Wu 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Seismology Posters 041-094, 284-285 
041 Imaging and monitoring temporal 

changes of shallow seismic 
velocities at the Garner Valley near 
Anza, California, following the M7.2 
2010 El Mayor-Cucapah 
earthquake,  Lei Qin, Yehuda 
Ben-Zion, Luis Bonilla, and Jamison 
Steidl 

042 Time-dependent earthquake 
tomography in Southern California, 
Jing Hu, Hongrui Qiu, Pieter-Ewald 
Share, Jiawei Qian, Haijiang Zhang, 
and Yehuda Ben-Zion 

043 Improving the resolution of 
co-seismic velocity change 
monitoring at active fault zones 
using the ambient seismic field, 
Jared Bryan, Kurama Okubo, 
Congcong Yuan, and Marine 
Denolle 

044 Search for seismic velocity changes 
associated with CO2 injections at 
the carbon capture and storage site 
in Decatur, Illinois,  Taka'aki Taira, J. 
Ole Kaven, Justin Rubinstein, and 
Elizabeth Cochran 

045 On The Measurement Of Seismic 
Travel-Time Changes In The 
Time-Frequency Domain With 
Wavelet Cross-Spectral Analysis, 
Shujuan Mao, Aurelien Mordret, 
Michel Campillo, Hongjian Fang, 
and Rob van der Hilst 

046 Updating the Caltech Millikan 
Shaker for time-lapse seismic 
imaging in Southern California, 
Yuling Zhang, Ethan Williams, 
Valere Lambert, and Zhongwen 
Zhan 
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047 Near-Surface Structure Constrained 
Using Body-Wave Polarization, 
Sunyoung Park, Victor Tsai, and 
Miaki Ishii 

048 Damage Zone Resonance: 
Observation and Analytical Fitting of 
Fault Zone Trapped Wave Normal 
Modes Using Large-N Near-fault 
Seismic Arrays,  Hongrui Qiu, Amir 
Allam, Fan-Chi Lin, and Yehuda 
Ben-Zion 

049 Towards identifying its seismic 
observables in models of coseismic 
off-fault damage,  Kurama Okubo, 
Harsha Bhat, Esteban Rougier, and 
Marine Denolle 

050 Train traffic as a powerful noise 
source for monitoring active faults 
with seismic interferometry,  Florent 
Brenguier, Pierre Boué, Yehuda 
Ben-Zion, Frank Vernon, 
Christopher Johnson, Aurelien 
Mordret, O Coutant, Pieter-Ewald 
Share, E Beaucé, Daniel Hollis, and 
T Lecocq 

051 Shallow velocity structure of Los 
Angeles Basin from ambient noise 
tomography with dense seismic 
arrays,  Zhe Jia, and Robert Clayton 

052 Mapping Near-Surface Rigidity 
Structure using Co-located 
Pressure and Seismic Stations from 
the EarthScope Transportable 
Array,  Jiong Wang, and Toshiro 
Tanimoto 

053 Seismic Imaging of Southern 
California with Scattered Waves, 
Jorge Castellanos, Robert Clayton, 
and Voon Hui Lai 

054 S wave velocity model from 
ambient-noise surface-wave 
tomography in the San Gabriel and 
San Bernardino Basins,  Yida Li, 
Robert Clayton, and Zhe Jia 

055 Evaluating seismic velocity models 
in the Salton Trough, Southern 
California using spectral-element 
wave simulation of validation 
events,  Rasheed Ajala, Patricia 
Persaud, Alan Juarez, and 
Gboyega Ayeni 

056 Ambient Noise Love Wave 
Attenuation Inversion using the 
LASSIE Array through Los Angeles 
Basin,  Xin Liu, and Gregory Beroza 

057 Estimation of shear wave velocity 
structure using joint inversion of 
surface-wave phase and group 
velocities derived from ambient 
noise recordings,  Takumi 
Hayashida, Toshiaki Yokoi, and 
Mukunda Bhattarai 

058 Ambient noise tomography of the 
Saudi Arabian Shield,  Francesco 
Civilini, Walter Mooney, and Hani 
Zahran 

059 Intra-slab stress field and waveform 
modeling to determine velocity 
structure of the Indoburman Range, 
Patcharaporn Maneerat, Doug 
Dreger, and Roland Bürgmann 

060 Rupture Models and Implication of 
Rupture Dynamics in Simulated 
Ground Motion for the 2016 M7 
Kumamoto, Japan Earthquake, 
Arben Pitarka, Robert Graves, 
Arthur Rodgers, Kojiro Irikura, Ken 
Miyakoshi, and Hiroshi Kawase 

061 On the Variability of Earthquake 
Ground Motion from the Sage 
Brush Flats High Density Array in 
Southern California,  Debi Kilb, 
Christopher Johnson, Annemarie 
Baltay, and Frank Vernon 

062 Site Response Across the San 
Gabriel, Chino and San Bernardino 
Sedimentary Basins from 
Application of the Spectral Ratio 
Method to Ambient Noise Recorded 
by Seismic Node Transects,  Anisha 
Tyagi, Samuel Gurley, Margaret 
Grenier, Rachel Kreuziger, and 
Jascha Polet 

063 Broadband Ground-Motion 
Simulation for the Korean 
Peninsula,  Jaejoon Lee, Yonghyun 
Chung, Kangryul Lee, and 
Changsoo Shin 

064 Detecting offshore earthquakes with 
backprojection and matched-filter 
method,  Tian Feng, Lingsen Meng, 
and Hui Huang 

065 Classifying emergent and impulsive 
signals in continuous seismic 
waveforms,  Christopher Johnson, 
Yehuda Ben-Zion, Haoran Meng, 
and Frank Vernon 

066 Earthquake Detection in 
Develocorder Films: An 
Image-based Detection Neural 
Network for Analog Seismograms, 
Kaiwen Wang, Weiqiang Zhu, 
William Ellsworth, and Gregory 
Beroza 

067 Investigation of the Yorba Linda 
Trend using earthquake relocation 
based on waveform 
cross-correlation,  Kyle Macy, and 
Jascha Polet 

068 Pre-earthquake Response: Closing 
critical data gaps and preparing for 
large earthquakes,  Yehuda 
Ben-Zion, Mark Benthien, Jason 
Ballmann, and Christine Goulet 

069 Identification of Overlapping 
Earthquakes using a 
moveout-based matching pursuit 
method,  Clara Daniels, Zhigang 
Peng, James McClellan, and Lijun 
Zhu 

070 Using the Matrix Profile to detect 
seismic events – from the lab 
experiment scale to local and global 
scales,  Nader Shakibay Senobari, 
Zachary Zimmerman, Gareth 
Funning, Peter Shearer, Philip 
Brisk, and Eamonn Keogh 

071 Evaluation of Deep, Widespread 
Seismicity with Long Beach Dense 
Array,  Lei Yang, Xin Liu, Weiqiang 
Zhu, and Gregory Beroza 

072 Seismicity in Changning Sichuan, 
China,  Li Sun 

073 Tremor or train? An attempt to 
discern tremor and noise using a 
deep convolutional neural network, 
Lindsay Chuang, Zhigang Peng, 
Lijun Zhu, and James McClellan 

074 Thermally Induced Deformation and 
Seismicity,  Kyungjae Im, and 
Jean-Philippe Avouac 

075 A mechanism for induced 
earthquakes at large distances and 
depths from injection wells,  Thomas 
Goebel, Kyung Chang, and Emily 
Brodsky 

076 Spatial and temporal evolution of 
seismicity, seismic velocity, and 
pore pressure in the 
Guy-Greenbrier, Arkansas, 
earthquake sequence,  Zhuo Yang, 
and Marine Denolle 

077 The Guy-Greenbrier seismic 
sequence revisited with deep 
learning,  Yongsoo Park, Mostafa 
Mousavi, Weiqiang Zhu, William 
Ellsworth, and Gregory Beroza 

078 A Percolation Model for Induced 
Seismicity: An Avalanche Burst 
Model for Induced b-Value 
Seismicity.,  Ronaldo Ortez, and 
John Rundle 

079 Earthquake and Tectonic Tremor 
Dynamically Triggered by the 2017 
Mw8.2 Mexico Earthquake,  Hector 
Gonzalez-Huizar, Kevin Chao, and 
Vladimir Kostoglodov 

080 Spatial decorrelation of tidal 
triggering and remote triggering at 
the Coso geothermal field,  Wei 
Wang, Peter Shearer, and Xiaohua 
Xu 
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081 Teleseismic dynamic triggering of 
microearthquakes in the Anza area, 
California: the role of dynamic strain 
and pore pressure,  Wenyuan Fan, 
Andrew Barbour, and Elizabeth 
Cochran 

082 A Systematic Investigation into 
Dynamic and Delayed Earthquake 
Triggering in a Seismically 
Hazardous Himalayan Fault 
Segment,  Manuel Mendoza, Bo Li, 
Abhijit Ghosh, and Shyam Rai 

083 Directivity Modes of Earthquake 
Populations with Unsupervised 
Learning,  Zachary Ross, Daniel 
Trugman, Kamyar Azizzadenesheli, 
and Anima Anandkumar 

084 A focal mechanism catalog for 
Southern California derived with 
deep learning algorithms,  Yifang 
Cheng, Zachary Ross, Egill 
Hauksson, and Yehuda Ben-Zion 

085 Comparing seismological 
interpretations of different source 
types produced in a rate-and-state 
fault model,  Natalie Schaal, Nadia 
Lapusta, and Yen-Yu Lin 

086 Characterizing earthquake source 
complexity in the trifurcation area of 
the San Jacinto fault zone,  Qimin 
Wu, Xiaowei Chen, and Rachel 
Abercrombie 

087 How to Measure Variations in 
High-Frequency Radiation for Small 
to Moderate Earthquakes,  Peter 
Shearer, Rachel Abercrombie, and 
Wei Wang 

088 Resolving the spatiotemporal 
variability of small earthquake 
source parameters at Parkfield and 
their relationship with 2004M6 
Parkfield earthquake,  Jiewen 
Zhang, Xiaowei Chen, and Rachel 
Abercrombie 

089 Quantifying preparation process of 
large earthquakes: Damage 
localization and coalescent 
dynamics,  Ilya Zaliapin, and Yehuda 
Ben-Zion 

090 Numerical accuracy of staircase 
fluid-solid and free-surface 
boundary conditions for 
staggered-grid finite-differences, 
Te-Yang Yeh, and Kim Olsen 

091 Analysis and removal of sediment 
signal in receiver functions,  Vera 
Schulte-Pelkum, Justin Ball, 
Thorsten Becker, Robert Porritt, and 
Whitney Behr 

092 Bayesian array-based Receiver 
Function (RF): Towards stable, 
reliable, and easy-to-interpret RFs, 
Xin Wang, Zhong Minyan, and Zhan 
Zhongwen 

093 Retrospective and real-time 
event-based performance of the 
PLUM earthquake early warning 
algorithm for the West Coast, USA, 
Elizabeth Cochran, Debi Kilb, Julian 
Bunn, Sarah Minson, Annemarie 
Baltay, Mitsuyuki Hoshiba, and Yuki 
Kodera 

094 Developments in EEW testing: 
Including large magnitude events in 
the new test suite,  Deborah Smith, 
Jeff McGuire, Andrew Good, 
Stephen Guiwits, Colin O'Rourke, 
and Angela Chung 

284 Parametric Estimation of the Local 
Stress Field in Southern Kansas, 
Kayla Kroll, Keith Richards-Dinger, 
Josha White, and James Dieterich 

285 Field Volunteers for the Los 
Angeles BASIN Seismic Experiment 
– Phase IV,  Patricia Persaud, 
Robert Clayton, Marine Denolle, 
and Jascha Polet 

 
 
 
 
 

Earthquake Geology Posters 095-128 
095 First Geologic Slip Rates Along 

Patagonia's Fastest Slipping Crustal 
Faults,  Gregory De Pascale, 
Francisca Sandoval, Sebastian 
Perroud, Mario Persico, and Angelo 
Villalobos 

096 Assessment of Slip and 
Deformation Along the Santa 
Susana Fault, Southern California, 
Using High Resolution Topography, 
Michael Reed, Reed Burgette, 
Katherine Scharer, Nathaniel Lifton, 
and Devin McPhillips 

097 Differential uplift of fluvial and 
marine terraces across the Santa 
Ynez River fault, Santa Barbara 
County, California,  Clay Kelty, Nate 
Onderdonk, Richard Behl, and 
Antonio Garcia 

098 Cone penetrometer tests, 
continuous cores and paleoseismic 
trenching combined to infer a high 
mid-Holocene slip rate for the 
Imperial Fault, California,  Thomas 
Rockwell, Yann Klinger, Andrew 
Jerrett, Kaitlin Wessel, Drake 
Singleton, Yuval Levy, and Koji 
Okumura 

099 Late Pleistocene rates of folding 
and faulting in the western 
Transverse Ranges, California, from 
reconstruction and luminescence 
dating of the late Pleistocene Orcutt 
formation,  Ian McGregor, and Nate 
Onderdonk 

100 Dating the duration of deformation 
along a major shear zone within the 
Eastern Peninsular Ranges 
Batholith,  Adam Brackman, Jeremy 
Torres, Joshua Schwartz, Elena 
Miranda, and Sinan Akciz 

101 Late Quaternary deformation and 
recency of faulting of the 
northernmost San Jacinto fault 
zone, and implications for slip 
transfer to San Andreas fault,  Drake 
Kerr, Nate Onderdonk, and Paula 
Figueiredo 

102 The Holocene paleoearthquakes on 
the 2014 Kangding Ms6.3 
earthquake faults,  Hu Zhong 

103 Paleoseismic Results from a Trench 
across the Casa Loma Strand of the 
San Jacinto Fault Zone in San 
Jacinto, California,  Robert Givler, 
Ross Hartleb, Chris Kemp, Mark 

Szymanski, Scott Lindvall, Brian 
Gray, Thomas Rockwell, and 
Robert Bell 

104 Dating of Offset Geomorphic 
Features Along the Garlock Fault, 
Mojave Desert, California: Testing a 
Proposed Earthquake Supercycle 
Model,  James Burns, Sally McGill, 
Ed Rhodes, James Dolan, and 
Nathan Brown 

105 An Updated Evaluation of the Rose 
Canyon Fault, San Diego, 
California,  Michael DeFrisco 

106 Shallow Surface Deformation on the 
Southern Imperial Fault System 
from Marine Subsurface Imaging 
Data,  Valerie Sahakian, Neal 
Driscoll, Boe Derosier, Brian Oller, 
Alexis Klimasewski, and Joann 
Stock 

107 Paleoseismic Results from the 
Christmas Canyon West Site, 
Central Garlock Fault, Searles 
Valley, California,  Kyle Peña, Sally 
McGill, Ed Rhodes, James Dolan, 
Nathan Brown, Bryan Castillo, 
Alexandra Hatem, Sourav Saha, 
and Robert Zinke 
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108 Late Holocene Rupture History of 
the South-Central San Andreas 
Fault at Van Matre Ranch, 
California,  Nick Inserra, and Sinan 
Akciz 

109 Stratigraphic and Geochronologic 
Constraints on Time-Space 
Patterns of Latest Quaternary 
Surface Ruptures on the Eastern 
Pinto Mountain and Southern 
Mesquite Lake Fault Zones Near 
Twentynine Palms, Southern 
California,  Christopher Menges, and 
Shannon Mahan 

110 Offset channels are incomplete 
records of strike-slip fault 
displacement,  Nadine Reitman, Karl 
Mueller, Greg Tucker, Ryan Gold, 
Rich Briggs, and Katherine Barnhart 

111 Using Ground-based Magnetics and 
VLF Surveying to Characterize 
Potential Fault Zones Near 
Bonanza Springs, California,  Peter 
Flores, and Jascha Polet 

112 Linkage of the Ventura-Pitas Point 
and Mid-Channel faults and its 
implications for large, multi-segment 
earthquakes,  Jessica Don, Andreas 
Plesch, Mattie Newman, and John 
Shaw 

113 Detecting active faults in 
intramountain basins using Electric 
Resistivity Tomography,  Hamid 
Sana, Petr Taborik, Fayaz A. Bhat, 
Jan Flašar, and Petra Stepancikova 

114 Recent faulting in south San Diego 
Bay: A Rose Canyon – San 
Miguel-Vallecitos fault connection?, 
Drake Singleton, Jillian Maloney, 
Daniel Brothers, Neal Driscoll, 
Jared Kluesner, and Ray Sliter 

 
 
 

115 Refining the location of the coastal 
Newport-Inglewood fault with 
Structure from Motion 
photogrammetric models and 
shallow marine seismic profiling, 
Amber Tucker, Jayne Bormann, and 
Neal Driscoll 

116 Termination of the Palos Verdes 
Fault at Lasuen Knoll: Evaluating 
Models of Geometry, Kinematics 
and Potential Connectivity,  Daniel 
Boyd, and Jayne Bormann 

117 Older and Deeper Seismic 
Deformation in the San Gabriel 
Crystalline Basement Complex 
Along the South Branch of the 
Punchbowl Fault,  Matthew Dorsey, 
Judith Chester, and Frederick 
Chester 

118 Complex ruptures in the historical 
record, illuminated by 
photogrammetric topography and 
analog seismograms,  Austin Elliott, 
Richard Walker, Barry Parsons, 
Galina Kulikova, Christoph 
Grützner, Kanatbek Abdrakhmatov, 
Zhuqi Zhang, and Zhikun Ren 

119 Case Study Evaluation of the 
Interface Geometry on Fragility of 
Precarious Rock Systems,  Christine 
Wittich, and M. Khalid Saifullah 

120 Rock Traits from Machine Learning: 
applications to precariously 
balanced rocks and fault scarps in 
Southern California,  Tyler Scott, 
Zhiang Chen, Chelsea Scott, 
Jnaneshwar Das, and Ramon 
Arrowsmith 

121 Ethical considerations for research 
on Fragile Geologic Features,  Lisa 
Grant Ludwig 

 
 
 
 

122 Using Ground Penetrating Radar 
and Magnetic Gradiometry to 
Detect Archaeological Artifacts from 
the San Salvador Settlement in 
Colton, California, buried during the 
Santa Ana River’s Great Flood of 
1862,  Oscar Prado, Chloe 
Sutkowski, Veronica Hernandez, 
and Jascha Polet 

123 Large Scale Detection of Fault 
Damage,  Kelian 
Dascher-Cousineau, Emily Brodsky, 
Noah Finnegan, and Alison Duvall 

124 Bedrock structural controls on the 
propagation of multi-fault 
earthquake ruptures and their 
environmental effects,  Tamarah 
King, Mark Quigley, and Dan Clark 

125 The 1983 Borah Peak earthquake 
(M7.3) (Idaho - USA) - 3D 
architecture and seismotectonics 
along the Lost River fault from field 
observations and high-resolution 
topography integrated with 
seismological data,  Simone Bello, 
Ramon Arrowsmith, Chelsea Scott, 
Giusy Lavecchia, Tyler Scott, Rita 
De Nardis, and Federica Ferrarini 

126 Paleoseismology of the largest 
earthquakes from the Himalayan 
front,  Koji Okumura, Javed Malik, 
Prakash Pokhrel, and Soma 
Sapkota 

127 Seismogenic structure of the 2017 
Ms6.9 Milin earthquake in Tibet, 
Tian Jian 

128 Seismogenic compression in 
southern Italy? Morphotectonic 
analysis to detect possible evidence 
of Late Quaternary tectonics along 
the Southern Apennine Outer Front, 
Federica Ferrarini, Ramon 
Arrowsmith, Francesco Brozzetti, 
Rita de Nardis, Daniele Cirillo, and 
Giusy Lavecchia 

San Andreas Fault System (SAFS) Posters 129-144 
129 Influence of sediment dynamics and 

alluvial fan formation on 
paleoseismic studies in southern 
California, North America,  Sourav 
Saha, Seulgi Moon, Nathan Brown, 
Ed Rhodes, Sally McGill, Bryan 
Castillo, Katherine Scharer, Devin 
McPhillips, and Doug Yule 

130 New interpretations at the Ranch 
Center and Key Slide slip rate sites, 
Mojave section of the San Andreas 
Fault, Palmdale, CA,  Elaine Young, 
Katherine Scharer, Amanda 
Keen-Zebert, Emery 

Anderson-Merritt, Eric Cowgill, and 
Ray Weldon 

131 Barriers to rupture propagation may 
be different beneath the surface: 
Insights from the Elizabeth Lake 
paleoseismic record,  Sean Bemis, 
Katherine Scharer, and James 
Dolan 

132 Evidence for inactivity since ~100 
ka on the northern route of the San 
Andreas fault, southern California, 
Doug Yule, Jonathan Matti, 
Katherine Kendrick, and Richard 
Heermance 

133 Is the Mission Creek Fault in the 
San Gorgonio Pass region of 
southern California a 
long-abandoned strand of the San 
Andreas Fault? Or is it a major 
player in the San Andreas Fault’s 
late Quaternary strain budget?, 
Jonathan Matti, Katherine Kendrick, 
Doug Yule, and Richard Heermance 
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134 Ages of Prehistoric Earthquakes on 
the Banning Strand of the San 
Andreas Fault, Near North Palm 
Springs, California,  Bryan Castillo, 
Sally McGill, Katherine Scharer, 
Doug Yule, Devin McPhillips, James 
McNeil, Sourav Saha, Nathan 
Brown, and Seulgi Moon 

135 Evidence for an alternative position 
for the primary active strand of the 
San Andreas Fault along its 
restraining bend in southern 
California,  Kimberly Blisniuk, Greg 
Balco, Julie Fosdick, and Jesse 
Waco 

136 Using UAV-mounted LiDAR surveys 
to investigate potential slip rate 
sites along the northernmost San 
Jacinto fault zone near its junction 
with the San Andreas fault in the 
Cajon Pass area, California,  Nate 
Onderdonk, Drake Kerr, and Paula 
Figueiredo 

 

137 Using Ground-based Magnetics, 
VLF, and DC Resistivity to Examine 
Faulting at the San Andreas Oasis, 
Dos Palmas Preserve,  Stacey 
Petrashek, Nathan Pulver, Raul 
Contreras, Drew Faherty, and 
Jascha Polet 

138 High resolution imaging of the San 
Andreas Fault System in Baja 
California, Mexico using 
triple-difference tomography,  Raul 
Castro, Pieter-Ewald Share, 
Antonio Vidal-Villegas, Luis 
Mendoza, and Yehuda Ben-Zion 

139 Subsurface Geometry of the San 
Andreas Fault in Southern and 
Central California: A Summary, 
Gary Fuis 

140 Structural Properties of the 
Southern San Andreas Fault 
System near Coachella Valley from 
Magnetotelluric Imaging, 
Pieter-Ewald Share, Jared 
Peacock, Steven Constable, and 
Frank Vernon 

141 Preliminary Geochronology data for 
Cajon Pass Terraces- implications 
to the regional chronosequence, 
Paula Figueiredo, Ray Weldon, 
Lewis Owen, and Nate Onderdonk 

142 Paleoseismic investigation and 
mechanical modeling of rupture 
behavior through Cajon Pass,  Alba 
M. Rodriguez Padilla, Michael 
Oskin, Thomas Rockwell, Irina 
Delusina, and Drake Singleton 

143 Multicomponent Model of Crustal 
Stress at Cajon Pass, Southern 
California with Implications for 
Stress Field Heterogeneity,  Elliott 
Helgans, Karen Luttrell, Bridget 
Smith-Konter, and Liliane Burkhard 

144 Multi-cycle Dynamics of the San 
Andreas and San Jacinto Faults in 
Southern California,  Dunyu Liu, and 
Benchun Duan 

 
 

Fault and Rupture Mechanics (FARM) Posters 145-189, 282 
145 Does a damaged fault zone mitigate 

the near-field landslide risk during 
supershear earthquakes? 
Application to the 2018 magnitude 
7.5 Palu earthquake,  Elif Oral, 
Huihui Weng, and Jean-Paul 
Ampuero 

146 Systematic variations of earthquake 
source time function from clustering 
analysis,  Jiuxun Yin, Zefeng Li, and 
Marine Denolle 

147 Influence of heterogenous stress on 
rupture propagation along 
stepovers of strike-slip faults: 
Numerical results,  Hui Wang, Mian 
Liu, Benchun Duan, and Jianling 
Cao 

148 Validation of Broadband Ground 
Motion from Dynamic Rupture 
Simulations: towards better 
characterizing seismic hazard for 
engineering applications,  Shuo Ma, 
Kyle Withers, Jean-Paul Ampuero, 
Luis Dalguer, Yongfei Wang, and 
Christine Goulet 

149 Modeling the low-stress, low-heat 
operation of mature faults,  Valere 
Lambert, and Nadia Lapusta 

150 Surface Displacement and Ground 
Motion from Dynamic Rupture 
Models of Thrust Faults with 
Variable Dip Angles and Burial 
Depths,  Sirena Ulloa, and Julian 
Lozos 

151 Dynamic Rupture Propagation on 
Fault Planes with Explicit 
Representation of Short Branches: 
Stress Heterogeneity, High 
Frequency Generation, and Novel 
Supershear Transition Mechanism, 
Ahmed Elbanna 

152 The Cajon Pass Earthquake Gate: 
the effect of topography on dynamic 
rupture models,  Christodoulos 
Kyriakopoulos, Baoning Wu, and 
David Oglesby 

153 Coupling biomarker thermal 
maturity with K-Ar dating to assess 
the earthquake slip history of the 
central San Andreas fault,  Heather 
Savage, Genevieve Coffey, 
Pratigya Polissar, Sidney Hemming, 
Stephen Cox, Gisela Winckler, and 
Kelly Bradbury 

154 Rheology of the Borrego Springs 
Shear Zone segment of the Eastern 
Peninsular Ranges Mylonite Zone: 
implications for the development of 
the Community Rheology Model, 
Elena Miranda, Miguel 
Zamora-Tamayo, Joshua Schwartz, 
Jennifer Bautista, and Sinan Akciz 

155 Revisiting the classical earthquake 
experiment in the Rangely oil Field, 
Colorado, 1970: insights from 
coupled flow and geomechanical 
modeling,  Josimar Alves da Silva, 
Hannah Byrne, John Shaw, and 
Ruben Juanes 

156 The role of lithology in fault 
re-strengthening: A case study of 
the 2011 Prague, Oklahoma 
induced earthquake sequence, 
Kristina Okamoto, Heather Savage, 
Kathleen Keranen, and Brett 
Carpenter 

157 Detecting asperity flash heating on 
hematite faults from deformation 
experiments and (U-Th)/He 
thermochronometry,  Alexis Ault, 
Gabriele Calzolari, Greg Hirth, and 
Robert McDermott 

158 Experimental Investigation of the 
Origins of Brittle Fracture 
Roughness,  Will Steinhardt, and 
Shmuel Rubinstein 

159 Evidence of thermal pressurization 
in high-velocity friction experiments 
on dolerite under elevated pore 
pressure,  Lu Yao, Shengli Ma, and 
Toshihiko Shimamoto 

160 Thermal pressurization in 
experimental faults,  Nir Badt, Terry 
Tullis, and Greg Hirth 

161 Inelastic off-fault deformation and 
pulverization in the lab: Tensile 
fragmentation of crystalline vs. 
granular sedimentary rocks in 
response to isotropic tension,  W. 
Griffith, Zachary Smith, Michael 
Braunagel, Thomas Marren, and 
Sasha Larocque 
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162 Evolution of frictional shear 
resistance in response to rapid 
variations of normal stress,  Yuval 
Tal, Vito Rubino, Ares Rosakis, and 
Nadia Lapusta 

163 Controlling the life-time and 
rest-time of asperity contact 
populations to investigate the 
temperature and stress distribution 
in flash-weakened frictional 
surfaces in granite,  Monica Barbery, 
Frederick Chester, and Judith 
Chester 

164 Table-top nucleation,  Sam Dillavou, 
Vincent Stin, and Shmuel 
Rubinstein 

165 Fault Stabilization by Dilatant 
Hardening in Granular Rocks,  Taka 
Kanaya 

166 Stress Heterogeneity and Slip 
Complexity due to Fault Zone 
Damage in Fully Dynamic 
Earthquake Cycles,  Prithvi Thakur, 
and Yihe Huang 

167 Modeling sequence of earthquakes 
and aseismic slip (SEAS) in 
low-velocity faults zones using a 
computationally efficient numerical 
algorithm,  Mohamed Abdelmeguid, 
Xiao Ma, and Ahmed Elbanna 

168 Deeply-sourced fluids upwelling 
along a fault can control 
seismogenesis,  Dmitry Garagash 

169 Fault Valving and Pore Pressure 
Evolution in Simulations of 
Earthquake Sequences and 
Aseismic Slip,  Eric Dunham, 
Weiqiang Zhu, Kali Allison, and 
Yuyun Yang 

170 Earthquake cycles on a self-similar 
rough fault: The importance of the 
minimum roughness wavelength, 
Elias Heimisson 

171 Slip transient pattern changes: 
external perturbation or intrinsic 
interaction with earthquakes,  Yingdi 
Luo, and Zhen Liu 

 
 
 

172 Realistic variability in seismic 
moment and recurrence time of 
repeating earthquakes reproduced 
in models with fractal shapes of 
fault patches,  Kavya Sudhir, and 
Nadia Lapusta 

173 Exploring the effect of timing on the 
source properties of intershocks 
produced at asperities in a 
rate-and-state fault model,  Junheng 
Li, Natalie Schaal, and Semechah 
K.Y. Lui 

174 The Community Code Verification 
Exercise for Simulating Sequences 
of Earthquakes and Aseismic Slip 
(SEAS),  Brittany Erickson, Junle 
Jiang, Michael Barall, Nadia 
Lapusta, Eric Dunham, Ruth Harris, 
Lauren Abrahams, Kali Allison, 
Jean-Paul Ampuero, Sylvain 
Barbot, Camilla Cattania, Ahmed 
Elbanna, Yuri Fialko, Benjamin Idini, 
Jeremy Kozdon, Valere Lambert, 
Yajing Liu, Yingdi Luo, Xiao Ma, 
Maricela Best Mckay, Paul Segall, 
Pengcheng Shi, Martijn van den 
Ende, and Meng Wei 

175 Exploring slow slip events and their 
scaling in 3D simulations of fault 
slip,  Luca Dal Zilio, Nadia Lapusta, 
and Jean-Philippe Avouac 

176 Slip evolution across geometric 
barrier during the 2018 Palu 
Indonesia earthquake,  Ryo 
Okuwaki, and Yuji Yagi 

177 Locating and monitoring hydraulic 
fracture and earthquake rupture 
using elastic reverse-time migration, 
Jidong Yang 

178 Inversion for the Higher-Degree 
Moment Tensors of the 2016 Mw 
7.8 Kaiköura Earthquake,  Alan 
Juarez, and Thomas Jordan 

179 Detailed space-time variations of 
shallow seismic velocities at the 
San Jacinto fault zone based on 
autocorrelation analysis of dense 
array data,  Luis Bonilla, and 
Yehuda Ben-Zion 

 

180 Structural Relationship between 
Rupture Zones in a Sequence of 
Earthquakes Viewed by Fault-Zone 
Trapped Waves,  Yong-Gang Li, J-R 
Su, T-C Chen, P. Wu, G. De 
Pascale, M. Quigley, and D. Gravely 

181 Evaluating Seismicity Patterns in 
Western China,  Yingying Zhang, 
and Walter Mooney 

182 Just how similar are individual 
earthquakes within repeating 
sequences at Parkfield?,  Rachel 
Abercrombie, Xiaowei Chen, and 
Jiewen Zhang 

183 Source characteristics of the 
foreshock sequence of the 2010 
M7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah 
earthquake: implication for the 
triggering process,  Xiaowei Chen, 
Qimin Wu, Dongdong Yao, and 
Zhigang Peng 

184 Inter-event slow-slip process for the 
fore- to Main triggering of the 2016 
Komamoto earthquake sequence, 
PKU Yue 

185 Beyond Backslip: Improvement of 
Earthquake Simulators from New 
Hybrid Loading Conditions,  Bruce 
Shaw 

186 Slip partitioning and plate kinematic 
barriers to megathrust rupture,  Kyle 
Bradley, Wardah Shafiqah Binti 
Mohammad Fadil, and Shengji Wei 

187 Evolving seismic and aseismic slip 
on a heterogeneous frictional fault 
with heat generation and 
temperature-dependent creep, 
Bruce Zhou, Iain Bailey, and 
Yehuda Ben-Zion 

188 Wedge plasticity and coupled 
simulations of dynamic rupture and 
tsunami in the Cascadia subduction 
zone,  Andrew Wilson, and Shuo Ma 

189 Fault Damage Zones in 3D with 
Active-Source Seismic Data,  Travis 
Alongi, Emily Brodsky, Jared 
Kluesner, and Daniel Brothers 

282 Shear localization from the interplay 
between fault motion and grain size 
evolution,  Kali Allison 

Stress and Deformation Over Time (SDOT) Posters 190-200 
190 Study on the crustal stress field of 

the Tengchong volcanic area, 
Shuzhong Sheng, Yongge Wan, 
Changsheng Jiang, Xiaoshan 
Wang, Shanshan Liang, and 
Xiaohui Hu 

 
 

191 Horizontal Principal Stress 
Orientations Near Long Beach, 
California from Borehole Breakouts, 
Justin Kain, Patricia Persaud, and 
Joann Stock 

 
 

192 Numerical simulations of stress 
variations with depth in a model for 
the San Jacinto fault zone,  Niloufar 
Abolfathian, Christopher Johnson, 
and Yehuda Ben-Zion 
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193 Newly Detected Strain Transient on 
the Anza Segment of the San 
Jacinto Fault Zone, Southern 
California,  Heather Shaddox, Susan 
Schwartz, and Noel Bartlow 

194 Sensitivity of regional interseismic 
deformation to variations in active 
fault configuration of the southern 
San Andreas fault and San Jacinto 
faults,  Hanna Elston, Michele 
Cooke, Scott Marshall, and Jennifer 
Hatch 

 
 
 
 

195 Strain accumulation in the 
Southernmost Section of the San 
Andreas fault system in northern 
Baja California, Mexico,  Alejandro 
Gonzalez-Ortega, Arisai 
Velazquez-Zaguilan, Jose Javier 
Gonzàlez-Garcìa, and David 
Sandwell 

196 Time-dependent deformation and 
seismicity in the Imperial Valley, 
California,  Junle Jiang, and Rowena 
Lohman 

197 Detecting and Reducing the Effects 
of Postseismic Deformation in 
Observed GPS Time Series Using a 
Hybrid Forward/Inverse Method in 
Southern California,  Katherine 
Guns, and Richard Bennett 

198 Vertical Deformation Dependency 
on Spatially Variable Elastic Plate 
Thickness,  Lauren Ward, Bridget 
Smith-Konter, Xiaohua Xu, and 
David Sandwell 

199 Drought Induced Groundwater Loss 
in and Around Great Salt Lake, 
Utah, Inferred from 3D GPS 
Displacements,  Zachary Young, 
and Corné Kreemer 

200 Groundwater Unloading in the 
Central Valley Modifies Crustal 
Stress,  Grace Carlson, Manoochehr 
Shirzaei, Susanna Werth, Guang 
Zhai, and Chandrakanta Ojha 

Tectonic Geodesy Posters 201-216 
201 Imaging Slow-slip Events in Costa 

Rica,  Krittanon Sirorattanakul, 
Adriano Gualandi, and 
Jean-Philippe Avouac 

202 Deep slow-slip events promote 
seismicity in northeastern Japan 
subduction zone,  Mostafa 
Khoshmanesh, Manoochehr 
Shirzaei, and Naoki Uchida 

203 Development of a slow slip catalog 
for the Hikurangi subduction 
margin, New Zealand,  Charles 
Williams, Laura Wallace, Noel 
Bartlow, and John Haines 

204 Episodic tremor and slip dynamics 
in south-central Alaska,  Baptiste 
Rousset, Yuning Fu, Noel Bartlow, 
and Roland Bürgmann 

205 Dynamically Triggered Changes in 
Interface Coupling in Southern 
Cascadia,  Kathryn Materna, Noel 
Bartlow, Aaron Wech, Charles 
Williams, and Roland Bürgmann 

206 Imaging a decade of creep along 
the San Andreas Fault from 
UAVSAR: Initial Results,  Chelsea 
Scott, and Manoochehr Shirzaei 

207 Characterizing creeping faults using 
InSAR: a case study of the 
Xianshuihe Fault,  Yuexin Li, and 
Roland Bürgmann 

208 Quantitative relationship between 
aseismic slip propagation speed 
and frictional properties,  Keisuke 
Ariyoshi, Jean-Paul Ampuero, 
Roland Bürgmann, Takanori 
Matsuzawa, Akira Hasegawa, 
Ryota Hino, and Takane Hori 

209 Estimating Fault Configurations 
From InSAR Data,  Cameron Saylor 

210 Imaging tectonic and anthropogenic 
processes using ALOS-2 and 
Sentinel-1 InSAR,  Zhen Liu, Paul 
Lundgren, and Cunren Liang 

211 Testing Structural Model Predictions 
Against Geodetic Data in the 
Western Transverse Ranges, 
Southern California,  Yuval Levy, 
Scott Marshall, Thomas Rockwell, 
and John Shaw 

 
 

212 Variational Bayesian Independent 
Component Analysis for InSAR 
displacement time series with 
application to Central Valley, 
California,  Adriano Gualandi, and 
Zhen Liu 

213 Deep Learning-based Damage 
Mapping with InSAR Coherence 
Time Series,  Oliver Stephenson, 
Tobias Koehne, Eric Zhan, Brent 
Cahill, Zachary Ross, and Sang-Ho 
Yun 

214 GeodVel: it's the better geodetic 
Plate Tectonic model at the border 
between NorthAmerica and 
Pacific?,  Jose Javier 
Gonzàlez-Garcìa, Alejandro 
Gonzalez-Ortega, Juan Carlos 
Robles-Avalos, and Hebert 
Martinez-Barcena 

215 Tools for GNSS application to 
tectonics,  Jay Parker, Michael 
Heflin, and Andrea Donnellan 

216 Mitigation of atmosphere noise in 
satellite interferometry through 
machine learning,  DongChan Ahn, 
and Zhen Liu 

2019 Ridgecrest Earthquakes Posters 217-281 
217 Geologic observations of surface 

fault rupture associated with the 
Ridgecrest M6.4 and M7.1 
earthquake sequence by the 
Ridgecrest Rupture Mapping 
Group,  Katherine Kendrick, Sinan 
Akciz, Stephen Angster, 
Jean-Philippe Avouac, Jeffrey 
Bachhuber, Scott Bennett, Kelly 
Blake, Stephan Bork, Benjamin 
Brooks, Paul Burgess, Colin 
Chupik, Timothy Dawson, Michael 
DeFrisco, Jaime Delano, Stephen 
DeLong, James Dolan, Christopher 

DuRoss, Todd Ericksen, Erik Frost, 
Ryan Gold, Nicholas Graehl, 
Elizabeth Haddon, Alexandra 
Hatem, Janis Hernandez, 
Christopher Hitchcock, Kenneth 
Hudnut, Rich Koehler, Ozgur 
Kozaci, Tyler Ladinsky, Christopher 
Madugo, Maxime Mareschal, Devin 
McPhillips, Chris Milliner, Alex 
Morelan, Johanna Nevitt, Brian 
Olson, Salena Padilla, Jason 
Patton, Belle Philibosian, Alexandra 
Pickering, Ian Pierce, Daniel Ponti, 
Cynthia Pridmore, Carla Rosa, 

Nathaniel Roth, Katherine Scharer, 
Gordon Seitz, Ellie Spangler, Brian 
Swanson, Kate Thomas, Jessica 
Thompson Jobe, Jerry Treiman, 
Alana Williams, and Michael Oskin 

218 Detailed fracture map and 
orthophoto of the southern portion 
of the M7.1 2019 Ridgecrest 
Earthquake,  Ian Pierce, Alana 
Williams, Rich Koehler, Sinan Akciz, 
Colin Chupik, and Jayne Bormann 
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219 Fault slip distribution along the 
southern 15 km of the M7.1 
Ridgecrest earthquake surface 
rupture,  Salena Padilla, Sinan 
Akciz, Alexandra Hatem, James 
Dolan, and Ridgecrest Rupture 
Mapping Group 

220 Coseismic Variations in Slip 
Orientation from Curved Striations 
and Projectile Playa Soils during the 
2019 M7.1 Ridgecrest Earthquake, 
Elizabeth Haddon, Scott Bennett, 
Jason Patton, Katherine Kendrick, 
David Oglesby, Brian Olson, 
Christopher DuRoss, and Alexandra 
Pickering 

221 Rapid post-earthquake 
reconnaissance and paleoseismic 
trenching preliminary results for the 
M6.4 and M7.1 Ridgecrest 
earthquake sequence, Southern 
California,  Ozgur Kozaci, 
Christopher Madugo, Jeffrey 
Bachhuber, Christopher Hitchcock, 
Albert Kottke, and Kaherine Herr 

222 The Origin of Surface Cracks from 
the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake 
Sequence M6.4 and M7.1 Fault 
Zones: Primary Faulting, Triggered 
Slip or Shaking Related; Can we tell 
the difference?,  Gordon Seitz, 
Maxime Mareschal, Timothy 
Dawson, and Chris Milliner 

223 Detailed fracture map and 
orthophoto of the southern portion 
of the M6.4 2019 Ridgecrest 
Earthquake,  Alana Williams, Ian 
Pierce, Rich Koehler, Sinan Akciz, 
Colin Chupik, and Jayne Bormann 

224 Airborne lidar and electro-optical 
imagery along surface ruptures of 
the 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake 
sequence, southern California, 
Kenneth Hudnut, Benjamin Brooks, 
Katherine Scharer, Janis 
Hernandez, Timothy Dawson, 
Michael Oskin, Ramon Arrowsmith, 
Kelly Blake, Stephan Bork, Matthew 
Boggs, Craig Glennie, Juan Carlos 
Fernandez-Diaz, Abhinav 
Singhania, and Darren Hauser 

225 Resolving Ridgecrest complex 
deformation modes characterized 
with differential LiDAR topography, 
Emmons McKinney, Adam Wade, 
Christopher Madugo, and Ozgur 
Kozaci 

 
 
 
 
 

226 Three-dimensional rupture patterns 
of the 2019 Ridgecrest, California 
earthquake sequence revealed by 
correlation of high-resolution 
WorldView optical satellite imagery, 
Robert Zinke, James Hollingsworth, 
Gilles Peltzer, Eric Fielding, James 
Dolan, Chris Milliner, Yousef 
Bozorgnia, and Alexandra 
Sarmiento 

227 Surface rupturing and triggered slip 
on nearby faults from the 
Ridgecrest earthquakes revealed by 
InSAR,  Xiaohua Xu, Lauren Ward, 
Bridget Smith-Konter, Chris Milliner, 
Peng Fang, Yehuda Bock, and 
David Sandwell 

228 OR-Corr a New Outlier-Resistant 
Image Correlation Method: 
Examples of Surface Deformation 
and Complex Fracturing from the 
2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake 
Sequence Imaged by 
High-resolution Optical and Radar 
Imagery,  Chris Milliner, Andrea 
Donnellan, Rui Chen, Robert Zinke, 
Xiaohua Xu, Alex Morelan, Timothy 
Dawson, Christopher Madugo, 
James Dolan, Alexandra Sarmiento, 
Yousef Bozorgnia, and Adnan 
Ansar 

229 Targeted High-Resolution 
Topographic Imaging of Active 
Faults and the Ridgecrest 
Earthquake Sequence Ruptures in 
Southern California,  Andrea 
Donnellan, Gregory Lyzenga, Jay 
Parker, Adnan Ansar, Christine 
Goulet, Yehuda Ben-Zion, Frank 
Vernon, and David Lynch 

230 ARIA Rapid Response Products for 
the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquakes, 
Sang-Ho Yun, Jung Liang, Eric 
Fielding, Cunren Liang, Susan 
Owen, Hook Hua, and Marjorie 
Lucas 

231 SAR Imaging of the Coseismic and 
Early Postseismic Deformation from 
the 2019 Mw 7.1 and Mw 6.4 
Ridgecrest Earthquakes in 
California,  Eric Fielding, Oliver 
Stephenson, Minyan Zhong, Simran 
Sangha, Cunren Liang, Mong-Han 
Huang, Zhen Liu, Sang-Ho Yun, 
Mark Simons, and Benjamin Brooks 

232 Surface deformation of the Mw 6.4 
and Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest earthquakes 
measured from subpixel correlation 
of Copernicus Sentinel-2 optical 
images,  Saif Aati, and 
Jean-Philippe Avouac 

 
 

233 Distinguishing slip from the M6.4 
and M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquakes 
using campaign GPS data,  Gareth 
Funning, Michael Floyd, and Rachel 
Terry 

234 Modeling of co- and early 
postseismic deformation due to the 
2019 Ridgecrest earthquake 
sequence,  Kang Wang, and Roland 
Bürgmann 

235 Mitigating the Effect of the 
Ridgecrest Earthquakes on the 
USGS’s Automated Analysis of 
Global Positioning System Data, 
Jessica Murray, and Jerry Svarc 

236 Postseismic deformation and stress 
evolution following the 2019 M 7.1 
and M 6.4 Ridgecrest earthquakes, 
Jacob Dorsett, Kaj Johnson, 
Simone Puel, and Thorsten Becker 

237 Vertical Deformation of the 2019 
M6.4 Searles Valley and M7.1 
Ridgecrest Earthquakes,  Bridget 
Smith-Konter, Lauren Ward, 
Xiaohua Xu, and David Sandwell 

238 NOTA Performance During 2019 
Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence, 
Christian Walls, Doerte Mann, 
David Mencin, Kathleen 
Hodgkinson, Shawn Lawrence, 
Andre Basset, Ryan Turner, Karl 
Feaux, and Glen Mattioli 

239 Rheological implications of 
post-seismic deformation following 
the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquakes, 
Camilla Penney, and Jean-Philippe 
Avouac 

240 Aftershocks of the Ridgecrest 
earthquake sequence on four dense 
fiber seismic arrays,  Ethan 
Williams, Zhongwen Zhan, Zefeng 
Li, Martin Karrenbach, Thomas 
Coleman, Lisa LaFlame, Steve 
Cole, and Victor Yarsev 

241 Triggered slip and afterslip in the 
2019 Ridgecrest earthquakes: 
evidence for rotation of fault zone 
fabrics,  Roger Bilham, and Castillo 
Bryan 

242 Postseismic deformation models for 
the July 2019 Ridgecrest 
earthquakes: Applications of the 
SCEC Community Rheology Model, 
Elizabeth Hearn, and Charles 
Williams 

243 Survey of Damaged Tufa Pinnacles 
in Trona Following the 2019 M7.1 
Ridgecrest Earthquake,  Christine 
Goulet, Xiaofeng Meng, Andrea 
Donnellan, and Gregory Lyzenga 
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244 Engineering and Geological Effects 
of the July 2019 Ridgecrest 
Earthquake Sequence,  Jonathan 
Stewart, Scott Brandenberg, 
Pengfei Wang, Chukwuebuka 
Nweke, Kenneth Hudson, Silvia 
Mazzoni, Yousef Bozorgnia, 
Kenneth Hudnut, Craig Davis, Sean 
Ahdi, Farzin Zareian, Jawad Fayaz, 
Rich Koehler, C Chupik, Ian Pierce, 
A Williams, Sinan Akciz, Martin 
Hudson, T Kishida, Benjamin 
Brooks, Ryan Gold, Daniel Ponti, 
Katherine Scharer, Devin 
McPhillips, T Ericksen, J 
Hernandez, Jason Patton, Brian 
Olson, Timothy Dawson, Jerry 
Treiman, Christopher DuRoss, 
Karen Blake, Jeffrey Bachhuber, 
Christopher Madugo, J Sun, Andrea 
Donnellan, Gregory Lyzenga, and 
Erik Conway 

245 Source, Site and Path 
Characterization of the July 2019 
M7.1 and M6.4 Ridgecrest 
Earthquake Sequence,  Grace 
Parker, Annemarie Baltay, Eric 
Thompson, John Rekoske, and Dan 
McNamara 

246 Preliminary study on the attenuation 
characteristics of ground motion 
recorded during the 2019 
Ridgecrest earthquakes,  Hongjun 
Si, Kazuki Koketsu, and Hiroe 
Miyake 

247 Prediction of Ground-Motion 
Time-Series at an arbitrary location 
using Gaussian Process 
Interpolation: Application to the 
Ridgecrest Earthquake,  Aidin 
Tamhidi, Nicolas Kuehn, Yousef 
Bozorgnia, Ertugrul Taciroglu, and 
Tadahiro Kishida 

248 Strong Ground Motions from 2019 
Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence 
Mainshocks,  Silvia Mazzoni, 
Tadahiro Kashida, Pengfei Wang, 
Sean Ahdi, Yousef Bozorgnia, and 
Jonathan Stewart 

249 Strain-estimated ground motions of 
recent earthquakes in California, 
Noha Farghal, and Annemarie 
Baltay 

250 Automated processing of the 2019 
Ridgecrest, California, earthquake 
sequence ground motions,  Eric 
Thompson, Mike Hearne, John 
Rekoske, Heather Schovanec, 
Morgan Moschetti, Brad Aagaard, 
and Grace Parker 

 
 

251 CSN/LAUSD Network: A Dense 
Accelerometer Network in Los 
Angeles Schools,  Robert Clayton, 
Monica Kohler, Richard Guy, Julian 
Bunn, Thomas Heaton, and 
Kanianthra Chandy 

252 3D ground motion simulations for 
small to moderate magnitude 
events in the Ridgecrest sequence, 
Robert Graves 

253 Earthquake Magnitudes from 
Dynamic Strain: Application to the 
2019 Ridgecrest Earthquakes, 
Andrew Barbour, and Noha Farghal 

254 Three-Component Nodal Array 
Aftershock Deployments for the 
2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake 
Sequence,  Rufus Catchings, Mark 
Goldman, Joanne Chan, Amir 
Allam, Jamison Steidl, Yehuda 
Ben-Zion, Coyn Criley, Zhenning 
Ma, Daniel Langermann, Adrian 
McEvilly, and Daniel Mongovin 

255 A Multiscale Seismic Deployment 
with 463 Sensors Following the 
2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake 
Sequence in Eastern CA,  Amir 
Allam, Rufus Catchings, Jamison 
Steidl, Elizabeth Berg, Nathan 
Downey, Yehuda Ben-Zion, Mark 
Goldman, Joanne Chan, Coyn 
Criley, Daniel Langermann, Adrian 
McEvilly, Ziqiang Ma, and Daniel 
Mongovin 

256 A rapid seismic deployment to 
capture aftershock sequence of 
2019 Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest 
earthquake,  Abhijit Ghosh, Manuel 
Mendoza, Shankho Niyogi, Kuntal 
Chaudhuri, Baoning Wu, and 
Andrew Birkey 

257 Automated moment tensor 
inversion using 3D Green’s 
Functions: Application to the LA 
basin and the 2019 Ridgecrest 
sequence,  Zhongwen Zhan, and 
Xin Wang 

258 Imaging the rupture process of the 
2019 M6.4 and M7.1 Ridgecrest 
Earthquakes using local seismic 
stations in Southern California, 
Yuqing Xie, and Lingsen Meng 

259 Preliminary seismological analyses 
of 2019 Mw 6.4 Searles Valley and 
Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest California 
earthquakes,  Chen Ji, Ralph 
Archuleta, Kenichi Tsuda, and Scott 
Condon 

 
 
 

260 Spatio-temporal foreshock evolution 
of the 2019 M 6.4 and M 7.1 
Ridgecrest, California Earthquakes, 
Hui Huang, Roland Bürgmann, 
Lingsen Meng, Kang Wang, and 
Baptiste Rousset 

261 Seismic Velocity Changes 
Associated with the 2019 
Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence, 
Yanru An, Taka'aki Taira, Chenyu 
Li, and Zhigang Peng 

262 Cascading, pulse-like ruptures 
during the 2019 Ridgecrest 
earthquakes, East California Shear 
Zone,  Kejie Chen, Jean-Philippe 
Avouac, SAIF AATI, Chris Milliner, 
Fu Zheng, and Chuang Shi 

263 Recent Damaging Earthquakes on 
Conjugate Structures in the Walker 
Lane: Characteristics of the The 
Nine Mile Ranch Sequence 
(2016-2019) and Comparison to the 
Ridgecrest Sequence of 2019, 
Rachel Hatch, Ken Smith, Rachel 
Abercrombie, Christine Ruhl, 
William Hammond, and Ian Pierce 

264 Distinct Dual-mode inter-event slip 
and cascade triggering during the 
2019 Ridgecrest, California 
foreshock/mainshock earthquake 
sequence,  Zheng-Kang Shen, Han 
Yue, Jianbao Sun, Min Wang, Lian 
Xue, Weifan Lu, Yijian Zhou, 
Chunmei Ren, and Mingjia Li 

265 Visualising the Ridgecrest 
Earthquakes using Wavefield 
Reconstruction,  Jack Muir, and 
Zhongwen Zhan 

266 Anti-similar aftershocks in the 
Ridgecrest, California earthquake 
sequence,  Daniel Trugman, 
Zachary Ross, and Paul Johnson 

267 Foreshocks, Aftershocks, and 
Faulting Complexity: the 2019 
Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence in 
High Resolution,  David Shelly 

268 Prospective and 
Pseudo-prospective Aftershock 
Forecasts After the July 2019 M6.4 
Searles Valley and M7.1 Ridgecrest 
Earthquakes,  Simone Mancini, 
Margarita Segou, Tom Parsons, and 
Maximilian Werner 

269 Pseudo-Prospective Evaluation of 
Operational UCERF3-ETAS 
Forecasts during the Ridgecrest, 
California, Earthquake Sequence, 
William Savran, Maximilian Werner, 
David Rhoades, David Jackson, 
Edward Field, Kevin Milner, Andrew 
Michael, Thomas Jordan, and Philip 
Maechling 
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270 Aftershock forecasts following the 
M6.4 and M7.1 Ridgecrest, 
California, earthquakes of July 
2019,  Jeanne Hardebeck, Andrew 
Michael, Morgan Page, Nicholas 
van der Elst, Michael Barall, Andrea 
Llenos, Eric Martinez, and Sara 
McBride 

271 Operational earthquake forecasting 
during the M6.4 Searles Valley and 
M7.1 Ridgecrest sequence using 
the UCERF3-ETAS 
model—evaluation and lessons 
learned,  Kevin Milner, Edward Field, 
William Savran, Thomas Jordan, 
Morgan Page, and Maximilian 
Werner 

272 ShakeAlert Earthquake Early 
Warning Performance for the 2019 
Ridgecrest Sequence,  Brad 
Aagaard, Sarah Minson, Annemarie 
Baltay, Elizabeth Cochran, and Tom 
Hanks 

273 Implications of uncertainty in ground 
motion estimates on ShakeAlert 
alerting strategies: Considering the 
2019 Ridgecrest earthquake 
sequence,  Jessie Saunders, Brad 
Aagaard, Annemarie Baltay, and 
Sarah Minson 

274 Performance of the ShakeAlert 
Earthquake Early Warning System 
During the Ridgecrest Sequence, 
Angela Chung, Deborah Smith, 
Jennifer Andrews, Maren Böse, Jeff 
McGuire, Men-Andrin Meier, Igor 
Stubailo, and Richard Allen 

275 Rupture models of the 2019 
M6.4-7.1 Ridgecrest earthquakes 
constrained by space geodetic data 
and aftershock locations,  Zeyu Jin, 
and Yuri Fialko 

276 The first few days of the 2019 
Ridgecrest earthquake sequence, 
Benjamin Idini, Mark Simons, 
Minyan Zhong, Oliver Stephenson, 
Zachary Ross, Eric Fielding, 
Sang-Ho Yun, Egill Hauksson, Chris 
Milliner, Angelyn Moore, and Zhen 
Liu 

277 Co-seismic rupture process of the 
large 2019 Ridgecrest earthquakes 
from joint inversion of geodetic and 
seismological observations,  Chengli 
Liu, Thorne Lay, Emily Brodsky, 
Kelian Dascher-Cousineau, and 
Xiong Xiong 

 
 

278 Detailed 3D source fault 
representations for the 2019 
Ridgecrest earthquake sequence, 
Andreas Plesch, John Shaw, 
Zachary Ross, and Egill Hauksson 

279 Preliminary dynamic rupture 
simulations of the July 2019 M6.4 
and M7.1 Ridgecrest, California, 
earthquakes,  Julian Lozos, and 
Ruth Harris 

280 Dynamic stress perturbation on the 
M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake fault 
from the preceding M6.4 event: a 
theoretical study with dynamic 
rupture models,  Baoning Wu, David 
Oglesby, Jordan Cortez, and 
Christodoulos Kyriakopoulos 

281 Modeling the 2019 Ridgecrest 
Earthquake Sequence,  Jordan 
Cortez, Christodoulos 
Kyriakopoulos, Baoning Wu, David 
Oglesby, Roby Douilly, Gareth 
Funning, and Abhijit Ghosh 

 
 
 
 
 

Computational Science (CS) Posters 296-302 
296 Towards High Order Octree-Based 

Finite Element Earthquake 
Simulations,  Leonardo 
Ramirez-Guzman 

297 New Advances in CyberShake 
PSHA Models,  Scott Callaghan, 
Philip Maechling, Christine Goulet, 
Kevin Milner, Mei-Hui Su, Robert 
Graves, Kim Olsen, Yifeng Cui, 
Brad Aagaard, Kathryn Wooddell, 
Albert Kottke, Bruce Shaw, and 
Thomas Jordan 

 
 
 

298 Applications of and considerations 
for using machine learning and 
deep learning tools in earthquake 
engineering, with focus on soft story 
building identification,  Abhineet 
Gupta, Todd MacDonald, and 
Debbie Weiser 

299 MASTODON: An open source finite 
element tool to model seismic 
response of structures,  Swetha 
Veeraraghavan, Chandrakanth 
Bolisetti, Andrew Slaughter, William 
Hoffman, and Justin Coleman 

300 Continued Integration and Delivery 
for AWP-ODC-OS in the public 
Cloud,  Yifeng Cui, Alexander 
Breuer, and David Lenz 

301 Cloud Computing and Big Data – 
Using the Southern California 
Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC) 
and the Southern California Seismic 
Network (SCSN) Products and 
Services for Earthquake Research, 
Ellen Yu, Prabha Acharya, Aparna 
Bhaskaran, Shang-Lin Chen, 
Jennifer Andrews, Valerie Thomas, 
Zachary Ross, Egill Hauksson, and 
Robert Clayton 

302 Cactus to Clouds: Processing the 
SCEDC Open Data Set on AWS, 
Tim Clements, and Marine Denolle 

Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) Posters 303-309 
303 A conceptual framework of the 

China Seismic Experimental Site 
(CSES),  Yi Tang 

304 Earthquake Notification Service 
(ENS): Present Capabilities and 
Next-Generation Product Ideas, 
Clara Yoon, Stan Schwarz, and 
Valerie Thomas 

 
 

305 The Future of the SCEC 
Community Information System, 
Edric Pauk, Tran Huynh, Mei-Hui 
Su, and Philip Maechling 

 
 
 
 
 

306 Visualizing Post-Seismic Drought 
Scenarios: An Analysis of Historical 
Earthquakes on the San Andreas 
Fault System,  Suzie Duran, Shreya 
Agrawal, Haydee Portillo, Stephanie 
Soto, Jose Rico, Elvis Carrillo, 
Gabriela Noriega, and Thomas 
Jordan 
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307 Earthquake Forecasting Using 
Machine Learning Algorithms, 
Alexei Shatz, Julie Pastorino, Jared 
Santa Maria, Yuner Lu, Yonatan 
Gugsa, Daniel Molina, William 
Savran, and Thomas Jordan 

 

308 Developing Visualizations of 
Earthquake Droughts on the San 
Andreas Fault System,  Gina Yang, 
Joses Galdamez, Afe Addeh, 
Brandon O'Neil, Harsh Waghela, 
John Yu, Kevin Milner, Jerlyn 
Swiatlowski, and Thomas Jordan 

 

309 30 Year Forecast for the Current 
California Earthquake Drought, 
Ruben Li Wu, Gisselle Mondragon, 
Terri Tang, Laura Davey, Vanessa 
Carpio, Amabel Teca, Malka 
Lazerson, Jerlyn Swiatlowski, Kevin 
Milner, Scott Callaghan, and 
Thomas Jordan 

SCEC Community Models (CXM) Posters 310-323 
310 Full Waveform Seismic Tomography 

for geophysical velocity model in 
Canterbury region based on the 
Adjoint-Wavefield method,  Trung 
Dung Nguyen, Robin Lee, Alan 
Juarez, and Brendon Bradley 

311 Tomography of Central California 
Using Ambient Field Correlations, 
Lise Retailleau, Aurelien Mordret, 
and Gregory Beroza 

312 Tectonic regionalization of the 
Southern California crust from 
tomographic cluster analysis, 
William Eymold, and Thomas 
Jordan 

313 Evaluation and Adjustments of the 
USGS San Francisco Bay Area 
Velocity Model: Special Focus on 
the East Bay,  Evan Hirakawa, and 
Brad Aagaard 

314 Imaging the Upper Mantle Seismic 
Structure Beneath Southern 
California,  A. Christian Stanciu, and 
Eugene Humphreys 

 
 

315 Refining estimates of the seismic 
properties and geologic framework 
of the Mojave Desert, southern 
California,  Alan Chapman, Emma 
Schneider, and David Lockner 

316 How certain are regional strength 
envelopes in Southern California?, 
Kristel Izquierdo, Laurent Montesi, 
William Holt, Alireza Bahadori, and 
William Shinevar 

317 Preliminary SCEC Community 
Rheology Model,  Wayne Thatcher, 
Elizabeth Hearn, Michael Oskin, 
Laurent Montesi, Greg Hirth, 
Whitney Behr, Andreas Plesch, and 
John Shaw 

318 Terrane Boundary Definition for the 
Borderland Geologic Framework 
SCEC5 Community Rheology 
Model,  Mark Legg, and Marc 
Kamerling 

319 A volumetric, CFM compatible, 
Geologic Framework Model (GFM), 
Andreas Plesch, John Shaw, 
Michael Oskin, and Philip 
Maechling 

320 Complementing CGM with surface 
deformation measurements from 
dense catalogs of SAR data, 
Ekaterina Tymofyeyeva, and Yuri 
Fialko 

321 Contribution to the Community 
Geodetic Model: Line-of-Sight 
Deformation Time-series along the 
San Andreas Fault System from 
Sentinel-1 InSAR and GPS,  David 
Sandwell, Xiaohua Xu, Emilie Klein, 
Peng Fang, and Yehuda Bock 

322 A Queryable Map-Based Web 
Interface to the SCEC Community 
Fault Model,  Mei-Hui Su, Philip 
Maechling, Scott Marshall, Craig 
Nicholson, Andreas Plesch, John 
Shaw, Edric Pauk, Tran Huynh, and 
Elizabeth Hearn 

323 Continued Updates, Expansion and 
Improvements to the Community 
Fault Model (CFM version 5.3), 
Craig Nicholson, Andreas Plesch, 
Christopher Sorlien, John Shaw, 
Scott Marshall, and Egill Hauksson 
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Meeting Abstracts 
ShakeAlert Earthquake Early Warning Performance for the 2019 Ridgecrest Sequence , Brad Aagaard, Sarah Minson,              
Annemarie Baltay, Elizabeth Cochran, and Tom Hanks  (Poster Presentation 272) 

We evaluate the performance of the ShakeAlert earthquake early warning (EEW) system for M5+ earthquakes in the 2019                  
Ridgecrest earthquake sequence using a cost-savings, ground-motion-based performance metric for public alerting strategies. We              
find the system could have provided about 40-60 percent of the cost savings of a perfect EEW system. Improving magnitude                    
estimates while accounting for event bias in ground motions relative to median values would significantly increase the performance.                  
The latency involved in transmitting alerts also significantly affects performance. 

Our performance metric is the ratio of the cost savings of the ShakeAlert system relative to the cost savings for a perfect EEW                       
system. We consider the perfect EEW system to be one that forecasts the final Southern California Seismic Network ShakeMap                   
ground motions instantaneously at the origin time of the earthquakes. For each alert generated by the ShakeAlert EEW system, we                    
predict the ground motions using the Abrahamson, Silva, and Kamai (2014) ground-motion prediction equation and the lead time                  
before strong shaking arrives with the shear wave. We compute the cost of damage and cost of action using simple cost functions                      
that depend on MMI for both fear avoidance and injury mitigation. We attribute fear avoidance to experiencing less fear when alerted                     
to shaking beforehand, with a reduction starting at MMI III and increasing to MMI V. We attribute injury mitigation to reducing injuries                      
through people doing Drop, Cover, and Hold on when receiving an alert, with mitigation starting at MMI IV and increasing to MMI                      
VIII. The ground-motion-based performance metric accounts for the cost of action and potential savings for timely alerts, late alerts,                   
missed alerts, and false alerts. We incorporate latencies of 0s, 2s, 5s, and 10s to account for the time required to transmit and react                        
to the alerts. To quantify how improvements in the system affect the performance, we examine theoretical cases for issuing alerts                    
0s, 5s, and 10s after origin time using the catalog earthquake magnitude. 

Surface deformation of the Mw 6.4 and Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest earthquakes measured from subpixel correlation of Copernicus                 
Sentinel-2 optical images ,  Saif Aati, and Jean-Philippe Avouac  (Poster Presentation 232) 

We use sub-pixel correlation of optical images to measure surface deformation in the epicentral area of the Mw6.4 Searles Valley                    
and the Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest earthquakes, which struck California on July 4, and 5 respectively. This study provides an opportunity to                     
test the geometric quality of the Copernicus Sentinel-2 data distributed by the European Space Agency. The good spatial resolution                   
(GSD of 10m), the short revisit time of ~5 days and the wide swath width (~290km) of Copernicus Sentinel-2 images make them                      
particular adequate to study surface changes due in particular to earthquakes. We used images acquired before and after the two                    
Ridgecrest earthquakes. No Sentinel image was acquired in the 30 hours between the two shocks so our measurement reflect the                    
deformation that has resulted from both of them. We processed the images with COSI-Corr, using the phase correlator which can in                     
principle yield a subpixel accuracy that can reach 1/50 pixel. The measurements clearly show the surface ruptures due to the two                     
earthquakes and allow measuring surface slip with an accuracy of ~20cm. The measurements also show geometric artifacts due to                   
the satellite jitter, CCD misalignment and orthrectification errors. These artifacts are present because the data distributed by EAS                  
have been already orthorectified the images and the COSI-Corr technique to correct for these effects cannot be applied directly. We                    
will discuss and test alternative strategies to mitigate these effects. 

Modeling sequence of earthquakes and aseismic slip (SEAS) in low-velocity faults zones using a computationally efficient                
numerical algorithm ,  Mohamed Abdelmeguid, Xiao Ma, and Ahmed Elbanna  (Poster Presentation 167) 

Modeling earthquake ruptures is a complex challenge due to the eclectic sources of nonlinearities and heterogeneities, such as                  
friction, plasticity, nonplanar fault surfaces, and material damage. In addition to the nonlinearities, another challenging aspect of                 
modeling earthquake processes is the multi-scale nature of the problem, both spatially and temporally. Here, we present a hybrid                   
scheme that combines finite element method (FEM) and spectral boundary integral method (SBIM) to simulate earthquake cycles                 
with rate and state fault subjected to slow tectonic loading processes of long duration intermittent by episodes of dynamic fracture in                     
the presence of near-field heterogeneity. On a spatial level, regions of small-scale heterogeneity and complex fault geometry are                  
handled using a FEM approach, while the linearly elastic bulk with a known Greens function is modeled using SBIM. Accordingly, we                     
benefit from the flexibility of FEM in handling nonlinear problems, while retaining the superior performance and accuracy of SBIM.                   
We handle the intricacies associated with this time evolution using an alternating dynamic-quasidynamic schemes, such that during                 
dynamic rupture an explicit time integration is utilized for computational efficiency, with the quasidynamic approximation being                
specific only to inter-seismic periods where larger time steps are required. The presented approach is validated using benchmark                  
problems. We further demonstrate the capabilities of this computationally efficient scheme by modeling earthquake cycles with                
LVFZ, in which we highlight the role of near fault nonlinearities in altering the behavior of the earthquake cycle including interevent                     
time, magnitude scaling, peak slip rate, and radiation pattern. 

Just how similar are individual earthquakes within repeating sequences at Parkfield? , Rachel Abercrombie, Xiaowei Chen,               
and Jiewen Zhang  (Poster Presentation 182) 

The discovery of repeating sequences of earthquakes on the San Andreas at Parkfield has led to significant advances in our                    
understanding of fault mechanics, and earthquake rupture dynamics. But just how similar are the repeating events? How similar are                   
their rupture areas? Do they nucleate in the same place and rupture in the same direction? Sequences analyzed to date are too                      
small to see resovable spatial variation. 

We select 3 sequences of earthquakes within the borehole High Resolution Seismic Network (HRSN), large enough to be                  
well-recorded, but small enough to have multiple repeats. 
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The sequences include multiple collocated events well-recorded by the HRSN between 2001 and 2016: Sequence 2 (M~2.7)                 
includes 8 events, Sequence 9 (M~2.3), 9 events, and Sequence 5 (M~2), 11 events since 2001. We use P waves and empirical                      
Green’s functions (EGFs) with high cross-correlation to remove the path effects and obtain spectral ratios and source time functions                   
(STFs) for each event. The spectral ratios and source time functions within each sequence are extremely similar at each station. 

The source spectra of Sequence 2 (largest M) exhibit no detectable temporal variation and no response to the M6 earthquake. The                     
source spectra of Sequence 5 (smallest M) exhibit a decrease in high frequency energy following the M6 event, that recovers with                     
time, consistent with a decrease in stress drop then gradual healing. Sequence 9 shows a possible small response to the M6                     
(similar to Sequence 5). 

We calculate source directivity following Abercrombie et al. (2017b). For each event in turn, we stretch the time-axis of STFs at each                      
station in turn to find the best correlation between pairs of stations, and so the azimuthal variation in duration. The individual events                      
in each sequence all show the same directivity. Earthquakes in Sequence 2 rupture unilaterally to the NW, those in Sequence 9                     
rupture unilaterally to the SE and those of Sequence 5 are less well resolved. 

All the above analyses used all available EGFs at each station over the entire time period. We also test using exactly the same                       
stations and EGFs for each event within a sequence, and selecting in time to ensure that choices of stations and EGFs, do not affect                        
the results. 

Numerical simulations of stress variations with depth in a model for the San Jacinto fault zone , Niloufar Abolfathian,                  
Christopher Johnson, and Yehuda Ben-Zion  (Poster Presentation 192) 

Depth dependent crustal stress orientations in strike-slip faulting environments are explored using quasi-static numerical simulations               
with variations of fault geometry and rheology of a layered substrate, to compare model predictions with stress inversion of focal                    
mechanisms from the San Jacinto fault zone. We attempt to understand observed rotations up to ~30 ̊ of the principal stress axes                      
below 10 km depth in this region. The simulations employ the finite element software package PyLith for solving the partial                    
differential equations describing the tectonic deformation. The basic model consists of a vertical right-lateral frictional fault in a solid                   
with horizontal crustal layers, constant tectonic loading, and gravitational forces. The model design incorporates different scenarios                
with a fault in an elastic upper crust atop a transition zone and a viscoelastic lower crust. Variations of stress orientations in relation                       
to seismic velocities, rheology of the transition zone and fault dipping are analyzed. Temporal changes of stress parameters within                   
an earthquake cycle are also compared with observations from the San Jacinto fault zone. Initial results indicate that the stress                    
evolution is not sensitive to the velocity model, but the rheology plays a large role in the stress accumulation in the brittle-ductile                      
transition layer. Allowing fault creep in the elastic transition zone produces rotation of the principal stresses and smaller earthquakes                   
at the bottom of the seismogenic thickness seen in observed data. 

Mitigation of atmosphere noise in satellite interferometry through machine learning , DongChan Ahn, and Zhen Liu (Poster                
Presentation 216) 

Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) is a radar imaging technique widely used to track surface deformation. InSAR can                  
measure surface deformation with centimeter to millimeter accuracy, but is susceptible to noise. One major noise source is radar                   
phase delay caused by variations in atmospheric conditions over the region of interest. Convolutional neural networks have shown                  
great performance in spatial pattern recognition tasks. Our objective is to use convolutional filters to aid in identifying                  
spatially-correlated noise in InSAR interferograms. Using a deep learning-based approach, our method employs deep convolutional               
autoencoders to estimate and correct atmospheric noise. As a proof of concept, we trained and validated autoencoders on synthetic                   
test cases with realistic noise. Preliminary results indicate this novel approach can denoise interferograms effectively. Ongoing work                 
involves benchmarking the robustness of the autoencoder through more synthetic test cases and applying it to real-world InSAR                  
observations. 

Evaluating seismic velocity models in the Salton Trough, Southern California using spectral-element wave simulation of               
validation events ,  Rasheed Ajala, Patricia Persaud, Alan Juarez, and Gboyega Ayeni  (Poster Presentation 055) 

The Southern California ShakeOut Scenario considers a potential M7.8 earthquake that initiates on the southernmost section of the                  
San Andreas fault in the Salton Trough, with energy propagating northward into the Los Angeles basin. To improve earthquake                   
hazard assessments in the region, we must accurately forecast strong ground motions through realistic 3D earth models. Recently,                  
we have utilized active-source data from reflection and refraction seismic experiments in the Salton Trough such as the 2011 Salton                    
Seismic Imaging Project to produce 3D travel time velocity models for Coachella and Imperial Valley basins (Ajala et al., 2019;                    
Persaud et al., 2016). Comparisons of our models with two popular community velocity models in Southern California – CVM-S4.26                   
and CVM-H15.1 – reveal significant differences in basin geometry and crustal heterogeneity. To investigate the accuracy of the                  
models in ground motion prediction, we registered our velocity models into the SCEC Unified Community Velocity Model software                  
framework. This facilitates the construction of hybrid velocity models and mesh generation. 

For our validation tests, we plan to simulate medium-sized earthquakes with magnitudes between 3.5 and 5.5 in four velocity models                    
with geotechnical layers in the top 350 m: (1) our travel time velocity models embedded in CVM-H15.1, (2) our travel time velocity                      
models embedded in CVM-S4.26, (3) CVM-H15.1 only, and (4) CVM-S4.26 only. Simulations will be done using the SPECFEM3D                  
Cartesian package, which implements the spectral-element solution to the 3D wave equation for hexahedral meshes. Discrepancies                
between observed and synthetic seismograms will provide information that can be used to improve scenario earthquake simulations                 
used for future earthquake preparations in Southern California. 
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A Multiscale Seismic Deployment with 463 Sensors Following the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence in Eastern CA ,                
Amir Allam, Rufus Catchings, Jamison Steidl, Elizabeth Berg, Nathan Downey, Yehuda Ben-Zion, Mark Goldman, Joanne Chan,                
Coyn Criley, Daniel Langermann, Adrian McEvilly, Ziqiang Ma, and Daniel Mongovin  (Poster Presentation 255) 

The 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake sequence in the Eastern California Shear Zone includes the M6.4 and M7.1 July 4-5 events and                    
numerous aftershocks that extend to the north towards the Owens Valley and to the south towards the Garlock fault. The July 4                      
M6.4 event had aftershocks on nearly orthogonal faults, with both left- and right-lateral slip. The M7.1 earthquake on July 4th                    
re-ruptured the right-lateral fault and dramatically extended the surface rupture close to the Coso geothermal field to the north and                    
close to the Garlock fault to the south. To gain insight into the faulting processes involved in this complex earthquake sequence, we                      
deployed a multiscale 463-instrument temporary array of three-component seismometers for one month, beginning on July 6th. The                 
deployment includes a 42-station regional-scale grid, with 10-km spacing, four fault-normal arrays (100-m spacing) that cross the                 
M7.1 surface rupture, four fault-normal arrays across the nearby Garlock fault, and one array across the primary left-lateral rupture                   
of the M6.4 event. The arrays were designed to answer specific questions: what is the nature of the barrier between the NW end of                        
the M6.4 event and the hypocenter of the M7.1 earthquake? Why did the M6.4 event produce aftershocks on orthogonal segments?                    
What is the width and intensity of the mainshock’s damage zone, and how does it vary along strike? What is the nature of the newly                         
excited seismicity on the formerly quiescent Garlock fault? The aftershock waveforms and ambient noise recorded by this                 
deployment will be used to derive detailed velocity models and spatial spatio-temporal seismicity patterns that will address these                  
and other questions. 

Shear localization from the interplay between fault motion and grain size evolution ,  Kali Allison  (Poster Presentation 282) 

The formation of ductile shear zones in the lower crust and upper mantle and their interaction with brittle faults remains an open                      
question in continental tectonics. We explore how grain size evolution, shear zone structure, and fault motion are coupled in a                    
two-dimensional numerical model of a continental strike-slip fault zone. The model considers brittle deformation in the upper crust,                  
characterized by localized slip on a fault, and distributed viscous flow in the lower crust and upper mantle. Two viscous deformation                     
mechanisms are included: grain-size sensitive diffusion creep and grain-size insensitive dislocation creep. Grain size evolves               
following a physics-based paleowattmeter and depends on stress, strain rate, and time. This model makes it possible to                  
self-consistently simulate the variations of strain rate, grain size, dominant deformation mechanism, and stress in the vicinity of a                   
strike-slip fault and its deep extension in the lower crust. 

We consider the effects of varying composition, background geotherm, and pore fluid pressure on the fault, which controls its                   
strength. In general, our models produce a roughly 5 km wide shear zone in the lower crust, with a grain size of 10-100 µm, as much                          
as two orders of magnitude lower than in the surrounding lower crust. In the mantle, the shear zone is less localized. Its width                       
increases to about 20 km and the grain size, which ranges over several orders of magnitude, is not smaller than about 100 µm.                       
While warmer geotherms produce a continuous shear zone through the lower crust and upper mantle, cooler geotherms lead to                   
significant fault motion in the uppermost mantle that interrupts the shear zone and may be expressed as microseismicity in natural                    
conditions. In all models, diffusion creep is the dominant deformation mechanism in the lower crust. Shear zone localization is                   
dominated by the enhanced stress at the base of the fault. In the mantle, diffusion creep dominates within 20-40 km of the fault and                        
its deep extension, whereas dislocation creep dominates in the far field. Shear zone localization corresponds to the change in                   
dominant deformation mechanism. Seismic anisotropy is expected to develop only when dislocation creep is the dominant                
deformation mechanism and may be absent beneath the fault. 

Fault Damage Zones in 3D with Active-Source Seismic Data , Travis Alongi, Emily Brodsky, Jared Kluesner, and Daniel Brothers                  
(Poster Presentation 189) 

Damage zones are important to the rupture dynamics, evolution and fluid coupling of earthquakes. However, information about the                  
damage zone at depth is limited. It is unclear if damage zones increase or decrease in intensity with depth. Here we use marine 3-D                        
seismic surveys and modern fault detection methods to address the depth-dependent structure of damage zones. We use two                  
overlapping legacy industry seismic volumes collected offshore of Los Angeles spanning approximately 20 km of the Palos Verdes                  
strike-slip fault. This is one of the major fault systems within southern California’s Inner Continental Borderland and it presents a                    
significant hazard to nearby metropolitan areas. The data here allows visibility of the damage zone in the sedimentary formations to                    
2,200 meters depth, which is comparable to the constraints provided by SAFOD and other studies. Using both interpreted mapped                   
primary fault strands and seismic attributes to identify subsidiary faults, we map and quantify spatial variations in damage zone size                    
and intensity. The damage zone consists of subsidiary faults, or linked discontinuities in the seismics selected within assigned                  
ranges of geometries to the primary strands. Damage was identified using a variation of the seismic attribute semblance, or                   
multi-trace similarity. This method allows interrogation of damage zone in response to changes sedimentary lithology and fault                 
geometry. Subsidiary faults delineate the damage zone to approximately 1 km in width and fracture density decays with distance                   
from the primary fault strands for all sedimentary lithologies in the study area. The damage zone narrows with depth, but fracture                     
density increases because the intensity of fracturing more than compensates for the decreased width. In the thickest formation we                   
find that fracture density increases as Z^(1.8), where Z is depth in meters. These results are then compared to resolution changes                     
with depth. The damage intensity increase and localization potentially provides a strong constraint for efforts to determine an                  
appropriate rheology for producing damage zones and studying their effects. 

Revisiting the classical earthquake experiment in the Rangely oil Field, Colorado, 1970: insights from coupled flow and                 
geomechanical modeling ,  Josimar Alves da Silva, Hannah Byrne, John Shaw, and Ruben Juanes  (Poster Presentation 155) 

The earthquake experiment conducted in the Rangely oil field, Colorado, in 1970, was pioneering in elucidating the correlation                  
between wastewater injection and induced earthquakes. This correlation, in spite of the wealth of data collected during the                  
experiment, has been established only qualitatively. Here, we revisit the Rangely experiment using a coupled flow and                 
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geomechanical model to quantitatively investigate why and how water injection in the oil field induced earthquakes not only near the                    
injector wells but also away from them. 

We build a geological model for the Rangely oil field that includes the major faults in the area. We develop a flow reservoir model                        
that simulates the pressure distribution in the field, and find good agreement with reported public pressure data. The pore pressure                    
distribution is then used in a one-way coupled geomechanical model to obtain stress distribution along the faults in the field due to                      
the water injection experiment. 

We use changes in the Coulomb Failure Function (dCFF) to investigate the potential for fault failure, and find that water injection                     
may have caused fault destabilization (dCFF > 0) as large as dCFF = 10 MPa in the strike-slip fault located near to the injector wells                         
and producing wells, in agreement with earthquake locations reported during the experiment (a cluster of events that we refer to as                     
‘upper cluster’). In addition, our model reveals dCFF ~ 0.5 MPa (also indicative of fault destabilization) in a non-productive area in                     
the strike- slip fault away from the injector wells as a result of poroelastic effects. This is roughly coincident with the location of the                        
majority of the earthquakes reported during the experiment (which we refer to as ‘lower cluster’). 

This combination of reported earthquake locations along with our modeled dCFF values provide an exceptional opportunity to make                  
inferences on the prevalent value of the friction coefficient on slipping faults, and to make quantitative interpretations of induced vs.                    
triggered seismicity from fluid injection in the subsurface. 

Seismic Velocity Changes Associated with the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence , Yanru An, Taka'aki Taira, Chenyu Li,                
and Zhigang Peng  (Poster Presentation 261) 

The 2019 M 7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence triggered widespread local and regional seismicity including the Coso Geothermal                 
Field (CGF). To understand spatiotemporal variations in stress transients associated with the Ridgecrest sequence, we search for                 
stress-induced seismic velocity changes around the rupture area of the M 7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake and the CGF by using ambient                    
noise seismic interferometry. We analyzed over 7 months of continuous recordings (January through early August 2019) from 22                  
seismic stations. The majority of stations are located within 50 km from the sequence. Our analysis involves cross-correlating                  
seismic data from all possible pairs of two stations in 9 frequencies and 9 different combinations of components                  
(RR,RT,RZ,TR,TT,TZ,ZR,ZT, and ZZ), and also uses a moving-window cross-spectrum approach to evaluate seismic velocity              
change. All pairs of stations with 9 components are combined together to obtain an average velocity change in the study area. 

Our analysis finds a sudden velocity decrease (~0.25%) in a frequency range of 0.1 to 0.9 Hz following the M 7.1 Ridgecrest                      
earthquake. This is consistent with other recent observations of velocity reductions following moderate or large earthquakes                
elsewhere around the world. However signals from abundant aftershocks may introduce bias in our velocity measurements. We will                  
systematically investigate effects from local aftershocks on the velocity measurements and will compare the observed velocity                
changes with triggered seismicity changes in the CGF. In addition, we plan to examine velocity changes with varying station pairs                    
and different frequency ranges to better constrain the spatial variation and depth extent of seismic velocity changes. 

Empirical Self-similar Double-corner Frequency Spectrum as a Model for the Earthquake Source , Ralph Archuleta, and Chen                
Ji  (Poster Presentation 002) 

We introduce a self-similar double-corner-frequency (DCF) source spectrum. Its displacement spectrum amplitude remains constant              
for frequency less than f_c1, decays as f^(-1) between f_c1 and f_c2, and f^(-2) for frequency larger than f_c2. The two corner                      
frequencies f_c1 and f_c2 scale with magnitude (M) as (1) log (f_c1(M))=1.754-0.5M and (2) log (f_c2(M)) =3.250-0.5M. The apparent                 
single corner frequency (f_c)^A of the classic ω^(-2) model, defined as (f_c)^A=√(f_c1 f_c2 ), satisfies (3) log (f_c)^A                 
(M)=2.502-0.5M. These three scaling relations are not independent. We find that the relation (1) is consistent with the known                   
self-similar scaling relations of the rupture duration (τ_d), if relating the τ_d with f_c1 as τ_d=1⁄((πf_c1)). The relation (3) is tightly                     
related with the constant “stress parameter”, previously noticed in strong motion community (Boore, 1983, Baltay and Hanks, 2014).                  
Our DCF model reveals that to simultaneously satisfy long and short period seismic observations using such a point source                   
approximation requires (f_c)^A~k⁄τ_d ,k=1.78, rather than 0.6 to 1.0 used in previous analysis. We show that in conjunction with a                    
stochastic ground-motion model, this spectrum can reasonably reproduce the peak ground acceleration (PGA) and peak ground                
velocity (PGV) of the NGA West-2 data set for magnitudes 3.3 to 7.7. Its predicted radiated energy and apparent stress agree with                      
global estimates of these parameters. Such an empirical model explains why the average stress drop from seismological studies is                   
different from the stress parameter used to estimate PGA and PGV. The physical explanation of the high corner frequency f_c2,                    
which is a consequence of relations (1) and (3), is not clear yet. We report that (a) the inferred characteristic time is much smaller                        
than the rupture duration of asperities, predicted using the empirical scaling relation of asperity size (Somerville et al., 1999); (b)                    
f_c2 may be related with the average rise time <(T_r )> on the fault surface, inferred from the slip models (Somerville et al., 1999),                        
as <(T_r )>=0.8⁄f_c2 . This is close to the relation of the Brune time function. (c) f_c2 might be associated with the average peak                        
time of the fault slip on asperities. This source spectrum will be incorporated with UCSB broadband simulation algorithm. 

Quantitative relationship between aseismic slip propagation speed and frictional properties , Keisuke Ariyoshi, Jean-Paul             
Ampuero, Roland Bürgmann, Takanori Matsuzawa, Akira Hasegawa, Ryota Hino, and Takane Hori  (Poster Presentation 208) 

Recent observations show evidence of propagation of postseismic slip, which may contain information about the mechanical                
properties of faults. Here, we develop a new analytical relationship between the propagation speed of aseismic slip transients and                   
fault frictional properties, modeled by a rate- and state-dependent friction law. The relationship explains the propagation speed of                  
afterslip in 3-D numerical simulations to first order. Based on this relationship, we identify systematic dependencies of afterslip                  
propagation speed on effective normal stress σ and frictional properties (the coefficients a and a-b which quantify the instantaneous                   
and the steady-state velocity-dependence of friction, respectively, and the characteristic slip distance L of fault state evolution).                 
Lower values of the parameter A=aσ cause faster propagation in areas where the passage of the postseismic slip front induces                    
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large shear stress changes Δτ compared to A, which are typically located near the mainshock rupture. In areas where Δτ/A is small,                      
typically more distant from the mainshock, afterslip propagation speed is more sensitive to (a-b)σ. The propagation speed is                  
proportional to initial slip velocity and, under the condition that loading span is significantly shorter than the passage of postseismic                    
slip, inversely proportional to L. The relationship developed here should be useful to constrain the frictional properties of faults based                    
on observed propagation speeds, independently of rock laboratory experiments, which can then be used in predictive numerical                 
simulations of aseismic slip phenomena. 

Detecting asperity flash heating on hematite faults from deformation experiments and (U-Th)/He thermochronometry , Alexis              
Ault, Gabriele Calzolari, Greg Hirth, and Robert McDermott  (Poster Presentation 157) 

Co-seismic temperature rise, which induces dynamic weakening, is challenging to directly document in natural and experimental                
fault rocks. Hematite (U-Th)/He (He) thermochronometry is sensitive to transient high temperature events. Thus, hematite-coated               
slip surfaces, including high-gloss, light-reflective fault mirrors (FMs), may record thermal and textural evidence of these processes.                 
To test this hypothesis, we conducted frictional sliding experiments on specular hematite at seismic slip velocities. We used a rotary                    
shear geometry with an annular ring of SiC sliding against a hematite slab at 8.5 MPa normal stress. Two types of experiments were                       
conducted. To produce the maximum frictional heat, continuous slip experiments impose 40 cycles of slip with a maximum slip                   
velocity (320 mm s−1), with no interruption between cycles, to a total displacement of 1500 mm. Interrupted slip experiments were                    
conducted to the same total displacement, but comprise 40 cycles with the protocol: 2 mm-displacement at 0.01 mm s−1, followed                    
by slip at ~320 mm s−1 for the remainder of the cycle and a two-minute rest between cycles. Hematite material was characterized                      
before and after sliding via textural and hematite He analysis to quantify He loss (temperature proxy) over variable experimental                   
conditions. Both types of experiments produce an ~5-30 μm-thick gouge layer with angular, ~50 nm-2 μm-diameter particles. These                  
layers contain localized, mm-diameter, FM zones of sintered nanoparticles, analogous to natural hematite and carbonate FMs.                
Hematite He analyses of the starting material (n=22) are compared with FM (n=4) and gouge (n=6) run products and FM aliquots                     
show ~71 % and ~35 % He loss for continuous slip and interrupted slip experiments, respectively. Gouge aliquots do not exhibit                     
appreciable He loss. Results indicate FM zones experienced enhanced He loss from friction-generated heat. Spatial heterogeneity                
of observed He loss patterns from these zones are consistent with asperity flash heating. Observed He loss requires asperities                   
>200-300 μm in diameter, producing flash temperatures >1000 ˚C for ~1 ms. This work provides new empirical evidence for the                    
application of micro-asperity theory and highlights the role of co-seismic temperature rise in FM formation. We also confirm hematite                   
He thermochronometry can detect asperity flash heating signatures on natural faults, providing new insights into interpretation of                 
fault-specific non-monotonic thermal histories. 

The Predictable Chaos of Slow Earthquakes , Jean-Philippe Avouac, Adriano Gualandi, Sylvain Michel, and Davide Faranda               
(Poster Presentation 025) 

Slow Slip Events (SSEs) are episodic slip events that play a significant role in the moment budget along subduction megathrust.                    
They share many similarities with regular earthquakes, and have been observed in major subduction regions like, for example,                  
Cascadia, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand. They show striking regularity, suggesting that it might be possible to forecast their size and                    
timing, but the prediction of their extension and exact timing is still yet to come. They certainly are a great natural system to study                        
how friction works at scale of the order of hundreds or thousands of km, and their recurrence time being much shorter than that of                        
regular earthquakes, they give us the possibility to study multiple cycles and test their predictability. Here we focus on the Cascadia                     
region, where SSEs recur every about 1 or 2 years, depending on the latitude. We use a catalog containing dozens of SSEs derived                       
from the study of GPS position time series during the time span ranging from 2007 to 2017. The data show a clear segmentation                       
with a few major patches interacting with one another, a behavior that recalls that of a discrete body system. We use both classical                       
embedding theory and extreme value theory applied to the study of dynamical systems to show that, where the Signal to Noise                     
Ratio is sufficiently high, a low-dimensional (< 5) non-linear chaotic system is more appropriate to describe the dynamics than a                    
stochastic system. We calculate major properties of the strange attractor like its correlation and instantaneous dimension, its                 
instantaneous extremal index and a possible range for the metric entropy of the system. This knowledge is important for the                    
determination of the predictability of the system, since it is related to the rate at which two trajectories in the phase space diverge.                       
We further validate our results with a fuzzy inference system model to check the predictability of the slip and slip rate. In conclusion,                       
SSEs in Cascadia can be described as a deterministic, albeit chaotic, system rather than as a random process. As SSEs might be                      
regarded as earthquakes in slow motion, regular earthquakes might be similarly chaotic and predictable. 

Thermal pressurization in experimental faults ,  Nir Badt, Terry Tullis, and Greg Hirth  (Poster Presentation 160) 

Thermal pressurization (TP) is expected to be a dominant process during earthquake rupture, however most of our understanding                  
on TP relies on theoretical studies. Our unique experimental setup allows us to test the mechanical response of experimental faults                    
under elevated confining pressure in the laboratory, using a rotary-shear apparatus with independent confining pressure and pore                 
fluid pressure systems. We observe dynamic weakening by TP in water-saturated faults in Frederick diabase, sliding at sub-seismic                  
slip rates of 2.5-5 mm/s, under effective normal stress of 25-50 MPa and effective confining pressure of 20-49 MPa. No other                     
weakening mechanism is activated at these conditions in dry samples. Permeability of the samples is varied by heat-treatment                  
before each experiment, while frictional response is tested by velocity step experiments. Our results show that: (1) the magnitude of                    
the stress drops and rate of weakening increase as sample permeability decreases; (2) the rate of re-strengthening of the faults,                    
after the fault resumes sliding at the slow slip rate, is greater for high permeability samples; and (3) total frictional heating is limited                       
during sliding. These observations are all consistent with the expected hydro-mechanical behavior of TP from theory. This study                  
represents the first direct evidence that weakening due to TP is observed in experiments, opening the door for future research                    
focusing on the effects of fault geometry, velocity and fault zone structure. 
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The USGS Automatic Aftershock Forecasting System , Michael Barall, Andrew Michael, and Jeanne Hardebeck (Poster              
Presentation 029) 

Last year, the USGS expanded aftershock forecasts to the nation with upgraded methods and presentation on the USGS website. A                    
forecast is probabilistic and includes information such as the probability that an M6 aftershock will occur in the next week, or the                      
likely number of M5 aftershocks in the next month. The forecasts for the M7.1 Anchorage and M6.4 and M7.1 Ridgecrest                    
earthquakes attracted attention from the public and the news media, and were used by FEMA, CalOES, the U.S. Navy, and others                     
to help plan the earthquake response. 

So far, the aftershock forecasts have been prepared manually. This year, the USGS is launching an automated system to generate                    
and update the forecasts. Initially, it will produce forecasts for all M5 and larger earthquakes in the U.S. 

The system runs continuously, listening to USGS PDL, which provides a near-real-time notification when an earthquake is detected.                  
The first forecast is published 30 minutes after the earthquake occurs. Then, the system uses USGS ComCat to monitor the ongoing                     
aftershock sequence. For one year after the original earthquake, the system periodically updates its model parameters to fit the                   
observations and sends out revised forecasts. 

There are algorithms to determine when one earthquake is an aftershock or foreshock of another, even in cases where a mainshock                     
is at the edge of its aftershock distribution (rather than in the center). These are used to identify which earthquakes are part of the                        
aftershock sequence, and to avoid generating forecasts for earthquakes which are themselves aftershocks or foreshocks of larger                 
earthquakes. 

Currently, forecasts are computed using a Reasenberg and Jones (Science, 1989) model as updated by Page et al. (BSSA, 2016)                    
with California parameters from Hardebeck et al. (SRL, 2018). In this model, aftershock rates are computed by combining a                   
Gutenberg-Richter distribution of aftershock magnitudes, modified-Omori decay of the aftershock rate with time, and productivity as                
a function of mainshock magnitude and location. A future version will add an ETAS model (Ogata, J. Am. Stat. 1988), which can                      
handle more complex situations, such as when a large aftershock re-energizes the aftershock sequence. 

Although the system can generate forecasts completely automatically, analysts can intervene to adjust model parameters if desired.                 
The system will run redundantly on two servers, so that if the primary server fails, the secondary server can step in and take over. 

Controlling the life-time and rest-time of asperity contact populations to investigate the temperature and stress distribution                
in flash-weakened frictional surfaces in granite , Monica Barbery, Frederick Chester, and Judith Chester (Poster Presentation               
163) 

For frictional sliding in rock at rates >0.01 m/s, the coefficient of friction (µ) can be reduced by flash heating at asperity contacts and                        
by the associated rise in average temperature of the sliding surface. Using a high-velocity (~1 m/s), high-acceleration biaxial                  
apparatus with a high-speed infrared camera and a double-direct-shear sample configuration, we quantify µ and the distribution of                  
temperature on Westerly granite surfaces (70 cm^2 area) as a function of slip. We demonstrate that for flash-weakening (1) the                    
reduction in friction during sliding along rough rock surfaces depends on the local surface temperature distribution at mm-scale                  
contacts, and (2) the temperature distribution varies with contact lifetimes, cumulative slip, and changes in the distribution of local                   
normal stress (σL) on contacts resulting from plowing and wear. Experiments were conducted at a macroscopic normal stress (σn)                   
of 9 MPa, and after sliding at 1 mm/sec we employed a velocity step (VS) from 1 to 900 mm/s to achieve ~30 mm of slip at high                            
speed. Sliding surfaces were ground to control contact life-times (LT; 8.3 mm of slip for a LT of 9.2 ms), and rest-times (RT) in three                         
geometries characterized as LT<RT, LT=RT, and LT>RT. For all geometries, steady-state µ is achieved after 4 mm of slip following                    
the VS. As expected, surface temperature and magnitude of weakening increase with a reduction in RT. We use a 1-D heat                     
conduction model incorporating thermal properties of Westerly granite and average steady-state values for sliding velocity (V) and µ                  
to determine heat-generation rate during contact LT, and model expected temperatures for σL ranging from 0.5-14 times the applied                   
σn. Comparing the models to IR thermographs we determine the distribution of σL. In early stages of sliding, the majority of the total                       
normal load is carried by a few small (~ 1 mm diameter) contacts with σL equal to or exceeding 6*σn. As sliding progresses,                       
mm-scale contact area increases and contacts with lower σL form. At the end of sliding, the majority of the load is carried by                       
mm-scale contacts with σL below 6*σn. Decreasing RT generates higher mm-scale contact temperatures and greater weakening. In                 
our experiments having fixed LT and RT, an increase in mm-scale contact area by wear and ploughing with decreased σL is                     
compensated by the general increase in local temperature with cumulative slip to maintain a constant, steady-state µ during high                   
velocity sliding. 

Earthquake Magnitudes from Dynamic Strain: Application to the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquakes , Andrew Barbour, and Noha               
Farghal  (Poster Presentation 253) 

We investigate the attenuation and geometrical spreading characteristics of dynamic strain measurements of seismic waves from                
local earthquakes. We assemble a catalog of earthquakes along the Pacific/North-American plate boundary with moment               
magnitudes (Mw) greater than 3.5, and collect high-frequency (20 Hz) strain data from all available Plate Boundary Observatory                  
borehole strainmeters within 500 km of a given event. In total we have 2962 records of dynamic strain. In this dataset we find                       
hypocentral-distance (R) decay terms for broadband root-mean-square strains (S): log S0 = -4.03 - 0.000757R - 1.46 log R. This                    
expression is similar to scaling terms used by the California Integrated Seismic Network to determine local magnitude from                  
seismometer displacements. Inspecting residual strains reveals the largest source of variability in this relationship comes from                
lumped source properties – some combination of stress drop, apparent rupture velocity, fault geometry, and radiation pattern.                 
Further, we assess the relationship between our strain-based earthquake magnitudes and catalog moment magnitudes directly,               
finding that when site effects are accounted for by linear mixed-effects regression: Mw = -4.44 + 0.992 (log S - log S0), indicating that                       
strain magnitude is directly proportional to moment magnitude. Using recordings from three strainmeters located within 50 km of the                   
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recent Ridgecrest earthquakes, we use the above relationship to determine Mw = 6.32 ± 0.28 for the July 4 event and 7.18 ± 0.18                        
for the July 6 mainshock. 

Recent observations and new frontiers in seafloor geodesy , Noel Bartlow, David Chadwell, Laura Wallace, Ryan Yohler, David                 
Schmidt, Mark Zumberge, Spahr Webb, and Andrew Newman  (Oral Presentation Tue 0900) 

In recent years, a number of multi-instrument seafloor geodesy deployments have been successfully carried out in Japan, New                  
Zealand, Cascadia, Alaska, and elsewhere using both GNSS-Acoustic (GNSS-A) and Absolute Pressure Gauge (APG) instruments.               
GNSS-A instruments measure horizontal displacements to within 1-2 cm, while APGs are used to measure vertical displacements                 
within similar precision, albeit with long-term drift. In Japan, GNSS-A instruments recorded critical near-trench displacements               
following the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake (Sato et al., 2011), and more recently GNSS-A has been used to constrain the shallow                    
locking in the Nankai subduction zone (Yokota et al., 2016). In New Zealand, the Hikurangi Ocean Bottom Investigation of Tremor                    
and Slow Slip (HOBITSS) array of APG instruments recorded a slow slip event (SSE) in 2014. The APG recordings imply that slip                      
appears to propagate to within ~2 km of the seafloor, although it isn’t possible to say whether or not it went to the trench (Wallace et                          
al., 2016). Additionally, the APG data tighten the overall range of plausible slip potency in the 2014 SSE (Yohler et al., 2019). In                       
Cascadia and Alaska, recent deployments of GNSS-A instruments will be used to constrain shallow locking. Early data from the                   
Cascadia GNSS-A instruments are consistent with strong near-trench locking (Chadwell et al., AGU fall meeting 2018). Multiple                 
experiments are currently underway in New Zealand to acquire a variety of seafloor and subseafloor geodetic data, targeted at                   
investigating slow slip and locking on the Hikurangi subduction zone. New advances in GNSS-A and APG technology, including the                   
use of wave gliders, have brought costs down enabling wider use of these instruments. Multiple techniques have been developed to                    
create self-calibrating APG instruments which reduce long-term drift significantly (Sasagawa et al., 2013; Sasagawa et al;, 2018;                 
Wilcock et al., AGU fall meeting 2018). Additional types of seafloor geodetic instruments are also in development, including optical                   
fiber strainmeters (Zumberge et al., 2018). This talk will give an overview of these recent deployments, the recent technological                   
advances in seafloor geodetic instrumentation, future directions, and community engagement aimed an expanding the number of                
researchers with access to these instruments. 

Region-Specific Fourier-Based Site Amplification Modeling , Jeff Bayless, Andreas Skarlatoudis, and Jonathan Stewart (Poster             
Presentation 024) 

There is increasing recognition that simulations can be utilized in engineering applications, but for the simulations to be accepted,                   
they need to be validated first. To facilitate future validations, we develop a Fourier-based site amplification model regionalized for                   
Southern California using an expanded database. We perform a residual analysis to infer site response in Southern California from                   
earthquake recordings, and develop frequency-dependent amplification of Fourier amplitude ordinates as a function of site               
parameters Vs30, depth, and identified basin structures (LA, San Fernando, etc.). The product is a Southern California                 
region-specific nonlinear amplification model for the horizontal component of Fourier amplitude spectra (FAS). This model serves as                 
an improvement to the existing response spectra-based model used frequently on the SCEC BBP, and as an epistemic alternative to                    
the existing nonlinear models developed through ground response simulations. 

A regionalized seismicity model for subduction zones based on geodetic strain rates, geomechanical parameters and               
earthquake-catalog data , José Bayona Viveros, Sebastian von Specht, Anne Strader, Sebastian Hainzl, Fabrice Cotton, and               
Danijel Schorlemmer  (Poster Presentation 036) 

The Seismic Hazard Inferred from Tectonics based on the Global Strain Rate Map (SHIFT_GSRM) earthquake forecast was                 
designed to provide high-resolution estimates of global seismicity to be used for seismic hazard assessment. This model combines                  
interseismic strain rates with global earthquake parameters to characterize long-term rates of seismic moment and earthquake                
activity. During the 1977-2009 period, the model properly computes earthquake rates in seismically active continental regions.                
However, the uncorrected forecast underestimates seismicity rates in subduction zones by an average factor of approximately 3,                 
presumably due to the use of inappropriate geometric parameters. 

We present a complementary method to SHIFT_GSRM to more accurately compute earthquake rates in 37 subduction segments,                 
based on the conservation of moment principle and the employment of regional interface seismicity parameters, such as subduction                  
dip angles, corner magnitudes, and coupled seismogenic thicknesses. In six progressive steps, we find that SHIFT_GSRM                
earthquake-rate underpredictions mainly stem from the utilization of a global probability function of seismic moment release that                 
poorly captures the great variability among subduction megathrust interfaces. 

The Subduction Megathrust Earthquake Rate Forecast (SMERF) is consistent with the observations during the 1 January 1977 to 31                   
December 2014 retrospective period. Moreover, successful pseudoprospective evaluations for the 1 January 2015 to 31 December                
2018 period demonstrate the initial power of SMERF to properly estimate subduction-zone seismicity. Nonetheless, independent               
prospective tests are necessary to more reliably describe the forecasting capacity of the regionalized earthquake-rate model 

Finally, we integrate SMERF estimates in subduction zones with SHIFT_GSRM computations elsewhere to generate a revised                
global geodetic-based earthquake model, referred to as the Tectonic Earthquake Activity Model (TEAM) seismicity forecast. TEAM is                 
created to actively contribute to the development, update and improvement of global hybrid seismicity models like the Global                  
Earthquake Activity Rate (GEAR1) forecast. 

The 1983 Borah Peak earthquake (M7.3) (Idaho - USA) - 3D architecture and seismotectonics along the Lost River fault                   
from field observations and high-resolution topography integrated with seismological data , Simone Bello, Ramon             
Arrowsmith, Chelsea Scott, Giusy Lavecchia, Tyler Scott, Rita De Nardis, and Federica Ferrarini  (Poster Presentation 125) 
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The Lost River Fault (LRF; northern Basin and Range, USA) is composed of six segments and of a large number of multi-scale                      
en-echelon SW- to SSW dipping normal and normal oblique fault surfaces. Two NNW-SSE trending segments, known as Warm                  
Spring (WSS) and Thousand Springs (TSS), failed in the 1983 Borah Peak earthquake (ML7.3), the largest historic event in Idaho                    
and one of the largest in the Basin and Range. Consistent with focal mechanisms of the mainshock, field observations show a                     
normal-sinistral sense of motion along a southwest dipping plane (Crone and Machette, 1984). 

The 120 km long fault trace lends itself well to the study of the segmentation patterns. After 35 years, spectacular co-seismic fault                      
scarps with vertical displacement up to ~2.7 meters are still well preserved for a length of ~37 km. Structural field work was carried                       
out along the entire Lost River Fault in spring 2019 mapping fault traces and characterized fault zone lithologies. Along the 1983                     
earthquake epicentral area, we examined the surface ruptures. Long-term and coseismic fault/slip data were acquired using                
FieldMove on an iPad for digital field mapping. 

UAV overflights produced high resolution imaging to construct topographic and orthophoto maps and 3D models. These allowed us                  
to define the surface fault trace geometry, to highlight complex coseismic rupture patterns along TSS and WSS, and to                   
systematically extrapolate the height of the fault scarps, generating profiles of throw along strike. Further analysis of the                  
high-resolution images indicates piercing points that will be used as displacement vectors for paleostress analysis. 

The high-resolution data and the multidisciplinary approach adopted for the Borah Peak earthquake surface faulting, will allow a                  
comparison with other similar intra-continental earthquakes (Irpinia 1980 and Central Italy 2016-2017 seismic sequences), opening               
new horizons of international and inter-university collaborations and projects. 

Barriers to rupture propagation may be different beneath the surface: Insights from the Elizabeth Lake paleoseismic                
record ,  Sean Bemis, Katherine Scharer, and James Dolan  (Poster Presentation 131) 

Structural complexity and stress release history along active faults systems may exert significant controls on the locus and extent of                    
individual earthquake ruptures. Fault bends are often invoked as a possible mechanism for terminating earthquake ruptures.                
However, the identification of these structural complexities on active faults is based on the surface trace geometry, mainly because                   
of challenges in developing high-resolution models of subsurface fault geometry. To compare the influence on rupture extent exerted                  
by prominent bends in a fault surface trace relative to subsurface fault bends, we present the paleoearthquake record of the                    
Elizabeth Lake paleoseismic site and integrate this chronology into the paleoearthquake record of the ‘big bend’ of the southern San                    
Andreas fault (SAF). The earthquake record provided by the Bidart Fan, Frazier Mtn, Elizabeth Lake, Pallett Creek, Wrightwood, and                   
Pitman Canyon paleoseismic sites span several changes in fault geometry, including a ~30° angle bend between the Carrizo and                   
Mojave sections of the SAF. This curvilinear surface trace of the SAF that defines the northern big bend occurs between                    
paleoseismic sites at Bidart Fan and Frazier Mtn, whereas abrupt changes in fault dip proposed by Fuis et al. (2012) occur below                      
linear sections of the fault between Frazier Mtn and Elizabeth Lake and between Pallett Creek and Wrightwood. Our paleoseismic                   
investigations at Elizabeth Lake document 4-5 earthquakes since ~1100 CE. The closest site to the SE, Pallett Creek, also                   
experienced 5 earthquakes over the same time period. In contrast, adjacent sites along the linear Mojave section, but with fault                    
planes that dip to the NW and SE, have experienced 8-9 earthquakes since 1100 CE. This discrepancy indicates that there are more                      
frequent earthquakes in and adjacent to the curved and structurally complex SAF fault surface trace. Additionally, many of these                   
ruptures terminate along portions of the fault where there are not obvious bends or stepovers in the fault surface trace, and instead                      
where there is a major fault dip change. Earthquakes that span surface and subsurface complexities, such as the 1857 Fort Tejon                     
event, occur infrequently, and may be more likely after several seismic cycles by a buildup of stress. Recognition of subsurface dip                     
changes may thereby improve future correlations between earthquake rupture endpoints and fault bends, because these are                
currently established solely on fault surface trace data. 

Pre-earthquake Response: Closing critical data gaps and preparing for large earthquakes , Yehuda Ben-Zion, Mark Benthien,               
Jason Ballmann, and Christine Goulet  (Poster Presentation 068) 

The limited understanding of earthquakes stems partially from their highly complex dynamics, along with significant observational                
gaps in the available in-situ data. The existing natural observations in earthquake physics are generally associated with an                  
“impossible” inverse problem of deriving information from far-field data where the fine-scale information is lost. Consequently, there                 
are currently near-zero direct constraints on the dynamic processes and fields associated with large earthquake ruptures. In the                  
aftermath of large earthquakes, rapid deployments try to capture as much information as possible about the evolving                 
post-mainshock processes. These and regional deployments provide valuable data, but they miss precious opportunities to record                
near-field data on local processes (e.g., evolving width and strain-rate of the zone sustaining inelastic deformation, dynamic strain                  
field around rupture fronts, near-field PGV and PGA) during the critical time intervals leading to and during large earthquake                   
ruptures. The only way to remedy these critical observational gaps is to install before the next set of large earthquakes arrays of                      
sensors (accelerometers, broadband stations and high-rate GPS stations) across fault sections with high likelihood of rupturing in                 
the next decade or so. Fault zone arrays with co-located accelerometers, broadband stations and GPS stations can record ground                   
motion over wide ranges of amplitudes and frequencies that will allow monitoring fault sections in the period leading to large events                     
and recovering the physical processes that occur within the earthquake rupture zones. These “core arrays” may be augmented by                   
additional monitoring devices such as cameras (for optical images of the fault zone), distributed acoustic sensors (for dense spatial                   
sampling) and other geophysical instruments. Data from any such array that captures large earthquake ruptures can revolutionize                 
the field of earthquake physics. The data recorded by these arrays will also provide the earliest early-warning signals (including                   
directivity) from the monitored fault sections. Building codes and community preparation are fundamental components of               
pre-earthquake response that already save lives and reduce economic losses. Collecting near-field data before and during moderate                 
to large events would impact our understanding of earthquake processes and contribute to better science-informed building codes,                 
preparedness, and overall improved societal resilience. 
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Ground Motion Prediction Constraints and Hazard Curve Evaluation in Southern California Using Precariously Balanced              
Rocks ,  Glenn Biasi, John Anderson, James Brune, and Richard Brune (Poster Presentation 289) 

Precariously balanced rocks (PBRs) provide approximate bounds on unexceeded ground motions for the period of their current                 
configuration. For many PBRs, this can be thousands of years, which is much longer than any instrumental records. We use                    
estimates of dynamic toppling accelerations for rocks in southern California to compare with ground motion prediction equations and                  
to bound inter-event and single-station contributions to total uncertainty. When plotted by distance to the San Andreas fault, PBRs                   
are consistent with median ground motions on hard rock for characteristic Mw 7.8 to 8.0 earthquakes. By assuming a representative                    
earthquake recurrence rate, event-to-event and single-station contributions to sigma can be estimated. Both are low relative to total                  
sigma in GMPEs. Small “single-station” sigma has been suggested by researchers on other lines of argument, including geologic                  
assessments and evidence from repeat strong-motion recordings; the PBR data give strong support. We estimate that the event                  
sigma contribution to GMPE variability for SAF sources is less than about 0.2 in natural log units. PBRs can also be used                      
individually in comparisons to USGS hazard curves. We find that most rocks are not inconsistent with median predicted ground                   
motions at a 475-yr return period, but are often inconsistent with the hazard curve at a 2475-yr return. The Uniform California                     
Earthquake Rupture Forecast v.3 (UCERF3) magnitude predictions for probable earthquakes on the northern San Jacinto fault are                 
found to be inconsistent with PBR survival nearby. SCEC hosts the Precarious Rock Archive, with rock locations and available                   
dynamic toppling acceleration estimates, for researchers interested in exploring further. 

Triggered slip and afterslip in the 2019 Ridgecrest earthquakes: evidence for rotation of fault zone fabrics , Roger Bilham,                  
and Castillo Bryan  (Poster Presentation 241) 

We report sub-cm triggered slip and afterslip from eighteen creepmeters in the epicentral region and at distances of up to 450 km                      
from the Ridgecrest earthquake sequence. Eleven extensometers 300-450 km south and NE of the July 2019 Mw6.4 and Mw7.1                   
Ridgecrest earthquakes sampled 20 µm to 4.3 mm of triggered slip at one sample per minute during the passage of surface waves.                      
At all locations triggered slip for the Mw7.1 mainshock exceeded slip triggered by the Mw6.4 foreshock. In most cases slip was                     
complete between 1 minute samples, but at three sites slip persisted for 2-10 ten minutes following initial triggering. Triggered slip                    
also occurred on numerous unmapped faults in the mezzocentral area and on the Garlock Fault to the south but seven creepmeters                     
installed 2-10 days after the earthquakes recorded negligible afterslip. Slip across the western and southern ends of the main                   
ruptures slowed from 20 µm/day to 10 µm/day two weeks after the mainshock with an exponential decay constant of 16±1 days,                     
comparable to the decay in mezzocentral aftershock energy release for the same interval. Slip rates on triggered surface fractures of                    
the Garlock fault were initially less than 5 µm/day with decaying rate. 

Within 5 m of the surface trace of the San Andreas fault on Durmid Hill we observe a shear fabric consisting of 10-20 cm dimension                         
phacoidal clasts with their long axes elongated NS within the N45W fault zone. The clasts are separated by polished and                    
slickensided clay surfaces indicative of repeated differential motion. Triggered slip (≤0.8 mm) from the Ridgecrest Mw=7.1                
earthquake at Salt Creek measured by two non-parallel creepmeters revealed fault zone contraction and fault parallel extension                 
exceeding 25 µstrain. The Chiapas 2017 Mw8.1 earthquake triggered identical strain changes within the fault zone, as did a                   
subsequent creep event. We interpret these strain changes as counter-clockwise rotation of clasts released by dextral slip on the                   
fault. Between creep events we hypothesize that dextral shear strain in the fault zone causes clasts to rotate clockwise, possibly                    
increasing fault-normal stress, which is released during a creep event. Similar shear fabrics have been observed in the SAFOD hole,                    
within the North Anatolian fault, and in oceanic thrust zones, and may play a crucial role in the nucleation in creep events. The                       
surface San Andreas fault provides a natural laboratory for the study of these processes. 

Evidence for an alternative position for the primary active strand of the San Andreas Fault along its restraining bend in                    
southern California ,  Kimberly Blisniuk, Greg Balco, Julie Fosdick, and Jesse Waco  (Poster Presentation 135) 

This study summarizes new multi-proxy data to provide evidence for an alternative position for the primary active strand of the                    
southern San Andreas Fault along its restraining bend. We combine data from LiDAR imagery, field mapping, sedimentary                 
provenance analysis, detrital geochronology and a new burial dating technique using the 36Cl-in-felspar/10Be-in-quartz pair to show                
the Mission Creek fault strand, a strand that is currently mapped as inactive through the restraining bend of the San Andreas Fault,                      
is active. Prior geologic and geomorphic studies in the region indicate that as the Mission Creek and Banning strands diverge from                     
one another in the southern Indio Hills, the Banning strand accommodates the majority of PA-NA plate motion. In this favored                    
kinematic model, slip along the Mission Creek strand decreases significantly to the northwest along the restraining bend. Along this                   
restraining bend, the Mission Creek strand is considered to be inactive since the late –to–mid Quaternary (~500-100 kya) due to the                     
transfer of plate boundary strain westward to the Banning and Garnet Hills strands, the Jacinto Fault Zone, and northeastward, to                    
the Eastern California Shear Zone. Here an alternative interpretation of the late –to–mid Quaternary evolution, geometry, and slip                  
rate of the southern San Andreas Fault, is presented. High resolution data from a multi-proxy approach indicate the Mission Creek                    
strand is indeed active, that displacement on the fault is probably fast, and that the fault is the primary plate boundary structure at                       
this latitude. Therefore, it appears that the fault kinematic model of strain partitioning, and the associated seismic risk assessment,                   
along the southern San Andreas Fault at this latitude require a significant re-evaluation. Accordingly, continental transform plate                 
boundaries, like the San Andreas Fault, may remain relatively stable and long-lived, and plate boundary deformation may not                  
migrate across widely separated fault strands as rapidly as suggested by existing evolution models. 

Detailed space-time variations of shallow seismic velocities at the San Jacinto fault zone based on autocorrelation                
analysis of dense array data ,  Luis Bonilla, and Yehuda Ben-Zion  (Poster Presentation 179) 

The Sage Brush Flat (SGB) site in the trifurcation area of the San Jacinto fault zone (SJFZ) southeast of Anza, California, had a                       
dense array of 1,108 vertical ZLand nodes recording continuous waveforms for ~30 days in spring of 2014. The dense array                    
covered ~ 600 m x 600 m region around the Clark branch of the SJFZ with a core grid consisting of 20 rows perpendicular to and                          
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centered on the fault trace. Each row had 50 sensors at a nominal 10 m interstation spacing and the nominal separation between                      
rows was 30 m. The array recorded earthquake and noise data continuously at 500 samples/sec. We use the dense array data to                      
analyze changes of seismic velocities with autocorrelation functions of moving time windows within the continuous waveforms. The                 
recordings include signals generated by small earthquakes and various other sources of ground motion (e.g. air/train traffic, wind                  
shaking obstacles above the ground). We examine velocity changes obtained at different frequency bands (10-150 Hz) related to                  
different depth sampling. The response of the network is highly variable and is likely related to the local structure underneath the                     
array. The spatial distribution of velocity changes is similar for all examined earthquakes. However, the time of the recovery process                    
following velocity drops strongly depends on the used frequency band. Non-earthquake sources of ground motion produce similar                 
changes as seismic events. Separating earthquakes from the other sources of motion is important for improving the knowledge on                   
velocity changes at shallow depths. 

Termination of the Palos Verdes Fault at Lasuen Knoll: Evaluating Models of Geometry, Kinematics and Potential                
Connectivity ,  Daniel Boyd, and Jayne Bormann  (Poster Presentation 116) 

The Palos Verdes fault (PVF) is an active component of the Inner California Borderlands offshore strike-slip fault system that                   
collectively accommodates ~6-8 mm/yr of Pacific-North American plate boundary shear. The PVF extends 95 km from Santa Monica                  
Bay in the north, across the Palos Verdes Peninsula, through the San Pedro Shelf and Slope to Lasuen Knoll (LK). Slip rate                      
estimates for the PVF range from ~1.5-3 mm/yr, and magnitude-length scaling relationships indicate the fault could generate a M7.3                   
event. Despite posing a significant hazard for coastal communities in Southern California, the geometry at both ends of the PVF                    
remains poorly constrained. Several models have been proposed to explain the southern fault termination and the potential for                  
connectivity with neighboring faults. These models include: 1) a throughgoing linkage between the PVF and Coronado Bank fault                  
(CBF), 2) slip transfer between the PVF and the Newport-Inglewood fault (NIF) along faults northeast of LK, 3) PVF termination in a                      
horsetail-splay southwest of the knoll, and 4) PVF termination at LK, with a left step between the PVF and Carlsbad Ridge fault                      
(CRF). 

To reduce uncertainty in fault geometry and distinguish between proposed fault termination models, we use a sequence stratigraphic                  
approach to interpret high-resolution and legacy industry 2D seismic reflection data to map deformational structures at LK and                  
constrain the relative timing of activity of these structures. We observe that the southward growth of E-W trending compressional                   
folding to the east of the PVF corresponds with high relief at LK, and this folding is bound to the south by a deformation front that                          
extends eastward from a ~1 km restraining bend in the PVF. This folding matches the predicted style of deformation found in the                      
contractional quadrant around a right-lateral fault termination. Similarly, an extensional horsetail-splay damage zone lies immediately               
south of the termination of the northwest striking fault, in the dilational quadrant. We find no evidence for kinematic or temporal                     
linkage between the CBF and PVF, supporting mapping by Conrad et al., (2010, 2018) and Ryan et al., (2009, 2012). The                     
discontinuous faults east of LK are on strike with structures in the San Mateo trend that may transfer slip to the NIF system;                       
however, the role of these structures in slip-transfer is unknown. 

Dating the duration of deformation along a major shear zone within the Eastern Peninsular Ranges Batholith , Adam                 
Brackman, Jeremy Torres, Joshua Schwartz, Elena Miranda, and Sinan Akciz (Poster Presentation 100) 

Understanding the formation and evolution of continental crust in Southern California is a complex inverse problem due to the                   
ever-evolving tectonics of the region. Determining an accurate date for the formation of the unaltered protolith of the Eastern                   
Peninsular Ranges (EPR) Batholith will help constrain the maximum age of deformation in the Borrego Springs Shear Zone (BSSZ)                   
and Santa Rosa Mylonite Zone (SRMZ) that transect the batholith. These new age constraints will in turn contribute to the                    
development of the SCEC Community Rheology Model by better describing the duration of deformation and the properties of these                   
shear zones that serve as exposed analogs to the shear zones that extend beneath the brittle faults of the southern San Andreas                      
Fault system. Three samples were selected from mylonitic shear zone rocks and two samples were chosen from cross-cutting dikes                   
within the EPR; all were mechanically separated to obtain zircon grains for U-Pb zircon geochronology. We collected                 
cathodoluminescence images via scanning electron microscope (SEM) and laser ablation sector field inductively coupled plasma               
mass spectrometer (LA-SF-ICPMS) data to present new 206Pb/238U zircon ages. In deformed host rocks, we targeted core and rim                   
domains to capture the timing of igneous crystallization and subsequent metamorphism associated with ductile deformation. These                
analyses help provide a better picture of the geologic history of the region and aid in understanding the ductile shear zone                     
components of the San Andreas Fault system and the complexity of the North American-Pacific tectonic boundary. 

Cybershake NZ v19.5: New Zealand simulation-based probabilistic seismic hazard analysis , Brendon Bradley, Jonney Huang,              
Jason Motha, Karim Tarbali, Robin Lee, Sung Bae, V Polak, M Zhu, C Schill, J Patterson, and D Lagrava  (Poster Presentation 019) 

This poster presents the computational components and results of the May 2019 version (v19.5) of probabilistic seismic hazard                  
analysis (PSHA) in New Zealand based on physics-based ground motion simulations (‘Cybershake NZ’). A total of 11,362 finite fault                   
simulations were undertaken and seismic hazard results are computed on a spatially-variable grid of 27,481 stations with distributed                  
seismicity sources considered via conventional empirical ground motion models. In the current work completed to date a NZ-specific                  
modification of the Graves and Pitarka (2010,2015) hybrid broadband ground motion simulation approach was utilized based on                 
improvements identified from extensive validation efforts. Specific simulation features include a transition frequency of 0.25 Hz, a                 
detailed crustal model (NZVM v2.0) that represents eight distinct sedimentary basins in NZ using a grid spacing of 0.4 km, and an                      
empirically-calibrated local site response model. A Monte Carlo scheme is used to sample variability in the seismic source                  
parametrization (i.e. varying the hypocenter location and slip distribution for each realization) with the total number of ruptures for                   
each source being a function of the source magnitude. The generated uniform hazard maps across the country are presented.                   
Immediate near-term advances associated with crustal velocity modelling, simulation methodology, and treatment of modelling              
uncertainty are also discussed. 
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Several insights from a decade of earthquake reconnaissance and response in New Zealand , Brendon Bradley (Oral                
Presentation Mon 1130) 

The 22 years from 1987 – 2009 was a forgotten period in the public eye for earthquake events in New Zealand. Contrastingly, the                       
2010-2011 Canterbury earthquakes and 2016 Kāikoura earthquake caused acute and chronic impacts on the economic and social                 
fabric of New Zealand. In total, 10 individual earthquake events in the past decade caused appreciable damage, requiring regional                   
or national states of emergency to be declared. 

Coordinated national scientific reconnaissance and response, with strong international collaboration, has been an essential element               
through these events and this presentation attempts to convey several insights from first-hand experience throughout such                
endeavors, which revolve around three themes: 

(i) Logistical challenges - avoiding over-exposure of stakeholders and affected parties, coordination mechanisms for low-impact               
events do not extrapolate easily to high-impact events, and the challenges of unforeseen data access restrictions; 

(ii) Public and professional engagement opportunity –complacency, engagement across disciplinary boundaries, and the tension of               
scientific uncertainty vs. timely science-informed decision making; 

(iii) Technological transformations in reconnaissance – near-real time impact assessment, remote sensing and machine learning, the                
irreplaceable value of first-hand observation for scientific understanding and intrinsic motivation. 

Slip partitioning and plate kinematic barriers to megathrust rupture , Kyle Bradley, Wardah Shafiqah Binti Mohammad Fadil,                
and Shengji Wei  (Poster Presentation 186) 

Great earthquakes arise from horizontal propagation of fault ruptures over distances approaching the length of Earth’s minor                 
tectonic plates. At these scales, the rotational relative motion of rigid plates dictates the rate and direction in which elastic strain is                      
accumulated and released on megathrust faults. This situation is particularly well developed along the convergent margin running                 
from Myanmar to Java, Indonesia, where both the overriding and underthrusting lithosphere contacting the megathrust are disrupted                 
by major fault systems. There, upper plate strike-slip faults and oceanic spreading ridges define elongate forearc sliver plates that                   
move independently above the subducted slab, while lower plate strike-slip faults that extend beneath the forearc accommodate                 
relative convergence between India and Australia. At these fault junctions, relative plate motion produces abrupt lateral changes in                  
the kinematics of interseismic loading on the megathrust, which are most clearly revealed by step-like changes in megathrust                  
earthquake slip vector azimuths. We suggest that these kinematic incompatibilities may themselves impede lateral propagation of                
megathrust ruptures. We show that a simple geodetically constrained kinematic block model, which reconciles many first-order                
geological features of this complex convergent margin, also appears to explain important aspects of the rupture dynamics and                  
lateral terminations of great subduction earthquakes. 

GEER Reconnaissance following the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence , Scott Brandenberg, and . GEER             
Reconnaissance Team  (Oral Presentation Mon 1100) 

The Ridgecrest Earthquake sequence included a foreshock event on July 4 2019 (M6.4) and a M7.1 mainshock event on July 5                     
2019. These events occurred in the Eastern California Shear Zone, near Indian Wells Valley, south of China Lake and west of                     
Searles Valley. The Geotechnical Extreme Events Reconnaissance (GEER) Association formed a team led by Jonathan Stewart                
who partnered with several organizations to collect perishable data and document the important impacts of these events, including                  
the US Geological Survey, the California Geological Survey, the US Navy, the Southern California Earthquake Center, and local                  
utilities. Critical geotechnical features of this event are extensive left-lateral (M6.4 event) and right-lateral (M7.1 event) surface                 
ruptures over fault segments of variable complexity and width as well as across extensional and compressive step-over zones. We                   
also document lifeline performance at fault crossings (gas, water, electrical), mainshock slip and afterslip, liquefaction and lateral                 
spreading features, and liquefaction effects on structures. These effects are documented using field (ground) mapping and aerial                 
imagery that will support subsequent development of high-resolution digital elevation models. Over 1200 ground motions were                
recorded from the foreshock and mainshock alone, with many additional aftershock records. The data demonstrate significant                
impacts of site response and rupture directivity on ground motion attributes. 

Train traffic as a powerful noise source for monitoring active faults with seismic interferometry , Florent Brenguier, Pierre                 
Boué, Yehuda Ben-Zion, Frank Vernon, Christopher Johnson, Aurelien Mordret, O Coutant, Pieter-Ewald Share, E Beaucé, Daniel                
Hollis, and T Lecocq  (Poster Presentation 050) 

Laboratory experiments report that detectable seismic velocity changes should occur in the vicinity of fault zones prior to                  
earthquakes. However, operating permanent active seismic sources to monitor natural faults at seismogenic depth is found to be                  
nearly impossible to achieve. We show that seismic noise generated by vehicle traffic, and especially heavy freight trains, can be                    
turned into a powerful repetitive seismic source to continuously probe the Earth’s crust at a few kilometers depth. Results of an                     
exploratory seismic experiment in Southern California demonstrate that correlations of train-generated seismic signals allow daily               
reconstruction of direct P body-waves probing the San Jacinto Fault down to 4 km depth. This new approach may facilitate                    
monitoring most of the San Andreas Fault system using the railway and highway network of California. 

Improving the resolution of co-seismic velocity change monitoring at active fault zones using the ambient seismic field ,                 
Jared Bryan, Kurama Okubo, Congcong Yuan, and Marine Denolle (Poster Presentation 043) 

The release of accumulated strain energy during dynamic earthquake ruptures causes stress relaxation around the fault. Off-fault                 
fractures are co-seismically generated around the rupture front due to high stress concentrations, and this damage can be                  
intensified by geometrical complexities such as fault roughness, kinks, and edges. Co-seismic stress relaxation and off-fault damage                 
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contribute to the sudden change of elastic properties in the Earth’s crust. Here, we attempt to continuously monitor changes of the                     
medium to validate whether or not these models are correct. 

Material properties can be imaged using continuous measurements of ambient noise cross-correlation functions. The relative phase                
change between correlations sampled at unit intervals (e.g. days, months) is proportional to the perturbation in seismic velocity, dv/v.                   
Accurate measurements of these phase changes require a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio, which is often achieved by                 
averaging the correlations over long time periods and over multiple station pairs, reducing spatial and temporal resolution. In this                   
study, we explore ways of improving spatial and temporal resolution by increasing the convergence rate, rather than the stacking                   
duration, of the cross-correlation functions. 

We first develop a transient signal removal algorithm that combines STA/LTA and kurtosis detection techniques. We then perform a                   
selective stacking, where we threshold the incoherent short-time windowed cross-correlation functions against the reference              
cross-correlation function and omit them while stacking over the time interval. These techniques improve the convergence rate in                  
both ballistic and coda sections of the stacked cross-correlation functions. 

We then conduct a dv/v analysis using the moving-window cross-spectrum (MWCS), trace stretching, and dynamic time warping                 
(DTW) methods, coupled with the wavelet transform. We compare the results obtained through these techniques to evaluate the                  
robustness of the dv/v measurements. We perform a continuous monitoring of the region associated with the 2004 Parkfield                  
earthquake. We explore the spatial correlation between our mapped dv/v and the coseismic stress change inferred from kinematic                  
slip models, as well as aftershock locations. 

Dating of Offset Geomorphic Features Along the Garlock Fault, Mojave Desert, California: Testing a Proposed Earthquake                
Supercycle Model ,  James Burns, Sally McGill, Ed Rhodes, James Dolan, and Nathan Brown  (Poster Presentation 104) 

Recent investigations of the Garlock Fault at the northern edge of the Mojave Desert point to a strongly irregular pattern of                     
earthquake recurrence, which may be related to temporal variations in slip rate on the fault. These previously published                  
investigations suggest a rapid slip rate coinciding with a succession of four closely spaced earthquakes within the past 2 ka,                    
preceded by a 3000-year lull with no earthquakes evident in a paleoseismic trench near El Paso Peaks. This period of relative                     
quiescence, followed by a period of more frequent large earthquakes, suggests the possibly of an earthquake “Super-cycle”. To                  
further investigate variations in slip rate and the possibility of an earthquake “super-cycle” on the Garlock fault, we are constructing a                     
detailed slip history of the Garlock fault utilizing drone surveys, structure from motion datasets, and post-IR50-IRSL225                
luminescence dating to measure and date a number of geomorphic features that have been offset in the past 1-5 earthquakes on                     
the Garlock fault in the El Paso Mountains and Pilot Knob Valley areas. In the El Paso Mountains, initial results indicate that the                       
preferred age for a channel left-laterally offset by 13.8 (+1.8, -3.2) m is between 1040-1450 BP and that the age of an alluvial fan                        
left-laterally offset 24 (+4, -3) m is 2450-3690 BP. Comparison of these ages with published ages of prehistoric earthquakes from a                     
nearby trench suggest that the ~14-m offset occurred during the two most-recent earthquakes, whereas the ~24-m offset likely                  
accumulated during the past four earthquakes. In Pilot Knob Valley, we have sampled geomorphic features offset by ~ 4 m, ~6.1 m,                      
~ 8.2 m, and ~15 m. Comparison of these pending ages with the dates of prehistoric earthquakes in paleoseismic trenches at Echo                      
Playa and Christmas Canyon will allow us to estimate the amount of slip in the past several earthquakes along that stretch of the                       
fault. These results will constrain the late Holocene slip history for the Garlock fault at El Paso Mountains and Pilot Knob Valley,                      
allowing us to examine changes in slip rate and recurrence interval over time and along strike. 

New Advances in CyberShake PSHA Models , Scott Callaghan, Philip Maechling, Christine Goulet, Kevin Milner, Mei-Hui Su,                
Robert Graves, Kim Olsen, Yifeng Cui, Brad Aagaard, Kathryn Wooddell, Albert Kottke, Bruce Shaw, and Thomas Jordan (Poster                  
Presentation 297) 

SCEC has developed the CyberShake software platform to perform 3D physics-based probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA).                
To reduce computational cost, CyberShake uses reciprocity: Strain Green Tensors are convolved with slip time histories for                 
hundreds of thousands of individual events from an earthquake rupture forecast (ERF). Synthetic seismograms are post-processed                
to obtain intensity measures, which are combined with event probabilities to produce hazard curves. CyberShake PSHA results from                  
hundreds of locations are then interpolated to produce a regional hazard map. In the last year, we completed a study for a new                       
region and developed a version based on earthquake simulators. 

We expanded CyberShake to a large Northern California region including the San Francisco Bay Area. PSHA calculations up to 1                    
Hz were performed for 869 locations as part of CyberShake Study 18.8, running for 128 days on the NCSA Blue Waters and OLCF                       
Titan systems. To support simulation volumes that included most of California, we used UCVM (Small et al. 2017) to tile three                     
separate 3D community velocity models into a composite statewide model and applied smoothing along interfaces to minimize                 
unrealistic reflections and refractions. To improve the representation of the near-surface velocity structure in tomographically-derived               
models, we inserted a geotechnical layer (GTL) in the top 500 meters by applying the Ely (2010) method on Vs30 values from the                       
Wills et al. (2015) map. 

We find that results from CyberShake Study 18.8 differ from those obtained with the NGA-West2 ground motion models. For                   
example, CyberShake shows higher hazard in the southern San Joaquin Valley, especially at longer periods, likely due to basin                   
amplification from the representation of the valley in the velocity model. Hazard estimates are also higher compared to those                   
obtained in CyberShake Study 17.3, likely because Study 17.3 used a higher minimum Vs and no GTL. 

We also performed CyberShake hazard calculations using an alternative ERF. The RSQSim earthquake simulator was used to                 
generate synthetic earthquake catalogs for California. Events with M≥6.5 are selected from the catalog to create an extended ERF                   
and used to perform CyberShake hazard calculations for multiple sites, creating the first fully physics-based hazard curves for                  
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Southern California. We find that RSQSim CyberShake curves generally show close agreement to those using UCERF2, suggesting                 
this approach has promise for future work. 

Groundwater Unloading in the Central Valley Modifies Crustal Stress , Grace Carlson, Manoochehr Shirzaei, Susanna Werth,               
Guang Zhai, and Chandrakanta Ojha  (Poster Presentation 200) 

The earth responds elastically to changes in surface mass such that when mass is added there is regional sinking of the land                      
surface and when mass is lost there is regional uplift. These mass changes can disturb the regional stress field, which in turn, may                       
influence earthquake activity. The pattern of these disturbances, though, is controlled by the weight and area of the mass that is                     
applied. Here, we consider the mass loss and gain associated with groundwater withdrawal and recharge in California’s Central                  
Valley, and also test three different load distribution patterns over the Central Valley aquifer system. We separate vertical land                   
motion data obtained using InSAR directly above the aquifer into trend and seasonal components in order to isolate groundwater                   
storage from total terrestrial water storage. In isolating the groundwater component, we show to what extent human pumping                  
activities on both seasonal and long-term timescales are disturbing crustal stress and possibly influencing seismic hazard. We find                  
that in the southern Central Valley, intense pumping activity and return flows from excess irrigation water cause a phase lag in the                      
seasonal deformation signal when compared to the northern Central Valley, where recharge and discharge are primarily driven by                  
natural sources. We also find that the stress change rate ranges from ~-5 to 5 kPa/yr along the San Andreas fault with seasonal                       
fluctuations of up to ~7 kPa. We further show that the spatial resolution of groundwater volume change estimates is a crucial factor                      
for stress calculation and particularly affects the calculated normal stress change rate. Finally, we find that periods of increased                   
unclamping stress correlate with periods of increased seismicity, while periods of increased shear stress correlate with higher than                  
average seismic moment release, indicating groundwater loading likely contributes to the modulation of seismicity in California. 

Seismic Imaging of Southern California with Scattered Waves , Jorge Castellanos, Robert Clayton, and Voon Hui Lai (Poster                 
Presentation 053) 

The generation of a high-resolution velocity model of southern California has been the center of attention for many years. The recent                     
growth of high-density seismic arrays has led to the development of velocity models that can now explain most of the first-order                     
features observed in recordings of local and regional earthquakes. However, the majority of these models are generated using                  
conventional geophysical imaging techniques such as surface-wave tomography and seismic refraction surveys. These methods, in               
spite of their well-proven accuracy, provide only an approximation of the crust’s true structure as they tend to be a smooth version of                       
the real velocity distribution. For this reason, sharp velocity discontinuities, such as faults and basin edges, are often poorly resolved                    
and generally not included in most seismic models. Here, we explore the feasibility of using scattered waves to image sharp                    
structural boundaries in southern California by back-projecting the P-wave coda energy of over 1,000 local earthquakes recorded by                  
the SCSN network. Our preliminary migrated images show a large concentration of scattered energy being generated across the                  
transverse mountain ranges and around Los Angeles basin. This technique promises to be an efficient and direct way of                   
deterministically characterize the effect of sharp structural heterogeneities in producing the high-frequency component of ground               
motion. 

Ages of Prehistoric Earthquakes on the Banning Strand of the San Andreas Fault, Near North Palm Springs, California ,                  
Bryan Castillo, Sally McGill, Katherine Scharer, Doug Yule, Devin McPhillips, James McNeil, Sourav Saha, Nathan Brown, and                 
Seulgi Moon  (Poster Presentation 134) 

The southernmost section of the San Andreas Fault (SAF) is the only section of that fault that has not ruptured in the last 200 years.                         
It is not known whether this long quiescent period reflects a long average recurrence interval for this portion of the fault or whether                       
the current interseismic interval is longer than average. Near Indio, the SAF splits into 3 strands; limited paleoseismic work has been                     
conducted on the Mission Creek and Garnet Hill strands and the Banning strand has no available age control for any                    
surface-rupturing prehistoric earthquakes. We studied a paleoseismic trench that was excavated across the Banning strand by Petra                 
Geosciences (33.9172°, -116.538°). The trench exposed a ~40 m-wide fault zone in interbedded alluvial sand and gravel,                 
coarse-grained debris flow deposits, and clay-silt deposits. We present the first paleoseismic record for the Banning strand of the                   
southern SAF. The most recent event occurred between 730 and 950 cal BP, potentially coincident with rupture of the San Gorgonio                     
Pass Fault Zone. We interpret that five earthquakes have occurred since 3.3-2.5 ka and eight earthquakes have likely occurred                   
since 7.1-5.7 ka. It is possible that additional events may have occurred without being recognized, especially in the deeper section                    
the stratigraphy, which was not fully exposed across the fault zone. We calculate an average recurrence interval of 380 - 640 yrs                      
based on four complete earthquake cycles between earthquakes 1 and 5. The average recurrence interval is thus equivalent to or                    
less than the elapsed time since the most recent event on the Banning strand. The recurrence interval is similar to that of the San                        
Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone (450-1850 years) but longer than that for the Mission Creek strand (~220 years). 

High resolution imaging of the San Andreas Fault System in Baja California, Mexico using triple-difference tomography ,                
Raul Castro, Pieter-Ewald Share, Antonio Vidal-Villegas, Luis Mendoza, and Yehuda Ben-Zion  (Poster Presentation 138) 

Understanding transform plate boundary processes and the associated seismic hazard for society requires knowledge of the                
geometry and material properties along major faults comprising these boundaries. High-resolution properties of the San Andreas                
Fault System (SAFS) in Southern California have been obtained through various studies, but corresponding information for the                 
SAFS in northern Baja California is less clear. Deriving high-resolution velocity models of the SAFS that continuously extend from                   
Southern to Baja California is important for understanding the plate boundary. Toward this goal, we image the seismogenic crust in                    
the area at high-resolution using arrival time tomography that incorporates both station-pair and event-pair double differences                
(triple-difference tomography). The study uses arrival time data of local earthquakes and stations from the Seismological Network of                  
CICESE (Centro de Investigación Científica y de Educación Superior de Ensenada, Baja California, México) and the Southern                 
California Seismic Network. In total, ~1,400,000 P-wave and ~1,300,000 S-wave arrival times associated with more than 200                 
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stations and more than 18,000 events (from 2003-2018) are used in the tomographic inversion. Preliminary results show that                  
regionally the mid to upper crust encompassing the San Jacinto, Elsinore and Laguna Salada fault zones has very low P-wave                    
velocities, and average to low S-wave velocities owing to the presence of large volumes of felsic rocks within the eastern Peninsular                     
Ranges Batholith. At depths greater than 7 km, northeast of the Laguna Salada fault and near the rupture area of the El                      
Mayor-Cucapah earthquake, there is a sharp change from these low velocities to high P-wave and S-wave velocities in the                   
northeast, suggesting the presence of a bimaterial structure in the core of the El Mayor-Cucapah source region and the general                    
plate boundary in the area. The most pronounced low S-wave anomaly at depths greater than 11 km extends from the southern end                      
of the Elsinore fault to the El Mayor-Cucapah source region, indicating an area of extensively damaged and deformed rocks. Other                    
major mapped fault zones in northern Baja California also have anomalously low velocities, for instance along the Sierra Juarez                   
fault. These and further updated results will be presented at the meeting. 

Three-Component Nodal Array Aftershock Deployments for the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence , Rufus Catchings,             
Mark Goldman, Joanne Chan, Amir Allam, Jamison Steidl, Yehuda Ben-Zion, Coyn Criley, Zhenning Ma, Daniel Langermann,                
Adrian McEvilly, and Daniel Mongovin  (Poster Presentation 254) 

To better evaluate subsurface faulting, seismic wave propagation, instrument response of seismometers, Vp and Vs structure, and                 
seismic energy transmission from the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake sequence onto the Garlock fault, collaborators from the USGS,                 
the University of Utah, the University of California-Santa Barbara, and the University of Southern California deployed 463                 
three-component nodal seismographs (nodes) in the Ridgecrest, California region. We used 245 USGS, 162 IRIS-PASSCAL, and                
56 Sandia National Laboratories nodes in three main configurations: (1) Ten 3- to 7-km-long, cross-fault (or cross-seismicity-trend)                 
arrays (node spacing = 100 m), including seven arrays across the M6.4 and M7.1 surface ruptures (and seismicity trends) and three                     
arrays across the Garlock fault. (2) A 50-km X 60-km grid around the major seismicity, with a node at each corner of each 10-km X                         
10-km block of the grid (with a few exceptions). (3) Three sites with co-located broadband and nodal (two types) seismometers for                     
calibration and evaluation of instrument response. Five of the nodal arrays were deployed within 48 hours of the M7.1 earthquake,                    
and the remaining nodes were deployed by July 14, 2019. As a result, some of the larger aftershocks were not recorded, but all                       
nodes to recorded continuously for approximately 1 month, recording thousands of aftershocks. We will make this unusually large                  
volume of data available to the scientific community to study aftershocks, crustal velocities, and fault structures associated with the                   
2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence. 

Foreshocks and aftershocks on geometrically complex faults , Camilla Cattania, Sebastian Hainzl, and Paul Segall (Oral               
Presentation Tue 1100) 

Faults are geometrically heterogeneous across a wide range of scales: faults systems present multiple orientations, and single faults                  
are fractal surfaces. I will present numerical studies highlighting the role of geometrical complexity in two types of seismic                   
sequences: aftershocks on a regional fault network, and foreshocks during nucleation on a single fault. 

In spite of the popularity of the Coulomb stress hypothesis for aftershock triggering, its predictive power has been questioned.                   
Coulomb-based forecasts have performed poorly compared to statistical ones, largely due to the occurrence of aftershocks in areas                  
of negative stress changes (stress shadows). We consider models coupling static stress changes and the Dieterich (1994)                 
seismicity-rate theory. We show that variability in receiver fault orientation plays a first order role in the spatio-temporal distribution of                    
aftershocks, and virtually suppresses stress shadows in the early part of the sequence. Accounting for variable receiver fault                  
orientation systematically improves model performance, as confirmed by formal testing carried out by the Collaboratory for the Study                  
of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP). These results provide encouraging evidence for the predictive power of Coulomb-based               
models. 

On the other hand, the physical mechanism driving foreshocks remains controversial, with two contrasting views: 1. foreshocks are                  
driven by the aseismic nucleation process; 2. foreshocks occur as a cascade, with each event triggered by the previous ones,                    
eventually triggering the mainshock. We consider seismic cycles on rate-state faults with fractal roughness, modeled with a 2-D                  
pseudo-dynamic code. Roughness leads to a rich slip behavior, with widespread creep and microseismicity intensifying prior to the                  
mainshock. These processes are well explained by spatial variations in normal stress due to roughness. Most microseismicity                 
occurs during nucleation; in this phase, creep acceleration leads to seismicity rates increasing as 1/t, where t is the time to the                      
mainshock, in agreement with the simulated catalog and with reported foreshocks. The relative location of the foreshocks is                  
consistent with static stress triggering, and so is the presence of earthquake clusters deviating from the 1/t prediction. However,                   
accelerating creep releases most of the moment, indicating that foreshocks aren't directly triggering the mainshock, but rather                 
responding to a predominantly aseismic nucleation process. 

Refining estimates of the seismic properties and geologic framework of the Mojave Desert, southern California , Alan                
Chapman, Emma Schneider, and David Lockner  (Poster Presentation 315) 

The Pelona-Orocopia-Rand (POR) schist of southern California exerts a primary influence on the mechanical properties of regional                 
seismogenic zones, including the San Andreas and the Eastern California shear zone (within which the 2019 Ridgecrest                 
earthquakes occurred). However, the extent to which the POR schist underlies southern California, especially beneath the northern                 
Mojave Desert (i.e., the Rand domain of the POR schist outcrop belt) is not certain. To address this issue, we compare existing                      
crustal seismic data with new laboratory data from 12 samples of felsic and mafic varieties of the Rand schist. Compressional- (Vp)                     
and shear-wave (Vs) velocities were determined for each sample from three mutually perpendicular cores at confining pressures of                  
0 to 200 MPa. Assuming a 10:1 ratio of felsic to mafic Rand schist, we measure (at 150 MPa confining pressure): 1) weighted                       
average Vp (and Vs1) of 5.62 km/s (3.56 km/s) perpendicular to foliation, 5.90 km/s (3.79 km/s) perpendicular to lineation and                    
parallel to foliation, and 6.04 km/s (3.80 km/s) parallel to foliation and lineation; 2) overall Vp and Vs of 5.85 km/s and 3.79 km/s,                        
respectively; 3) overall Vp and Vs anisotropy of 8.5% and 16.1%, respectively; and 4) an overall density of 2.72 g/cm3. Overall Vp                      
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and Vs diminish to 4.75 km/s and 3.03 km/s adjacent to the San Andreas fault, likely due to cataclasis along this structure. Our                       
laboratory results are consistent with published laboratory and field seismic measurements for the Pelona schist. 

Forward modeling of CALCRUST and LARSE II data indicates that Vp ranges from 5.5-6.25 km/s at 5 km depth, overlapping our                     
laboratory-based values and strongly suggesting that Rand schist resides in the subsurface beneath much of the northern Mojave                  
Desert. Thermodynamic modeling using Rand schist bulk compositions suggests that the velocity gradient observed in seismic                
profiles may be explained by the presence of schist throughout the northern Mojave Desert crust. In contrast, a comparison of                    
LARSE I data and existing laboratory data from the Pelona schist the west-central Mojave suggests that schist is absent from the                     
upper crust in that region. These relations have been used to infer the absence of Pelona schist NE of the San Andreas fault.                       
However, thermodynamic modeling is compatible with the presence of Pelona schist beneath several prominent reflectors in the                 
central Mojave deep crust (>20 km). 

A Service System for Seismic Ground Motion Parameters Zonation Map of China based on Smart Terminal and Internet                  
Technique ,  Bo Chen  (Poster Presentation 291) 

Mandatory national standard GB18306—2015 “Seismic ground motion parameters zonation map of China” has implemented since               
June 1, 2016, which plays an important role in people's life property safety, national economic development and social stability. In                    
response to public service and industrial application, we have built a service system for seismic ground motion parameters zonation                   
map of china based on growing popularity of smart terminal and internet technique. This service system consists of Android and iOS                     
application and database management systems on B/S mode, which is design to provide paperless, automated and smart functions                  
to computer seismic ground motion parameters for five soil types and four seismic intensity levels through double parameters                  
adjustment method. In addition, some practical applications meeting the traits and needs of grass roots earthquake administration                 
have developed to assist new generation seismic zonation map. Its application and promotion will be of great significance to seismic                    
fortification regulations, earthquake emergency and urban seismic risk management. Now this service system has been used in                 
grass roots earthquake administration and has gained a good effect. 

Cascading, pulse-like ruptures during the 2019 Ridgecrest earthquakes, East California Shear Zone , Kejie Chen,              
Jean-Philippe Avouac, SAIF AATI, Chris Milliner, Fu Zheng, and Chuang Shi (Poster Presentation 262) 

On July 4 2019, a Mw 6.5 earthquake struck the Searles Valley in California; 34 hours later, a larger Mw 7.1 shock ripped ~15 km to                          
the northwest. Both ruptured previously unrecognized faults within the East California Shear Zone. Here, we present kinematic slip                  
models of the two events based on measurements of static deformation from optical image correlation, Global Positioning System,                  
and Synthetic Aperture Radar interferometry, combined with high-rate (1-Hz) Global Positioning System, strong motion and               
tele-seismic waveforms. They ruptured nearly orthogonal faults, a right-lateral NW trending fault about 60 km long and a left-lateral                   
SW trending one about 22 km. The Mw 6.5 event initiated on a right-lateral NW striking fault and then ruptured a left-lateral fault to                        
the surface, which triggered right-lateral slip during the Mw 7.1. The Mw 7.1 started as a bilateral, crack-like rupture on a segment                      
that was brought closer to failure by the Mw 6.5 event and evolved into a pulse-like rupture on a segment that was actually unloaded                        
by the Mw 6.5 event. The rupture propagated at a rather slow velocity of 2 km/s; it stopped abruptly at the Coso volcanic area in the                          
North and at the Garlock Fault in the South. These earthquakes are part of a regional cluster of large magnitude earthquakes which                      
includes the 1872, Mw 7.4-7.9, Owens Valley earthquake, the 1992, Mw 7.4 Landers earthquake and the 1999 Mw 7.1 Hector Mine                     
earthquake. This study provides insight into the factors that control the mode and extent of seismic ruptures, and attest to the                     
elevated seismicity level associated with an on-going and probably long-lived strain transient in the East California Shear Zone. 

Source characteristics of the foreshock sequence of the 2010 M7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake: implication for the                
triggering process ,  Xiaowei Chen, Qimin Wu, Dongdong Yao, and Zhigang Peng  (Poster Presentation 183) 

Foreshocks provide valuable information on the nucleation process of an upcoming large earthquake. However, the interpretation of                 
foreshocks in terms of the underlying physical processes remains unresolved with two opposing end-member conceptual models:                
the cascade and the preslip models. In this study, we combine both frequency and time domain analyses to investigate the detailed                     
source characteristics of the foreshock sequence of the 2010 M7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake, aiming to better understand the                  
triggering process of the foreshock-mainshock sequence. For the larger foreshocks (M>3), we perform time-domain analysis to                
obtain finite source parameters. An iterative forward modeling method based on the empirical Green’s function (EGF) technique (Wu                  
et al., 2019) is applied to retrieve relative source time functions (RSTFs), which are then used in directivity analysis and sub-event                     
modeling. Preliminary results for the largest foreshock (M 4.3) show evidence for complex rupture process with multiple subevents.                  
Ongoing RSTF analysis on smaller foreshocks will further delineate the distribution and evolution of the rupture processes of the                   
foreshock sequence. In the frequency domain, we update the stacking based spectral analysis in Chen and Shearer (2013) with                   
more waveform data made available from the Mexico’s Northwest Seismic Network (RESNOM), a more complete catalog of                 
foreshocks (Yao et al., 2019) and an improved algorithm. The results will be used to validate previous observation of systematically                    
lower average stress drops for the foreshocks (Chen and Shearer, 2013). Our combined time-domain and spectral results will shed                   
light on the spatiotemporal evolution of the source properties and how the foreshock rupture processes influence fault activation and                   
the triggering process of the earthquake sequence. 

A focal mechanism catalog for Southern California derived with deep learning algorithms , Yifang Cheng, Zachary Ross, Egill                 
Hauksson, and Yehuda Ben-Zion  (Poster Presentation 084) 

We present an updated focal mechanism catalog for 16,341 events that occurred in southern California during 2017. The approach                   
uses S/P amplitude ratios and first-motion P wave polarities to determine focal mechanisms with the HASH method of Hardebeck                   
and Shearer (2002, 2003). In addition to the broadband channels used by Yang et al. (2012), three-component extremely short                   
period channels (EH-) are also used to obtain P- and S-wave amplitudes. Moreover, we utilize a convolutional-neural-network (CNN)                  
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phase picker (Ross et al., 2018b) and polarity picker (Ross et al., 2018a), which are trained on millions of manually labelled                     
seismograms from Southern California, to detect more phase arrivals and polarities and further improve the focal mechanism                 
catalog. For all events, we detect additional P- and S-wave arrivals using the CNN phase picker to obtain more S/P amplitude ratios.                      
For 14,569 small magnitude events (M<1.7), extra CNN P-wave first-motion polarities are also added into focal mechanism                 
calculations. Compared with 4,728 focal mechanisms in Yang et al. (2012), 7,839 (66% more) quality A-D focal mechanisms are                   
obtained, with >90% quality A and B common events having rotation angles less than 35 degree, which is the uncertainty value                     
used to define quality B focal mechanism. The number of quality A, B, C, and D focal mechanisms increased by 28%, 46%, 81%                       
and 69%, respectively. We also apply CNN pickers to 66 co-located events with similar waveforms to test the accuracy                   
improvement. The solved focal mechanisms are more consistent after implementing CNN pickers. The results indicate that CNN                 
pickers can significantly improve the quality and quantity of obtained focal mechanisms. The procedure will be applied to the rest of                     
the catalog events in southern California to improve the focal mechanisms data base and related analysis results. 

Tremor or train? An attempt to discern tremor and noise using a deep convolutional neural network , Lindsay Chuang,                  
Zhigang Peng, Lijun Zhu, and James McClellan  (Poster Presentation 073) 

Deep tectonic tremors are often characterized as non-impulsive, low signal-to-noise ratio, long-duration, and lacking in high                
frequency energy, which can be confused with background or anthropogenic noise. A standard technique to avoid misclassification                 
of tremors and noise is to exanimate coherencies of seismic waves and propagation velocities in particular frequency bands (i.e. 2-8                    
Hz) recorded at multiple stations in a regional seismic network. However, this approach can fail when coherent anthropogenic                  
sources (e.g. train, traffic, wind farm etc.) are also present and produce tremor-like signals. For example, a few weak tremor bursts                     
have been reported along the Anza section of the San Jacinto Fault (SJF) in southern California (Hutchison and Ghosh, 2017).                    
Whether those identified tremors are truly from tectonic sources, or from freight trains nearby (Inbal et al., 2018) is still in debate.                      
Clarifying the source origin of these signals can help us better understand the characteristics of both tremors and noise as well as                      
regional tectonics in the Anza area. In this study, we build a binary tremor/noise classifier based on a deep convolutional neural                     
network (CNN), and use this classifier to categorize tremor-like signals in Anza. The CNN is composed of multiple convolutional                   
layers with average pooling followed by two fully connected layers. The model is first trained on a ten-year history (2001-2011) of                     
tremor and noise waveforms along the Parkfield-Cholame section of the San Andreas Fault which were recorded by the 13-station                   
borehole High-Resolution Seismic Network (HRSN). The noise windows are picked from 1 to 6 minutes before reported tremor                  
signals. All the data are broken down to one-minute-long non-overlapping segments with mean values removed, and filtered to 2-8                   
Hz. The whole dataset (~320,000 windows) is then used to train the CNN with an 80/20 training and validation random split. Training                      
accuracy reaches 85% and 90% after 17 and 50 epochs, which is comparable to the single station accuracy (above 86.6%)                    
achieved by KNN in other areas. Overfitting is observed after 50 epochs. We plan to incorporate residual layers as well as dropout                      
layers in our CNN to improve the model performance and reduce overfitting. We expect that the CNN can learn the general features                      
of tectonic tremors at Parkfield and eventually can be applied to distinguish between tremor and train signals in Anza as well as                      
other areas. 

Performance of the ShakeAlert Earthquake Early Warning System During the Ridgecrest Sequence , Angela Chung, Deborah               
Smith, Jennifer Andrews, Maren Böse, Jeff McGuire, Men-Andrin Meier, Igor Stubailo, and Richard Allen  (Poster Presentation 274) 

On July 4, 2019 an earthquake sequence began near Ridgecrest, CA. The sequence began with a M4.0 earthquake followed 30                    
minutes later by a M6.4 earthquake. Less than 36 hours later, a M7.1 earthquake shook the Los Angeles region. This mainshock                     
was the largest continental earthquake to occur in the West Coast in nearly 20 years. 

ShakeAlert is a US West Coast-wide earthquake early warning system that has been under development since 2006 and is a                    
collaboration between the USGS and partner institutions California Institute of Technology, University of California Berkeley,               
University of Oregon, University of Washington, and ETH. A production prototype version of the system officially came online in                   
2016 and has been detecting earthquakes and creating alerts since that time. 

The ShakeAlert earthquake early warning system detected and created alerts for more than 180 M≥3.5 earthquakes in the four                   
weeks following the M6.4 foreshock. This sequence included both the largest earthquake and the most intense aftershock sequence                  
that the production ShakeAlert system has encountered thus far. 

The system rapidly detected both the M7.1 and the M6.4 main events within 8 seconds and accurately located them to within 3 km                       
of their true hypocenters. While the magnitude of the M6.4 event was successfully estimated in real-time, the size of the M7.1 event                      
was underestimated by 0.8 units. 

Although alerts were created by the ShakeAlert system for the two largest earthquakes, with each alert providing 48 sec of warning                     
at LA City Hall, those alerts were not pushed out to users of the ShakeAlert pilot user City of LA’s ShakeAlertLA cell phone app due                         
to the fact that ground motions predicted by ShakeAlert did not surpass the necessary alerting thresholds. In this presentation we                    
will discuss the performance of ShakeAlert system during the Ridgecrest Sequence from detection to alert. 

Ambient noise tomography of the Saudi Arabian Shield , Francesco Civilini, Walter Mooney, and Hani Zahran (Poster                
Presentation 058) 

Saudi Arabia is located in a tectonically active region: spreading occurs to the west and south in the Red Sea rift and the Gulf of                         
Aden and is accommodated by a fold and thrust belt in the Zagros mountains to the north-east. The geology in western Saudi Arabia                       
is primarily dominated by the Arabian Shield, a ~725,000 km^2 surface expression of Precambrian rock, which is locally covered by                    
Cenozoic basaltic lava called “harrats”. In 2009, an earthquake swarm caused by a dike intrusion at Harrat Lunayirr prompted the                    
need of new hazard models for this region. 
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Reliable high-resolution shear-wave crustal velocity models provide critical information about the composition and other physical               
properties of the crust and are required to accurately assess seismic hazards. We used surface waves generated by ambient                   
seismic noise to develop surface-wave dispersion maps and a pseudo-3D shear-wave velocity model for the Arabian Shield.                 
Teleseismic P-waves are detected in the ambient noise records, and their detection is attributed to the lack of attenuation in the                     
Arabian Shield. Rayleigh and Love dispersion maps show low crustal surface-wave velocities (on the order of -5%) in the northern                    
harrats (> 24° N). 

Each node in the dispersion maps (size 0.2° x 0.2°) was inverted to shear-velocity using the Neighborhood Algorithm and an input                     
model based on the results of a country-wide refraction survey. We found low shear-velocities in both the upper and lower crust                     
co-located with the northern harrats but only in the lower crust for the southern harrats. 

CSN/LAUSD Network: A Dense Accelerometer Network in Los Angeles Schools , Robert Clayton, Monica Kohler, Richard Guy,                
Julian Bunn, Thomas Heaton, and Kanianthra Chandy  (Poster Presentation 251) 

The CSN/LAUSD is a network of 300 low-cost MEMS accelerometers located in schools in the Los Angeles, CA region. They are                     
capable of accurately recording strong motion up to ±2g and are sufficiently spatially dense that they provide unaliased                  
measurements of strong motions following a major earthquake. They are used to provide state-of-health monitoring for the schools                  
and surrounding communities to guide the emergency response. As a research tool, they can be used to provide estimates of the                     
site response at the schools and hence provide a much denser set of site responses for ground motion prediction than is currently                      
available. 

The CSN/LAUSD recorded the Searle Valley and Ridgecrest earthquakes very well. The scattering and lateral variation in site                  
amplification are very evident. The strong 5-sec period energy that enters the Los Angeles Basin is also clear. In a side-by-side                     
comparison of the CSN sensor with an Episensor shows a wiggle-for-wiggle match for both the Searle Valley and Ridgecrest                   
earthquakes. 

Cactus to Clouds: Processing the SCEDC Open Data Set on AWS , Tim Clements, and Marine Denolle (Poster Presentation                  
302) 

Data from the Southern California Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC) are now in the cloud! Amazon Web Services (AWS) is                   
currently hosting one year of data (July 2016- July 2017, 552 stations, ~8 TB) from the Southern California Seismic Network as an                      
Open Data Set. Here, we share the promises and pitfalls of leveraging cloud computing for seismic research from our initial                    
workings with SCEDC data on AWS. We present an AWS-based workflow for our usage case: ambient noise cross-correlation of all                    
stations in Southern California for groundwater monitoring. Ambient noise cross-correlation is both I/O and compute heavy. 

Analyzing seismic data in the cloud substantially reduces download times. Our Julia and Python APIs for transferring data miniSEED                   
files from Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) to Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) achieve transfer speeds of up to 150                    
MB/s. We use AWS ParallelCluster for deploying Simple Linux Utility for Resource Management (SLURM)-based clusters on EC2,                 
allowing us to spin up to thousands of cores in minutes. Processing of one year (8TB) of data at 20 Hz costs less than $100. Our                          
initial work with AWS suggests that cloud computing will decrease time-to-science for I/O and compute heavy seismic workloads. 

Retrospective and real-time event-based performance of the PLUM earthquake early warning algorithm for the West Coast,                
USA , Elizabeth Cochran, Debi Kilb, Julian Bunn, Sarah Minson, Annemarie Baltay, Mitsuyuki Hoshiba, and Yuki Kodera (Poster                 
Presentation 093) 

Using both retrospective and real-time event-based performance assessments, we explore the effectiveness of the Propagation of                
Local Undamped Motion (PLUM) earthquake early warning (EEW) algorithm, which we previously optimized for southern California                
data, notably by requiring two alerting stations (Cochran et al., 2019). The PLUM algorithm differs from typical EEW algorithms in                    
that it is designed to detect and forecast strong ground motions, not earthquake source characteristics. We first investigate a                   
retrospective 6-year (2012-2017) test suite of 558 M≥3.5 US earthquakes, within the California, Oregon, and Washington recorded                 
by ~750 stations. PLUM alerts using Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) trigger thresholds of 4.0 and 2.5 for the first and second                     
stations, respectively. The latencies in detecting M≥3.5 events range between 3-37 seconds (mean 8-seconds) when observed                
ground motions exceed MMI 4. Of the 20 M≥5 events, PLUM detects 10 events. Eight of the undetected events were located                     
offshore, and the other two were in regions of sparse station coverage. PLUM successfully detected two offshore events, a 2014                    
M6.8 event ~100 km offshore and a 2015 M5.7 event within 30 km of the coastline. In January 2019, we began testing PLUM in                        
real-time, using the same 4.0 and 2.5 MMI thresholds. PLUM issued alerts for the July 2019 Ridgecrest M6.4 and M7.1                    
earthquakes, with latencies (including telemetry) of 5 and 7 seconds. PLUM latencies are lower than those of the production                   
ShakeAlert source-based algorithms (EPIC and FinDer), but ground motion-based PLUM warning times are currently limited to                
approximately 10 s as they are extrapolated from nearby observations. PLUM correctly forward-predicted that ground motions would                 
exceed MMI 4.0 in Los Angeles, in contrast to the existing ShakeAlert system that underestimated both the mainshock magnitude,                   
and the ground motions. In its current configuration, we conclude that PLUM could provide reliable strong motion alerts for EEW in                     
regions where the seismic station network is dense and where the inter-station spacing is usually less than 30 km. 

Modeling the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence , Jordan Cortez, Christodoulos Kyriakopoulos, Baoning Wu, David Oglesby,              
Roby Douilly, Gareth Funning, and Abhijit Ghosh  (Poster Presentation 281) 

The July 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence ruptured two nearly-perpendicular conjugate fault planes within 36 hours of each                 
other. It produced a rich set of aftershocks outlining the ruptured fault surfaces, and triggered events in the Coso Geothermal Field                     
and along the Garlock fault. Of particular scientific interest are the short-term (coseismic) and longer-term stress interactions                 
between the foreshock, different parts of the mainshock, and aftershocks; these interactions may provide a physical mechanism and                  
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possible structural control over this remarkable series of events. Toward this goal, we model the dynamics of the M6.4 and M7.1                     
events using the 3D finite element method (Barall, 2009), incorporating up-to-date estimates of the fault geometry. We particularly                  
investigate possible physical explanations for why the M6.4 event did not immediately trigger the M7.1 event, but instead led to                    
numerous aftershocks on a conjugate fault, followed by a through-going event on that fault hours later. We also attempt to fit inferred                      
slip patterns from geodetic models and other data. Our aim is to understand the dynamics of this unique series of earthquakes, with                      
implications for seismic hazard in Southern California and beyond. 

Simulation-Informed Site-Specific Design Spectra for Engineers: New Beta Version Including ASCE 7-16, ASCE 41-17 and               
LATBSDC Standards , C.B. Crouse, Christine Goulet, Thomas Jordan, Kevin Milner, Edric Pauk, Scott Callaghan, and Robert                
Graves  (Poster Presentation 295) 

The SCEC Utilization of Ground Motion Simulation (UGMS) committee developed building-code conforming site-specific design              
spectra for the Los Angeles region. The long period (T ≥ 2-sec) response spectra were computed as the weighted average of                     
spectral accelerations derived from (1) 3-D numerical ground-motion simulations using the CyberShake computational platform, and               
(2) empirical ground-motion models (GMMs) from the NGA-West2 project. The short period (T < 2-sec) response spectra were                  
computed exclusively from the NGA-West2 GMMs. A web-based data-access tool was developed so users can obtain the desired                  
response spectrum for a specified latitude and longitude and for a specified site class or 30-m average shear-wave velocity, VS30.                    
The tool was originally developed to provide acceleration ordinates of the ASCE 7-16 risk-targeted Maximum Considered                
Earthquake (MCER) response spectrum, the metric used for the design of new buildings, at 21 natural periods in the 0 to 10-sec                      
band. The new Beta tool adds design spectra based on the Los Angeles Tall Buildings Structural Design Council recommendations                   
(LATBSDC) and based on ASCE 41-17, a standard addressing the rehabilitation of existing structures. For ASCE 41-17, users can                   
select between the standard’s Basic Earthquake Safety (BSE) levels (BSE-2N & BSE-1N and BSE-2E & BSE-1E). 

Continued Integration and Delivery for AWP-ODC-OS in the public Cloud , Yifeng Cui, Alexander Breuer, and David Lenz                 
(Poster Presentation 300) 

Continuous Integration and Delivery (CI/CD) are state-of-the-art software development and engineering techniques that support the               
process of continuously testing small incremental changes of scientific software. We present the transformation of our CI/CD                 
solutions with AWP-ODC-OS, aiming at other SCEC open source needs in the long run. Unlike our previous XML-based server and                    
workflow configuration, which is challenging to understand for new users and does not generalize to other software products, we                   
now use templatized YAML-configurations instead for increased human-readability. We utilize a light-weight access layer library for                
distributed computing infrastructure. A data repository, CC0'd to maximize availability, will use Git Large File Storage, which extends                  
Git with pointers for large files. Moreover, this new setup enables commercial cloud solutions for maximum availability and flexibility                   
of the executing hardware. The initial enabling of the AWP-ODC-OS setup will use AWS, while future developments also target other                    
cloud providers. Our computational demands will be matched by using elastic agents on cost-efficient spot instances in AWS. Once                   
the tasks are completed, the agents are destroyed, and the agents’ instances will be released back to the cloud. In summary, Cloud                      
solutions are the best-available approach to tackle this amount of diversity. This continuous development work will provide improved                  
capabilities of SCEC wave propagation community codes, towards automated continuous verification on supercomputing             
infrastructure. 

Exploring slow slip events and their scaling in 3D simulations of fault slip , Luca Dal Zilio, Nadia Lapusta, and Jean-Philippe                    
Avouac  (Poster Presentation 175) 

Tectonic faults accommodate a wide spectrum of slip modes, ranging from earthquakes to slow slip events (SSEs). While regular                   
earthquakes are events with rupture velocities governed by inertial stress transfer with elastic wave speeds, the physical                 
mechanisms which govern slow fault slip phenomena are less understood. In particular, key questions remain about how SSEs                  
nucleate and propagate and whether they follow scaling laws different or not from ordinary earthquakes. Here we investigate this                   
issue by simulating sequences of SSEs, in the case of a three dimensional model of a subduction megathrust governed by rate and                      
state friction with or without dilatant strengthening. By testing a wide spectrum of frictional properties, we investigate under which                   
conditions sliding instability develops into sustained slow slip events. In particular, we study the processes that control variations in                   
slip velocity, propagation speed, stress drop, as well as the aspect ratio of individual uni- and bi-directional SSEs. Finally, we                    
compare the scaling laws relating the released moment to the duration and rupture area of the SSEs for comparison with scaling                     
laws derived from kinematic inversions of GPS time series. 

Identification of Overlapping Earthquakes using a moveout-based matching pursuit method , Clara Daniels, Zhigang Peng,              
James McClellan, and Lijun Zhu  (Poster Presentation 069) 

The time right after a large earthquake, as well as other periods of increased earthquake activity, can reveal spatio-temporal                   
evolution of seismicity and give insight into the physical mechanism of earthquake triggering and aftershock forecasting. Large                 
earthquakes are typically followed by numerous aftershocks, some of which are readily identifiable as earthquakes using automatic                 
methods such as the matched filter technique. However, the standard methods often fail to detect all of them because many                    
aftershocks overlap in time. This study uses a Moveout-Based Matching Pursuit (MBMP) method to detect earthquakes whose                 
waveforms overlap in time at individual recording stations. The inputs include a dictionary consisting of known earthquake                 
waveforms (templates) in a region, and an observed signal at each station. The MBMP algorithm is a greedy algorithm which                    
iteratively chooses the next best dictionary template found in the overlapping signal and its time shift, by minimizing the l2 norm of                      
the residual signal. The residual signal of a template at a certain time shift is the part of the query signal orthogonal to the template                         
at that time shift, subtracted from the query signal. The algorithm searches for the best template match, as well as scaling factor                      
from the projection, and time shift with the constraint that the arrival times of a template at each station are within an acceptable                       
range of moveouts from one another. Waveforms following the 2004 Mw 6.0 Parkfield earthquake recorded at several stations in the                    
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HRSN network with a high pass filter of 2 Hz are used as the primary dataset for this study. Initial results on both synthetic and                         
real-world overlapping signals indicate that the algorithm can successfully detect overlapping earthquakes with different magnitudes.               
Repeating earthquakes are detected especially well, as their waveforms are nearly identical. Earthquakes with significantly lower                
cross-correlation matches can be successfully detected as well. The effectiveness depends on factors such as the spatial density of                   
earthquakes in the dictionary, station coverage, and the signal-to-noise ratio of the observed signals. 

Large Scale Detection of Fault Damage , Kelian Dascher-Cousineau, Emily Brodsky, Noah Finnegan, and Alison Duvall (Poster                
Presentation 123) 

Fault damage zones are inherently difficult to measure, yet determining their presence and size is a cornerstone of earthquake                   
mechanics. We develop tools to couple remote observations of the Earth's topography to deep-seated physical features of a                  
crustal-scale fault damage zone. We iterate between empirical landscape observations and mechanical interpretation by utilizing a                
combination of high-resolution LIDAR of the San Andreas, landscape evolution models, and ground-truth campaigns. We first show                 
that the presence of a fault quantifiably influences geomorphic processes. In test locales, proximity to the San Andreas Fault                   
influences stacked topographic profiles, stream power erosion, and river orientation. On the scale of the San Andreas shear zone,                   
rivers networks exhibit a strong bias to along mapped faults. These metrics reveal a length scale of on the order of 100m to 1km                        
comparable to independent geophysical and ground measurements of damage zone width. The analysis reveals lateral               
heterogeneity in geomorphic processes along fault zones which correlate with the complexity of the fault trace along strike.                  
Landscape evolution models incorporating active strike-slip offset and a damage zone with increased bed rock erosivity and                 
distributed deformation qualitatively reproduce the observed statistics. We ground-truth our remote measurements with field              
observations of fault damage along sea-cliff exposure and bedrock streams. Our work clarifies the importance of fault damage in                   
shaping landscapes over geomorphic time scales. Fault damage reduces rock cohesion, increases permeability, promotes bedrock               
detachment along river channels, and facilitates material flux through the critical zone. Thus, we build towards quantifying damage                  
remotely. 

Beyond elasticity in ground motion simulations ,  Steven Day  (Oral Presentation Sun 1800) 

Traditionally, numerical simulation of strong motion has been based upon a conceptualization of ground motion as a product of                   
separate source, path, and site factors. This approximation is often a very useful fiction for earthquakes of modest magnitude, and                    
even advanced applications such as CyberShake invoke it to good effect. Over the past 15 years, however, computational resources                   
have grown sufficiently to enable SCEC scientists (and others) to simulate large (>M7) southern California earthquakes at high                  
resolution (i.e., sufficient to resolve sedimentary basin structure at sub-km scale). As a result, it has become clear that this                    
decoupled source/path/site viewpoint is untenable for large events in complex geological environments such as southern California.                
Instead, simulations strongly suggest that structural complexity, rupture dynamics, propagation path and local site response can                
couple strongly, both linearly and nonlinearly. A consequence is that nonlinear rock deformation may significantly impact ground                 
motions in ways that differ fundamentally from the traditional engineering understanding of nonlinearity as a shallow site response.                  
On a practical level, this emerging understanding has a number of implications: (i) Nonlinearity may modify ground motion                  
amplitudes at much longer period than previously supposed. (ii) Forward directivity in large events is significantly modified by path                   
complexity as well as by both near-source and along-path nonlinearity, and these effects require a fully coupled treatment. (iii)                   
Nonlinearity in numerical models moderates anomalous extremes of ground motion predictions and can improve the robustness of                 
our predictive capability. (iv) Simulation methodologies for which a linear source/path/site decomposition is fundamentally baked in,                
such as CyberShake, may need to reassess their treatment of large events. CyberShake, in particular, is limited elastodynamic                  
simulations due to its site-oriented Green’s tensor computational approach. A possible path forward would be to perform fully                  
nonlinear simulations for those events that are flagged as having anomalously large residuals in CyberShake disaggregations. 

First Geologic Slip Rates Along Patagonia's Fastest Slipping Crustal Faults , Gregory De Pascale, Francisca Sandoval,               
Sebastian Perroud, Mario Persico, and Angelo Villalobos  (Poster Presentation 095) 

Major strike-slip faults in Patagonia (Chile and Argentina) are first-order elements within the Neotectonic framework of Southern                 
South America. The Liquiñe-Ofqui fault zone (LOFZ) is a intra-volcanic arc dextral structure than is ~1,2000 km-long, whereas the                   
Magallanes Fault System (MFS) is a Plate Boundary sinistral structure between the Scotia and Southern American Plates. Although                  
these faults are proven seismogenic structures (e.g. Mw 6.2 along the LOFZ in 2007; Mw 7.5 and 7.8 along the MF in 1949),                       
geophysical models provide the only estimates of slip-rates. This is partially due to dense vegetation supported by ample                  
precipitation, major Quaternary glaciations and volcanism. To better understand the neotectonics and seismic hazard framework, we                
conducted a multiyear remote sensing and field investigation to obtain the first geologic slip rates along these faults, both onshore                    
and offshore. Using remote mapping including structure from motion (SfM) models and light detection and ranging (lidar)-derived                 
topography combined with field observations allows us to map the southernmost 400 km of the LOFZ and obtain slip rates there.                     
LOFZ has clear Quaternary displacements such as offset streams and including a novel offset glacial valley and separation of                   
bedrock units that provide dextral slip rates of 3.6–18.9 mm/yr (Late-Cenozoic geologic) and 11.6–24.6 mm/yr (Quaternary                
geomorphic). Recent fieldwork allowed us to better constrain the vertical component along the LOFZ as well (up to the east) with a                      
significant signature in the landscape suggesting rapid uplift (at least 1-3 mm/yr) directly above the subducted Chile Triple Junction                   
and is coincident with some of the highest peaks of the range including the >4 km San Valentine. Moving south, along the MF,                       
long-term Late-Cenozoic slip rates along the main MFS fault is 5.4 ± 3.3 mm/yr (2.1 to 8.7 mm/yr) based on geological separations                      
found during regional geologic mapping. Along the MFS by combining displacements observed in SfM models with regional                 
Late-Quaternary dating from the late Quaternary glacial records here, we obtain sinistral slip-rates of 10.5 ± 1.5 mm/yr (9.1 to 12.0                     
mm/yr) and 7.8 ± 1.3 (6.5 to 9.1 mm/yr) in Chile and Argentina respectively. Our new geologic and geomorphic slip rates from the                       
LOFZ and MFS provide long-term evidence of these fast slipping faults and a better framework for understanding the neotectonics                   
and seismic hazard in Patagonia. 
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An Updated Evaluation of the Rose Canyon Fault, San Diego, California ,  Michael DeFrisco  (Poster Presentation 105) 

The Rose Canyon Fault Zone (RCFZ) extends from La Jolla to San Diego Bay and is the southern, onshore section of the 170-km                       
long Newport-Inglewood/Rose Canyon fault zone. The RCFZ is approximately 20 km in length and is a predominantly right-lateral                  
strike-slip system with local reverse-oblique movement resulting in uplift of Mt Soledad, and right-normal, oblique extensional                
faulting responsible for the formation of San Diego Bay. Previous studies by the California Geological Survey (CGS) resulted in                   
establishment of Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zones (APEFZs) for a portion of the fault zone from La Jolla to De Anza Cove, the                      
Spanish Bight, Coronado, and Silver Strand faults in San Diego Bay, and the downtown graben and San Diego fault in downtown                     
San Diego. However, evidence was insufficient to support zoning portions of the fault zone through Old Town and east of Mission                     
Bay. We recently re-evaluated the RCFZ within the La Jolla and Point Loma 7.5’ quadrangles for the APEFZ program. Recent                    
subsurface geologic investigations at the San Diego International Airport confirmed the northern projection of the Spanish Bight                 
fault, and identified a previously unmapped Holocene-active fault informally named the “East Bay” fault. Paleoseismic studies                
(Singleton et. al., 2019) at the Presidio Hills Golf Course provide evidence for multiple late-Holocene surface rupturing events on the                    
RCFZ in Old Town. Fault investigations downtown confirm the Holocene-active Coronado fault comes onshore at Seaport Village                 
and suggest continuity with the “Pacific Hwy” fault, previously identified as a north-south trending pre-Holocene structure located                 
east of Pacific Highway. Additionally, recent mapping and interpretation of fault-related geomorphic features by Kleinfelder, Inc., and                 
the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) for the Mid-Coast Corridor Transit Project provide evidence for Holocene                 
fault activity east of Mission Bay, and suggest Holocene activity and continuity of the entire RCFZ from La Jolla to San Diego Bay.                       
Our current evaluation considers this new data for development of updated APEFZ Special Studies Zones maps. 

Citation: Singleton, D. M., T. K. Rockwell, D. Murbach, M. Murbach, J. M. Maloney, T. Freeman, and Y. Levy (2019). Late-Holocene                     
Rupture History of the Rose Canyon Fault in Old Town, San Diego: Implications for Cascading Earthquakes on the                  
Newport-Inglewood-Rose Canyon Fault System, Bull. Seismol. Soc. Am. 109, 855-874. 

Table-top nucleation ,  Sam Dillavou, Vincent Stin, and Shmuel Rubinstein  (Poster Presentation 164) 

Where and when does an earthquake start? In simulations, important aspects of the dynamics of earthquake nucleation, including                  
slip patch shape and propagation velocity, are determined by the choice of evolution law for the state parameter, prompting the need                     
for experimental investigation. There have been one dimensional measurements of nucleation on large lab faults or direct                 
measurements on one dimensional systems, however the process of nucleation is inherently two dimensional. The main                
experimental hurdle is the speed of slip propagation, which today is too fast to visualize in 2D in rock, at least at the length scales                         
available in the laboratory. We experimentally probe the dynamics of nucleation using a tabletop model fault, and reduce the speed                    
of the dynamic ruptures by using soft transparent elastomers and filling the interface with a thin layer of sand. We directly visualize                      
slip dynamics in two dimensions, and observe a variety of nucleation behaviors, including partial ruptures, slip pulses, and local and                    
traveling nucleation. 

Linkage of the Ventura-Pitas Point and Mid-Channel faults and its implications for large, multi-segment earthquakes ,               
Jessica Don, Andreas Plesch, Mattie Newman, and John Shaw  (Poster Presentation 112) 

The Ventura-Pitas Point fault system, located in the western Transverse Ranges, is one of the largest earthquake sources in                   
southern California. This fault system ruptures in large magnitude events as indicated by Holocene marine terraces which suggest                  
discrete 7-9 meter uplift events (Rockwell et al., 1988; Hubbard et al., 2014; McAuliffe et al., 2015). Deformation of this scale                     
requires the rupture of multiple fault segments and poses significant hazards (McAuliffe et al., 2015, Ryan et al., 2015; Marshall et                     
al., 2017). Recent studies show that the Ventura fault has a unique non-planar ramp-flat-ramp geometry that links at depth with                    
several of the largest, fastest slipping faults in the area (Hubbard et al., 2014; Marshall et al., 2017; Levy et al., 2017) suggesting the                        
possibility for these large multi-segment ruptures. 

We aim to characterize the geometry of the Pitas Point fault system, the direct offshore extension of the Ventura thrust, to further                      
define the potential for large, multi-segment earthquakes. We use both 2D and 3D industry seismic reflection data to constrain the                    
fault geometries. We supplement our interpretations with extensive well control, including dipmeter logs and horizon tops. 

We build a 3D model of the Pitas Point fault system with a series of balanced cross sections created using fault-related folding                      
theory and both inverse and forward modeling. We resolve a similar ramp-flat-ramp geometry in the Pita Point fault and the Ventura                     
fault with a mid-crustal detachment defining their linkage. However, while all of the slip on the blind Ventura fault is consumed by                      
folding in the Ventura Avenue anticline, our results suggest that a significant amount of the slip on the mid-crustal detachment does                     
not transfer upward on the shallow ramp of the Pitas Point fault, but rather extends farther south beneath the Pitas Point and                      
Mid-Channel anticlines on an active blind thrust system. We suggest that this reconciles the observation that the slip and slip rate on                      
the Pitas Point fault appears less than that of the Ventura fault (Perea et al., 2017) despite their linkage. We focus on the                       
Mid-Channel and Pitas Point anticlines to characterize the distribution of slip along strike in the Ventura-Pitas Point fault system. The                    
improved 3D fault geometries further support the prospect for large, multi-segment ruptures and have implications for the associated                  
tsunami and ground shaking hazards as well as geodetic strain and loading patterns. 

Targeted High-Resolution Topographic Imaging of Active Faults and the Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence Ruptures in              
Southern California , Andrea Donnellan, Gregory Lyzenga, Jay Parker, Adnan Ansar, Christine Goulet, Yehuda Ben-Zion, Frank               
Vernon, and David Lynch  (Poster Presentation 229) 

We discuss observations from UAVSAR, small inhabited areal systems (sUAS or drones), and continuous camera streams over                 
active faults, the moving Mundo Mudpot, and the Ridgecrest earthquake sequence ruptures in southern California. We have                 
targeted 1) the seismically active San Jacinto fault and 2) the creeping southernmost San Andreas fault at Painted Canyon, and 3)                     
the M6.4 and M7.1 ruptures of the Ridgecrest earthquake sequence just south of Highway 178. In general, we cover about 0.3 km2                      
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with the sUAS, while the UAVSAR is large scale by nature. UAVSAR observations indicate that the San Jacinto fault is locked and                      
that the southern San Andreas shows creep on the order of a few cm. We also have a continuously operating camera pointed at the                        
Sage brush Flats site at the San Jacinto fault near Anza. Pre- and post-Ridgecrest sequence image comparisons show subpixel                   
changes at the 30% level with larger changes in strands of the fault zone than the surrounding material, suggesting that the fault                      
damage zone is more susceptible to disruption from shaking and environmental effects than the surrounding rocks. UAVSAR                 
observations show co- and post-seismic creep on the Coachella section of the San Andreas fault in association with the El Mayor –                      
Cucapah earthquake. The fault also crept in association with the recent Ridgecrest earthquake sequence. We continue to observe                  
the fault with UAVSAR and structure from motion (SfM) measurements performed with sUAS and will analyze the data for fault                    
creep from the recent event. We present repeat post-seismic imaging collected at the recent M6.4 and M7.1 ruptures to understand                    
the amount of localized post-seismic deformation and to clarify whether the motion occurs continuously or episodically. Lastly, we                  
are repeatedly observing the moving Mundo Mudpot east of the Salton Sea, with the goal of placing its behavior within a regional                      
tectonic context. 

Postseismic deformation and stress evolution following the 2019 M 7.1 and M 6.4 Ridgecrest earthquakes , Jacob Dorsett,                 
Kaj Johnson, Simone Puel, and Thorsten Becker  (Poster Presentation 236) 

The 2019 M 7.1 and M 6.4 Ridgecrest earthquakes present the first opportunity to study ongoing postseismic deformation and                   
crustal stress evolution following a large earthquake in southern California in two decades. Coseismic Coulomb stress changes are                  
widely used to investigate potential loading of nearby faults. However, at greater distances from the rupture, postseismic stress                  
changes driven primarily by viscous mantle flow can exceed the magnitude of coseismic stress changes. To investigate this stress                   
evolution, we generate viscoelastic Green’s functions for the Ridgecrest sequence using the finite element code PyLith to compute                  
time-dependent surface deformation and stress changes. We then use these in conjunction with a range of fault constitutive laws                   
and a suite of coseismic slip models to compute the postseismic deformation due to afterslip and coupled mantle flow as well as a                       
range of expected postseismic Coulomb stress changes. Preliminary models utilize an elastic crust overlying a mantle with uniform                  
viscosity and make comparisons to rapid GPS solutions, while our more sophisticated models will incorporate both a 3D viscosity                   
model and observations from InSAR. Preliminary model results broadly approximate the observed surficial patterns of displacement                
20 days after the rupture using a mantle viscosity of order 1017-1018 Pa s. After 20 days, postseismic stress changes begin to                      
exceed the magnitude of coseismic stress changes at distances greater than 50 km from the hypocenter, often with a sign opposite                     
to coseismic changes. From these preliminary results, it is apparent that the postseismic fault loading from the Ridgecrest sequence                   
may represent a significant portion of total stress redistribution, and that patterns can be inconsistent with coseismic loading. This                   
postseismic effect may contribute to aftershocks in the weeks after a large rupture and would have to be included in any                     
time-dependent hazard assessment. We hope to streamline this near real-time technique for use in future aftershock forecasting. 

Older and Deeper Seismic Deformation in the San Gabriel Crystalline Basement Complex Along the South Branch of the                  
Punchbowl Fault ,  Matthew Dorsey, Judith Chester, and Frederick Chester  (Poster Presentation 117) 

The main trace of the Punchbowl fault (PF), part of an ancient, exhumed fault zone of the San Andreas system, has been                      
investigated repeatedly to understand the structure and deformation processes of seismic faults at depth. The previous studies                 
focus on the arkosic sandstone of the Punchbowl Formation and the ultracataclasite layer at the contact with the San Gabriel                    
crystalline basement complex (CBC). In contrast, the South Branch of the Punchbowl fault (SBPF), as well as the distributed brittle                    
deformation within the CBC, remains largely uninvestigated even though they likely provide a record of deformation within crystalline                  
rock at earlier stages and greater depths of faulting relative to the PF in this system. Here, we present observations of three                      
representative exposures of deformation in the CBC and SBPF, 1) a thick, preserved section of sheared CBC adjacent to the                    
ultracataclasite layer of the PF, 2) the CBC in the damage zone between the PF and SBPF that displays cross-cutting relations for                      
three phases of subsidiary faulting, and 3) a well-exposed section across the SBPF in the CBC. Outcrop grid maps, fabric element                     
orientations, and survivor clast sizes were recorded to document fault structure at the mesoscopic scale, and to record position and                    
context of samples collected for geochemical, petrologic and microscale structural studies. Exposure 1 is a 6 m wide zone of foliated                     
white and green cataclastic basement rock with brown and red ultracataclasite bands that is bounded to the NE by the                    
ultracataclasite layer of the PF. The zone is bounded to the SW by a second distinct, 0.6 m-thick ultracataclasite layer containing                     
large, fractured, elongate clasts of aplite, and is interpreted as a remnant of faulting in the CBC prior to juxtaposition with the                      
Punchbowl Formation. Exposure 2 displays multiple discrete faults up to ~10 cm-thick that we interpret as sites of seismic slip. The                     
faults cut diorite and aplite, contain cataclasite, and record fluidization, cementation and alteration processes. At exposure 3, the                  
SBPF is a zone of distributed shear, ~10 m thick, that contains multiple cm to dm thick layers of cataclasite and ultracataclasite, and                       
that is bordered by broad zones of intense fracturing and subsidiary faulting. The cataclasite and ultracataclasite layers display                  
fluidized and flow structures as well as surfaces of localized slip, consistent with fluid-assisted and seismic faulting. 

Fault Valving and Pore Pressure Evolution in Simulations of Earthquake Sequences and Aseismic Slip , Eric Dunham,                
Weiqiang Zhu, Kali Allison, and Yuyun Yang  (Poster Presentation 169) 

Earthquake sequence simulations are becoming widely used to explore faulting behavior, lithospheric stress profiles, and to interpret                 
crustal deformation data. Many quantities predicted by these simulations--stress drop, slip per event, ambient stresses, and                
earthquake recurrence intervals--are influenced by the distribution of effective normal stress on the fault (total normal stress                 
compressing the fault minus pore pressure). In most simulations, effective stress is specified a priori and held fixed for all time. Here                      
we take a different approach by introducing a fault zone fluid transport model to our sequence simulations. Fluid ascends along a                     
permeable fault zone surrounding a vertical strike-slip fault, with fluid transport governed by Darcy’s law. Permeability decreases due                  
to healing and sealing processes in the interseismic period and increases due to cracking and dilatancy during fault slip. We also                     
account for the decrease of permeability with increasing effective normal stress. For certain parameter choices, we observe fault                  
valving behavior (Sibson, 1992) in which earthquake recurrence is influenced by cyclic build-up and release of fluid overpressure                  
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(pressures in excess of hydrostatic pressure). The system behavior is determined by dimensionless ratios of various time scales: the                   
earthquake recurrence interval, the healing/sealing time scale, and diffusion times across the seismogenic zone. We have also                 
identified a phenomenon of fluid-driven aseismic slip that occurs at the base of the seismogenic zone, in the form of an aseismic slip                       
front that invades the previously locked seismogenic zone at a rate of order 100 m/yr. Ascending high-pressure fluids reduce fault                    
strength, triggering aseismic slip, increasing permeability, and permitting further ascent of fluids. This fluid-driven aseismic slip might                 
help explain plate unlocking behavior observed in subduction zones and possibly also slow slip. The modeling framework, once                  
generalized to account for frictional heterogeneity, might also provide insight into swarm seismicity that has been linked to fluid                   
migration as well as induced seismicity from fluid injection. 

Visualizing Post-Seismic Drought Scenarios: An Analysis of Historical Earthquakes on the San Andreas Fault System ,               
Suzie Duran, Shreya Agrawal, Haydee Portillo, Stephanie Soto, Jose Rico, Elvis Carrillo, Gabriela Noriega, and Thomas Jordan                 
(Poster Presentation 306) 

Given the historical period of 1812-1912, when California experienced some of the largest earthquakes recorded on the San                  
Andreas Fault System (SAFS), the current drought seems to be unprecedented and statistically unlikely. To understand the risks that                   
we might experience at the end of a drought, we analyzed six simulated earthquakes of Mw7.0 and above, similar to those which                      
ruptured during the period of 1812-1912 on the San Andreas, Elsinore, Hayward and San Jacinto faults. The Rate-State earthQuake                   
Simulator (RSQSim) program was used to simulate historical earthquakes, within a 100-year time period, and extract shakemaps for                  
the representative simulated earthquakes using OpenSHA and Eclipse software. Using FEMA’s hazard and risk assessment               
software, HAZUS, we calculated the present-day estimated losses of these historical events based on the 2010 census data                  
including their inflated costs. The total economic losses from these earthquake were estimated to be $258 ± 22.86 billion. Our                    
analysis suggests that a similar earthquake in the next century would increase the annual expected loss (AEL) due to earthquakes                    
in the United States by $2.58 billion, which is 69.72% of the current AEL (FEMA, 2017). These historical earthquakes provide                    
perspective on future economic losses and help us visualize the potential risks posed by Mw7.0 or above earthquakes on the San                     
Andreas Fault System. 

Dynamic Rupture Propagation on Fault Planes with Explicit Representation of Short Branches: Stress Heterogeneity, High               
Frequency Generation, and Novel Supershear Transition Mechanism ,  Ahmed Elbanna  (Poster Presentation 151) 

Active fault zones are homes for a plethora of complex structural and geometric features that are expected to affect earthquake                    
rupture nucleation, propagation, and arrest, as well as interseismic deformation. Simulation of these complexities have been largely                 
done using continuum plasticity or scalar damage theories. In this paper, we use a highly efficient novel hybrid finite                   
element-spectral boundary integral equation scheme to investigate the dynamics of fault zones with small scale pre-existing                
branches as a first step towards explicit representation of anisotropic damage features in fault zones. The hybrid computational                  
scheme enables exact near-field truncation of the elastodynamic field allowing us to use high resolution finite element discretization                  
in a narrow region surrounding the fault zone that encompasses the small scale branches while remaining computationally efficient.                  
Our results suggest that the small scale branches may influence the rupture in ways that may not be realizable in homogenized                     
continuum models. Specifically, we show that these short secondary branches significantly affect the post event stress state on the                   
main fault leading to strong heterogeneities in both normal and shear stresses and also contribute to the enhanced generation of                    
high frequency radiation. The secondary branches also affect off-fault plastic strain distribution and suggest that co-seismic                
inelasticity is sensitive to pre-existing damage features. Furthermore, we discover that for a range of branch angles, the rupture                   
mode on the main fault plane may transition to supershear even if the ambient initial stress conditions favor sub-Rayleigh                   
propagation. The transition is also unusual as it appears the main rupture continuously accelerate to supershear and not through the                    
classical Burridge-Andrews mechanism. We discuss our results in the larger context of the need for modeling earthquake ruptures                  
with high resolution fault zone physics and the importance of mapping fine scale anisotropic damage features in fault zones as they                     
may have strong implications for seismic hazard. 

Complex ruptures in the historical record, illuminated by photogrammetric topography and analog seismograms , Austin              
Elliott, Richard Walker, Barry Parsons, Galina Kulikova, Christoph Grützner, Kanatbek Abdrakhmatov, Zhuqi Zhang, and Zhikun Ren                
(Poster Presentation 118) 

Although contemporary earthquakes continue to surprise us with their complexity, violating expectations about rupture length,               
geometry, and fault involvement, rupture complexity is not a new phenomenon. We simply have not previously had the tools to                    
investigate earthquakes in the detail that is now possible. We use newly developed tools in photogrammetric geomorphology and                  
digital seismology to re-visit earthquake ruptures that occurred nearer the turn of the last century and interrogate these further                   
examples of large, multi-fault ruptures within the continental crust. We map and measure the surface traces of the 1889 M8.3 Chilik                     
earthquake in southern Kazakhstan/Kyrgyzstan and the 1932 M7.6 Changma earthquake in western China, to show that each of                  
them ruptured an array of faults that would not necessarily have been expected to fail together in a single earthquake (for example                      
when considering fault branching rules & stepover constraints in models like UCERF). With surface ruptures documented in detail,                  
we digitize and analyze the early analog teleseismic waveforms of these events to better understand their rupture processes. The                   
Chilik event ruptured three conjugate left- and right-lateral faults within a compressional regime, which meet at <45° angles. The                   
Changma rupture jumped along a set of reverse and left-lateral faults separated by numerous bends and substantial steps, yet our                    
measurements show that the highly variable fault geometry remains compatible with a single slip vector. With contemporary                 
questions about rupture propagation in mind, it is valuable to add to our repository of knowledge about earthquake ruptures using                    
earlier cases that we can still/now document. These two cases illustrate that single event ruptures a) may propagate along faults                    
with different senses of motion that meet at extremely acute angles and b) may jump along an array of surficially separated faults                      
with different kinematics to form a major single event. 
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Sensitivity of regional interseismic deformation to variations in active fault configuration of the southern San Andreas fault                 
and San Jacinto faults ,  Hanna Elston, Michele Cooke, Scott Marshall, and Jennifer Hatch  (Poster Presentation 194) 

Several alternative active fault configurations have been proposed for the San Jacinto and southern San Andreas faults. These                  
alternatives arise in regions where subsurface fault geometry is not well constrained (e.g., Cajon Pass and Indio Hills) and include                    
different interpretations of the active traces of the San Andreas through the San Gorgonio Pass region. Beyer et al. (2018) tested six                      
variations of northern and southern pathways of active faulting through the San Gorgonio Pass and found two best fitting models,                    
each of which honor some, but not all of the geologic strike-slip rate data. Within the Cajon Pass, the San Andreas and San Jacinto                        
fault traces converge to within 10 km without meeting; the faults may intersect at depth. Herbert et al (2014) found that connecting                      
the two faults at depth didn’t alter slip rates enough to distinguish a better fitting model. Here, we expand on previous assessments                      
of viable fault configurations that compared model results to geologic slip rates by also comparing results to both geodetic velocities                    
and stress states inferred from over 50,000 focal mechanisms. Better constraints on the subsurface geometry of the southern San                   
Andreas fault can improve our estimates of seismic hazard in the region. 

For each of the alternative active fault configurations, we simulate interseismic deformation using forward Boundary Element Method                 
(BEM) models that apply steady state slip rates below prescribed locking depths. Here, we implement a slip transition zone at the                     
locking depth by prescribing half of the prescribed slip rate to elements whose centroid is within 2.5 km above a prescribed locking                      
depth. We compare model velocities at GPS station locations and slip sense (Aphi) at focal mechanism locations to geodetic data                    
and slip sense from focal mechanism inversions to determine the fault configuration most compatible with the data. 

Model predicted GPS station velocities and focal mechanism Aphi values differ between alternative fault configurations, suggesting                
that these data may be used to distinguish between viable fault interpretations. The alternative fault configurations produce GPS                  
residuals in the study area with differences that exceed the uncertainties of the measured station velocities. Modeled interseismic                  
velocities indicate an active fault configuration excluding Mill Creek offers a better fit to data in our study area. 

The Community Code Verification Exercise for Simulating Sequences of Earthquakes and Aseismic Slip (SEAS) , Brittany               
Erickson, Junle Jiang, Michael Barall, Nadia Lapusta, Eric Dunham, Ruth Harris, Lauren Abrahams, Kali Allison, Jean-Paul                
Ampuero, Sylvain Barbot, Camilla Cattania, Ahmed Elbanna, Yuri Fialko, Benjamin Idini, Jeremy Kozdon, Valere Lambert, Yajing                
Liu, Yingdi Luo, Xiao Ma, Maricela Best Mckay, Paul Segall, Pengcheng Shi, Martijn van den Ende, and Meng Wei (Poster                    
Presentation 174) 

Numerical simulations of Sequences of Earthquakes and Aseismic Slip (SEAS) have made great progress over the past decades to                   
address important questions in earthquake physics and fault mechanics. However, significant challenges in SEAS modeling remain                
in resolving multiscale interactions between aseismic fault slip, earthquake nucleation, and dynamic rupture; and understanding               
physical factors controlling observables such as seismicity and ground deformation. The increasing capability and complexity of                
SEAS modeling calls for extensive efforts to verify codes and advance these simulations with rigor, reproducibility, and broadened                  
impact. Here we report the first community code-verification exercises for SEAS modeling, based on our first two benchmarks (BP1                   
and BP2), designed to test the capabilities of different computational methods in correctly solving a mathematically well-defined,                 
basic problem in crustal faulting. These benchmarks are for a 2D antiplane problem, with a 1D planar vertical strike-slip fault obeying                     
rate-and-state friction, embedded in a 2D homogeneous, linear elastic half-space. Sequences of quasi-dynamic earthquakes with               
periodic occurrences (BP1) or bimodal sizes (BP2) and their interactions with aseismic slip are simulated. The comparison of >70                   
simulation results from 11 groups using different numerical methods, uploaded to our online platform, show excellent agreements in                  
long-term and coseismic evolution of fault properties. In BP1, we found that the truncated domain boundaries influence interseismic                  
fault stressing, earthquake recurrence, and coseismic rupture process, and that agreement between models is only achieved with                 
sufficiently large domain sizes. In BP2, we found that complexity of earthquake patterns depends on how well important physical                   
length scales are resolved in the models, which affects model observables, e.g., earthquake size distributions, moment release, and                  
recurrence times, to different extents. These results inform the development of more advanced SEAS models, contributing to our                  
further understanding of earthquake system dynamics. 

Modeling shallow crustal nonlinearity in physics-based earthquake simulations: Beyond perfect plasticity , Elnaz            
Esmaeilzadeh Seylabi, Doriam Restrepo, Domniki Asimaki, and Ricardo Taborda (Poster Presentation 004) 

In this project, we advance the current SCEC simulation capabilities in deterministic earthquake simulations by implementing an                 
elastoplastic constitutive model in Hercules, one of the SCEC’s High-F simulation software. Our goal is to quantitatively assess the                   
extent to which shallow crust nonlinearities influence strong ground motions in broad-band earthquake simulations. The multi-axial                
constitutive model is formulated within the framework of bounding surface plasticity in terms of total stress (i.e. cannot capture                   
effective stress phenomena like liquefaction). A major advantage of this model is the small number of free parameters that can be                     
fully calibrated given a shear modulus reduction curve. This, in turn, makes the model a suitable choice for regional-scale                   
simulations where geotechnical data in the shallow crust are scarce. In Year 3 of SCEC5, we performed a catalog of experiments to                      
verify the model implementation; then, we performed a series of synthetic experiments in a region of size 35 x 26 x 4.5 km3 that                        
encompasses the Garner Valley – an instrumented and well-characterized site in Southern California. The velocity model was                 
extracted from CVM-S4.26 with the optional geotechnical layer, while modulus reduction curves were selected empirically to                
constrain the nonlinear soil model parameters. We subjected the model to vertically propagating plane waves applied by means of                   
the domain reduction method and studied the basin response for low and high-frequency content of the incoming waves. Our                   
nonlinear simulations so far suggest that peak ground displacements within the valley increase relative to the linear case, while peak                    
ground accelerations can increase or decrease, depending on the frequency content of the excitation. 
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Tectonic regionalization of the Southern California crust from tomographic cluster analysis , William Eymold, and Thomas               
Jordan  (Poster Presentation 312) 

We map crustal regions in Southern California that have similar depth variations in seismic velocities by applying cluster analysis to                    
1.5 million P and S velocity profiles from the three dimensional tomographic model CVM-S4.26. We use a k-means algorithm to                    
partition the profiles into K sets that minimize the inter-cluster variance. The regionalizations for K ≤ 10 generate a coherent                    
sequence of structural refinements: each increment of K introduces a new region typically by partitioning a larger region into two                    
smaller regions or by occupying a transition zone between two regions. The results for K ≤ 7 are insensitive to initialization and                      
trimming of the model periphery; nearly identical results are obtained if the P and S velocity profiles are treated separately or jointly.                      
The regions for K = 7 can be associated with major physiographic provinces and geologic areas with recognized tectonic affinities,                    
including the Continental Borderland, Great Valley, Salton Trough, and Mojave Desert. The regionalization splits the Sierra Nevada                 
and Peninsular Range batholiths into the western and eastern zones consistent with geological, geochemical, and potential-field                
mapping. Three of the regions define a geographic domain comprising almost all of the upper crust derived from continental                   
lithosphere. Well-resolved regional boundaries coincide with major faults, topographic fronts, and/or geochemical transitions             
mapped at the surface. The consistent alignment of these surface features with deeper transitions in the crustal velocity profiles                   
indicates that regional boundaries are typically narrow, high-angle structures separating regions with characteristic crustal columns               
that reflect different compositions and tectonic histories. 

Teleseismic dynamic triggering of microearthquakes in the Anza area, California: the role of dynamic strain and pore                 
pressure ,  Wenyuan Fan, Andrew Barbour, and Elizabeth Cochran  (Poster Presentation 081) 

Teleseismic dynamic triggering has been reported for various fault systems. These dynamically triggered earthquakes are thought to                 
be caused directly by the increasing dynamic stress due to passing seismic waves, or indirectly by transient reductions in fault                    
strength. These two competing hypotheses have not been systematically evaluated together due to the general lack of high                  
resolution earthquake catalogs in regions with in-situ strain and pore fluid pressure measurements. Here we take advantage of the                   
newly developed Quake Template Matching (QTM) catalog in Southern California to systematically evaluate teleseismic dynamic               
triggering patterns in the Anza area, where dense strainmeter and pore pressure sensing systems are colocated as part of the Plate                     
Boundary Observatory borehole network. Using events identified as triggering events, we present a comparative investigation of the                 
spectra of durations of root-mean-squared strains and pore-pressures in hopes of gaining improved understanding of the physical                 
mechanisms of the temporally evolving seismicity in Southern California. 

Strain-estimated ground motions of recent earthquakes in California , Noha Farghal, and Annemarie Baltay (Poster              
Presentation 249) 

We utilize strain data from the Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) borehole strainmeter network to estimate peak ground velocities                  
(PGVs) and earthquake magnitudes from dynamic strains recorded during recent earthquakes in California. We show that strain                 
data has good potential to complement seismometer data usage in earthquake early warning (EEW) applications, as strainmeters                 
exhibit true broadband response, do not clip in response to intense ground motions, and tens of borehole strainmeters are already                    
deployed along the Pacific-North America plate boundary, some of which have outputs available in real-time. We present a                  
proof-of-concept for the use of empirically-derived equations to estimate earthquake moment magnitudes (from peak dynamic               
strains), and PGVs (from measured shear strain), for fifteen Bay Area and Southern California earthquakes of M 4.0-7.1 that                   
occurred from 2007 to 2019, including the July 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence. We compare the temporal magnitude                 
evolution of our empirical strain-based magnitude scale from several stations closest to the earthquake locations to similar                 
magnitude information from ShakeAlert, the U.S. West Coast EEW system which currently uses only seismic data. We also compare                   
our shear strain PGV estimates to seismic PGVs from ShakeMap. Finally, we highlight issues with strain measurements that need to                    
be addressed before this data is incorporated into any EEW system. 

Detecting offshore earthquakes with backprojection and matched-filter method , Tian Feng, Lingsen Meng, and Hui Huang               
(Poster Presentation 064) 

To better understand the offshore seismicity and slow slip around recent megathrust earthquakes, we improve the capability of                  
detecting offshore events by combining two recently developed techniques: Backprojection imaging (BP) and matched-filter              
detection (MF). The BP method, back-tracing the seismic waves recorded by dense arrays, allows effectively detecting missing                 
aftershocks immediately after megathrust earthquakes. The MF method searches for similar patterns by cross-correlating              
waveforms of known template events with continuous seismic records. By stacking the traces of cross-correlation coefficients, the                 
MF method is capable of detecting many times more small events than routine catalogs and thus reduce the catalog’s magnitude of                     
completeness. The capability of the MF method depends on the quality and quantity of templates, therefore we use the missing                    
aftershocks detected by BP as templates to expand the MF detection. We performed the BP and MF in the period between the                      
mainshock of 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku earthquake and 600 days later. Our template library is composed of 1080 BP event templates                     
and 2201 JMA event templates (Mw > 4.5). The hypocenter, original time, and magnitude error of BP events after temporal and                     
spatial calibration are around 10 km, 5 seconds, and 0.5 respectively. Through the BPMF method, we double the size of the original                      
JMA catalog from 223,897 events to 417,128 events, update the earthquake density and b value distribution map. The BPMF                   
catalog highlight the seismicity near and outer the trench, which is barely seen in the original JMA catalog. Besides, the BPMF                     
catalog filled the gap in the b value distribution map of JMA catalog, where the seismicity is too low to calculate the b value. The b                          
value of the BPMF catalog is overall larger than JMA catalog and closer to the value 1.0. 
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Seismogenic compression in southern Italy? Morphotectonic analysis to detect possible evidence of Late Quaternary              
tectonics along the Southern Apennine Outer Front , Federica Ferrarini, Ramon Arrowsmith, Francesco Brozzetti, Rita de Nardis,                
Daniele Cirillo, and Giusy Lavecchia  (Poster Presentation 128) 

Earthquakes are a major natural hazard for the Mediterranean area and Italy is one of the countries where they still belong among                      
the deadliest disasters. Earthquakes occurred in the last fifteen years in central-southern Italy (S. Giuliano di Puglia 2002 Mw 5.4,                    
l’Aquila 2009 Mw 6.3, Norcia 2016 Mw 6.5) confirm the significant vulnerability of buildings, even when exposed to moderately                   
energetic shocks. Additionally, in some areas, peculiar geological setting and low-deformation rates often challenge the need to                 
outline active faults. The Apennine compressional Outer Front (AOF) well fits this frame. 

The AOF traverses the mainland Italy and connects with the E-W Maghrebian chain in Sicily. It is clearly seismogenic along the                     
northern and central sectors and similar behaviour is attributed to the Sicilian Outer Front. Differently, it is often considered inactive                    
in southern Italy (SAOF) where the orogenic activity ceased at the beginning of the Middle Pleistocene and the front is buried under                      
Plio-Quaternary foredeep successions. This setting agrees with the lack of recent compressive instrumental seismicity along the                
SAOF. 

We started to investigate part of this structural element (Abruzzo and Molise regions) along the Adriatic piedimont and in the foolthill                     
areas where a tectonic uplift phase is reported in the Middle-Late Pleistocene (0.2 mm/y). We performed morphometric analysis on                   
the fluvial network to detect possible transient response to late Quaternary tectonic activity. As well, we used the distribution of                    
normalized channel steepness index to infer relative magnitudes of rock uplift. We compared map distribution of knick points, ksn                   
values and relief maps along with the main geological, lithological and structural features known for the area. 

Our approach in the study area highlighted as smaller rivers flowing in the piedimont/coastal sectors, tend to show vertical step-                    
knick points, especially along their tributaries, and despite to the clayey lithology. Differently, rivers characterized by wide                 
catchments mostly exhibit anomalous convexities (upstream in the trunk and in a more inner position, e.g. Frentani Mts area),                   
suggesting possible ‘non equilibium’ conditions. Both the channel stepness- and relief maps are consistent with these results. These                  
results seem to suggest locally higher rock uplift rates, supporting the existence of tectonic signals related to Late Quaternary                   
shortening along the SAOF. 

Improving Earthquake Rupture Forecasts (Using California as a Guide) ,  Edward Field  (Poster Presentation 027) 

This poster will discuss ways in which earthquake-rupture forecast models might be improved. Because changes are most easily                  
described in the context of specific models, the 3rd Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast UCERF3) and its presumed                  
successor, UCERF4, is used as a basis for discussion. Virtually all of the issues and possible improvements discussed are                   
nevertheless general, and should therefore be applicable to other regions as well. Two common themes are a need for better                    
epistemic uncertainty representation and the potential utility of physics-based simulators. Given the large number of possible                
improvements, coupled with challenges in defining the potential value of each, which will vary among uses, community feedback is                   
invaluable in terms of setting priorities. That said, we should also strive to define more objective valuation metrics. 

SAR Imaging of the Coseismic and Early Postseismic Deformation from the 2019 Mw 7.1 and Mw 6.4 Ridgecrest                  
Earthquakes in California , Eric Fielding, Oliver Stephenson, Minyan Zhong, Simran Sangha, Cunren Liang, Mong-Han Huang,               
Zhen Liu, Sang-Ho Yun, Mark Simons, and Benjamin Brooks  (Poster Presentation 231) 

We analyzed synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images from Copernicus Sentinel-1A and -1B satellites operated by the European                 
Space Agency and the Advanced Land Observation Satellite-2 (ALOS-2) satellite operated by Japanese Aerospace Exploration               
Agency for the 4 July 2019 Mw 6.4 and 5 July Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest Earthquakes. Caltech-Jet Propulsion Laboratory Advanced Rapid                    
Imaging and Analysis (ARIA) project automatically processed Sentinel-1 InSAR and manually processed ALOS InSAR products that                
were delivered to the US and California Geological Surveys to aid field response. We integrate geodetic measurements for the                   
three-dimensional vector field of coseismic surface deformation for the two events and measure the early postseismic deformation,                 
using SAR data from Sentinel-1 and ALOS-2 satellites. We combine less precise large-scale displacements from SAR images by                  
pixel offset tracking or matching, including the along-track component, with the more precise SAR interferometry (InSAR)                
measurements in the radar line-of-sight direction and intermediate-precision along-track InSAR to estimate all three components of                
the surface displacement for the two events together. InSAR coherence and coherence change maps the surface disruptions due to                   
fault ruptures reaching the surface. Large slip in the Mw 6.4 earthquake was on a NE-striking fault that intersects with the                     
NW-striking fault that was the main rupture in the Mw 7.1 earthquake. The main fault bifurcates towards the southeast ending 3 km                      
from the Garlock Fault. The Garlock fault had triggered slip of about 15 mm along a short section directly south of the main rupture.                        
About 3 km NW of the Mw 7.1 epicenter, the surface fault separates into two strands that form a pull-apart with about 1 meter of                         
down-drop. Further NW is a wide zone of complex deformation. We image postseismic deformation with InSAR data and point                   
measurements from new GPS stations installed by the USGS. Initial analysis of the first InSAR measurements indicates the                  
pull-apart continued dropping in the first weeks and the main fault had substantial afterslip close to the epicenter where the largest                     
coseismic slip occurred. Sentinel-1 6-day repeats enable rapid postseismic mapping. Slip on a NE-striking fault near the northern                  
end of the main rupture in the first weeks, in the same zone as large and numerous aftershocks along NE-striking and NW-striking                      
trends shows complex deformation. 

Preliminary Geochronology data for Cajon Pass Terraces- implications to the regional chronosequence , Paula Figueiredo,              
Ray Weldon, Lewis Owen, and Nate Onderdonk  (Poster Presentation 141) 

In Southern California, the two largest fault systems (San Andreas and San Jacinto) converge at the Cajon Pass area. Here a                     
sequence of terraces is displaced by both fault systems and therefore record their evolution and interactions through time. As such,                    
their ages are crucial for estimating slip rates through time. The upper deposits, Qoa-e (500±200 ka), Qoa-d (55±12 ka), and Qoa-c                     
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correspond to significant alluvial fill deposits, over 50 m thickness widely present that can be correlated throughout the basin. The                    
chronology of the sequence was established through a soil chronosequence: while the younger sequence (<35 ka) was dated and                   
its soil chronosequence calibrated, the older sequence, namely the Qoa-e and the Qoa-d were never dated with absolute dating                   
techniques. Due to their relevance, we sampled at several locations for TCN and OSL with the purpose to obtain numerical ages                     
and consequently improve slip-rates. This work was conducted in two phases, an initial one aiming to investigate Qoa-e surface                   
exposure ages at several locations across the Cajon Pass and a second one aiming to quantify Qoa-d and Qoa-c surface ages at                      
specific locations where the terraces are displaced, which will allow to estimate directly more accurate slip-rates. 10Be TCN depth                   
profiles age results from the initial phase indicate much younger ages than the one inferred based on soil chronology (500±200 ka),                     
with ages roughly ranging from 70 to 100 ka. This can suggest that Qoa-e was not formed during a major single sedimentation                      
phase, but that might have had several periods of sedimentation, being the last event measured with the TCN depth profile. In                     
addition, because ages vary, it might indicate that sedimentation could have been diachronous though Cajon Pass. If so, then a                    
more detailed and careful analysis need to be conducted to improve understanding about the surface processes at the Cajon Pass                    
area, namely to understand the tectonic-climate relationship that ultimately controls incision, sedimentation and erosion. Samples for                
Qoa-d and Qoa-c have been collected for TCN (10Be and 36Cl) as well as also for OSL and samples for both geochronology                      
methods are now being processed. 

Natural time analysis of quasi-periodic caldera collapse events during the 2018 Kīlauea volcano eruptive sequence ,               
Rebecca Fildes, Donald Turcotte, and John Rundle  (Poster Presentation 038) 

The period of heightened volcanic and seismic activity occurring at Kīlauea volcano on the island of Hawai’i, USA from late spring                     
through summer 2018 included a remarkable quasi-periodic sequence of caldera collapse events. From early-June to early-August,                
47 collapse events, each releasing the energy equivalent of a Mw 5.3 ± 0.1 earthquake, occurred about every 1.30 days with over                      
300 M ≥ 2.5 earthquakes occurring between sequential collapses. Nowcasting is a type of statistical analysis that uses small                   
magnitude events to estimate the occurrence of large magnitude events. This is done utilizing the concept of natural time in which                     
time is counted by small magnitude event occurrences between large magnitude events, not in terms of clock time (days passed).                    
This method can produce a “nowcasted” set of large earthquakes, for this study large collapse events, that are in good agreement                     
with the actual catalogued number of events. This analysis is not a single fault-based model, but is based on regional seismicity in                      
an area that can include many different faults and provides insight into the changing stress state and seismic hazard in that region.                      
Therefore, the summit caldera region of Kīlauea, which underwent a large amount of deformation with relatively fast changes in fault                    
structure during this period of heightened activity, is a good candidate to which to apply a regional seismic hazard analysis approach                     
such as nowcasting. The subset of 47 collapse events used in this study displayed the strongest temporal periodicity and had an                     
abundance of smaller seismicity occurring between them, making them the best candidates of the 62 total large collapse events                   
which occurred during the 2018 Kīlauea sequence. Previously applied to tectonic earthquakes and induced seismicity over longer                 
time frames, this is the first test of nowcasting large caldera collapse events in volcanic associated seismicity and on a relatively                     
short time scale. 

Active faulting south of the border; the other half of the big bend domain of the Pacific-North American plate margin , John                     
Fletcher, Alejandro Gonzalez-Ortega, Thomas Rockwell, Peter Gold, and Michael Oskin  (Oral Presentation Wed 0900) 

The central portion of the Pacific-North American plate margin known as the Big Bend domain (BBD) contains kinematically and                   
geometrically diverse arrays of faults that accommodate the transfer of shearing from the Gulf of California to more widely                   
distributed belts in the north including the coastal region of California, Walker Lane and Great Basin. It turns out that an international                      
border divides this interesting domain and artificially separates faults of the SCEC natural laboratory from their close family                  
members in northern Baja California. In this talk we will present an overview of on-going multidisciplinary studies in the BBD. The                     
great diversity of faulting in the BBD allows researchers to evaluate the factors that affect regional stress and directions of fault slip                      
including (1) relative slip of lithospheric plates, (2) topographic gradients and (3) the regional partitioning of transtensional and                  
transpressional slip components. Geologic studies demonstrate that the BBD is a geodynamically active region where pronounced                
decelerations of slip on well established faults like the southern San Andreas are compensated by the Plio-Pleistocene birth of new                    
faults (e.g., San Jacinto, Elsinore, San Miguel Vallecitos, Agua Blanca faults) as well as the dramatic acceleration of slip on others                     
(e.g., Laguna Salada, Cañada David and San Pedro Martir faults). These changes in the patterns of long-term slip rate imply                    
important changes in boundary conditions, applied stress and lithospheric rheology throughout the BBD. Within the BBD,                
plate-margin shearing changes from transtension in the south to dominantly transpression in the north. Both shear regimes require                  
three-dimensional strain, which can only be accommodated by networks of intersecting faults with diverse orientations and slip                 
directions. Recent multifault earthquakes like the 2010 Mw7.2 Mayor Cucapah event demonstrate that the stability of interlocking                 
fault networks and the limit of differential stress in the seismogenic crust are controlled by cross-cutting, misoriented, keystone faults                   
that regulate slip on adjacent optimally oriented faults. All recent events including the 2019 Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake                  
demonstrate that significant seismic risk is associated with unmapped faults that have very subtle geomorphic expression, and thus                  
multidisciplinary studies on both sides of the international border require close coordination to discover such faults and refine                  
existing fault models. 

Using Ground-based Magnetics and VLF Surveying to Characterize Potential Fault Zones Near Bonanza Springs,              
California ,  Peter Flores, and Jascha Polet  (Poster Presentation 111) 

Bonanza Springs is a rare natural watering spot and riparian environment in the eastern Mojave fed by a local aquifer. Like many                      
desert oases in this area, faulting plays a large role in the local hydrology and flow of groundwater in the subsurface. A report on the                         
spring, published by a private company, has suggested that two fault zones, one trending northwest and the other trending                   
northeast, meet just north of Bonanza Springs. The convergence of these proposed fault systems may contribute to the structural                   
controls of groundwater flow to the spring. However, there is limited literature available on the geology of the area and no detailed                      
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geophysical surveys have been performed. This study aims to investigate the presence of the two reported fault zones and to                    
enhance our understanding of groundwater flow to the spring and any connection to adjacent aquifer systems. To this end, we used                     
a GEM proton procession magnetometer to collect total magnetic field intensity data within the study area around Bonanza Springs.                   
The multiple volcanic units of the area provide for clear magnetic signals, thus magnetic anomalies help locate linear features that                    
coincide with fault zones. Additionally, a VLF (Very Low Frequency) attachment was used with the magnetometer to help identify                   
conductive bodies in the subsurface. Numerous VLF profiles were measured across the proposed northwest and northeast trending                 
fault zones. The existence of magnetic anomalies indicates a linear feature corresponding with the previously identified northwest                 
trending fault. However, no feature in this data suggests a northeast trending fault. Similarly, several highs in the VLF data support                     
the proposed location of the northwest trending fault, but not the location of the northeast trending fault, in agreement with similar                     
results in the magnetic dataset. To further investigate the presence of the fault zones, future work will include several DC (Direct                     
Current) resistivity surveys to determine if a discontinuous conductive zone can be found that would indicate a barrier to                   
groundwater flow, such as a fault. 

Subsurface Geometry of the San Andreas Fault in Southern and Central California: A Summary , Gary Fuis (Poster                 
Presentation 139) 

Seismic, potential-field, and earthquake data have been collected across the San Andreas fault (SAF) in a number of locations in                    
southern and central California. In most locations the fault does not have a vertical or steep dip (>85 deg). In at least 3 locations it                         
has a 2-part dip: below 6- to 9-km depth the fault dips moderately (between about 40 and 70 deg), and above that depth interval it is                          
steep. The subsurface geometry of the fault from southeast to northwest is as follows. In two locations in the Coachella Valley,                     
spanning a major bend in the SAF, the deeper segment of the SAF dips moderately northeast and the shallower segment is steep.                      
Through the San Gorgonio Pass and San Bernardino areas, the SAF continues to dip northeast (as gently as 37 deg at one                      
location), but the 2-part dip seen in the Coachella Valley is not resolvable. From Cajon Pass to the western Mojave Desert, spanning                      
the two LARSE seismic profiles, the SAF dips steeply (>85 deg) and is approximately planar. Around the Big Bend of the SAF,                      
southwest of Bakersfield, the fault appears to dip moderately southwest, although this dip is constrained only by potential field, and a                     
2-part dip cannot be resolved. At Parkfield, the fault dips steeply southwest and is approximately planar. A southwest dip continues                    
to be observed northwestward into the Santa Cruz Mountains where we resolve a 2-part dip for the rupture of the 1989 M 6.9 Loma                        
Prieta earthquake. The deeper segment of the fault dips moderately southwest, whereas the shallower segment is steep and                  
complex. 

The change in fault dip in the depth interval of 6-9 km, that is observed in at least 3 locations along the SAF in southern and central                           
California, may result in part from a change in rheology in the upper part of the crust. Rheology changes from elastic at greater                       
depths, where earthquakes occur, to non-linear at shallower depths, where earthquakes diminish in number. A steeper dip at                  
shallower depth likely represents a minimum-work configuration for fault rupture. The approach of the fault to the free surface may                    
also play a part in this depth-dependent geometry. 

Distinguishing slip from the M6.4 and M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquakes using campaign GPS data , Gareth Funning, Michael                
Floyd, and Rachel Terry  (Poster Presentation 233) 

The 2019 Ridgecrest earthquakes pose interesting questions about the nature of intersecting conjugate ruptures, and also the                 
possibility of re-rupture of fault segments. Aftershocks of the July 4th M6.4 event suggest the possibility of a secondary rupture                    
along the fault that subsequently ruptured in the July 5th M7.1 event. Unfortunately, neither InSAR nor rupture mapping will be able                     
to resolve this question, as no SAR acquisitions were made between the two earthquakes, and the critical ‘nexus’ of the two                     
ruptures was located on the China Lake Navy base, and was not accessible between the events. 

Campaign GPS data may provide clues to resolving these questions. We reoccupied 5 previously surveyed GPS benchmarks in the                   
hours following the M6.4 event, meaning that we can separately measure the deformation from the two earthquakes at those                   
locations. We construct a joint inversion of our campaign GPS data, along with the daily displacements of nearby continuous GPS                    
stations, ascending and descending Sentinel-1 InSAR data, and additional campaign GPS data acquired in subsequent weeks, in                 
order to separate the fault geometry and slip of the two earthquakes, and address the question of re-rupture. This approach also                     
allows us to precisely estimate the contribution of the early postseismic deformation to the InSAR data. 

Multi-scale and multi-physics modeling of puzzling earthquake dynamics ,  Alice-Agnes Gabriel  (Oral Presentation Tue 1330) 

Physics-based earthquake scenarios using modern numerical methods and hardware specific computational optimizations can shed              
light on the dynamics, and severity, of earthquake behavior. This is specifically useful in tectonic settings which are currently                   
underrepresented in operational seismic or tsunami hazard assessment, as well as for bridging scales from subduction zones to                  
geo-reservoirs. Additionally, exploiting expected exascale computing infrastructure will allow to go beyond scenario-driven             
approaches. 

I will present recent examples of physics-driven interpretations that can be integrated synergistically with established data-driven                
efforts. A preferred model of the 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaikoura, New Zealand earthquake yields a rupture cascade across apparently weak                    
crustal faults by combining observational constraints with mechanical viability. Bayesian dynamic source inversion of the 2016                
Central Italy sequence allows subsequent analysis of the posterior samples to infer stable features of the results and their                   
uncertainties. Modeling how faults slip requires, in general, numerical methods which are capable of spanning a large range of                   
spatial and temporal scales. In addition, pronounced geometric and rheological complexity needs to be accounted for. However,                 
initializing such models with self-consistent fault and surface geometry, fault stress and rheology, fluid pressures and subsurface                 
lithology is challenging. This can be overcome in coupled frameworks such as developed in the ASCETE project connecting                  
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subduction dynamics over millions of years, seismic cycling and earthquake dynamics down to fractions of a second, as well as                    
tsunami propagation and inundation. 

Deeply-sourced fluids upwelling along a fault can control seismogenesis ,  Dmitry Garagash  (Poster Presentation 168) 

Near lithostatic pore fluid pressure and absolute weakness of major continental transform faults at depth have been suggested by                   
observations of low (tidal) stress triggering of slow slip at the base of the San Andreas Fault (SAF) at Parkfield [Thomas et al 2009].                        
Mantle volatiles upwelling along deeply rooted faults at rates of ~mm/year, as inferred from geochemical analysis of fault fluids                   
[Kennedy et al 1997], can lead to the pore pressure in excess of hydrostatic [Rice 1992]. We show that the fluid pressure can reach                        
lithostatic values at depth when the hysteresis of the fault rocks’ permeability upon loading/unloading of the effective stress is                   
accounted for in the modeling. 

Specifically, we predict the asperity-like distribution of the effective-stress with depth: increasing along the lithostatic-hydrostatic               
gradient in the shallower part and then rapidly decreasing to near-zero values along the deeper part of the fault. The depth to the                       
peak stress and its magnitude are decreasing functions of the upwelling fluid rate. For parameters representative of SAF fault rocks,                    
varying fluid flow rate from low ~ 0.1 mm/yr to high ~ 3mm/yr results in upward migration of the “stress asperity” from 7.5 km to 3 km                           
depth. 

Fault seismogenesis is linked to unstable, e.g. rate-weakening (a-b<0), fault friction rheology over a certain, “seismogenic” depth                 
range, while fault is presumed frictionally stable (a-b>0) at tectonic rates along the shallower/deeper parts of the fault. Earthquakes                   
can nucleate within this “unstable frictional asperity” if the size of the nucleation process region (where dynamic fault instability                   
develops) is not larger than the asperity size. Since nucleation size is inversely dependent on the effective stress, the seimogenesis                    
is then directly linked to the depth “overlap” between the frictional and effective stress asperities, the latter’s position dependent on                    
the deep fluid supply rate. 

We therefore propose and demonstrate in 1D fault slip cycle simulations that seimogenic and aseismic/creeping segments of a fault                   
(e.g. SAF) may stem not necessarily from the differences in the rheology, but rather from the along-strike variability of the mantle                     
volatiles supply into the fault: the higher flow rates favoring weaker, creeping segments and slower flow rates favoring stronger,                   
seismogenic ones. 

A rapid seismic deployment to capture aftershock sequence of 2019 Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake , Abhijit Ghosh, Manuel                 
Mendoza, Shankho Niyogi, Kuntal Chaudhuri, Baoning Wu, and Andrew Birkey  (Poster Presentation 256) 

A Mw 6.4 earthquake strikes near Ridgecrest on July 4th, 2019. Next day, a Mw 7.1 occurs within a few miles. A prolific aftershock                        
sequence follows, which is still continuing. They have caused damage to infrastructure and structures in nearby cities Ridgecrest,                  
and Trona. Aftershocks delineate two near vertical faults perpendicular to each other. We rushed to the area and installed 25                    
seismic stations surrounding the aftershock region. The first station was installed in less than 24 hours of the Mw 7.1. The stations                      
are strategically located to optimally augment the existing seismic network, in coordination with the effort of the United States                   
Geological Survey and the Southern California Earthquake Center. This temporary network consists of a mixture of strong motion,                  
short period and broadband seismic stations. Our temporary seismic network, combined with permanent stations and other                
temporary networks, will provide a close look at the evolution of stress along the set of faults producing two large events, and on                       
nearby faults with heightened seismicity following the Ridgecrest mainshock. 

Paleoseismic Results from a Trench across the Casa Loma Strand of the San Jacinto Fault Zone in San Jacinto, California ,                    
Robert Givler, Ross Hartleb, Chris Kemp, Mark Szymanski, Scott Lindvall, Brian Gray, Thomas Rockwell, and Robert Bell (Poster                  
Presentation 103) 

The San Jacinto fault zone is one of the most seismically active structures in southern California and has produced 10 historical                     
M>6 earthquakes. The San Jacinto fault zone comprises several fault strands, including (from N to S) the Claremont, Casa Loma,                    
Clark, Coyote Creek, Superstition Mountain, and Superstition Hills faults. The Casa Loma fault bounds the SW margin of a                   
2.5-km-wide extensional step-over at Mystic Lake in San Jacinto Valley and is collinear with the Clark fault to the SE. Overlapping                     
ages of prehistoric earthquakes interpreted at paleoseismic sites on the Claremont strand (Mystic Lake site) and Clark strand (Hog                   
Lake site) suggest that some larger-magnitude events (≥M7.3) ruptured across the step-over, involving the Casa Loma fault. Prior to                   
this study, conducted to characterize a pipeline fault crossing, no paleoseismic data existed for the Casa Loma fault. 

Here we present results from a trench across the central Casa Loma fault in San Jacinto, CA, where the fault is expressed as a                        
degraded, NW-striking, NE facing scarp that is ~45 m wide and 4–5 m high. Units exposed in the trench walls include sandy fluvial                      
deposits and fine-grained overbank deposits of the San Jacinto River along with buried soil horizons (weak A horizons) separating                   
major stratigraphic packages. 11 AMS radiocarbon dates indicate the main fault juxtaposes late Holocene deposits on the E against                   
latest Pleistocene to early Holocene deposits on the W. The main fault is an ~6-m-wide zone of anastomosing strands with up to 1.5                       
m vertical relief in late Holocene deposits. The main fault zone is coincident with the middle of the scarp and was generated by a                        
combination of E-side-down faulting, non-tectonic subsidence, and post-10 ka San Jacinto River incision followed by late Holocene                 
deposition. 

We identify three (possibly four) events since ~1,371 cal yr BP (~580 AD), based on displaced/warped deposits and upward fault                    
terminations. The Mystic and Hog lake sites record more events over this period. Thus, either the recurrence interval is much longer                     
for the Casa Loma fault or our radiocarbon ages include a detrital component such that the samples are significantly older than the                      
deposits from which they were collected. The youngest event may be related to non-tectonic settlement and/or the 25 December                   
1899 earthquake centered in San Jacinto, CA. More work is required to compare timing of ruptures on the Casa Loma fault with                      
those at Mystic and Hog lakes. 
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A mechanism for induced earthquakes at large distances and depths from injection wells , Thomas Goebel, Kyung Chang,                 
and Emily Brodsky  (Poster Presentation 075) 

Fluid-injection induced seismicity, at times, occurs at distances and depths of several kilometers from the targeted reservoir. Here,                  
we explore the role of poroelastic stress changes in inducing such deep and distant events. We examine the distance decay of                     
induced events from reservoir and basement injectors in a recently compiled global dataset of point source injectors and compare                   
the observations with the stress decay in poroelastic models. The observed spatial decay of induced events can be described by a                     
power law for shallow injectors with events occurring at peak distances of more than 10 km. Although, injection is above basement,                     
the vast majority of these events occurs well within the basement. Injection directly into basement more commonly leads to spatially                    
compact seismicity sequences that rapidly decay within 1 km from the well. 

We investigate the extent and functional form of the expected spatial decay of induced stresses in a coupled poroelastic model,                    
consisting of a high-permeability reservoir with high coupling (i.e. Biot-Willis ~ 1) and low permeability basement with low coupling                   
(i.e. Biot-Willis ~ porosity). Depth-dependent permeability values are taken from average hydrological measurements, and changes               
in Bio-Willis coupling coefficient are taken from laboratory measurements at different confining pressures. Shallow injection into                
sedimentary rocks lead to far-reaching pressure changes and coupled reservoir deformation. Elastic deformation of the reservoir                
induces stresses at larger depths i.e. within the basement, even when direct pressure changes are negligible in the basement.                   
Elastic stresses in the basement are amplified by an increase in elastic moduli from sediments to granite. Injection directly into                    
basement leads to locally-high pore pressures and small elastic stress changes due to inefficient poroelastic coupling. 

The resolved fluid/solid stress interaction in our model potentially explain several observations: 1) Earthquakes induced by shallow                 
injection may occur deep within the basement even if faults are not hydraulically connected; 2) injection above the basement can                    
lead to spatially-extensive induced earthquake sequences; and 3) deeper injection into basement leads to spatially-compact               
seismicity if permeability and poroelastic coupling are small. 

GeodVel: it's the better geodetic Plate Tectonic model at the border between NorthAmerica and Pacific? , Jose Javier                 
Gonzàlez-Garcìa, Alejandro Gonzalez-Ortega, Juan Carlos Robles-Avalos, and Hebert Martinez-Barcena  (Poster Presentation 214) 

We use the Euler vector parameters and Google Earth as visualization tool looking for the key geomorphology features along the                    
Pacific-NorthAmerican plates border (Pa-Na) at Las California's and beyond, following the original Triple Junction (TJ) travel to the                  
NW and SE. Our premise is that Pa-Na Euler vector is constant since the first contact between NorhAmerica (NA) and Pacific (PA)                      
plates. 

Using simple geometric approach, first contact position of NA and PA have 45.0° azimuth (heading) with respect to Pa-Na rotation                    
pole (ECEF, geodetic coordinates). After several model’s comparison, including ours; we prefer GeodVel (Lat. 50.54°, Lon. -75.07°                 
and 0.777°/Ma), due to ~30 Ma origin time for NA and PA first contact at Las Californias's region as suggested by most geological                       
studies. 

In the NW side, the colatitude (35.71°) of Mendocino Triple Junction (MTJ) is obtained considering the ground length between a site                     
near Point Reyes and NaPa pole, resulting in a position with Lat. 40.40° and Lon. -124.92°. The heading of MTJ to Pa-Na pole is                        
56.44°; then, the origin time given by {[(56.44°- 45.0°) x 2] / 0.777°/Ma} is 29.45 Ma. For the SE side, we considered the Tamayo                        
Fracture Zone (TFZ) as the main limit between NA and PA with 37.66° colatitude at the NA/PA/RIVERA TJ, however, its heading                     
does not correspond to our premise of a constant Pa-Na Euler vector; then, we defined it as a Virtual southeast TJ (VsTJ, with                       
37.66° colatitude and 33.56° heading (Lat. 22.34°, Lon. -107.25°) just NW of Islas Tres Marias where MesoAmerican Trench begins. 

Following the colatitude of TFZ, the VsTJ will be, in 10.1 Ma, at 20.2°, -103.5° on the northernmost site of a future spreading center                        
between Jalisco Block and mainland Mexico. After 33.1 Ma from now VsTJ would be at the Cocos/NA/Caribe TJ (15.2°, -95.6° or                     
38.9° colatitude and 20.7° heading); at the same time MTJ would be at the present location of PA/NA/Juan de Fuca TJ (51.6°,                      
-130.8°) with 34.24° colatitude, same as that of Salton Buttes, southernmost location of the San Andreas Fault. Highest velocity for                    
Geodvel is located at: Okhotsk (NA?)/Eurasia?/Philippine Sea TJ (34.5°, 138.7°) with heading equal to that of CO/NA/CA TJ; and                   
-39.9°, -75.1° (90° colatitude, 0° heading) near SouthAmerica/Antartica/Nazca TJ: source regions of the larger Japan (2011) and                 
Chlle (1960) earthquakes, respectively. 

Earthquake and Tectonic Tremor Dynamically Triggered by the 2017 Mw8.2 Mexico Earthquake , Hector Gonzalez-Huizar,              
Kevin Chao, and Vladimir Kostoglodov  (Poster Presentation 079) 

Right after a large magnitude earthquake occurs, some areas near its epicenter experience an increase in seismic activity.                  
Furthermore, increases in seismicity have also been observed in places very distant from large earthquakes the moments after they                   
occur. This phenomenon is known as dynamical or remote triggering of seismicity. This is explained as the result of physical                    
changes caused by the passing of the seismic waves (from the large earthquakes) that bring faults closer to failure. In this work, we                       
present new observations of dynamic triggering of earthquakes and tectonic tremor in Mexico and the USA caused by the Mw=8.1,                    
2017 Chiapas (Tehuantepec) Mexico Earthquake. 

Strain accumulation in the Southernmost Section of the San Andres fault system in northern Baja California, Mexico ,                 
Alejandro Gonzalez-Ortega, Arisai Velazquez-Zaguilan, Jose Javier Gonzàlez-Garcìa, and David Sandwell (Poster Presentation            
195) 

We have deployed and measured a very dense GPS array across the Cerro Prieto (CPF) and Imperial (IF) faults, in the                     
southernmost section of the San Andreas Fault System in Mexicali Valley, Baja California, Mexico, to determine the extension of                   
elastic strain buildup and deformation is taking place on the main and secondary set of faults in the area. 
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GPS monuments (+70) consist of stainless-steel couplers cemented into massive concrete structures and GPS antennas are                
screwed directly into the couplers for accurate and rapid temporal deployment since 2011 to 2019. GPS position estimates are                   
processed with GAMIT/GLOBK software in ITRF2008 reference frame and site velocities are computed by least squares linear fitting                  
to time variation of coordinates for each station, rotated with respect to Stable North America Reference Frame (SNARF) and                   
projected to main strike slip directions of the faults. 

We obtain high velocity gradients of 30-35 mm/yr in 50 km across the CPF and IF, slip rates of 31.6±1.2 mm/yr for IF and 28.4±1.3                         
mm/yr for CPF using a simple elastic dislocation model which describes the accumulation of elastic strain along a strike slip fault.                    
However, slip rates might be influenced by the 2010 Mw7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah postseismic relaxation, including the Indiviso Fault                  
(west and ~parallel to CPF) and a possible Northwest continuation of the CPF, which may accommodate slip rates previously only                    
attributed to the CPF and IF, leading to an improvement in our current understanding of fault strike slip accommodation in northern                     
Baja California, Mexico. 

Survey of Damaged Tufa Pinnacles in Trona Following the 2019 M7.1 Ridgecrest Earthquake , Christine Goulet, Xiaofeng                
Meng, Andrea Donnellan, and Gregory Lyzenga  (Poster Presentation 243) 

The determination of ground motion upper limits is a key knowledge gap for the design of critical infrastructure such as power plants                      
or even dams. Precariously balanced rocks (PBRs) are a type of fragile geologic features (FGFs) that can be toppled by strong                     
earthquake shaking and they can provide constraints on the quantification of such extreme ground motions. The presence of intact                   
PBRs is evidence that no strong ground accelerations have occurred for as long as the PBR has been in its state, which can be                        
several thousand years under desertic climates. The observation of damaged/not damaged PBRs following earthquakes is critical in                 
calibrating and validating PBR ground motion assessment methodologies developed from lab experiments and numerical modeling. 

The 2019 M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake was the largest event to occur in the state of California in 20 years. The M7.1 occurred on                       
July 5, 2019, a day after a significant M6.4 in the same area. On July 12, as part of the SCEC reconnaissance field work, we visited                          
the Trona Pinnacles where hundreds of fragile tufa pinnacles reside. The pinnacles are located within 5 km of the mapped M7.1 fault                      
trace. The pinnacles were not included in the SCEC PBR database, but they have been heavily photographed, both by researchers                    
and tourists, and images are readily available to provide the pre-damage state of the pinnacles. 

We observed evidence of fresh damage on several of the pinnacles, characterized by the white color of the damaged carbonate                    
material composing the tufa, the angularity of the released rocks and fragments, and several observations of displaced sand and soil                    
where rocks and boulders have bounced during their fall or at the location of their landing. We confirmed damage at two pinnacles                      
relative to pre-event pictures provided by Jim Brune and identified several more potentially damages spires. We documented our                  
observations with geo-located pictures taken from several angles, and captured most the pinnacles reasonably accessible by car or                  
by foot. A subset of damaged pinnacles have been imaged using structure from motion with the use of small uninhabited aerial                     
systems (sUASs) and volumes of the observed toppled rocks have been estimated. We have collected a very exciting dataset to                    
work from and will present results of our analyses to date. In addition, our database of pictures and 3D images can serve as the                        
reference of pre-event state before the next earthquake. 

Ethical considerations for research on Fragile Geologic Features ,  Lisa Grant Ludwig  (Poster Presentation 121) 

Fragile geologic features (FGF) are individually unique non-renewable natural resources. Some FGFs with aesthetic or cultural                
significance are preserved within parks (e.g. Arches National Park, US) for future generations. FGFs may also have significant                  
scientific and economic value. For example, analysis of FGFs such as precariously balanced rocks (PBR) has provided important                  
constraints on ground motions over timescales relevant to evaluation of probabilistic seismic hazard (PSH) models and their                 
application to seismic risk reduction. The properties of some FGFs have influenced decisions about critical infrastructure such as                  
dams, nuclear reactors and waste repositories. Because of their multi-dimensional value, research on FGFs requires consideration                
of multiple issues including property rights, preservation of geoheritage, scientific methods, and research conduct. For example:                
studies of FGFs often involve sampling and testing methods that are destructive. Destructive alteration of a unique FGF may                   
decrease its aesthetic value and make it impossible to reproduce or replicate published results. Should there be limitations on                   
destructive research? Who (landowner, scientist, community stakeholder) would determine and enforce appropriate limits? How can               
the scientific community conduct peer-review or attempt to replicate results after modification or destruction of a FGF? How are                   
intellectual property rights and publication authorship determined when an individual (e.g. a landowner) can literally own the data?                  
Many of these questions have been addressed by archeological and antiquities researchers. For example, the Chartered Institute for                  
Archaeologists (CIfA) has a Code of Conduct (CIfA 2014) including Principles and Rules for ethical conduct of research on                   
“irreplaceable resources”. I propose that FGF researchers consider adopting CIfA Code of Conduct, with appropriate modification. 

3D ground motion simulations for small to moderate magnitude events in the Ridgecrest sequence , Robert Graves (Poster                 
Presentation 252) 

The main goals of this work are to examine the adequacy of existing SCEC 3D Community Velocity Models (CVMs) in simulating                     
near-fault, long period (T > 1 sec) ground motions for small-to-moderate magnitude events in the Ridgecrest area, and to explore                    
possible refinements to the models in order to improve their ability to fit the observed motions. Ultimately, the hope is to develop a                       
well-calibrated and validated 3D velocity model for the Ridgecrest region that can then be used for detailed analyses of the largest                     
events (M6.4 and M7.1) in the 2019 sequence. 

The Ridgecrest sequence produced over 100 small-to-moderate magnitude (4<M<6) events that were recorded by the Southern                
California Seismic Network (SCSN) with about 20 recording sites located within 60 km of the main epicentral region. Testing the                    
velocity models through the use of small-to-moderate magnitude events is attractive because they can typically be treated as point                   
sources at periods longer than about 1 second. Preliminary analysis of the recorded motions indicates that sites very close to the                     
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epicentral area (e.g., CLC and CCC) exhibit relatively simple waveforms, suggesting that the subsurface structure near these sites is                   
relatively simple. However, sites to the west of the epicentral area in Ridgecrest (e.g., Q0072) exhibit significant later-arriving,                  
long-period motions for some events, suggesting these arrivals may be basin generated surface waves. In this region, both SCEC                   
CVMs (cvmh and cvmsi) are comprised of smoothly varying velocity structure that is constrained primarily by waveform tomography;                  
i.e., no distinct subsurface geologic features are incorporated in the near-surface of the models. Nonetheless, both models exhibit a                   
low-velocity basin-like structure beneath Ridgecrest that extends to depths of several kms. In the first phase of our work, we will                     
simulate the motions for selected events using both CVMs as is, and then assess the ability of each model to reproduce the                      
observed motions at sites both inside and outside of the Ridgecrest basin. In the second phase, we will explore possible refinements                     
to the velocity models (e.g., sharpening the basin/bedrock interface) that could improve the fit to the observations. 

Inelastic off-fault deformation and pulverization in the lab: Tensile fragmentation of crystalline vs. granular sedimentary               
rocks in response to isotropic tension , W. Griffith, Zachary Smith, Michael Braunagel, Thomas Marren, and Sasha Larocque                 
(Poster Presentation 161) 

The presence of pulverized (highly fragmented, but weakly strained) zones extending 100-200 m from major strike slip faults,                  
including the San Andreas Fault, have been attributed to impulsive compressive stresses associated with propagating earthquake                
rupture tips. However, theoretical and experimental evidence suggests that such zones may be formed on the transient tensile side                   
of passing ruptures. These pulverized damage zones represent long-lived inelastic off-fault deformation that affect fault dynamics                
throughout the seismic cycle. We explore the tensile origin of pulverized fault rocks associated with major strike slip faults through a                     
modified Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) experiment that induces 2D isotropic tension. In the experiments, a sandwich                
sample configuration is used in which a rock disk is bonded between two cylinders composed of more compliant material such as                     
lead or polycarbonate. Axial shortening during experiments results in radial and circumferential tension in the rock disk due to radial                    
expansion of the compliant end materials. Experiments on both porous granular (sandstone) and crystalline (granite) rocks enable                 
us to evaluate variations in tensile stress based on the rock type. We validate strain and strain rate histories collected on SHPB                      
strain gauges using high speed photography and digital image correlation. Our modified SHPB experiments on Westerly Granite                 
show that at strain rates of 25s-1 to 170s-1, the rock fails by an isotropic pattern of polygonal fractures. Under similar conditions,                      
deformation of Berea Sandstone is accommodated by distributed grain boundary failure and pore space expansion, therefore                
preventing fragmentation by fracture growth. These results explain asymmetric off-fault damage observed in the field where                
crystalline rocks 100-200 m from the core of the fault are pulverized, but adjacent porous sedimentary rocks appear to be relatively                     
undeformed. 

Tsunami Squares: Validation by Comparison to the Regional Ocean Modeling System Tsunami Simulator and Earthquake               
Driven Inundation Mapping ,  David Grzan, John Rundle, John Wilson, and Tony Song  (Poster Presentation 039) 

Due to the destructive nature of tsunamis, early warning systems are necessary to avoid loss of human life. This paper outlines the                      
groundwork for such a system that will link Total Electron Content signatures of tsunamis detected by GNSS satellites to maps of                     
inundated areas along the coast. The tsunami simulator that will be used for this early warning system is called Tsunami Squares, a                      
simulator that utilizes a numerical method of solving the shallow water approximation equations over a grid of cells. To validate its                     
accuracy, it was compared to the Regional Ocean Modeling System tsunami simulator, a simulator that solves the Navier-Stokes                  
equations using a finite-difference method. The two simulation techniques showed good agreement over a variety of tests using                  
several different initial conditions. As a preliminary step to creating the early warning method, many earthquakes off the coast Japan                    
were simulated and from those earthquakes, tsunamis were simulated. From the simulated tsunamis, the runup heights along the                  
coast were averaged and mapped, giving us a catalog of earthquakes and inundated locations. 

Variational Bayesian Independent Component Analysis for InSAR displacement time series with application to Central              
Valley, California ,  Adriano Gualandi, and Zhen Liu  (Poster Presentation 212) 

The exploitation of ever increasing Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) datasets to monitor the Earth surface                
deformation is an important goal of today’s geodesy. Surface geodetic deformation observations are often the result of the                  
combination of a multitude of sources (either volcano-tectonic deformation associated with seismic events, post-seismic relaxation,               
aseismic transients, long-term creep loading, magma intrusions or non-tectonic deformation associated with hydrological loads,              
poroelastic rebound, anthropogenic activity and various sources of noise). In this regard, we are facing a so-called Blind Source                   
Separation (BSS) problem. Natural approaches to tackle BSS problems are those multivariate statistical techniques which attempt to                 
decompose the dataset into a limited number of statistically independent sources, under the assumption that the different physical                  
mechanisms underlying the observations have independent footprints either in space or time. Multiple algorithms have been                
proposed to separate the various independent sources, and here we show the capabilities of a variational Bayesian Independent                  
Component Analysis (vbICA) algorithm. In particular, we show through synthetic test cases its superiority with respect to other                  
commonly used multivariate statistical techniques like the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and the FastICA algorithm. The                
inherent dense spatial information in InSAR observations makes the algorithm more effective in spatial mode than temporal mode.                  
Application of vbICA to InSAR time series from European Space Agency (ESA) Sentinel-1 satellite in the Central Valley, California,                   
spanning the time range 2015-2017, shows that the algorithm provides a viable way to separate elastic and inelastic deformation in                    
response to the aquifer charge/discharge. We also show that unwrapping errors are captured and isolated in single Independent                  
Components (ICs). Ongoing work is to extend application to the updated time series. 

Detecting and Reducing the Effects of Postseismic Deformation in Observed GPS Time Series Using a Hybrid                
Forward/Inverse Method in Southern California ,  Katherine Guns, and Richard Bennett  (Poster Presentation 197) 

High precision geodetic measurements of plate boundary zone deformation have provided an invaluable opportunity to analyze all                 
aspects of the earthquake cycle over the last three decades. Yet, we still struggle to piece apart long- and short-term seismic and                      
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aseismic signals present in modern time series, in order to gain insight into long-term plate boundary motion and to shed light on                      
long-term fault slip rates and the seismic hazards they help inform. Here, we apply a new hybrid forward/inverse modeling technique                    
to identify and reduce the short- and long-term effects of viscoelastic postseismic deformation as observed by modern GPS                  
instruments following large magnitude earthquakes in the southern California region. We assess ongoing postseismic deformation in                
the southwestern U.S. by analyzing all magnitude ≥M6.0 earthquakes that have occurred there and in Baja California and Sonora,                   
M.X. since year 1800, finding that twelve events have measurable postseismic displacements in the modern day. With a forward                   
modeling step, we produce modeled displacement time series of these twelve events using a reference model consisting of a                   
laterally homogenous viscoelastic earth structure, which are then subtracted from modern GPS time series to produce a postseismic                  
reduced dataset. In order to quantify the success of this forward model in reducing the postseismic signal, we use time series trend                      
estimation to compare estimated logarithmic terms between our reduced dataset and our observed dataset for the 2010 M7.2 El                   
Mayor-Cucapah earthquake. Using a calculated variance reduction number, our forward modeling reduced the postseismic signal for                
the El Mayor-Cucapah event across our southern California GPS network by 57% when calculated using TSFIT-estimated values                 
and by 80% when calculated using Hector-estimated values. Anomaly maps produced using this hybrid forward/inverse method will                 
guide our ongoing analysis as they highlight hotspots in which secondary processes may be occurring or where our laterally                   
homogenous viscoelastic reference model may need adjusting. 

Applications of and considerations for using machine learning and deep learning tools in earthquake engineering, with                
focus on soft story building identification ,  Abhineet Gupta, Todd MacDonald, and Debbie Weiser  (Poster Presentation 298) 

Machine learning and deep learning technologies are being increasingly used in applied fields including earthquake engineering,                
with example applications including predicting damage levels from imagery or forecasting earthquakes from acoustic signals. In this                 
study, we present one application of machine learning and deep learning in order to identify soft story buildings that are highly                     
susceptible to collapses during earthquakes. Our two-step model is able to estimate soft story buildings with high recall, from among                    
all buildings in a city. We discuss some of the limitations of our model. We also present that traditional machine learning metrics, like                       
confusion matrices, are not suitable for the problem of damage estimation after an earthquake due to aleatory uncertainties, and                   
present alternative approaches for evaluating these models. 

Coseismic Variations in Slip Orientation from Curved Striations and Projectile Playa Soils during the 2019 M7.1 Ridgecrest                 
Earthquake , Elizabeth Haddon, Scott Bennett, Jason Patton, Katherine Kendrick, David Oglesby, Brian Olson, Christopher DuRoss,               
and Alexandra Pickering  (Poster Presentation 220) 

Porpoising fault striations and overturned soil horizons in China Lake playa record coseismic oscillations in fault slip vector                  
orientation during the July 5, 2019 M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake. We investigated aspects of the dynamic rupture process by                  
measuring fault slip vectors, building 3D SfM models, and mapping ~2 km of the rupture, where the largest displacements occurred                    
~2-4 km south of the M7.1 epicenter. Here, the 80°NE–85°SW-dipping primary rupture strikes 325° ± 5°, locally consisting of two or                     
more anastomosing traces up to 50 m apart. Surface rupture is characterized by mole tracks, pressure ridges, pull-apart grabens,                   
and open fissures in lacustrine clay and clay breccia. Fault offset of streams, pebble lags, and sand dunes indicate right-lateral                    
separation averaging ~2 m and up-to-the-NE vertical separation up to 1 m, with a maximum displacement of ~5.5 m. The evolution                     
of slip is recorded by ridge-in-groove style slickenlines preserved on ~10–100 cm-high fault scarp free faces. Striations tend to                   
terminate with a gentle NW plunge, indicating dominantly lateral slip. Some sites preserve remarkably complex striations,                
characterized by early porpoising reversals in plunge angle, varying ~60° over a <1 m horizontal distance. Striations vary in the                    
sense of vertical slip at the onset of rupture and record two brief periods of up-to-the-SW motion. Flakes of the uppermost few cm of                        
vesicular soil were overturned and flung up to 5 m NE of the final SW-facing scarp, indicating that initial up-to-the-SW motion may                      
have produced vertical peak ground accelerations exceeding 1 g. The final up-to-the-NE scarps along the primary rupture trace                  
resulted from a subsequent coseismic change in slip orientation that produced a second set of convex-down striations cross-cutting                  
the first. During this latter period, at least ~80–100 cm of right-lateral slip and ~20–30 cm of up-to-the-NE vertical slip occurred on                      
curving striations that shallow from ~25°NW to 10°NW. The magnitude (~1.7–2 m) and plunge (~10°NW) of the convoluted, full slip                    
vector is consistent with a near-surface slip estimate based on the finite fault model. Our simulation of the dynamic rupture process                     
will further describe coseismic changes in slip orientation relative to the rupture propagation direction. Cross-cutting relations                
between striations likely result from coseismic changes in shear traction or localized interactions among the geometrically complex                 
faults due to fault-block rotations. 

Aftershock forecasts following the M6.4 and M7.1 Ridgecrest, California, earthquakes of July 2019 , Jeanne Hardebeck,               
Andrew Michael, Morgan Page, Nicholas van der Elst, Michael Barall, Andrea Llenos, Eric Martinez, and Sara McBride (Poster                  
Presentation 270) 

The M6.4 and M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquakes were the first significant California earthquakes since the USGS developed a new                  
national capability for aftershock forecasting. The USGS has for decades issued aftershock forecasts in California, based on                 
Reasenberg and Jones (Science, 1989). We updated this method to improve uncertainty estimates, the handling of early catalog                  
incompleteness, and adaptation as aftershock sequences progress (Page et al., BSSA 2016). We also developed new regionalized                 
aftershock parameters for California (Hardebeck et al., SRL 2019). The aftershock forecasts are integrated with other earthquake                 
products on the USGS event webpages, and are communicated with a template that provides basic information as well as detailed                    
numerical forecasts. 

We issued the first aftershock forecast 35 minutes after the M6.4 Ridgecrest event, using generic parameters for hydrothermal                  
regions, which have the highest aftershock productivity in California. We updated the forecast over the following day and a half,                    
adapting to a slightly lower productivity, and reducing uncertainty, using data from the sequence. At the time of the M7.1 earthquake,                     
the forecast showed a 1 in 200 chance of a M≥7 in the following week, ~50,000 times the background probability at that location                       
(e.g. Field et al., BSSA 2014). The first forecast following the M7.1 was issued 47 minutes after that event, using generic                     
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parameters. We regularly updated the forecast using the observed sequence, adapting to its lower productivity and faster decay                  
rate. 

We will evaluate the success of the forecasts by comparing them with the observed numbers of aftershocks. The Reasenberg and                    
Jones model assumes that all aftershocks are triggered by a single mainshock, which may or may not be a good approximation for                      
this sequence with two larger events each triggering aftershocks. We plan to implement ETAS forecasting (Ogata, JASA 1988),                  
which is better suited for sequences with multiple mainshocks. 

Recent Damaging Earthquakes on Conjugate Structures in the Walker Lane: Characteristics of the The Nine Mile Ranch                 
Sequence (2016-2019) and Comparison to the Ridgecrest Sequence of 2019 , Rachel Hatch, Ken Smith, Rachel Abercrombie,                
Christine Ruhl, William Hammond, and Ian Pierce  (Poster Presentation 263) 

Two damaging earthquake sequences have occurred on conjugate fault structures in the Walker Lane tectonic zone in the last 3                    
years. The Ridgecrest sequence (July 2019, M6.4 and M7.1) in the eastern California Shear Zone, the southern part of the Walker                     
Lane, is the focus of much ongoing work. Further north in the Walker Lane, three moderate sized events (M5.6, M5.4, M5.5)                     
occurred on Dec 28 2016, within an hour of each other near Nine Mile Ranch, southwest of Hawthorne, NV. We analyze the                      
seismicity of the Nine Mile Ranch sequence and compare it with the Ridgecrest sequence to understand their similarities, and                   
implications for seismotectonics and rupture dynamics. The Nevada Seismological Laboratory has located 7300+ events from the                
NMR sequence to date. We relocate 87% of events using an improved velocity model, with depths ranging from 3-12 km. We                     
compute focal mechanisms and moment tensors to determine the orientation and sense of slip, and perform a stress tensor                   
inversion and GPS analysis to investigate driving mechanisms. Relocations reveal previously unmapped conjugate structures. The               
largest structure detected strikes ~N57W, and dips ~60° to the NE. Two conjugate SW-striking, vertical fault planes lie at both ends                     
of the larger fault. A similar orientation appears in the Ridgecrest sequence prior to the occurrence of the M7.1, but the NW plane is                        
dipping. The three main events are located near one another at the intersection of the NW-striking fault plane and the southern-most                     
SW-striking conjugate structure. Moment tensor solutions of the main events show high-angle strike-slip faulting, with focal                
mechanisms of smaller events showing strike-slip and normal ruptures. We interpret the first event as occurring on the SW-striking                   
left-lateral plane, with the second occurring on the dipping NW-striking right-lateral fault plane, and the third event occurring more                   
shallow on the SW-striking left-lateral plane. The Ridgecrest sequence also initiated on a SW-trending left-lateral fault plane. A                  
preliminary Coulomb stress model of NMR indicates a stress increase on the right-lateral NW-trending fault if the left-lateral structure                   
initiates the sequence. We observe differences in spatio-temporal evolution of both sequences: NMR main events ruptured within an                  
hour of the initiation, while the Ridgecrest main events were ~36 hours apart. We see similarities in tectonic regime of both                     
sequences, which occur just north of significant left-lateral step overs. 

Estimation of shear wave velocity structure using joint inversion of surface-wave phase and group velocities derived from                 
ambient noise recordings ,  Takumi Hayashida, Toshiaki Yokoi, and Mukunda Bhattarai  (Poster Presentation 057) 

The usual geophysical exploration method using ambient noise (microtremor) array is focusing on deriving phase velocity dispersion                 
curves of longer wavelength (2-10 times of sensor-to-sensor distance) Rayleigh wave and estimating S-wave velocity structure                
model from the dispersion curve inversion (Aki, 1957; Okada, 2003). On the other hand, a number of recent studies have applied                     
seismic interferometry to ambient noise data from regional to continental scale seismic networks in order to obtain group velocity                   
characteristics of shorter wavelength (i.e. smaller than sensor-to-sensor distance) surface waves. The successful use of both                
approaches indicates that broad-range wavelength characteristics of surface wave could be obtained by applying the two different                 
techniques to the same dataset. We investigated the possibility of joint inversion of surface-wave phase and group velocities toward                   
better estimation of S-wave velocity structure for deep sedimentary layers. Our numerical experiments showed that the combined                 
use of phase and group velocities from the same dataset has an advantage in constraining thickness and S-wave velocity of the                     
whole layers without deploying smaller arrays. We applied this technique to ambient noise array data measured in the Kathmandu                   
Valley, Nepal where thick sedimentary layers exist. In addition to phase velocity dispersion curve in the lower frequency range,                   
distinct wave trains corresponding to surface waves were detected by seismic interferometry in the higher frequency range, making                  
it possible to obtain dispersive characteristic of surface-wave velocities in wide frequency range from limited ambient noise data.                  
The estimated S-wave velocity structure model using the joint inversion without smaller array corresponds well to those of existing                   
results, indicating that our approach can be a reasonable tool to reduce time and effort for actual survey. 

Postseismic deformation models for the July 2019 Ridgecrest earthquakes: Applications of the SCEC Community              
Rheology Model ,  Elizabeth Hearn, and Charles Williams  (Poster Presentation 242) 

We are developing finite-element models to forward calculate early postseismic deformation following the Ridgecrest earthquake               
sequence. Our goals are to (1) compare modeled surface velocities with postseismic velocity data as they become available, (2)                   
assess how the preliminary CRM performs, particularly with regard to predicting intermediate- to far-field deformation, and (3)                 
assess sensitivity of modeled coseismic and postseismic fault stresses and afterslip to variations in material properties and                 
coseismic slip distribution. The models are being developed using two codes: GAEA (Saucier and Humphreys, 1993) and PyLith v.                   
2.2.1 (Aagaard et al., 2013). Both models are based on the same unstructured mesh geometry, and incorporate preliminary                  
Ridgecrest and Searles Valley earthquake rupture geometries and slip distributions. The GAEA model incorporates afterslip with                
parameters from Hearn and Thatcher (2015) model 3DSZ6, and power-law ductile flow in the lower crust and upper mantle based                    
on the preliminary CRM and CTM. The PyLith model will incorporate the CRM via spatial database files that may be shared with                      
other PyLith users in the deformation modeling community, and which may be extended to 3D as the Geologic Framework evolves.                    
3D elasticity inferred from the SCEC CVM will also be represented in the PyLith model. Going forward, the PyLith model may be                      
extended to include a more detailed representation of the subsurface than the GAEA model, which has size limitations. At the 2019                     
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SCEC annual meeting, we plan to present GAEA forward models with afterslip and ductile rheologies based on the CRM, as well as                      
comparisons of the PyLith and GAEA models for select coseismic and postseismic model cases. 

Earthquake cycles on a self-similar rough fault: The importance of the minimum roughness wavelength , Elias Heimisson                
(Poster Presentation 170) 

Faults in nature demonstrate fluctuations from planarity at most length scales that are relevant for earthquake dynamics. These                  
fluctuations may influence all stages of the seismic cycle; earthquake nucleation, propagation, arrest, and inter-seismic behavior.                
Here I show quasi-dynamic plane-strain simulations of earthquake cycles on a self-similar 10 km long rough fault. The minimum                   
roughness wavelength and nucleation length scales are well resolved and much smaller than the fault length. Stress dissipation is                   
implemented using a variation of the back-slip approach, which allows for efficient simulations of multiple cycles without stresses                  
becoming unrealistically large. I explore varying the minimum roughness wavelength, for the same stochastically generated               
realization of a rough fault. The minimum roughness wavelengths explored are from 1/3 to 10 times the nucleation length for a                     
planar fault. This exploration reveals how the minimum roughness wavelength plays an important role in changing the                 
characteristics of the fault seismicity and rupture behavior. Decreasing the minimum roughness wavelength causes the minimum                
and maximum earthquakes sizes to decrease. Thus the fault seismicity is characterized by smaller and more numerous                 
earthquakes, on the other hand, increasing the minimum roughness wavelength results in fewer and larger events. However, in all                   
cases, the inferred b-value is constant. Characteristics of individual ruptures are also altered. Seismic events are initially crack-like,                  
but at a critical length scale, they continue to propagate as pulses, locking in an approximately spatially fixed amount of slip. I                      
investigate this transition using simple scaling arguments and show how a characteristic pulse length and slip distance arise from                   
roughness drag. The results suggest that the ratio of minimum roughness wavelength to the squared amplitude-to-wavelength ratio                 
may be approximately estimated from dynamic rupture models. 

Multicomponent Model of Crustal Stress at Cajon Pass, Southern California with Implications for Stress Field               
Heterogeneity ,  Elliott Helgans, Karen Luttrell, Bridget Smith-Konter, and Liliane Burkhard  (Poster Presentation 143) 

Earthquake processes in plate boundary settings are chiefly controlled by the in situ crustal stress field. Knowledge of the relative                    
importance of various active processes acting on a fault system is necessary to understand the mechanics of faulting. This is of                     
extreme importance to the Cajon Pass region of southern California, which may function as an earthquake gate, imposing control on                    
large multifault ruptures. We model the in situ stress field at seismogenic depth in Cajon Pass by balancing the orientation of the                      
modern stress field inferred from earthquake focal mechanisms against the superposition of the far field tectonic driving stress, the                   
load of topography, and the accumulation of stress on locked faults over variable loading times. We incorporate existing models for                    
stress accumulation rate from locked faults and topography with a set of simple driving stress models, in which we treat driving                     
stress orientations, magnitudes, as well as effective loading times on locked fault segments as free parameters. We use this model                    
to assess relative influences of each process to the modern field observed today as well as identify any potential heterogeneity in                     
the plate driving stress. Our results indicate that driving stress orientation may rotate clockwise (from north-northwest to                 
north-northeast) southward across Cajon Pass and predict in situ differential stress magnitudes between 59 and 93 MPa in this                   
region, consistent with previous findings. We find that the modern stress field may be most strongly influenced by heterogeneity in                    
driving stress orientation on the scale of tens of kilometers. Despite rake angles indicating a primarily strike-slip faulting regime                   
across Cajon Pass for our optimal model with fault segment-scale rotations in driving stress, we observe a heterogeneous                  
distribution of maximum shear stress predicted on fault surfaces. We predict shear stress is highest, ~60 MPa, on the northern San                     
Andreas fault, and sharply decreases to ~30 MPa at the onset of the subparallel San Jacinto fault network. The observed variations                     
in resolved shear stress on major Cajon Pass fault surfaces indicate that heterogeneity in driving stress orientation may inhibit                   
multifault ruptures across the region. 

Revisiting the Earthquake Interevent Time Distribution and the Poisson Model with the QTM Catalog for Southern                
California ,  Erin Hightower, and Jean-Philippe Avouac  (Poster Presentation 035) 

Existing probabilistic seismic hazard models often assume a stationary Poisson process. Such a process is often argued to be                   
insufficient for the largest earthquakes, which have a greater impact on crustal stresses and seismicity patterns and may require a                    
distribution with memory, such as the Brownian Passage Time model. Previous analysis of the earthquake interevent time                 
distribution using the declustered NCEDC and SCSN catalogs for northern and southern California, respectively, showed a fat tail on                   
the cumulative distribution of interevent times relative to an exponential distribution, suggesting that earthquakes do not follow a                  
Poisson process. We revisit this analysis and the Poisson assumption using the new Quake Template Matching (QTM) Catalog for                   
southern California (Ross et al., 2019), declustered using the Zaliapin and Ben-Zion (2013) algorithm. By randomly generating                 
multiple sets of synthetic interevent times, each distributed according to an exponential distribution with the same Poisson                 
parameter value as the QTM data, we test whether the observed fat tail is a statistically significant deviation from the Poisson model,                      
given the mean error of the synthetic data. Our test reveals that the tail in the QTM data does not lie significantly outside the mean                         
error of the synthetic data and that there is not enough evidence to reject the Poisson model at the 5% significance level. This holds                        
when including all magnitudes and for only higher magnitude events. We are also testing a full synthetic catalog, with Poissonian                    
event times, Gutenberg-Richter distributed magnitudes, and aftershock sequences generated using the ETAS model, declustered              
with the Zaliapin and Ben-Zion (2013) algorithm, to determine whether incomplete declustering, and hence an artificial excess of                  
smaller interevent times, could be responsible for the tail seen in other catalogs. As has been observed in other studies, the shape                      
of the interevent time distribution is dependent on the number of aftershocks remaining in the catalog. Non-Poissonian behavior is                   
likely an artefact of incomplete declustering or catalog incompleteness. 

Evaluation and Adjustments of the USGS San Francisco Bay Area Velocity Model: Special Focus on the East Bay , Evan                   
Hirakawa, and Brad Aagaard  (Poster Presentation 313) 
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The current version of the USGS Bay Area Velocity Model is a 3D representation of the seismic velocity structure in the San                      
Francisco Bay region. The model has been shown to successfully reproduce many aspects of ground motion and wave propagation                   
from local earthquakes. Still, some users have noted that there are regions in the model that should be investigated for                    
improvement. Here, we present an exercise to evaluate and adjust the model in a subregion centered around the East Bay. Our final                      
model significantly improves arrival times and cumulative kinetic energy of the synthetic waveforms in comparison with synthetic                 
waveforms generated with the current version of the velocity model. 

We use SW4, a fourth order finite-difference code, to simulate wave propagation from eight Mw 3.6-4.2 earthquakes in the East Bay.                     
The synthetic seismograms obtained are compared with observed motions at 50-100 strong motion stations located within about 40                  
km of the earthquake epicenters. We judge similarity between synthetic and observed motions by measures of arrival time                  
difference and energy mismatch. Special attention is paid to the velocity structure in the area immediately east of the Hayward Fault                     
in the Berkeley Hills. First, some questionable features in the current version of the model are addressed and modified. Then,                    
several variations of the model are generated by adjusting velocities assigned to particular geologic units. The evaluation procedure                  
indicates which variation best represents the true velocity structure by the chosen metrics. 

What is a Fault Zone - inferences from stress state ,  Greg Hirth  (Oral Presentation Mon 1330) 

When I was invited to help convene a panel discussion on the question “What is a fault zone?” my immediate reaction was to think                        
of a Scholz/Sibson style synoptic model of a strike slip fault that extends from to surface to beneath the brittle-ductile transition.                     
Through my own work on topics related to the brittle-ductile transition, I am convinced that rocks from many deforming regions                    
support stresses in the range of 100 MPa (based on observations of microstructures in rocks exhumed from the brittle-ductile                   
transition, extrapolation of lab data, measurements of stresses in boreholes, and larger scale geodynamic constraints). At this same                  
time, I acknowledge the wide range of observations that don’t mesh well with a the decades-old view of a fault zone rheology based                       
on “Byerlee friction” in the seismogenic zone and a transition to dislocation creep at higher temperature (e.g., heat flow anomalies,                    
triggered LFEs at the base of the crust, subduction zone seismicity, the lack of a clear depth dependence to estimated earthquake                     
stress drops). As part of the discussion, we will urge us all to consider how understanding fault zone structures at different scales                      
and tectonic environments (from the surface through the lithosphere), and the mechanical processes that form them, can be used to                    
constrain these problems and potentially resolve apparent discrepancies. 

What the “L”? Unraveling (and Responding to) the 2019 Ridgecrest, California, Earthquake Sequence , Susan Hough, and .                 
The Ridgecrest Response Team  (Oral Presentation Mon 1030) 

The 2019 Ridgecrest, California, earthquake sequence included a M6.4 event on 4 July and a M7.1 ~34 hours later. The two                     
earthquakes occurred over a holiday weekend and had surface ruptures mostly within a high-security Navy base, which posed                  
challenges for scientific response. I give a brief overview of the USGS/SCEC/Caltech response to the sequence, including fieldwork                  
undertaken to map surface rupture within the base. Challenges notwithstanding, the response was facilitated by response exercises                 
undertaken by the USGS Pasadena in spring, 2018, including exercising newly developed protocols to develop talking points. While                  
several factors complicated the response to the Ridgecrest sequence, one key factor made the response much easier than it might                    
have been: the limited toll taken by the earthquakes on life and property. The earthquakes did cause damage in the town of Trona,                       
and possibly claimed one life in Nevada; damage was ,however, in the nearby town of Ridgecrest (pop. 28,000), and overall losses                     
were far lower than would have occurred from comparable earthquakes in a more densely populated part of California. I also                    
discuss briefly the factors that may have controlled near-field ground motions. The M6.4 and M7.1 earthquakes were recorded by 12                    
instruments within 40 km of the ruptures. These data can be supplemented by macroseismic data, including conventional intensities                  
and displaced rocks, to characterize near-field ground motions from the M6.4 and M7.1. Near-field shaking intensities from both                  
events were generally below MMI 9, with three concentrations of locally high (MMI 9-10+) values along the M7.1 mainshock rupture.                    
Relative to near-field ground motions at hard-rock sites, instrumental ground motions at alluvial near-field sites were depleted in                  
energy at frequencies higher than 2-3 Hz. Within 20 km, shaking intensities from the M7.1 were also higher than intensities from the                      
M6.4 by only about 0.5 intensity units, rather than 1.3 units as predicted by the regional Intensity Prediction Equation. We discuss                     
the factors that can account for these observations, including source effects and site effects. Both the macroseismic and                  
instrumental observations suggest that sediments in the Indian Wells Valley experienced a pervasively non-linear response, which                
could help explain why shaking intensities and damage in the closest population center, Ridgecrest, were relatively modest given its                   
proximity to the earthquake. 

Time-dependent earthquake tomography in Southern California , Jing Hu, Hongrui Qiu, Pieter-Ewald Share, Jiawei Qian,              
Haijiang Zhang, and Yehuda Ben-Zion  (Poster Presentation 042) 

Temporal changes of seismic velocities have been determined through analyses of earthquake and ambient noise data in Southern                  
California and elsewhere, but there is limited understanding of the spatial distribution and amplitudes of these changes. In this study,                    
we apply a time-dependent earthquake tomography technique to systematically monitor 3-D velocity perturbations in the upper crust                 
of Southern California. The employed time-dependent earthquake tomography utilizes differential times between pairs of nearby               
earthquakes that occurred at different times. We use P first arrival picks of earthquakes from 2000 to 2016 recorded at 365 stations                      
in Southern California. The 17-year time span is separated into 99 intervals, each containing ~1000 events, and velocity changes                   
are monitored between successive time periods. We first use all the P first arrivals and the CVM-H15.1 as an initial model to derive                       
a common 3-D Vp model and refined earthquake locations, using double-difference inversions on both pairs of nearby sources and                   
pairs of stations. Second, we utilize the common 3-D Vp model as an initial model to separately invert a 3-D Vp model for each time                         
period using the associated P data. Finally, we resolve velocity changes between two adjacent time periods by employing the                   
inverted 3-D Vp model and relocated earthquakes of the earlier time period as the initial velocity model and event locations. We                     
divide the study area into five regions and compute the average velocity changes in each region. We find that Vp increases and then                       
significantly decreases at a depth interval of 10-13 km in the aftershock zone of the 2010 Mw 7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake                     
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during five days following the mainshock. Numerous other velocity changes are observed in various regions during the 17 yr                   
duration of this study, but none appears to be significant. Updated results will be presented in the meeting. 

Modeling of Empirical Transfer Functions including 3D Velocity Structure , Zhifeng Hu, Daniel Roten, Kim Olsen, and Steven                 
Day  (Poster Presentation 007) 

Site response can be an important factor in estimating seismic hazard. However, conventional simplified modeling of site                 
amplification with assumptions of plane SH waves propagating vertically through layered homogeneous media (SH1D) often poorly                
predicts the empirical transfer function (ETF), particularly where large lateral variations of velocity are present. We select two                  
well-documented sites (the KiK-net site TKCH05, Japan, and the Garner Valley Downhole Array site GVDA, CA) for our study. The                    
low inter-event variations of the ETFs at these sites suggest that the site effects are independent of the source and path effects, so a                        
relatively small regional model encompasses the main factors controlling the site response. Here, we use physics-based simulations                 
that naturally incorporate the complex material properties and provide synthetic ground motions to compute theoretical transfer                
functions (TTF). We calibrate the 3D subsurface geometry by means of the topography near the sites and incorporate information                   
from the Vs profiles obtained from borehole logs. By comparing TTFs to the estimated ETFs at the selected sites, we show how                      
simulations in the calibrated 3D medium, including statistical distributions of small-scale heterogeneities, are able to adequately                
model the site amplification. The results indicate that the subsurface structure is more heterogeneous at TKCH05, while more                  
laterally uniform at GVDA. Nevertheless, in both cases properly calibrated spatial variation of the sediments below the site, including                   
the slope of the edges and the depth to the bedrock, significantly improves the fit to the ETFs. We show that the lateral velocity                        
variations, which can be well captured by mapping topography to underground geometry, can play an important role in accurately                   
determining both the frequency and amplitude of the site response. As a consequence, the Vs profiles derived from the borehole                    
measurements may be unable to produce TTFs consistent with the observed ETFs. The results emphasize the importance of                  
reliable calibration of subsurface structure and material properties in site response studies. 

Spatio-temporal foreshock evolution of the 2019 M 6.4 and M 7.1 Ridgecrest, California Earthquakes , Hui Huang, Roland                 
Bürgmann, Lingsen Meng, Kang Wang, and Baptiste Rousset  (Poster Presentation 260) 

The 2019 M 7.1 Ridgecrest, California earthquake ruptured in a complex multi-segment fault system in the Eastern California Shear                   
Zone. The mainshock was preceded by an intense foreshock sequence, including a large M 6.4 event. The aftershocks of the M 6.4                      
event illuminated both NW- and NE-trending fault segments, while aftershocks of the M 7.1 event were mainly distributed along the                    
NW direction. The different fault segments involved in the M 6.4 and M 7.1 events provide a good opportunity to investigate how                      
earthquake sequences evolve in complex fault systems, which is important for improved understanding of fault interactions and                 
earthquake triggering. Here, we apply the matched-filter detection method to obtain a more complete and precisely relocated                 
foreshock dataset than the local SCSN catalog. The results show a short phase of earthquake acceleration (~31 minutes) before the                    
M 6.4 event. These preceding events were aligned along the NW direction, implying that the M 6.4 rupture may have initiated on the                       
NW fault segment, before rupturing the primary NE segment. Repeating earthquakes were identified among the foreshock                
sequence, which might suggest weak small-scale aseismic transients involving slow slip and/or fluid flow. The early aftershock zone                  
of the M 6.4 event rapidly expanded but shows no clear migration towards the M 7.1 hypocenter. However, after a M 5.36 event that                        
occurred in between the M 6.4 and M 7.1 events, a burst of subsequent small earthquakes migrated towards the M 7.1 epicenter for                       
~25 minutes and 1.3 km (~74 km/day). This rapid migration might suggest afterslip or fluid flow transients, which contributed to load                     
the M 7.1 hypocenter. In our ongoing analysis we hope to consider nearby GPS and strainmeter data to better constrain the possible                      
deformation processes accompanying the foreshock sequence. 

Airborne lidar and electro-optical imagery along surface ruptures of the 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence, southern               
California , Kenneth Hudnut, Benjamin Brooks, Katherine Scharer, Janis Hernandez, Timothy Dawson, Michael Oskin, Ramon              
Arrowsmith, Kelly Blake, Stephan Bork, Matthew Boggs, Craig Glennie, Juan Carlos Fernandez-Diaz, Abhinav Singhania, and               
Darren Hauser  (Poster Presentation 224) 

Surface rupture from the Ridgecrest earthquake sequence occurred on July 4 along the 17 km long, northeast-southwest oriented,                  
left-lateral zone of faulting associated with the M 6.4 foreshock. Offset across several strands forming a 165 meter-wide zone, with a                     
total 40-50 cm of left-lateral slip, was documented at the crossing of highway 178 on the evening of July 4. On July 5, the full extent                          
of rupture associated with the M 6.4 was mapped on the ground and observed and photographed from the air. Following the M 7.1                       
mainshock on July 5, even more extensive northwest-oriented, right-lateral faulting was then mapped along a 50 km long zone of                    
faults as well, which included important sub-parallel splays in several areas. The largest slip was observed in the epicentral area and                     
crossing the dry lakebed of China Lake. A team of as many as several dozen geologists jointly mapped surface fault ruptures for                      
three weeks in July 2019 (e.g., GEER-064, 2019). This initial field rupture mapping helped to precisely guide airborne data                   
acquisition and allowed accurate and efficient flight line planning for high-resolution lidar and aerial photography. Field teams also                  
documented the distribution of offset along the fault ruptures. On that basis, flight line planning was optimized and trade-offs were                    
considered so as to optimally allocate the medium (25 points per square meter, or ppsm) and high resolution (80 ppsm) lidar data                      
collection. The National Center for Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM) acquired the airborne imagery and a USGS team acquired                  
GPS ground control data. This effort required extensive coordination with Naval Air Weapons Station, China Lake (NAWSCL) as                  
much of the airborne data acquisition occurred within that airspace. In addition to available space-based photogrammetric pre-event                 
digital elevation models (Barnhart, et al., 2019), some aerial pre-event lidar and EO imagery, at least for parts of NAWSCL, may be                      
available from the Navy, with which to compare with post-event imagery; this possibility is still being explored. The data processing                    
and product development remains under way. The datasets will be openly available on opentopography.org following QA/QC and                 
Navy review. We anticipate that these datasets will be instrumental in understanding the near and far field deformation from the                    
Ridgecrest earthquake sequence and form the basis of many future investigations. 
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The first few days of the 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence , Benjamin Idini, Mark Simons, Minyan Zhong, Oliver                 
Stephenson, Zachary Ross, Eric Fielding, Sang-Ho Yun, Egill Hauksson, Chris Milliner, Angelyn Moore, and Zhen Liu (Poster                 
Presentation 276) 

A nearly 20-year-long hiatus in significant seismic activity in southern California ended on July 4, 2019 with a sequence of                    
earthquakes near the city of Ridgecrest, CA. This sequence included a M6.4 foreshock followed by a M7.1 mainshock nearly 34                    
hours later. Here, we focus on the use of available GNSS, satellite imaging and seismic data. We use SAR data from the ALOS-2                       
and Sentinel-1 satellites to produce interferograms from ascending and descending viewing geometries. We also derive range and                 
azimuth offsets from speckle tracking. From the geodetic imaging data combined with a seismicity catalog derived from template                  
matching, we derive a complex pattern of surface faulting. Many of the characteristics of the ruptures are reminiscent of those seen                     
previously for the 1992 Landers (CA) and 1999 Hector Mine (CA) earthquakes which occurred further south in the Eastern California                    
Shear Zone. Unfortunately, the satellite radar data we have spans the time period of the two largest events. Thus, we initially infer a                       
model for subsurface slip that combines the effects of both events. Our approach relies on a Bayesian unregularized inversion                   
method that is solved with using an MCMC-based algorithm. This approach attempts to explicitly include the impact of both errors in                     
our observations as well as errors in our forward model. The assumed fault geometry is simplified for the purposes of the slip                      
inversion. We attempt to explicitly separate the effects of the foreshock and mainshock, through the inclusion of observations made                   
using cross-correlation of optical satellite imagery from Planet Labs that includes scenes taken in the period between the two                   
primary events. We also use the GNSS data that resolve the events separately. Preliminary models for the combined events indicate                    
a minimum of 6 m of slip at depth, with slip dominated by 3 asperities, one corresponding to the SW-NE trending M6.4 event, one on                         
the NW-SE trending fault near the hypocenter of the M7.1, and a 3rd one on the southern extent of the same structure approaching                       
but not crossing the Garlock Fault. We also discuss the distribution of slip as a function of depth and the relationship between the                       
inferred distribution of subsurface slip and seismicity. 

Thermally Induced Deformation and Seismicity ,  Kyungjae Im, and Jean-Philippe Avouac  (Poster Presentation 074) 

Thermal stress perturbation due to geothermal operation is slow, but the associated stress changes can be significant and could                   
contribute substantially to fracturing, reactivation of pre-existing faults and surface deformation. Furthermore, the induced fault               
reactivation, whether seismic of aseismic, can increase the reach at which earthquakes can be triggered. Here, we investigate these                   
issues using numerical simulations inspired by the example of the Brawley Geothermal Field operation where surface deformation                 
and seismicity is documented [Wei et al., 2015]. We model injection in a domain, the ‘reservoir’, with poroelastic properties and finite                     
plastic strength, embedded within a larger elastic domain (quasi-infinite half space). We analyze the effect on surface deformation                  
and stress redistribution of a pre-existing normal fault within the reservoir. Simulation results demonstrate that the stress change due                   
to heat production is slow but accumulates to large values with time. The accumulated stress can slowly reactivate nearby faults.                    
The fault reactivation, together with thermal contraction induces significant ground subsidances. Finally, our simulation demonstrates               
that the fault reactivation can perturb stress at deeper zone and potentially destabilizes deeper faults. 

Late Holocene Rupture History of the South-Central San Andreas Fault at Van Matre Ranch, California , Nick Inserra, and                  
Sinan Akciz  (Poster Presentation 108) 

Characterizing long-term rupture patterns for active faults is integral to understanding fault dynamics and evaluating seismic hazard.                 
Even for the south-central San Andreas Fault (SAF), sites with well-constrained past earthquakes evidence are few and                 
geographically widely spaced. Recent paleoseismic data from Bidart Fan and Frazier Mountain sites, in the Carrizo Plain and Big                   
Bend sections of the SAF, suggest frequent but variable magnitude earthquakes occurring every ~88 ± 41 yr. The new paleoseismic                    
trenches at the Van Matre Ranch (VMR) site, located in between the Bidart and Frazier Mountain sites, were opened to confirm the                      
Bidart-Frazier Mountain event correlations, and put an additional constraint on the timing of the Carrizo-only events. Two connected                  
fault-perpendicular trenches were excavated across a linear fault scarp from the active portion of the SAF. The trenches revealed 5                    
earthquake evidences, contained within 4 distinct stratigraphic packages. These lithological packages are separated by >0.5 m thick                 
bioturbated intervals. Time lost in these zones corresponds to hundreds or thousands of years. Evidences of the 1857 and                   
penultimate earthquakes are preserved within the uppermost package. We used a combination of 10 radiocarbon and 5 OSL ages                   
to define the chronology of the depositional phases and surface ruptures at VMR. Oxcal modeled ages of the earthquakes are:                    
Event A (1857 A.D.), Event B (1681 – 1796 A.D.), Event C (1223 – 1447 A.D.), and Event D and E (both occurring between 7570 –                          
713 B.C.). Our new chronological data for the penultimate earthquake (1681 – 1796 A.D.) provides a tighter constraint than the data                     
from the Bidart Fan site (1631-1823 A.D.). This new data also falls within the age constraints of the penultimate event to the south at                        
Frazier Mountain (1733 – 1854 A.D.). Assuming the Bidart Fan, Frazier Mountain, and VMR penultimate evidences are from a single                    
continuous rupture, the extent of the penultimate event was as much as 200 km, and is constrained to 1733 – 1796 A.D. The ~100                        
yr between the most recent earthquakes, assuming elastic slip, should produce ~4 m of slip for 1857 in the Carrizo. Additionally, the                      
calculated slip value for the penultimate earthquake, using Bidart Fan 3rd event age and VMR penultimate earthquake age, is 5.8 ±                     
2.17 m. 

How certain are regional strength envelopes in Southern California? , Kristel Izquierdo, Laurent Montesi, William Holt, Alireza                
Bahadori, and William Shinevar  (Poster Presentation 316) 

Comparing different estimates of viscosity in the lithosphere can lead to a more robust understanding of the geological origin of                    
rheological variations in the study area. Similar patterns of viscosity increase confidence in the validity of the rheological model or                    
methods used, while differences might suggest new observations are needed to reconcile them. In this study, we compare depth                   
averaged viscosity estimates from a geodynamic model with estimates from rheological models and SCEC-related datasets in a grid                  
covering Southern California. The geodynamic model is constrained by gravitational potential energy values (associated with               
topography, crustal structure, and crustal and upper mantle densities) and boundary condition velocities and surface kinematics                
(from GPS data). We create eight alternative rheological models that assume either wet or dry rheologies, a uniform grain size                    
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(1mm) or a grain size tied to a piezometer, and a maximum stress at depth limited to 300 or 30 MPa. We generate a strength                         
envelope at each point of the grid based on various SCEC-related datasets and average the strength envelop with depth for various                     
strain rates to produce an effective rheology of the lithosphere. We determine the strain rate associated with the                  
geodynamically-inferred stress and use it to produce a viscosity estimate from the rheological model. The geodynamic and rheologic                  
strength estimates best agree when lower crustal rheology is weakest. This can be achieved through the use of wet flow laws,                     
piezometric grain size reduction, and capping upper crustal strength to 30 MPa. Both methods show a strong Sierra Nevada Block                    
and a weak Salton Trough area while the Colorado Plateau appears strong in the geodynamic model but weak in the rheological                     
model. Rheological variations due to mineralogy are likely to occur and the strength envelope is unlikely to be at failure at every                      
depth. 

Preliminary seismological analyses of 2019 Mw 6.4 Searles Valley and Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest California earthquakes , Chen Ji,                 
Ralph Archuleta, Kenichi Tsuda, and Scott Condon  (Poster Presentation 259) 

We have studied the co-seismic rupture processes of the 2019 Mw 6.4 Searles Valley and Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest earthquakes by joint                     
inverting seismic waveforms recorded by local and teleseismic stations, and co-seismic geodetic displacements estimated with high                
rate GPS sensors. We find that the observation of the Searles Valley earthquake can be reasonably well explained using the rupture                     
on a single subvertical fault orienting N223E. The inverted rupture scenario features long rise time, slow rupture velocity, long                   
rupture duration, low average static stress drop. The Ridgecrest earthquake ruptured a 50 km long curved fault plane in an average                     
rupture velocity of 2 km/s. Most slip occurred on two asperities centering northwest and southeast of its hypocenter. Besides rupture                    
velocity, the weighted average fault slip and rise time are also similar to the estimates of 1999 Mw 7.1 Hector Mine earthquake,                      
which also ruptured bilaterally on multiple fault segments. While the failure of the northwest asperity can be viewed as continuous                    
rupture propagating from the network hypocenter, the initiation of the southeast asperity occurred at a site distant from the inverted                    
rupture front at the detected triggering time. This interesting result motivates us to calculate the dynamic stress perturbation excited                   
by the rupture that occurred before this second initiation. We found that at this site the positive right-lateral shear stress perturbation                     
emerges after P wave arrives, and its amplitude increases with time to a peak of 0.26 MPa right before the SH wave arrives at 2.5 s.                          
The oscillating stress perturbation carried by S wave has larger amplitude but is frequency dependent. For frequency smaller than 1                    
Hz, the predicted dynamic Coulomb stress perturbation is 0.24 MPa (apparent friction coefficient of 0.4) at the detected rupture                   
initiation time of 4 s. A similar calculation also finds that the Searles Valley earthquake produced larger negative dynamic Coulomb                    
stress perturbation at same site, which prevents immediate fault failure. However, the final static Coulomb stress perturbation is -1.0                   
MPa. Reconciling these two results suggests that significant fault weakening occurred within the 34 hours between these two                  
earthquakes. 

Shallow velocity structure of Los Angeles Basin from ambient noise tomography with dense seismic arrays , Zhe Jia, and                  
Robert Clayton  (Poster Presentation 051) 

It is important to understand the lateral variation of the sediment structure in the Los Angeles (LA) basin because the shallow                     
velocity structure can amplify strong ground motions. The existing sediment models in the Los Angeles Basin are usually derived                   
from sonic and industrial reflection profiles, but these models are limited in depth and the spatial distribution of the well sites and                      
seismic lines. In this study, we show cross-correlation between five dense arrays and 21 continuous broadband stations, all of which                    
are located in the Los Angeles Basin. Each SCSN station acts as a virtual source and the dense array stations are receivers. We                       
observe clear fundamental and higher mode Rayleigh waves from the noise correlation functions with a frequency range (0.2-2.0                  
Hz) that is sensitive to the structures of top 2 km. Their rays cover a large portion of the Los Angeles Basin. We estimate the                         
Rayleigh wave group velocities of the fundamental mode and first overtone, and determine shear wave velocity structure with                  
seismic tomography. 

Seismogenic structure of the 2017 Ms6.9 Milin earthquake in Tibet ,  Tian Jian  (Poster Presentation 127) 

The Ms6.9 Milin earthquake occurred at November 18,2017. The focal mechanism shows that the Milin earthquake is mainly caused                   
by thrust structures. The relocated result shows that the aftershocks concentrate in a narrow stripe along the northeast slope of the                     
Gyala Peri with 36km length and 8km width. The seismic profile perpendicular to the aftershock stripe clearly reveals that a low                     
angle NE-trend thrust plane existing below the aftershock distribution zone. Combined with the known results of the focal                  
mechanism and the GPS co-seismic displacement field, we preliminarily infer that this low angle thrust is the probable seismogenic                   
fault plane. Along both sides of the Jiala-Milin river segment in the upstream of the Yarlung Zangbo gorge, two levels of rock-base                      
terrace with lacustrine deposit and the ridges continually tilt and turn up towards SW on the foot of Namcha Barwa and Gyala Peri                       
The seismogenic fault plane can be considered as the boundary between the Namcha Barwa - Gyala Peri strongly uplifting zone on                     
its hanging wall and the weekly uplifting zone on its footwall where the terraces and the ridges have tilted and deformed We infer                       
that the Gyala Peri has been thrusting and uplifting continually along this low angle thrust plane to accommodate the unevenly                    
squeezing out on both sides of it, and the folding and dragging near the fault on the footwall has caused the tilting and bending of                         
the terrace and the ridges. Based on the regional deformation of the planation surface, we think the strong collision at the NE corner                       
of the India Plate has caused intensive faulted-block movement around the syntaxis. The crust on the northern side of the Jiali fault                      
has obviously thickened, and the main planation plane has also been disassembled accordingly. At the same time, the Paixiang                   
tectonic slice and the Duoxiong-La metaphorical dome have unevenly extruded up from the inside of the IYS gorge, while Namcha                    
Barwa and Gyala Peri have also uplifted accordingly. The Milin earthquake is only one events during this unevenly squeezing-out                   
process, which is caused by a thrusting movement of a secondary fault in the Paixiang tectonic slice. 

Time-dependent deformation and seismicity in the Imperial Valley, California , Junle Jiang, and Rowena Lohman (Poster               
Presentation 196) 
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The Imperial Valley region in Southern California straddles the transitional zone from the southern terminus of the San Andreas fault                    
to a series of right-lateral faults and extensional structures that extend to the south of the US-Mexico border. Along with frequent                     
earthquakes and seismic swarms, the region is marked by widespread agricultural activities and geothermal power plant operations                 
that take place to the south of the Salton Sea. In this study, we characterize ground deformation in the Imperial Valley with InSAR                       
time series and investigate its relation with anthropogenic activities and seismicity in the region. We use the Sentinel-1a/b and                   
Envisat satellites to construct surface displacement time series for the periods of 2015–2019 and 2003–2010, respectively. Our goal                  
is to address the challenges associated with agriculture and other noise sources and extract persistent, smaller-scale signals amid                  
low-correlation areas. In our workflow, we identify pixels with high phase stability and perform phase unwrapping after masking and                   
spatial filtering. We then apply the modulo-2pi corrections to the unfiltered data, thereby allowing us to retrieve high-resolution                  
unwrapped line-of-sight (LOS) displacements with minimal impacts from filtering. We apply model-based corrections of tropospheric               
delay in order to reduce the uncertainty on derived LOS displacement time series. A common source of disagreement between                   
InSAR approaches involves the selection of reference frame, often through a pre-chosen “non-deforming” point or region. We use                  
an approach where we automatically select non-deforming areas and validate with GPS time series. The interseismic deformation                 
associated with the San Andreas-Imperial faults dominate signals over larger scales, whereas anthropogenic signals occur over                
smaller scales, in some cases complicated by local tectonics. For example, subsidence patterns in the Salton Sea geothermal areas                   
revealed by Sentinel-1a/b span agricultural fields and roads, with variations over smaller (~1 km) and larger (~20 km) spatial scales                    
that are potentially attributable to both tectonic and anthropogenic processes. We also resolve mixed uplift and subsidence at East                   
Mesa, as well as time-dependent changes at Brawley and Heber geothermal fields. We use the surface deformation along with                   
industrial operational data in these fields to test plausible subsurface source models and the evolution of strain changes and                   
seismicity in the region. 

Rupture models of the 2019 M6.4-7.1 Ridgecrest earthquakes constrained by space geodetic data and aftershock locations ,                
Zeyu Jin, and Yuri Fialko  (Poster Presentation 275) 

The July 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence includes two major events, the M6.4 foreshock and M7.1 main shock that ruptured                   
the nearly orthogonal intersecting strike-slip faults within one day of each other. Analysis of space geodetic observations including                  
InSAR data from Sentinel-1A/B and ALOS-2, and field mapping reveals a complex pattern of surface rupture with several                  
sub-parallel fault strands with moderate variations in strike. The precisely relocated aftershock catalog (courtesy of E. Hauksson,                 
Caltech) suggests a smaller variability in the rupture strike at the seismogenic depths. Because the resolution of geodetic inversions                   
is decreasing with depth, we use the precisely located aftershocks to constrain the fault geometry below the depth of 3 km. The near                       
surface fault geometry is defined by surface offsets derived from the space geodetic data and the assumption of rupture continuity                    
as a function of depth. The resulting fault geometry indicates a significant near-surface complexity around the epicentral area                  
involving variations in both strike and dip of the seismic rupture. We performed joint inversions of surface displacement data,                   
including line of sight displacements from Sentinel-1 and ALOS-2, pixel tracking, GPS data, and fault geometry constrained by the                   
aftershock and surface offsets to estimate the sub-surface slip distribution. Inversions are performed for both homogeneous and                 
layered elastic half-space with elastic moduli derived from a local 1-D seismic velocity model. The seismic moments predicted by the                    
finite slip models for each event are in good agreement with values reported in seismic catalogs. The along-strike averaged slip                    
distribution suggests a moderate shallow slip deficit consistent with models of the dynamically triggered off-fault damage (Kaneko                 
and Fialko, 2011). We also present 3-components models of co-seismic surface displacements derived from space geodetic data                 
from various view geometries. The coseismic rupture model and slip distribution will be used in studies of time-dependent                  
postseismic response of the July 2019 sequence. 

Classifying emergent and impulsive signals in continuous seismic waveforms , Christopher Johnson, Yehuda Ben-Zion,             
Haoran Meng, and Frank Vernon  (Poster Presentation 065) 

Proper classification of different emergent and impulsive noise signals is critical for detection of microearthquakes and developing                 
an improved understanding of ongoing weak ground motions. Tectonic events occupy about 1% of recorded seismic records and the                   
remainder consists of various other natural and anthropogenic signals. Continuous waveforms recorded in 2014 by a dense array of                   
1,100 vertical geophones on the San Jacinto fault for 30 days provide detailed data to detect microearthquakes and other sources of                     
impulsive and emergent signals. Recent studies have demonstrated that ongoing low-amplitude ground motion is dominated by                
various weak sources originating at the surface from anthropogenic and atmospheric interaction. Developing labels for new classes                 
of waveforms originating from wind shaking obstacles above the surface, air-traffic, automobiles, and other non-tectonic signals                
provide important information for designing machine learning training data sets. We apply a new methodology that uses noise                  
correlations to label continuous waveforms as random noise or non-random noise for training a convolutional neural network. The                  
non-random noise is subdivided using unsupervised learning to develop a new training data set. Earthquakes, random noise, and                  
multiple classes of non-random noise waveforms are used to train a convolutional neural network that labels the continuous records                   
for the entire array. The results identify tectonic events and different classes of non-tectonic waveforms as coherent signals in the                    
array. This novel approach to classify seismic waveforms provides insight to shallow deformation and surface generated ground                 
motions and improves the detection of genuine microseismic events. 

Inversion for the Higher-Degree Moment Tensors of the 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaiköura Earthquake , Alan Juarez, and Thomas Jordan                  
(Poster Presentation 178) 

The Mw7.8 Kaikoura, New Zealand, earthquake of 2016 is one of the most complex earthquakes ever recorded. It ruptured more                    
than twenty crustal faults with different strikes, dips, and rakes, as well as the subduction megathrust beneath New Zealand.                   
Following Jordan & Juarez (GJI, 2019), any seismic source of arbitrary complexity can be represented as the sum of up to six                      
orthogonal moment-tensor fields. In the point-source limit, the zeroth-degree (monopole) term is the centroid moment tensor (CMT),                 
and each higher-degree term can be expressed as the product of a source-mechanism tensor orthogonal to the CMT (and to each                     
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other) and a multipole tensor. We have developed a sequential Bayesian method for estimating the higher-degree mechanisms and                  
multipole tensors from seismic data and have applied the method to the Kaikoura earthquake. The first step inverts for the CMT; the                      
second for the dipole term plus a CMT correction; the third for the quadrupole term plus lower-degree corrections; and so on. At                      
each step, we check for the statistical significance of the highest-degree term. For the Kaikoura earthquake, we obtain dipole and                    
quadrupole terms that are consistent with published finite-fault models. The higher-degree terms quantify the mechanism complexity                
of the source and the seismic radiation not represented by the CMT, and they provide integral constraints on space-time                   
parametrizations of complex sources, such as finite fault inversions. 

Horizontal Principal Stress Orientations Near Long Beach, California from Borehole Breakouts , Justin Kain, Patricia Persaud,               
and Joann Stock  (Poster Presentation 191) 

We present new results on crustal stress in the Wilmington oil field near Long Beach, California. The Wilmington field is bordered by                      
major fault systems such as the THUMS-Huntington Beach and the Palos Verdes faults, and is a target of our investigation because                     
no in situ stress constraints currently exists for this region in the Southern California Earthquake Center Community Stress Model.                   
Using oriented 4-arm and 6-arm caliper data obtained from industry, we determine the orientations of borehole breakouts or                  
compressive shear failures in wellbore walls. Our stress analysis will contribute to understanding the conditions under which faults                  
slip by defining the stress tensor that in part controls the likelihood of a particular fault slipping in a particular direction. The data set                        
comprises 36 wells in the Wilmington oil field that are distributed in an ~12 x 3 km2 area and sample a depth up to ~3140 m. This                           
dense dataset yields ~400 breakouts comprising ~1300 m in total length. Our preliminary results in near-vertical wellbore sections                  
deviated less than 10° yield a mean orientation of N5°E ± 19° for SHmax. We also conducted a preliminary misfit calculation for 8                       
wells from a single platform, comprising ~650 m total length of breakouts. To verify the consistency of the results, the data were                      
bootstrap resampled 100 times. The misfit was then calculated between the bootstrapped data and theoretical stress orientations to                  
obtain a high confidence model of the stress state. Our analysis shows relative stress magnitudes of SHmax=2, Shmin=1.9, and                   
Sv=1 and a median SHmax orientation of N3°E. Initial results show a reverse faulting stress regime for the platform. Further analysis                     
will assess if the full dataset shows changes in the stress regime with depth, area, or across fault blocks. Final results will be                       
provided to the World Stress Map and the Southern California Earthquake Center Community Stress Model. 

Fault Stabilization by Dilatant Hardening in Granular Rocks ,  Taka Kanaya  (Poster Presentation 165) 

Triaxial compression experiments were conducted on Fontainebleau sandstone with initial porosities of 4 and 6% at a constant                  
effective pressure of 70 MPa (produced by various combinations of confining and pore pressures), a strain rate of 10-5/s, and room                     
temperature. Our experiments show a transition from unstable to more stable failure with an increase in absolute confining and pore                    
pressures, which is more evident in the low porosity samples. For 4% porosity samples, at Pc = 80 MPa (i.e., Pf = 10 MPa), failure                         
occurs within <1 second with significant acoustic emissions. In contrast, at Pc = 140 to 200 MPa (i.e., Pf = 70 to 130 MPa), 4%                         
porosity samples fail over 10 to 100 sec. with few AEs. For 6% porosity samples, all samples fail within a <1 sec.; failure results in                         
significant AEs at Pc = 80 to 140 MPa, whereas limited AEs are observed at Pc = 200 MPa. Relative to samples showing unstable                        
failure, samples showing stable failure display higher peak strength and bulk modulus during the elastic portion of axial deformation.                   
These observations suggest that the samples deformed at high absolute Pc and Pf are undrained throughout elastic loading and                   
failure, in which the stabilization of failure likely results from dilatant hardening. 

Permeabilities were determined for these samples under hydrostatic loading at effective pressures to 70 MPa. The permeability                 
shows a strong dependence on sample porosity (10-19 m2 at 4% porosity to 10-13 m2 at 6% porosity) and a modest dependence                      
on effective pressure. 

Using these results, we test the hypothesis that undrain failure is promoted when the time scale of bulk sample diffusion is greater                      
than that of a characteristic strain. For 4% porosity samples, the observed permeability, sample storage, and sample length yield a                    
diffusion time much longer than the entire duration of axial deformation. This suggests that all of our 4% porosity axial deformation                     
tests were undrained, consistent with the observed stable failure. For 6% porosity samples, our analysis yields a diffusion time much                    
shorter than a time scale of axial strain of 0.1 to 1%, but conformable with that of unstable faulting (~1 sec.). The former predicts that                         
all of our 6% porosity samples were drained, not consistent with the limited AEs observed at Pc = 200 MPa. Hence, we conclude                       
that the drainage condition, and thus the stability, of failure are governed by the timescales of bulk diffusion and unstable faulting. 

Differential uplift of fluvial and marine terraces across the Santa Ynez River fault, Santa Barbara County, California , Clay                  
Kelty, Nate Onderdonk, Richard Behl, and Antonio Garcia  (Poster Presentation 097) 

The Santa Ynez River fault is a major regional structure along the central California coast that separates the Western Transverse                    
Ranges and the Santa Maria Basin. The fault is interpreted as a steep, south-dipping, oblique left-lateral reverse fault (Sylvester and                    
Darrow, 1979), but its kinematics, recency of faulting, and influence on local topographic development is unknown. Quaternary                 
displacement is suspected along the Santa Ynez River fault because of relatively fast shortening and uplift rates in the region.                    
However, there are no modern tectonic geomorphology or fault assessment studies across this basin-bounding fault. To evaluate the                  
fault’s Quaternary kinematics, we are using fluvial and marine terraces as markers to measure displacement across the western                  
portion of the Santa Ynez River fault. Field mapping, GIS analyses, GPS surveys, soil descriptions, and radiocarbon and                  
luminescence dating allow us to correlate and compare terrace levels in the hanging and footwall of the fault. 

Preliminary mapping and surveying suggest that the Santa Ynez River fault has not created detectable surface deformation in the                   
Holocene. This preliminary interpretation is based on the correlation of undeformed, relatively young fluvial terraces across the fault.                  
There is, however, significant differential uplift of late Pleistocene deposits across the fault. In the Western Transverse Ranges                  
(hanging wall), extensive late Pleistocene fluvial deposits are lifted ~200 m above the active river channel. These deposits are likely                    
equivalent or younger than the Orcutt Formation, which has recently been dated to be 85-125 ka. Correlative late Pleistocene                   
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terraces in the Santa Maria Basin (footwall) are only lifted 70-100 m above the active river channel. Therefore, tentative uplift rates                     
in the hanging wall of the fault are ~2 mm/yr, whereas uplift rates in the footwall of the fault are ~1 mm/yr. The differential uplift rates                          
are not definitive because numeric terrace ages are still being acquired. However, these preliminary results indicate that the Santa                   
Ynez River fault uplifted the local topography relatively quickly in the late Pleistocene but has not moved in the Holocene. 

Geologic observations of surface fault rupture associated with the Ridgecrest M6.4 and M7.1 earthquake sequence by the                 
Ridgecrest Rupture Mapping Group , Katherine Kendrick, Sinan Akciz, Stephen Angster, Jean-Philippe Avouac, Jeffrey             
Bachhuber, Scott Bennett, Kelly Blake, Stephan Bork, Benjamin Brooks, Paul Burgess, Colin Chupik, Timothy Dawson, Michael                
DeFrisco, Jaime Delano, Stephen DeLong, James Dolan, Christopher DuRoss, Todd Ericksen, Erik Frost, Ryan Gold, Nicholas                
Graehl, Elizabeth Haddon, Alexandra Hatem, Janis Hernandez, Christopher Hitchcock, Kenneth Hudnut, Rich Koehler, Ozgur              
Kozaci, Tyler Ladinsky, Christopher Madugo, Maxime Mareschal, Devin McPhillips, Chris Milliner, Alex Morelan, Johanna Nevitt,               
Brian Olson, Salena Padilla, Jason Patton, Belle Philibosian, Alexandra Pickering, Ian Pierce, Daniel Ponti, Cynthia Pridmore, Carla                 
Rosa, Nathaniel Roth, Katherine Scharer, Gordon Seitz, Ellie Spangler, Brian Swanson, Kate Thomas, Jessica Thompson Jobe,                
Jerry Treiman, Alana Williams, and Michael Oskin  (Poster Presentation 217) 

Surface rupture associated with the July 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence initiated with a M6.4 earthquake on 4 July 2019 that                    
ruptured along a NE-striking, sinistral fault zone. The M7.1 earthquake, the largest of the sequence, followed on 5 July 2019 along a                      
steeply-dipping, dextral, NW-striking fault zone; rupture from this earthquake intersected the NE portion of the M6.4 rupture. Here                  
we present our geologic observations, including horizontal and vertical slip measurements made along these two fault zones. The                  
surface rupture zones occur along a ~ 15 km long, NE-striking fault, and a ~ 50 km long, NW-striking fault. Both surface ruptures                       
occurred along a zone of discontinuous fault segments in the Little Lake and Airport Lake fault zones, as well as on unnamed faults                       
of the Coso Basin, all within the southern Walker Lane Belt. 

Although these fault strands were previously mapped, a continuous, through-going fault was not previously recognized. Offset                
geologic features and preserved tectonic geomorphic features are present along both of the July 2019 ruptures and constitute                  
evidence of prior late-Quaternary faulting. 

Along the M6.4 rupture we observed a maximum left-lateral displacement of > 1m, negligible vertical displacement, and a 1km left                    
stepover NE of the M7.1 rupture. To the SW, ruptures are right-stepping en-echelon and splay into several strands. The dominant                    
NE-trending fault strands are crossed by multiple right-lateral, left-stepping en-echelon, NW-trending subsidiary fault strands. 

The M7.1 rupture has a distributed rupture pattern, with slip occurring across two or more major, NW-trending fault strands along                    
much of the rupture length. These fault strands are, in places, separated by up to 2.5km. Slip occurred along steeply-dipping faults                     
that range from NW to NE in strike. Although NW-trending right-lateral rupture is the dominant style of faulting and is associated with                      
the largest displacements, we also observed kinematics that involved left-lateral, transtensional and extensional fault motion. The                
M7.1 rupture is characterized by >3m right-lateral displacement and up to ~1 m west-side-down vertical separation of China Lake                   
Playa. The maximum right-lateral slip we measured to date is > 5m on a single fault strand. 

The complexity of the rupture pattern increases towards the rupture ends, as the slip amount diminishes and is distributed across                    
multiple segments. Both ruptures display significant variability along strike. 

Late Quaternary deformation and recency of faulting of the northernmost San Jacinto fault zone, and implications for slip                  
transfer to San Andreas fault ,  Drake Kerr, Nate Onderdonk, and Paula Figueiredo  (Poster Presentation 101) 

Paleoseismic and geologic data on the southern San Andreas fault (SAFZ) show that there is a significant difference in earthquake                    
recurrence and slip rate on the fault north and south of Cajon Pass. The northern end of the San Jacinto fault zone (SJFZ) forms a                         
2km wide releasing-step with the SAFZ in the Cajon Pass area. Transfer of slip from the SAFZ to the SJFZ is the likely cause of the                          
decrease in slip rate, and paleoseismic data suggest some ruptures on the SAFZ have diverted down the SJFZ. A better                    
understanding of the fault structure and measurements of slip rate on the northern SJFZ are needed to test these hypotheses. We                     
are working to understand where slip is transferred between the SAFZ and the SJFZ in the Cajon Pass area by mapping and dating                       
offset geomorphic features along the three major strands of the SJFZ from where it exits the San Bernardino basin to its termination                      
in the northwest in the San Gabriel Mountains. Remote mapping along the northernmost SJFZ using the B4 lidar imagery dataset,                    
San Bernardino County lidar dataset, existing geologic maps, and satellite imagery is presently ongoing in Google Earth, QGIS, and                   
ArcMap. We are identifying and mapping geomorphic features such as offset and deflected streams, fault scarps, shutter ridges,                  
alluvial fans, landslides, and fluvial terraces, to investigate the fault structure and look for potential slip rate or paleoseismic sites.                    
Remote mapping and field investigations have so far revealed several sites along the northern SJFZ that have the potential to                    
bracket the timing of faulting. 

Deep slow-slip events promote seismicity in northeastern Japan subduction zone , Mostafa Khoshmanesh, Manoochehr             
Shirzaei, and Naoki Uchida  (Poster Presentation 202) 

The sliding movement between oceanic and crustal plates in subduction zones is accommodated through both rapid stick-slip                 
earthquakes and quasi-static or transient aseismic slip. On northeastern Japan subduction zone (NJSZ), aseismic transients, known                
as slow-slip events, are suggested to precede and trigger major earthquakes in their immediate surroundings. However, the                 
geodetic evidence for these periodic slow-slip events as well as their link to the seismicity on neighboring locked segments of the                     
megathrust is missing. Here, we combine the daily crustal deformation data set obtained from onshore global positioning system                  
stations with creep observations from characteristically repeating earthquakes to model the spatiotemporal distribution of              
interseismic slip on NJSZ during period 1996-2003. The obtained result reveals a locked section in the central part and two creeping                     
segments to the north and south, in the down-dip portion (~30-70 km depth) of the megathrust (Fig. 1B). We further demonstrate                     
that episodic slow-slip events are prevalent across the northern deep creeping segment, and the associated stress changes                 
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modulate the seismicity rate on the neighboring seismogenic zone (Fig. 1C). Consequently, small- to moderate-size earthquakes are                 
periodically triggered, whose interaction through a domino-effect occasionally leads to major earthquakes. This observation has a                
profound impact on the estimated seismic hazard in the region because it introduces a new triggering mechanism that acts across                    
the megathrust on a range that was not known before. 

On the Variability of Earthquake Ground Motion from the Sage Brush Flats High Density Array in Southern California , Debi                   
Kilb, Christopher Johnson, Annemarie Baltay, and Frank Vernon  (Poster Presentation 061) 

We explore the spatial variability in peak ground velocity (PGV) at the southern California Sage Brush Flats (SGB) study area, along                     
the Clark branch of the San Jacinto Fault zone. The SGB dense network array spans a 0.6 km by 0.6 km footprint and includes                        
1,108 geophones deployed for a ~1-month period (07 May 2014 through 13 June 2014), with station spacings 10 m orthogonal to                     
the fault and rows 30 m apart. We explore data from 38 M≥2 events within 200 km of the network centroid. The array footprint                        
covers 3 branches of the fault and a small basin. These structures have a significant impact on PGV, with standard deviations                     
ranging up to 20-37% of the mean PGV. These findings highlight that a single earthquake can produce large PGV variability within                     
the small foot-print of our study area, which should be taken into account when spatially extrapolating ground motion values within                    
heterogeneous regions. Comparing to a co-located borehole station (B946, depth of 148 m), the surface PGV measurements                 
exceed the borehole PGVs by factors of 3-10, indicating the local fault structure, basins, topography and near surface amplification                   
from soft sediments alters the seismic waves, producing higher amplitudes within the local basin structure regardless of the                  
azimuthal trajectory of the seismic waves across the array. We do find repeatable PGV values (within the uncertainties;                  
0.0171±0.0045 and 0.0148±0.0039 mm/sec) from a co-located pair of M2.6 events on May 14th, which also show similarities in the                    
mapped PGV spatial patterns. We conclude that similar earthquakes produce repeatable ground motions, but that these PGV values                  
are variable across the array, suggesting ground motion prediction methods should potentially increase PGV uncertainties in regions                 
of known faults and basins. 

Source and Site Spectral Inversion for κ0 Computation in the Bay Area , Elias King, Alexis Klimasewski, Valerie Sahakian, and                   
Annemarie Baltay  (Poster Presentation 001) 

Site characterization is an important component of understanding ground motion, and is one of the only parameters that can be                    
constrained prior to an earthquake. κ0, the attenuation of high frequency energy near the site (Anderson & Hough, 1984), is an                     
oft-employed parameter in determining site effects, from stochastic simulations of ground-motion to statistical ground-motion              
models. There are currently very few constraints on κ0 in the San Francisco Bay Area. This study seeks to determine values of κ0 in                        
this region, as well as other site parameters, to improve constraints on shallow site characteristics and allow more rigorous testing of                     
κ0 versus other site motion predictor variables, such as Vs30 in order to determine which is a better predictor of ground motion. 

We apply a novel application of the Andrews (1986) method, developed in Klimasewski et al. (2019) to invert Northern California                    
earthquake spectra and separate into source and site components. We use 3,797 earthquakes of magnitudes 2.5 to 6 recorded on                    
the horizontal channels of 31 broadband and strong-motion stations in the networks BK, NC, and NP, for a total 14,778 records with                      
a signal-to-noise ration above 5. We constrain the inversion with an individual earthquake demonstrating the most Brune-like shape                  
to preserve the site spectra. We then solve for κ0 site amplification at each station following the functional form e-πf κₒ. In addition to                        
this parameter, the full site and source spectra are obtained, and can be used for future region-specific ground-motion studies in the                     
San Francisco Bay Area. The findings of this work will be important for not only characterizing ground-motions in Northern                   
California, but studying the applicability κ0 models for site response to other regions of the United States. 

Bedrock structural controls on the propagation of multi-fault earthquake ruptures and their environmental effects , Tamarah               
King, Mark Quigley, and Dan Clark  (Poster Presentation 124) 

Analyses of geological and geophysical data from ten moderate magnitude (Mw 4.7 – 6.6) historical surface-rupturing earthquakes                 
in cratonic Australia indicate that bedrock structure controlled the orientation and geometry of their seismogenic rupture sources.                 
Nine of ten earthquakes have surface-rupture traces that align with prevailing linear anomalies in geophysical (gravity and magnetic)                  
data and bedrock structure (foliations ± quartz veins ± intrusive boundaries ± pre-existing faults). Six of seven Mw 5.7 to 6.6 events                      
show evidence of multi-fault rupture across 2 to 6 discrete faults of ≥ 1 km length, placing these events as some of the most                        
structurally complex earthquake ruptures identified globally for this magnitude. No unambiguous geological evidence for preceding               
surface-rupturing earthquakes is present, and five earthquakes contain evidence of absence of preceding ruptures since the late                 
Pleistocene, collectively highlighting the importance of including background floating seismic sources with active fault catalogues for                
seismic hazard analysis. 

The mapping of 570 coseismically displaced rock fragments identified following the 2016 Mw 6.1 Petermann earthquake enables                 
geological analysis of rupture directivity and fling effects proximal (< 10 km) to the surface rupture trace. This highlights an additional                     
opportunity for geological studies of bedrock to contribute to seismic source analysis, and estimation of ground shaking intensity in                   
sparsely instrumented areas. 

Comparing artificial neural networks with traditional ground-motion models for small magnitude earthquakes in Southern              
California ,  Alexis Klimasewski, Valerie Sahakian, and Amanda Thomas (Poster Presentation 021) 

Earthquake ground motions are the superposition of source mechanics, wave propagation, and near site effects which cannot be                  
fully known a priori. Statistically-based ground-motion models (GMMs) are by far the most widely-used method to estimate ground                  
motions. GMMs typically regress for coefficients to parameterize the source, path, and site variables. Conversely, machine learning                 
techniques, which are becoming increasingly popular, allow for fully data driven models without assuming a functional form. Machine                  
learning ground-motion models could be useful for understanding regional behavior and in informing fully non-ergodic ground motion                 
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models. Here we compare these two approaches and investigate the performance and behavior of two methods of creating                  
ground-motion models: a mixed-effects maximum-likelihood model with site correction term and an artificial neural net. 

Our models estimate horizontal peak ground acceleration (PGA), and are created using 3,357 earthquakes of moment magnitude                 
(M) 2.7-5.72 in Southern California. The events occur between 2010 and 2016, and are recorded on 16 ANZA and Caltech stations.                     
The 52,340 records are split into 60% training, 20% validation, and 20% testing sets. We use the same splits for both methods to                       
allow for a direct comparison. We create five-coefficient and six-coefficient mixed-effects models using the method of Sahakian et al.                   
(2018). The five-coefficient model is a function of M and hypocentral distance (Rhyp), and the six-coefficient model includes a site                    
term, either VS30 or κ0. We compare the five-coefficient model to a neural net with inputs of magnitude and distance. We choose                      
the neural net architecture using the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and the standard deviation of residuals between observed                  
and predicted PGA of the validation data. We evaluate the models using residuals between observed and predicted PGA of the test                     
data. 

We find that the five-coefficient mixed effects model performs better than the neural net model with only M and Rhyp inputs. Both                      
six-coefficient mixed effects models perform similarly to the neural net GMPEs that include a site term. While the methods have                    
similar performance, the scaling with distance and magnitude differ. Neural nets show promise in understanding region specific                 
relationships between input parameters and ground motions. 

Strong Ground Motions Simulations for Dunedin ,  Anna Kowal  (Poster Presentation 018) 

We present our on-going QuakeCoRE-funded work on strong motion seismology for Dunedin–Mosgiel area, focusing on ground                
motion simulations for the Dunedin Central Business District (CBD). Source modelling and ground motion simulations are being                 
carried out using the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) Broadband Simulation Platform (SCEC BBSP). As large                
earthquakes have not been experienced in Dunedin in the time period of historical observation (since 1840), user-specified scenario                  
simulations need to be developed. The sources considered for ground motion simulations include major active faults near Dunedin                  
that have been the foci of recent paleoseismic studies (Akatore, Titri, Dunstan and Hyde faults), along with the distant Alpine Fault                     
source. 

Current work and ongoing goals focus on modelling non-linear site effects. Seismic site effects are related to the amplification of                    
seismic waves in surficial geological layers. We are presently undertaking site response analysis for ground motion simulations via                  
nonlinear total stress and effective stress 1D wave propagation methods.. The simulated, amplified motions are compared against                 
recorded events from strong motion stations in the city centre and southern Dunedin to quantify the amplification characteristics of                   
soil sites relative to rock sites. These recorded events are also being applied to simulation validations.Our work will soon progress to                     
undertaking ground motion simulations that utilize a 3D shear-wave velocity model for the greater Dunedin-Mosgiel area. 

Rapid post-earthquake reconnaissance and paleoseismic trenching preliminary results for the M6.4 and M7.1 Ridgecrest              
earthquake sequence, Southern California , Ozgur Kozaci, Christopher Madugo, Jeffrey Bachhuber, Christopher Hitchcock, Albert             
Kottke, and Kaherine Herr  (Poster Presentation 221) 

A sequence of surface rupturing events started with a magnitude M6.4 earthquake on July 4th, 2019 near Ridgecrest, California.                   
The coseismic deformation associated with this event is identified by an approximately 22-km-long, east-west oriented surface                
rupture with up to 1 m of left-lateral displacement. The aftershock sequence of the M6.4 earthquake included a rupture of 5-km-long                     
north-south oriented fault strand which one day later ruptured an approximately 55-km-long conjugate structure with up to 4 meters                   
of coseismic right-lateral displacement. These conjugate ruptures are within the Little Lake fault zone; however, were not mapped as                   
active faults for the most part. Our field reconnaissance within 18 hours of the M6.4 event concentrated mostly south of Highway                     
178 near utility infrastructure and revealed a complex and relatively wide deformation zone of up to a few kilometers wide. A day                      
later we observed similar characteristics for the M7.1 earthquake. Both ruptures are generally expressed as en echelon mole tracks                   
and complex restraining bends or stepovers associated with warping where lithologic changes are present. These fault locations                 
were expressed as subdued topographic and vegetation lineaments in the pre-rupture aerial photographs and satellite imagery. On                 
July 10th we excavated three fault normal trenches across the surface ruptures south of HWY 178 to document the subsurface                    
width and variability of deformation across multiple traces. A 30-m-long, 1,2-m-deep trench (M64-T1) across the M6.4 rupture                 
exposed 0.7 m of left-lateral displacement across the primary fault planes. This trench also provided evidence for penultimate                  
rupture expressed as multiple upward fault truncations beneath a fluvial deposit. 10-m-long M71-T1 and 20-m-long M71-T2 trenches                 
were excavated normal to the primary fault zone of the M7.1 rupture, also south of HWY 178. These trenches exposed multiple fault                      
splays and an insight into the coseismic deformation width and variability. Furthermore, M71-T2 exposed multiple evidences                
(upward fault truncations and a paleo-sandboil) for a penultimate event. Our preliminary analysis based on the stratigraphic                 
correlation of the penultimate event horizons suggest that similar triggered ruptures on conjugate systems may have occurred in the                   
past, possibly during Holocene. 

Parametric Estimation of the Local Stress Field in Southern Kansas , Kayla Kroll, Keith Richards-Dinger, Josha White, and                 
James Dieterich  (Poster Presentation 284) 

Accurate determination of state of stress at a field site is key in order to evaluate the geomechanical impacts of any industrial                      
operation that involves injection of fluids into the deep subsurface. Direct borehole measurements of the orientation of the stress                   
field are typically expensive, spatially limited, restricted to shallow depths, and potentially compromised by the drilling itself. Indirect                  
measurements of the stress field orientation with seismic interferometry or through analysis of earthquake focal mechanisms                
address some limitations of borehole-based approaches, but they require advanced processing techniques and are time consuming.                
Because earthquakes respond to local properties of the stress field the spatial heterogeneity at the field and fault scale may be                     
inferred based on signatures embedded within a sequence of micro-earthquakes. To decode these signatures we employ the 3D,                  
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physics-based earthquake simulation code, RSQSim, to compute several thousand synthetic catalogs of earthquake induced by               
fluids injected into the subsurface under a variety of stress states. Stresses in the model are represented by different realizations of                     
a stochastic von Karman distribution and tessellated onto a fractally segmented fault surface. Synthetic seismicity catalogs are                 
compared to catalogs of observed induced earthquakes in southern Kansas (Cochran et al., 2018) in order to inter the spatial                    
distribution of the stress field on individual faults. We also conduct a global sensitivity analysis to rank the importance of specific                     
properties of the synthetic catalogs (e.g. total number of events, maximum event magnitude, Gutenberg-Richter statistics, stress                
drop, etc.) to the key parameters controlling the stress distribution. Results of this analysis may significantly improve understanding                  
of the key physical mechanisms that give rise to observable seismic signatures. 

The Cajon Pass Earthquake Gate: the effect of topography on dynamic rupture models , Christodoulos Kyriakopoulos,               
Baoning Wu, and David Oglesby  (Poster Presentation 152) 

One of the most distinctive topographic features in Southern California is the asymmetric disposition of the topography around Cajon                   
Pass. Southeast of the Pass, the San Bernardino range is on the North side of the fault, whereas a short distance to the Northwest                        
the topographic relief (San Gabriel Mountains) is to the South of the fault. This particular feature of the topographic relief motivates                     
us to investigate its effects on the dynamics of potential earthquakes across the pass. We run a variety of models by using different                       
pre-stress conditions, different nucleation locations and different locking depths. Specifically, we use three different nucleation               
locations: north of the Cajon pass, south of the Cajon pass, and at the Cajon pass. In our experiments we use both models that                        
include the topographic surface and models that have a flat free surface. In this way we can produce useful comparisons and isolate                      
the effects of topography. Our initial observations from these experiments are focused on the final slip distribution and normal stress                    
pattern. In general, our topographic models show increased final slip compared to the flat models. Most interestingly, we also                   
observe a time dependent change in normal stress that appears to be dependent on the rupture propagation through the                   
asymmetric topography of the pass. This effect reverses sign when the rupture passes from the San Gabriels to the San Bernardino                     
mountains, making the Cajon pass the fulcrum of this effect. As a further step towards the physical sources of these effects, we                      
generated a simplified synthetic model that mimics the asymmetric disposition of the topographic relief across the Cajon pass, but                   
with no bends in the fault along strike (unlike the true San Andreas). Dynamic rupture simulations using this simplified model confirm                     
our findings regrading the time dependence of the normal stress pattern and its inversion across the Cajon pass. These effects                    
could be important in other areas of the world where large strike-slip faults cut next to asymmetric topography. 

Analyzing Shallow Basin Effects in Los Angeles Basin using 3D Simulations and Dense Array Analysis , Voon Hui Lai,                  
Robert Graves, Zhongwen Zhan, Chunquan Yu, and Donald Helmberger (Poster Presentation 012) 

Ground motions in the Los Angeles Basin during a potential large earthquake such as a San Andreas rupture are modulated by                     
several factors including earthquake source magnitude and rupture length, path effects into the LA Basin, and local basin effects. In                    
this study, we analyze the direct effect of shallow basin structures on ground motion intensity and duration at long period (up to 2                       
seconds) in the Los Angeles region through modeling local, small magnitude earthquakes and dense array analysis. Observations                 
show that shallow events produce longer and stronger shaking compared to deeper events. 3D simulations using CVMS4.26 show                  
good waveform fitting at 5 seconds and longer, but fail to predict the long significant shaking and late arrivals at shorter period. The                       
implementation of higher Q in the simulations improves the waveform fitting but still does not fully reproduce the late arrivals.                    
Beam-forming analysis using a dense array within the basin further reveals important factors that control ground motion at long                   
period. The strongest shaking is generated along the great circle path, with increasing slowness, indicating the role of shallow,                   
slow-velocity structures near the surface. Later arrivals are scattered from off-azimuth directions, with potential scatterers such as                 
sharp boundaries offshore. Better imaging of these shallow heterogeneities and sharp boundaries will improve our overall capability                 
in predicting ground motions in future earthquakes. 

Modeling the low-stress, low-heat operation of mature faults ,  Valere Lambert, and Nadia Lapusta  (Poster Presentation 149) 

Numerous lines of evidence, including observations of heat flow, steep angles between largest principal stress and fault traces, and                   
the geometry of thrust-belt wedges, suggest that the shear resistance on mature faults must be low ( < 20 MPa). Two potential                      
explanations for such low-stress, low-heat operation of mature faults are that they are 1) chronically weak or 2) may be statically                     
strong but undergo considerable enhanced dynamic weakening during earthquakes. Many seismological studies seek to shed light                
on earthquake rupture physics using averaged quantities, such as stress drop, radiated energy, available energy, breakdown energy,                 
and radiation efficiency. We explore these seismologically inferable quantities within parameter regimes consistent with the               
low-stress, low-heat operation of mature faults, using fully dynamic simulations of sequences of seismic and aseismic slip on faults                   
with rate-and-state friction and enhanced weakening due to thermal pressurization (TP). 

We find that simulations with relatively mild TP produce crack-like ruptures, in which the energy balance is well captured by typical                     
seismological energy analyses. Such models are able to reproduce observationally inferred trends of magnitude-invariant static               
stress drops, near-constant apparent stress, increasing breakdown energy with event size, and radiation efficiencies between 0.1                
and 1. However, to maintain fault temperatures below melting, the models require near-lithostatic fluid pressures or much lower                  
static friction coefficients than typical laboratory values of 0.6-0.8. In contrast, simulations with more efficient TP result in self-healing                   
pulse-like ruptures, characterized by a substantial stress undershoot, larger apparent stress than observed, and larger available                
energy than would be estimated based on typical energy balance considerations. As a result, self-healing pulse-like ruptures have                  
inferable radiation efficiencies much greater than 1 and seismologically estimated average breakdown energies that are negative,                
values that are rarely reported. Our findings suggest that either large earthquakes propagate predominantly as crack-like ruptures,                 
implying that mature faults are chronically weak, or that seismological estimates of radiated energy are substantially underestimated. 
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Broadband Ground-Motion Simulation for the Korean Peninsula , Jaejoon Lee, Yonghyun Chung, Kangryul Lee, and Changsoo               
Shin  (Poster Presentation 063) 

We present our on-going work on developing a broadband ground motion simulation platform for the Korean Peninsula funded by                   
Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO). The Korean Peninsula is generally considered stable with low to moderate intraplate                 
seismic activity, and the Earthquake Damage Estimation Web-System for Electrical Substations (EDES) of KEPCO Research               
Institute (KEPRI), which is based on a stochastic point-source ground-motion simulation method, could have sufficiently simulated                
the small- to moderate-scale earthquakes occurred in Korean territory. However, the increase in seismic activity represented by the                  
2016 Gyungju and 2017 Pohang earthquakes brought up social concerns about the damages by the earthquakes and the possibility                   
of large-scale earthquake on the Korean Peninsula. Therefore, the development of the broadband seismic simulation platform was                 
started in 2018, which combines the stochastic and the deterministic approaches to include the strong (or low frequency) ground                   
motion by solving the elastic wave equation. 

The staggered-grid finite-difference solver running at high speed on the multi-GPUs has been developed for simulating the strong                  
earthquake propagation and a pseudo-dynamic rupture generator (SongRMG) of the Southern California Earthquake Center              
Broadband Simulation Platform (SCEC BBP) was adopted. The strength of our platform is its high computational speed by the                   
optimization of GPU-CPU thread parallelization and networking; the simulation is over 100 times faster than the OpenMP-MPI                 
parallelization algorithm using the CPU server. This platform will be primarily used for computing earthquake signals at the locations                   
of the electrical substations managed by KEPCO for various earthquake scenarios that can occur on the Korean Peninsula to                   
predict the vulnerable locations and level of damages of the facilities. It is also expected to be effectively used as an inversion                      
engine to deduce seismic source mechanism, as well as to reconstruct the velocity model of the Korean Peninsula. 

Hybrid Broadband Ground Motion Simulation Validation of New Zealand Earthquakes with an Updated 3D Velocity Model                
and Modified Simulation Methodology , Robin Lee, Brendon Bradley, Peter Stafford, Robert Graves, and Adrian Rodriguez-Marek               
(Poster Presentation 020) 

Over the past 30 years there has been significant research to advance physics-based ground motion simulations via improvement of                   
the simulation methodologies, and refinement of earthquake source, crustal velocity, and site effects modelling. Comprehensive               
validation of such simulations is essential to quantify improvements in their predictive capabilities, understand limitations, and                
identify pathways for further improvement. This poster presents the results of ground motion simulation validation using                
small-to-moderate magnitude (3.5<M_w<5.0) earthquake events across New Zealand with: (1) an improved 3D crustal velocity               
model, which includes additional sedimentary basins and better representation of the near-surface velocity structure; and (2) a                 
modified version of the Graves and Pitarka (2015) hybrid broadband methodology, which uses an improved high-frequency path                 
duration model and reduced low-frequency site amplification. Results are compared with simulations using a benchmark crustal                
velocity model and the unmodified Graves and Pitarka (2015) methodology, and using a range of ground motion intensity measures                   
as summary statistics. Across the entire dataset (i.e. all earthquake events and recording stations), it was found that the modified                    
simulations had less overprediction bias than the ‘unmodified’ methodology at both short and long response spectral periods.                 
Interrogation of partitioned residuals, from mixed-effects regression, highlights the need for improved Vs30 estimates, consideration               
of topographic effects, and spatially variable stress parameter – all of which are being considered in an iterative cycle of model                     
improvement. 

Terrane Boundary Definition for the Borderland Geologic Framework SCEC5 Community Rheology Model , Mark Legg, and               
Marc Kamerling  (Poster Presentation 318) 

A Geologic Framework (GF) for the offshore southern California region (Borderland) is developed for the Community Rheology                 
Model. The Borderland region of fault-bounded basins and ridges formed during the Miocene evolution of the PAC-NAM transform                  
plate boundary when the subduction forearc region rifted obliquely away from the continental margin. Four major crustal blocks                  
comprise the GF based on a tectonostratigraphic terrane model of the subduction zone architecture. The Patton accretionary                 
wedge, Nicolas forearc basin, and Santa Ana volcanic arc represent the former subduction margin. The Catalina terrane of exhumed                   
Catalina Schist subduction complex is wedged between the forearc and arc terranes along the coast. Initial terrane boundaries are                   
modeled as simple high-angle fault zones. Some low-angle faults are included to model structure active during oblique rifting of the                    
Catalina terrane. Borderland deformation accommodates >100 km of oblique-slip between major crustal blocks. Refinement of the                
Borderland GF defines segmentation of the boundary faults and distinct sub-terranes of the initial model. Segmentation of the Inner                   
Borderland rift breakaway was produced by uneven lateral growth of the transform plate boundary due to the zigzag geometry of the                     
East Pacific Rise as the Rivero Triple Junction migrated southward. Microplate capture of remnant Farallon plate slabs produced                  
major jumps in the transform fault system growth. The resulting right-stepping echelon transform fault and pull-apart basin geometry                  
resembles the modern Gulf of California transform fault system. Major lateral slip within the Gulf of California and the Inner                    
Borderland occurs along right-slip faults within the rift, which must be included in the Borderland GF, whereas the boundary faults                    
appear to preserve the initial rift boundary configuration. Volcanism along the rift boundaries produced varying subsurface rheology                 
that may control subsequent fault activity. Reactivation of breakaway terrane boundaries may accommodate subsequent              
deformation within the region as the broader plate boundary configuration changes. Such diffuse fault systems may sustain large                  
complex earthquake fault ruptures. Major low-angle faults associated with subduction and oblique rifting provide direct linkages                
between multiple high-angle strike-slip (oblique) faults to accommodate significant displacements during large earthquakes along              
complex plate boundary fault systems. 

Testing Structural Model Predictions Against Geodetic Data in the Western Transverse Ranges, Southern California , Yuval               
Levy, Scott Marshall, Thomas Rockwell, and John Shaw  (Poster Presentation 211) 
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In the Western Transverse Ranges of southern California, paleoseismic evidence has documented large uplift events along the                 
Ventura-Pitas Point fault system. Given the number of competing models in the region we conducted a comprehensive structural                  
analysis in order to advance and refine our understanding of the subsurface architecture. Our structural model was developed from                   
a series of cross sections that span 140 km of the range in order to capture the lateral variability. This model incorporates existing                       
structural models, surface data from maps, well data, seismic surveys, the observed geological vertical rates and the southward                  
migration of folding in time. This comprehensive model details an imbricate thrust system that evolved since the Pliocene, with the                    
dominant faults dipping to the north as they shoal from ~16-30˚ degrees at depth to ~45-60˚ near the surface. While much of the                       
shallow fault complexity derived from the surface geology and subsurface well data has no impact on the interseismic deformation                   
patterns, GPS data can be used to constrain the deep fault geometry. The dip of the lower ramp in the model is constrained by the                         
observed geologic vertical and horizontal rates, yielding a range of plausible dips of 16-30˚. To better constrain the lower ramp dip,                     
we compare the regional vertical motions measured by GPS to a series of kinematic models with a range of locking depths and                      
lower ramp dips. In the western sections of the range, the GPS data is spatially sparse and exhibits spatially incoherent uplift                     
patterns, so we focus our efforts on matching the deformation in the eastern sections of the system. Initial results suggest that the                      
geodetic data in the eastern portion of the Ventura-Pitas Point fault is best fit by models with dips of 25-30˚, locking depths of 10-15                        
km, and reverse slip rates of 4-5 mm/yr. While a 15 km locking depth is shallower than seismologic observations suggest, models                     
using deeper locking depths produce uplift too far north compared to the GPS observations. The 4-5 mm/yr modeled slip rate is                     
consistent with the lower range of estimates from geologic studies in the region. This work demonstrates that by adding the                    
constraints provided by GPS data to a wide range of geological and geophysical data, we can better constrain fault geometry at                     
depth, and produce an overall better constrained fault model. 

Exploring the effect of timing on the source properties of intershocks produced at asperities in a rate-and-state fault                  
model ,  Junheng Li, Natalie Schaal, and Semechah K.Y. Lui  (Poster Presentation 173) 

Despite the countless observations of foreshocks before many large earthquakes, the mechanism responsible for their occurrence                
remains under debate. Moreover, the physical relationship between foreshocks and mainshocks remains uncertain. In this study, we                 
explore the possible time-dependence of source properties from foreshock-like events, which occur as a result of the interaction                  
between the protracted nucleation process of the mainshock and asperities in a rate-and-state fault model. These fault asperities                  
(bumps) are modeled as circular patches of elevated compression, and produce smaller-scale seismic events, which we call                 
“intershocks,” within the larger-scale seismogenic region over multiple mainshock cycles. Our goal is to explore whether the timing                  
of these smaller-scale events within the mainshock recurrence interval, which physically relates to the status of the fault’s                  
preparation for the upcoming mainshock, affects the source properties of these precursory events. So far, our focus has been on                    
investigating rupture dimension. Our approach is to group intershocks into timing bins, and to compare representative source                 
property values from late-stage bins to those from earlier bins, as the latest intershocks are the most foreshock-like. In addition to                     
utilizing the data from long-term numerical simulations of laboratory-scale fault models with five patches from previous work [Schaal                  
and Lapusta, JGR 2019], we are now constructing new field-scale simulations with 25 patches, in an effort to generate many more                     
intershocks per cycle to be studied. If the advancement of the upcoming mainshock is noticeably manifested in the source properties                    
of foreshocks, then this understanding could be a key ingredient in the potential development of a mechanics-based earthquake                  
forecasting method. 

S wave velocity model from ambient-noise surface-wave tomography in the San Gabriel and San Bernardino Basins , Yida                 
Li, Robert Clayton, and Zhe Jia  (Poster Presentation 054) 

The velocity structure of San Gabriel basin and San Bernardino Basin in the northern part of the Los Angeles region are of great                       
importance for the earthquake hazard evaluation, as they have the potential to focus seismic energy into the Los Angeles Basin.                    
However, the velocity model in these regions were not as well developed as the Los Angeles Basin due to the lack of oil exploration.                        
Since 2017 several lines of seismic dense arrays have been deployed in the northern basins, and we exploit these newly acquired                     
data to develop a 3D shear wave velocity model using ambient noise cross-correlation. Both correlation between dense array and                   
SCSN broadband stations and intra-dense-array correlations are included in our analysis. We also take advantage of both Love                  
wave and Rayleigh wave’s fundamental mode and first higher mode to better constrain our model. The preliminary results gave us a                     
self-consistent lateral variation, and a sharp increase at the bottom of our model domain presumably correlated with the bottom of                    
the basin. 

Structural Relationship between Rupture Zones in a Sequence of Earthquakes Viewed by Fault-Zone Trapped Waves ,               
Yong-Gang Li, J-R Su, T-C Chen, P. Wu, G. De Pascale, M. Quigley, and D. Gravely  (Poster Presentation 180) 

We used fault-zone trapped waves (FZTW) to image rupture zones of the 20018 M8 Wenchuan and 2013 M7 Lushan earthquakes                    
occurred on the Longmenshan Fault (LSF) in Sichuan, China, and rupture zones of the 2010 M7.1 Darfield and 2011 M6.3                    
Christchurch earthquakes occurred on the Greendale-Port Hills faults (GF-PHF) in New Zealand. Our aim is to study the structural                   
relationship between rupture zones in a sequence of earthquakes and the fault interaction. We analyzed the recorded FZTWs to                   
characterize the spatial extension and rock damage magnitude of ruptured and un-ruptured fault segments. 3-D finite-difference                
simulations of FZTWs generated by Wenchuan aftershocks show a ~200-m wide low-velocity waveguide along the LSF composed                 
by severely damaged fault rocks, within which seismic velocities are reduced by up to ~55%. We interpret it to be a break-down                      
zone during dynamic rupture in Wenchuan earthquake. At the southernmost LSF, FZTWs generated by Lushan aftershocks infer a                  
low-velocity waveguide composed by severely damaged fault rocks at depth with 40-50% velocity reduction. There is a ~45-km “slip                   
gap” between Lushan and Wenchuan rupture zones; nevertheless, the FZTWs generated by either Lushan or Wenchuan                
aftershocks were recorded at stations close to both of them. Modeling results from FZTWs shows fault continuity of the LSF at                     
depth, but the rock damage magnitude and velocity reduction within ruptured faults are greater than those within the un-ruptured                   
fault in “slip gap”. We consider that Wenchuan and Lushan earthquakes occurred in a sequence on the LSF, and therefore the                     
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Lushan event could be called the largest aftershock of the Wenchuan earthquake. Similarly, we recorded FZTWs generated by                  
Darfield and Christchurch aftershocks at seismic arrays deployed across the GF-PHF, showing that a continuous low-velocity                
waveguide extends along them through a ~10-km “slip gap” between-in, but with the greater velocity reduction within the GF-PHF                   
rupture zones than un-ruptured faults in the “gap”. 3-D finite-difference simulations of FZTWs show that velocities within ~200-m                  
wide rupture zones are reduced by 35-55%. The GF and PHF likely connect through a weak portion of the waveguide formed by                      
rocks with milder damage in the “gap”. Structurally, Darfield and Christchurch earthquakes consist of a sequence of earthquakes                  
occurring on the same fault system. Could be the late event called an aftershock? 

Characterizing creeping faults using InSAR: a case study of the Xianshuihe Fault , Yuexin Li, and Roland Bürgmann (Poster                  
Presentation 207) 

The Xianshuihe Fault is located at the eastern boundary of the Tibetan Plateau and is one of the most active faults in China. It is                         
associated with substantial seismic potential, with more than 20 Mw>6 earthquakes since 1700. The fault has been documented to                   
be creeping at the surface for decades; however, the details of the distribution of creep in space and time are not well resolved. In                        
this study, we use more than 3 years of Sentinel-1 InSAR data from ascending and descending orbits to retrieve the subtle                     
interseismic deformation signal in the Xianshuihe Fault region. LOS velocity maps are further decomposed into fault parallel and                  
vertical components. We identified two ~25-km-long creeping segments indicated by a sharp velocity gradient across the fault. To                  
better quantify the along strike variation of the surface creep, we determine velocity profiles and estimate the surface fault creep rate                     
every 2km along the fault. The results indicate high spatial variability ranging from 0~4 mm/yr. A coupling model is derived through                     
finite fault inversion to characterize the distribution of creep at depth. To investigate if the surface creep is modulated by seismic                     
events or other external factors (e.g., creep acceleration or deceleration, afterslip and triggered creep transients), a time-series                 
analysis of persistent scatters along the fault will be conducted. 

30 Year Forecast for the Current California Earthquake Drought , Ruben Li Wu, Gisselle Mondragon, Terri Tang, Laura Davey,                  
Vanessa Carpio, Amabel Teca, Malka Lazerson, Jerlyn Swiatlowski, Kevin Milner, Scott Callaghan, and Thomas Jordan (Poster                
Presentation 309) 

Since 1906, California’s San Andreas Fault System has not produced a M7.0+ earthquake in over 100 years. After over a century of                      
dormancy, the San Andreas Fault is approaching its recurrence rupture interval of 140 years (Wald et al., 2019). In light of this                      
absence of large earthquakes, we investigated different types of earthquake droughts, the likelihood of our current seismic drought                  
ending in the next 30 years, and a forecast of the seismic rate after the drought has ended. In order to measure and compare the                         
statistical likelihood of major earthquake ruptures in California, we defined an earthquake drought four different ways: (1) no M7.5+                   
earthquakes in the entire state of California in a 100 year period, (2) no M7.0+ earthquakes over a 100 year period sections of the                        
San Andreas Fault system, which includes, the San Andreas Fault, the San Jacinto Fault, the Hayward Fault, and the Elsinore Fault,                     
(3) no M6.5+ earthquakes over a 100 year period at five paleoseismic sites used by Biasi and Sharer (2019) and (4) no M6.5+                       
earthquakes over a 100 year period on 30 paleoseismic sites extracted from UCERF3 (Unified California Earthquake Rupture                 
Forecast version 3). We used RSQSim (Rate State earthQuake Simulator), a physics based earthquake simulator, on the Blue                  
Waters supercomputer to generate 2 million year catalog of simulated earthquakes. We calculated probabilities regarding               
earthquake behavior based on the time-independent Poisson distribution model in order to find the overall probability of a M7.5+                   
earthquake occurring over any 30-year period. We then compared this time-independent model to a time-dependent model to see                  
the differences in probability between the earthquake occurrences. Using a catalog of 2 million years, the probability of being in a                     
drought of 100 years or more on the San Andreas Fault system (Definition 2) is 2%. Furthermore, the probability of a M7.0+ drought                       
ending event occurring for the same definition such that a 100 year drought has passed is 91%. Therefore, California, regardless of                     
which definition used, is in a very unlikely drought and is very likely to see the drought end soon. Considering these probabilities, we                       
hope that this motivates both the public and policy makers to prepare for the drought that is most probably going to end soon. 

Crossing the shoreline with DAS: Photonic seismology in Monterey Bay using the MARS cable , Nate Lindsey, T. Craig Dawe,                   
and Jonathan Ajo-Franklin  (Oral Presentation Tue 0830) 

Emerging fiber-optic sensing technology coupled to existing subsea telecommunications cables can provide access to              
unprecedented seafloor observations of both ocean and solid earth phenomena. During March 2018, we conducted a Distributed                 
Acoustic Sensing (DAS) measurement campaign along a buried fiber-optic cable typically used for data transfer to and from a                   
scientific cabled observatory offshore Monterey Bay, called the Monterey Accelerated Research System (MARS) node. During a                
4-day period of MARS node maintenance the MARS cable was repurposed as an evenly-spaced ~10,000-component,               
20-kilometer-long DAS array. Full wavefield observation of a M3.4 earthquake that occurred 45-km inland near Gilroy, CA                 
illuminated multiple recently-mapped and previously unmapped submarine fault zones, which were observed to slow the               
propagating wavefront and act as point scatterers reradiating body-wave energy as Scholte waves. In the shallow water of the                   
MARS cable (h<100m), dominant noise (f~0.1-0.3 Hz) was found to match the predicted seafloor pressure field induced by shoaling                   
ocean surface waves, otherwise known as the primary ocean microseism. DAS amplitudes track sea state dynamics during a storm                   
cycle in the Northern Pacific, correlating with features of local bay buoy and onshore broadband seismometer data streams. We also                    
observed secondary microseisms (f~0.5-2 Hz). Decomposing the incoming and outgoing wavefield components of the primary               
microseism noise we validated the Longuet-Higgins-Hasselmann theory that bi-directional ocean wind-waves setup by the coast               
reflection undergo nonlinear wave mixing to cause the secondary microseisms, even when the outgoing energy is only 1% of the                    
incoming energy. We observe additional noise patterns at higher and lower frequencies that are consistent with previous point                  
sensor observations of post-low-tide tidal bores (f~1-5 Hz), storm-induced sediment transport (f~0.8-10 Hz), infragravity waves               
(f=0.01-0.05 Hz), and breaking internal waves (f~0.001 Hz). The number of geophysical interactions observed over this brief                 
four-day dark fiber recording evidences the introduction of an important new technique for seafloor science. 
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Co-seismic rupture process of the large 2019 Ridgecrest earthquakes from joint inversion of geodetic and seismological                
observations ,  Chengli Liu, Thorne Lay, Emily Brodsky, Kelian Dascher-Cousineau, and Xiong Xiong  (Poster Presentation 277) 

On 4 July 2019 and 6 July 2019, two large strike-slip earthquakes with W-phase moment magnitudes MWW 6.5 (foreshock) and                    
MWW 7.1 (mainshock) struck the Eastern California Shear Zone, northeast of Ridgecrest. The faulting geometry and kinematic                 
co-seismic slip distribution of both events are determined by jointly inverting seismological and geodetic observations guided by                 
aftershock and surface rupture locations. The foreshock ruptured two orthogonal faults with a prominent L-shaped geometry with                 
maximum slip of ~1.1 m on the NE-SW segment. The mainshock faulting extended NW-SE along several primary fault segments                   
that straddle the foreshock slip. The surface rupture and slip model are mostly near-horizontal strike-slip with maximum slip of ~3.7                    
m, but there is localized vertical dip-slip motion. Both the foreshock and mainshock ruptures terminate in regions of complex surface                    
offsets. High aftershock productivity and low rupture velocity may be the result of rupture of a relatively immature fault system. 

Multi-cycle Dynamics of the San Andreas and San Jacinto Faults in Southern California , Dunyu Liu, and Benchun Duan                  
(Poster Presentation 144) 

Natural fault systems have geometric complexities at various scales. Earthquake ruptures may halt at or propagate through these                  
complexities, especially macroscopic ones (so called ‘earthquake gates’), depending on fault geometries and fault stress/strength               
that vary with rupture histories. Therefore, earthquake gates may control total rupture lengths and thus earthquake sizes. The Cajon                   
Pass and the Big bend are two major earthquake gates along the San Andreas Fault and the San Jacinto Fault in Southern                      
California. In this study, we model 2D multicycle dynamics of the San Andreas Fault from Parkfield to the Salton Sea and the San                       
Jacinto Fault (Claremont) with some simplifications and explore possible rupture scenarios over multiple earthquake cycles. The 2D                 
simulation method consists of a finite element model for coseismic spontaneous ruptures and an analytic viscoelastic model for                  
interseismic fault stress evolutions. We apply the maximum shearing direction parallel to the general strike of Parkfield and Cholame                   
segments. Four types of representative events emerge in the model. They are 1) the large event rupturing the Parkfield and                    
Cholame segments and a major portion of the Carrizo segment, 2) the large event rupturing the San Jacinto Fault, the Mojave                     
segment, San Bernadino segment and part of the Indio segment, 3) the moderate event rupturing the San Jacinto Fault (not often),                     
and 4) the small event breaking part of the Indio segment (rare). The type 2) event typically nucleates on the San Jacinto Fault                       
where the strike aligns well with the maximum shearing direction. The rupture propagates bilaterally, and it jumps to the San                    
Andreas Fault at the Cajon Pass. Then, the rupture breaks the Mojave and San Bernardino segments. The rupture on the San                     
Jacinto Fault also jumps to the Indio segment at the location where the strike aligns well with the maximum shearing direction.                     
These results provide physical insights into rupture behaviors of the Cajon Pass earthquake gate. 

Ambient Noise Love Wave Attenuation Inversion using the LASSIE Array through Los Angeles Basin , Xin Liu, and Gregory                  
Beroza  (Poster Presentation 056) 

We present a simple and efficient method to extract the attenuation quality factors using the ambient seismic noise data from the                     
LASSIE linear array located at the southeastern edge of the Los Angeles basin. The three-component LASSIE array spans ~40 km                    
and crosses several regional faults (e.g. Newport-Inglewood fault and Los Alamitos fault). We only extract the Love wave amplitude                   
information using seismic noise interferometry because the Rayleigh wave components contain mixed fundamental and first higher                
modes while the Love wave component is dominated by fundamental mode. We apply the method based on the amplitude ratios                    
from a linear triplet of stations (Liu et al., 2015; Allmark et al., 2018). To minimize the effect of noise sources, we take the amplitude                         
ratios for two pairs of stations with similar Fresnel zone widths (Liu and Beroza 2019). We apply this technique to all qualifying                      
station triplets and invert for the attenuation Q values at different periods using damped linear least-square method. Then we                   
convert the Q tomography results at different periods to shear wave attenuation at different depths. The results suggest good                   
correspondence between strong attenuation and fault zones for the shallow structure in the top 600 m. 

Imaging tectonic and anthropogenic processes using ALOS-2 and Sentinel-1 InSAR , Zhen Liu, Paul Lundgren, and Cunren                
Liang  (Poster Presentation 210) 

The improved spatiotemporal resolution of surface deformation from recent satellite sensors such as Sentinel-1 (S-1) and ALOS-2                 
provides a great opportunity to better constrain and understand both tectonic and non-tectonic processes. In this study, we combine                   
satellite InSAR and in-situ GPS to image fault and anthropogenic deformation. We present InSAR time series results in central and                    
southern California region from selected tracks using S-1 and ALOS-2 ScanSAR data. We estimate azimuth mis-registration                
between single look complex (SLC) images of S-1 in a stack sense to achieve accurate azimuth co-registration between SLC                   
images for low coherence and/or long interval interferometric pairs. The pervasive existence of ionosphere artifacts in ALOS-2                 
ScanSAR interferometry makes it crucial to properly correct them for accurate deformation measurements. We show a                
split-spectrum based ionosphere correction is able to remove ionospheric features successfully while still retaining long-wavelength               
deformation signals. Our results in central California reveal the large-scale ground subsidence in the San Joaquin Valley due to                   
over-exploitation of groundwater along with localized near-fault creep across the central San Andreas Fault. Groundwater related                
deformation is spatially and temporally variable and is composed of both recoverable elastic and non-recoverable inelastic                
components. InSAR time series are compared to GPS and well-water hydraulic head in-situ time series to understand water storage                   
processes and mass loading changes. Our ALOS-2 ScanSAR velocities across the southern San Andreas fault system show that                  
they agree well with GPS velocities, with an RMS error ~4-5mm/yr. The consistency between ALOS-2 and GPS over large areas                    
suggests that ALOS-2 ScanSAR data have great potential in mapping long-wavelength deformation signals accurately without               
reliance on using GPS as ground control points. 

Assessing declustering methods in Hawaii for probabilistic seismic hazard assessment , Andrea Llenos, Andrew Michael,              
Morgan Moschetti, Charles Mueller, Mark Petersen, and Allison Shumway (Poster Presentation 037) 
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Probabilistic seismic hazard assessments often use background earthquake rate estimates determined from a spatially smoothed               
declustered earthquake catalog. Declustering aims to remove aftershocks from catalogs, leaving behind a rate of independent                
earthquakes that can be modeled as a stationary Poisson process. However, declustering can be a challenge in regions with                   
complicated volcanic and tectonic processes such as Hawaii. Seismicity in Hawaii ranges from earthquake swarms to M≥7 ruptures                  
with driving processes that range from volcanic eruptive and intrusive activity near the summit calderas and rift zones to                   
gravity-driven deformation on the flanks, and these processes vary over space and time. Therefore, declustering fails to obtain a                   
stationary rate of independent earthquakes over the long periods of time typically used to estimate background earthquake rates for                   
long-term (e.g., 50 year) seismic hazard models. 

The USGS is currently updating its seismic hazard model for Hawaii. Here we examine the declustering methods that have been                    
considered in developing the earthquake rate model for the updated seismic hazard map. We explore the effects that different                   
declustering methods, including Reasenberg (JGR, 1985), the nearest-neighbor method of Zaliapin et al. (PRL, 2008), and an                 
ETAS-based stochastic declustering method (Llenos and Michael, 2019), have on the estimated earthquake rate as well as the                  
Gutenberg-Richter b-value in space and time. These estimates can vary widely depending on what declustering method is used,                  
and so the final hazard model will have some sensitivity to the choices that are made in declustering, as well as how the long-term                        
seismicity rate in Hawaii is ultimately defined. 

Preliminary dynamic rupture simulations of the July 2019 M6.4 and M7.1 Ridgecrest, California, earthquakes , Julian Lozos,                
and Ruth Harris  (Poster Presentation 279) 

The primary events of the 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence were a M6.4 earthquake with left-lateral surface rupture that also                   
produced aftershocks on a conjugate right-lateral fault, followed 34 hours later by a M7.1 earthquake that ruptured the same                   
right-lateral fault. The geometry and timing of these earthquakes raises several questions about fault interactions, including: what                 
conditions promoted conjugate rupture in the M6.4 and how much of the right-lateral fault was involved; how influential were the                    
stress changes from the M6.4 on the M7.1 rupture pattern; and what led to apparent re-rupture of a section of the right-lateral fault in                        
the M7.1 earthquake? We use dynamic rupture modeling to address these questions. We find that a homogeneous regional stress                   
field resolved onto a fault geometry inferred from satellite geodesy and field observations produces conjugate ruptures consistent                 
with observations of the M6.4 earthquake. However, the same initial stresses do not produce any simulated ruptures that are                   
comparable to the M7.1 earthquake, implying that the stress changes from the M6.4 may have played a significant role in promoting                     
the M7.1 rupture. We will also discuss a case in which we use the final stresses from the M6.4 earthquake model as initial stresses                        
for the M7.1 rupture, then examine the stressing effects that both Ridgecrest earthquakes had on the nearby Garlock Fault. 

Slip transient pattern changes: external perturbation or intrinsic interaction with earthquakes , Yingdi Luo, and Zhen Liu                
(Poster Presentation 171) 

Advances in geodetic techniques enable us to detect slow-slip events (SSE) and shallow fault creeping events (part of shallow SSE)                    
with improving accuracy and coverage. Recent observations reveal intriguing changes of SSE behavior before and/or after                
earthquakes. However, the physics behind these observations remain largely unknown. How does SSE pattern change during an                 
earthquake cycle? How do SSEs respond to “external” stress perturbations? Can SSE pattern changes shed light on the onset of a                     
large earthquake? To address these questions, we employ laboratory-based rate-and-state frictional law on faults with realistic                
frictional properties incorporating earthquake and SSE regions. In the first set of models we consider subduction zone setting with                   
deep SSE interacting with megathrust earthquakes. In the second set of models we consider strike slip fault settings with shallow                    
SSEs interacting with strike slip earthquakes. We conduct both 2D and 3D quasi-dynamic earthquake cycle simulations to study the                   
“intrinsic” SSE pattern changes as how it evolves at different stages of the earthquake cycle, versus the changes in SSE pattern                     
responding to external stress perturbations. Our results suggest that, despite both intrinsic and perturbation models are capable to                  
introduce large variability in SSE pattern, there are considerably observable characteristics that can be used to differentiate these                  
two scenarios. On one hand, without external perturbation the SSE patterns can change intrinsically during an earthquake cycle.                  
The recurrence interval of SSEs decreases significantly right before megathrust earthquake and could be used as a potential                  
warning sign. On the other hand SSE patterns can vary significantly when perturbed by an earthquake or other tectonic/non-tectonic                   
sources. Recurring SSEs can be advanced or delayed by external perturbations, and multiple SSEs can be affected if perturbation is                    
long lasting. 

Validation of Broadband Ground Motion from Dynamic Rupture Simulations: towards better characterizing seismic hazard              
for engineering applications , Shuo Ma, Kyle Withers, Jean-Paul Ampuero, Luis Dalguer, Yongfei Wang, and Christine Goulet                
(Poster Presentation 148) 

In areas where observed ground motion data is lacking (e.g. near-source), seismicity is infrequent, or where geologic structures                  
complicate seismic wave propagation, simulations provide an approach to improving the accuracy of ground motion predictions for                 
seismic hazard analyses. Dynamic ruptures are a way to model an earthquake rupture by governing physical equations from initially                   
prescribed stress conditions and a friction law imposed along the fault interface. This method avoids the potential pitfalls of other                    
methods, such as stochastically generating the high-frequency portion of ground motion (as in hybrid techniques) and physically                 
inconsistent ruptures (as is possible in kinematic techniques). 

Here, we form a group of dynamic rupture modelers and generate a suite of dynamic rupture simulations at frequencies relevant to                     
engineering applications (initially focusing on frequencies up to ~5 Hz), each using his preferred code (previously verified as part of                    
the SCEC/USGS Rupture Verification Project: Harris et. al, 2018). In this first year of work, we limit our interest to a confined                      
magnitude and distance range, including spectral accelerations at a range of periods for Mw ~6-7 earthquakes. We pursue two main                    
routes of source generation: (1) imposing stochastic conditions along a planar fault with heterogeneous stress or friction conditions                  
and (2) fractal rough-faults, where homogenous background stress conditions introduce initial heterogeneous stress along the fault.                
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In addition, by varying regionally imposed stress conditions and hypocenter locations, we sample a range of earthquake rupture                  
conditions. 

The resulting broadband ground motions are pooled and validated by comparing trends of period/distance with empirical models                 
from leading GMPEs. We follow a similar approach to the SCEC Broadband Simulation Platform (Goulet et al., 2015), where                   
pseudospectral acceleration from simulations at various magnitudes and distances was compared with GMPEs. Additionally, we               
analyze the synthetic ground motion variability (isolating in terms of both intra- and inter-event) as a function of both distance and                     
period. Finally, we keep track of other metrics that are useful in helping constrain results and ensure agreement with observations,                    
such as displacement along the surface trace of the fault. 

Investigation of the Yorba Linda Trend using earthquake relocation based on waveform cross-correlation , Kyle Macy, and                
Jascha Polet  (Poster Presentation 067) 

The Yorba Linda Trend was defined in the early 1990s as a southwest trending series of earthquakes that starts near the center of                       
the Chino Hills, transects the Whittier Fault and extends into the southeastern Los Angeles Basin. The Trend incorporates a series                    
of individual earthquake sequences, now including the 2008 Chino Hills earthquake sequence, and the 2002 and 2012 Yorba Linda                   
earthquakes, which occurred just northeast of the Whittier Fault. The earthquakes in the La Habra Sequence exhibit a similar trend                    
and are located just to the west of the Trend, extending from the Whittier Fault towards the Coyote Hills Fault System. Many of the                        
events in this area are characterized by a strike slip mechanism, but the fault plane of most events is unclear. 

We used waveform data from the Southern California Earthquake Data Center for all events in this area from 1989 to 2018. By                      
implementing the GISMO cross correlation MATLAB toolbox and Growclust relocation algorithm, we were able to successfully                
relocate approximately 64% of these earthquakes. We used P and S-wave arrival times from 31 close-in permanent network                  
stations and numerous 1-D velocity models associated with the area. Preliminary results show a tighter series of clusters. Two                   
clusters of Mw 5.1 La Habra aftershocks appear to be relocated near the furthest extents of the La Habra Sequence, with the                      
southwest cluster situated around the Coyote Hills Faults. The 2002 and 2012 Yorba Linda earthquakes reveal a short                  
northeast-southwest trending series of events situated just north of the surface expression of the Whittier Fault. The aftershock                  
sequence associated with the 2008 Mw 5.4 Chino Hills earthquake appears more scattered, with most events occurring at shallower                   
depths than the mainshock. After earthquake relocation, we do not see a clear linear trend of events that would correspond to the                      
Yorba Linda Trend, as it was defined in the early 1990s. 

We are currently in the process of implementing the Bayesloc3 relocation code that utilizes the Markov-Chain Monte Carlo method.                   
Earthquake locations from the Bayesloc3 relocation algorithm will be compared to our Growclust results. 

Mysteries of the Deep: Faulting in the offshore California Continental Borderlands , Jillian Maloney (Oral Presentation Wed                
0830) 

Despite recent seismic activity and decades of geophysical mapping, there is still much to learn about the offshore faults of the                     
California Continental Borderlands. Namely, fault geometry, slip rates, and paleoseismic records are poorly constrained. Although               
lower slip rates (1-2 mm/yr) are estimated for most offshore faults, their potential hazard to southern California, where much of the                     
population lives in coastal regions, should not be overlooked. In addition to direct hazard from seismic shaking, coastal areas can be                     
prone to liquefaction, and offshore faulting has the potential to generate tsunami from either dip slip movement or triggering of                    
submarine landslides. Given the complex nature of faulting in the region, one of the major unresolved questions is: how continuous                    
is slip across multiple strands? For example, recent mapping and modeling have shown that the major coastal fault in the region, the                      
Newport-Inglewood - Rose Canyon fault zone, has the potential to produce a M7.3 earthquake if it ruptures along the entire offshore                     
length from San Diego to Los Angeles. Other onshore paleoseismic data suggests a cascading series of earthquakes from south to                    
north along the fault system. However, there exist no paleoseismic data for the offshore fault segments to test these hypotheses.                    
There are many difficulties associated with offshore fault studies, including a lack of outcrop and trenching scale studies and a                    
limited seismic network. Even with these difficulties, an investment in research on California Continental Borderlands fault systems                 
could greatly improve hazard assessments for the region, especially by constraining fault geometry and connectivity. Furthermore,                
although the majority of the motion between the Pacific and North American plates is accommodated on faults to the east, a better                      
understanding of offshore faults would provide a more complete picture of the mechanics, geometry, and evolution of the plate                   
boundary. This talk will highlight the significance of the Borderlands for fault hazard assessment in southern California. 

Prospective and Pseudo-prospective Aftershock Forecasts After the July 2019 M6.4 Searles Valley and M7.1 Ridgecrest               
Earthquakes ,  Simone Mancini, Margarita Segou, Tom Parsons, and Maximilian Werner  (Poster Presentation 268) 

On 4 July 2019, a M6.4 earthquake hit southern California west of Searles Valley, activating a system of NE-SW oriented left-lateral                     
and NW-SE trending right-lateral strike slip faults. 34 hours later, a M7.1 earthquake struck near Ridgecrest, triggering thousands of                   
aftershocks along a ~55 km long right-lateral rupture. Given the regional tectonic setting, bounded by the Garlock fault to the south                     
and extending towards the Owens Valley fault to the north, where notable earthquakes occurred in the last ~150 years, concerns for                     
future damaging events on nearby faults were immediately raised. The stress patterns from the combined effect of the M6.4 and                    
M7.1 events show that the central segment of the Garlock fault receives a maximum 0.006-0.338 MPa increase and that positive                    
stress changes are estimated on the Southern Sierra Nevada, Owens Valley, and Panamint Valley faults. We then combined the                   
Coulomb stress results with the rate-and-state framework. We present (1) a set of early stress-based (CRS) and statistical (ETAS)                   
aftershock forecasts that we developed shortly after the two mainshocks, and (2) later forecasts that use the aftershocks recorded                   
through the first 2 weeks of the sequence. Our preliminary CRS models include the static stress changes following the M6.4 and the                      
M7.1 events and feature synthetic source models with empirically determined fault length and fault constitutive parameters from past                  
research. Increasingly complex CRS models incorporate optimized rate-state parameters and the first USGS spatially variable slip                
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model for the M7.1 event. We introduce spatially heterogeneous receiver planes by combining the UCERF3 fault traces, available                  
stress inversions and past focal mechanisms (1981-2019). The most complex CRS forecasts also incorporate secondary triggering                
effects from M2.5+ triggered events. We test the performance of the models in a pseudo-prospective mode for the first month of the                      
sequence using the metrics of the Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability, and we put forward a 1-year forecast. 

The prospective 1-year forecasts of the ETAS and the enhanced CRS models support heightened rates in the Coso volcanic area.                    
The complex CRS forecasts expect increased seismicity also along the central Garlock fault and the northern section of the South                    
Sierra Nevada fault, where the cumulative probabilities of at least one M6+ event within the next year are ~10 orders of magnitudes                      
higher than the background values. 

Intra-slab stress field and waveform modeling to determine velocity structure of the Indoburman Range , Patcharaporn               
Maneerat, Doug Dreger, and Roland Bürgmann  (Poster Presentation 059) 

The Indoburman Range (IBR), was formed due to the India-Eurasia collision since the Paleogene, is a highly oblique subduction                   
zone. The dominance of observed strike-slip and intra-slab earthquakes brings into question the current activity of subduction in the                   
IBR. In this study, we aim to (1) investigate the intraslab stress field in the IBR to understand plate driving forces and subduction                       
dynamics and (2) improve the velocity structure model for studying mechanisms of events in this region. For the stress inversion, we                     
used the available datasets of moment tensors from GCMT and IRIS. We chose events with M>4.5 and hypocenters below 20 km.                     
We performed stress inversions from the focal mechanisms obtained from both catalogs by applying Stressinverse1.1 (Vavryčuk,                
2014). Next, we compared the average principal stress orientations obtained from stress inversion and mean slab dip angles                  
obtained from SLAB2.0 (Hayes et al., 2018). The results show that there is an E-W downdip tension along the Indian slab,                     
consistent with the dip direction of the SLAB 2.0 plate interface, suggesting that slab pull is the dominant force. The observation of a                       
N-S maximum compressive stress orientation is consistent with the characteristics of the oblique subduction zone. 

To expand the data base of moment tensor solutions for such stress analysis we are working to develop calibrated velocity                    
structures to enable the estimation of moment tensors for smaller events using regional distance waveform data. We begin with an                    
analysis of a M5.1 event that occurred on April 24, 2018 in the IBR by waveform modeling. The waveforms we used were recorded                       
at seismometers of 5 stations within 350 km of the epicenter and were obtained from IRIS. Our initial velocity structure model was                      
assumed from the receiver function crustal models from Mitra et al. (2005). Through forward waveform modeling we have developed                   
new calibrated velocity models for the regional distance source-receiver paths. The moment tensor inversion for the M5.1 event                  
recovers an oblique reverse faulting type, which is a typical type of the intermediate events in the IBR. Through the modeling                     
process, we have developed velocity models that lead to improve fit at the regional distance stations enabling the analysis of more                     
events in the region to lower magnitude than is in the global catalogs. Greater numbers of events will lead to improved stress tensor                       
analysis better understanding of this complex collision environment. 

On The Measurement Of Seismic Travel-Time Changes In The Time-Frequency Domain With Wavelet Cross-Spectral              
Analysis ,  Shujuan Mao, Aurelien Mordret, Michel Campillo, Hongjian Fang, and Rob van der Hilst  (Poster Presentation 045) 

The spatial distribution of temporal variations in seismic wavespeed is key to understanding the sources and physical mechanisms                  
of various geophysical systems. The imaging of wavespeed changes requires accurate measurements of travel-time delays with                
both high lapse-time and frequency resolutions. However, traditional methods for time-shifts estimation suffer from their limited                
resolutions. In this paper we propose a new approach, the wavelet method, to measuring the travel-time evolution in the                   
time-frequency domain. This method is based on the wavelet cross-spectral analysis, and can provide optimal time-frequency joint                 
resolution while being computationally efficient. It can deal not only with coda but also dispersive waves even in the presence of                     
cycle skipping. Using synthetic coda, we show that the wavelet method can retrieve the travel-time shifts more stably and accurately                    
than the more traditional doublet method. An application on ambient noise cross-correlations at Salton Sea Geothermal Field                 
indicates that the wavelet method is less affected by spectral smearing and better discriminates dv/v variations in different frequency                   
bands. Upon investigations on synthetic codas, we illustrate that the bias on dv/v measurements due to changes in sources                   
frequency content is likely to be negligible, either with traditional methods or with the new wavelet method by coda wave                    
interferometry. The wavelet method shows promise for seismic interferometry in monitoring applications to the aim of localizing                 
changes in space. 

Dynamically Triggered Changes in Interface Coupling in Southern Cascadia , Kathryn Materna, Noel Bartlow, Aaron Wech,               
Charles Williams, and Roland Bürgmann  (Poster Presentation 205) 

The Mendocino Triple Junction (MTJ) is a rapidly deforming plate boundary zone at the intersection of the San Andreas fault, the                     
Cascadia Subduction Zone (CSZ), and the Mendocino Fault Zone. Earthquake cycle deformation in this region results in large                  
present-day strain rates and seismicity rates. In this project, we analyze GPS time series in the Mendocino region and find                    
systematic velocity changes in the interseismic velocity field between 2010 and 2018. We find that in one area, the GPS velocity                     
field changes in spatially and temporally coherent patterns following large offshore earthquakes. These changes cannot be fully                 
explained by postseismic deformation, slow slip events, or hydrological loading. Instead, we believe that these observations present                 
an example of dynamically triggered changes in interface coupling, including both a coupling increase and a coupling decrease                  
following the occurrence of nearby M>6.5 earthquakes. We test the robustness of these observations to various changes in our                   
methodology. These observations, together with similar examples elsewhere in the world, suggest that faults may experience                
dynamically triggered changes in coupling during the interseismic period, a phenomenon that we need to better understand and                  
account for in future hazard models. 
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Is the Mission Creek Fault in the San Gorgonio Pass region of southern California a long-abandoned strand of the San                    
Andreas Fault? Or is it a major player in the San Andreas Fault’s late Quaternary strain budget? , Jonathan Matti, Katherine                    
Kendrick, Doug Yule, and Richard Heermance  (Poster Presentation 133) 

The San Andreas Fault (SAF) zone in the San Gorgonio Pass (SGP) region is geologically and geomorphically more complex than                    
perhaps anywhere else in southern California. Here, the zone consists of at least six separate strands that, acting together, record                    
the fault’s entire movement history since inception at ~6 Ma. In addition, interaction between the SAF and associated sinistral,                   
contractional, and extensional fault sets has significantly impacted the geometry and slip history of individual SAF                
strands—especially the Mission Creek strand (MCS), which generated most of the total SAF slip during Pliocene and Pleistocene                  
time. Many workers view the MCS in SGP as an abandoned structure that has produced no dextral slip for >0.5 Ma. This contrasts                       
with the MCS in the Indio Hills, where the fault has generated 12-22 mm/yr of slip during the late Pleistocene. Slip-rate contrasts                      
between SGP and the Indio Hills suggest that—between the two regions—latest Quaternary slip on the MCS does not project NW                    
through SGP but instead must step left (and/or right) from the MCS onto other components of the SAF system. 

Recently, Fosdick & Blisniuk (F&B) (2018) challenged this paradigm, based on work in the Mission Creek area of NE SGP. They                     
conclude that the MCS here has generated ~20-30 mm/yr of dextral slip over the last 100 ka. A companion abstract (Yule et al., this                        
session) explores the basis for this proposal, and presents detailed evidence refuting the idea that the MCS in SGP has generated                     
significant dextral slip over the last 100 ka. We also refute F&B (2018) by citing the MCS’s geologic character between the Indio Hills                       
and San Gorgonio River in northern SGP: (1) Throughout much of this 45-km extent, the MCS trace is concealed by undisrupted                     
Holocene surficial deposits. (2) Fault scarps and other tectonogeomorphic features occur locally along the strand’s extent, but these                  
are discontinuous and are not convincingly youthful. (3) We see no evidence for young Quaternary dextral slip on the MCS in the                      
critical footprint between Mission Creek and the headwaters of San Gorgonio River. (4) Some workers propose that—in NE                  
SGP—20-30 mm/yr of slip steps abruptly south off the MCS and onto faults in crystalline rocks that connect directly to the SAF San                       
Bernardino strand to the NW. We see no evidence for this, but we do see slip stepping left well SE of SGP. 

Strong Ground Motions from 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence Mainshocks , Silvia Mazzoni, Tadahiro Kashida, Pengfei              
Wang, Sean Ahdi, Yousef Bozorgnia, and Jonathan Stewart  (Poster Presentation 248) 

The Ridgecrest Earthquake sequence included a M6.4 foreshock on 4 July 2019 and a M7.1 mainshock event on 5 July 2019.                     
These events occurred in the Eastern California Shear Zone, near Indian Wells Valley, south of China Lake and west of Searles                     
Valley. The M6.4 and M7.1 events were recorded by approximately 500 and 800 ground motion stations, respectively, belonging to                   
nine different seismographic networks. Preliminary source, path, and site metadata were compiled for all stations and recordings.                 
1232 ground motions recordings were processed using standard procedures defined by the PEER Center for the NGA projects.                  
Computed intensity measures include peak ground acceleration (PGA) and pseudo-spectral acceleration response spectra (PSA) at               
111 oscillator periods. Preliminary analyses and comparisons to existing NGA-West2 models do not show appreciable overall bias                 
(indicating adequate performance of source terms) and consistent attenuation of amplitudes with distance, which indicates that the                 
California-specific path model is effective. Preliminary analysis of data show that ground motions were amplified for softer site                  
conditions at longer periods, consistent with typical patterns in California. Apparent directivity effects observed include fault-normal                
ground motions controlling the maximum component at stations off the end of the M7.1 fault, whereas stations near the epicenter                    
have no such polarization and generally weaker long-period ground motions. 

Late Pleistocene rates of folding and faulting in the western Transverse Ranges, California, from reconstruction and                
luminescence dating of the late Pleistocene Orcutt formation ,  Ian McGregor, and Nate Onderdonk  (Poster Presentation 099) 

The onshore Santa Maria Basin in central California is an inverted basin with up to 9 kilometers of estimated shortening that has                      
folded, faulted, and uplifted Miocene through Quaternary rocks. Previous studies have used subsurface data from oil fields to                  
determine deformation styles and amounts recorded in Miocene through Pliocene rocks. In this study, we present the first                  
measurements of Quaternary deformation in the form of uplift and shortening rates across active folds, and slip rates along the                    
deeper faults that are controlling fold growth. 

The Orcutt Formation is a late Quaternary fluvial deposit that formed during regional planation by a broad fluvial system flowing                    
across growing folds. This unit provides a young datum for analyzing recent crustal deformation and fault activity. We performed a                    
geometric analysis of recent structural development within the basin using the basal contact of the Orcutt Formation as a marker.                    
Luminescence dating of the Orcutt Formation provided numerical ages to calculate uplift amounts and rates, horizontal shortening                 
amounts and rates, and fault displacement and slip rate. 

Three-dimensional point data derived from geologic maps georeferenced to digital elevation models, oil and gas wells, and ground                  
water wells were used to contour structural surfaces and as subsurface geometric constraints on stratigraphic horizons for forward                  
modeling. Structure contour maps of the late Pleistocene, base-Orcutt horizon and subsurface data show asymmetric folding of                 
northwest-trending anticlines that are a combination of fault-propagation and fault-bend-folding controlled by deep thrust faults. 

Numerical ages from luminescence dating of the Orcutt Formation range from 112.9 – 81.4 ka, coincident with the 5e-a paleo                    
sea-level high stands and regional depositional events. The range and spatial distribution of ages indicates regional fluvial                 
deposition across the area after a period of erosion and planation, and prior to late-Quaternary folding. Using the maximum and                    
minimum ages of the Orcutt Formation to calculate deformation rates, we estimate localized uplift rates of 2.1 – 4.0 mm/yr, regional                     
horizontal shortening rates of 0.20-0.85 mm/yr, and fault slip rates of 6.5 – 9.0 mm/yr along the reverse faults that underlie the                      
southwestern Santa Maria Basin. 
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Resolving Ridgecrest complex deformation modes characterized with differential LiDAR topography , Emmons McKinney,            
Adam Wade, Christopher Madugo, and Ozgur Kozaci  (Poster Presentation 225) 

Pre- and post-earthquake Airborne LiDAR-derived point clouds with a density of ~26 points/m2 were collected by Pacific Gas and                   
Electric Company (PG&E) along sections of the M6.4 July 4 and M7.1 July 5 2019 surface ruptures and mapped Quaternary faults                     
near Ridgecrest, California. Three-dimensional point cloud differential analyses were performed at three sites to help characterize                
the magnitude, style and width of surface deformation near utility infrastructure. Point clouds were differenced by applying Iterative                  
Closest Point (ICP) methods using (1) bulk samples with CloudCompare and (2) as a moving statistical window in MATLAB (Scott et                     
al., 2018). At the first site, along the 6.4 rupture, field mapping documented 0.3 m left lateral offset across a single fault strand and a                         
118m wide zone of secondary fractures with no discernible lateral and vertical separation. Point cloud differencing showed left lateral                   
displacement and decimeter scale uplift on a pressure ridge. At the second site, field mapping documented 0.45 m of right lateral                     
slip across two closely spaced primary faults and a 110m wide zone of fractures with no resolvable offset. Point cloud difference                     
showed right lateral displacement and local bedrock uplift. The third site, located near mapped Quaternary faults ~4 km north-west                   
of the 6.4 rupture, was characterized in the field by a broad zone of northwest oriented fractures with no measurable offset. Point                      
cloud difference in this area showed the region effected by distributed deformation. Overall, in this region with extensive cracking of                    
desert floor, LiDAR differencing serves to inform the larger pictures but is no replacement for ground truth. Advantages include the                    
ability to image smaller and further afield change than the measurable offsets seen across ruptures. Detectable signals agree with                   
tectonic geomorphology and inform gentler distributed deformation calculations. 

Preliminary survey of fragile geological features for use as ground motion constraints, southern Oregon , Devin McPhillips,                
and Katherine Scharer  (Poster Presentation 290) 

Fragile geological features, which are extant on the landscape but vulnerable to earthquake ground shaking, provide rare geological                  
constraints on the intensity of prior shaking. These features may be especially valuable in regions such as the Pacific Northwest that                     
have not experienced a major historic earthquake. Here, we describe our preliminary survey of fragile geological features (FGFs) in                   
southern Oregon. Our objective is to assess the potential of FGFs to constrain earthquake ground motions; we do not present                    
sufficient data for comparison with USGS hazards curves or maps. We documented 64 features that appeared sufficiently fragile to                   
warrant further investigation. Because our aim was to discover FGFs over the largest possible area, we characterized the shape and                    
strength of these features using a limited number of photographs, elevation surveys, and Schmidt Hammer measurements. Most of                  
the FGFs are sea stacks distributed along the coast for 130 km from Bandon to Brookings. We also identified precariously balanced                     
rocks, and, farther inland, evaluated speleothems and volcanic plugs. Sea stacks have advantages for use as ground motion                  
constraints: (1) they are widely distributed along the coast; and (2) they are formed by sea cliff retreat, meaning that their ages may                       
be coarsely estimated as a function of distance from the coast. Nearly all of the surveyed sea stacks appear to be at least several                        
thousand years old, and therefore have likely experienced multiple Cascadia megathrust earthquakes. Using a quasi-static analysis,                
we estimate the minimum ground accelerations that could fracture the sea stacks at their bases. This analysis indicates that 65% of                     
surveyed sea stacks (n=28) are vulnerable to ground accelerations of <1.0 g and 94% to <2.0 g. Inland, on the western slope of the                        
Cascades, at least 5 FGFs yield minimum ground accelerations of <0.2 g. Although these values are subject to change with more                     
sophisticated data and analysis, they indicate that FGFs can constrain prior earthquake shaking intensity in southern Oregon. The                  
presence of sea stacks elsewhere along the coast of Oregon and Washington also suggests that there is the potential to investigate                     
shaking variability along the length of the Cascadia Subduction Margin. 

A Systematic Investigation into Dynamic and Delayed Earthquake Triggering in a Seismically Hazardous Himalayan Fault               
Segment ,  Manuel Mendoza, Bo Li, Abhijit Ghosh, and Shyam Rai (Poster Presentation 082) 

Observations of remote earthquake triggering by the passage of teleseismic waves is well-documented [e.g. Prejean et al., 2015;                  
Ghosh et al., 2009]; however, the mechanisms driving both the “dynamic” and “delayed” facets of this phenomenon remain largely                   
unclear. Therefore, it is imperative to garner a holistic understanding of the physical interactions between teleseismic waves and                  
critically-stressed faults. In this study, we investigate a 500-km seismically-quiescent fault segment in the Himalayas — what is                  
known specifically as the “central Himalaya seismic gap” where a major (or great) earthquake is overdue — that exhibits an                    
inordinate sensitivity to dynamic stresses imparted by large distant earthquakes [Mendoza et al., 2016]. With the development of a                   
robust earthquake catalog obtained from a broadband seismic network that blanketed the state of Uttarakhand, India, between 2006                  
and 2008, we observe and closely examine four instances of teleseismic events triggering heightened local seismicity. The catalog                  
is then expanded upon using the matched-filter technique to detect and locate considerably more triggered events. In this                  
preliminary catalog, we note three immediate and interesting features amongst each of those four triggering instances: (1) for a                   
period of time, earthquakes are tightly clustered in space; (2) are occurring at depths below 30 km; and (3) decay in frequency down                       
to ambient seismicity levels in an Omori-law-like manner. Following these observations, earthquake moment tensor solutions are                
computed to identify the type of faulting (i.e. orientation and sense of slip of the fault plane) that makes this region susceptible to                       
triggering. Lastly, we quantify the dynamic stresses of the four teleseismic events that caused triggering, and those that did not, to                     
approximate a minimum stress threshold for triggering in this thrust fault regime. This study sets out to investigate the state of stress                      
of faults and the combination of conditions that cause them to fail, through the lens of remote triggering, while also providing                     
valuable insight into tectonic processes governing the future seismic hazard of this prevailing unruptured Himalayan fault segment. 

Fully Nonergodic Ground Motion Models in Central California Using NGA-West2 and SCEC CyberShake Datasets , Xiaofeng               
Meng, Christine Goulet, Kevin Milner, and Scott Callaghan  (Poster Presentation 023) 

A key input to probabilistic seismic hazard analyses (PSHA) is the total standard deviation of the misfits between ground motion                    
observations and the median ground motion models (GMMs, a.k.a GMPEs), commonly known as σtot. The most promising way to                   
reduce hazard is to reduce σtot through the removal of the ergodic assumption. Although the strong motion networks have been                    
rapidly growing in recent decades, in most cases the empirical data are still too sparse to establish a fully nonergodic model. In                      
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comparison, numerical simulations can generate large ground motion datasets at any desired site, which are optimal to reduce σtot                   
by identifying and removing repeatable effects in a fully nonergodic model. However, before such PSHA products based on                  
simulations are accepted for engineering applications, it is crucial to validate the simulated ground motions against empirical data                  
and models. 

In this study, we evaluate the ability of the physics-based CyberShake platform to capture the repeatable source, site and path                    
effects from the empirical data, by applying the Mixed Effects Regression (MER). We use CyberShake Study 17.3, which was                   
computed for central California and generated over 285 million ground motion seismograms at 438 sites. We firstly conduct a                   
checkerboard test to investigate how to prevent correlation leakage among source, site and path terms in the MER. Next, we apply                     
the MER to the CyberShake dataset at 3s period and compare its results from MER estimates based on subsets of NGA-West2                     
dataset in the same area. Preliminary results suggest that the correlation of source and site effects between CyberShake and                   
NGA-West2 is relatively stable, while the path effects show a wide range of correlation coefficients, indicating a potential mismatch                   
between the simulations and the recordings. We then examine in detail how slip distribution variations and interface reflections                  
within the velocity model may contribute to the disparity. 

STRATIGRAPHIC AND GEOCHRONOLOGIC CONSTRAINTS ON TIME-SPACE PATTERNS OF LATEST QUATERNARY          
SURFACE RUPTURES ON THE EASTERN PINTO MOUNTAIN AND SOUTHERN MESQUITE LAKE FAULT ZONES NEAR              
TWENTYNINE PALMS, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ,  Christopher Menges, and Shannon Mahan  (Poster Presentation 109) 

Recent surficial geologic mapping and new luminescence dating provide constraints on the time-space patterns of latest Quaternary                 
surface ruptures along the E Pinto Mountain fault (PMf) and S Mesquite Lake fault (MLf) near Twentynine Palms in southern                    
California. The E-trending sinistral PMf and the NW-trending dextral MLf intersect one another in the study area. Our interpretations                   
are based primarily on the post-IR IRSL ages because of documented issues with the application of quartz OSL of deposits in the                      
Mojave Desert.The PMf is an E-trending left-lateral fault that increases in complexity from one to four branches, and changes                   
average orientation to the southeast, towards the eastern end of the mapped fault zone Three sites are located among two adjacent                     
branches on southern margin of the fault. At these sites surface ruptures displace or are buried by Holocene deposits between 5.14                     
and 1.27 ka. At two of these localities, more than three individual fault traces displace a stacked series of four alluvial deposits at                       
three stratigraphic levels. The lowermost deposit exposed near the base of the section has a latest Pleistocene age (~12.31 ka) and                     
bears stratigraphic evidence of a minimum of three surface ruptures. The most recent event (MRE) at these two sites is bracketed                     
by two faulted late and mid Holocene units (~1.41 and ~5.14 ka) and an overlying undisturbed deposit with a late Holocene age                      
(~1.27 ka). Farther to the southeast, three late Holocene alluvial fan deposits between ~1.40 and ~3.13 ka display a series of                     
remnant depositional bars and swales that are sinistrally offset by 3-4 m across a one strand of the PMf by a single surface rupture                        
related to the MRE at the sites to the west. Many late Pleistocene alluvial fans with numeric ages between ~15.01 and ~49.59 ka,                       
are highly deformed and laterally displaced ≥ 20 m on all branches of the PMf.The MLf is a NW-striking dextral strike-slip fault that                       
traverses eolian-dune and alluvial-fan deposits southeastward across the map area as it is approaches intersection with the PMf. .                   
Sheared eolian-dune sand with a late Holocene date (~1.27 ka) is observed at the base of faulted margin of a sag playa on the MLf                         
in the northern map area. To the SE several nested alluvial fans (~1.97 ka and ~2.28 ka) are right laterally offsets by 3-4 m. These                         
zones of surface rupture are likely related and define the MRE on this part of the MLf. similar to the MRE defined by our chronology                         
for the PMf. 

OR-Corr a New Outlier-Resistant Image Correlation Method: Examples of Surface Deformation and Complex Fracturing              
from the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence Imaged by High-resolution Optical and Radar Imagery , Chris Milliner,               
Andrea Donnellan, Rui Chen, Robert Zinke, Xiaohua Xu, Alex Morelan, Timothy Dawson, Christopher Madugo, James Dolan,                
Alexandra Sarmiento, Yousef Bozorgnia, and Adnan Ansar  (Poster Presentation 228) 

The 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence, CA, involved a Mw 6.4 foreshock on July 4th and the Mw 7.1 mainshock that occurred                     
34 hours later located ~12 km to the north. This sequence resulted in a complex array of surface fractures that were measured from                       
a suite of geodetic imaging sensors which we use to study the faulting mechanics and kinematics. Here we present coseismic                    
surface deformation measurements from a range of geodetic imaging datasets, including optical and radar, processed using a new                  
MATLAB-based image correlation method that we have developed called OR-Corr (Outlier Resistant Correlator). This image               
correlator is designed to be more resistant to pixel outliers that may occur between the before and after images (e.g., due to                      
non-coherent changes from building damage or areas of vegetation change), providing a more robust retrieval of pixel and surface                   
motion. Applying OR-Corr to Planet Labs optical imagery (3 m pixel resolution), which acquired images between the Mw 6.4 and Mw                     
7.1 events, we have been able to successfully separate the surface deformation of the two earthquakes and gain a first-order                    
understanding of which faults did and did not rupture prior to the mainshock. Second, we show an additional capability of OR-Corr,                     
which is to solve for rotations of the coseismic deformation field directly from the images themselves, which allows for measurement                    
of block rotation and provides a new functionality for image correlation techniques. Lastly, combining the optical correlation results                  
with detailed fracture mapping from Sentinel-1 radar azimuthal gradient maps we discuss how these high-resolution datasets, which                 
can measure the decay of inelastic strain away from the primary rupture, can be used to constrain next-generation geodetic-based                   
probabilistic fault displacement hazard models. 

Operational earthquake forecasting during the M6.4 Searles Valley and M7.1 Ridgecrest sequence using the UCERF3-ETAS               
model—evaluation and lessons learned , Kevin Milner, Edward Field, William Savran, Thomas Jordan, Morgan Page, and               
Maximilian Werner  (Poster Presentation 271) 

By 11:10 am on July 4, 2019 (36 minutes after the M6.4 Searles Valley earthquake), the first UCERF3-ETAS aftershock simulations                    
were running at the University of Southern California’s High-Performance Computing Center. UCERF3-ETAS (Field et al., 2017), an                 
extension to the Third Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast, is the first comprehensive fault-based epidemic-type               
aftershock sequence model. It produces ensemble simulations of aftershock sequences both on and between explicitly modeled                
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UCERF3 faults to answer a key question in earthquake forecasting: What are the chances that an earthquake that just occurred will                     
turn out to be the foreshock of an even bigger event? At 11:39 am, the first results were posted to the Southern California                       
Earthquake Center’s scientific response coordination page: the UCERF3-ETAS model predicted a 3% chance of triggering an                
aftershock larger than M6.4 within the first week. 

Such an event occurred 34 hours later, this time a much more powerful (M7.1) earthquake. Aftershock probabilities were                  
recalculated and provided to the U.S. Geological Survey and the California Earthquake Prediction Evaluation Council (CEPEC) for                 
use in assessing the probabilities of a larger shock. As seismic activity propagated southeastward to the Garlock Fault, a particular                    
concern was the possibility that the Ridgecrest sequence could trigger a large earthquake on this major fault. Standard short-term                   
forecasting models in current use by the USGS and CEPEC do not explicitly consider the proximity of seismic activity to major faults                      
like the Garlock. In contrast, the UCERF3-ETAS model has been explicitly designed to produce such probabilities. 

Development of the UCERF3-ETAS code base during the past year allowed us to rapidly prepare Ridgecrest simulations. Moreover,                  
new tools were quickly developed in the weeks following the M7.1 event, including the incorporation of 3-D finite rupture models,                    
which allowed us to account explicitly for the distance between the observed rupture surfaces and neighboring faults. We will share                    
lessons learned from this real world exercise including sensitivity of results to poorly resolved initial finite rupture models, forecast                   
evaluations using methods defined by the Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability, and future model developments. 

Rheology of the Borrego Springs Shear Zone segment of the Eastern Peninsular Ranges Mylonite Zone: implications for                 
the development of the Community Rheology Model , Elena Miranda, Miguel Zamora-Tamayo, Joshua Schwartz, Jennifer              
Bautista, and Sinan Akciz  (Poster Presentation 154) 

We define and constrain the rheology of mylonites in the Eastern Peninsular Ranges Mylonite Zone (EPRMZ) in order to place                    
realistic constraints on the strength of ductile shear zones as part of the development of a Community Rheology Model (CRM) for                     
Southern California. These exposed rocks serve as an analog for the deep crustal, ductile shear zones beneath the brittle-ductile                   
transition (BDT) of faults belonging to the southern San Andreas Fault (SAF) system. Oriented field samples were collected from the                    
Santa Rosa Mylonite Zone and Borrego Springs Shear Zone segments of the EPRMZ and were subsequently cut and polished into                    
billets. We completed microstructural and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analyses on a granodiorite mylonite sample from                
the Borrego Springs Shear Zone. The quartz grains in the samples display deformation microstructures indicative of subgrain                 
rotation (SGR) recrystallization, and are characterized by an average grain diameter of 22.3 microns. These quartz grains show a                   
strong crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO), with strong c-axis maxima indicative of rhomb <a> and prism <a> slip. The                  
plagioclase grains in the sample have microstructures indicative of bulging grain boundary (BLG) recrystallization and some limited                 
subgrain rotation recrystallization, and the grains have an average grain diameter of 9.9 microns. The plagioclase grains have a                   
weak, non-random CPO indicative of slip on the {011} plane in the <110> direction. The fine-grained plagioclase grains derived from                    
BLG recrystallization also show evidence of phase mixing with quartz and biotite in the tails of feldspar porphyroclasts. From the                    
microstructural observations and CPO data, we interpret that both minerals primarily deform via dislocation creep at                
amphibolite-grade deformation temperatures (about 500-600˚C), but quartz deforms more easily by dislocation creep due to               
enhanced dislocation climb relative to plagioclase. In addition, phase mixing indicates that grain size sensitive deformation also                 
contributes to shear zone development, and may significantly enhance strain localization. Our results indicate that the rheology of                  
the Borrego Springs Shear Zone is characterized by both dislocation creep of quartz and grain size sensitive phase mixing, and that                     
CRM models should incorporate a component of grain size sensitivity in order to avoid over-estimating shear zone strength. 

What is a fault zone? A perspective from beneath the brittle-ductile transition ,  Elena Miranda  (Oral Presentation Mon 1330) 

The term “fault zone” evokes an image of a localized, brittle feature that we associate with seismicity or creep in tectonically active                      
regions. However, when we broaden our perspective to characterize the fault zones that comprise plate boundaries, we must also                   
consider the shear zones that extend down-dip from brittle faults, beneath the brittle-ductile transition. The vicinity of the                  
brittle-ductile transition is an important region where down-dip propagation of rupture can induce brittle deformation in rocks                 
otherwise deforming by crystal plastic deformation. Conversely, the high stresses (~100-150 MPa) inferred from ductile rocks at the                  
base of the brittle-ductile transition may also promote the critical loading of weak faults above the brittle-ductile transition. The                   
degree to which temporal and spatial variations in brittle and ductile deformation can promote vertical linkage between fault zones                   
and shear zones is therefore important for characterizing lithospheric-scale discontinuities like plate boundaries. In this panel                
discussion, I offer a summary of key features of shear zones both in the vicinity of the brittle-ductile transition and in the lower crust,                        
and I emphasize the use of field observations and microstructural analysis of naturally deformed rocks in investigating shear zones. I                    
also highlight a number of research questions that motivate future interdisciplinary work: 1) what are the unique structures in the                    
rock record that are produced by the full range of fault slip behavior, 2) how do we quantify the rheology of rocks that undergo                        
non-steady-state co-seismic deformation at the BDT, and 3) are the structures resulting from steady-state and transient deformation                 
distinct from each other, and how can we discern them in naturally deformed rocks? 

What is a FZ? Spatial and temporal variations in crustal fault zone structure and associated properties , Thomas Mitchell                  
(Oral Presentation Mon 1330) 

Crustal fault zones (FZ) have been studied by field geologists, seismologists and experimentalists for decades. In a FZ, fault slip is                     
hosted in a narrow fault core, surrounded by a fracture damage zone of variable size up to 100s of metres in width. This damage is                         
accrued by a combination of quasistatic and coesismic processes. With increasing displacement and fault maturity, FZs increase                 
both size and complexity, due to overprinting of incremental damage. Fracture damage in FZs imparts a fundamental control on                   
earthquakes. Firstly, FZs rocks are generally more permeable than intact rocks, and hence play a key role in the migration of crustal                      
fluids. Damaged rocks have reduced elastic moduli, cohesion and yield strength resulting in reduced elastic wave velocity, causing                  
attenuation and potentially non-linear wave propagation effects during ruptures. The amount and spatial variation of these                
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reductions can directly modify rupture dynamics, leading to the generation of slip pulses that can accelerate the transition to                   
supershear rupture. Significant reductions of velocity within a FZ results in the structures trapping seismic waves that can                  
continuously perturb stresses on the fault during earthquakes. Finally, the dynamic generation of damage as the rupture propagates                  
can itself influence the dynamics of rupture propagation; by increasing energy dissipation, modulating the rupture velocity and                 
modifying the size of the earthquake, changing the efficiency of weakening mechanisms such as thermal pressurisation of pore                  
fluids, and even generating additional seismic waves. All of these effects imply that a feedback exists between the damage imparted                    
immediately after rupture propagation, at the early stages of fault slip, and the effects of that damage on subsequent ruptures                    
dynamics. To complicate matters, with increased pressure and temperature at depth, the structure, mechanical, and hydraulic                
characteristics of a FZ are subject to constant change (e.g. healing and/or sealing) during the seismic cycle as the fault evolves.                     
Additionally, the structure and physical properties of damage depends not only on fault maturity, but also on the scale of observation. 

I will discuss the state-of-the-art of our understanding of FZ structure, with aim to lead discussion on the feedbacks of FZ structure                      
on earthquake dynamics and what length scales, physical and hydrological properties are relevant when modelling ruptures, and                 
what are the key gaps in our knowledge. 

Rheology of Southern California from Mineral to Regional Scale , Laurent Montesi, Kristel Izquierdo, Kali Allison, William Holt,                 
Alireza Bahadori, Greg Hirth, William Shinevar, and Michael Oskin  (Oral Presentation Tue 1400) 

The stresses that load faults to rupture and trigger earthquakes have their origin in the global dynamics of our planet. Mantle                     
convection and plate motion results in a far-field loading at regional scale, locally modified by topography, magmatic intrusion, static                   
and dynamic stress transfer, groundwater, passing seismic waves, and probably a myriad of other phenomena. Understanding how                 
these stress sources influence each fault requires a good knowledge of the rheology of the rocks both inside and between fault                     
zones. We focus here on understanding how geological complexity and heterogeneity influences rock rheology, particularly in the                 
ductile regime. 

The wealth of datasets available over Southern California, many of which collected under the auspices of SCEC, makes it possible                    
to develop a first-order view of various tectonic domains and the generic rock types present at depth. Mixing relations that utilize                     
estimates of mineral assemblages in each rock type and experimentally calibrated flow laws provide rough estimates of rheology,                  
strength, and effective viscosity and how it varies with depth and throughout the region. These estimates may be used in                    
regional-scale numerical models to evaluate stress transfer, for example, but they must first be tested and evaluated against                  
independent observations. For example, we discuss how integrated strength or equivalently depth-averaged viscosity varies              
throughout Southern California. Comparison with semi-independently derived estimates of these quantities based on geodynamic              
analysis shows a general qualitative agreement, but with important differences. For example, rheological estimates generally imply a                 
stronger lithosphere than geodynamics estimates and a greater spatial variability in effectivity viscosity. This implies that strength                 
reduction is a common phenomenon throughout the region. In the downdip continuation of seismogenic faults, the origin of strength                   
reduction may be grain size reduction and fabric development. In the blocks that separate the faults, it is more likely that stress level                       
is insufficient to reach the maximum strength envelope assumed in this study. In that case, rheology cannot be estimated                   
independently from stress. Our work highlights the importance of including geological complexity when considering lithospheric               
strength and also the limitation of traditional strength envelope approach. 

An empirical- and simulation-based ground-motion model for Southern California , Morgan Moschetti, Eric Thompson, Nicolas              
Luco, Thomas Jordan, Peter Powers, Allison Shumway, Mark Petersen, Robert Graves, Scott Callaghan, Christine Goulet, Kevin                
Milner, Philip Maechling, Feng Wang, and John Rekoske  (Poster Presentation 022) 

We report progress on the development of a long-period (T>=2 s) ground-motion model (GMM) for Southern California based on an                    
empirical GMM and the CyberShake simulations. Ground-motion prediction within sedimentary basins is hampered by complex               
wave propagation phenomena, which preclude the use of simple analytical models in the standard regressions for empirical GMMs.                  
As a first step in implementing results from CyberShake into probabilistic seismic hazard models, we focus on the average basin                    
amplifications that result from analyses of the CyberShake suite of simulations. The joint empirical-simulation-based GMM uses the                 
CyberShake simulations to adjust the ground motions from the Abrahamson et al. (2014; ASK14) GMM for active crustal regions                   
within the sedimentary basins of Southern California. Basin amplification is implemented through site maps (“b-maps”), which were                 
computed by the averaging-based factorization method of Wang and Jordan (2014) for the GMMs of the NGA-West-2 project. The                   
site maps provide spatially varying, and period-dependent, amplifications with respect to a mean ground-motion level. We adjust the                  
site maps through a linear mixed-effects regression to a database of ground motions from M>=3.5 earthquakes from the Los                   
Angeles region. The database contains good azimuthal coverage and multiple recordings per station, primarily from small- to                 
moderate-sized earthquakes, thereby minimizing finite-fault effects and path-dependent amplifications. The resulting model--the            
“joint empirical-simulation-based GMM”--combines empirical ground-motion scaling with distance, magnitude, fault geometry, and            
sense of slip from ASK14 together with the average basin amplifications modeled by CyberShake. The study provides one                  
framework for bringing the 3D-simulation efforts into the U.S. National Seismic Hazard Model (NSHM), for quantifying and reducing                  
seismic risk in the Los Angeles region. Future work will test the accuracy of the resulting GMM against records from                    
larger-magnitude earthquakes. Implementation in the NSHM may also consider concomitant reductions in aleatory variability, which               
are likely to have large effects on low-probability ground motions that affect engineering design in the region. 

Visualising the Ridgcrest Earthquakes using Wavefield Reconstruction , Jack Muir, and Zhongwen Zhan (Poster Presentation              
265) 

The high station density of the Southern California Seismic Networks gives us the opportunity to treat earthquake wavefields as                   
unified objects rather than as a collection of individual seismograms, allowing robust computation of useful higher order                 
representations of seimsic data such as spatial derivatives. Straightforward interpolation of the wavefield, however, leads to                
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unphysical wavefields that are dominated by station noise. We use compressive sensing techniques to perform an optimal                 
smoothed interpolation of the wavefield from Ridgecrest sequence earthquakes by first converting the seismograms to the wavelet                 
domain in time, and then applying a L1 regularized and scale penalized curvelet decomposition in space --- we call this technique                     
wavefield reconstruction. This technique produces smooth wavefronts at periods as low as 8s, allowing a detailed view of the wave                    
propagation in space. 

Mitigating the Effect of the Ridgecrest Earthquakes on the USGS’s Automated Analysis of Global Positioning System Data ,                 
Jessica Murray, and Jerry Svarc  (Poster Presentation 235) 

The two largest earthquakes of the Ridgecrest sequence caused significant coseismic and ongoing postseismic displacement at                
regional GPS stations. Coseismic offsets exceed 0.5 meter at near-fault stations, and exceed 5 millimeters at stations ~240 km                   
away. Displacements due to the Ridgecrest earthquakes have the potential to affect velocity estimates both through reference frame                  
adjustments that are applied network-wide and in time series analysis that is used to estimate velocities for individual stations.                   
USGS conducts automated GPS data processing and secular velocity field estimation for stations throughout the western U.S. Here                  
we quantify the effect on our network velocity estimates of displacements at stations that define the regional filters we use for                     
removing common-mode errors. For GPS stations that are affected by the earthquakes we also present a preliminary comparison of                   
velocities estimated using only the pre-earthquake portion of each station’s time series to those obtained using their full time series                    
but with additional coseismic and postseismic terms included in the time series analysis. These assessments are essential to                  
maintaining the reliability of GPS data products distributed by the USGS Earthquake Science Center and also are directly relevant to                    
the ongoing development of the SCEC Community Geodetic Model. 

Shallow crustal heterogeneity in Southern California estimated from earthquake coda waves , Nori Nakata, Hongjian Fang,               
Malcolm White, and Arben Pitarka  (Poster Presentation 003) 

High-frequency scattered waves contain important information to reveal small-scale structure such as heterogeneities of velocities               
and attenuation, which should be considered and included for high-frequency ground motion modeling. Here, we are imaging the 3D                   
scatterer structure in southern California with high spatial resolution using earthquake wavefields. We propose two methods to                 
image the heterogeneities. One is using high-frequency earthquake coda waves. High-frequency earthquake coda waves have been                
used for studying small-scale heterogeneities of subsurface structures (Aki 1969; Aki and Chouet, 1975). Nishigami (2000) applied                 
the recursive stochastic inversion to image the 3D distribution of scatterers around the San Andreas fault in the central California                    
using local earthquakes and found that the scatterer distribution is related to the geometry of the fault system (Figure 1). We modify                      
Nishigami's method for multi-scattering theory and apply it to Southern California datasets with about 30,000 earthquakes recorded                 
by 300 stations. The second method is using peak delay time of envelope arrival time at different frequencies. We compute pseudo                     
travel-time tomography of the peak delay time, and the tomograms are the proxy of the scattering coefficients of the area. The                     
tomogram shows strong heterogeneities around major faults. 

How will the risk and losses change by using the newest Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast models in                  
Catastrophe Modeling? ,  NEGAR NAZARI  (Poster Presentation 294) 

The Earthquake Catalog is the core of the loss calculation. Currently, as far as I know, only the “UCERF3-time independent” model                     
is being used in most of Catastrophe modeling evaluations for California. Obviously, it takes time for industry to synchronize with the                     
best available Earthquake Forecast Models such as UCERF3-time dependent and UCERF3-ETAS. 

My goal is to see how the loss evaluations will change if we use the more recent UCERF3-time dependent and UCERF3-ETAS as                      
earthquake forecast models for California. 

This comparison is done by: 

1) Comparing the hazard curves generated by using the three ERFs above for all of California locations in Project 17 for a                     
fixed building 

2) Quantifying the change is risk and losses due to the change in hazard (which is resulted from the change in ERF). This                      
can also work as a sensitivity analysis and we can figure out which type of structures are more sensitive to the ERF                      
change. For example, we can get a conclusion like this; areas with more background seismicity show more change due to                    
including aftershocks by UCERF3-ETAS model (this is just an example); Or we can investigate the effect of ERF change                   
on different damage states. 

The conclusions will be helpful for the insurers and the stake holders to understand their risk better based on best available science.                      
For example, the insurer may conclude that the short buildings are at higher risk based on UCERF-ETAS model, so they might                     
increase their premium or inform the risk managers to take actions such as retrofitting the structure; or on the other hand the home                       
owner of the same building may end up retrofitting their own building because of the higher risk predicted by UCERF-ETAS model                     
where previously, the UCERF3-TI model was predicting lower risk for his building. 

Ground motion simulation validation with explicit uncertainty incorporation for small magnitude earthquakes in the              
Canterbury region ,  Sarah Neill, Robin Lee, and Brendon Bradley  (Poster Presentation 017) 

This study explicitly investigates uncertainties in physics-based ground motion simulation validation for earthquakes in the               
Canterbury region. The simulations utilize the Graves and Pitarka (2015) hybrid methodology, with separately quantified parametric                
uncertainties in the comprehensive physics and simplified physics components of the model. The study is limited to the simulation of                    
148 small magnitude (Mw 3.5 – 5) earthquakes, with a point source approximation for the source rupture representations, which also                    
enables a focus on a small number of relevant uncertainties. The parametric uncertainties under consideration were selected                 
through sensitivity analysis, and specifically include: magnitude, Brune stress parameter and high frequency rupture velocity. Twenty                
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Monte Carlo realizations were used to sample parameter uncertainties for each of the 148 events. Residuals associated with the                   
following intensity measures: spectral acceleration, peak ground velocity, arias intensity and significant duration, were ascertained.               
Using these residuals, validation was performed through assessment of systematic biases in site and source terms from                 
mixed-effects regression. Based on the results to date, initial standard deviation recommendations for parameter uncertainties,               
based on the Canterbury simulations have been obtained. 

This work ultimately provides an initial step toward explicit incorporation of modelling uncertainty in simulated ground motion                 
predictions for future events, which will improve the use of simulation models in seismic hazard analysis. We plan to subsequently                    
assess uncertainties for larger magnitude events with more complex ruptures, and events across a larger geographic region, as well                   
as uncertainties due to path attenuation, site effects, and more general model epistemic uncertainties. 

Fault behavior at and near Earth's surface ,  Johanna Nevitt  (Oral Presentation Mon 1330) 

The question of “What is a fault zone?” in Earth’s shallow crust (<1 km depth) remains open-ended. In addition to expanding our                      
knowledge of fundamental fault processes, answering this question has practical ramifications for hazard models, including the                
development of Probabilistic Fault Displacement Hazard Analyses in a physics-based framework, and the integration of slip rates                 
into the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast and the USGS National Seismic Hazard Map. 

The knowledge gap surrounding shallow fault processes stems largely from a historic lack of spatially-coherent geodetic data close                  
to active faults, combined with an incomplete mechanical description of the weakly- to un- consolidated materials typically found                  
near Earth’s surface. Recent and ongoing advances in geodetic imaging techniques are allowing us to accurately quantify near-fault                  
deformation with unprecedented spatial resolution, often revealing a zone of distributed shearing (i.e., “off-fault deformation”) that is                 
more complex than originally assumed. By combining near-field geodetic data with geological observations, fault zone drilling,                
shallow geophysical imaging, laboratory analysis, and mechanical modeling, we are now well-positioned to tackle a number of                 
research questions regarding fault zone structure and behavior in the shallow crust, including: 

(1) How do earthquake ruptures reach Earth’s surface? This includes the question of how fault behavior changes as the principal                    
slip surface breaks down to echelon, mixed-mode (i.e., Riedel-type) fractures, along with the enigma of rupture deceleration and                  
arrest in the very shallow crust (<50 m depth). 

(2) Is the vertical distribution of fault slip uniform from the shallow crust up to Earth’s surface, or is there a systematic reduction of                        
shallow fault slip? 

(3) What is the relationship between compliant damage zones surrounding shallow faults and the distribution of shear deformation at                   
Earth’s surface? 

(4) What micro- and meso-scale mechanisms contribute to fault zone deformation and what is the appropriate rheological                 
description? 

Answering these questions will require multi-disciplinary collaboration across the earthquake science community and will constitute               
a big step forward in our understanding of fundamental fault processes and the associated hazards. 

Full Waveform Seismic Tomography for geophysical velocity model in Canterbury region based on the Adjoint-Wavefield               
method ,  Trung Dung Nguyen, Robin Lee, Alan Juarez, and Brendon Bradley  (Poster Presentation 310) 

In this paper we apply Full Waveform Tomography (FWT) based on the Adjoint-Wavefield (AW) method to iteratively invert a 3-D                    
geophysical velocity model for the Canterbury region (Lee, 2017). The seismic wavefields was generated using numerical solution of                  
the 3-D visco- elastodynamic equations (EMOD3D was adopted (Graves, 1996)), and through the AW method, gradients of model                  
parameters (compressional and shear wave velocity) were computed by implementing the cross-adjoint of forward and backward                
wavefields. The Waveform Perturbation Kernels (WPK) constructed from Generalized Seismic Data Functional Analysis (GSDF)              
(Gee, 1992) were utilized as the adjoint sources. For inversion, we also account for the near source/ station effects, gradient                    
precondition, smoothening and optimal step length. 

Simulation-to-observation misfit measurements based on 148 sources at 78 seismic stations in the Canterbury region (Figure 1)                 
were used into our inversion. The inversion process includes multiple frequency bands, starting from 0.05-0.1Hz, and advancing to                  
higher frequency band (0.05-0.2Hz). Each frequency band was used for up to 10 iterations or no optimal step length found. 

After 2 FWT inversion runs, the simulated seismograms computed using our final velocity model show a good matching with the                    
observed seismograms at frequencies from 0 - 0.2 Hz and the normalized least-squared misfit error has been significantly reduced.                   
Over all, the synthetic study of FWT shows a good application to improve the crustal velocity models from the existed geological                     
models and the seismic data of the different earthquake events happened in the Canterbury region. 

Continued Updates, Expansion and Improvements to the Community Fault Model (CFM version 5.3) , Craig Nicholson,               
Andreas Plesch, Christopher Sorlien, John Shaw, Scott Marshall, and Egill Hauksson  (Poster Presentation 323) 

The Community Fault Model (CFM) is one of the most mature modeling efforts within SCEC, yet it remains critical that the CFM be                       
continually evaluated, updated and improved to more effectively support the wide range of research activities targeted by SCEC5.                  
For 2019, access to the CFM (version 5.2) and its associated fault database was further enhanced through the CFM webpage                    
(https://www.scec.org/research/cfm) and a new, interactive, web-based interface [Su et al., 2019]. In addition, we continue to update,                 
expand and improve the CFM 3D fault set for version 5.3, as well as the underlying datasets used for model evaluation,                     
development, and refinement. This includes expanding the 3D digital elevation models used to define onshore and offshore                 
topography, updating mapped fault surface and seafloor trace files [e.g., Walton et al., 2019], and incorporating both a more                   
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complete dataset of linked relocated hypocenter and focal mechanism catalogs (1981–2018) [Hauksson et al., 2012 + updates] and                  
the more extensive QTM catalog [Ross et al., 2019]. In the offshore Santa Maria basin, an integrated dataset of industry marine                     
seismic reflection data and offshore well data was also used to help develop new fault models and refine existing fault geometry                     
[e.g., Sorlien et al., 2015]. As a result of these efforts, new or updated 3D fault representations were added to the CFM in the                        
Offshore Central California fault area (San Gregorio-Hosgri, Lompoc, Purisima, Santa Lucia Bank, West Basin, and Sur faults), in                  
the Great Valley fault area (White Wolf fault), and -- in response to the recent 2019 Ridgecrest-Searles Valley events, in the Sierra                      
Nevada fault area (Eastern Little Lake fault, Southern Little Lake fault) [see Plesch et al., 2019, this meeting]. The expanded and                     
updated catalogs allow us to better characterize and assess the active subsurface 3D fault geometry in complex fault regions. For                    
example, in the Cajon Pass Earthquake Gate Area, focal mechanisms with nodal planes parallel or nearly parallel to the major San                     
Andreas and San Jacinto faults exhibit predominantly strike-slip motion on steeply dipping faults, while additional events farther east                  
provide further evidence for a through-going, steeply dipping San Andreas fault (San Bernardino-Banning strand) through San                
Gorgonio Pass. These refinements and improvements to 3D fault models continue as relevant data become available, are                 
evaluated, and are integrated into the CFM. 

Simulation of elastic waves in the presence of topography using a curvilinear staggered grid finite difference method ,                 
Ossian O'Reilly, Alexander Breuer, Yifeng Cui, Christine Goulet, Kim Olsen, Daniel Roten, Guillaume Thomas-Collignon, and               
Te-Yang Yeh  (Poster Presentation 009) 

We are in the process of incorporating topography into the anelastic wave propagation code AWP. This code is used within SCEC’s                     
Cybershake project and High-F simulation activities. AWP solves the elastic wave equation by staggering velocity and stresses                 
using fourth finite difference approximations in space and second order time stepping. Topography is treated by a 1D curvilinear                   
coordinate transform. A difficulty that arises when solving the elastic wave equation in curvilinear coordinates is that additional terms                   
emerge that must be discretized using a combination of interpolation and differentiation. Unless carefully discretized, long term                 
instabilities can develop that destroy the accuracy of the solution for certain types of grids. To overcome this issue, we present a                      
provably stable method that leverages recent developments in summation-by-parts for staggered grids and curvilinear meshes. We                
compare our implementation against a finite-element discontinuous Galerkin code (EDGE) by simulating seismic wave propagation               
for a Gaussian hill geometry in 3D. We propagate surface waves over large distances (up to 50 km), an exercise that requires about                       
10 grid points per minimum desired wavelength to achieve good agreement with the reference solution. In order to understand the                    
importance of incorporating topography into regional seismic wave propagation simulations, we compare simulations covering a               
region of the San Jacinto mountains against simulations with a planar free surface. In preparation for the integration of AWP                    
topography into Cybershake, we are profiling and optimizing the code for the ORNL supercomputer Summit. 

The role of lithology in fault re-strengthening: A case study of the 2011 Prague, Oklahoma induced earthquake sequence ,                  
Kristina Okamoto, Heather Savage, Kathleen Keranen, and Brett Carpenter  (Poster Presentation 156) 

Faults dynamically weaken during earthquakes and strengthen between them. Thus, fault healing is an important part of the seismic                   
cycle, which depends on in situ conditions as well as lithology. Understanding how faults re-strengthen after earthquakes can be                   
studied at the large scale by repeating earthquakes and at the small scale through slide-hold-slide friction experiments. Repeating                  
earthquakes are readily analyzed through seismic data, however it is usually difficult to pinpoint the lithology in which they occur.                    
This limits our ability to connect laboratory and observational data. Here, we analyze events from the 2011 Prague, Oklahoma                   
induced earthquake sequence. The catalog includes three Mw 5 + earthquakes and earthquake locations have high resolution in                  
depth. The Prague earthquake sequence occurred in nearly flat lying sedimentary layers as well as the underlying basement.                  
Because of the regularity of the geology and the resolution of our earthquake locations, we can identify repeating sequences                   
occurring in both the Arbuckle group and the granitic basement. To compare our repeating earthquakes to laboratory derived healing                   
rates, we sampled cores at the Oklahoma Petroleum Information Center (OPIC), as well as basement rocks from outcrop. We                   
measured frictional strength and healing in a triaxial deformation apparatus at confining pressures of 25-100 MPa to mimic lithostatic                   
stress of each lithological layer and fluid pressures ranging from 10 to near lithostatic. We compare the healing rates measured                    
within the lab with those from repeating earthquakes and determine how healing rates might differ within a single fault due to                     
lithologic differences, and whether such differences in healing rates are responsible for future strength heterogeneity at the end of                   
the next seismic cycle. 

Towards identifying its seismic observables in models of coseismic off-fault damage , Kurama Okubo, Harsha Bhat, Esteban                
Rougier, and Marine Denolle  (Poster Presentation 049) 

Coseismic off-fault damage is dynamically activated during earthquake ruptures due to stress concentration in the off-fault medium.                 
The contribution of off-fault damage to the radiation and overall energy budget is non-negligible, and thus important to understand                   
the earthquake ruptures on fault systems, especially those with complex geometry. This study investigates the possible                
seismological observables of the coseismic damage from 2-D dynamic earthquake rupture modeling with dynamic activation of both                 
tensile and shear fractures in the off-fault medium using the combined finite-discrete element method (FDEM). In the case of a                    
planar finite fault, most of the damage occurs around the fault’s edges through substantial generation of secondary fractures. In                   
terms of seismic observables, we first show that the resulting moment-rate function becomes more elongated in time, due to                   
successive slip on the main fault caused by the off-fault damage around the fault’s edges. We couple FDEM to SPECFEM2D to                     
generate far-field seismograms of P, S, and surface waves to identify coseismic off-fault damage in its signature. 

Paleoseismology of the largest earthquakes from the Himalayan front , Koji Okumura, Javed Malik, Prakash Pokhrel, and Soma                 
Sapkota  (Poster Presentation 126) 

A lot of new paleoseismological data and new interpretations of past data on the rapture history of the Himalayan frontal thrusts                     
have been presented since 2015 Gorkha earthquake. There are plenty of exciting findings and interesting ideas that may improve                   
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forecast and risk evaluation of catastrophic earthquakes along the Himalayan front. However, the new data and interpretations do                  
not converge into unique solution, but often to rather a chaotic diversity of rupture histories in time and space. This diversity is a                       
natural consequence of independent enthusiastic researches, but one may observe it as weakness of earthquake geology and bring                  
discredit to our research. In order to realize reliable forecast and risk assessment, it is necessary to find a way to reconcile                      
discrepant data and ideas and to try to establish credible unique space-time series of large earthquakes on Himalayan front. For that                     
sake, evaluation of constraints on the timing of events, the east and west terminations of the rupture is crucial. The evaluation is not                       
easy, but at least to review the reliability of the constraints are the first step for the unique time-space series. The author is going to                         
examine the surface ruptures, from west to east, of 2005, 1555, 1905, 1803, 1505, 1344, 1833, 1255, 1934, and ~1100 C.E. with the                       
author's own new data. 

Slip evolution across geometric barrier during the 2018 Palu Indonesia earthquake , Ryo Okuwaki, and Yuji Yagi (Poster                 
Presentation 176) 

How does a slip follow earthquake-rupture front propagating faster than at a local shear-wave velocity (supershear speed)? How                  
does a supershear-rupture front go across geometric discontinuity in a fault system? Resolving in detail such a complex                  
earthquake-rupture evolution should be fundamental to our understanding of earthquake-source physics, but have not been well                
captured in observation due to limitation of rupture-imaging technique. We resolved both the spatiotemporal evolution of slip and                  
fault geometry of the moment-magnitude 7.5 2018 Palu Indonesia earthquake, in a framework of new finite-fault inversion using the                   
globally observed teleseismic waveforms. Here we show that gross persistency of supershear rupture propagation during the 2018                 
Palu earthquake is fueled by the transient stagnation and advancing of slip evolution across the geometric discontinuity of the fault.                    
This peculiar inchworm-ish slip evolution results from repeated stress concentration around the fault bends and at a possible fault                   
junction beneath the Palu bay, from the unmapped primary fault in northern Sulawesi island to the pre-known Palu-Koro fault. 

Using UAV-mounted LiDAR surveys to investigate potential slip rate sites along the northernmost San Jacinto fault zone                 
near its junction with the San Andreas fault in the Cajon Pass area, California , Nate Onderdonk, Drake Kerr, and Paula                    
Figueiredo  (Poster Presentation 136) 

Paleoseismic data, slip-rate data, and modeling suggest that slip transfer between the San Andreas and San Jacinto faults may                   
occur during simultaneous rupture of the two faults in the Cajon Pass area. To test this idea, slip-rate measurements and                    
paleoseismic data are needed from the major strands of the northernmost San Jacinto fault in the eastern San Gabriel Mountains.                    
Because of the dense vegetation that covers much of the area, LiDAR is a valuable tool for mapping fault traces and identifying                      
offset Quaternary landforms and deposits. We have begun using a LiDAR equipped UAV to investigate and help map potential                   
slip-rate and paleoseismic sites along the northern San Jacinto fault. This UAV system can generate significantly denser LiDAR                  
point clouds than are available from previous aircraft LiDAR surveys and we hope this will enable increased recognition of smaller                    
offset features and better resolution data for measuring offset amounts. We present some results from potential slip-rate sites                  
mapped using the UAV surveys and field investigations, and compare the utility of our UAV LiDAR datasets to two previous LiDAR                     
datasets; the B4 San Andreas fault system dataset and a San Bernardino County dataset. 

Does a damaged fault zone mitigate the near-field landslide risk during supershear earthquakes?—Application to the 2018                
magnitude 7.5 Palu earthquake ,  Elif Oral, Huihui Weng, and Jean-Paul Ampuero  (Poster Presentation 145) 

The 2018 Mw 7.5 Palu earthquake ruptured a strike-slip fault with a length of 150 km and struck the city of Palu severely by                        
triggering many catastrophic phenomena in the proximity of the fault. Devastating tsunamis in the Palu Bay are triggered shortly                   
after the earthquake, possibly by coseismic vertical displacements, resonance due to narrow bay geometry and submarine                
landslides. Coseismic landslides were also reported in the rupture direction. The rupture reached to an early steady state with a                    
sustained velocity of 4.1 km/s, exceeding the S-wave velocity, Vs. Conventionally supershear ruptures propagate stably at speeds                 
between Eshelby’s speed (sqrt(2)Vs) and the P-wave velocity ; the observed speed implies an unstable regime. Such a low rupture                    
speed was interpreted possibly by the presence of a low-velocity damaged fault zone (LVFZ). In this study, first, we analyse the                     
effect of LVFZ on rupture development by accounting for the seismogenic width and different initial conditions. Furthermore, we                  
investigate the effects of rupture speed and the LVFZ on ground motion. The preliminary results confirm the possibility of a                    
steady-state supershear rupture at the observed velocity due to the LVFZ; and, a slower rupture speed results in an expected                    
attenuation of ground motion and a reduction in landslide risk. Moreover, only the LVFZ leads to amplification of near-field ground                    
motion, particularly on the frequency band of (1 - 2) Hz, compared to a homogeneous fault medium with the same rupture speed.                      
Our findings support the significance of rupture details (such as rupture velocity and LVFZ) on near-field ground motion and related                    
landslide triggering. 

A Percolation Model for Induced Seismicity: An Avalanche Burst Model for Induced b-Value Seismicity. , Ronaldo Ortez, and                 
John Rundle  (Poster Presentation 078) 

In the interest of being able to reproduce the kinds of fracture networks produced during hydraulic fracking, we use percolation                    
models which, near criticality, seem to produce the kinds of networks consistent with those produced during fracking. To better                   
approximate the natural fracture network present in the deep sediment during fracking, we apply a modified invasion percolation                  
algorithm on a correlated lattice, coupled with an avalanche-based model for bursts to reproduce the characteristic b-value                 
seismicity and spatial distribution of earthquakes resulting from fracking. We also analyze a number of the properties observed in                   
the burst statistics of the model. One such property is the fractal dimension D¬f. Using a box counting method, we find that as the                        
cluster size increases, the fractal dimension, Df approaches the value 1.9. We also analyze the shortest distance between sites of                    
the clusters, and find that the scaling exponent is characterized by the Dmin=1.21. 
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Next we examine the nature of the burst clusters produced. We find that if the burst threshold is far from the critical value, the bursts                         
are numerous but small in magnitude. As the burst threshold approaches the critical value P=0.5, the bursts become scale invariant                    
making increasingly larger bursts more common. We compare our results to data from earthquakes both in tectonic and volcanic                   
regimes, and for regions of induced seismicity. We find that tectonic earthquakes are apparently characterized by near-critical                 
behavior (P~0.5), whereas regions of induced and volcanic seismicity are characterized by thresholds lower than the occupation                 
probabilities P<0.5. 

Fault slip distribution along the southern 15 km of the M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake surface rupture , Salena Padilla, Sinan                  
Akciz, Alexandra Hatem, James Dolan, and Ridgecrest Rupture Mapping Group  (Poster Presentation 219) 

A pair of large earthquakes struck the Searles Valley, California area on July 4 and 5, 2019. The July 5, M7.1 earthquake northeast                       
of Ridgecrest, CA, ruptured bilaterally along an ~50 km long, right-lateral, fault zone striking NW-SE. We followed the main rupture                    
trace from Highway 178 southeastwards, making field observations of fault orientations, slip of sense, fault zone width, surface                  
deformation patterns, and displacement measurements where piercing lines were available. Here is a summary of our field                 
observations: (1) Maximum horizontal separation measured immediately south of Highway 178 along the main trace is 105±5 cm.                  
Vertical separations here along W-side-down scarps reach ~40 cm; (2) Slip along this main strand rapidly decreases to <2cm within                    
one km south of Highway 178 and to the south is expressed mainly as discontinuous fractures; (3) At this one-km mark, rupture                      
steps left across a 500-m-wide zone, before consolidating farther south along a dominantly left-stepping zone of en-echelon faults                  
and fault splays, with a typical total fault-zone width of ~ 20-50 m; (4) South of the one-km left step area, surface fracturing with                        
measurable offsets occurred along three sub-parallel faults. Maximum horizontal separation measured along the eastern strand is                
115±5 cm. Vertical separations along W-side-down scarps along this strand reach nearly 50 cm; (5) A local minimum in horizontal                    
slip along this eastern strand 9-10 km south of Highway 178 is picked up by right-lateral slip along the central strand, which in this                        
reach has maximum horizontal displacements reaching 30 cm; (6) Slip along the eastern strand extended to within 500 m of the                     
southern end of the rupture trace, which is characterized by a >650-m-wide zone of complicated cross-fracturing that extended to                   
within 5 km of the Garlock fault to the south. 

Explaining the paleo-event hiatus in California , Morgan Page, Edward Field, Kevin Milner, and Nicholas van der Elst (Poster                  
Presentation 028) 

There has been a notable absence of large earthquakes in the last century in California, particularly on the highest slip-rate faults.                     
This lull was noted by Jackson (2014), who argued that the observed data precluded Poissonian or lognormal earthquake                  
occurrence, provided that earthquake times between distant sites were not correlated. We analyze the statistical significance of the                  
hiatus given that earthquake times between sites may in fact be correlated by elastic rebound and aftershock-driven clustering                  
effects. We look at three models, the UCERF3-TD model, which includes elastic rebound effects; the UCERF3-ETAS model, which                  
includes both elastic rebound and aftershock clustering; and a critical ETAS model that includes aftershock clustering with a “long                   
reach” in both space and time. UCERF3-ETAS predicts that the currently observed paleoseismic hiatus has a 3.5% chance of                   
occurring. This is due to both elastic rebound effects (stress shadows from the 1857 and 1906 earthquakes) and clustering effects. 

Near-Surface Structure Constrained Using Body-Wave Polarization , Sunyoung Park, Victor Tsai, and Miaki Ishii (Poster              
Presentation 047) 

Body-wave polarization is sensitive to properties immediately beneath a seismic instrument, and has been demonstrated to be                 
effective at estimating the near-surface P- and S-wave speeds (Park & Ishii, 2018*). In this presentation, we discuss the frequency                    
dependent depth sensitivity of body-wave polarization. We find that the depth sensitivity of P-wave polarization peaks at the surface                   
and decreases abruptly over a depth range shorter than its wavelength, with a strong dependence on frequency content. This allows                    
constraints on local 1-D structure, where frequencies between 0.1 and 10 Hz illuminate structure at depths of ten meters to several                     
kilometers. 

We apply the frequency-dependent analysis to explore near-surface and upper-crustal structure of the continental United States,                
including southern California. Our preliminary results show correlation with geological features and prominent basins, with               
depth-dependent features that suggest complex subsurface processes at some sites. This versatile technique requires minimal               
computational resources and can be applied to any single three-component seismograph. It opens a new path to a reliable,                   
non-invasive, and inexpensive way of performing hazard assessment even for sites where drilling or field experiments using                 
vibro-trucks or explosives are not practical options, and improves our knowledge of near-surface seismic structure beyond Vs30. 

*Park, S., & Ishii, M. (2018). Near-surface compressional and shear wave speeds constrained by body-wave polarization analysis.                 
Geophysical Journal International, 213, 1559-1571, doi:10.1093/gji/ggy072. 

The Guy-Greenbrier seismic sequence revisited with deep learning , Yongsoo Park, Mostafa Mousavi, Weiqiang Zhu, William               
Ellsworth, and Gregory Beroza  (Poster Presentation 077) 

The emerging deep-learning-based algorithms for earthquake detection and phase arrival time picking have shown to be promising                 
replacements for traditional methods such as STA/LTA and template matching. We revisited the Guy-Greenbrier, Arkansas, seismic                
sequence to demonstrate the power of these algorithms. The seismicity during the period from June 2010 to October 2011 is                    
thought to be due to a combination of hydraulic stimulation of horizontal production wells and injection of wastewater into deep                    
disposal wells. We used the PhaseNet picker (Zhu and Beroza, 2019) to produce P- and S-wave picks that were associated using a                      
back-projection method. Using this workflow on continuous seismic waveform data, we were able to locate over 80,000 events with                   
minimal human intervention. In doing so, we increased the spatio-temporal resolution of the earthquake catalog substantially                
compared to the previous studies where different earthquake detection algorithms were used, and this can bring new insights into                   
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the relationships between injection and seismicity. Moreover, the increased efficiency and robustness of the detection, picking and                 
location routines have potential to improve existing real-time seismic monitoring techniques for industrial scale applications. 

Source, Site and Path Characterization of the July 2019 M7.1 and M6.4 Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence , Grace Parker,                 
Annemarie Baltay, Eric Thompson, John Rekoske, and Dan McNamara (Poster Presentation 245) 

The 2019 July 5 M7.1 Ridgecrest, California earthquake generated peak ground motions in excess of 50% g and 60 cm/s near the                      
fault and was recorded on over 700 local and regional seismic stations across California and eastern Nevada. In addition, the July 4                      
M6.4 earthquake was also well-recorded as were numerous aftershocks, including six M5+ and over 50 M4+ events. Given the large                    
number of nearly co-located events, this dataset allows us to rigorously model the spatial and temporal variability in ground motion.                    
We compare the recorded horizontal ground motions, processed for peak-ground acceleration, velocity and psuedo-spectral              
acceleration, to several NGA-West2 ground-motion models (GMMs) to understand the spatial distribution of the ground motions. We                 
take a non-ergodic approach and use a mixed effects regression method to partition the ground motion residuals into the separate                    
contributions of source, site and path, and to evaluate the uncertainty of each component. To account for the coupling of the site and                       
path terms at large source-to-site distances caused by the spatial clustering of the events, we utilize additional NGA-West2                  
recordings in computing site-specific terms. At long periods, the repeatable site terms clearly highlight strong amplification in basins                  
across Southern California and deamplification in the mountainous regions. At short periods, there is less spatial coherence. We                  
also explore the ability of VS30, the time-averaged shear wave velocity in the upper 30m, to capture observed site response, as well                      
as the effect of measured versus proxy-based VS30 estimates. The high-frequency source terms are reflective of earthquake stress                  
drop and show both along-fault and on/off-fault dependence, as well as temporal variability. We consider a per-event differential                  
attenuation term to investigate the variation in both anelastic attenuation (Q) and geometrical spreading across Southern California.                 
Understanding the dependence of the source, site, and path terms on geology, velocity structure and fault proximity highlights                  
physical mechanisms that generate and control ground motion and allows us to add more predictive physics into fully non-ergodic                   
models to improve the accuracy and precision of GMMs. 

Tools for GNSS application to tectonics ,  Jay Parker, Michael Heflin, and Andrea Donnellan  (Poster Presentation 215) 

We propose a common set of tools for regional GNSS time series analysis. To retrieve regional time-limited sets of time series for                      
earthquakes and other phenomena simple scripting elements reduce the varieties of center-specific formats to a selection of stations                  
matching limits in time and space and an array of detrended E,N, U time series values, based on current databases at any center                       
among JPL, NGL, SIO, and PBO. In order to study tectonics, detrended series RMS apart from earthquakes are reduced by                    
removing stations with any component RMS greater than three times the smallest station RMS. Stations are also removed if                   
occupancy is below 95%, with missing data linearly interpolated using nearest values of that single-component time series.                 
SVD-based principal components analysis (PCA) is used to remove regional common mode error (CME), known to corrupt                 
earthquake-based jumps in the medium to far field. Comparison of common mode error during tectonically quiet times among                  
different centers helps identify processing strategies that reduce CME. Standard products include time series corrected for CME,                 
spatial and temporal modes of PCA, autocorrelation and spectra of PCA time series, tabular and KML maps of CME-corrected                   
jumps and PCA modes. Removing CME from large earthquake regions presents a challenge, as PCA cannot separate the                  
earthquake-related signals from the CME. We implement a strategy in four steps: first, eliminate nontectonic stations based on                  
several years of time series before the earthquake. Second, create a set of stations forming a halo about the earthquake, by using                      
the previous passing stations for a time period including the earthquake and finding those that meet the RMS threshold requirement.                    
Perform PCA using this halo set. The CME for the halo set is the same CME present in the full, earthquake affected set. Third,                        
construct a CME series from the halo set and subtract it from each time series in the full set. Fourth, compute jumps using this                        
corrected set. In this way a CME-free earthquake jump set is produced for graphical display and use in inversion. 

The Future of the SCEC Community Information System , Edric Pauk, Tran Huynh, Mei-Hui Su, and Philip Maechling (Poster                  
Presentation 305) 

SCEC provides scientists with collaborative, computing and data management facilities to support research collaborations, project               
administration, education and outreach programs, and advanced computational science. The SCEC Community Information System              
(CIS) is a set of tools, processes, conventions, and websites that facilitate information sharing and the preparation of projects, data,                    
and products for wider release. Dissemination can take many forms such as workshops, publications, articles, web pages, and data                   
access sites. 

Future development of the SCEC CIS include: (1) measuring usage and impact of research software, (2) persistent digital object                   
identifiers, and (3) enhanced data access tools. First, we will develop better tools to measure the usage and impact of research                     
software in order to increase awareness of SCEC scientific software and its capabilities. Software developers, sponsors, and other                  
decision makers want to determine who uses the software, what problems are solved, and the broad impact of the work. Increasing                     
the user base increases impact and brings collaborators to the project, improving its longevity. Challenges to address include limited                   
tracking data from third-parties like GitHub, determining the best impact metrics, and the need for better documentation, training,                  
and user interfaces. Next, we will work with SCEC researchers to identify and prepare scientific datasets for release, including                   
assigning Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) and acquiring long-term storage. Datasets that are potentially useful to one or more                  
audiences will be curated, stored with well-defined schemes, and have robust metadata. Data tagged with permanent identifiers also                  
require long-term storage to ensure their continued availability. Commercial options can be costly thus other options will be explored.                   
Finally, we will work towards creating data access tools that allow datasets to be intelligently searched, visualized, and useful data                    
subsets extracted. Even within the same domain, data formats, inputs and outputs can vary. We will consider standardization                  
strategies, including creating data schema and metadata standards right from the start, when the data is being generated or                   
collected. 
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Our goal is to adapt the SCEC Community Information System to meet the evolving needs of the SCEC community, providing better                     
insights and improved access to data and software to support advances in earthquake science. 

Paleoseismic Results from the Christmas Canyon West Site, Central Garlock Fault, Searles Valley, California , Kyle Peña,                
Sally McGill, Ed Rhodes, James Dolan, Nathan Brown, Bryan Castillo, Alexandra Hatem, Sourav Saha, and Robert Zinke (Poster                  
Presentation 107) 

In this study, a paleoseismic trench with limited age constraints that was previously excavated in 1990 across the central Garlock                    
Fault west of Christmas Canyon, in Searles Valley, California, was reopened to take advantage of new advances in luminescence                   
dating techniques to investigate potential temporal variability in earthquake recurrence on the Garlock fault. The trench exposed                 
interbedded alluvial sand and pebble-gravels, with well-sorted, rounded, lacustrine sand from the most recent highstand of pluvial                 
Lake Searles present at the base of the trench. Preliminary findings suggest at least 10 surface rupturing earthquake events                   
occurred during the 10 k.y. time period exposed in the trench. To provide age constraints on the paleo-surface-rupturing events from                    
the new trench, we collected 54 luminescence samples and employed the feldspar single-grain post-infrared infrared stimulated                
luminescence dating technique. The ages indicated that 7 events have occurred in the past ~7.2 ka, with at least 3 additional events                      
in the more poorly stratified deeper section of the trench. This suggests a recurrence interval of ~1000 years. The most recent event                      
seen at this trench occurred less than 700-1000 years ago, and is potentially correlative with the most recent event seen at the other                       
paleoseismic sites on the central Garlock (<500 years ago). However, the pattern of older events seen at this trench does not                     
exactly match the pattern at other paleoseismic sites along the Garlock Fault. In particular, one or two earthquakes appear to have                     
occurred at the Christmas Canyon West site during a previously documented seismic lull from ~2000-5000 years ago at the El Paso                     
Peaks site, 28 km farther west along the Garlock fault. 

Rheological implications of post-seismic deformation following the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquakes , Camilla Penney, and             
Jean-Philippe Avouac  (Poster Presentation 239) 

Large earthquakes provide an opportunity to probe the rheology of the lithosphere and upper asthenosphere. The 2019 Ridgecrest                  
earthquakes occurred in an area which may have significantly heterogeneous rheological properties, due to its proximity to the Coso                   
volcanic field. This volcanic field, which is located to the NW of the Mw7.1 rupture trace, is a region of high heat flow and geothermal                         
activity. The locally high temperatures in the Coso volcanic field are likely to be associated with low viscosities compared to the                     
surrounding regions, and high pore pressures due to the hydrothermal activity. The aftershock sequence associated with the                 
Ridgecrest earthquakes shows a notable absence of large magnitude earthquakes in this region. We present models of the possible                   
afterslip and viscoelastic response driven by coseismic stress changes in the July 2019 Ridgecrest earthquakes and investigate in                  
particular the possible effect of the Coso volcanic field. By modelling a series of different afterslip geometries, shear-zone frictional                   
properties and viscoelastic rheologies we aim to identify features of the GPS and InSAR time series which might be diagnostic of                     
different post-seismic deformation mechanisms and rheological heterogeneities. 

Field Volunteers for the Los Angeles BASIN Seismic Experiment – Phase IV , Patricia Persaud, Robert Clayton, Marine Denolle,                  
and Jascha Polet  (Poster Presentation 285) 

In mid-November 2019, we will launch the fourth and final phase of the BASIN seismic deployments in the greater Los Angeles                     
area. We are seeking further volunteers to help make the deployment of an additional 262 compact seismic units called nodes                    
possible, thus setting a record for the largest seismic experiment of this type in the study area. In less than one day, volunteers will                        
gain hands-on training and valuable field experience while contributing to the real-world problem of how to improve earthquake                  
hazard assessment in this region. 

The success of the 2017-19 BASIN Seismic Experiments has in part been due to the efforts of 60 volunteers that range from                      
high-school and college students to retirees. Our volunteers have installed and picked up 482 nodes over the last ~2 years. The                     
data from the BASIN surveys will be used to construct a 3D seismic velocity model that should better predict the strong ground                      
motions in downtown Los Angeles from events on the San Andreas fault. These surveys use nodes that contain a standard 5-Hz                     
3-component geophone, a battery and a GPS clock. For the BASIN surveys, the nodes are typically deployed in private residences                    
or businesses, or else in median strips along roads. These surveys are a new type of deployment that might be called urban                      
seismology. One deployment strategy is to divide lines into segments of about 16 stations that are each deployed by a two-person                     
team. The teams are given a 1-hour training and a set of “dots” on a map with instructions to place the instrument within a ½ block                          
radius of that point. They look for private residences, or if there are none available then median strips along roads or open fields.                       
The sensors are completely buried in a 20 cm hole. Each team is in the field for about half a day and volunteers are encouraged to                          
participate in the node pick-up that takes place one month after the installation. 

Using Ground-based Magnetics, VLF, and DC Resistivity to Examine Faulting at the San Andreas Oasis, Dos Palmas                 
Preserve ,  Stacey Petrashek, Nathan Pulver, Raul Contreras, Drew Faherty, and Jascha Polet  (Poster Presentation 137) 

The San Andreas Oasis is located northeast of the Salton Sea near the convergence of several faults including the Hidden Spring                     
and Powerline Faults, traces of which are mapped along a series of oases, seeps, and springs. Due to declining water levels in the                       
Dos Palmas Preserve, several recharge basins have recently been installed 4 km northeast of the San Andreas Oasis, and while the                     
water levels elsewhere in the Preserve have increased, the water levels at the Oasis are still in decline. Little is known about the                       
subsurface structure in this area, making it difficult to determine the cause of declining water levels and an appropriate course of                     
action. The Oasis is bound to west by the Hidden Spring Fault (HSF), a northwest-southeast trending fault that continues south of                     
the Oasis for roughly 8 km as either a left step to the Powerline Fault (Clark, 1984) or as an uninterrupted fault (Babcock, 1969).                        
Vegetation associated with the Oasis terminates abruptly along the trace of the HSF, indicating it is a barrier to groundwater flow. 
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To characterize the mapped and unmapped faults in this area, we used several geophysical techniques including ground-based                 
magnetic, very low frequency (VLF), and direct current (resistivity) surveys. A GEM proton precession magnetometer with a VLF                  
attachment was used to collect magnetic and VLF data. These measurements were used to create total magnetic intensity maps                   
and profiles of Fraser filtered VLF data. High amplitude magnetic anomalies and Fraser tilt values correlate well with the mapped                    
trace of the HSF, and may indicate the presence of a second, unmapped fault east of the Oasis. If the unmapped fault also prevents                        
the flow of groundwater, similar to the HSF, these two faults could be funneling groundwater from the north. Resistivity profiles were                     
collected with an IRIS Syscal Kid Switch unit with 24 electrodes, used at 2.5 and 5 m spacing, to generate resistivity models of the                        
subsurface. Resistivity profiles traversing the HSF show a vertically oriented feature, which may represent saturated or clay rich fault                   
gouge. Profiles collected further south, where there may be a left step in the HSF, show relatively low resistivity values, which may                      
indicate the groundwater table is at or near the surface. To better understand faulting in this area and how it may affect the flow of                         
groundwater, more magnetic, VLF, and DC resistivity data will be collected along the HSF and unmapped fault. 

Detailed fracture map and orthophoto of the southern portion of the M7.1 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake , Ian Pierce, Alana                  
Williams, Rich Koehler, Sinan Akciz, Colin Chupik, and Jayne Bormann (Poster Presentation 218) 

An M7.1 earthquake struck on July 5, 2019, near Ridgecrest, California, and ruptured bilaterally. An M6.4 event preceded this                   
earthquake on July 4. Between July 5 and July 9, more than 20,000 low altitude aerial photos were acquired along ~12 km of the                        
M7.1 and ~8 km of the M6.4 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence surface ruptures south of CA 178. Structure-from-motion (SfM) was                   
used to produce georeferenced orthophoto mosaics (~2-20 cm/pixel) along the M7.1 rupture. This basemap was used to map the                   
details of the surface trace at scales ranging from 1:40 to 1:150 (depending on the resolution of the orthophoto) and plot the                      
locations of the lateral offset measurement locations. The maximum observed right-lateral displacement on this section of the                 
rupture was 115 cm. The overall surface rupture pattern consists of a prominent mole track with a maximum vertical height of ~20                      
cm, and left-stepping en-echelon faults with steps ranging from a few to hundreds of meters. The rupture width varies from <10 m to                       
>100 m. Locally, the fault exhibits both compressional and extensional features such as grabens, vertical scarps, and thrusts. The                   
fracture patterns are highly variable with several conjugate faults and structural complexities such as horsetail splays, releasing                 
bends, and restraining bends. The pattern of faulting at the southern rupture termination forms a complex series of conjugate faults                    
and stepovers. Evidence such as preexisting vertical scarps and laterally offset drainages suggest that this section of the M7.1                   
rupture did not occur along a new fault, but rather along an unnamed fault that ruptured in the Holocene or Late Pleistocene. 

Rupture Models and Implication of Rupture Dynamics in Simulated Ground Motion for the 2016 M7 Kumamoto, Japan                 
Earthquake , Arben Pitarka, Robert Graves, Arthur Rodgers, Kojiro Irikura, Ken Miyakoshi, and Hiroshi Kawase (Poster Presentation                
060) 

We performed simulations of rupture dynamics for a shallow M6.5 crustal earthquake to investigate the implication of multi-scale                  
stress drop spatial variations on rupture dynamics and generation of Strong Motion Generation Areas (SMGA) and Long Period                  
Ground Motion Generation Areas (LMGA) for crustal earthquakes on strike slip faults. Guided by the analysis of the dynamic rupture                    
modeling we propose a kinematic earthquake rupture generator that combines the randomized spatial field approach of Graves and                  
Pitarka (GP) with the multiple asperity characterization approach of Irikura and Miyake (IM) (also known as Irikura recipe). The                   
resulting rupture model incorporates distinct features of both original models. Using several kinematic rupture realizations, we                
investigated the performance of the proposed, and GP and IM rupture models in simulations of broadband ground motions from the                    
2016 Kumamoto, Japan earthquake. Finally, comparisons with ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) were used in sensitivity                
tests of simulated near-fault ground motion to variations in the prescribed kinematic rupture parameters for the Kumamoto                 
earthquake. 

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under                   
Contract DE-AC52-07NA27344. LLNL-ABS-773302 

Detailed 3D source fault representations for the 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence , Andreas Plesch, John Shaw, Zachary                
Ross, and Egill Hauksson  (Poster Presentation 278) 

We present a new 3D source fault representation for the 2019 M6.4 and M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence, which includes the                    
Eastern and Southern Little Lake faults as part of the regional Little Lake fault zone (Wills, 1988). These representations are based                     
on relocated hypocenter catalogs expanded by template matching and focal mechanisms for M5 and larger events provided by the                   
SCEDC. Following the approach of Riesner et al. (2017), we generate reproducible 3D fault geometries by integrating hypocenter,                  
nodal plane, and surface rupture trace constraints. We used the SW-NE striking nodal plane of the July 4th, 2019 M6.4 event to                      
constrain the initial representation of the Southern Little Lake fault both in terms of location and orientation. The Eastern Little Lake                     
fault was constrained by the four nodal planes of the M5 and larger events aligned with the main trend for orientation, and the July                        
5th, 2019 M7.1 hypocenter for fault location. The approach follows a defined workflow which allows for assigning weights to a variety                     
of geometric constraints. These, main constraints have a weight of 1 relative to the weight of individual hypocenters (10^-4),                   
ensuring that small aftershocks are applied as weaker constraints. The resulting fault planes can be considered averages of the                   
hypocentral locations respecting nodal plane orientations. For the final representation we added detailed, field mapped rupture                
traces as strong (weight of 1) surface constraints. Hypocentral distance to fault distributions were then analyzed for peaks which                   
lead to the introduction of fault branches in the Eastern Little Lake fault. The resulting fault representations are generally smooth but                     
non-planar and dip steeply. 

The Eastern Little Lake fault representation is truncated at bounding faults - the Airport Lake fault to the north and the Garlock fault                       
to the South, which is consistent with the aftershock pattern. The terminations of the Southern Little Lake fault representation are                    
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controlled by aftershock distribution. As a result, the two faults intersect each other at nearly right angles. The base of the faults is                       
defined by the SCEC Community Fault Model (CFM)’s regional seismogenic thickness surface. 

These new 3d fault representations are available as triangulated surface representations, and are being added to the CFM                  
(Nicholson et al., this meeting), and to derived products such as a CFM trace map and viewer (Mei et al., this meeting). 

A volumetric, CFM compatible, Geologic Framework Model (GFM) , Andreas Plesch, John Shaw, Michael Oskin, and Philip                
Maechling  (Poster Presentation 319) 

We present a volumetric version of the SCEC Geologic Framework Model (GFM) which attempts to be compatible with other SCEC                    
Community Models (CXMs) and which can be queried at any 3d location. The model is based on an initial definition of 23                      
lithotectonic units separated by major faults or contrasts in basement lithology and tectonic affinity. In addition, several lateral                  
interfaces are represented: topography/bathymetry, base of basins, base of seismogenic zone, the Moho, and the               
lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB). The base of model is the 100km depth level. 

In order to achieve maximum compatibility with the CFM, we first identified all CFM fault representations which define block                   
boundaries. Then individual block boundaries were extracted at the surface level as map coverages. From those, first 3d template                   
surfaces were constructed along the average dips of all CFM faults involved in a given boundary, down to the Moho level. Finally,                      
these template surface were smoothly fit to the detailed CFM fault representations. This procedure was first applied to the three                    
boundaries which were recognized to have more complex, dipping attitudes: the northern and southern boundary of the Western                  
Transverse Ranges, and the southern boundary of the San Gabriel block. Other boundaries are modeled currently with a vertical                   
orientation. 

All lateral interfaces were fully modeled from data and extended where necessary to the complete model domain. These are                   
available as separate model components. The base of basins, the base of the seismogenic zone and the Moho were adopted from                     
the CFM and CVM-H, respectively. The LAB was constructed from data provided by Vekic et al. (2011). The resulting LAB surface is                      
smoothed but maintains significant vertical relief (ca. 20km). 

From these bounding surfaces, a gridded volume was subdivided into regions. The grid has about 900K 10km x 10km x 1km large                      
cells. It currently has three layers: crust, upper mantle and asthenosphere. The crustal layer contains all 23 lithotectonic units. Each                    
cell is parameterized with a region identification number from 1 to 41 which is mapped to region name. The large number of regions                       
stems from separation of small slivers at acute corner points of blocks. Each cell also has a temperature payload derived from a                      
simple 1D geotherm as an example material property. 

SCEC CME developed a prototype query interface which can be used to interrogate the model at any point and depth. 

Using Ground Penetrating Radar and Magnetic Gradiometry to Detect Archaeological Artifacts from the San Salvador               
Settlement in Colton, California, buried during the Santa Ana River’s Great Flood of 1862 , Oscar Prado, Chloe Sutkowski,                  
Veronica Hernandez, and Jascha Polet  (Poster Presentation 122) 

In 1862, the Santa Ana River flooded the then largest settlement between New Mexico and Los Angeles, known as San Salvador.                     
Adobe homes and the settlers’ belongings were either washed away or buried. Historical archives demonstrate that a significant                  
portion of San Salvador covered what is now a 200-acre, undeveloped lot known as Pellissier Ranch, in Colton, California. We use                     
shallow subsurface geophysical techniques to detect any buried artifacts from this settlement. 

In our non-invasive archeo-geophysical surveys, we use Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) and magnetic gradiometry. GPR is                
known to be effective at detecting objects such as buried adobe structures, foundations, wooden fixtures, canals, and metallic items                   
within our expected depth range of 5 meters. Moreover, magnetic gradiometry surveys with short spacing allow us to detect and                    
image large metallic objects. An unavoidable challenge at the site is contemporary debris found at shallow depths and on the                    
surface from trespassers. Therefore, we focus more heavily on our GPR data, but include the gradiometry data across the site to                     
support our interpretations. 

We conduct our GPR surveys with a GSSI SIR 4000 control unit equipped with a 350 MHz HyperStacking antenna rated effective at                      
depths down to 10 meters and a 400 MHz antenna effective at depths down to 4 meters. Collected data from the 400 MHz antenna                        
has successfully imaged features in the subsurface that we speculate to be channels and a buried structure. The magnetic                   
gradiometry survey has provided us with a clear change in the properties across a small area, but more extensive surveying across                     
a larger area is planned. We also plan on surveying a larger area in the near future with the 350 MHz HyperStacking antenna. The                        
ultimate goal of our archeo-geophysics research is to provide data to the Spanish Town Heritage Foundation, which could potentially                   
lead to the recognition of the cultural importance of this site. 

Imaging and monitoring temporal changes of shallow seismic velocities at the Garner Valley near Anza, California,                
following the M7.2 2010 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake , Lei Qin, Yehuda Ben-Zion, Luis Bonilla, and Jamison Steidl (Poster                 
Presentation 041) 

Recordings from ~700 events in 2010 at Garner Valley Downhole Array (GVDA) stations in southern California at various depths (0                    
m, 6 m, 15 m, 22 m, 50 m, and 150 m) are used to analyze the shallow velocity structure and temporal changes of seismic velocities                          
after the 2010 M7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah (EMC) earthquake. Travel time differences of direct P- and S- wave travel times between                    
surface and borehole stations reveal very low shear wave velocity (178-241 m/s) and high Vp/Vs ratio (6.3) in the top 15 m.                      
Seasonal variations of S-wave velocities in the top 6 m are observed. Temporal changes of seismic velocities after the EMC                    
earthquake are estimated using autocorrelations of free surface reflections at two borehole stations (22 m and 50 m) and seismic                    
interferometry between multiple GVDA station pairs. The S-wave velocity in the top 6 m drops abruptly by 14.3±3.3% after the                    
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passage of surface waves from the EMC event with a peak ground acceleration of 39 Gal, and recovers in ~100-200 sec. The                      
average velocity reductions decrease with depth and are 10.9±3.1%, 9.6±2.1%, 6.3±2.1%, and 4.5±2.0% in the top 15 m, 22 m, 50                     
m, and 150 m, respectively. Comparisons of the seismic interferometry results between the 0-22 m and 22-150 m sensors suggest                    
no velocity changes below 22 m. Pore pressures recordings are in phase with the surface displacement and reach maxima when the                     
highest velocity drop occurs, implying fluid interactions with the soft surface material likely contribute to the observed velocity                  
reductions. 

Damage Zone Resonance: Observation and Analytical Fitting of Fault Zone Trapped Wave Normal Modes Using Large-N                
Near-fault Seismic Arrays ,  Hongrui Qiu, Amir Allam, Fan-Chi Lin, and Yehuda Ben-Zion  (Poster Presentation 048) 

We present the first observations of the full spatial eigen-function of fault zone trapped wave normal modes recorded on a dense                     
large-N near-fault geophone array. The cumulative product of brittle deformation surrounding active faults ¬- the damage zone –                  
creates a region of low seismic velocity that traps seismic energy from near-fault earthquakes. Accurate measurement of the spatial                   
distribution of amplitude, phase, and duration of trapped waves can provide important constraints on the fault damage zone                  
structure and correspondingly allow inference of the behavior of large earthquakes. Here we present the results from a near-fault                   
array dense array (~10m spacing in the damage zone) along the San Jacinto Fault Zone near the Hemet Stepover. We show that                      
the amplitude distributions of the trapped waves are consistent for 328 near-fault events, and are thus controlled by fault zone                    
structure rather than source properties. We derive analytical expressions for the spatial distribution of the frequency-dependent                
eigen-functions of the trapped waves from a simple model consisting of a low-velocity layer sandwiched between two                 
quarter-spaces of different velocities. For each event, we apply a grid search to obtain the damage zone width and location, S wave                      
velocity inside and outside the fault zone. The results indicate a ~400 m wide damage zone with 55% velocity reduction with the NE                       
boundary located at the surface trace of the fault. The asymmetry and large width suggest that the largest damage-creating events                    
tend to rupture SW to NE and terminate in the Hemet Stepover. 

Towards High Order Octree-Based Finite Element Earthquake Simulations , Leonardo Ramirez-Guzman (Poster Presentation            
296) 

Recent advances in the use of octrees highlight the advantages and drawbacks of this data structure when used in conjunction with                     
the finite element method to solve large-scale wave propagation problems. Challenges in the incorporation of topographical features                 
and rheologies that rely on strains are among the difficulties found in low-order and nonconforming formulations. Some researchers                  
have proposed approximations to deal with topography and plasticity models, but results vary, and systematic analyses of the                  
accuracy of these efforts are inconclusive. Guaranteed improvement in performance in any implementation involves incrementing               
the polynomial order of the field approximation, as in most standard finite element codes. In this work we explore and present                     
preliminary results of simple approaches to use octree-based meshes for obtaining embedded tetrahedral meshes, which facilitate                
the incorporation of topographies and high-order elements without losing the semistructured character of octrees and the inherent                 
advantages in memory usage. 

Assessment of Slip and Deformation Along the Santa Susana Fault, Southern California, Using High Resolution               
Topography ,  Michael Reed, Reed Burgette, Katherine Scharer, Nathaniel Lifton, and Devin McPhillips  (Poster Presentation 096) 

The Santa Susana fault (SSF), located in the Western Transverse Ranges of southern California, is a 38-km-long active thrust fault.                    
The trace of the SSF is near the northern margin of the Los Angeles metropolitan area and connects other active faults along the                       
Ventura and San Fernando basins. The reported slip rates for the SSF in the UCERF-3 earthquake hazard forecast range from 10                     
mm/yr as determined from balanced cross-sections to as low as 0.5 mm/yr based on a subdued geomorphic expression. The goal of                     
this work is to determine a more accurate slip rate for the late Quaternary using high-resolution topographic (HRT) data applied in                     
three ways. In the area with the best offset geomorphic features, airborne lidar data are used to measure displaced landforms and                     
determine dipslip rates when combined with field-based mapping, surveying, and sampling for 36Cl cosmogenic surface dating.                
Second, channel steepness analysis of the lidar data is used to estimate relative changes in uplift rate along strike from the location                      
where vertical separation and slip rates can be directly measured. Third, HRT data are used to measure fault deformation along the                     
eastern SSF where the landscape is modified by modern urban development, using DEMs created from aerial photos dating back to                    
the 1920s that predate development. Observed displacements of fan surfaces and correlation based on soil color and clay                  
accumulation to a nearby dated soil chronosequence indicate that the late Quaternary slip rate for the SSF is likely no greater than 6                       
mm/yr and may be much lower. Samples for 36Cl cosmogenic nuclide depth profile dating currently being processed will constrain                   
the age of abandonment of these offset surfaces, and thus the slip rate. Preliminary channel steepness results indicate abrupt                   
changes in uplift along strike, suggesting that the spatial pattern of uplift of the Santa Susana Mountains is controlled by other                     
structures in addition to the SSF. Integration and development of these HRT datasets can provide information on deformation rates                   
at a local scale as well as along the broader extent of the SSF. This study suggests a recent decrease in slip rate for the SSF in the                            
late Quaternary compared to long-term geologic rates and provides insight on possible interaction of the SSF with other structures                   
within the broader Western Transverse Ranges. 

Offset channels are incomplete records of strike-slip fault displacement , Nadine Reitman, Karl Mueller, Greg Tucker, Ryan                
Gold, Rich Briggs, and Katherine Barnhart  (Poster Presentation 110) 

Slip rates for historic and paleoseismic strike-slip faults are commonly determined by correlating channels offset across a fault,                  
measuring the offset distance, and dating the incised deposit. This process is complicated by large uncertainties in pre-faulted                  
channel morphology, few datable offsets, and large variations in apparent offset within short (kilometer-scale) distances. In this                 
study, we use landscape evolution modeling to reduce uncertainties of the natural world caused by poorly defined earthquake timing                   
and slip-per-event in the paleoseismic record. Analysis of >3000 automatically measured offsets from 135 model runs with known                  
earthquake timing and slip history suggests that offset channels record true displacement only when the zone of faulting is narrow,                    
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total slip is less than channel spacing, and offsets are measured soon after the previous earthquake (though exact timing depends                    
on lithology and climate in the zone of surface rupture). Despite constant slip along strike in our models, we find ~30% variance in                       
offset marker distances, suggesting that natural variation in apparent slip along fault segments can arise from pre-existing                 
geomorphic irregularity rather than differences in tectonic displacement attributed to seismic processes alone. Unlike individual               
offsets, average offset distance accurately records true slip in most models. The numerical model predicts that post-earthquake                 
landscape evolution should widen the geomorphic expression of the fault zone and modify apparent channel offsets, leading to                  
systematic underestimation of channel offset distance that increases with time since the earthquake. This process may lead to                  
underestimation of seismic slip and associated hazard. The results highlight the ability of landscape evolution models to explore                  
conditions not easily defined in the natural world, as well as the need for immediate post-earthquake investigation and data                   
collection, averaging of offset measurements, and consideration of how post-earthquake landscape evolution has modified offset               
markers in paleoseismic studies. 

Tomography of Central California Using Ambient Field Correlations , Lise Retailleau, Aurelien Mordret, and Gregory Beroza               
(Poster Presentation 311) 

Correlations of the ambient seismic field have been used successfully for tomographic imaging of the Earth on a wide range of                     
scales. This is based on the theoretical and experimental observations that correlation functions computed between the signals                 
recorded by two stations contain an approximation of the impulse response (Green’s function) between these stations. 

Numerous seismic sensors have been installed during the last decades in California and have recorded continuously ambient                 
seismic field. These signals give the opportunity to image the Central California upper crust structure using ambient noise                  
correlations. For the time period between 2001 and 2015, we are able to compute the correlation tensor between hundred pairs of                     
stations. We measure the group and phase velocity for Rayleigh and Love waves, on the ZZ and TT components, respectively for                     
the period range 5 s to 20 s. The velocities at each period are regionalized using a regularized straight-ray scheme and the local                       
dispersion curves for Love and Rayleigh waves are jointly inverted to obtain shear-wave velocity vs. depth profiles. The final 3D                    
velocity model clearly highlights the Central Valley sedimentary basin as well as higher velocity in Coastal Ranges and the Sierra                    
Nevada batholith. 

Cone penetrometer tests, continuous cores and paleoseismic trenching combined to infer a high mid-Holocene slip rate                
for the Imperial Fault, California , Thomas Rockwell, Yann Klinger, Andrew Jerrett, Kaitlin Wessel, Drake Singleton, Yuval Levy,                 
and Koji Okumura  (Poster Presentation 098) 

We conducted a multi-disciplinary approach to study the paleoseismology on the Imperial fault along the section that ruptured during                   
the Mw7 1940 earthquake. We investigated a small pull-apart basin in the Imperial Valley, located about 2 km north of the                     
US/Mexico border. The Imperial fault is the main plate boundary fault between the North American and Pacific lithospheric plates                   
and has been attributed with a slip rate up to 35-40 mm/yr. We excavated trenches across the fault to a depth of 4 m to expose the                           
past 500 years of stratigraphy, and used cone-penetrometer (CPT) soundings and continuous coring to extend the record to about 2                    
ka at 25 m depth. Post-earthquake aerial photos show that the 1940 earthquake (event E1) produced 6 m of lateral slip through the                       
sag depression, and ~1 m of subsidence within the sag. The penultimate earthquake (E2) in ca 1726 also produced ~1 m                     
subsidence, whereas two other events (E3 and E4) produced only 0-6 cm of subsidence. We interpret these observations to imply                    
that large 1940-type earthquakes activate the sag depression with about a meter of subsidence whereas smaller events, such as                   
1979, either do not reach as far south as the sag or produce only minor displacement. Two cores and 26 CPTs were acquired across                        
the sag that penetrated a succession of lake and deltaic deposits to ~25 m depth: the sediments west of the fault date to about 4500                         
years at the base of the core whereas in the sag itself, the sediments are about 1.6-2.2 ka at 25 m depth. Using a particularly                         
distinctive CPT signature for the ~2 ka lake deposit, the sag records ~17 m of vertical subsidence in the past ~2 ka, with increasing                        
subsidence with successively older lakes. If the ratio of lateral slip and subsidence has remained relatively constant, then these data                    
imply that the Imperial fault carries most of the plate boundary slip across the international border. 

Hayward Fault Earthquake Ground Motion Simulations on GPU-Accelerated Platforms with SW4-RAJA , Arthur Rodgers,             
Ramesh Pankajakshan, Bjorn Sjogreen, Anders Petersson, and Arben Pitarka  (Poster Presentation 015) 

Advances in numerical methods, improvements in rupture models and 3D Earth structure and the inexorable growth of                 
computational power enable higher resolution earthquake ground motion simulations. We are modeling ground motions to               
frequencies of 5 Hz and higher from large earthquakes (moment magnitude MW 6.5-7.0) on regional scales (~120 km) using the                    
SW4 4th order summation-by-parts finite difference code. Recently, SW4 was ported to GPU-accelerated platforms (e.g. Sierra,                
Lassen at LLNL and Summit at ORNL) using RAJA. RAJA is a collection of C++ software abstractions designed to enable                    
architecture portability for mesh-based HPC applications. We show verification of results on different CPU and GPU platforms to                  
machine precision. Porting of SW4 to GPU’s greatly improves computational efficiency. We are running site-specific simulations of                 
large ruptures on the Hayward Fault in the San Francisco Bay Area (SFBA). Simulations rely on rupture models from Graves and                     
Pitarka (2016) and a 3D geologic/seismic model from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) including topography. We have                  
shown that simulated motions are consistent with ground motion models, such as those from the PEER NGA-West2 project                  
(Bozorgnia, et al., 2014). In the SFBA, we demonstrate how path- and site-effects in the 3D model bias intensity values and propose                      
a method to account for these epistemic effects in a non-ergodic ground motion model. We have shown how the assumed minimum                     
shear wavespeed in the near-surface geotechnical layer can impact the response. 

Paleoseismic investigation and mechanical modeling of rupture behavior through Cajon Pass , Alba M. Rodriguez Padilla,               
Michael Oskin, Thomas Rockwell, Irina Delusina, and Drake Singleton (Poster Presentation 142) 
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Assessment of the probability of multi-fault ruptures requires a better understanding of the mechanics and paleoseismic history at                  
fault junctions. We investigate the junction of the San Jacinto fault with the San Andreas fault at Cajon Pass. Here the San Jacinto                       
Fault (SJF) terminates adjacent to the San Andreas Fault (SAF) in a 3.5km wide releasing step-over where their mapped surface                    
traces do not intersect. The potential for dynamic rupture transfer through this zone has been demonstrated (Lozos, 2016), yet                   
physical evidence of linkage is yet to be documented. The recently discovered Lytle Creek Ridge Fault (LCRF) is a low-angle normal                     
fault that accommodates extension within the step-over between the SJF and the SAF, and roots into the San Andreas fault at a                      
shallow depth (~1km). By itself, this fault is too shallow and too short to be seismogenic, or to act as a transfer structure. However,                        
the LCRF is uniquely positioned and mechanically favored to record ruptures that jump the Cajon Pass Earthquake Gate, providing                   
the first opportunity to assess the rupture behavior of this junction from field observations. We present a paleoseismic dataset that                    
shows that at least four earthquakes have bridged the gap. We integrate a Bayesian analysis of radiocarbon ages and statistical                    
analysis of pollen recovered from the stratigraphic sequence to characterize the timing of events recorded in the LCRF trench site.                    
Our trench records the 1812 earthquake, a ~1600AD event, and two earlier events. Using a 3D finite element mechanical model                    
based on the slip distributions in Lozos (2016) and the offsets in our trench site, we constrain potential slip models of the San                       
Jacinto fault as ruptures approach its termination. Our preliminary results show that to activate the LCRF, slip on the San Jacinto                     
fault must taper steeply (~10^3) and halt abruptly about 2-5km northwest of the LCRF. The combination of our paleoseismic dataset,                    
pollen analysis, and numerical model characterize the timing of joint rupture of the SJF and the SAF, as well as the mechanics of                       
this behavior. 

Directivity Modes of Earthquake Populations with Unsupervised Learning , Zachary Ross, Daniel Trugman, Kamyar             
Azizzadenesheli, and Anima Anandkumar  (Poster Presentation 083) 

We present a novel approach for resolving modes of rupture directivity in large populations of earthquakes. A seismic spectral                   
decomposition technique is used to first produce relative measurements of radiated energy for earthquakes in a spatially-compact                 
cluster. The azimuthal distribution of energy for each earthquake is then assumed to result from one of several distinct modes of                     
rupture propagation. Rather than fitting a kinematic rupture model to determine the most likely mode of rupture propagation, we                   
instead treat the modes as latent variables and learn them with a Gaussian mixture model. The mixture model simultaneously                   
determines the number of events that best identify with each mode. The technique is demonstrated on four datasets in California                    
with several thousand earthquakes. We show that the datasets naturally decompose into distinct rupture propagation modes that                 
correspond to different rupture directions, and the fault plane is unambiguously identified for all cases. We find that these small                    
earthquakes exhibit unilateral ruptures 53-74% of the time on average. The results provide important observational constraints on                 
the physics of earthquakes and faults. 

An Iwan-type Plasticity Model for 3D Simulations of San Andreas Scenario Earthquakes , Daniel Roten, Kim Olsen, Steven                 
Day, and Yifeng Cui  (Poster Presentation 005) 

Understanding ground motions as the coupled response of inelastic off-fault and shallow nonlinear behavior represents a research                 
priority within SCEC5, and the verification and validation of wave propagation codes which accurately model the hysteretic                 
stress-strain relationship of soils and shallow rocks is the focus of a technical activity group on shallow crust nonlinearity. 

We have implemented and verified a parallel-series Iwan-type nonlinear model in the CPU version of the AWP finite difference code                    
(named AWP-Iwan). AWP-Iwan was deployed on NCSA Blue Waters and TACC Frontera to simulate a SE-NW rupturing M7.8                  
earthquake on the southern San Andreas fault with realistic nonlinear rheology in the sedimentary infill of the San Gabriel and Los                     
Angeles basins. 

We simulate Masing unloading and reloading behavior by tracking an overlay of 10 concentric von Mises yield surfaces. Lame                   
parameters and failure stresses pertaining to each surface are calibrated to reproduce the stress-strain backbone curve, which is                  
controlled by the reference strain assigned to a given depth level. We analyze the sensitivity of ground motions to the choice of                      
reference strain in sediments, which we define from the Darendeli (2001) empirical relationship for different assumptions on soil                  
composition or the EPRI shear modulus reduction curves for sands. Simulations are carried out using a resolution of 100 m and a                      
minimum shear-wave velocity of 500 m/s. 

Inside the Whittier Narrows corridor (strong motion station rus), spectral accelerations at 3 seconds (3s-SAs) are reduced from 1g in                    
the linear case to 0.3-0.6g in the nonlinear case, depending on the choice of reference strain. Plastic simulations obtained with a                     
single von Mises yield surface predict 3s-SAs that are higher than those obtained with the Iwan model, but lower than the linear                      
values (~0.7g at station rus). 

Normalized shear modulus reductions reach values of up to 50% near Whittier Narrows and up to 75% in the San Bernardino basin,                      
indicating that the peak strains exceeded the reference strain of ~0.1% (from Darendeli’s relationship) near the surface. These shear                   
modulus reductions result in shorter wavelengths of surface waves propagating through these basins, and effectively limit the                 
maximum frequency which can be resolved in a finite difference simulation. We are currently implementing the Iwan model in the                    
more efficient, GPU-based discontinuous mesh version of the code to address these limitations. 

Episodic tremor and slip dynamics in south-central Alaska , Baptiste Rousset, Yuning Fu, Noel Bartlow, and Roland Bürgmann                 
(Poster Presentation 204) 

During the last two decades, slow slip events (SSEs) and associated tectonic tremors have been documented downdip of                  
seismogenic zones of young and warm subduction zones. We investigate the relationship between aseismic slip transients and                 
tremors in south-central Alaska, where only independent studies of either process have been carried out so far. Near the eastern                    
downdip edge of the Mw 9.2 1964 Prince Williams earthquake rupture, years-long SSEs have been observed by continuous global                   
positioning system (GPS) measurements. The kinematic modeling of the 2009 - 2013 slow slip event below the upper Cook Inlet                    
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suggests transient slip of up to 50 cm, for an equivalent moment magnitude Mw = 7.6. During this 5-year transient event, tremors                      
are co-located with the inferred aseismic slip zone and are happening in weeks-long bursts of events. A clear transient deformation                    
event is observed in GPS time series spanning a tremor burst in September 2010. The time dependent modeling of its slip shows                      
that slip migrates along strike with tremor at speeds of ~ 8 km/day and with slip rates of ~ 3 mm/day. During this Mw 6.9 subevent,                          
9% of the total moment of the 5-year transient event was released in 1.4% of its duration, showing that slip rates were highly                       
variable during the 5-years transient. To complement the detailed analysis of this single event, we decomposed the GPS time series                    
relative to tremor times during the 5-years transient event. Surface velocities were on average 3 to 6 times higher during tremor                     
bursts than in between, suggesting that slip pulses are always associated with tremor bursts. This inference is strengthened by the                    
decomposition of the GPS time series after the 5-year-long deformation event, when tremor bursts continued to occur. Our results                   
show that short-term slip episodes associated with tremor bursts are occurring during the whole period of overlapping GPS                  
recordings and tremor detections, from 2008 to 2016. Finally, two end-member models could explain the 5-year-long transient                 
deformation event. It could either represent a cluster of short-term events or it could be the sum of short-term ETS events in the                       
tremor zone and a smooth long-term slip event located up dip. 

Forecasts of Induced Seismicity and its Hazard from a Hydromechanical Earthquake Nucleation Model , Justin Rubinstein,               
Jack Norbeck, and Andrew Barbour  (Poster Presentation 033) 

We apply a seismicity model based on a rate-and-state friction framework to study the induced earthquakes in Oklahoma and                   
Kansas. This model uses fluid pressures computed following the assumption that pressure changes are dominated by reservoir                 
compressibility effects. Using data from all of the injection wells in the Arbuckle group, we compute the stressing conditions over the                     
24-year period of January 1995 through 2018. Subsequently, we calculate seismicity rate forecasts over a broad range of spatial                   
scales. The forecasts replicate many of the important characteristics of earthquake behavior including the timing of the onset and                   
peak of seismicity, as well as the reduction in seismicity following decreased disposal rates. This forecast outperforms an                  
observational seismicity rate forecast model for one-year forecast durations over the period 2009 - 2018. We also use these rate                    
forecasts to compute the 1-year induced earthquake hazard over the same time-frame. We find that the observed ground shaking is                    
consistent with hazard forecasts based both on the hydromechanical model described above as well as a statistical model. The                   
hazard forecasts based upon the hydromechanical earthquake rate model outperforms those from the statistical model. This                
demonstrates that future USGS induced seismicity hazard forecasts should include earthquake rate models that consider the                
physics underpinning induced seismicity. 

Influence of sediment dynamics and alluvial fan formation on paleoseismic studies in southern California, North America ,                
Sourav Saha, Seulgi Moon, Nathan Brown, Ed Rhodes, Sally McGill, Bryan Castillo, Katherine Scharer, Devin McPhillips, and Doug                  
Yule  (Poster Presentation 129) 

Paleoseismic data provide a record of past surface-rupturing earthquakes, but the fidelity of the record depends on the                  
completeness of trench stratigraphy and the precision of geochronology. For example, a period of erosion might scour fault                  
terminations from multiple earthquakes to a single stratigraphic level, leaving evidence of no more than one earthquake in the                   
stratigraphy. On the southern San Andreas Fault System (sSAFS), California, USA, stratigraphic completeness may be of particular                 
concern because many paleoseismic sites are located on alluvial fans, where sediment is deposited episodically and sometimes                 
eroded. Classic cut-and-fill terrace sequences are an end-member example of this behavior, but even a discrete alluvial fan surface                   
has likely experienced hiatuses of years to decades between depositional events. On the sSAFS, previous workers have calculated                  
apparent recurrence intervals (RIs) from trenches on different fault strands and interpreted variable RIs in terms of differences in                   
fault slip rate or other tectonic characteristics. Here, we explore the alternative hypothesis that apparent RIs depend on local                   
depositional history and stratigraphic completeness. To this end, we are in the process of examining individual feldspar single-grain                  
post-infrared infrared stimulated luminescence (pIR IRSL) ages from a trench site on the Banning Strand of the sSAFS at 18th                    
Avenue. The paleoseismic site was in an alluvial fan-axial valley deposit. At least eight earthquake event horizons are identified and                    
dated using 17 feldspar pIR IRSL ages, consisting of approximately 250 grains apiece. Fifteen of these ages show stratigraphic                   
coherence and correspondence with the youngest detrital charcoal 14C ages at 1-sigma. Analysis of over-dispersion indicates that                 
all but one of the samples are partially bleached; this is consistent with limited exposure at the surface and rapid sediment transport                      
prior to deposition at the trench site. At least seven single-grain age sub-populations are identified using the finite mixture model.                    
The ages of these subpopulations appear to correlate with the 10Be-derived ages of terraces in upstream cut-and-fill sequences,                  
potentially recording incision followed rapid deposition a short distance downstream. These results indicate that there is a linkage                  
between climate-driven selective sediment evacuation and aggradation in the study area, which needs to be considered when                 
interpreting RIs from similar paleoseismic sites. 

Shallow Surface Deformation on the Southern Imperial Fault System from Marine Subsurface Imaging Data , Valerie               
Sahakian, Neal Driscoll, Boe Derosier, Brian Oller, Alexis Klimasewski, and Joann Stock  (Poster Presentation 106) 

Hosting two >M6 earthquakes in the past century and estimated to accommodate 30 – 45 mm/yr of slip, the Imperial Fault (IF)                      
system is a large component of Southern California tectonics. Despite its contribution to regional seismic hazard and Pacific/North                  
American plate boundary motion, there are only 5 existing paleoseismic sites on the IF. None of these sites yield a direct strike-slip                      
rate due to the absence of observable piercing points along the fault. Recent geodetic observations have identified a possible fault                    
approximately 10 – 15km west of the existing IF fault trace, which may accommodate some of the slip that has been previously                      
prescribed to the IF. Anthropogenic activity in this region obscures geomorphic evidence of faulting on both the IF and proposed                    
westward fault, making this system a challenging target for identifying possible trenching sites. 

In March 2019, we collected high-resolution subsurface imaging data within the All American Canal in the Imperial Valley, across the                    
IF and suggested westward fault trace by the US-Mexico border. With an acoustic compressed high intensity radar pulse (CHIRP)                   
system, we imaged shallow deformation in the region proposed to accommodate slip west of the IF. Here, we will show these data,                      
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as well as preliminary faulting interpretations and implications for tectonics in the region. These data may be useful to support or                     
direct future paleoseismic and geophysical studies along this fault trace, and to understand better the interactions between the IF                   
system and San Jacinto fault system in the region. 

Detecting active faults in intramountain basins using Electric Resistivity Tomography , Hamid Sana, Petr Taborik, Fayaz A.                
Bhat, Jan Flašar, and Petra Stepancikova  (Poster Presentation 113) 

Kashmir basin in the NW Himalaya is surrounded by main Himalayan boundary faults, has very well documented historical                  
earthquakes and a good instrumental earthquake record. However, the causative faults of these earthquakes except the 8 October                  
2005 Kashmir earthquake (M7.6) are not known. One of many historical earthquakes that have struck and caused damage and                   
destruction in the Kashmir basin is the 30 May 1885 Kashmir earthquake (~M6.3). The extensive damage due to this earthquake                    
was reported in the NW part of the basin and as usual the causative fault is not known and mapped. As the earthquake related                        
geomorphic features are not preserved due to the high erosion rates. We mapped certain active fault strands using high resolution                    
digital elevation models (DEM), later complemented by the field investigation in the NW Kashmir. The Electric Resistivity                 
Tomography (ERT) was carried out at certain identified sites in the macroseismic epicentral area of the 1885 Kashmir earthquake.                   
The results show a significant active normal fault which was named as the NW Kashmir fault. The ERT results were confirmed by                      
excavating a trench and an already dug trench to construct a building at the ERT sites. This fault is most likely the causative fault of                         
the 30 May 1885 Kashmir earthquake (work under progress). The results show that ERT is a very useful shallow geophysical                    
method to detect faults in the Karewas. Karewas are the Plio-Pleistocene and Holocene (reworked by rivers), fluvio-lacustrine, soft                  
and unconsolidated, sand-clay-conglomerate sediments, deposited as distinct table-land geomorphic features in the Kashmir basin              
which are significantly water saturated. 

Contribution to the Community Geodetic Model: Line-of-Sight Deformation Time-series along the San Andreas Fault              
System from Sentinel-1 InSAR and GPS , David Sandwell, Xiaohua Xu, Emilie Klein, Peng Fang, and Yehuda Bock (Poster                  
Presentation 321) 

We present a crustal deformation time-series along the San Andreas Fault System by combining measurements from Sentinel-1                 
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) and Global Positioning System (GPS) data. We assembled 9 tracks of Sentinel-1                 
InSAR data spanning 2014.11-2018.12, and produced 3758 interferograms, each of which covers roughly 250km x 420km area (~60                  
bursts) (5 descending tracks shown below, 4 ascending tracks available on-line). These interferograms are unwrapped using                
SNAPHU [Chen & Zebker, 2002], and then corrected with GPS solutions provided by Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array Center                   
(SOPAC) [Klein et al., 2019]. We used coherence-based small baseline subset (SBAS) method [Tong & Schmidt, 2016] together                  
with atmospheric correction by common-scene stacking (CSS) [Tymofyeyeva and Fialko, 2015] to construct deformation time series                
[Xu et. al., 2017]. By applying these approaches, one can acquire accurate line-of-sight deformation time-series that are precise in                   
both large and small spatial scales. This product is now available on https://topex.ucsd.edu/gmtsar/insargen/ [Xu and Sandwell, in                 
prep] and will be part of the SCEC community geodetic model. We further analyzed the moment accumulation rate by performing                    
inversion on each fault segment and compared the results with earthquake cycle models. 

Implications of uncertainty in ground motion estimates on ShakeAlert alerting strategies: Considering the 2019 Ridgecrest               
earthquake sequence ,  Jessie Saunders, Brad Aagaard, Annemarie Baltay, and Sarah Minson  (Poster Presentation 273) 

The July 2019 Mw6.4 and Mw7.1 Ridgecrest earthquakes were the largest earthquakes to occur in Southern California in 20 years                    
and were widely felt throughout the region. The lack of earthquake early warning (EEW) alerts issued to residents of Los Angeles                     
County via the ShakeAlert L.A. app prompted calls for lowering the shaking intensity alert threshold from Modified Mercalli Intensity                   
(MMI) IV to MMI III. In the ShakeAlert EEW algorithm, magnitude and location are input into a ground motion prediction equation,                     
the output of which is fed into a ground motion to intensity conversion equation (GMICE) to determine which regions are likely to feel                       
a certain MMI level. However, GMICEs are less accurate and less precise for low MMI levels (II and III) at distances greater than                       
about 200 kilometers for large magnitude earthquakes, the parameters that would control alerts in L.A. for the Ridgecrest                  
earthquakes. 

We estimate the uncertainty in alert boundary locations based on the uncertainty in MMI from the GMICEs. We evaluate the                    
implications of changing the alert threshold MMI in terms of this uncertainty as well as in terms of the area and population affected                       
by correct and incorrect alerts. We also evaluate alternative alerting regions based on county and weather forecasting zone                  
boundaries. We determine the quality of each alert strategy for the 2019 Mw6.4 and Mw7.1 Ridgecrest earthquakes by computing                   
four quantities: (1) the area within the alert region that experiences shaking above the specified MMI threshold; (2) the area outside                     
the alert region that experiences shaking above the threshold which should have received an alert; (3) the area within the alert                     
region below the threshold that would still feel shaking (MMI > III); and (4) the area within the alert region that feels little to no                         
shaking (MMI < III). We use ShakeMap MMI products as the ground truth for computing these alert quality metrics, and discuss how                      
the alert quality changes when considering the Southern California Seismic Network ShakeMap produced using only instrumental                
data or the National Earthquake Information Center ShakeMap produced using both instrumental data and Did You Feel It? survey                   
responses. 

Coupling biomarker thermal maturity with K-Ar dating to assess the earthquake slip history of the central San Andreas                  
fault , Heather Savage, Genevieve Coffey, Pratigya Polissar, Sidney Hemming, Stephen Cox, Gisela Winckler, and Kelly Bradbury                
(Poster Presentation 153) 

The San Andreas fault consists of a stable creeping section sandwiched between two earthquake-producing locked sections.                
Historical earthquakes have ruptured the northern and southern sections, but it is unclear whether large earthquakes can propagate                  
into the stable, creeping, central section. Making this distinction has significant implications for seismic hazard in California, as the                   
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maximum potential earthquake is markedly greater if the whole San Andreas fault can rupture in a single event. Here, we search for                      
evidence of large earthquake slip along the central San Andreas fault by measuring biomarker thermal maturity on samples                  
collected from the San Andreas Fault Observatory at Depth (SAFOD). 

Biomarkers are organic molecules preserved in sedimentary rocks. Because biomarker structure and abundance are altered when                
heated, they are an effective tool in identifying earthquake slip in the rock record. We measured 40 samples along the entire SAFOD                      
core and found evidence of a ~3.5 m wide zone (located at 3193 – 3196.5 m within the core) of high thermal maturity representing                        
temperatures of over 700°C at coseismic timescales. These high thermal maturities fall within an extremely deformed                
ultracataclasite adjacent to the Southern Deforming Zone. Given the width of this heating signal, it likely represents the propagation                   
of multiple earthquakes within this volume. No other section of the core, including the actively creeping Central and Southern                   
Deforming Zones, show any evidence of coseismic heating through biomarker maturity, implying that seismic slip is localized within                  
this section of the fault. 

We couple our biomarker thermal maturity results with preliminary K-Ar ages from SAFOD to assess whether coseismic heating may                   
reset or partially reset fault rock ages. Two distinct populations of ages occur along the core. The younger set is restricted to the                       
high thermal maturity region with an average age of 5.2 ± 1.0 Ma. While the older group, consist of ages that cluster around 34.9 Ma                         
and 74.9 Ma. These younger ages likely result from thermal resetting of illite grains during coseismic heating. Therefore, we                   
consider these as maximum ages for the earthquakes evidenced within the SAFOD core. 

Pseudo-Prospective Evaluation of Operational UCERF3-ETAS Forecasts during the Ridgecrest, California, Earthquake           
Sequence , William Savran, Maximilian Werner, David Rhoades, David Jackson, Edward Field, Kevin Milner, Andrew Michael,               
Thomas Jordan, and Philip Maechling  (Poster Presentation 269) 

The Ridgecrest earthquake sequence began with a Mw6.4 earthquake that occurred on July 4, 2019, and was followed within 36                    
hours by a Mw7.1 earthquake. The sequence included the largest earthquake in California since the 1999 Mw7.1 Hector Mine and                    
the first significant California earthquake since the USGS began their operational earthquake forecasting program. Deployed               
forecast models ranged in complexity from a simple Reasenberg-Jones model to the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture                
Forecast Version 3 – Episodic Type Aftershock Sequence (UCERF3-ETAS) and Coulomb-stress based models. Forecasts were               
computed rapidly following the initial Mw6.4 event and repeatedly updated. The first UCER3-ETAS forecasts were produced within                 
hours of the initial event. The sequence provides an opportunity to evaluate operational forecasts in a pseudo-prospective sense                  
and to provide some insight into the skill of these forecasts using near-real-time data products such as catalogs and finite source                     
models. We use new evaluation metrics developed within the second phase of the Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake                   
Predictability (CSEP2) that consider the full distribution of earthquake. We focus evaluations on the forecasts produced by                 
UCERF3-ETAS, the first model to integrate short-term clustering with long-term fault kinematics. We conclude with thoughts about                 
truly prospective testing of OEF models, inconsistencies between observations and forecasts, and the influence of real-time data                 
product quality on forecast quality. 

Estimating Fault Configurations From InSAR Data ,  Cameron Saylor  (Poster Presentation 209) 

Significant errors can occur in fault geometry and slip dislocation models as a result of volumetric distributions of sources not well                     
represented by simple planar or rectangular fault models. For this reason, it is necessary to utilize all of the tools available to                      
improve estimates of fault geometry and location. One such tool is interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR), which provides                  
maps of surface deformation that contain valuable information about the faults hidden beneath the surface, as well as the complexity                    
of the fault system giving rise to the image. In a new approach, we fit the InSAR ground deformation from fault deformation                      
interferograms using a combination of linear inverse theory and volumetric distributions of Okada green's functions for surface                 
deformation. As a first step, we fit a sample interferogram with a small number of rectangular dislocations. Beginning from this                    
model, we then add complexity by assuming a volumetric distribution of point sources. Thus a collection of Okada point sources are                     
derived to optimize the fit to the data, taking account of the inevitable overfitting problems that may arise. Fault complexity of this                      
type may be important for earthquakes such as the 2016 Kaikoura, NZ earthquake which involved a dozen or more faults. In fitting                      
the data, we adjust various parameters of the point sources such as faulting type (strike-slip, dip-slip, etc.), dip angle and seismic                     
moment to determine their effect on the resulting fault geometry. We further consider smoothing and filtering algorithms (essentially                  
trade-off parameters) to reduce model noise produced by the inversions. To test our methods, we have first applied the method to                     
synthetic data, followed by applications to observed UAVSAR and InSAR interferograms. We report first results and discuss                 
problems and advantages of this approach. 

Comparing seismological interpretations of different source types produced in a rate-and-state fault model , Natalie Schaal,               
Nadia Lapusta, and Yen-Yu Lin  (Poster Presentation 085) 

Seismological methods rely on a number of simplifying assumptions about the earthquake source to interpret observed spectra of                  
seismic signals in terms of event durations and stress drops. Following Madariaga [1976] and similar studies, these assumptions                  
typically include a circular shape of the source, axi-symmetric rupture propagation with a constant rupture speed, and spatially                  
uniform stress decrease within the ruptured area. However, this combination of assumptions is not realizable in dynamic finite-fault                  
models and, furthermore, more realistic sources likely involve additional heterogeneity. 

In order to explore how physically plausible complexity in source behavior translates into trends in seismological spectral properties,                  
we create nine earthquake sources using simulations of spontaneous earthquake sequences on rate-and-state faults. We then study                 
the resulting dependence in the normalized corner frequency k on the off-fault orientation θ for far-field synthetic seismograms over                   
a focal sphere of stations and compare our findings to the results of Madariaga [1976], which are widely used to interpret                     
microseismicity spectra. In doing so, we perform spectral fitting to synthetic p- and s-waveforms following the standard approach of                   
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using a Brune-type “omega squared” (i.e. high-frequency fall-off rate n is set equal to 2) spectral function as well as allowing n to                       
vary to produce the best fit. The nine sources span a variety of microseismicity types, including Madariaga-like [Madariaga, 1976],                   
asperity-type [Schaal and Lapusta, 2019], ring-like [Lin and Lapusta, 2018], and repeating earthquakes [Lui and Lapusta, 2016]. 

Our results show that the variation of k with θ and spread in the values of k for a given theta (representing dependence on the                         
rotation about the source) appear to be source-type dependent. In part, the average value of k for some sources is significantly                     
different from that of the Madariaga-like source and, hence, using the latter for converting the corner frequency into the event                    
duration and then size can result in significant errors. Furthermore, both the values and trends in k versus θ can significantly depend                      
on whether n was set equal to 2 or allowed to vary. Best-fit values of n tend to be above 2 for asperity-type sources, and below 2 for                            
the ring-like source. Our findings have implications for improving the analysis of seismological data to appropriately determine the                  
source parameters and type. 

Analysis and removal of sediment signal in receiver functions , Vera Schulte-Pelkum, Justin Ball, Thorsten Becker, Robert                
Porritt, and Whitney Behr  (Poster Presentation 091) 

Receiver functions in sedimentary basins can show strong shallow reverberations that can overprint signal from the deeper crust                  
and Moho. At the same time, these reverberations carry information on near-surface velocity structure that may be useful for site                    
and surface characterization. 

We compare receiver functions from the UTIG Mojave Experiment, a dense line of seismic stations in the California Mojave desert                    
with stations specifically sited to avoid near-surface signal in order to target deep fault structure and shear fabric, and from other                     
stations in the Mojave with those from nearby stations with strong reverberations. Ps receiver functions from stations only a few                    
kilometers apart show fundamentally different character, and the Moho and other deep crustal structure may be misidentified. We                  
demonstrate the same effect using a cluster of closely situated Transportable Array stations near the PASSCAL facility in Socorro,                   
NM. 

One approach to removing near-surface reverberations requires characterizing the near-surface structure. Filters targeting S              
reverberations similar to water multiple removal can be successful in some locations, but fail when mixed mode reverberations have                   
significant amplitude. We show examples of instantaneous phase-based methods that may allow separation of multiples from                
primary deeper conversions without describing the shallow structure accurately. 

However, for seismic hazard assessment, an accurate characterization of the near-surface structure in terms of Vp, Vs, and depth is                    
desirable. Waveform modeling and inversion of receiver functions for these parameters is poorly constrained and nonunique. We                 
explore approaches that simplify the problem and attempt more robust characterization of the near-surface structure by using                 
zero-delay component amplitudes and amplitudes and timing of the Ps conversion from the contact between a shallow low-velocity                  
layer and bedrock and multiples of that arrival. 

Considered on a continental U.S. scale, basin effects strongly modify receiver function as well as surface wave signals in a large                     
portion of the area. Solving the reverberation problem thus contributes to current development efforts such as the USGS National                   
Crustal Database and aids both hazard characterization as well as deep lithospheric imaging. 

Imaging a decade of creep along the San Andreas Fault from UAVSAR: Initial Results , Chelsea Scott, and Manoochehr                  
Shirzaei  (Poster Presentation 206) 

Our project focuses on using imagery from NASA’s Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar (UAVSAR) mission to                 
image almost a decade of creep along the southern and central San Andreas Fault. The high coherence L-band UAVSAR imagery                    
offers high potential for imaging deformation of on-fault and distributed creep and ultimately understanding controls on fault                 
behavior. We intend that our results contribute towards integrating UAVSAR data into the SCEC Community Geodetic Model. Here,                  
we present initial results of our project. Processed interferograms along the Central Creeping San Andreas Fault (creep rates of                   
25-30 mm/yr) remain highly coherent despite the presence of vegetation and show that deformation is localized to the fault. Along                    
the Southern San Andreas Fault (creep rates of 2-4 mm/yr), creep is detectable particularly in the longer time-span interferograms.                   
Despite these clear observations of fault motion in the UAVSAR imagery, significant noise likely from imprecise knowledge of aircraft                   
position results in an apparent rate change along the fault. We also present Sentinel-1 results along a portion of the southern San                      
Andreas Fault. 

Rock Traits from Machine Learning: applications to precariously balanced rocks and fault scarps in Southern California ,                
Tyler Scott, Zhiang Chen, Chelsea Scott, Jnaneshwar Das, and Ramon Arrowsmith  (Poster Presentation 120) 

Rock traits (size distribution, shapes, orientation, composition of pebbles, cobbles, clasts) distinguish many geologic features               
important in earthquake geology research. These include alluvial fans (fault activity, geomorphologic intensity), rock damage (fault                
zone rupture processes), precarious rocks (ground motion indicators over kyr-time scales), and fault scarps (fault zone evolution,                 
fault slip rates, earthquake timing, fault segment linkage). Machine learning (ML) has revolutionized data intensive computing                
problems for many scientists. We apply ML to isolate desired rock traits within active fault zones near Bishop, CA, and will use this                       
framework to develop a workflow for application to precariously balanced rocks (PBRs) and other fragile geologic features in Granite                   
Dells, AZ and other locations. Our preliminary work on fault scarps formed in the Bishop tuff on the Volcanic Tablelands, California                     
shows that deep neural networks trained on expert annotation of UAS-acquired rock imagery from a geological site leads to                   
accurate and fast segmentation of individual rock characteristics. This capability of segmenting and classifying aerial imagery,                
primarily in 2D facilitates the estimation of distributions of rock traits such as angularity, size, and orientation. Rock size distributions                    
reflect both the initial cooling joint fracture geometry, as well as faulting-induced fracturing and will vary with position as a function of                      
strain magnitude and linkage characteristics. In addition, rock orientations indicate the degree of downslope transport along the fault                  
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scarps, enhancing our understanding of the fault scarp erosional processes and providing future insight on PBR toppling                 
reconstruction. The ML network, once trained, significantly reduces manual efforts that typically coincide with big data. Large                 
datasets of spatially explicit PBR fragility with detailed geomorphic and geologic context provide valuable assessment of sensitivity                 
to ground motions. Instead of manually collecting a few fragilities, it should be possible to remotely capture a fragility spectrum for                     
the fragile geologic features in 3D at a site. We are investigating safe and efficient imaging with UAS for mapping PBRs with                      
emphasis on intelligent observation of basal (pedestal) contact relationships. 

The Origin of Surface Cracks from the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence M6.4 and M7.1 Fault Zones: Primary Faulting,                  
Triggered Slip or Shaking Related; Can we tell the difference? , Gordon Seitz, Maxime Mareschal, Timothy Dawson, and Chris                  
Milliner  (Poster Presentation 222) 

Although large magnitude strike-slip earthquakes are often characterized by relatively simple ruptures, they generally also include                
rather complex zones of cracking resulting from various origins. Mapping of the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence has                 
revealed a NE striking 18 km-long sinistral rupture resulting from the M6.4 July 4th event, that was cut by the subsequent conjugate                      
NW striking dextral 50 km-long M7.1 July 5th event rupture with maximum offsets in the 4-meter (m) range. As observed in these                      
and other large earthquakes, the ruptures commonly consist of a relatively narrow main rupture trace, generally less than 5 m in                     
width, that accommodate most of the displacement. This is often clearly expressed along the highest displacement, m-scale portions                  
of ruptures. In these recent earthquakes the surface rupture pattern includes several prominent splays that branch from the main                   
surface trace and extend up to several kilometers (km) distances subparallel to the main trace. As kinematically expected, releasing                   
or restraining fault bends and steps are associated with additional deformation. Extensional areas exhibit extensive distributed                
cracking, often expressed as a pervasive deformation fabric of discontinuous, fault subparallel cracks. Our field mapping was                 
supplemented by Sentinel-1 and ALOS-2 interferometry processed by JPL ARIA web service, and pixel correlated imagery. This                 
was especially valuable along low-displacement portions of the surface rupture, where surface expression was weak. 

As much as we recognize various origins of surface cracks, our ability to correctly interpret the origin for specific cracks is                     
challenging. During strong shaking events, triggered slip is commonly observed on faults, often at significant distances from source                  
events. Here we are focusing on the surface fault zones directly associated with surface ruptures, generally the cracking area in a                     
relatively narrow zone within a few km around and loosely connected to the main surface rupture trace. We will discuss various                     
examples of surface cracking and possible criteria to help interpret the origins of cracking as primary faulting, triggered slip or                    
shaking related. 

Newly Detected Strain Transient on the Anza Segment of the San Jacinto Fault Zone, Southern California , Heather Shaddox,                  
Susan Schwartz, and Noel Bartlow  (Poster Presentation 193) 

The Anza segment of the San Jacinto fault zone (SJFZ) in southern California contains a ~20 km long seismic gap that presents a                       
future earthquake hazard. Inbal et al. (2017) identified two episodes of deep (>10 km locking depth) aseismic slip on the SJFZ near                      
Anza following the April 4, 2010 regional Mw 7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake and a July 7, 2010 local Mw 5.4 earthquake. Agnew                      
et al. (2013) also identified a deep strain transient in this region following a March 11, 2013 local Mw 4.7 earthquake. Each of these                        
transients were identified on borehole strainmeters (BSMs) and appear to increase with log(time). Cataloging and quantifying these                 
deep creep events is important for understanding the interaction of slow and fast slip. Combining seismic and BSM data we have                     
identified a new strain transient in June 2016. We perform cross-correlations between log(time) template functions of varying length                  
and each of the strain components of 5 BSMs to detect potential strain transients. A peak in absolute cross-correlation is identified                     
on four BSMs around June 10, 2016 that may extend for several weeks. A significant increase in seismicity (mostly 8-9 km depth)                      
occurs in the region starting on June 10, 2016. We perform template matching using 938 earthquakes from the Southern California                    
Seismic Network (SCSN) catalog in this region on SCSN and Anza Seismic Network seismic stations. Using a minimum average                   
correlation coefficient of 0.90 at a minimum of 3 stations and template lengths of 5 seconds we find 17 families of “burst-type”                      
repeating earthquakes from June 10 – June 21, 2016. “Burst-type” repeating earthquakes have nearly identical waveforms and                 
occur closely in time with irregular repeat intervals and can be an indicator of aseismic slip. Depths of these "burst-type" repeating                     
earthquakes range from 9.5-13 km, with an average depth of 11.5 km. The log(time) BSM detection, seismicity increase, and                   
"burst-type" repeating earthquakes are strong evidence of an aseismic transient on the Anza segment of the SJFZ starting on June                    
10, 2016 at greater than 10 km depth. Based on timing and proximity, it is likely that the local June 10, 2016 Mw 5.2 earthquake                         
triggered the strain transient. Dynamic triggering of slow slip events from large regional and teleseismic events has been                  
documented. Our results suggest that moderate-sized local earthquakes may also be an important trigger of slow slip. 

Using the Matrix Profile to detect seismic events – from the lab experiment scale to local and global scales , Nader Shakibay                     
Senobari, Zachary Zimmerman, Gareth Funning, Peter Shearer, Philip Brisk, and Eamonn Keogh  (Poster Presentation 070) 

We present the results from applying our new similarity search method for continuous seismic data – the Similarity Matrix Profile or,                     
more commonly, just the Matrix Profile (MP) – on several case studies from micro to macro scales. The MP approach is similar to                       
template matching, but does not require any templates, as all sub-windows in the continuous stream of seismic data are compared                    
with the rest of the data. Thus, the MP method might find groups of events that were not detected by the catalog, and therefore                        
could not be detected with the template matching method. 

For data bracketing the 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquake, we observe an intriguing behavior of aftershocks using our method. Our                   
result shows a turn over (plateau) in numbers of detected events around 30 minutes after the mainshock and also another change in                      
the P value from 0.27 to 0.62 around seven hours after the mainshock. The existence of a plateau in Omori aftershock decay has                       
long been debated in earthquake physics. Physical models such as that of Dieterich (1994) suggest that it should exist due to creep                      
and afterslip processes that add stress to the aftershock zone. 
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In another subproject, we apply our new method to the lab experiment acoustic data provided by the Penn State Rock Mechanics                     
Lab (https://sites.psu.edu/chasbolton/). The experiment conducted by a double-direct shear configuration while a piezoelectric             
transducer recording the acoustic data near the fault zone at 4 MHz sample rate. Our preliminary result shows that the number of                      
acoustic emissions (AEs) detected by our method per 0.01 second (i.e. averaging the number of detected AEs over a 0.01 second                     
running window) can be used as a proxy of stress in the system. The rate of AEs starts to increase as we get closer to failure time,                           
suddenly increases right before the main failure, and then suddenly drops after the mainshock. 

We also apply our method on a small subset of 12 Global Seismic Network (GSN) stations to detect global earthquakes. We                     
observe that using our method we detect and locate events that are missed by the USGS catalog. Two interesting examples of                     
these events are the 11 November 2018 Mayotte seismic event and an event during the 2018 Kilauea, Hawaii volcano eruption on                     
28 May for which there is no catalog seismic event above magnitude 4.5 for that area and date. We are currently investigating these                       
events. 

Structural Properties of the Southern San Andreas Fault System near Coachella Valley from Magnetotelluric Imaging ,               
Pieter-Ewald Share, Jared Peacock, Steven Constable, and Frank Vernon (Poster Presentation 140) 

In Southern California, the southern San Andreas fault (SSAF) remains enigmatic at depth, despite several attempts at imaging fault                   
structure in the area. Much of our inability to adequately constrain fault properties stems from the relative lack of seismicity along the                      
SSAF. For the first time, we used magnetotellurics (MT) to image the electrical conductivity structure of the SSAF, a method which is                      
independent of the irregular patterns (or lack) of seismicity. We acquired 27 broadband MT sites along a ~22 km-long 2D profile                     
crossing the SSAF surface trace near the Thousand Palms Oasis Preserve and 43 broadband MT sites within a ~30 km by ~20 km                       
area located in the adjacent Joshua Tree National Park. Site spacing along the 2D profile ranged from 300 m around the SSAF                      
surface trace to 3 km near the edges of the profile, whereas stations were spaced 1-4 km apart in the Joshua Tree area. Induction                        
vectors and phase tensor analysis of the MT responses point to a prominent conductor around the SSAF surface trace. For periods                     
up to 2 s (upper crust), we calculated the largest Phimax values (>45 degrees indicating high conductivity) for stations within a ~3                      
km-wide zone centered on the fault. For periods up to 50 s, induction vectors outside that zone consistently point in a                     
fault-perpendicular direction and towards this conductive region. Inversion of these MT data will help reveal the conductivity and                  
extent of this fault zone conductor. Initial 2D and 3D modeling results will be presented at the meeting. These models will constrain                      
the locations of significant strain accumulation and rock damage along the SSAF (main fault zone) and the geometry of this aseismic                     
fault system at depth. 

Earthquake Forecasting Using Machine Learning Algorithms , Alexei Shatz, Julie Pastorino, Jared Santa Maria, Yuner Lu,               
Yonatan Gugsa, Daniel Molina, William Savran, and Thomas Jordan  (Poster Presentation 307) 

The San Andreas Fault System (SAFS), which comprises of the San Andreas, Hayward, Elsinore, and San Jacinto faults, has been                    
experiencing an absence of Mw 7.0 or greater earthquakes for a period of 100 years or more. Due to the absence of large                       
earthquakes, we expect an increased probability of an earthquake of Mw7.0 or greater on the SAFS. The SAFS poses a significant                     
source of seismic hazard in California, resulting in increased risk to millions of residents and billions of dollars of potential damage.                     
We focus on forecasting time-dependent earthquake probabilities for 30-year intervals, given the recurrence intervals of the fault                 
system in the previous 100-year period. Our primary goal is to forecast the likelihood of Mw 7.0 or greater events on the SAFS given                        
no observed earthquakes of Mw 7.0 or greater in the previous 100 years. We apply three different machine learning algorithms to                     
forecast time-dependent earthquake probabilities — logistic regression, neural network, and a random forest classifier. These               
models determine the marginal probability of rupture on a specified fault section given information about the state of the SAFS. We                     
compare the different approaches using a log-likelihood ratio relative to a time-independent forecast. We find the logistical                 
regression method shows increased log-likelihood scores with respect to the baseline forecast, while the random forest and the                  
neural network show the opposite result. This research will give insight into the effectiveness of applying machine learning                  
techniques to forecast time-dependent earthquake probabilities. 

Beyond Backslip: Improvement of Earthquake Simulators from New Hybrid Loading Conditions , Bruce Shaw (Poster              
Presentation 185) 

A standard approach to loading earthquake simulators involving complex fault system geometries is the backslip method, where                 
fault slip-rates are specified and stressing rates giving the specified slip-rates are calculated and imposed on the system. This often                    
results in singularities in stressing rate at fault boundaries, and unrealistic hypocenters of events associated with these singularities.                  
We present a new generalized hybrid loading method which combines the ability to drive faults at desired slip-rates, while loading                    
with more regularized stressing rates, allowing faults to slip in a more natural way. The resulting behavior shows improvement in the                     
depth dependence of seismicity, the distribution of sizes of events, and the depth dependence of slip. We discuss as well the                     
physical implications of the new type of loading. 

How to Measure Variations in High-Frequency Radiation for Small to Moderate Earthquakes , Peter Shearer, Rachel               
Abercrombie, and Wei Wang  (Poster Presentation 087) 

Many studies have shown that some small earthquakes radiate much more high-frequency energy than others. This variability is a                   
primary contributor to differences in estimated radiated energy, stress drop, and GMPE residuals. Data mining of large waveform                  
catalogs from local networks is key to understanding this important observable and its relation to earthquake dynamics. For many                   
decades, researchers have used empirical Green’s function (EGF) approaches to correct body-wave spectra for attenuation and                
estimate corner frequencies and Brune-type stress drops. Recently, however, it has become increasingly clear that there are strong                  
tradeoffs among parameters in the model fits, which may explain why stress-drop estimates of specific earthquakes show relatively                  
poor agreement between different studies. Both synthetic examples and spectral analyses of seismicity clusters in southern                
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California show that empirical approaches have too many degrees of freedom to determine reliably the corner frequency, without                  
imposing constraints on the assumed high-frequency fall-off rate, the degree of scaling with moment, or the average corner                  
frequency of the smallest earthquakes in the data set. We are exploring approaches to reduce these tradeoffs and uncertainties and                    
produce more reliable corner-frequency estimates. These include: (1) New analyses of data from the Cajon Pass Borehole to                  
constrain the spectral properties and high-frequency fall-off rate of small earthquakes to higher frequencies than surface stations                 
can resolve. (2) Experiments in constraining small-earthquake spectral properties to yield more accurate Green’s functions and                
spectral shapes for the larger earthquakes in the dataset. (3) Performing joint inversions for source properties and Q structure, while                    
limiting the role of empirical station terms, thus forcing the assumed Green’s function to be physically realistic. Our long-term goal is                     
to use insights gained from these studies to devise optimal strategies for spectral analysis and studies of small-earthquake                  
stress-drop variability for large datasets of distributed seismicity. 

Foreshocks, Aftershocks, and Faulting Complexity: the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence in High Resolution , David              
Shelly  (Poster Presentation 267) 

The 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence provides a fascinating example of earthquake interaction processes and faulting               
complexity, captured by modern seismic and geodetic networks. Notable features of the sequence include 1) a rich foreshock                  
sequence, including the July 4, M 6.4 event and its foreshocks; 2) apparent multi-fault rupture of the M 6.4 event, with two nearly                       
perpendicular fault segments activated; and 3) complexity of the July 6, M 7.1 mainshock rupture, which included multiple splays at                    
the NW and SE rupture tips, and apparently ruptured both NW and SE of the NW-striking limb of the earlier M 6.4 foreshock. 

Here, I use cross-correlation and double-difference relocation to detect and precisely locate additional uncatalogued events,               
leveraging thousands of earthquakes routinely cataloged by the Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN) as waveform               
templates. Preliminary efforts detect and precisely locate about twice the number of routinely cataloged events. These preliminary                 
results suggest that the foreshocks preceding the M 6.4 event were concentrated near the intersection of the two main faults, near                     
the bottom of the seismogenic zone. The M 6.4 aftershock sequence shows pronounced spatial “holes,” which may reflect areas of                    
major co-seismic slip. The M 7.1 event nucleated near the northernmost aftershocks from the M 6.4, a zone which became highly                     
active following a M 5.4 event ~16 hours prior to the M 7.1 mainshock. The M 7.1 ruptured either through or around the NW-striking                        
limb of M 6.4 rupture, expanding the earlier rupture zone both to the NW and SE. This high-resolution catalog will provide a basis for                        
examining earthquake interaction and rupture physics in three dimensions. 

Distinct Dual-mode inter-event slip and cascade triggering during the 2019 Ridgecrest, California foreshock/mainshock             
earthquake sequence , Zheng-Kang Shen, Han Yue, Jianbao Sun, Min Wang, Lian Xue, Weifan Lu, Yijian Zhou, Chunmei Ren, and                   
Mingjia Li  (Poster Presentation 264) 

Cascade and slow-slip processes are believed to control interactions between foreshocks, mainshocks, and aftershocks, although               
their relative contributions are poorly resolved. Discrimination between these processes will shed light on the understanding of                 
earthquake physics, yet it requires exceptional observations of earthquake sequences. The 2019 Ridgecrest, California              
foreshock-mainshock earthquake sequence provides such an opportunity. A comprehensive study of seismic and geodetic data               
reveals the co-seismic slip and inter-event slip process of this sequence. The overall sequence involves 4 major fault planes with                    
sub-parallel and orthogonal geometry. We resolve distinct seismic (cascade) and aseismic (creeping) slip on two orthogonal faults                 
during the inter-event time period, and find that asperity sizes and/or co-seismic stress changes may have contributed to this                   
dual-mode slip behavior. 

Study on the crustal stress field of the Tengchong volcanic area , Shuzhong Sheng, Yongge Wan, Changsheng Jiang, Xiaoshan                  
Wang, Shanshan Liang, and Xiaohui Hu  (Poster Presentation 190) 

Based on the observation data of the Tengchong volcanic area from January 2011 to April 2019 in the Bulletin of Seismological                     
Observations of Chinese stations, we calculated the crustal stress field in Tengchong volcanic area by using composite focal                  
mechanism method. In order to obtain reliable stress field of study area, we applied the Double Difference Algorithm to relocate the                     
seismic events, and their high-precision relative position were obtained. On the basis of relocation, the study of the stress field along                     
the fault was carried out, and the influence of event position on the stress field research results was analysed. The study results                      
show that: First, the calculated results of stress field are consistent, by using event location of the original location in the bulletin or                       
the relocated, it indicates that the influence of the error of event location parameter can be neglected when the data is sufficient, and                       
also reflects the stability of composite focal mechanism method. Second, the crustal stress field in Tengchong volcanic area is                   
strike-slip type, the orientation of principal compressive stress axis is NE-SW, and the orientation of principal extension stress axis is                    
SE-NW, the principal compressive and the principal extension stress axis are nearly horizontal, the dip angle of intermediate                  
principal stress axis is relative large. Third, there is variation in the stress field on the fault, which is consistent with the tectonic                       
movement characteristics of the fault in the study area. 

A Site Response Module Toolbox for the Broadband Platform: Implementation and Verification , Jian Shi, and Domniki                
Asimaki  (Poster Presentation 010) 

We present a site module toolbox for the SCEC broadband platform, which synthesizes individual tools and libraries that we                   
developed over the past years, supported in part by SCEC. Our open-source Python library, PySeismoSoil, can be used to compute:                    
(1) synthetic empirical adjustments for nonlinear site response on BBP ground motion synthetics in the Western United States, (2)                   
site-specific (wave-propagation based) nonlinear site response, and (3) randomized 1D shear wave velocity profiles. Each               
component of the module has been previously verified and validated as part of the international benchmark effort for nonlinear site                    
response code, PRENOLIN (Regnier et al., 2018). The module toolbox requires the same input as the site factors currently                   
implemented on the BBP, thus providing complete backward compatibility. Beyond the BBP, the module can be used as a                   
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standalone toolbox for site response analyses intended for seismic hazard estimation and earthquake engineering design               
procedures. 

Preliminary study on the attenuation characteristics of ground motion recorded during the 2019 Ridgecrest earthquakes ,               
Hongjun Si, Kazuki Koketsu, and Hiroe Miyake  (Poster Presentation 246) 

Two major earthquakes, the Mw6.5 and the Mw7.0 Ridgecrest earthquakes occurred about 200 km north-northeast of Los Angeles,                  
California, at 10:33:49 on 4 July and 20:19:53 on 5 July 2019 (PDT), respectively. During these earthquakes, a large amount of                     
ground motion recordings has been observed and opened for public use on the Center for Engineering Strong Motion Data                   
(CESMD). These precious data made it possible to investigate the characteristics of ground motion recorded in Southern California,                  
the United States. In this study, we compare the attenuation characteristics of the strong ground motions of the two earthquakes with                     
the existing GMPEs developed in Japan and the United States, and investigate the spatial distribution of the observed ground                   
motions. 

The ground motion data used in this study are those compiled by CESMD. Among these data, the records observed at the stations                      
installed in buildings were excluded. The closest distance from the seismic fault or the median line of the fault to an observation                      
station is defined as the source distances. PGA and PGV are defined as the larger one among the PGAs and PGVs of the two                        
horizontal components. Mw estimated by GCMT are used in the analysis. 

As the preliminary results, we compared the PGAs and PGVs observed during the two Ridgecrest earthquakes and the GMPE by Si                     
and Midorikawa (1999), and found that, (1) the observed PGAs for both Mw6.5 and the Mw7.0 earthquakes are generally consists                    
with the predictions; (2) For PGV, the observations are generally also consist with the predictions, while at distances around 180-200                    
km, some of the PGVs observed in Los Angeles downtown area are relatively larger than the predictions by GMPE. 

The SCEC Broadband Platform: Open-Source Software for Strong Ground Motion Simulation and Validation , Fabio Silva,               
Philip Maechling, and Christine Goulet  (Poster Presentation 013) 

The Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) Broadband Platform (BBP) is a collection of contributed open-source scientific                
software modules that can simulate broadband (0-20+ Hz) ground motions for earthquakes at regional scales. The BBP is a                   
research tool that uses earthquake rupture and wave propagation modeling software to simulate ground motions from earthquakes. 

The BBP scientific software modules implement kinematic rupture generation, low- and high-frequency seismogram synthesis using               
3D wave propagation through 1D layered velocity structures, a site-effects module, several ground motion intensity measure                
calculations, and various ground motion goodness-of-fit tools. These complex scientific codes have been integrated into a software                 
system that provides user-defined, repeatable calculation of ground-motion seismograms, using alternative simulation methods, and              
software utilities to generate tables, plots, and maps. The BBP has been developed over the last eight years in a collaborative                     
project involving geoscientists, earthquake engineers, including graduate students, researchers and practitioners, and the SCEC              
research computing group. 

The SCEC BBP software can be compiled and run on recent Linux systems with GNU compilers. The Broadband Platform continues                    
to evolve, and its most recent is version 19.4, released in May 2019. The release include seven simulation methods, eight simulation                     
regions covering California, Japan, Central and Eastern North America, and the ability to compare simulation results against                 
empirical ground motion models. The newest features include the ability to simulate multi-segment ruptures using several simulation                 
methods. And, in addition to a new simulation method, the BBP now includes improvements to several existing ground motion                   
simulation methods and revised Green’s functions for all the simulation regions. In this release, the site response module is                   
integrated with all simulation methods and can also be used for comparing simulated data against historical earthquakes. 

Recent faulting in south San Diego Bay: A Rose Canyon – San Miguel-Vallecitos fault connection? , Drake Singleton, Jillian                  
Maloney, Daniel Brothers, Neal Driscoll, Jared Kluesner, and Ray Sliter (Poster Presentation 114) 

The Rose Canyon Fault (RCF) is the southern segment of the larger Newport-Inglewood-Rose Canyon Fault system, which                 
underlies or is within 10 km of the most populated areas of coastal southern California. While recent work on offshore segments                     
north of San Diego has shown a complex but connected network of faults, less well understood is the southern terminus of the fault                       
system. South of downtown San Diego, San Diego Bay occupies a pull-apart basin formed by a 10 km stepover between the                     
northwest-oriented RCF and offshore Descanso Fault. Several more northerly oriented active faults link these two master strike-slip                 
segments across San Diego Bay. However, in the southern portion of the Bay, and outside of the pull-apart basin boundaries,                    
numerous northwest-oriented faults suggest that the classical pull-apart basin model may not sufficiently describe the current                
geometry. One hypothesis is that the San Miguel-Vallecitos fault, which trends northwesterly and is mapped south of the Bay in                    
Mexico, may transfer slip to the RCF system in the southern Bay. We will present result from reprocessed multi-channel seismic                    
(MCS) data collected in San Diego Bay, with improved resolution at depth that illuminates deeper structure. The deeper-penetrating                  
MCS data image a northwest trending fault that appears to hinge deposition in the southern portion of the Bay with vertical                     
separation down to the east. To image the upper ~50 meters of bay deposits in more detail, the MCS data were combined with                       
high-resolution Chirp data that show faulting close to the Bay floor. In the southwest portion of the Bay, Chirp data have imaged a                       
northwest trending fault that offsets a reflector with the geometry and character that suggests it is the transgressive surface. If                    
active, these faults in the southern portion of the Bay could represent a connection between the RCF and the San Miguel-Vallecitos                     
Fault that has important implications for rupture dimensions of future earthquakes in the region. 

Imaging Slow-slip Events in Costa Rica , Krittanon Sirorattanakul, Adriano Gualandi, and Jean-Philippe Avouac (Poster              
Presentation 201) 
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Faults slip varies in duration ranging from a fraction of a second to multiple years. The longer duration end of this spectrum exists                       
the slow-slip events (SSEs). These SSEs do not radiate seismic waves and hence are not destructive, but they contribute                   
significantly to moment budget and therefore need to be considered for seismic hazard assessments. In this study, we utilize the                    
time series of the surface displacements measured by GPS stations around Nicoya peninsula in Costa Rica. We start our analysis                    
by using the secular linear motion to determine the interseismic coupling along the Costa Rica subduction zone and subtracted it                    
from the GPS time series along with the co-seismic and instrumental offsets. We then apply the modified variational Bayesian                   
Independent Component Analysis (vbICA) on the GPS time series data to separate the geodetic strain signal due to tectonic                   
sources from non-tectonic sources. Concentrating on the tectonic strain signals, we ignore the postseismic afterslip and select only                  
those that are related to the SSEs. From that, we perform an inversion with the Independent Component Analysis-based Inversion                   
Method (ICAIM) to obtain the time evolution of the slip on the fault associated with the SSEs. Using the catalog obtained, we explore                       
the characteristics of SSEs in Costa Rica, particularly the scaling law between moment and duration. We then compare the                   
behaviors of SSEs from Costa Rica with regular earthquakes and SSEs from other regions to elucidate some underlying mechanics                   
of SSEs. 

Shallow and deep nonlinear attenuation of S waves beneath PS10 during the 2002 Denali mainshock , Norman Sleep, and                  
Tianze Liu  (Poster Presentation 011) 

Nonlinear failure likely attenuated strong S waves beneath Pump Station 10 during the 2002 Denali Earthquake. High dynamic                  
stresses caused failure within gravel that is ~100 m thick at the station. The well-known scaling relationship for vertical S waves                     
provides insight. The Coulomb stress ratio for resolved horizontal shear traction of lithostatic stress is the resolved horizontal                  
acceleration in g’s. The resolved horizontal acceleration in g’s (as observed) clips at the effective coefficient of friction, ~0.35, which                    
is appropriate for gravel with the water table near the surface. Numerical modeling indicates the high-frequency component of the S                    
waves perpendicular to the resolved acceleration should propagate to the surface, producing jitter in the observed record. However,                  
such jitter is not observed and the overall high-frequency acceleration is weak. We suspect that high-frequency S waves that                   
traversed the failing region within deeper crystalline rocks associated with near-field velocity pulse and thus the interrogated their                  
effective rheology. Mechanically, both the strong long-period stresses of the near-field velocity pulse and the weak stresses of the                   
high-frequency S waves inelastically deformed the rock. The observed horizontal spectra are compatible with a moderately                
nonlinear rheology where the near-field velocity pulse controlled the deviatoric stress invariant and the material behaved                
pseudo-linearly for the weak stresses from the S waves. Mathematically, the high-frequency S waves strongly attenuated with an                  
apparent quality factor of ~20 as predicted for pseudo-linear rheology. An ideally plastic material transmits some high-frequency                 
signal as noted in our numerical models of shallow S waves. We also infer that this effective rheology nonlinearly attenuated the                     
near-field velocity pulse of the Denali Earthquake and thereby hindered the gross earthquake rupture. We were unable to detect                   
transient seismic-wave velocity changes with damage within the crystalline rock, nor subsequent healing of such damage. Our                 
inferences are relevant to formulating nonlinear numerical models of future well-instrumented events. 

Developments in EEW testing: Including large magnitude events in the new test suite , Deborah Smith, Jeff McGuire, Andrew                  
Good, Stephen Guiwits, Colin O'Rourke, and Angela Chung  (Poster Presentation 094) 

Earthquake early warning algorithms must undergo rigorous real-time and offline testing before being accepted into the ShakeAlert                 
production system. The ShakeAlert Testing and Certification platform attempts to simulate how the production system will perform by                  
deploying the proposed algorithms, configurations, earthworm rings/modules, and ActiveMQ messaging on separate, nearly             
identical hardware. For real-time testing, the test servers are fed the same West Coast input waveform data as the production                    
servers, and the algorithms’ performance is compared between the test and existing production systems after a minimum of two                   
weeks. For offline testing, four simultaneous instances of the algorithms are run on one machine with a historic test suite of                     
earthworm tankplayer files (format used for replaying data into an earthworm ring with realistic timing). These tankplayer files include                   
data from West Coast earthquakes (M4.1 to M7.2), teleseisms, regional events, and problematic data sets (re-centering channels,                 
calibrations, noisy data, etc.). 

We have made significant progress in developing a testsuite v.2.0, for the ShakeAlert EEW testing platform. In particular, this                   
testsuite v.2.0 will include tests of algorithm performance for many more large magnitude (M6+) events that were recorded by dense                    
strong-motion networks. We are augmenting the large magnitude suite of earthquakes by showing results for numerous crustal and                  
subduction zone Japanese events, the M7.1 Anchorage event, the M6.7 Northridge event, the M6.4 and M7.1 Ridgecrest events,                  
and possibly other events. 

Probabilistic forecasting of induced seismicity in the Groningen gas field , Jonathan Smith, Meyer Hadrien, Jean-Philippe               
Avouac, Robert White, and Stephen Bourne  (Poster Presentation 032) 

The Groningen gas field, situated in the north-east of the Netherlands, has been in production since 1963. Prior to gas extraction,                     
the region was considered aseismic with no historical earthquakes recorded. However, since the late 1980s small magnitude                 
earthquakes have been detected, with these shallow events causing non-structural damage and public concern. In January 2014,                 
production across the reservoir was reduced from 53.8 billion cubic metres (bcm) to 42 bcm, in response to the increasing frequency                     
of earthquakes across the region. Since 2014 reservoir extraction rates have been declining (27.5 bcm in 2015, 21.6 bcm in 2018)                     
with extraction rates expected to reach values of 12 bcm in the years 2018-2023, and cease by 2030. 

A simple analytical pressure diffusion model is produced by supplementing the more in-depth pressure depletion models generated                 
by the regulator, with a more computationally efficient procedure. We demonstrate within similar margin of errors (<5%) that a simple                    
diffusion model is able to reconcile the observed reservoir pressure depletion. Using these pressure depletion models in conjuction                  
with our geodetic derived surface subsidence models (a combination of Optical Levelling, PS-InSAR and GPS) we are able to                   
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determine that the reservoir has a pressure-invarient compressibility deforming poroelastically, with values varying within <1% of the                 
mean compressibility across all geodetic acquisitions. 

Through the combination of the analytical pressure diffusion models and compressibility models we are able to determine the                  
three-dimensional spatial redistribution of stress from continued gas production across the region. By combining these stress                
redistribution models and our refined earthquake hypocentral locations, we are able to determine a pre-stress distribution required to                  
reconcile the time delay in observed seismicity. We use the pre-stress to model future spatial distributions and maximum                  
magnitudes of earthquakes with future production scenarios, formulating an inversion procedure that minimizes both of these                
quantities for the expected regulatory future production scenarios up to 2030. Using these methods we determine that the maximum                   
magnitude does not exceed a MLN=4.5 even for the worst scenario of a unconstrained maximum magnitude, outlining production                  
scenarios that could minimize the earthquake production. 

Vertical Deformation of the 2019 M6.4 Searles Valley and M7.1 Ridgecrest Earthquakes , Bridget Smith-Konter, Lauren Ward,                
Xiaohua Xu, and David Sandwell  (Poster Presentation 237) 

On July 4-5, 2019, the M6.4 and M7.1 Searles Valley and Ridgecrest earthquake sequence ruptured a geometrically complex 50 km                    
long system of faults within the Eastern California Shear Zone (ECSZ). These conjugate events resulted in several meters of                   
strike-slip and dip-slip along a fairly complex rupture, extending from the surface down to 15 km. Coseismic geodetic observations                   
reveal 500+ mm of horizontal surface slip and at least 35 mm of vertical uplift at near-field station P595, located 10 km from the                        
rupture zone. Some 70+ km away, smaller but still measurable subsidence and uplift motions (~8-12 mm) were also recorded, as                    
predicted by far-field elastic dislocation theory. Similarly, over the next several months to years, vertical velocity transients are                  
anticipated, characteristic of postseismic viscoelastic relaxation of the lower crust and upper mantle. To study this behavior and                  
further probe the rheological properties of the ECSZ, we first performed a co-seismic slip source inversion of both events using                    
GNSS and InSAR (Sentinel-1/ALOS-2) line-of-sight deformation data. The modeled vertical coseismic deformation field of the               
Ridgecrest earthquake sequence reveals alternating quadrants of deformation (+/- 35 mm) that straddle the rupture and span a wide                   
(~200 km) region of the ECSZ. To study the postseismic response, we utilize a 4-D semi-analytic viscoelastic deformation model                   
that simulates lateral variations in elastic plate thickness. As a starting model, we assume a 40 km thick elastic plate for the Western                       
Basin and Range and Mojave bocks and allow contributions of a thicker elastic plate from the nearby Sierra Nevada block,                    
consistent with heat flow data and seismically imaged LAB depths. Based on vertical velocity observations from previous regional                  
M7 events (i.e., Landers, Hector Mine, El Major-Cucapah), vertical deformation responding to mantle viscosities as low as 10^17                  
Pa-s are expected for the first 6-12 months. However, vertical time series data over the next several months to years will be required                       
to confirm this anticipated behavior. Moreover, forward modeling of this event suggests that measureable vertical postseismic                
transients could be observed several 10s of kms from the Ridgecrest rupture for the next several years. 

Imaging the Upper Mantle Seismic Structure Beneath Southern California , A. Christian Stanciu, and Eugene Humphreys               
(Poster Presentation 314) 

Upper mantle seismic imaging using body waves provides high resolution constrain on lateral variation in structure at depths bellow                   
~55 km. While tomographic imaging methods have been consistently improving over the last few decades, current imaging quality is                   
still affected by problems arising from ray-tracing assumptions, anisotropy, use of ray theory, and errors in estimations of crustal                   
travel times. We address these problems and present new high-resolution images of the P, S, and Vp/Vs seismic structure of the                     
upper mantle beneath southern California. These models include accurate crustal corrections estimated using SCEC’s crustal               
velocity model. Our models resolve higher amplitudes for the mantle seismic structures than previously published models, and find                  
the thickness of the Transverse Ranges anomaly to be reduced by 10%. Our preferred interpretation of the fast mantle structure                    
beneath the Transverse Ranges is a descending remnant of the Farallon slab that drives southern California northward and                  
contributes to rifting in the Salton Through. Seismically slow asthenosphere beneath the Salton Trough is the result of high                   
temperature and presence of partial melt. 

Experimental Investigation of the Origins of Brittle Fracture Roughness , Will Steinhardt, and Shmuel Rubinstein (Poster               
Presentation 158) 

As a crack front moves through a material, it leaves in its wake a fracture surface that preserves the time history of the crack front’s                         
motion. For geological materials, this surface is rough, a remnant of the crack’s tortuous path. Rough crack faces contain more                    
surface area than smooth, flat ones, and thus require more energy to produce. As a result, roughness plays a crucial role in                      
determining the evolution of crack fronts. In addition, faults begin as fractures and then become frictional systems, where the                   
roughness of the fracture can play an important role in determining the size of earthquakes (Zeilke et al. 2017). 

Brittle fracture surfaces of both natural and manmade materials exhibit a myriad of features that create macro-scale roughness (Hull,                   
1999). Among the most fundamental crack surface features are long, step-like discontinuities known as step lines (sometimes called                  
river lines or fracture lances) and are associated with the formation of en echelon cracks. We have developed a system to study                      
these features by observing hydraulic fractures in brittle hydrogels. Heavily cross-linked hydrogels have been shown to behave like                  
classically brittle materials (Livne et al. (2004)), but with the benefits of highly tunable rheology, being optically clear, and having                    
breakdown pressures 2-3 orders of magnitude lower than rocks. Studying hydraulic fractures allows us to match the index of                   
refraction of the interior of the fracture to the bulk material so that we can use a combination of high-speed photography and                      
scanning laser sheet illumination to observe the fracture dynamics in three dimensions at more than 1000 volumes per second. We                    
observe that macro-scale roughness comes in the form of step-like perturbations of the fracture front, resulting from material                  
heterogeneity, which leave in their wake a curved linear scar known as a step line. Our dynamic three-dimensional observations of                    
these steps and their interactions allow us to understand the rules that govern their growth and interaction. 
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Deep Learning-based Damage Mapping with InSAR Coherence Time Series , Oliver Stephenson, Tobias Koehne, Eric Zhan,               
Brent Cahill, Zachary Ross, and Sang-Ho Yun  (Poster Presentation 213) 

Fast response in the aftermath of natural disasters is essential to minimize casualties. In order to assist effective use of limited                     
response resources, rapid and accurate mapping of the extent and intensity of disaster-induced damage over tens to thousands of                   
square kilometers is necessary. Satellite remote sensing is playing an increasingly important role in damage mapping due to                  
improvements in data availability and spatiotemporal coverage. In particular, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) can image the Earth’s                 
surface in all-weather conditions, day and night, and has been used to map damage. Current SAR damage mapping methods rely                    
on using changes in interferometric SAR (InSAR) coherence between two pairs of images before and spanning an earthquake but                   
they depend on the particular choice of pre-event SAR image pair that sometimes suffers from temporal decorrelation from other                   
changes in the Earth’s surface. 

Here, we propose a new method for damage mapping using a history of InSAR sequential coherence images of a region from a                      
single satellite constellation. We train a recurrent neural network (RNN) on the pre-seismic coherence time series, then forecast the                   
coherence image spanning the event. The difference between the RNN-based forecast and calculated coherence from the                
coseismic interferometric SAR image pair is used to map anomalous changes, inferred to be due to damage. We apply this method                     
to calculate damage proxies for two earthquakes in Iran and Italy using multi-year time series of Sentinel-1 SAR acquisitions. We                    
demonstrate that this method shows good qualitative and quantitative agreement with independent analyses based on visual                
interpretation of before-and-after high-resolution optical images and reduces the false detections compared to conventional damage               
mapping methods. 

Engineering and Geological Effects of the July 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence , Jonathan Stewart, Scott Brandenberg,               
Pengfei Wang, Chukwuebuka Nweke, Kenneth Hudson, Silvia Mazzoni, Yousef Bozorgnia, Kenneth Hudnut, Craig Davis, Sean               
Ahdi, Farzin Zareian, Jawad Fayaz, Rich Koehler, C Chupik, Ian Pierce, A Williams, Sinan Akciz, Martin Hudson, T Kishida,                   
Benjamin Brooks, Ryan Gold, Daniel Ponti, Katherine Scharer, Devin McPhillips, T Ericksen, J Hernandez, Jason Patton, Brian                 
Olson, Timothy Dawson, Jerry Treiman, Christopher DuRoss, Karen Blake, Jeffrey Bachhuber, Christopher Madugo, J Sun, Andrea                
Donnellan, Gregory Lyzenga, and Erik Conway  (Poster Presentation 244) 

The Ridgecrest Earthquake sequence included a foreshock event on July 4 2019 (M6.4) and a M7.1 mainshock event on July 5                     
2019. These events occurred in the Eastern California Shear Zone, near Indian Wells Valley, south of China Lake and west of                     
Searles Valley. GEER has partnered with several organizations to collect perishable data and document the important impacts of                  
these events, including the US Geological Survey, the California Geological Survey, the US Navy, the Southern California                 
Earthquake Center, and local utilities. Critical geotechnical features of this event are extensive left-lateral (M6.4 event) and                 
right-lateral (M7.1 event) surface ruptures over fault segments of variable complexity and width as well as across extensional and                   
compressive step-over zones. We also document lifeline performance at fault crossings (gas, water, electrical), mainshock slip and                 
afterslip, liquefaction and lateral spreading features, and liquefaction effects on structures. These effects are documented using field                 
(ground) mapping and aerial imagery that will support subsequent development of high-resolution digital elevation models. Over                
1200 ground motions were recorded from the foreshock and mainshock alone, with many additional aftershock records. The data                  
demonstrate significant impacts of site response and rupture directivity on ground motion attributes. 

A Queryable Map-Based Web Interface to the SCEC Community Fault Model , Mei-Hui Su, Philip Maechling, Scott Marshall,                 
Craig Nicholson, Andreas Plesch, John Shaw, Edric Pauk, Tran Huynh, and Elizabeth Hearn  (Poster Presentation 322) 

The Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) Community Fault Model (CFM) is an object-oriented, three-dimensional (3D)               
representation of active faults in southern California and adjacent offshore basins that includes 105 complex fault systems                 
composed of more than 380 individually named fault representations. The model (including alternative representations) incorporates               
more than 820 fault objects, which are 3D triangulated representations (GOCAD t-surfs) of various fault surface components, as well                   
as fault trace shapefiles, and associated metadata. The CFM 3D faults are defined based on mapped surface traces, seismicity,                   
seismic reflection profiles, wells, geologic cross sections, and various other types of data and models. The latest released version of                    
the CFM is version 5.2, which serves SCEC as a unified resource for physics-based fault systems modeling, strong ground-motion                   
prediction, and probabilistic seismic hazards assessment. In past years, the SCEC CFM was distributed as a collection of data files                    
in a single archive, which required the user to load and search for desired objects manually. To make the CFM more accessible and                       
useful to researchers, we have developed a prototype interactive CFM website that provides a queryable map-based interface to the                   
latest released version of preferred CFM faults. The system is based on a fault database which is very carefully linked to fault mesh                       
and trace data. The new web interface enables users to search, view, and download the CFM faults using several criteria including                     
keywords, geographic extent (latitude and longitude ranges), and several other criteria. The current site also allows users to                  
download CFM fault geometry files in several selected formats/resolutions. Along with the web interface, we have also added new                   
content to the evolving CFM homepage including fault trace maps, and a description of the GOCAD file format. SCEC’s science and                     
software groups are developing the CFM viewer website using an iterative software development process in which SCEC scientists                  
identify and prioritize desired capabilities, the SCEC software group rapidly prototypes new features, and SCEC researchers review                 
the site capabilities to ensure they provide value and ease of access to the science community. 

Realistic variability in seismic moment and recurrence time of repeating earthquakes reproduced in models with fractal                
shapes of fault patches ,  Kavya Sudhir, and Nadia Lapusta  (Poster Presentation 172) 

Observations indicate that even repeating earthquake sequences display significant variability in their moment and recurrence time.                
Similarly, creeping segments may be accumulating their slip unsteadily, as suggested by surface creep meters and inversions of                  
GPS data. Such behavior may be pointing to the heterogeneity of fault properties within both seismogenic and creeping fault areas.                    
Here, we explore the consequences of heterogeneity in velocity-weakening (VW) patches and/or the surrounding              
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velocity-strengthening (VS) matrix on rate-and-state faults in terms of earthquake nucleation and the resulting slip patterns. Both                 
slow and rapid slip events could occur on such faults, depending on the fractional area, connectivity, strength contrast of VW                    
patches with respect to the surrounding VS region, and the size of the VW patches with respect to the nucleation size. We study                       
fractal-like distributions of frictional properties on the interface, using 3D numerical simulations of a 2D fault embedded in a                   
homogeneous elastic space, with an efficient and rigorous numerical procedure for elastodynamic analysis of dynamic ruptures on                 
slowly loaded interfaces [Lapusta and Liu, JGR, 2009]. We find that 1) The fractal shape of source patches helps us reproduce                     
observed variability, which is further enhanced by the presence of perturbing patches; 2) the triggering processes are affected by                   
changes in the surrounding velocity strengthening region, and 3) smallest-scale heterogeneity creates visible changes to the slip                 
behavior. Our findings can help constrain the level of heterogeneity on natural faults, highlight the role of creep in modulating                    
seismogenic behavior, and indicate the importance of properly upscaling small-scale heterogeneity in fault-slip models. 

Seismicity in Changning Sichuan, China ,  Li Sun  (Poster Presentation 072) 

A magnitude 6.2 earthquake occurred in Changning Sichuan, China on June 17, 2019. Before this event, there was no earthquake                    
larger than 6.0 occurred Changning and surrounding area. The aftershocks of this event spread nearly 20 km in northwest of the                     
mainshock. The aftershock area is much larger than the scale of a M 6.0 event and the magnitude and number of aftershocks did                       
not follow the Bath Law. They are last much longer time with large magnitude and high density. 

This area is famous for the shale gas production and the triggered events. Some researchers understand this event as a triggered                     
one. We try to analyze the seismicity in detail. First, we relocated the aftershocks from June 17 to July 6 with a high-resolution                       
method, hypoRelocate. The direct P and S phases of 10 stations within 100 km are utilized in the relocation. The relocated result                      
indicates most aftershocks locate shallower than 5 km and there is gap in the middle of the aftershock belt. Then the seismicity                      
between 2009 to 2019 is examined. From 2009, there are some small event swarms around the mainshock area. Previous study                    
indicates the event swarms are trigged by water injection of salt well. After 2011, some new swarms appear on the northwest end of                       
the aftershock sequence where located salt well. Our result is consistent with the field research after the mainshock. The clues show                     
potential relationship between the salt well mining and the mainshock. We explain the gap of the aftershock that the mainshock                    
ruptured 10 km and triggered the seismicity on the northwest end of the aftershock area. 

Search for seismic velocity changes associated with CO2 injections at the carbon capture and storage site in Decatur,                  
Illinois ,  Taka'aki Taira, J. Ole Kaven, Justin Rubinstein, and Elizabeth Cochran  (Poster Presentation 044) 

We explore the temporal variations in seismic velocity at the Decatur carbon capture and storage (CCS) site by using seismic                    
interferometry with ambient noise. A dense local seismic network has been installed and operated by U.S. Geological Survey since                   
2013, and the network consists of 14 stations with broadband sensors and borehole geophones. A single-station cross-correlation                 
method [Hobiger et al., 2014, Geophys. J. Int.] was applied to continuous seismic recordings collected from 2014 through 2018 from                    
the USGS network. Our preliminary results identified that the majority of stations exhibit a gradual reduction of seismic velocity                   
(about 0.05%) since the middle-late 2017. This observed velocity reductions is most clear in a frequency range of 2.0-8.0 Hz, which                     
suggests that the velocity change likely occurred in the top few kilometers of the crust, and this reduction might have been related to                       
the on-going CO2 injection at the CSS#2 well that started in April 2017. However, other environmental effects (e.g., precipitation)                   
can also modulate subsurface velocity. We systematically characterize velocity changes with other geophysical data to explore the                 
underlying mechanism of the observed velocity reduction. 

Evolution of frictional shear resistance in response to rapid variations of normal stress , Yuval Tal, Vito Rubino, Ares Rosakis,                   
and Nadia Lapusta  (Poster Presentation 162) 

A proper formulation of the shear-resistance evolution during rupture is essential for many earthquake source problems, including                 
simulations of the ground motion. While the shear resistance is typically assumed to be proportional to normal stress, several                   
studies have shown a gradual, slip-dependent, response of the frictional shear resistance to rapid variations in the normal stress.                   
Here we use laboratory experiments to quantify normal stress variations and the corresponding evolution of the frictional shear                  
resistance produced by the interaction of dynamic ruptures with the free surface, similarly to what occurs in natural thrust events.                    
The experiments also enable studying the potential fault opening and ground motion of the simulated thrust faults. In order to image                     
and quantify the full-field behavior of the ruptures near the free surface, we use an experimental technique (Rubino et al., 2017) that                      
combines ultra-high speed photography and digital image correlation to produce maps of dynamic displacements, velocities, strains,                
and stresses at intervals of less than a microsecond. It allows us to image the evolution of fault-normal stress and fault-parallel                     
shear stress, and thus to study how friction evolves under the conditions of rapid normal stress variations. Our experiments provide                    
very coherent full-field measurements of fault-parallel velocity, shear stress, and fault-normal stress close to the free surface. The                  
ruptures arrive to the free surface at a supershear speed, resulting in small initial increase in normal stress followed by a significant                      
reduction. Additional reduction is observed at the arrival of a trailing Rayleigh disturbance, with a temporal complete release                  
(possible opening) in experiments that were conducted under small initial compressive load. The experiments show a significant                 
delay in the response of shear resistance to the variations in normal stress. The data is fitted well with a frictional resistance                      
formulation that (1) accounts for normal stress variations via a Prakash-Clifton formulation with a large evolution distance, and (2)                   
uses a combined rate and state and flash heating friction for the evolution of the friction coefficient. 

Prediction of Ground-Motion Time-Series at an arbitrary location using Gaussian Process Interpolation: Application to the               
Ridgecrest Earthquake , Aidin Tamhidi, Nicolas Kuehn, Yousef Bozorgnia, Ertugrul Taciroglu, and Tadahiro Kishida (Poster              
Presentation 247) 

Every seismic event is recorded only at a finite number of locations. In many engineering applications a variety of seismic intensity                     
measures (IMs), typically peak ground acceleration or response spectrum, are required as input, that are estimated either through                  
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ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) or spatial interpolations of their recorded values. To understand dynamic responses of                 
the structures, estimation of the entire ground motion (GM) time-series at specific geographic locations is required as well. In the                    
present study, we examine the accuracy of the Kriging, which is Gaussian Process (GP) interpolation method, by predicting GM time                    
series at an arbitrary location using available spatially sparse records. To achieve a quantitative assessment and objective                 
verification of this approach, we used simulated ground motion time series of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. These time series                    
are transformed into the frequency domain, and both the real and imaginary parts are interpolated from the neighboring stations at                    
the desired locations for predicting the GM time-series. The GP interpolation for the simulated 1906 San Francisco earthquake                  
results in the optimized various model hyperparameters such as length scale. Our current work is aimed at applying the developed                    
and verified procedure on ground motion time-series recorded during the recent Ridgecrest 2019, M6.4 and M7.1 earthquakes. The                  
specific objective is to predict the GM time-series at the location of Ridgecrest Regional hospital for which extensive structural                   
damage was observed, but there is no recorded ground motion from the earthquakes mentioned above. 

A conceptual framework of the China Seismic Experimental Site (CSES) ,  Yi Tang  (Poster Presentation 303) 

As a natural laboratory in earthquake science and technology, the China Seismic Experimental Site (CSES), by provide a principal                   
natural laboratory in the Sichuan-Yunnan region, plays important role in investigator-driven and supports core researches in                
earthquake geology, tectonic geodesy, seismology, earthquake engineering, and computational science. An executive report of the               
CSES has been released by a commission. Appointed to the commission were geoscientists from Chinese scientific community,                 
with colleagues abroad and international organizations. The report provides recommendations on an integrated conceptual              
framework of the CSES. 

The conceptual frame in the CSES is designed as a two-layer structure with many components. The upper layer is consisted of                     
components that describe scientific challenges and research priorities. It is core of the CSES. The major components are                  
Community X Models (CXM), Community Forecast for Verification (CF3), and Community Accepted Technical Test (CATT) etc. The                 
lower layer is consisted of components that describe capacity building of observation and data interpretation. Observational                
infrastructure in seismology, geodesy, geophysics and geochemistry, acting as the backbone of intensified observational activities,               
plays the central role in the construction of the CSES. The major observation infrastructure includes Coordinated Distributed                 
Capacity-Building Plan (CDCP), Coordinated Distributed Data Centers (CDDC), and Coordinated Distributed Computational Bases             
(CDCB). 

The two systems together constitute a Coordinated Distributed Project Ecology (CDPE) in the CSES. The framework will provide an                   
important guideline for construction of the CSES in the next years. Now, more than ten of research groups were funded by the                      
CSES. Preliminary community fault model, community velocity model and community strain rate model in the CSES will be released                   
in the end of 2019. A multidisciplinary test observation system, includes GNSS, seismic array, and deep drilling system, are also                    
under construct around middle segment of the Xiansuihe-Xiaojiang fault in the CSES. 

Stress Heterogeneity and Slip Complexity due to Fault Zone Damage in Fully Dynamic Earthquake Cycles , Prithvi Thakur,                 
and Yihe Huang  (Poster Presentation 166) 

Mechanical modeling of fault-slip over long timescales is of fundamental importance for understanding earthquake physics and                
assessing seismic hazard. Mature strike-slip faults are usually surrounded by a narrow zone of damaged rocks characterized by low                   
seismic wave velocities. Observations of earthquakes along such faults indicate that seismicity is highly concentrated within this                 
damaged fault zone. However, the long-term influence of this damaged zone, i.e., decades to hundreds of years, is not well                    
understood. We model aseismic slip and fully dynamic earthquake rupture propagation on a vertical strike-slip fault surrounded by a                   
damaged fault zone for multiple earthquake sequences. We use observations along major strike-slip faults, e.g., San Andreas and                  
Calico faults, to constrain the material properties and geometry of the damaged fault zone. We use a spectral-element method in                    
two dimensions with a rate-state dependent friction along the fault to solve the equations of motion along a fault with                    
depth-dependent variables. We show that dynamic wave reflections can have significant effects on producing stress heterogeneities                
that persist through multiple earthquake sequences and produce complexity in the earthquake sequence. In the presence of an                  
elastic damaged zone with sharp velocity contrast, large earthquake rupture propagates as slip pulses due to wave reflections from                   
the damaged zone boundaries. The largest M7 earthquake in each cycle is followed by a gap in intermediate-magnitude                  
earthquakes and a log-linear distribution of smaller earthquakes. Our fully dynamic cycle simulations reveal the relation between the                  
magnitude-frequency distribution and the width of the damage zone as well as the effect of the depth extent of damaged zone on                      
constraining the hypocenter of earthquakes. 

Preliminary SCEC Community Rheology Model , Wayne Thatcher, Elizabeth Hearn, Michael Oskin, Laurent Montesi, Greg Hirth,               
Whitney Behr, Andreas Plesch, and John Shaw  (Poster Presentation 317) 

The SCEC Community Rheology Model (CRM) is a three-dimensional description of the rheology of southern California’s                
lithosphere, based on an ongoing synthesis of data from a wide range of sources. These sources include but are not limited to                      
seismic imaging studies, rock deformation experiments and theory, regional-scale geological mapping, detailed descriptions of rocks               
(petrology and fabric), and thermal modeling constrained by surface heat flow data and depth to the seismic LAB. During the SCEC5                     
period we have been assembling a preliminary version of the CRM that makes use of a simplified representation of the regional                     
geologic and thermal structure. This preliminary CRM comprises a thermal model (CTM), a geologic framework model (GFM), and                  
viscous rheologies for each of the GFM rock types. The preliminary CTM and GFM are depth profiles of temperature and lithology,                     
respectively, assigned to geographic subregions. Viscous flow laws for each GFM rock type have been developed, based on mixing                   
relationships and rheological information for the component minerals. We are in the process of integrating these components for                  
distribution via the SCEC UVCM framework and other formats. 
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Automated processing of the 2019 Ridgecrest, California, earthquake sequence ground motions , Eric Thompson, Mike              
Hearne, John Rekoske, Heather Schovanec, Morgan Moschetti, Brad Aagaard, and Grace Parker  (Poster Presentation 250) 

We describe ongoing efforts at the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) to develop automated open-source ground motion processing                 
software. Within the USGS, numerous projects have highlighted the need for standardized and automated ground-motion               
processing algorithms, including basic seismological research, analysis by the USGS National Seismic Hazard Model Project, and                
operational systems such as ShakeMap. We expect that the software will be of value to the broader engineering seismology                   
community, and we seek to include ongoing developments in processing algorithms by groups outside of the USGS. The software is                    
written in Python, is built on the open source ObsPy library, and incorporates methods developed for the USGS Processing and                    
Review Interface for Strong Motion Data (PRISM). To facilitate data collection, the software reads a range of diverse file formats                    
including any format supported by ObsPy and many formats available from the Center for Engineering Strong Motion Data                  
(CESMD). In this presentation, we describe the ground-motion processing software, demonstrate its capabilities, present validation               
efforts that compare our results to those from the Next Generation Attenuation West 2 project, and describe the results of using this                      
software to compile and process records for the 2019 Ridgecrest, California, earthquake sequence. This dataset includes more than                  
50 events of M4 or greater, and more than 16000 records. 

Anti-similar aftershocks in the Ridgecrest, California earthquake sequence , Daniel Trugman, Zachary Ross, and Paul Johnson               
(Poster Presentation 266) 

Similar earthquakes - pairs of events with highly similar waveforms - rupture overlapping or adjacent fault patches with similar slip                    
mechanisms. Close examination of the characteristics of similar earthquake pairs have been used for a variety of scientific                  
purposes, including to improve earthquake locations, and to image fault creep or subsurface changes in velocity structure. Here we                   
use similar earthquake pairs to gain insight into seismicity in the vicinity of the 2019 Ridgecrest, California earthquake sequence. We                    
document similar earthquake pairs occurring both years before and in the days after the initial M6.4 Ridgecrest earthquake, though                   
few if any pairs bridge this temporal gap. Additionally, we find that a small percentage of Ridgecrest aftershocks exhibit                   
anti-similarity, with waveforms that are nearly identical but with reversed polarity, perhaps indicating a complete reversal of fault slip                   
on a given fault patch. We hope to use these observations to provide improved constraints on the crustal stress distribution and                     
stress transfer during the Ridgecrest earthquake sequence. 

Refining the location of the coastal Newport-Inglewood fault with Structure from Motion photogrammetric models and               
shallow marine seismic profiling ,  Amber Tucker, Jayne Bormann, and Neal Driscoll  (Poster Presentation 115) 

The Newport-Inglewood fault (NIF) is an active fault with a history of damaging earthquakes that cuts coastal communities in                   
Southern California. Onshore, the fault extends from Beverly Hills to Newport Beach, where it continues offshore to connect with the                    
Rose Canyon fault and parallels the coastline south towards San Diego and Baja California. An end-to-end rupture of the                   
225-km-long fault system has the potential to produce a M 7.5 earthquake (Sahakian et al., 2017), making the Newport-Inglewood                   
Rose Canyon (NIRC) fault system a significant hazard to densely populated coastal communities in Southern California. Extensive                 
urban development in the early 1900s obscured the geomorphic expression of the fault before the potential hazard was recognized,                   
limiting the ability to map the fault trace and conduct traditional paleoseismic fault studies that require undisturbed landforms and                   
shallow deposits to characterize the seismic potential of the NIF system. Here, we present high-resolution marine sub-bottom                 
CHIRP profiles from coastal waterways that cross the coastal NIF and Structure from Motion (SfM) photogrammetric models created                  
using historical aerial photographs from the 1920s to refine the location of fault segments along the California coast between                   
Newport Beach and Long Beach. Utilizing these techniques contributes additional information that complements the results of                
traditional terrestrial paleoseismic studies. Evaluating marine seismic profiles from coastal waterways in conjunction with a               
pre-development digital terrestrial surface model will provide geographic continuity to previously disparate observations of faulting. 

Site Response Across the San Gabriel, Chino and San Bernardino Sedimentary Basins from Application of the Spectral                 
Ratio Method to Ambient Noise Recorded by Seismic Node Transects , Anisha Tyagi, Samuel Gurley, Margaret Grenier, Rachel                 
Kreuziger, and Jascha Polet  (Poster Presentation 062) 

The San Gabriel, Chino and San Bernardino Basins are heavily populated sedimentary basins that are bounded by a series of                    
faults. Sedimentary basins are known to amplify earthquake ground motions; therefore, it is crucially important to understand the                  
subsurface structure of these basins, in an effort to mitigate their seismic hazard. Additionally, if a major rupture on the southern San                      
Andreas Fault occurs, these Basins could potentially channel seismic energy into the Los Angeles Basin (Denolle et al., 2014),                   
operating as a waveguide. 

Over the course of the past three years, numerous linear seismic arrays of nodal seismometers were deployed across the San                    
Gabriel, Chino and San Bernardino Basins for approximately one month. Hundreds of temporary nodes, and several temporary as                  
well as permanent broadband seismometers, have collected ambient noise three component waveform data in and around these                 
Basins, which we processed utilizing the Geopsy software. The resulting Horizontal-to-Vertical Spectral Ratio (HVSR) curves               
provide information about the resonance frequency and ground motion amplification of each site. To evaluate the clarity of the HVSR                    
peaks and the reliability of the curves, the Site Effects Assessment Using Ambient Excitations (SESAME) guidelines were applied. 

The resulting HVSR curves for nodes in the Western portion of the San Gabriel Basin show peak frequencies above 1 Hz for nodes                       
located to the North of the Raymond fault, while peak frequencies for nodes South of the Raymond fault range from 0.15-0.30 Hz,                      
corresponding to a basin depth of approximately 1-1.5 km. These frequencies are similar to those predicted from the SCEC CVM-H                    
15.0 velocity model for simple 1-D velocity models, using a quarter-wavelength approximation to calculate the resonance frequency.                 
However, a lateral shift of the basin edge was necessary to match the pattern of measured frequencies. Results for the Central part                      
of the San Gabriel Basin show two sets of peak frequencies ranging from 0.15-0.45 Hz. We will also show results from a recent                       
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short-term broadband seismometer deployment, to verify results for six sites along the southern section of this profile. Results for                   
nodes in the Chino Basin, show peak frequencies ranging from 0.25-0.60 Hz. The peak amplitudes across all three Basins range                    
from 2.0-4.5, suggesting the potential for significant ground motion amplification. 

Complementing CGM with surface deformation measurements from dense catalogs of SAR data , Ekaterina Tymofyeyeva,              
and Yuri Fialko  (Poster Presentation 320) 

The SCEC Community Geodetic Model (CGM) aims to describe surface deformation in Southern California at highest possible                 
spatio-temporal resolution and accuracy. This requires an optimal integration of GPS and InSAR (Interferometric Synthetic Apreture                
Radar) data. Over the last five years, there has been a dramatic increase in the amount of InSAR data thanks to the current satellite                        
missions such as Sentinel-1 (European Space Agency) and ALOS-2 (Japanese Space Agency). 

Propagation artifacts (e.g., due to variability in the water content in the troposhere, or the electron content in the ionosphere) are the                      
main limitations to measurements of small-amplitude long-wavelength surface displacements. Large volumes of InSAR acquisitions              
are expected to mitigate the problem of propagation artifacts by statistical averaging of the atmospheric/ionospheric contributions to                 
the radar phase, resulting in an improved signal to noise ratio. However, an increasing number of radar interferograms used in the                     
analysis of surface deformation is found to result in the accumulation of a high-frequency spatial noise. Such noise is introduced in                     
the time series analysis due to filtering of the radar phase prior to phase unwrapping. We demonstrate this using the circuit closure                      
test, i.e. computing the difference between the sum of the phase from sequential interferograms, and a direct interferogram                  
spanning the entire time period between the first and last acquisitions. The circuit non-closure errors accumulate progressively as                  
more interferograms are added. The same test using unfiltered wrapped interferograms yields a much better circuit closure. It is                   
therefore desirable to avoid filtering of the radar phase in order to improve the accuracy of the InSAR time series. We propose a                       
method for "unfiltering" the filtered unwrapped radar phase. We demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method using Sentinel-1                  
InSAR and Global Positioning System (GPS) data from Southern California. 

Surface Displacement and Ground Motion from Dynamic Rupture Models of Thrust Faults with Variable Dip Angles and                 
Burial Depths ,  Sirena Ulloa, and Julian Lozos  (Poster Presentation 150) 

Historic earthquakes and empirical studies show that thrust fault ruptures produce stronger ground motion than normal or strike-slip                  
events of the same magnitude. This is due to a combination of hanging wall effects, vertical asymmetry, and higher stress drop due                      
to compression. Surface displacement occurs in blind thrust ruptures in addition to those with surface expression. This poses a                   
hazard since surface displacement can potentially affect lifelines and infrastructure. Our 3D dynamic rupture modeling parameter                
study focuses on planar thrust faults of varying dip angles and burial depth, in order to establish a physics-based understanding of                     
how these geometrical parameters affect surface displacement and ground motion. We vary dip angles from 20º to 70º, and burial                    
depths from 0 km to 5 km. We conduct rupture models on these geometries using different dynamic stress drops, fault strengths,                     
and homogeneous initial stresses vs. stresses tapered with fault depth. 

We find that varying dynamic stress drop has a considerable scalar effect on both ground motion and surface displacement,                   
whereas changing fault strength has a negligible effect. In the homogeneous initial stress case, particle velocity increases with                  
shallower burial depths, and varying burial depth has more of an impact on peak particle velocity than varying dip angle does. In                      
contrast, in the tapered initial stress case, ground motion generally increases as we bury the fault deeper, with the exception of                     
surface faults. In both the homogeneous and tapered initial stress cases, peak horizontal particle velocities shift from the hanging                   
wall toward the footwall as the dip angle increases, while the vertical components show hardly any difference between cases. 

There is more surface displacement in the homogeneous initial stress case than in the tapered stress case. In the homogeneous                    
case, both subsidence and uplift increase with burial depth, but vary depending on dip angle in the tapered case. The area uplifted                      
in the homogeneous case shifts as we vary both dip angle and burial depth. The area of subsidence is smaller in the tapered model                        
compared to the homogeneous case, and it increases in size as we increase dip angle and burial depth. Due to the simple geometry                       
of a planar fault, our results can be applied to understanding basic behavior of specific real-world thrust faults. 

MASTODON: An open source finite element tool to model seismic response of structures , Swetha Veeraraghavan,               
Chandrakanth Bolisetti, Andrew Slaughter, William Hoffman, and Justin Coleman (Poster Presentation 299) 

Multi-hazard Analysis for STOchastic time-DOmaiN phenomena (MASTODON; https://mooseframework.org/mastodon/) - is an open            
source finite element tool built on top of the Multiphysics Object Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE; mooseframework.org)                
developed at the Idaho National Laboratory (INL). This tool is capable of analyzing the response of 3D soil-structure systems to                    
external hazards with the current development focused on earthquakes. It is capable of simulating seismic events and can perform                   
source-to-site simulations including earthquake fault rupture, nonlinear wave propagation, and nonlinear soil-structure interaction             
analysis, all within the same framework. MASTODON also includes a probabilistic risk assessment capability that enables analysts                 
to perform probabilistic simulations, fragility analysis, and fault-tree analysis for the purpose of risk assessment. 

The open source object-oriented architecture used for MOOSE and MASTODON allows users to add new capabilities with relative                  
ease. Moreover, MASTODON also has direct access to a large set of physics modules, including thermodynamics, solid mechanics,                  
fluid mechanics, fracture mechanics (extended finite-element method), and porous flow, which are in-built in MOOSE. The solid                 
mechanics and contact modules are particularly useful for MASTODON in simulating nonlinear wave propagation and soil-structure                
interaction. Finally, the solvers available in MOOSE/MASTODON are inherently parallel, dimension agnostic, adaptive in time and                
space, fully coupled, and capable of interacting with other applications. 

NOTA Performance During 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake Sequence , Christian Walls, Doerte Mann, David Mencin, Kathleen              
Hodgkinson, Shawn Lawrence, Andre Basset, Ryan Turner, Karl Feaux, and Glen Mattioli  (Poster Presentation 238) 
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The Ridgecrest earthquake sequence occurred within the footprint of the Network of the Americas (NOTA), which federates the                  
former EarthScope Plate Boundary Observatory, TLALOCNet in Mexico, and COCONet in the Caribbean. NOTA is operated by                 
UNAVCO and funded by the National Science Foundation as part of the Geodesy Advancing Geoscience (GAGE) Facility.                 
Streaming and archived GPS/GNSS, borehole seismic and borehole strainmeter data have yielded a wide array of incredibly                 
valuable dynamic displacements and strains, and these data highlight the utility of NOTA to support diverse applications, including                  
earthquake early warning. Most importantly, the M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence provided a series of tests for the NOTA                  
real-time streaming and analysis system, telemetry robustness and latency, and station response to high local ground acceleration. 

VSat, cellular and microwave telemetry at NOTA stations within shaking intensity zones of MMI VIII and below remained online and                    
continued to stream GNSS, strain, and seismic data during the events. Three VSat systems within 25 km of the Ridgecrest                    
mainshock epicenters did continue to operate, but these stations had streams with either increased latency or decreased                 
completeness, and thus the VSat systems needed adjustment due to local coseismic displacement/rotation. Within days following                
the event, 100% of 15 s, 1 Hz, and 5 Hz GNSS data logged during the event were retrieved from all stations within 200 km of the                           
epicenters and ~93% of data for 774 stations out to 1000 km. 

NOTA 1 Hz GNSS data streams are used to estimate precise point positions, in turn used to estimate peak ground displacements                     
(PGD), which were on the order of 350 and 700mm for the closest stations during the Ridgecrest sequence. If GNSS-derived PGD                     
from stations proximal to the hypocenter were integrated into the southern California earthquake early warning system, a magnitude                  
estimate of M6.8±0.2 would have been available within ~20 seconds or an estimate of M6.95±0.2 within 35 seconds for the M7.1                     
rupture. We note that the estimate from the ShakeAlertLA system saturated at M6.3 for this event. The NOTA RT-GNSS PGDs                    
clearly illustrate the incredible value that these additional observations would have during major earthquakes, where strong ground                 
shaking is expected in at risk urban areas. 

Influence of heterogenous stress on rupture propagation along stepovers of strike-slip faults: Numerical results , Hui Wang,                
Mian Liu, Benchun Duan, and Jianling Cao  (Poster Presentation 147) 

Large earthquakes on intracontinental strike-slip faults usually rupture multiple fault segments by jumping over stepovers. Previous                
field observations and numerical modeling with a homogeneous stress field have suggested that stepovers more than ~ 5 km wide                    
would stop the propagation of rupture, but many exceptions have been observed in recent years. Here we integrate a dynamic                    
rupture model with a long-term tectonic model to explore effects of long-term stress perturbations at stepovers on dynamic rupture                   
propagation along strike-slip faults. We also examine how frictional coefficients affect rupture propagation behaviors across               
stepovers. 

Our models show significant effects of long-term stress perturbations at a stepover on the ability of a dynamic rupture to jump across                      
the stepover. The addition of long-term stress perturbations to a homogeneous background stress field that was used in previous                   
studies in producing a maximum jumping distance of about 5 km allows a dynamic rupture to jump across a 15-km wide overlapping                      
releasing stepover or a 7-km wide overlapping restraining stepover. The effect of long-term stress perturbations on an underlapping                  
stepover is weaker than that on an overlapping stepover, resulting in a smaller maximum jumping distance across an underlapping                   
stepover. In addition, frictional coefficients also play a key role in rupture propagation across stepovers. The maximum jumping                  
distance can reach 20 km in an overlapping releasing stepover with lower static frictional coefficients. Our results provide useful                   
insights into estimating the maximum magnitude of potential earthquakes and assessing seismic hazard. 

Mapping Near-Surface Rigidity Structure using Co-located Pressure and Seismic Stations from the EarthScope             
Transportable Array ,  Jiong Wang, and Toshiro Tanimoto  (Poster Presentation 052) 

We propose a single-station approach to obtain shallow elastic structure by using co-located pressure and seismic instruments and                  
apply this approach to stations in the EarthScope Transportable Array. This approach retrieves rigidity of the shallowest 50 or 100 m                     
of the ground and provides complementary information to other techniques that examine near-surface S-wave velocity. Co-located                
data indicate that the coupling between atmosphere and solid Earth is strong for frequencies between 0.01 Hz and 0.05 Hz; and the                      
coherence between pressure and seismic signals becomes low above 0.05 Hz, therefore our method focuses on the frequency                  
range between 0.01 Hz and 0.05 Hz. This frequency range differs from that of most studies on wind-generated seismic noise, which                     
usually focus on higher frequencies (> 1 Hz). Using this low frequency range and a homogeneous half-space model for the solid                     
Earth, for which analytical solutions exist, we have estimated the near-surface rigidity structure at 784 TA stations. Different from our                    
previous work in which we derived the rigidity from ratios between the vertical seismic power spectral density (PSD) and the                    
co-located pressure PSD, this new approach uses the ratios between the horizontal PSD the co-located pressure PSD at each                   
station. Our rigidity map shows a good spatial agreement with large-scale surface geological features, such as the Appalachian                  
Mountains and the Mississippi Alluvial Plain. Even though the results correlate with various Vs30 models, there are stations show                   
clear differences. Despite the fact that some variations may result from methodological differences, our approach can serve as an                   
independent parameter to resolve potentially problematic locations in proxy-based models. Close Examination on those differences               
will lead to improvements of Vs30 models. 

Earthquake Detection in Develocorder Films: An Image-based Detection Neural Network for Analog Seismograms , Kaiwen              
Wang, Weiqiang Zhu, William Ellsworth, and Gregory Beroza  (Poster Presentation 066) 

From the late 19th century into the 1970s, seismograms were almost exclusively recorded in analog form. It was not until the 1980s                      
that digital recording began to replace analog recording. Over 100 years of analog seismograms - about 50 million - still exist in                      
seismic observatories worldwide, as estimated by IRIS Seismo Archives. This includes about one million film seismograms. Many of                  
these analog films were recorded by a Develocorder, with as many as 18 seismic channels recorded in strip chart mode on each 16                       
mm microfilm. These films contain valuable information about historical seismicity and record unique experiments that are unlikely to                  
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be repeated today. Develocorder films are challenging to convert into time series because traces cross and fade in intensity when an                     
earthquake arrives. Taking advantage of recent development in machine learning techniques for computer vision, we propose a new                  
path to perform image-based seismic processing without the need to create vector digital time series. We trained an image-based                   
neural network to detect earthquakes directly from film scans. One challenge we faced for training an analog film detector is the lack                      
of labels for events and noise on the films. Thousands of labels are needed to apply deep learning methods. To solve this problem,                       
we synthesize Develocorder film images using well-labeled digital waveforms. The synthetic images are carefully calibrated using a                 
Long Valley, California swarm for which both digital seismograms and Develocorder films are available. The neural network takes                  
film scan images as input and outputs the probability of an earthquake as a function of time (horizontal position) in the image. Once                       
detected, earthquakes can be located by following steps of phase picking, association, and correlation of the earthquake images.                  
We tested the performance of the neural network on the Develocorder films of the Rangely earthquake control experiment and                   
demonstrated that our image-based method can achieve near human performance without manual intervention. This demonstrates               
the potential of our alternative approach to process historical analog data and to improve the accuracy and completeness of                   
historical, pre-digital catalogs. 

Modeling of co- and early postseismic deformation due to the 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence , Kang Wang, and                 
Roland Bürgmann  (Poster Presentation 234) 

On July 4th, 2019, a Mw 6.4 earthquake struck the Searles Valley near the town of Ridgecrest in southern California. The Mw 6.4                       
earthquake was followed by a Mw 7.1 event about 30 hours later. Both the Mw 6.4 foreshock and the Mw 7.1 mainshock occurred                       
on previously unidentified faults, although there has been intense background seismicity in this area, including along the complex                  
Little Lake fault zone and Airport Lake fault zone to the west of the 2019 rupture sequence. Reports from field surveys and satellite                       
imagery, including InSAR and optical images, indicate a complex network of faults activated by the 2019 Ridgecrest earthquakes.                  
Here we use Sentinel-1 InSAR and GPS data to study the co- and early postseismic deformation due to this earthquake sequence.                     
Since first postseismic SAR images from both ascending and descending tracks were taken after the Mw 7.1 earthquake, we invert                    
for the combined coseismic slip due to both the Mw 6.4 and the Mw 7.1 earthquakes. The preferred slip model is characterized by a                        
combination of left-lateral slip on a southwestward (SW) trending fault, which likely primarily ruptured during the Mw 6.4 foreshock,                   
and right-lateral slip on a series of northwestward (NW) trending segments, which probably includes contributions from both events.                  
The slip mostly concentrates in a depth range above 10 km, with a maximum slip of ~5 m. Assuming that the Mw 6.4 foreshock                        
primarily ruptured the SW-trending fault, we find that the Mw 6.4 rupture imparted positive shear stress change and unclamping on                    
the NW-trending faults near the Mw 7.1 hypocenter. Relocated aftershocks reveal that south of the Mw 7.1 epicenter, where the                    
rupture trace bifurcates, almost all aftershocks a few days after the mainshock occurred along a structure 3-4 km east of the main                      
rupture trace. This is consistent with our geodetic inversion results that favor an east dipping fault segment along the main rupture                     
trace that connects to the eastern branch at depth. We also observe clear near-field postseismic deformation one month after the                    
mainshock. The early postseismic InSAR observations are characterized by subtle linear range change features across many of the                  
fault traces, and significant deformation near junctions and stepovers of the fault segments. The postseismic deformation is                 
indicative of both modest shallow afterslip and poroelastic rebound. 

Inclusion of Frequency-Dependent Spatial Correlation into the SDSU Broadband Ground-Motion Generation Method , Nan             
Wang, Rumi Takedatsu, Kim Olsen, and Steven Day  (Poster Presentation 014) 

Seismic losses (such as disruption of distributed infrastructure and losses to portfolios of structures) are typically dependent upon                  
the regional distribution of ground-motion intensities, rather than the intensity at only a single site. Ground motion time series                   
recorded at stations separated by up to a few tens of kilometers show a frequency-dependent spatial coherency structure, and                   
measures such as PGVs, PGAs and peak spectral accelerations are found to be correlated. Quantifying ground motion over a                   
spatially-distributed region is therefore important and requires information on the correlation between the ground motion intensities                
at different sites during a single event, where the spatial correlation can be significant within 50 km. Exclusion of spatial correlation                     
in ground motion simulations can result in an under-estimation of the seismic risk. The San Diego State University (SDSU) module                    
on the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) Broadband Platform (BBP) is a hybrid method that merges low-frequency                 
deterministic synthetics and high-frequency stochastic scattering functions. We have implemented frequency-dependent spatial            
correlation into the SDSU method on the SCEC BBP using a post-processing method. This method makes use of a two-dimensional                    
Gaussian random variable that has covariance corresponding to the spatial cross-correlation model developed from the Pacific                
Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER) Next Generation Attenuation (NGA) West2 database. Our results for the Loma                
Prieta, CA, event show that the frequency-dependent spatial correlation in our broadband synthetics compares well to that estimated                  
from seismic observations. 

Spatial decorrelation of tidal triggering and remote triggering at the Coso geothermal field , Wei Wang, Peter Shearer, and                  
Xiaohua Xu  (Poster Presentation 080) 

The triggering response of seismic fault systems to short- to mid-term (i.e., seconds to months) stress fluctuations can improve our                    
understanding of earthquake nucleation, rupture failure processes, and local stress states. Geothermal fields are well known to be                  
susceptible to triggering effects, since the injection and extraction activities change the local stress and fluid flow conditions within                   
geothermal areas. Here, we examine two often-studied triggering responses at very different time scales: tidal triggering by Earth                  
tides (day to month) and remote triggering by seismic waves (seconds), within the Coso geothermal field and its vicinity. Considering                    
that the triggered earthquakes are typically small, we take the advantage of the new quake template matching catalog in southern                    
California, which has nearly two times more events in the Coso region and is complete to about magnitude 0.3, to examine the tidal                       
and remote triggering. We observe strong tidal triggering of earthquakes, but no remote triggering, within the Coso geothermal field                   
(CGF), even though the fluctuations of tidal stresses are significantly smaller than those of the passing seismic waves. The                   
preferentially tidal triggered earthquakes occur near the time of the maximum extensional tidal strain. A possible physical                 
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mechanism to interpret these two different triggering responses is a fluid unclogging fracture process sensitive to long-period                 
strain/stress changes. 

Bayesian array-based Receiver Function (RF): Towards stable, reliable, and easy-to-interpret RFs , Xin Wang, Zhong Minyan,               
and Zhan Zhongwen  (Poster Presentation 092) 

Receiver function (RF) has been an indispensable tool in structural seismology. Though a variety of RF deconvolution techniques                  
have been developed, they are mostly performed at individual station-earthquake pairs, the results of which are adversely affected                  
by data over-fitting and non-uniqueness of deconvolution. Here, we present a Bayesian array-based RF deconvolution method to                 
improve the reliability of RF estimation. We take advantage of the coherency of dense-array wavefields and use a Markov chain                    
Monte Carlo Bayesian algorithm to find an ensemble of RF solutions. The RF results are then presented in the probability format,                     
which provides an objective way for deciding which features warrant geological interpretation. We test the algorithm on synthetic                  
data, which suggests that the array-based RF method retrieves stable and reliable RFs even in the presence of high noise levels.                     
We then apply the algorithm to real data collected by 3C nodal instrumentation deployed in the northern Los Angeles region. Despite                     
the high noise level in the urban area and the short duration of the deployment, our results well reveal the shape of sedimentary                       
basins. The highly stable, reliable and easy-to-interpret RFs obtained using array-based RF deconvolution provide the opportunity to                 
take advantage of the emerging dense-arrays to better image the subsurface structures. 

Effects of off-fault inelasticity on near-fault directivity pulses ,  Yongfei Wang, and Steven Day  (Poster Presentation 288) 

Rupture directivity strongly affects spatial variations in ground-motion amplitude and duration around faults and leads to dominant                 
pulse-like fault-normal horizontal ground motions (for prevailing subshear-rupture events) causing a large amount of damage to                
structures. It is important to understand how directivity-enhanced velocity pulses behave very close to the rupture surface, where                  
plastic yielding is likely to affect their amplitudes and waveforms. This paper assesses the extent to which plastic yielding, which is                     
absent in standard kinematic models, may systematically affect the amplitude, frequency content, and distance scaling of directivity                 
pulse. We use some simple 2D modeling experiments to gain a general understanding of how rupture kinematics are reflected in                    
near-fault pulses, and then simulate strike-slip ruptures in 3D with and without plastic yielding. As an initial step toward assessing                    
the sensitivity of the results to rupture complexity and degree of coherence, we repeat the 3D simulations on a fault with geometric                      
roughness. We find that each of the four 3D models (flat and rough faults, with and without off-fault yielding), scaled to                     
approximately magnitude 7, predicts a fault-normal pulse with characteristic behavior of observed pulses (periods in the range 2-5                  
second, amplitudes increasing with distance in the forward-directivity direction but approaching a limiting amplitude). Plastic yielding                
systematically reduces pulse amplitude and increases its dominant period, relative to models that neglect off-fault yielding. Yielding                 
saturates near-fault peak ground velocity (PGV) as for a larger stress drop and epicentral distance, alternatively interpreting                 
observed magnitude saturation of PGV near a magnitude of 7, and show period-dependent distance taper and along-strike                 
saturation of directivity-induced amplification, undermining the commonly used wedge-shaped directivity amplification. In addition,             
off-fault plasticity strongly suppresses the otherwise very strong high-frequency acceleration pulses that otherwise appear in the                
fault-parallel acceleration when local supershear rupture transients occur, suggesting a mechanism of the apparent absence of the                 
expected Mach wave signature from supershear ruptures. The incorporation of nonlinear material models by dynamic earthquake                
rupture simulations into the analysis of seismic pulse dynamics can better understand and more accurately predict near-fault ground                  
motions. 

Vertical Deformation Dependency on Spatially Variable Elastic Plate Thickness , Lauren Ward, Bridget Smith-Konter, Xiaohua              
Xu, and David Sandwell  (Poster Presentation 198) 

Monitoring interseismic crustal deformation of the San Andreas Fault System (SAFS) through geodetic techniques provide key                
constraints of fault loading over a range of temporal and spatial scales. Historically, these contributions have been limited to the                    
largely consistent record of horizontal crustal motions, yet vertical motions are now emerging as a powerful third-dimensional                 
constraint of crustal dynamics. While vertical tectonic motions are typically attributed to normal/thrust faulting, along a transform                 
plate boundary, contributions from elastic plate flexure (caused by bending moments applied at the ends of locked strike-slip faults)                   
can also play an important role. To investigate strike-slip-induced vertical deformation of the SAFS plate boundary, we have                  
developed a 4-D semi-analytic viscoelastic deformation model that simulates both the elastic and time-dependent viscoelastic               
response of body force dislocations embedded in an elastic plate overlying a viscoelastic half-space. A new aspect of this model is                     
the ability to simulate lateral variations in elastic plate thickness. We use both horizontal and vertical geodetic velocities from the                    
CGM and GNSS, along with Sentinel-1 InSAR line–of-sight velocities, and perform a joint inversion seismic moment rate to                  
investigate the significance of spatially variable rheology on vertical deformation. We also compare modeled vertical velocities                
across active fault zones for a homogeneous elastic plate thickness, which in itself produces variations in vertical deformation as a                    
function of fault locking depth and local strike with respect to the overall plate boundary. As a demonstrative case of vertical motion                      
sensitivity to elastic plate thickness, we also utilize recent vertical geodetic observations from the M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake. 

Near-Source Strong Ground Motion Characteristics of the 2018 MW 6.4 Hualien Earthquake in Taiwan , Zengping Wen (Poster                 
Presentation 008) 

The free-field strong ground motions recorded at 30 sites in near fault regions in the 6 February 2018 Mw 6.4 Hualien Earthquake in                       
Taiwan were used to examine the near-source strong ground motion characteristics. The magnitude of vertical and horizontal peak                  
ground accelerations (PGAs), frequency content of acceleration histories are analyzed. The rupture directivity mainly affects PGV                
and spectral acceleration for periods of larger than 1 s, whereas it does not affects PGA and spectral acceleration for periods of                      
shorter than 1 s. The pulse-like ground motions are mainly concentrated along the Milun fault and are characterized by a long pulse                      
period and a highly amplification. Spectral acceleration for periods of larger than 1 s, the residual ground motions (i.e., removed the                     
pulse from the observed ground motion) are show good coincidence with the NGA-West2 models in both horizontal and vertical                   
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direction, Whereas spectral acceleration for periods of shorter than 1 s, the residual ground motions were significantly lower than the                    
NGA-West2 models. 

An Update on the Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP) , Maximilian Werner, William Savran, Philip                 
Maechling, Thomas Jordan, Danijel Schorlemmer, David Rhoades, Warner Marzocchi, and John Yu  (Poster Presentation 030) 

The Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP) supports an international effort to conduct and rigorously                 
evaluate earthquake forecasting experiments. CSEP has concluded its first phase of testing (CSEP1) with testing centers operating                 
in California, New Zealand, Japan, China, and Europe with 442 models under prospective evaluation. CSEP1 experiments evaluate                 
forecasts expressed as expected rates in small space-magnitude bins that can be updated at regular intervals (e.g., daily or yearly).                    
This experiment design is simple and allows a wide range of models to participate. However, recently developed forecast models,                   
including candidate models for governmental Operational Earthquake Forecasting (OEF), can simulate thousands of synthetic              
seismicity catalogs (stochastic event sets), which express important dependency structures between triggered earthquakes. In              
addition, some models, such as the third version of the Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF3), forecast finite                  
ruptures on specified faults. As part of CSEP’s second phase (CSEP2), we have redesigned CSEPs software system to support the                    
testing of such model classes and implemented new evaluations based on the full distribution provided by the forecasts. We have                    
begun a retrospective experiment of UCERF3-ETAS for each major aftershock sequence in California since 1984. In addition to                  
traditional (ETAS-type) forecasts, machine learning based forecasts and forecasts derived from earthquake simulators pose new               
challenges for forecast evaluation. CSEP plans to expand its testing class to accommodate these types of forecasts. Requirements                  
include access to high-performance computing, distributed processing of forecasts and evaluations, and simplifying data              
management, as well as adhering to CSEP’s principles of transparency and reproducibility within a controlled, open-source software                 
environment. 

Detailed fracture map and orthophoto of the southern portion of the M6.4 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake , Alana Williams, Ian                  
Pierce, Rich Koehler, Sinan Akciz, Colin Chupik, and Jayne Bormann (Poster Presentation 223) 

An M6.4 foreshock struck on July 3, 2019, near Ridgecrest, California, and ruptured bilaterally. The mainshock, An M7.1 event,                   
followed this earthquake on July 5. Between July 4 and July 9, low altitude aerial photos were acquired along ~12 km of the M7.1                        
and ~8 km of the M6.4 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence surface ruptures south of CA 178. Structure-from-motion (SfM) was used to                    
produce georeferenced orthophoto mosaics (~2-20 cm/pixel) along both ruptures. This basemap was used to map the details of the                   
surface trace at scales ranging from 1:40 to 1:150 (depending on the resolution of the orthophoto) and plot the locations of the                      
lateral offset measurement locations. The M6.4 also ruptured an orthogonal portion of the fault that slipped in the M7.1 mainshock.                    
The overall surface rupture pattern consists of a prominent mole track with a maximum vertical height of ~20 cm and left-stepping                     
en-echelon faults with steps ranging from a few to hundreds of meters. The rupture width varies from <10 m to >50 m. Locally, the                        
fault exhibits both compressional and extensional features such as grabens, vertical scarps, and thrusts. The fracture patterns are                  
highly variable with several conjugate faults and structural complexities such as horsetail splays, releasing bends, and restraining                 
bends. 

Development of a slow slip catalog for the Hikurangi subduction margin, New Zealand , Charles Williams, Laura Wallace, Noel                  
Bartlow, and John Haines  (Poster Presentation 203) 

Slow slip events (SSEs) occur frequently along the Hikurangi Margin in New Zealand, and understanding these events is critical to                    
our understanding of interseismic coupling, plate motion budgets, and the potential for damaging earthquakes. Along the Hikurangi,                 
deeper and less frequent SSEs with longer durations are observed along the southern part of the margin, while shallower and more                     
frequent events with shorter durations are observed along the northern section. We have started to put together a catalog of                    
Hikurangi SSEs covering the time period from 2006 to 2016 to help us understand the spatial and temporal patterns of slip along the                       
Hikurangi Margin. 

We use the Network Inversion Filter (NIF) [Segall and Matthews,1997; McGuire and Segall, 2003; Miyazaki et al.,2006] to perform                   
our time-dependent slip inversions. We generate the Green’s functions for our inversions using the PyLith finite element code                  
[Aagaard et al., 2013] to allow consideration of elastic property variations provided by the New Zealand-wide seismic velocity model                   
[Eberhart-Phillips et al., 2010]. Previous results [Williams and Wallace, 2015; 2018] have shown that SSE inversions that consider                  
elastic heterogeneity provide significantly different results than inversions based on elastic half-space solutions. Incorporating these               
effects should significantly improve the accuracy and reliability of our time-dependent inversions. Our inversions also include                
absolute pressure gauge (APG) data to constrain offshore vertical movement during a recent SSE observed in 2014. The catalog we                    
are developing will represent the most comprehensive to date for the Hikurangi Margin, and the usage of APG data and                    
consideration of elastic heterogeneity effects will provide the best possible constraints on the predicted slip distributions. 

Aftershocks of the Ridgecrest earthquake sequence on four dense fiber seismic arrays , Ethan Williams, Zhongwen Zhan,                
Zefeng Li, Martin Karrenbach, Thomas Coleman, Lisa LaFlame, Steve Cole, and Victor Yarsev  (Poster Presentation 240) 

Recent advances with distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) have demonstrated the ability of pre-existing telecommunications cables               
to be repurposed as dense arrays of linear strainmeters, effective for scalable seismic monitoring. The extensive fiber networks                  
throughout Southern California have provided a unique opportunity to record the thousands of aftershocks produced by the 2019                  
Ridgecrest earthquake sequence through rapid deployment of four DAS arrays. Following the mainshocks in early July, the Caltech                  
Seismological Laboratory partnered with the California Broadband Cooperative to establish three temporary DAS networks along               
U.S. Route 395, to the west of the rupture. Two arrays north and south of Olancha and one array west of Ridgecrest illuminate 30                        
km of cable. A fourth array was subsequently deployed along a 20-km fiber at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s Goldstone Deep                    
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Space Communications Complex in the central Mojave. Together, these networks encircle the area of continued seismic activity with                  
over 6,000 continuously recording channels. 

In this poster, we show examples of aftershocks recorded on the four fiber seismic arrays. With a channel spacing of only 2-8 m,                       
observed earthquake wavefields exhibit tremendous complexity. In addition to the expected P, S, and surface wave phases, we find                   
scattered waves, mode conversion associated with local micro-basins, and numerous refracted arrivals presumably associated with               
basin edge effects. This rich dataset offers the potential for earthquake detection and relocation, array-based imaging of regional                  
geologic structure, and ground motion validation across a broad region, among numerous applications. We demonstrate that pop-up                 
DAS arrays are an efficient approach to rapid response instrumental deployment and should be incorporated by the Southern                  
California earthquake science community into future event response planning. 

Wedge plasticity and coupled simulations of dynamic rupture and tsunami in the Cascadia subduction zone , Andrew                
Wilson, and Shuo Ma  (Poster Presentation 188) 

In an elastic dislocation model, whether or not a subduction plate boundary fault breaks the trench has a significant effect on                     
seafloor deformation and resulting tsunami. However, when inelastic deformation of the sedimentary wedge is considered, this                
boundary condition is less important because large seafloor uplift can occur with little or no slip at the trench (Ma, 2012; Ma and                       
Hirakawa, 2013). Several seismic profiles along the Cascadia subduction zone indicate that the subduction megathrust is buried by                  
thick sediments and does not reach the trench. Lotto et al. (2018) carried out coupled dynamic rupture and tsunami simulations for a                      
buried fault in Cascadia, incorporating realistic fault geometry, bathymetry, and velocity structure, assuming elastic dislocation. Here                
we extend that model by incorporating wedge plasticity. Our coupled models of dynamic rupture and tsunami show that the large                    
amount of sediments in this accretionary prism significantly contribute to seafloor uplift and produce tsunami heights that can be                   
twice or more as large as in purely elastic simulations, while also producing weaker acoustic waves in the ocean. Wedge plasticity                     
plays an important role for tsunami generation in the Cascadia subduction zone, and likely for other sediment-filled subduction                  
margins as well. 

A Machine Learning Approach to Developing Ground Motion Models from Simulated Ground Motions , Kyle Withers, Morgan                
Moschetti, and Eric Thompson  (Poster Presentation 016) 

The USGS is working towards incorporating regionally specific seismic analyses into the U.S. National Seismic Hazard Model. The                  
large dataset of ground motions generated from simulations can serve to supplement empirical data in areas where observed                  
ground motion data is lacking and help to understand trends in intensity where geologic structures complicate seismic wave                  
propagation. Machine learning provides an avenue to incorporate the information from synthetic datasets, without enforcing specific                
mathematical formulations that ground motion trends must follow, potentially biasing ground motion models (GMMs). One approach                
to implementing synthetic information into GMMs is to use simulated ground motions to build a GMM for certain                  
distance/period/magnitude ranges. This technique may also constrain GMMs obscured by the large variability in recorded data. To                 
ensure that any conclusions drawn from the synthetic data are accurate, however, it must first be validated with empirical data. 

Here, we combine the ground motions from the SCEC’s CyberShake study to build a database of ground motion metrics. We also                     
calculate additional parameters that may help to better describe ground motions trends, i.e. the basin-edge distance and directivity                  
parameters based on fault finiteness. We use an artificial neural network to estimate the weights and coefficients that fit the data,                     
with several formulations of input parameters. We find that a machine learnt GMM fits the synthetic data with much (0.1-0.3 log                     
units) lower variability than empirical relations. This is expected, as the synthetic simulations don’t include the full complexity of site                    
and path effects ground motions experience. When applying our model (simply a table of coefficients as a function of period) to the                      
global PEER dataset across the same magnitude, distance, and period range used to train our model, we find similar values of total                      
variability to GMMs developed from the PEER database. Furthermore, we include source and site location in the neural network to                    
develop a regional model, specific to Southern California, that implicitly includes path and site effects. Although there are few                   
records in this region, we find reduced uncertainty, particularly at longer periods, where directivity and path effects dominate. We                   
highlight this as motivation to continue to simulate ground motions across a wider range of magnitudes and site effects, in order to                      
better resolve trends in the data. 

Case Study Evaluation of the Interface Geometry on Fragility of Precarious Rock Systems , Christine Wittich, and M. Khalid                  
Saifullah  (Poster Presentation 119) 

Reliable estimates of seismic hazard are essential for the development of resilient communities; however, estimates of rare, yet                  
high-intensity earthquakes are highly uncertain due to a lack of observations and recordings. In the absence of significant                  
earthquake observations, the existence of certain precariously balanced rocks and other fragile geologic features provide a means                 
to deduce the maximum possible ground motion at a site over the lifetime of the rock – i.e., that which precludes overturning or                       
toppling. Current state-of-the-art methods for predicting overturning of a precarious rock include detailed surveying of the rock’s                 
geometry followed by numerical simulations and ultimately fragility analysis, in which the probability of overturning is related to a                   
measure of earthquake intensity. Recent field surveys of precarious rocks have highlighted the potential for complex interface                 
conditions that are not readily captured by traditional surveying techniques. For example, a precarious rock may appear that is in                    
uniform contact with a rock pedestal. However, the base of the rock may have eroded into a configuration where it is in contact at                        
only a few discrete points on the pedestal. As a result, the overall objective of this study is to quantify and assess the impact of                         
interface geometric variations on the probabilistic overturning predictions of precarious rocks. To this end, overturning predictions will                 
be generated for a sub-set of precariously balanced rocks in southern California assuming varying levels of detail for the interface                    
geometry. The resulting overturning probabilities are then compared and statistically analyzed to understand and quantify the impact                 
of interface geometry uncertainty. 
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Dynamic stress perturbation on the M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake fault from the preceding M6.4 event: a theoretical study                 
with dynamic rupture models , Baoning Wu, David Oglesby, Jordan Cortez, and Christodoulos Kyriakopoulos (Poster Presentation               
280) 

The 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence included a M6.4 event and a M7.1 event occuring 33 hours apart, rupturing two                   
perpendicular faults. Questions arise about how much the M6.4 event contributed to the M7.1 rupture. While the detailed rupture                   
history of the M6.4 event is not available to us, we investigate some possible scenarios with dynamic rupture models to evaluate the                      
time-dependent stress perturbation on the M7.1 event fault generated by the M6.4 event. We model the M6.4 event with a 3D finite                      
element code FaultMod (Barall, 2009), incorporating mapped fault geometry. Only the NE-SW trending M6.4 event fault is allowed to                   
slip, while the NW-SE M7.1 event fault is forced not to slip so that the 1-way interaction between the 2 events can be studied. Our                         
preliminary results highlight two potential factors that could strongly affect the time-dependent stress field on the M7.1 fault: 1. how                    
far the M6.4 rupture penetrated across the M7.1 fault, and 2. the rupture directivity (nucleation location) of the M6.4 event. 

Characterizing earthquake source complexity in the trifurcation area of the San Jacinto fault zone , Qimin Wu, Xiaowei Chen,                  
and Rachel Abercrombie  (Poster Presentation 086) 

It is well known that many larger earthquakes have highly complex rupture processes with significant variation in slip and stress drop                     
over the rupture plane. As the quantity and quality of data increase, similar source complexity is being observed for well-recorded                    
smaller earthquakes. In this study, we show evidence for complex rupture processes in earthquakes of M 2-5 using both time and                     
frequency domain analyses, and investigate whether source complexity depends on structural complexity. 

We systematically analyze the source complexity of earthquakes in the trifurcation area of the San Jacinto Fault zone (SJFZ), a                    
right-lateral strike-slip fault system with structural and geometric complexity that is one of the most seismically active areas in                   
southern California. We combine both frequency and time domain analysis based on the empirical Green’s function (EGF) technique                  
to investigate the characteristics of source complexity for earthquakes from ~M 2- M 5 to better understand the underlying                   
earthquake physics and the associated seismic hazard. In the frequency domain, we apply the multiple spectral ratio method, in                   
which various EGF events are used to obtain stacked spectral ratios for target events, to ~600 potential target events with M ≥ 2                       
between 2005 and 2018 in SJFZ. We quantify the complexity of the stacked spectral ratios by examining their deviation from the                     
simple omega-square source model. Preliminary results demonstrate that ~100 events as small as ~M 2 deviate significantly from                  
this simple source model. In the time domain, we apply an iterative deconvolution method to retrieve relative source time functions                    
(RSTFs), starting with selected target events that show significant spectral complexity. Preliminary results for these selected                
moderate earthquakes (~M 4-5) reveal clear directivity effects and the existence of multiple subevents. Ongoing RSTF analysis on                  
smaller target events will help us further examine the connection between the spectral and time-domain behaviors of these                  
earthquakes. Our study highlights the fact that the simple source models in common use are inadequate in estimating source                   
parameters such as stress drop and source dimension and may limit our understanding on earthquake source physics. 

The seasonal variation of the geomagnetic solar daily variation field in China ,  Yingyan Wu  (Poster Presentation 040) 

The geomagnetic field shows a regular diunal variation at the middle and low latitudes during geomagnetic quiet time, which is                    
called as solar quiet daily variation (Sq). It is mainly generated from the ionosphere dynamic current system in the E-region of                     
ionosphere, which is controlled by the ionospheric diunal and semi-diunal tidal wind field. The variation of the Sq field is greatly                     
related to the latitude and the local time, and its amplitude and the phase vary very slowly in the whole year. Furthermore, a                       
significant day-to-day (DTD) variation is usually seen in the amplitude and the phase of the Sq. It is greatly related to many factors                       
such as the conductivity and the wind field in the ionosphere, and states of the magnetosphere. 

This paper is primarily to study the seasonal variation of the amplitude and the phase of the Sq field on both north-and-south sides                       
of the Sq current, by using of the hourly data of the geomagnetic field X, Y and Z components from the Beijing Ming Tombs(BMT)                        
and Guangzhou(GZH) observatories in China. The result shows that the seasonal variations of the amplitude and the phase on both                    
north-and-south sides of the Sq are distinctly different. For the amplitude of Sq(X), it is stronger in autumn than in spring at BMT                       
observatories, but stronger in spring than in autumn at GZH observatory. The amplitude of Sq(Y) shows an enhancement in summer                    
at both of the observatories, but displays some decreasing on July at GZH. The amplitude of Sq (Z) increases in spring and autumn                       
at all observatories, but also enhances in the summer at BMT observatories. For the phase of Sq(X), it shows a slightly moving                      
forenoon at BMT observatories in summer, but on the contrary, it presents a delaying to the afternoon at GZH observatory. 

Imaging the rupture process of the 2019 M6.4 and M7.1 Ridgecrest Earthquakes using local seismic stations in Southern                  
California ,  Yuqing Xie, and Lingsen Meng  (Poster Presentation 258) 

The M6.4 and M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquakes shocked downtown LA in July 2019. The earthquakes draw many attentions since they                   
are among the largest earthquakes in Southern California over the past two decades. They are recorded by the dense strong motion                     
stations and broadband seismic stations in Southern California. In this study a multi-array back-projection method using local                 
seismic networks (epicentral distance between 1.5 and 2.5 degrees) are used to image the M7.1 and M6.4 earthquakes. The local                    
BPs (back-azimuth) using individual arrays are first calculated, and then merged into a single image of the rupture process.                   
Preliminary results show that both earthquakes rupture along the surface fault traces. The M6.4 foreshock starts from the junction of                    
the conjugate fault system and ruptures along a SW-NE-strike branch for about 10 km. The M7.1 event ruptures along the                    
NW-SE-strike fault for about 15 km. Both of the two earthquakes have relative slow rupture velocity close to 1.5 km/s. Various                     
degrees of back-azimuth errors are observed for different arrays, which are possibly caused by lateral heterogeneity of the seismic                   
velocity, coda waves and multi-phases. The relatively simple rupture processes of a strike-slip fault earthquake provide an                 
opportunity to validate the local back-projection method and to further improve it by optimizing better array configuration. Future                  
work includes understanding and reducing the slowness direction deviations due to local 3D structures. We are also interested in                   
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demonstrating the potential for rapid source characterization, since the local BP method measures the rupture length and rupture                  
velocity with a relatively short time frame. 

Development of vulnerability surface of high-rise RC frame by means of IDA , Chao Xu, Zengping Wen, and Junju Xie (Poster                    
Presentation 292) 

The damage potential of strong ground motion is commonly presented by an intensity measure (IM) in vulnerability evaluation of                   
building structures. For high-rise buildings, scalar-valued intensity measures usually hard to characterize the engineering properties               
and damage potential of strong ground motion. In this study, different alternative vector-valued IMs comprised of two ground motion                   
parameters were used to present the ground motion potential. For all the vector-valued IMs, spectral acceleration at fundamental                  
period of the structure is selected as the first parameter. As the second parameter of the vectors, peak ground acceleration, peak                     
ground velocity and spectral shape parameters were considered. Probabilistic seismic demand analysis of an eleven-story RC frame                 
structure was conducted by means of incremental dynamic analysis, using maximum inter-story drift ratio as the engineering                 
demand parameters. The efficiency of different vector-valued IMs was compared by means of regression and residual analysis.                 
Then vector-valued IM based vulnerability surfaces revealing the relationship between the structural damage probability and two                
different ground motion parameters were developed. It is shown that the spectral shape and peak velocity also significantly affect                   
the structural seismic response in addition to spectral acceleration at fundamental period of the structure. The residual of structural                   
seismic demand can be significantly reduced by using vector-valued IMs comparing with scalar IMs, especially for high ground                  
motion intensity levels. As a result of using more efficient vector-valued IMs in vulnerability analysis, the number of nonlinear                   
dynamic analysis and the limitations of ground motion selection can be greatly reduced. Compared to scalar IM based vulnerability                   
curves, vulnerability surfaces characterized by two ground motion parameters are more informative, which can reveal the impact of                  
different ground motion parameters on structural response and damage probability. 

Surface rupturing and triggered slip on nearby faults from the Ridgecrest earthquakes revealed by InSAR , Xiaohua Xu,                 
Lauren Ward, Bridget Smith-Konter, Chris Milliner, Peng Fang, Yehuda Bock, and David Sandwell  (Poster Presentation 227) 

We analyzed repeat-pass Sentinel-1 and ALOS-2 synthetic aperture radar images to measure broad-area surface deformation and                
high-resolution surface rupturing from the combined July 4-5 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence. Phase gradient maps were                
constructed to illuminate the fine details of the main rupture as well as triggered slip on remote faults. These maps were used by                       
USGS field crews to plan rapid response ground surveys of the rupture zone and for the deployment of creep meters. Compared to                      
previous events in the Eastern California Shear Zone (e.g. 1992 Landers and 1999 Hector Mine) we found a much more complex                     
set of surface fractures, including orthogonal, synthetic and antithetic faults. Additionally, careful inspection of the phase gradient                 
data revealed evidence of shallow triggered creep along a large section of the Garlock Fault (> 35km). By performing a source                     
inversion using the InSAR line-of-sight deformation and GPS data, we found that these earthquakes yielded a larger shallow slip                   
deficit (~25%) than the Landers (19%) and Hector Mine (5%) events. Using this co-seismic slip model, we computed surface strain                    
and stress change to further understand the cracking and triggered creep. This analysis helps us constraint physical properties of                   
the shallow most crust. By comparing static stress change models to the phase gradient maps, we divided the triggered slip                    
observations into classes of faults where failure is promoted or inhibited, where the later may indicate possible instances of dynamic                    
stress triggering. This distinction may help us quantify the spatial extent of fault surface deformation that is more strongly influenced                    
by static stress change or dynamic stress perturbations. 

Developing Visualizations of Earthquake Droughts on the San Andreas Fault System , Gina Yang, Joses Galdamez, Afe                
Addeh, Brandon O'Neil, Harsh Waghela, John Yu, Kevin Milner, Jerlyn Swiatlowski, and Thomas Jordan  (Poster Presentation 308) 

New advances in seismic data collection and processing have highlighted the need for methods of earthquake and fault visualization                   
packaged in interactive, user-friendly software. The Southern California Earthquake Center Virtual Display of Objects (SCEC-VDO)               
aims to fill this role; a software tool used for the 3-dimensional visualization of seismic data, it allows for not only the display of 3D                         
earthquake locations and fault objects on maps, but also the creation and saving of images and movies for analysis, presentation,                    
and publication. Written in Java and utilizing the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) to render 3D content, SCEC-VDO is developed and                   
continually updated by UseIT interns each year. 

California is currently experiencing an earthquake drought, meaning that no ground-rupturing earthquake has occurred on the                
principal faults of the San Andreas Fault (SAF) system in the past century. Using the data from simulated earthquake catalogs                    
generated by RSQSim, a physics-based earthquake simulator, we developed SCEC-VDO capabilities to identify, visualize, and               
animate earthquake droughts along the SAF system given user-specified criteria such as drought length and minimum magnitude. In                  
addition, we improved SCEC-VDO plugin interface consistency, its user manual with an update of its website and documentation,                  
and overall software user friendliness with the implementation of loading screen overlays within some plugins. These changes will                  
improve the accessibility of SCEC-VDO to potential users. 

Locating and monitoring hydraulic fracture and earthquake rupture using elastic reverse-time migration , Jidong Yang              
(Poster Presentation 177) 

Locating and monitoring passive seismic sources provides us important information for studying hydraulic fracture and earthquake                
rupture. In this abstract, we present a novel passive source monitoring approach using vector-based elastic reverse-time migration                 
(RTM). By solving the elastic wave equation using observed multicomponent records as boundary conditions, we first construct                 
backward propagated elastic wavefields in the subsurface. Then, we separate the extrapolated wavefields into compressional               
(P-wave) and shear (S-wave) modes using the vector Helmholtz decomposition. A zero-lag cross-correlation imaging condition is                
applied to the separated pure-mode vector wavefields to produce passive source images. We implement three imaging conditions:                 
waveform dot-product, energy and power. To capture the propagation of microseismic fracture and earthquake rupture, we modify                 
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the traditional zero-lag cross-correlation imaging condition by summing the multiplication of the separated P- and S-wavefields within                 
local time windows. Numerical examples for synthetic data and the 2014 South Napa earthquake data demonstrate that the                  
proposed method can provide reliable 3D constraints for hydraulic fractures and earthquake rupture. 

Evaluation of Deep, Widespread Seismicity with Long Beach Dense Array , Lei Yang, Xin Liu, Weiqiang Zhu, and Gregory                  
Beroza  (Poster Presentation 071) 

Earthquake monitoring in urban settings is challenging due to high levels of cultural noise, yet it’s important because comprehensive                   
and precise earthquake locations provide essential constraints on the location and geometry of active faults. Dense array                 
measurements, such as the Long Beach dense nodal deployment (which included several thousand geophones with ~100 m                 
spacing), facilitate extracting weak signals from noisy data. Using the Long Beach array, Inbal et al. (2015; 2016) located                   
widespread seismicity at depths greater than 20 km, which is much deeper than the widely accepted seismogenic depth limit                   
beneath the western Los Angeles. In this research, we use Long Beach dense array to explore whether these deep earthquakes are                     
real. We first analyze the recorded data, both with and without randomizing the traces recorded at different locations. Then we                    
perform back-projection to locate the events. The back-projection imaging results without trace-randomization do show widespread               
events below 20 km. However, with the data from randomized traces, we locate the events with a similar distribution, which suggests                     
that these data may not require widespread sources at depth. To suppress the strong cultural noise, we are working to apply the                      
deep-learning-based DeepDenoiser algorithm to these data. Preliminaty results indicate that after denoising, the number of the                
detected events is greatly reduced. 

Spatial and temporal evolution of seismicity, seismic velocity, and pore pressure in the Guy-Greenbrier, Arkansas,               
earthquake sequence ,  Zhuo Yang, and Marine Denolle  (Poster Presentation 076) 

Hydraulic fracturing is a widely-used technique to enhance natural gas production in northern Arkansas. The process also produces                  
a large amount of wastewater. In the Guy-Greenbrier area in Arkansas, wastewater has been injected into the subsurface through                   
several disposal wells since April 2009. Seismicity in the surrounding area has increased sharply and 98% of the earthquakes,                   
following the injection, are located within 6 km of three wastewater disposal wells by Horton (2012) who related the increase in                     
seismicity to wastewater injection. This project gives a comprehensive study on the Guy-Greenbrier earthquake sequence. We have                 
modeled the evolution of pore pressure in response to fluid injection in a poroelastic 3D medium with deformation-dependent                  
evolution of the permeability structure typical of damage fault zones (Yehya et al, 2018). We then attempt to validate our model                     
against some seismic observables. First, we measure time-dependent changes in seismic velocities using auto correlations of                
ambient seismic noise in different frequencies. Second, we compare our time series with the peak ground acceleration to correlate                   
with potential seismic damage. The change in seismic velocity does not seems to temporarily correlate with onset and arrest of                    
injection or to peak ground motions. However, a shallow change in seismic velocity occurs as a 1-month long precursory phase to                     
the swarm of March 2011. Finally, we compared the observed evolution of elastic properties in different depth with our previous                    
simulation results. Combining these theoretical and observational approaches, we aim to gain more insights in the interaction                 
between fluid injection, structural evolution, and seismicity production for induced earthquake hazard mitigation. (Research              
supported at Harvard by the NSF-EAR Geophysics Program (Grant EAR-1315447) and by the NSF Materials Research Science                 
and Engineering Center (Contract DMR-14-20570)) 

Evidence of thermal pressurization in high-velocity friction experiments on dolerite under elevated pore pressure , Lu Yao,                
Shengli Ma, and Toshihiko Shimamoto  (Poster Presentation 159) 

Dynamic weakening of faults plays a key role in aiding earthquake propagation. Several mechanisms, such as frictional melting,                  
thermal pressurization and flash heating have been suggested as major weakening mechanisms. Originally proposed through               
theoretical analyses, frictional melting and flash heating have been corroborated by high-velocity friction experiments, yet there is                 
rare experimental evidence to support the occurrence of thermal pressurization. In this study, high-velocity (2.0 m/s) friction                 
experiments were performed on dolerite under pore pressure up to 25 MPa, with effective normal stresses ranging from 3 to 10                     
MPa. Slip surfaces of dolerite specimens were roughened with 80# SiC, and some of them were further pitted with small holes to                      
vary the amount of pore water on fault planes (referred to as flat and pitted slip surfaces, respectively). 

Two kinds of friction evolution were observed in the experiments. One is typical slip weakening of exponential-decay type (type-1),                   
the other one is slip weakening superposed by drastic weakening and then strengthening in early stages (type-2). For all the                    
experiments showing the type-2 friction evolution, the initial drastic weakening temporarily leads to friction coefficient as low as                  
0.01–0.05 and, more importantly, the weakening is always contemporaneous with bulk pressure rise (though it could be much lower                   
than the pressure rise on the fault surface). The type-2 frictional behavior can be observed occasionally in experiments with flat slip                     
surfaces but consistently with pitted slip surfaces, which is reasonable as more pore water exists on the pitted slip surfaces.                    
Microstructural observation reveals that the deformation is dominated by comminution and only local melting can be observed on the                   
slip surface at the displacement where the drastic weakening is contemporaneous with bulk pressure rise. The continuous molten                  
layers formed at the late stage of experiments. All the data suggest that thermal pressurization accounts for the initial weakening                    
observed in the experiments showing the type-2 friction evolution. Considering the complexity of natural faults in terms of roughness                   
and geometry, the experiments with pitted slip surfaces are more meaningful. The experimental results suggest that thermal                 
pressurization weakening of cohesive fault rocks could occur and thus postpone frictional melting during earthquakes, and the bulk                  
melting may be prohibited if seismic slip is not large enough. 

Numerical accuracy of staircase fluid-solid and free-surface boundary conditions for staggered-grid finite-differences ,            
Te-Yang Yeh, and Kim Olsen  (Poster Presentation 090) 
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Accurate boundary conditions along fluid-solid and free-surface interfaces are needed in wave propagation simulations where the                
effects from non-planar surface topography and bathymetry are non-negligible. Okamoto and Takenaka (2005) and later Takenaka                
et al. (2009) proposed a unified and simple approach to approximate a realistic topography and bathymetry model in a staircase                    
fashion along both fluid-solid and free-surface interfaces in the 4th-order staggered-grid finite-difference (FD) scheme. The proposed                
boundary condition is located at the shear stress grid points, and downgrades the velocity and stress updates near the boundaries                    
to 2nd order accuracy to avoid the use of velocities and stresses that are discontinuous across the boundary in the FD update. The                       
lower-order FD update results in a reduction of numerical accuracy, particularly for surface waves traveling along the interfaces.                  
Later simulation studies used this boundary condition to model regional high-frequency ground motion with relatively low resolution                 
(e.g., 8 points per minimum S wavelength, Takemura et al., 2015). In order to determine how many points per minimum wavelength                     
this boundary condition requires for different simulation distances, we compared FD solutions for various propagation distances and                 
resolution to SpecFEM2D (Komatitsch & Vilotte, 1998) results. We show that 20 points per minimum wavelength are needed for                   
propagation distances up to about 100 km using models with planar interfaces, with or without the presence of a thick water layer.                      
When nonplanar topography and bathymetry are included in the model, the staircase generates additional scattered waves, further                 
degrading the accuracy. We estimate the minimum grid resolution required for accurate modeling in the presence of various free                   
surface and bathymetry complexity using this boundary condition. 

Machine Learning Based Regional Seismic Retrofit Design Optimization for Soft Weak Open Front Wall Line Buildings ,                
Zhengxiang Yi, and Henry Burton  (Poster Presentation 293) 

Policies are often enacted to mandate the retrofit of seismically vulnerable buildings. A major challenge in specifying the design                   
requirements for policy-based retrofits is ensuring that the desired performance enhancements are achieved across a portfolio of                 
buildings that differ significantly in terms of structural characteristics and seismic hazard. To address this challenge, a                 
machine-learning-based optimization framework is developed. The proposed methodology seeks to inform the development of              
prescriptive retrofit measures that maximize seismic performance enhancements at the portfolio scale. The initial framework is                
developed specifically for woodframe buildings with soft, weak and open front (SWOF) wall lines (or soft-story buildings). There are                   
three key elements to the overall methodology. First, machine-learning-based surrogate models are developed as compact               
statistical links between building structural characteristics (e.g. number of stories, story strengths, building configuration) and               
nonlinear response history analysis (including collapse simulation) and performance assessment (e.g. collapse, demolition, repair              
costs) outcomes. Second, objective functions are defined at the regional or portfolio scale (e.g. maximizing the total increase in                   
collapse margin ratio for all buildings, minimizing total losses for a scenario earthquake) with appropriate constraints (e.g. minimum                  
increase in collapse margin ratio for any single building, maximum cost of retrofit). Lastly, gradient-based stochastic optimization is                  
implemented to determine the retrofit enhancements (e.g. increase in strength and ductility) that would achieve the most desirable                  
combined outcome for all buildings in the portfolio. The framework is demonstrated using the inventory of approximately 12,000                  
SWOF buildings that are under the purview of the Los Angeles Soft-Story Ordinance. 

Systematic variations of earthquake source time function from clustering analysis , Jiuxun Yin, Zefeng Li, and Marine Denolle                 
(Poster Presentation 146) 

Source Time Functions (STFs) characterize temporal evolution of moment release during earthquake rupture and exhibits               
tremendous inter-event variations. In this study, we introduce a Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) technique to quantitatively cluster                 
large earthquakes based on the general shape of STFs. We analyze the clustering of STFs from seismic observations, and further                    
relate the results to the rupture dynamics via numerical simulations. 

We first apply the DTW clustering to STFs of 3,395 earthquakes (Mw>5.5) in the SCARDEC database. The results indicate that the                     
complex STFs correspond to the shallower focal depth and mostly strike-slip mechanism with smaller magnitude, while the simple                  
STFs correspond to the deeper focal depth and mostly thrust mechanism with larger magnitude. We further perform simulations to                   
explore the relation between the STF clusters and rupture dynamics. We stochastically produce pre-stress distributions and nucleate                 
spontaneous rupture on such heterogeneous faults. This gives us a large population of statistically identical dynamic earthquakes                 
with a wide coverage of magnitudes. We simulate five large earthquake populations with different characteristic slip parameters (Dc)                  
of the slip weakening constitutive relation. The same DTW clustering analysis reveals a systematic pattern that larger Dc tends to                    
produce more earthquakes with complex STFs. 

Associated with dynamic simulations, the observed patterns in STF clustering can help to constrain the dynamics of large                  
earthquakes: one possible explanation is the systematic variation of dynamic parameters, such as the depth-varying length scales in                  
different constitutive relations. 

Earthquake Notification Service (ENS): Present Capabilities and Next-Generation Product Ideas , Clara Yoon, Stan Schwarz,              
and Valerie Thomas  (Poster Presentation 304) 

The USGS is planning to develop the next-generation Earthquake Notification Service (ENS). ENS, available at               
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/ens/, is a free USGS product that provides accurate, reliable, timely, 24/7 earthquake information to               
over 400,000 users worldwide. We seek feedback from users about new ideas and design decisions that they want to see in the                      
future ENS product. 

ENS currently sends email and/or text notifications with real-time earthquake information: location, origin time, magnitude, nearby                
points of interest, and a link to the USGS event webpage. 
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Users can customize their ENS profiles to receive earthquake notifications only for particular regions, above certain magnitudes, or                  
during certain times. Users can also turn notifications on or off during regular or specific time intervals, and turn off notifications for                      
aftershocks of a major earthquake. 

ENS sent ~350,000 notifications for the 2019 July 5 M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake within an hour of the origin time, which led to                      
~33,000 visits to the USGS event webpage for this earthquake. 

Since the inception of ENS in 2006 (Wald et al., 2008), there have been many technological advances with potential to improve how                      
users might receive real-time earthquake notifications. 

Some possibilities to explore for the next generation of ENS: 

- Notification medium (push, email, text) 
- Platforms (mobile, laptop, desktop) 
- Notification content (should shaking intensity be added?) 
- Integration with other USGS earthquake products (ShakeMap, Did You Feel It, ShakeAlert) 
- Integration with social media (Twitter, Facebook) 
- User categories (Scientist/Network Operator, Emergency/First Responder, Public) 
- Customization options 
- Ease of use, speed, reliability 

We also seek user feedback on these questions: 

- What does ENS do well? 
- How can ENS be improved? 
- Would you prefer a lean, focused ENS with fewer configurable settings, or a fully customizable ENS with many user options? 
- How do you prefer to receive real-time earthquake information? 
- Where did you first go for information about the Ridgecrest earthquakes? 

New interpretations at the Ranch Center and Key Slide slip rate sites, Mojave section of the San Andreas Fault, Palmdale,                    
CA , Elaine Young, Katherine Scharer, Amanda Keen-Zebert, Emery Anderson-Merritt, Eric Cowgill, and Ray Weldon (Poster               
Presentation 130) 

The Holocene slip rate on the ~100km long Mojave section of the San Andreas Fault (MSAF) is not well known, despite its                      
importance for understanding apparent discrepancies between geologic and geodetic slip rates along this fault section and potential                 
long-term fault interactions in southern California. Here we build on our previous work at the Ranch Center site by presenting a new                      
luminescence data set and a reinterpreted offset magnitude. We also introduce a new interpretation of the Key Slide site (also                    
known as Ritter Ranch [1]). At Ranch Center, a channel is deflected 47.7-95.5m behind a shutter ridge. To bracket the age of the                       
offset landform, we date deposits emplaced before and after the channel formed. The channel is incised into alluvium, Qa, which                    
has a radiocarbon age of ~4200calBP and a luminescence age between ~4000-2000yrBP. The post-channel deposit, Qf1a, has a                  
radiocarbon age of ~3700-2000calBP and a luminescence age between ~2800-1700yrBP. The Ranch Center slip rate permitted by                 
the luminescence ages is ~12-56mm/yr, and the rate determined by radiocarbon ages is 16.1-26.2mm/yr. The Key Slide site                  
consists of an offset landslide. Archeological investigation and full excavation of the western edge of the landslide provide timing and                    
displacement used for the slip rate at this site. The landslide extended down a north-facing slope and across the MSAF onto the                      
floodplain of Amargosa Creek (Qal). The 60.4m offset of the excavated western margin of the slide provides a single displacement                    
estimate [2]. The eastern margin of the landslide was not excavated and its exact location is unknown. Samples were collected from                     
hearths on the Qal surface that were covered by the landslide [2]. The youngest radiocarbon samples from the hearths provide the                     
maximum age, 2850-2755calBP, of the landslide. Combining the maximum age with the offset of the western margin of the landslide                    
yields a maximum slip rate of 21.9mm/yr for the Key Slide site. These results suggest consistent slip histories between the Ranch                     
Center and Key Slide site. The two sites span <500m and provide similar and independently determined slip rates. The X12 site [3],                      
~20km SE along the MSAF, has a slip rate of ~28-108mm/yr since ~1700calBP. This suggests that the MSAF was slower prior to                      
~2ka. 

[1] Weldon, 2009, USGS/NEHRP #G09AP00012 (UO #238610) Report 

[2] Swiatek et al., 2008, Progress Report for 2008, SCEC Award #08109 

[3] Young et al., 2018, SCEC Annual Meeting 2018 

Drought Induced Groundwater Loss in and Around Great Salt Lake, Utah, Inferred from 3D GPS Displacements , Zachary                 
Young, and Corné Kreemer  (Poster Presentation 199) 

The American Southwest experienced a massive drought between 2011 and 2016 with significant impacts to regional water storage.                  
During this period, the Great Salt Lake (GSL), Utah, lost 1.85 meters of water and Global Positioning System (GPS) data show                     
significant changes in nearby station positions during the same time. Although the GPS data show expected uplift and extension                   
localized on the GSL, preliminary analysis suggests that the observed GSL unloading alone cannot fit the GPS displacements and                   
contributions from groundwater loss surrounding the GSL are likely. This study applies a damped least squares inversion to                  
determine the amount and distribution of groundwater removal consistent with the observed deformation. We test a large number of                   
load distributions over a range of radial load rings and compare both the predicted vertical and horizontal displacements to the data.                     
We estimate the loading coefficients of load rings using the code of D’Urso and Marmo (2013). Three dimensional inversion                   
provides the most realistic distributions, compared to horizontal and vertical only solutions, and yield GSL unloading comparable                 
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with the observed 2 meters of water loss (i.e., a volume of 8.7 km^3). The best model implies a radially decreasing mass loss up to                         
78 km from the edge of the lake at a volume of 50.6 km^3, over twice the volume of the entire GSL. The maximum localized                         
unloading is on the lake itself; however, the contribution of exterior groundwater loss is substantial and greatly improves the fit to the                      
data. In conclusion, we find that there is groundwater loss up to 78 km away from the lake and that the total amount of water loss                          
surrounding the lake is ~6 times that for the lake itself. 

Cloud Computing and Big Data – Using the Southern California Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC) and the Southern                 
California Seismic Network (SCSN) Products and Services for Earthquake Research , Ellen Yu, Prabha Acharya, Aparna               
Bhaskaran, Shang-Lin Chen, Jennifer Andrews, Valerie Thomas, Zachary Ross, Egill Hauksson, and Robert Clayton (Poster               
Presentation 301) 

Southern California Earthquake Data Now in the Amazon Cloud 

• At the date of this abstract, we have uploaded one year (2016,180 to 2017,180). Efforts to load remaining years (1999-present)                     
into the archive are are ongoing. AWS bucket name is s3://scedc-pds and it is hosted in the us-west-2 (Oregon) region. 

• To minimize the learning curve for users, we chose a data format familiar to most users of the archive and a file/directory naming                        
convention that would allow users to perform time based and channel based searches. Each file is in miniSEED format and                    
represents one channel for one day.  

• Development of additional tools for more fine grained searches is an ongoing effort as well as the creation of Docker and Amazon                       
Machine Images to facilitate access to the data set. The poster will also present a cost analysis for a variety of analysis activities to                        
give users an idea of costs incurred working with a cloud archive. 

New Data Availability Web Services and Station Map to Help Plan Your Research 

• Users can use SCEDC data availability web services to determine the time ranges for which triggered and continuous waveform                    
time series are available for download. This service is compliant with the IRIS data availability service. A new dynamic station map                     
allows users to see the information geographically. 

New Researcher Provided Datasets 

• The Quake Template Matching (QTM) seismicity catalog (Ross et al 2019) is available for download. 

• The SCEDC data holdings now include a double difference catalog (Hauksson et. al 2011) available via STP, and a focal                     
mechanism catalog (Yang et al. 2011) both spanning 1981 through 2018. 

• The SCEDC website now hosts training and validation datasets that are for deep learning research. There are sets for p wave                      
picking, first motion polarity, and phase identification (Ross et al. 2018), and signal noise discrimination (Meier et al 2019) 

Inter-event slow-slip process for the fore- to Main triggering of the 2016 Komamoto earthquake sequence , PKU Yue (Poster                  
Presentation 184) 

Cascade and preparation processes could interpret the triggering between fore- and mainshocks, which determine the possibility of                 
using foreshocks for short term predictions. Discriminate between these processes are difficult due to rare near field observations of                   
fore-main sequences. The nearfield observations of the 2016 Kumamoto earthquake. This sequence initiate as an Mw 6.4 foreshock                  
and followed by an Mw 6.2 foreshock about 1 hour later. The mainshock occurs about 25 hours later after the Mw 6.2 foreshock. We                        
obtained near-field GNSS stations which recorded the inter-event displacement time-series between the fore and the mainshock and                 
resolved up to 1 cm of inter-event displacement. This displacement presents a logarithmic shape, which appears to be related to the                     
after-slip process. We also observe a velocity direction change occurred 4 hours before the mainshock. By inverting the spatial slip                    
pattern using a Principle Component Analysis method (PCA), we obtained a two-stage slow-slip process. The first stage locates at                   
the shallow part of the mainshock fault plane and the second stage locates near the mainshock hypocenter. These two processes                    
are also consistent with the foreshock activities in these areas. We propose the second stage of the inter-event process may be                     
responsible for the fore-to-mainshock triggering of the 2016 Kumamoto sequence. 

Evidence for inactivity since ~100 ka on the northern route of the San Andreas fault, southern California , Doug Yule,                   
Jonathan Matti, Katherine Kendrick, and Richard Heermance  (Poster Presentation 132) 

From San Bernardino to Indio, CA, the San Andreas fault (SAF) follows two distinct routes. A northern route (NR) follows the Mill                      
Creek and Mission Creek strands and a southern route (SR) follows the San Bernardino, Banning, and Garnet Hill strands, and San                     
Gorgonio Pass (SGP) fault zone. We think that reconfiguration of the SAF zone in the SGP region at ~100 ka shifted motion from                       
the NR to the SR. Surprisingly, the complex SR has experienced low slip rates and relatively infrequent paleoearthquakes,                  
particularly in SGP. SR complexity and low slip rates in part led Fosdick & Blisniuk (F&B) (2018) to propose that the NR has                       
generated 2.5 km of dextral slip since ~100 ka, yielding a slip rate of 20-30 mm/yr. Their offset and its timing are based on                        
correlating a small strath terrace (Qt2) with an expansive fill terrace (Qf2) 5-7 km away that has a published OSL age of ~100 ka,                        
then using those deposits to define a paleodrainage that has been offset along the NR since that 100 ka—thereby showing that the                      
NR remains a major active plate boundary. We question this proposal using four arguments that support little, if any, slip on the NR                       
since ~100 ka: (1) The Qt2/Qf2 correlation is implausible because of (a) differences in soil development, elevation above modern                   
channel, and genetic terrace styles (strath vs fill), (b) the lag on Qt2 consists of material cannibalized from older alluvial deposits into                      
which the strath was carved, and (c) a profile connecting the Qt2-Qf2 terraces defines a gentle gradient much different from steeper                     
profiles on Pleistocene fan remnants in the area. (2) The NR does not deform Holocene units for most of its route (Matti et al., this                         
meeting). In contrast there is abundant evidence for Holocene deformation along the SR over the same distance. (3) Stream                   
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deflections of ~50 m in >>60 ka fill proposed on the NR near Mission Creek (F&B, 2018) equate to slip rates of <<1 mm/yr. (4)                         
Dextral motion of ~6 mm/yr on the SR through SGP (Heermance & Yule, 2017) matches estimates from geodetic models for SAF                     
motion here. Thus, there is no reason to require significant motion on the NR. Though the NR once carried ~20 mm/yr of SAF                       
motion, it shut down following the latest SAF reorganization at ~100 ka. This relatively recent event created the geometrically                   
complex SR and its traits characteristic of a poorly organized, youthful fault system. 

ARIA Rapid Response Products for the 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquakes , Sang-Ho Yun, Jung Liang, Eric Fielding, Cunren Liang,                 
Susan Owen, Hook Hua, and Marjorie Lucas  (Poster Presentation 230) 

The Advanced Rapid Imaging and Analysis (ARIA) team at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, created this                  
map depicting areas that are likely damaged as a result of the recent major earthquakes. The color variation from yellow to red                      
indicates increasingly more significant surface change, or damage. The map covers an area of 155 by 186 miles (250 by 300                     
kilometers), shown by the large red polygon. Each pixel measures about 33 yards (30 meters) across. 

To make the map, the team used synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images from the European Space Agency's Copernicus Sentinel-1                   
satellites from before and after the sequence of quakes - July 4 and July 10, 2019, respectively. The map may be less reliable over                        
vegetated areas but can provide useful guidance in identifying damaged areas. 

NASA's Disasters Program is in communication with the California Earthquake Clearinghouse, which is coordinating response               
efforts with the California Air National Guard, the U.S. Geological Service and the Federal Emergency Management Agency. NASA                  
analysts are using data from satellites to produce visualizations of land deformation and potential landslides, among other                 
earthquake impacts, and are making them available to response agencies. NASA's Disasters Program promotes the use of satellite                  
observations in predicting, preparing for, responding to and recovering from disasters around the world. 

Quantifying preparation process of large earthquakes: Damage localization and coalescent dynamics , Ilya Zaliapin, and              
Yehuda Ben-Zion  (Poster Presentation 089) 

We attempt to track and quantify preparation processes leading to large earthquakes with data of earthquake and acoustic emission                   
(AE) catalogs using two complementary analyses. (a) Localization of brittle deformation manifested by evolving fractional volume                
with seismic activity, and (b) coalescence of events into clusters. We analyze AE data from several laboratory experiments and                   
seismicity catalogs from Southern California (SoCal), Parkfield section of the San Andreas Fault (SAF), and region around the 1999                   
Izmit and Duzce earthquakes in Turkey. 

Localization of deformation is evaluated via the fractional volume 0 < V(q) < 1 occupied by the fraction 0 < q < 1 of active voxels with                           
mainshocks. The significance of the results is assessed using reshuffled catalogs. Analysis of the entire SoCal catalog shows a                   
steady decrease of V(q) occupied by mainshocks with M > 2.5 during 1981 – 2018, most prominently in a quasi-linear region around                      
the Imperial fault, Brawley seismic zone, SAF and Eastern California Shear Zone. Analysis around rupture zones of large                  
earthquakes indicate decrease of V(q) (increased localization) prior to the Landers (1992, M7.3), Joshua Tree (1992, M6.1), and                  
Duzce (1999, M7.2) mainshocks. We also observe ongoing damage production by the background seismicity around these rupture                 
zones, and the July 2019 Ridgecrest sequence in SoCal, several years before their occurrences. In contrast, we observe increase of                    
V(q) prior to the Parkfield (2004, M6.0) mainshock in the creeping section of the SAF. These findings are consistent with analysis of                      
AE data. 

The coalescence process is represented by a reverse time-oriented tree, with the last event being the root, constructed via the                    
nearest-neighbor proximity approach. The coalescence index Z(t) quantifies the balance between the emergence of new events and                 
merging of events to clusters. In AE experiments with different materials and loading conditions, the following failure stages are                   
observed. (1) An early distributed phase with events that tend to fill the volume, Z(t) > 0. (2) Transition to instability where Z(t)                       
fluctuates around zero. (3) A final short phase where Z(t) becomes negative leading to system size failure. Initial applications of the                     
coalescence analysis to observed seismicity show promising results. 

Spatiotemporal Evolution Pattern of Seismicity across California-Nevada and Its Implication for Future Large Earthquakes ,              
Yuehua Zeng, Mark Petersen, and Zheng-Kang Shen  (Oral Presentation Tue 1030) 

Rock mechanics studies and dynamic earthquake simulations show patterns of seismicity evolving with time through (1)                
accumulation phase, (2) localization phase, and (3) rupture phase. We observe a similar pattern of changes in seismicity during the                    
past century across California and Nevada. To quantify these changes, we correlate GPS strain rates with seismicity. We find small                    
and large earthquakes display different modes of behavior with time. While large earthquakes (M>6.5) were located within regions of                   
highest strain rates, mostly along the San Andreas and other major California faults, small earthquakes (M≥4) showed strong                  
spatiotemporal variation. For example, from 1933 to the late 1980s, earthquakes (M≥4) were more diffused and broadly distributed                  
in both high and low strain rate regions (accumulation phase), particularly across the northern Walker Lane and further into a broad                     
central and western Nevada region because of the stress shadows from the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. There were also                   
significant increases in seismic activity along the central California creeping section to reduce the slip deficit from the 1906 and 1857                     
earthquakes that ruptured the northern and southern San Andreas segments of the section, respectively. From the late 1980s to                   
present, seismicity has become more concentrated within the current high strain rate areas along the major fault strands                  
(localization phase). During the same time period, the rate of large events (M>6.5) also increased significantly in the high strain rate                     
areas, including the recent M7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake occurred in the East California Shear Zone. The strong correlation between                  
current strain rate and the later period of seismicity suggests that the strain rate has evolved with time. We conclude that as the                       
stress field has evolved out of the stress shadow of the last major earthquake, and seismicity and strain refocused on the major fault                       
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systems, California may have entered into a localization phase of its earthquake cycle which suggests increased seismic activity for                   
large earthquakes. 

Unified hydromechanical and nucleation models for induced seismicity in Western Oklahoma and South-Central Kansas ,              
Guang Zhai, Manoochehr Shirzaei, and Michael Manga  (Poster Presentation 034) 

Induced seismicity has expanded into south-central Kansas, an area with low risk of damaging natural earthquakes (Peterie et al.,                   
2018, GRL). Historically, the region has an average of one M3.0+ earthquake every one or two years. The rapid increase of                     
seismicity since 2014 makes Kansas the state with the second-highest seismicity rate in the central US after Oklahoma.                  
Independent from local injection operation, the abrupt increase of formation pressure evident from bottom-hole pressure data,                
together with the northward propagating seismicity suggests that fluid diffusion process due to high-volume injection at wells near                  
the Oklahoma-Kansas border may play a role. To test this hypothesis, here we investigate the effects of large-scale injection in the                     
combined area of western Oklahoma and south-central Kansas during 2010-2018 and its link to the observed seismicity. Using the                   
physics-based induced seismicity forecasting approach of Zhai et al. (2019, PNAS), we construct a unified hydromechanical and                 
seismicity rate model within the two states. Although we find a causal relationship between observed seismicity and injection                  
operations, there are zones of large predicted seismicity rate increase with almost no observed seismicity, indicating spatial                 
heterogeneity of the background seismic productivity (a-value). The mapped productivity distribution combined with the seismicity               
rate model can reproduce the observed earthquake magnitude-time distribution. Furthermore, using this unified model, we               
investigate the impact of Oklahoma injection on the spatiotemporal evolution of pore pressure, stress, and seismicity rate. Injection                  
in Oklahoma can amplify the total coulomb stress change and seismicity rate in south-central Kansas by 1.5-fold and 3-fold,                   
respectively. These long-distance interactions systematically increase the annual earthquake magnitude exceedance probability,            
with a maximum increase of ~36% in 2015. We conclude that fluid diffusion from far-field injection in Oklahoma plays an essential                     
role in elevating seismic hazard in south-central Kansas. 

Automated moment tensor inversion using 3D Green’s Functions: Application to the LA basin and the 2019 Ridgecrest                 
sequence ,  Zhongwen Zhan, and Xin Wang  (Poster Presentation 257) 

Earthquake focal mechanisms put primary control on the distribution of ground motion, and also bear on the stress state of the crust.                      
Most routine focal mechanism catalogs still use 1D velocity models in inversions, which may introduce large uncertainties in regions                   
with strong lateral velocity heterogeneities. Here, we develop an automated waveform-based inversion approach to determine the                
moment tensors of small-to-medium-sized earthquakes using 3D SCEC Community Velocity Models (CVMs). We apply the method                
to the 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake sequence and the earthquakes in the Los Angeles region since 2000. For the 2019 Ridgecrest                    
sequence, our moment tensor catalog, which contains about 150 earthquakes, reveals both along-strike and along-dip change of                 
fault geometry at the location where the M6.4 event stopped and the M7.1 event started. We suggest that the complex subsurface                     
fault geometry partially controlled the rupture patterns of the 2019 Ridgecrest sequence. For the earthquakes in the Los Angeles                   
region, we produce a new moment tensor catalog with a completeness of ML≥3.5. Our new catalog also features more accurate                    
focal depths and moment magnitudes and will be available for further seismological and geological investigations, as well as                  
contributing to mitigating the seismic hazard and risk in the area. 

Resolving the spatiotemporal variability of small earthquake source parameters at Parkfield and their relationship with               
2004M6 Parkfield earthquake ,  Jiewen Zhang, Xiaowei Chen, and Rachel Abercrombie  (Poster Presentation 088) 

Parkfield has long been a natural, well-studied laboratory for investigating spatial and temporal changes in fault properties and their                   
relation to large earthquakes. Previous studies have found possible changes in stress drop for small events with time and space but                     
are limited by using only a small number of earthquakes or only surface stations that lack high-frequency signal, leading to                    
significant uncertainties in the results. In our research, we perform a comprehensive analysis of the spatiotemporal variation in                  
earthquake stress drops using both surface and borehole data, and investigate the effects of using different data, frequency range,                   
and modeling assumptions on the stress drop estimates. 

We follow the large-scale stacking approach developed by Shearer et al., (2006), and previously applied to regional Northern                  
California Seismic Network (NCSN) at Parkfield by Allmann and Shearer (2007). We use ~5000 earthquakes (2001-2016) recorded                 
by the High-Resolution Seismic Network (HRSN) in 4-60Hz range and ~6000 earthquakes (1984-2016) recorded by regional surface                 
network in 4-40Hz range, with wider frequency band above noise for higher ability to resolve small earthquakes. 

To account for spatial variation in path effects from heterogeneity, we partition the fault both along strike and with depth, and invert                      
for independent EGFs within each bin. Our results show that the smallest earthquakes (M<1 for borehole network and M<1.5 for                    
surface network) appear to scale with magnitude, which may be ascribed to strong trade-off between attenuation and corner                  
frequency. Then we try an alternative approach to calculate the EGF for each bin, and fix the stress drop of the lowest magnitudes,                       
resulting in considerably less magnitude-scaling stress drops. And the assumption of depth-dependent rupture velocity helps               
decrease the scatter of stress drop estimates. Based on above, we find consistency of stress drop spatial pattern between our                    
results and Allmann and Shearer (2007) using only surface stations on larger stress drops around 2004 M6 and smaller stress drops                     
around 1966 M6, and agreement between borehole and surface results only for low corner frequencies (1/3-1/2 of upper bound) due                    
to frequency limitation. We also observe some temporal change of stress drop before and after 2004 M6 by generating time-varying                    
EGFs, consistent with previous results, where NW section of the fault has increased stress drops and those in SE section is                     
decreased. 

Developing a 3-D crustal velocity model for central Oklahoma ,  Shuo Zhang, and Hejun Zhu  (Poster Presentation 006) 

During the last decade, there are increasing numbers of earthquakes recorded in Oklahoma, most of which are small earthquakes.                   
In order to study these earthquakes, a lot of local station networks have been deployed in this region, such as GS, YW, OK, etc. The                         
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USArray also covers the area during 2010-2011. With this large database, we attempt to estimate a 3-D crust velocity model for the                      
state of Oklahoma by using full waveform inversion. We select 226 earthquakes from 2011 to 2018, recorded by 182 station.                    
Additional 23 earthquakes are used as an independent dataset to test the inverted velocity model. The magnitude of these                   
earthquakes ranges from 3 to 5, and the depth ranges from 1 to 15km. The initial model is a 3-D model built by using adjoint                         
tomography with ambient noise cross-correlation functions. This initial model has a good constraint for the Anadarko and Arkoma                  
basins. To avoid the cycle-skipping problem, we use a multiscale strategy and select three frequency bands, 10-30s, 5-30s, 2-30s.                   
The final velocity model is the result of 20 preconditioned conjugate-gradient iterations. This new model enables us to better                   
delineate geological features in central Oklahoma. It can also be utilized to characterize strong ground motions, locate earthquakes                  
and determine moment tensor solutions in central Oklahoma. 

Evaluating Seismicity Patterns in Western China ,  Yingying Zhang, and Walter Mooney  (Poster Presentation 181) 

Ebel and Chambers (2016) found that some modern M ≥ 4.0 earthquakes in California and Nevada preferentially occurred at the                    
ends of 19th and 20th century Mw ≥ 6.5 fault ruptures, and the focal mechanisms were the same as the earlier main shock. Their                        
results suggest that modern M ≥ 4.0 earthquakes may be used to define where past strong earthquake ruptures occurred and the                     
focal mechanisms of those earthquakes, even if there is no or limited historical record of the main shocks. To test the applicability of                       
Ebel and Chambers’ (2016) theory, we conducted a statistical test for ten significant historical earthquakes in western China. We                   
analyzed the number of M ≥ 3.0 earthquakes from 2003 to 2018 that are near the ends of the ruptures versus those near the centers                         
of the ruptures. The results show seven earthquakes follow Ebel and Chambers’ (2016) hypothesis whereby M ≥ 4.0 earthquakes                   
occur at the ends of past major ruptures. The phenomenon of moderate to large earthquakes occurring at the ends of earlier large                      
ruptures becomes more pronounced as the smallest magnitude in the data set is reduced from M 4.0 to M 3.0. For the remaining                       
three earthquakes, two show a relatively lack of seismicity, both at the ends and in the middle of the rupture, whereas one shows                       
that M ≥ 4.0 earthquakes in the middle of the rupture. Our results indicate that the theory of Ebel and Chambers (2016) is potentially                        
an effective method to identify the location of past major ruptures in western China. In future work we will consider additional cases. 

CSEP2 from China Perspective , Yongxian Zhang, Zhongliang Wu, Xiaodong Zhang, Huaizhong Yu, Shengfeng Zhang, Xiaotao               
Zhang, Chen Yu, and Chaozhong Hu  (Poster Presentation 031) 

Recently, a China-US cooperation project named “CSEP China in the Context of China Seismic Experimental Site (CSES)” was                  
approved by the Ministry of Science and Technology, China which is led by Yongxian Zhang at CENC and Emily Brodsky at UCSC                      
and SCEC. The expected results of the project are the completion of the CSEP China Testing Center and interfacing with the                     
project's global network infrastructure. Other expected results include promoting innovation and standardization in earthquake              
prediction methods and raising the level of science and technology in earthquake prediction. 

The China Seismic Experimental Site (CSES) is established in the Sichuan-Yunnan region (21.0°-32.0°N, 97.5°-105.5°E), which               
was officially announced on May 12, 2018, at the International Conference for the Decade Memory of the Wenchuan Earthquake                   
with the 4th International Conference on Continental Earthquakes (4th ICCE). This natural laboratory located in the eastern margin                  
of the Tibetan Plateau, with total area 780,000km2, has been suffered from seismic disasters in history. Since 1965, for every                    
decade, there had been on average 14 earthquakes above MS6.0, among which 3 above MS7.0. The earthquakes are mainly                   
continental earthquakes, among which there were the May 12, 2008, Wenchuan MS8.0, the April 20, 2013, Lushan MS7.0, and the                    
August 3, 2014, Ludian MS6.5 earthquake, all causing tremendous losses of both human lives and social property, highlighting the                   
importance of earthquake science and technology for improving the preparedness, mitigation, and management of earthquake               
disasters. 

As a continuation and expansion of the West-Yunnan Earthquake Prediction Experimental Site since 1980 and the National                 
Experimental Site for Earthquake Monitoring and Forecast since 2014, CSES aims at making use of the cutting edge science and                    
technology to deepen the understandings of the preparation and occurrence of continental earthquakes and the cause of seismic                  
disasters. International collaborations are called for by CSES, in which CSEP-China, focusing on statistical seismology, is one of the                   
important components. Details of CSES can be seen in: http://www.cses.ac.cn/(in Chinese) and http://www.cses.ac.cn/en/(in             
English). 

Updating the Caltech Millkan Shaker for time-lapse seismic imaging in Southern California , Yuling Zhang, Ethan Williams,                
Valere Lambert, and Zhongwen Zhan  (Poster Presentation 046) 

Ambient noise interferometry has been invaluable in shallow subsurface imaging. However, in Southern California, rapidly evolving                
noise sources can lead to spurious velocity changes, posing substantial challenges for time-lapse investigations such as                
hydrological monitoring. In 1972, an eccentric mass shaker was installed on the roof of Millikan Library on the Caltech campus which                     
has historically been used for forced vibration testing of the building. This shaker has the potential to be a repeatable, tunable                     
seismic source capable of creating surface waves detectable throughout Southern California and as far as the US-Mexican border.                  
In tandem with the newly-established Pasadena distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) array, the Millikan Shaker provides an                
opportunity to reliably image the subsurface with unprecedentedly high spatial and temporal resolution. Here we will report our                  
ongoing work in upgrading the Millikan Shaker as a customizable active source for imaging in the San Gabriel Valley. 

The Holocene paleoearthquakes on the 2014 Kangding Ms6.3 earthquake faults ,  Hu Zhong  (Poster Presentation 102) 

On November 22, 2014, a Ms6.3 earthquake occurred in Kangding, Sichuan Province. After the field survey of fracture in this region,                     
the Selaha segment of Xianshuihe fault zone is confirmed as the earthquake fault based on comprehensive research of focal                   
mechanism, distribution of the aftershock and regional faults. In this paper, the author revealed the characters of Holocene                  
paleoearthquakes of this segment through interpretation of remote sensing, field investigation, four trenches excavating, sample               
dating and other research techniques, concluded as: (1) There are many paleoearthquakes happened in this segment. The elapsed                  
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time from the latest one is up to 2027–2359 a BP, so it should be no surprise that the earthquake or even more stronger earthquake                         
occurred in this segment. (2) The paleoearthquakes in the Holocene showed obvious periodicity in Selaha segment. It shows                  
obviously clustering characteristics between 6812–11316 a BP, recurrence intervals may around 1000 years. Since 6812 a BP, there                  
has been only two earthquakes which were between 3840–4295 a BP and 2027–2359 a BP, and the time of recurrence interval was                      
significantly longer. 

Evolving seismic and aseismic slip on a heterogeneous frictional fault with heat generation and temperature-dependent               
creep ,  Bruce Zhou, Iain Bailey, and Yehuda Ben-Zion  (Poster Presentation 187) 

We study the evolution of seismicity and seismic/aseismic slip partitioning on a fault using a generalized version of the Ben-Zion and                     
Rice (1993) model for a discrete cellular fault in elastic halfspace. Previous versions of the model were shown to produce a wide                      
variety of realistic results (e.g., frequency-size statistics, hypocenter distributions, slip distributions and temporal occurrence) using               
distributions of static and kinetic friction levels and creep properties that vary in space but are fixed in time. In the present study we                        
incroporate heat generation due to slip within a 10 cm wide zone, subsequent diffusion into the surrounding halfspace, and related                    
changes of temperature and temperature-dependent creep on the fault. We assume a power law dependency of creep on the local                    
shear stress, with temperature-dependent parameters based on the Arrhenius equation. Temperature rises due to slip episodes lead                 
to increased aseismic slip, which can lead to further stress concentration in a feedback loop. The partitioning of seismic/aseismic                   
slip and the temporal distribution of seismicity are strongly affected by the activation energy in the Arrhenius equation, and frictional                    
parameters that control the local stress drop after failure. Our initial investigations attempt to clarify changes of the fault behavior                    
associated with variations of these two parameters. The results can be summarized as follows: (1) A constant activation energy for                    
the whole fault produces clear depth separation of brittle and creeping parts of the fault, and leads to quasi-periodic large                    
earthquakes in the brittle portion followed by seismic quiescence. (2) Increasing activation energy with depth in the brittle fault                   
section from 55 to 130 kJ/mole leads to increased fault creep after seismic slip, and constant levels of background seismicity even                     
after large earthquakes. (3) A heterogeneous distribution of activation energies can lead to further variations in the temporal                  
distribution of seismicity, which are strongest when the fault has alternating regions of higher and lower activation energies. (4) A                    
co-seismic activation energy drop followed by post-seismic recovery is applied to approximate rock damage evolution. The lower                 
activation energy can lead to a further increased creeping rate, which cause the fault section to release all stored stress, with stress                      
concentration at the edge of that fault section enhanced earthquake clustering. 

MC-QSim -- Introducing a new multi-cycle earthquake rupture simulator , Olaf Zielke, and Paul Martin Mail (Poster Presentation                 
026) 

With this abstract, we introduce MC-QSim, a newly formulated multi-cycle earthquake rupture simulator for the generation of long                  
sequences of earthquakes along arbitrarily complex fault geometries with heterogeneous distributions of fault constitutive              
parameters. The goal of this simulator is to provide a tool for comprehensive parameter space investigations that assess the                   
system's behavior and sensitivity to varying combinations of fault geometry and parameter distributions. It will further serve to                  
assess the probability of future earthquakes along actually existing fault geometries, based on past observations along these faults                  
and current (i.e., implemented) knowledge of inter-, co-, and post-seismic phase. In that regard, it is meant to serve as an alternative                      
to existing multi-cycle rupture simulators such as AllCal, RSQsim, Virtual California, or ViscoSim –providing a different                
representation of the underlying physics. 

MC-QSim is a quasi-dynamic rupture simulator, utilizing the artifact-free analytical solutions by Nikkhoo and Walter (2015) for                 
triangular dislocations. It accounts for the temporal aspects of the rupture process and stress propagation, generating source-time                 
functions for individual fault cells as well as moment-rate functions for the entire earthquake that may be imported into wave                    
propagation codes. It features three different friction laws (Coulomb, slip-weakening, velocity-weakening). The strength of faults as                
well as the constitutive parameters of fault friction may vary spatially (and temporally) along the fault to create stable, conditionally                    
stable, or unstable fault cells (e.g., with locked and unlocked fault portions within the seismogenic zone) where the prior two may                     
exhibit after-slip. The simulator incorporates the epistemic uncertainties in fault geometry and parameter distribution along the fault                 
by allowing to automatically generate input models in which these parameters may vary randomly within a predefined range (e.g.,                   
fault roughness and fault strength represented as random fields). Analyzing the corresponding suite of earthquake catalogs will                 
provide a more comprehensive representation of possible and likely rupture behavior along the investigated fault (system),                
accounting for the aforementioned uncertainties. Finally, the simulator code is fully parallelized and runs on laptop PCs as well as                    
large-scale computer infrastructures (e.g., SHAHEEN 2 at KAUST). 

Three-dimensional rupture patterns of the 2019 Ridgecrest, California earthquake sequence revealed by correlation of              
high-resolution WorldView optical satellite imagery , Robert Zinke, James Hollingsworth, Gilles Peltzer, Eric Fielding, James              
Dolan, Chris Milliner, Yousef Bozorgnia, and Alexandra Sarmiento  (Poster Presentation 226) 

We measure horizontal and vertical surface deformation from the 4 July 2019 MW 6.4 and 5 July 2019 MW 7.1 earthquake                     
sequence near Ridgecrest, CA using correlation of high-resolution WorldView optical satellite imagery. Specifically, we correlated               
pre- and post-earthquake imagery (collected 31 July 2016 and 14 July 2019) acquired at oblique (20–30°) look angles. We used                    
subpixel correlation methods (Ames Stereo Pipeline and COSI-Corr) to determine disparity maps between the images, then applied                 
a simple ray tracing approach to directly triangulate horizontal and vertical coseismic displacements at 16 m intervals at the ground                    
surface. This methodology is advantageous in that it does not require construction of multiple DEMs, or resampling of a                   
pre-earthquake DEM for vertical differencing. Thus, the resulting deformation maps document both broad-scale and fine-scale               
surface rupture patterns. Coseismic displacement is evident along fault strands ranging in length from multiple km to 100’s m, and                    
expressed by multiple meters to 10’s cm of offset. Surface rupture patterns are structurally complex, commonly consisting of multiple                   
sub-parallel faults strands. Deformation maps show numerous high-strain or discrete shears (primary faults) embedded within               
broader, lower-strain shear zones comprising subsidiary fault strands and distributed shearing spanning 100’s m to km from the                  
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primary fault traces. Our high-resolution 3D results reveal systematic relationships between horizontal and vertical fault offsets                
controlled by local fault kinematics. Instances include > 1 m of down-dropping of the ground surface across a several km2 area                     
within a large fault stepover, and more localized down-dropping along sub-km-scale releasing bends on high-slip fault segments.                 
Overall, our results agree with InSAR and SAR pixel offset results, and these methods constitute a mutually complementary data                   
set. Comparisons of our deformation maps with field data will allow for further quantification of the nature and distribution of surface                     
faulting patterns. 
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CHAN  Joanne,  USGS , poster 254, 255 
CHAO  Kevin,  Georgia Tech , poster 079 
CHAPMAN  Alan,  Macalester   poster 315 
CHAUDHURI  Kuntal,  UCR , poster 256 
CHEN  Bo,  CEA , poster 291 
CHENG  Yifang,  USC , poster 084 
CHEN  Kejie,  Caltech , poster 262 
CHEN  Rui,  CGS , poster 228 
CHEN  Shang-Lin,  Caltech , poster 301 
CHEN  T-C, poster 180 
CHEN  Xiaowei,  U Oklahoma , poster 086, 

088, 182, 183 
CHEN  Zhiang,  ASU , poster 120 
CHESTER  Frederick,  TAMU , poster 117, 

163 
CHESTER  Judith,  TAMU , poster 117, 163 
CHUANG  Lindsay,  Georgia Tech , poster 

073 
CHUNG  Angela,  UC Berkeley , poster 094, 

274 
CHUNG  Yonghyun,  Seoul Nat'l U , poster 

063 
CHUPIK  C, poster 244 
CHUPIK  Colin, poster 217, 218, 223 
CIRILLO  Daniele, poster 128 
CIVILINI  Francesco,  USGS , poster 058 
CLARK  Dan, poster 124 
CLAYTON  Robert,  Caltech , poster 051, 

053, 054, 251, 285, 301 
CLEMENTS  Tim,  Harvard , poster 302 
COCHRAN  Elizabeth,  USGS , poster 044, 

081, 093, 272 
COCKERILL  Tim,  TACC 
COFFEY  Genevieve,  Columbia , poster 

153 
COLEMAN  Justin, poster 299 
COLEMAN  Thomas, poster 240 
COLE  Steve,  OptaSense , poster 240 
CONDON  Scott,  UCSB , poster 259 
CONSTABLE  Steven,  UCSD , poster 140 
CONTRERAS  Raul,  CPP , poster 137 
CONWAY  Erik,  JPL , poster 244 
COOKE  Michele,  UMass,  poster 194 
CORTEZ  Jordan,  UCR , poster 280, 281 
COTTON  Fabrice,  U Grenoble,  poster 036 
COUTANT  O, poster 050 
COWGILL  Eric,  UC Davis , poster 130 
COX  Stephen, poster 153 
CRILEY  Coyn, poster 254, 255 
CROUSE  C.B.,  AECOM , poster 295 

CUI  Yifeng,  SDSC , poster 005, 009, 297, 
300 

DAL ZILIO  Luca,  Caltech , poster 175 
DALGUER  Luis,  3Q-Lab , poster 148 
DANIELS  Clara,  Georgia Tech , poster 069 
DASCHER-COUSINEAU  Kelian,  UCSC , 

poster 123, 277 
DAS  Jnaneshwar,  ASU , poster 120 
DAVENPORT  Kathy,  Oregon State 
DAVEY  Laura,  Stanford , poster 309 
DAVIS  Craig,  City of LA , poster 244 
DAVIS  Paul,  UCLA 
DAWE  T. Craig, talk Tue0830 
DAWSON  Timothy,  CGS , poster 217, 222, 

224, 228, 244 
DAY  Steven,  SDSU , talk Sun1800, poster 

005, 007, 014, 288 
DE GROOT  Robert,  USGS 
DE NARDIS  Rita, poster 125, 128 
DE PASCALE  Gregory,  U Chile , poster 

095, 180 
DEFRISCO  Michael,  CGS , poster 105, 217 
DELANO  Jaime,  USGS , poster 217 
DELONG  Stephen,  USGS , poster 217 
DELUSINA  Irina, poster 142 
DENOLLE  Marine,  Harvard , poster 043, 

049, 076, 146, 285, 302 
DEROSIER  Boe,  CEA , poster 106 
DIETERICH  James,  UC Riverside , poster 

284 
DILLAVOU  Sam,  Harvard , poster 164 
DOLAN  James,  USC , poster 104, 107, 

131, 217, 219, 226, 228 
DON  Jessica,  Harvard , poster 112 
DONNELLAN  Andrea,  JPL , poster 215, 

228, 229, 243, 244 
DORSETT  Jacob,  Indiana U , poster 236 
DORSEY  Matthew,  TAMU , poster 117 
DOUILLY  Roby,  UCR , poster 281 
DOWNEY  Nathan, poster 255 
DREGER  Doug, poster 059 
DREGER  Douglas,  UC Berkeley 
DRISCOLL  Neal,  CEA , poster 106, 114, 

115 
DUAN  Benchun,  TAMU , poster 144, 147 
DUNBAR  Sean,  CDWR 
DUNHAM  Eric,  Stanford , poster 169, 174 
DURAN  Emily,  Cal Poly Pomona 
DURAN  Suzie,  PCC , poster 306 
DUROSS  Christopher,  USGS , poster 217, 

220, 244 
DUVALL  Alison,  Washington , poster 123 
DU  Yue,  SDSU 
ELBANNA  Ahmed,  UIUC , poster 151, 167, 

174 
ELLIOTT  Austin,  USGS , poster 118 
ELLSWORTH  William,  Stanford , poster 

066, 077 
ELSTON  Hanna,  UMass , poster 194 
ERICKSEN  T, poster 244 
ERICKSEN  Todd, poster 217 
ERICKSON  Brittany,  Oregon , poster 174 
ESMAEILZADEH SEYLABI  Elnaz,  UNR , 

poster 004 
EVANS  Eileen,  CSUN 
EYMOLD  William,  Ohio State , poster 312 

FABBRIZZI  Andrea,  SDSU 
FAHERTY  Drew,  CPP , poster 137 
FALCONE  Giuseppe,  INGV  
FANG  Hongjian, poster 003, 045 
FANG  Peng,  CEA , poster 227, 321 
FAN  Wenyuan,  Florida State , poster 081 
FARANDA  Davide, poster 025 
FARGHAL  Noha,  USGS , poster 249, 253 
FAYAZ  Jawad,  UCI , poster 244 
FEAUX  Karl,  UNAVCO , poster 238 
FENG  Tian,  UCLA , poster 064 
FERNANDEZ-DIAZ  Juan Carlos, poster 

224 
FERRARINI  Federica,  U G d'Annunzio, 

poster 125, 128 
FIALKO  Yuri,  CEA , poster 174, 275, 320 
FIELD  Edward,  USGS , poster 027, 028, 

269, 271 
FIELDING  Eric,  JPL , poster 226, 230, 231, 

276 
FIGUEIREDO  Paula,  North Carolina State 

U , poster 101, 136, 141 
FILDES  Rebecca,  UC Davis,  poster 038 
FINNEGAN  Noah,  UCSC , poster 123 
FITZMORRIS  Cassie,  Occidental College 
FLAŠAR  Jan, poster 113 
FLETCHER  John,  CICESE , talk Wed0900 
FLORES  Peter,  CPP , poster 111 
FLOYD  Michael,  MIT , poster 233 
FORD  Heather,  UCR 
FOSDICK  Julie , Connecticut , poster 135 
FOSTER  Jon,  FEMA 
FROST  Erik,  CGS , poster 217 
FUIS  Gary,  USGS , poster 139 
FUNNING  Gareth,  UCR , poster 070, 233, 

281 
FU  Yuning,  Bowling Green , poster 204 
GABRIEL  Alice-Agnes,  LMU Germany , 

talk Tue1330 
GAGE  Nicole,  Cal Poly Pomona 
GALDAMEZ  Joses,  USC , poster 308 
GARAGASH  Dmitry,  Dalhousie , poster 

168 
GARCIA  Antonio, poster 097 
GEE  Lind,  USGS 
GHOSH  Abhijit,  UCR , poster 082, 256, 281 
GIVLER  Robert,  Lettis,  poster 103 
GLENNIE  Craig,  GeoDigital , poster 224 
GOEBEL  Thomas,  UCSC , poster 075 
GOLDMAN  Mark,  USGS , poster 254, 255 
GOLD  Peter,  UT Austin , talk Wed0900 
GOLD  Ryan,  USGS , poster 110, 217, 244 
GONTZ  Allen,  SDSU 
GONZALEZ-HUIZAR  Hector,  UTEP , 

poster 079 
GONZALEZ-ORTEGA  Alejandro, 

CICESE , talk Wed0900, poster 195, 214 
GONZÀLEZ-GARCÌA  Jose Javier, 

CICESE , poster 195, 214 
GOOD  Andrew, poster 094 
GOODING  Margaret,  Retired 
GORMLEY  Deborah,  USC 
GOSPE  Tatiana,  UCLA 
GOULET  Christine,  USC , poster 009, 013, 

022, 023, 068, 148, 229, 243, 295, 297 
GRAEHL  Nicholas,  CGS , poster 217 
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GRANT LUDWIG  Lisa,  UCI , poster 121 
GRAVELY  D, poster 180 
GRAVES  Robert,  USGS , poster 012, 020, 

022, 060, 252, 295, 297 
GRAY  Brian, poster 103 
GRENIER  Margaret,  CPP,  poster 062 
GRIFFITH  W.  Ohio State , poster 161 
GRZAN  David,  UC Davis , poster 039 
GRÜTZNER  Christoph, poster 118 
GUALANDI  Adriano,  NASA JPL , poster 

025, 201, 212 
GUGSA  Yonatan,  PCC , poster 307 
GUIWITS  Stephen, poster 094 
GUNS  Katherine,  U Arizona , poster 197 
GUPTA  Abhineet,  One Concern , poster 

298 
GURLEY  Samuel, poster 062 
GUY  Richard,  Caltech , poster 251 
HADDADI  Hamid,  CGS 
HADDON  Elizabeth,  USGS , poster 217, 

220 
HADRIEN  Meyer, poster 032 
HAGOS  Lijam,  CGS 
HAINES  John, poster 203 
HAINZL  Sebastian,  GFZ , talk Tue1100, 

poster 036 
HAMMOND  William,  UNR , poster 263 
HANKS  Tom,  USGS , poster 272 
HARDEBECK  Jeanne,  USGS , poster 029, 

270 
HARLAN  Stephen,  NSF 
HARRIS  Ruth,  USGS , poster 174, 279 
HARTLEB  Ross,  Lettis  poster 103 
HASEGAWA  Akira,  Tohoku , poster 208 
HATCH  Jennifer,  UMass , poster 194 
HATCH  Rachel,  UNR , poster 263 
HATEM  Alexandra,  USC , poster 107, 217, 

219 
HAUKSSON  Egill,  Caltech , poster 084, 

276, 278, 301, 323 
HAUSER  Darren,  U Houston , poster 224 
HAYASHIDA  Takumi,  IISEE-BRI Japan/UC 

Berkeley , poster 057 
HEARN  Elizabeth,  Capstone Geophysics , 

poster 242, 317, 322 
HEARNE  Mike, poster 250 
HEATON  Thomas,  Caltech , poster 251 
HEERMANCE  Richard,  CSUN , poster 132, 

133 
HEFLIN  Michael,  JPL , poster 215 
HEIMISSON  Elias,  Caltech , poster 170 
HELGANS  Elliott,  LSU , poster 143 
HELMBERGER  Donald,  Caltech , poster 

012 
HEMMING  Sidney, poster 153 
HERNANDEZ  J, poster 244 
HERNANDEZ  Janis,  CGS , poster 217, 224 
HERNANDEZ  Veronica,  CPP , poster 122 
HERON  Chris,  LADWP 
HERRING  Thomas,  EAPS, MIT 
HERR  Kaherine, poster 221 
HERSETH  Andrew,  FEMA 
HICKMAN  Stephen,  USGS 
HIGHTOWER  Erin,  Caltech , poster 035 
HILL  Ryley,  SIO/SDSU 
HINO  Ryota, poster 208 

HIRAKAWA  Evan,  USGS , poster 313 
HIRTH  Greg,  Brown , talk Mon1330, 

Tue1400, poster 157, 160, 317 
HITCHCOCK  Christopher,  Infraterra , 

poster 217, 221 
HODGKINSON  Kathleen,  UNAVCO , 

poster 238 
HOFFMAN  William, poster 299 
HOGAN  Phillip,  Fugro 
HOIRUP  Don,  CDWR 
HOLLINGSWORTH  James,  U Grenoble 

Alpes , poster 226 
HOLLIS  Daniel,  Sisprobe SAS , poster 050 
HOLT  William,  Stony Brook , talk Tue1400, 

poster 316 
HORI  Takane,  JAMSTEC , poster 208 
HOSHIBA  Mitsuyuki, poster 093 
HOUGH  Susan,  USGS , talk Mon1030 
HUA  Hook, poster 230 
HUANG  Hui,  UCLA , poster 064, 260 
HUANG  Jonney, poster 019 
HUANG  Litong,  Peking U 
HUANG  Mong-Han,  Maryland , poster 231 
HUANG  Yihe,  Michigan , poster 166 
HU  Chaozhong, poster 031 
HUDNUT  Kenneth,  USGS , poster 217, 

224, 244 
HUDSON  Kenneth,  UCLA , poster 244 
HUDSON  Martin,  Law Crandall Eng , 

poster 244 
HU  Jing,  USTC , poster 042 
HUMPHREYS  Eugene,  U Oregon , poster 

314 
HU  Xiaohui, poster 190 
HUYNH  Tran,  USC , poster 305, 322 
HU  Zhifeng,  SDSU/UCSD , poster 007 
IDINI  Benjamin,  Caltech , poster 174, 276 
IM  Kyungjae,  Caltech , poster 074 
INSERRA  Nick,  CSUF , poster 108 
IRIKURA  Kojiro,  AIST , poster 060 
ISHII  Miaki, poster 047 
IZQUIERDO  Kristel,  U Maryland , talk 

Tue1400, poster 316 
JACKSON  David,  UCLA , poster 269 
JAVIER  Gabriele,  FEMA 
JERRETT  Andrew,  SDSU , poster 098 
JIANG  Changsheng,  CEA , poster 190 
JIANG  Junle,  Cornell , poster 174, 196 
JIAN  Tian,  CEA , poster 127 
JIA  Zhe,  Caltech , poster 051, 054 
JI  Chen,  UCSB,  poster 002, 259 
JIN  Zeyu,  UCSD , poster 275 
JOHNSON  Christopher,  CEA , poster 050, 

061, 065, 192 
JOHNSON  Kaj,  Indiana , poster 236 
JOHNSON  Marilyn,  PCC 
JOHNSON  Paul,  LANL , poster 266 
JORDAN, JR.  Frank,  County of SB 
JORDAN  Thomas,  USC , poster 022, 030, 

178, 269, 271, 295, 297, 306, 307, 308, 
309, 312 

JUANES  Ruben, poster 155 
JUAREZ  Alan,  USC , poster 055, 178, 310 
KAIN  Justin,  LSU , poster 191 
KAMERLING  Marc,  Consultant , poster 

318 

KANAYA  Taka,  Maryland , poster 165 
KARLSSON  Keene,  Earth Consultants 
KARRENBACH  Martin, poster 240 
KASHIDA  Tadahiro, poster 248 
KAVEN  J. Ole,  USGS , poster 044 
KAWASE  Hiroshi,  Kyushu , poster 060 
KEEN-ZEBERT  Amanda,  Desert 

Research Institute , poster 130 
KELTY  Clay,  CSULB , poster 097 
KEMP  Chris,  Fugro , poster 103 
KENDRICK  Katherine,  USGS , poster 132, 

133, 217, 220 
KEOGH  Eamonn, poster 070 
KERANEN  Kathleen,  Cornell , poster 156 
KERR  Drake,  CSULB , poster 101, 136 
KHOSHMANESH  Mostafa,  ASU , poster 

202 
KILB  Debi,  CEA , poster 061, 093 
KING  Elias,  U Oregon , poster 001 
KING  Roslynn,  SDSU/UCSD 
KING  Tamarah,  U Melbourne , poster 124 
KISHIDA  T, poster 244 
KISHIDA  Tadahiro, poster 247 
KLEIN  Emilie,  CEA , poster 321 
KLIMASEWSKI  Alexis,  U Oregon , poster 

001, 021, 106 
KLINGER  Yann,  IPGP , poster 098 
KLUESNER  Jared,  USGS , poster 114, 189 
KNUDSEN  Keith,  USGS 
KODERA  Yuki, poster 093 
KOEHLER  Rich,  UNR , poster 217, 218, 

223, 244 
KOEHNE  Tobias, poster 213 
KOHLER  Monica,  Caltech , poster 251 
KOKETSU  Kazuki,  U Tokyo , poster 246 
KOSTOGLODOV  Vladimir, poster 079 
KOTTKE  Albert,  PG&E , poster 221, 297 
KOWAL  Anna,  U Otago , poster 018 
KOZACI  Ozgur,  InfraTerra , poster 217, 

221, 225 
KOZDON  Jeremy,  Navy , poster 174 
KRAMER  Daniel,  UC Davis 
KREEMER  Corné,  UNR , poster 199 
KREUZIGER  Rachel,  CPP , poster 062 
KROLL  Kayla,  LLNL , poster 284 
KUEHN  Nicolas,  UCLA , poster 247 
KULIKOVA  Galina, poster 118 
KYAW  Tun,  DMH Myanmar 
KYRIAKOPOULOS  Christodoulos,  U 

Memphis , poster 152, 280, 281 
LADINSKY  Tyler,  CGS , poster 217 
LAFLAME  Lisa,  OptaSense , poster 240 
LAGRAVA  D, poster 019 
LAI  Voon Hui,  Caltech , poster 012, 053 
LAMBERT  Valere,  Caltech , poster 046, 

149, 174 
LANGERMANN  Daniel, poster 254, 255 
LAPUSTA  Nadia,  Caltech , poster 085, 

149, 162, 172, 174, 175 
LAROCQUE  Sasha, poster 161 
LAVECCHIA  Giusy,  CRUST , poster 125, 

128 
LAWRENCE  Shawn,  UNAVCO , poster 238 
LAY  Thorne,  UCSC , poster 277 
LAZERSON  Malka,  CSUF , poster 309 
LECOCQ  T, poster 050 
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LEE  jaejoon,  Seoul Nat'l U , poster 063 
LEE  Kangryul, poster 063 
LEE  Robin,  U Canterbury , poster 017, 019, 

020, 310 
LEGG  Mark,  Legg Geophys,  poster 318 
LEMME  Nathan,  NAVFAC EXWC 
LENZ  David,  SDSC , poster 300 
LEVANDER  Alan,  DEEPS, Rice U 
LEVY  Yuval,  SDSU/UCSD , poster 098, 

211 
LI WU  Ruben,  ELAC  poster 309 
LIANG  Cunren, poster 210, 230, 231 
LIANG  Jung, poster 230 
LIANG  Shanshan, poster 190 
LI  Bo,  UCR , poster 082 
LI  Chenyu,  Georgia Tech , poster 261 
LIFTON  Nathaniel,  Purdue U , poster 096 
LI  Junheng,  LMU , poster 173 
LI  Mingjia,  Peking U , poster 264 
LINDSEY  Nate,  UC Berkeley , talk 

Tue0830 
LINDVALL  Scott,  Lettis, poster 103 
LIN  Fan-Chi,  U Utah , poster 048 
LIN  Yen-Yu,  Caltech , poster 085 
LIU  Chengli,  CUG/UCSC , poster 277 
LIU  Dunyu,  TAMU , poster 144 
LIU  Mian,  U Missouri , poster 147 
LIU  Tianze, poster 011 
LIU  Xin,  Stanford , poster 056, 071 
LIU  Yajing,  McGill U , poster 174 
LIU  Zhen,  JPL/Caltech , poster 171, 210, 

212, 216, 231, 276 
LI  Yida,  Caltech , poster 054 
LI  Yong-Gang,  USC , poster 180 
LI  Yuexin,  UC Berkeley , poster 207 
LI  Zefeng,  Caltech , poster 146, 240 
LLENOS  Andrea,  USGS , poster 037, 270 
LOCKNER  David,  USGS , poster 315 
LOHMAN  Rowena,  Cornell U , poster 196 
LOZOS  Julian,  CSUN , poster 150, 279 
LUCAS  Marjorie, poster 230 
LUCO  Nicolas,  USGS , poster 022 
LUI  Semechah K.Y.,  U Toronto , poster 173 
LUNA  Eloy,  LAFD 
LUNDGREN  Paul,  JPL , poster 210 
LUO  Yingdi,  UCLA , poster 171, 174 
LUTTRELL  Karen,  LSU , poster 143 
LU  Weifan, poster 264 
LU  Yuner,  PCC , poster 307 
LYNCH  David,  Spectral Sci,  poster 229 
LYZENGA  Gregory,  Harvey Mudd , poster 

229, 243, 244 
MACDONALD  Todd, poster 298 
MACY  Kyle,  CPP , poster 067 
MADUGO  Christopher,  PG&E , poster 217, 

221, 225, 228, 244 
MAECHLING  Philip,  USC , poster 013, 

022, 030, 269, 297, 305, 319, 322 
MAHAN  Shannon,  USGS , poster 109 
MAHONEY  Michael,  FEMA 
MAIL  Paul Martin, poster 026 
MALIK  Javed, poster 126 
MALONEY  Jillian,  SDSU , talk Wed0830, 

poster 114 
MANCINI  Simone,  U Bristol , poster 268 

MANEERAT  Patcharaporn,  UC Berkeley , 
poster 059 

MANGA  Michael,  UC Berkeley , poster 034 
MANN  Doerte,  UNAVCO , poster 238 
MAO  Shujuan,  MIT , poster 045 
MARESCHAL  Maxime,  CGS , poster 217, 

222 
MARQUIS  John,  USC 
MARREN  Thomas, poster 161 
MARSHALL  Scott,  AppState , poster 194, 

211, 322, 323 
MARTINEZ-BARCENA  Hebert, poster 214 
MARTINEZ  Eric,  USGS , poster 270 
MARZOCCHI  Warner,  INGV , poster 030 
MA  Shengli,  CEA , poster 159 
MA  Shuo,  SDSU , poster 148, 188 
MATERNA  Kathryn,  UC Berkeley , poster 

205 
MATSUZAWA  Takanori,  Stanford , poster 

208 
MATTI  Jonathan,  USGS , poster 132, 133 
MATTIOLI  Glen,  UNAVCO , poster 238 
MA  Xiao,  UIUC , poster 167, 174 
MA  Zhenning,  USGS , poster 254 
MA  Ziqiang, poster 255 
MAZZONI  Silvia,  UCLA , poster 244, 248 
MCBRIDE  Sara,  USGS , poster 270 
MCCABE  Steven,  NIST 
MCCLELLAN  James, poster 069, 073 
MCCRINK  Timothy,  CGS 
MCDERMOTT  Robert,  Utah State , poster 

157 
MCEVILLY  Adrian, poster 254, 255 
MCGILL  Sally,  CSUSB , poster 104, 107, 

129, 134 
MCGREGOR  Ian,  CSULB , poster 099 
MCGUIRE  Jeff,  WHOI , poster 094, 274 
MCKINNEY  Emmons,  PG&E / Cal Poly 

Pomona , poster 225 
MCNAMARA  Dan,  LLNL , poster 245 
MCNEIL  James,  UNR , poster 134 
MCPHILLIPS  Devin,  USGS , poster 096, 

129, 134, 217, 244, 290 
MCRANEY  John,  USC 
MEIER  Men-Andrin,  Caltech , poster 274 
MELBOURNE  Timothy,  CWU 
MELTZNER  Aron,  EOS-NTU 
MENCIN  David,  UNAVCO , poster 238 
MENDEZ  Miguel,  USC 
MENDOZA  Luis, poster 138 
MENDOZA  Manuel,  UCR , poster 082, 256 
MENGES  Christopher,  USGS , poster 109 
MENG  Haoran,  USC , poster 065 
MENG  Lingsen,  UCLA , poster 064, 258, 

260 
MENG  Xiaofeng,  USC , poster 023, 243 
MICHAEL  Andrew,  USGS , poster 029, 

037, 269, 270 
MICHEL  Sylvain,  Cambridge , poster 025 
MILLINER  Chris,  JPL/Caltech , poster 217, 

222, 226, 227, 228, 262, 276 
MILNER  Kevin,  USC , poster 022, 023, 

028, 269, 271, 295, 297, 308, 309 
MINSON  Sarah,  USGS , poster 093, 272, 

273 
MINYAN  Zhong, poster 092 

MIRANDA  Elena,  CSUN , talk Mon1330, 
poster 100, 154 

MITCHELL  Thomas,  U College London , 
talk Mon1330 

MIYAKE  Hiroe,  U Tokyo , poster 246 
MIYAKOSHI  Ken,  Kyoto U , poster 060 
MOLINA  Daniel,  CPP , poster 307 
MONDRAGON  Gisselle,  CSULB , poster 

309 
MONGOVIN  Daniel,  USGS , poster 254, 

255 
MONTESI  Laurent,  Maryland , talk 

Tue1400, poster 316, 317 
MOONEY  Walter,  USGS , poster 058, 181 
MOON  Seulgi,  UCLA , poster 129, 134 
MOORE  Angelyn,  JPL , poster 276 
MORDRET  Aurelien,  MIT , poster 045, 050, 

311 
MORELAN  Alex,  CGS , poster 217, 228 
MOSCHETTI  Morgan,  USGS , poster 016, 

022, 037, 250 
MOTHA  Jason, poster 019 
MOUSAVI  Mostafa,  Stanford , poster 077 
MUELLER  Charles,  USGS , poster 037 
MUELLER  Karl,  UC Boulder , poster 110 
MUIR  Jack,  Caltech , poster 265 
MURRAY  Jessica,  USGS , poster 235 
MURRAY  Mark,  USGS 
NADIMI  Khadija,  Terra Nova Plan & Res 
NAKATA  Nori,  MIT , poster 003 
NAKATA  Rie,  U Tokyo 
NALE  Stephanie,  Navy Geothermal 
NAZARI  NEGAR,  Berkshire Hathaway , 

poster 294 
NEELY  Wesley,  CEA 
NEILL  Sarah,  U Canterbury , poster 017 
NEVITT  Johanna,  USGS , talk Mon1330, 

poster 217 
NEWMAN  Andrew,  ETHZ , talk Tue0900 
NEWMAN  Mattie, poster 112 
NGUYEN  Trung Dung,  U Canterbury , 

poster 310 
NICHOLSON  Craig,  UCSB , poster 322, 

323 
NIYOGI  Shankho, poster 256 
NORBECK  Jack,  Stanford , poster 033 
NORIEGA  Gabriela,  USC , poster 306 
NOVOA  Nicholas,  CDWR 
NWEKE  Chukwuebuka,  UCLA , poster 244 
O'NEIL  Brandon,  USC , poster 308 
O'REILLY  Ossian,  USC , poster 009 
O'ROURKE  Colin, poster 094 
OGATA  Yosihiko,  ISM 
OGLESBY  David,  UCR , poster 152, 220, 

280, 281 
OJHA  Chandrakanta,  ASU , poster 200 
OKAMOTO  Kristina,  UCSC , poster 156 
OKUBO  Kurama,  Harvard , poster 043, 049 
OKUMURA  Koji,  Hiroshima , poster 098, 

126 
OKUWAKI  Ryo,  U Tsukuba , poster 176 
OLLER  Brian,  CEA , poster 106 
OLSEN  Kim,  SDSU , poster 005, 007, 009, 

014, 090, 297 
OLSON  Brian,  CGS , poster 217, 220, 244 
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ONDERDONK  Nate,  CSULB , poster 097, 
099, 101, 136, 141 

ORAL  Elif,  GéoAzur , poster 145 
ORTEGA  Gustavo,  CA Dept. of 

Transportation 
ORTEZ  Ronaldo,  UC Davis , poster 078 
OSKIN  Michael,  UC Davis , talk Tue1400, 

Wed0900, poster 142, 217, 224, 317, 
319 

OWEN  Lewis,  NC State U , poster 141 
OWEN  Susan,  JPL , poster 230 
PACE  Alan,  Petra Geosciences 
PADILLA  Alba Mar,  UC Davis , poster 142 
PADILLA  Salena,  CSUF , poster 217, 219 
PAGE  Morgan,  USGS , poster 028, 270, 

271 
PANKAJAKSHAN  Ramesh, poster 015 
PARKER  Grace,  USGS , poster 245, 250 
PARKER  Jay,  JPL , poster 215, 229 
PARK  Sunyoung,  Caltech , poster 047 
PARK  Yongsoo,  Stanford , poster 077 
PARSONS  Barry, poster 118 
PARSONS  Tom,  USGS , poster 268 
PASTORINO  Julie,  Michigan , poster 307 
PATTERSON  J, poster 019 
PATTON  jason,  CGS , poster 217, 220, 244 
PAUK  Edric,  USC , poster 295, 305, 322 
PEACOCK  Jared,  USGS , poster 140 
PELTZER  Gilles,  UCLA , poster 226 
PELYK  Nick,  Nanometrics 
PENG  Zhigang,  Georgia Tech , poster 069, 

073, 183, 261 
PENNEY  Camilla,  Cambridge , poster 239 
PERROUD  Sebastian, poster 095 
PERSAUD  Patricia,  LSU , poster 055, 191, 

285 
PERSICO  Mario, poster 095 
PETERSEN  Mark,  USGS , talk Tue1030, 

poster 022, 037 
PETERSSON  Anders,  LLNL , poster 015 
PETRASHEK  Stacey,  CPP , poster 137 
PEZESHK  Shahram,  U Memphis 
PEÑA  Kyle,  CSUSB , poster 107 
PHILIBOSIAN  Belle,  USGS , poster 217 
PHILLIPS  Ben,  NASA 
PICKERING  Alexandra,  USGS , poster 

217, 220 
PIERCE  Ian,  UNR , poster 217, 218, 223, 

244, 263 
PITARKA  Arben,  LLNL , poster 003, 015, 

060 
PLESCH  Andreas,  Harvard , poster 112, 

278, 317, 319, 322, 323 
POKHREL  Prakash, poster 126 
POLAK  V, poster 019 
POLET  Jascha,  CPP , poster 062, 067, 

111, 122, 137, 285 
POLISSAR  Pratigya,  Columbia , poster 153 
PONTI  Daniel,  USGS , poster 217, 244 
POPE  Nathan,  USGS 
PORRITT  Robert,  USC , poster 091 
PORTILLO  Haydee,  Virginia Tech , poster 

306 
POWERS  Peter,  USGS , poster 022 
PRADO  Oscar,  CPP , poster 122 
PRIDMORE  Cynthia,  CGS , poster 217 

PUEL  Simone,  UT Austin , poster 236 
PULVER  Nathan,  CPP , poster 137 
QIAN  Jiawei, poster 042 
QIN  Lei,  USC , poster 041 
QIU  Hongrui,  USC , poster 042, 048 
QUIGLEY  M., poster 180 
QUIGLEY  Mark,  U Canterbury , poster 124 
RAI  Shyam, poster 082 
RAMIREZ-GUZMAN  Leonardo,  UNAM , 

poster 296 
RAUTELA  Ojashvi,  Caltech 
REED  Michael,  NMSU , poster 096 
REITMAN  Nadine,  U Colorado , poster 110 
REKOSKE  John, poster 022, 245, 250 
REN  Chunmei, poster 264 
REN  Zhikun, poster 118 
RESTREPO  Doriam,  U EAFIT,  poster 004 
RETAILLEAU  Lise,  Stanford , poster 311 
RHOADES  David,  GNS Sci , poster 030, 

269 
RHODES  Ed,  UCLA , poster 104, 107, 129 
RICHARDS-DINGER  Keith,  UCR , poster 

284 
RICO  Jose,  USC , poster 306 
ROBLES-AVALOS  Juan Carlos, poster 

214 
ROCKWELL  Thomas,  SDSU , talk 

Wed0900, poster 098, 103, 142, 211 
RODGERS  Arthur,  LLNL , poster 015, 060 
RODRIGUEZ-MAREK  Adrian,  UC 

Berkeley , poster 020 
ROSA  Carla,  CGS , poster 217 
ROSAKIS  Ares,  Caltech , poster 162 
ROSENBLIT  Julia,  CSUF 
ROSINSKI  Anne,  FEMA 
ROSS  Zachary,  Caltech , poster 083, 084, 

213, 266, 276, 278, 301 
ROTEN  Daniel,  SDSU , poster 005, 007, 

009 
ROTH  Nathaniel, poster 217 
ROUGIER  Esteban, poster 049 
ROUSSET  Baptiste,  UC Berkeley , poster 

204, 260 
RUBINO  Vito,  Caltech , poster 162 
RUBINSTEIN  Justin,  USGS , poster 033, 

044 
RUBINSTEIN  Shmuel, poster 158, 164 
RUHL  Christine,  UC Berkeley , poster 263 
RUNDLE  John,  UC Davis , poster 038, 

039, 078 
SAHAKIAN  Valerie,  U Oregon , poster 001, 

021, 106 
SAHA  Sourav,  UCLA , poster 107, 129, 

134 
SAIFULLAH  M. Khalid, poster 119 
SANA  Hamid,  CAS , poster 113 
SANDOVAL  Francisca, poster 095 
SANDOW  Sharon,  USC 
SANDWELL  David,  UCSD , poster 195, 

198, 227, 237, 321 
SANGHA  Simran, poster 231 
SANI  Shawn,  SoCal Gas Co 
SANTA MARIA  Jared,  CMU , poster 307 
SAPKOTA  Soma, poster 126 
SARMIENTO  Alexandra,  UCLA , poster 

226, 228 

SAUNDERS  Jessie,  USGS , poster 273 
SAVAGE  Heather,  UCSC , poster 153, 156 
SAVRAN  William,  USC , poster 030, 269, 

271, 307 
SAYLOR  Cameron,  UC Davis , poster 209 
SCHAAL  Natalie,  LMU , poster 085, 173 
SCHARER  Katherine,  USGS , poster 096, 

129, 130, 131, 134, 217, 224, 244, 290 
SCHILL  C, poster 019 
SCHINDLER  Leanna,  CPP 
SCHMIDT  David,  Washington , talk 

Tue0900 
SCHNEIDER  Emma, poster 315 
SCHOENBERG  Frederic,  UCLA 
SCHORLEMMER  Danijel,  GFZ , poster 

030, 036 
SCHOVANEC  Heather, poster 250 
SCHULTE-PELKUM  Vera,  U Colorado 

Boulder , poster 091 
SCHWARTZ  Joshua,  CSUN , poster 100, 

154 
SCHWARTZ  Susan,  UCSC , poster 193 
SCHWARZ  Stan,  USGS , poster 304 
SCOTT  Chelsea,  ASU , poster 120, 125, 

206 
SCOTT  Tyler,  ASU , poster 120, 125 
SEGALL  Paul,  Stanford , talk Tue1100, 

poster 174 
SEGOU  Margarita,  GéoAzur , poster 268 
SEGURA  Christopher,  NIST 
SEITZ  Gordon,  CGS , poster 217, 222 
SHADDOX  Heather,  UCSC , poster 193 
SHAFIQAH BINTI MOHAMMAD FADIL 

Wardah, poster 186 
SHAKIBAY SENOBARI  Nader,  UCR , 

poster 070 
SHARE  Pieter-Ewald,  CEA , poster 042, 

050, 138, 140 
SHATZ  Alexei,  PCC , poster 307 
SHAW  Bruce,  Columbia , poster 185, 297 
SHAW  John,  Harvard , poster 112, 155, 

211, 278, 317, 319, 322, 323 
SHEARER  Peter,  UCSD , poster 070, 080, 

087 
SHELLY  David,  USGS , poster 267 
SHENG  shuzhong,  East China U Tech , 

poster 190 
SHEN  Zheng-Kang,  UCLA , talk Tue1030, 

poster 264 
SHI  Chuang, poster 262 
SHI  Jian,  Caltech , poster 010 
SHIMAMOTO  Toshihiko,  Hiroshima , poster 

159 
SHIN  Changsoo, poster 063 
SHINEVAR  William,  MIT , talk Tue1400, 

poster 316 
SHI  Pengcheng,  Rhode Island , poster 174 
SHIRZAEI  Manoochehr,  ASU , poster 034, 

200, 202, 206 
SHOME  Nilesh,  RMS 
SHUMWAY  Allison,  USGS , poster 022, 

037 
SI  Hongjun,  Seis Res Institute , poster 246 
SILVA  Fabio,  USC , poster 013 
SIMILA  Gerry,  CSUN 
SIMONS  Mark,  Caltech , poster 231, 276 
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SINGHANIA  Abhinav, poster 224 
SINGLETON  Drake,  SDSU/UCSD , poster 

098, 114, 142 
SIRORATTANAKUL  Krittanon,  Caltech , 

poster 201 
SJOGREEN  Bjorn,  LLNL , poster 015 
SKARLATOUDIS  Andreas,  AECOM , 

poster 024 
SLAUGHTER  Andrew, poster 299 
SLEEP  Norman,  Stanford , poster 011 
SLITER  Ray,  USGS , poster 114 
SLOAN  Hanah,  CSUN 
SMITH-KONTER  Bridget,  Hawaii , poster 

143, 198, 227, 237 
SMITH  Deborah,  USGS , poster 094, 274 
SMITH  Jonathan,  Caltech , poster 032 
SMITH  Ken,  UNR , poster 263 
SMITH  Zachary, poster 161 
SONG  Tony, poster 039 
SORLIEN  Christopher,  UCSB , poster 323 
SOTO  Stephanie,  Puerto Rico , poster 306 
SPANGLER  Ellie, poster 217 
STAFFORD  Peter, poster 020 
STANCIU  A. Christian,  Oregon , poster 314 
STEIDL  Jamison,  UCSB , poster 041, 254, 

255 
STEINHARDT  Will,  Harvard , poster 158 
STEPANCIKOVA  Petra,  ICzech Republic, 

poster 113 
STEPHENSON  Oliver,  Caltech , poster 

213, 231, 276 
STEWART  Jonathan,  UCLA , poster 024, 

244, 248 
STIN  Vincent, poster 164 
STIRLING  Mark,  U Otago 
STOCK  Joann,  Caltech , poster 106, 191 
STRADER  Anne,  GFZ , poster 036 
STUBAILO  Igor,  Caltech , poster 274 
SUDHIR  Kavya,  Caltech , poster 172 
SU  Feng,  US Bureau of Reclamation 
SU  J-R, poster 180 
SU  Mei-Hui,  USC , poster 297, 305, 322 
SUMY  Danielle,  IRIS 
SUN  J, poster 244 
SUN  Jianbao,  CEA , poster 264 
SUN  Li,  CEA , poster 072 
SUTKOWSKI  Chloe,  CPP , poster 122 
SVARC  Jerry,  USGS , poster 235 
SWANSON  Brian,  CGS , poster 217 
SWIATLOWSKI  Jerlyn,  UCR , poster 308, 

309 
SZYMANSKI  Mark, poster 103 
TABORDA  Ricardo,  U EAFIT,  poster 004 
TABORIK  Petr, poster 113 
TACIROGLU  Ertugrul,  UCLA , poster 247 
TAIRA  Taka'aki,  UC Berkeley , poster 044, 

261 
TAKEDATSU  Rumi,  SDSU , poster 014 
TALAAT  Mohamed,  SGH 
TAL  Yuval,  CalTech , poster 162 
TAMHIDI  Aidin,  UCLA , poster 247 
TANG  Terri,  UCLA , poster 309 
TANG  Yi,  CEA , poster 303 
TANIMOTO  Toshiro,  UCSB , poster 052 
TANIOKA  Yuichiro,  Hokkaido 
TAPE  Carl,  U Alaska Fairbanks 

TARBALI  Karim,  U Canterbury , poster 019 
TECA  Amabel,  CSM , poster 309 
TERRY  Dylan,  CSUSB 
TERRY  Rachel,  UCR , poster 233 
THAKUR  Prithvi,  Michigan , poster 166 
THAN  Oo,  DMH Myanmar 
THATCHER  Wayne,  USGS , poster 317 
THIO  Hong Kie,  AECOM 
THOMAS-COLLIGNON  Guillaume, poster 

009 
THOMAS  Amanda,  U Oregon , poster 021 
THOMAS  Kate, poster 217 
THOMAS  Valerie,  USGS , poster 301, 304 
THOMPSON JOBE  Jessica, poster 217 
THOMPSON  Eric,  USGS , poster 016, 022, 

245, 250 
THURBER  Clifford,  UW-Madison 
TOKE  Nathan,  Utah Valley 
TORRES  Jeremy,  CSUF , poster 100 
TRAMMELL  Cali,  CSUN 
TRATT  David,  Aerospace Corp 
TREIMAN  Jerry,  CGS , poster 217, 244 
TREMAYNE  Heidi,  EERI 
TRUGMAN  Daniel,  LANL , poster 083, 266 
TSAI  Victor,  Caltech , poster 047 
TSUDA  Kenichi,  Shimizu Corpo , poster 

259 
TUCKER  Amber,  CSULB , poster 115 
TUCKER  Greg, poster 110 
TULLIS  Terry,  Brown U , poster 160 
TURCOTTE  Donald,  UC Davis , poster 038 
TURNER  Ryan,  UNAVCO , poster 238 
TYAGI  Anisha,  CPP , poster 062 
TYLER  Mitch,  CDWR 
TYMOFYEYEVA  Ekaterina,  JPL , poster 

320 
TYSON  Jeffrey,  LADWP 
UCHIDA  Naoki,  Tohoku , poster 202 
ULLOA  Sirena,  CSUN , poster 150 
VAN DEN ENDE  Martijn, poster 174 
VAN DER ELST  Nicholas,  USGS , poster 

028, 270 
VAN DER HILST  Rob,  MIT , poster 045 
VAZQUEZ  Luis,  USC 
VEERARAGHAVAN  Swetha,  Idaho 

National Laboratory , poster 299 
VELAZQUEZ ZAGUILAN  Arisai,  CICESE , 

poster 195 
VERNON  Frank,  IGPP/SIO/UCSD , poster 

050, 061, 065, 140, 229 
VIDAL-VILLEGAS  Antonio,  CICESE , 

poster 138 
VIDALE  John,  USC 
VILLALOBOS  Angelo, poster 095 
VILLATORO  Marcela,  CPP 
VON SPECHT  Sebastian, poster 036 
WACO  Jesse,  SJSU , poster 135 
WADE  Adam,  InfraTerra , poster 225 
WAGHELA  Harsh,  USC , poster 308 
WALKER  Richard, poster 118 
WALLACE  Laura,  UT Austin , talk 

Tue0900, poster 203 
WALLS  Christian,  UNAVCO , poster 238 
WANG  Feng,  USC , poster 022 
WANG  Hui,  CEA , poster 147 
WANG  Jiong,  UCSB , poster 052 

WANG  Kaiwen,  Stanford , poster 066 
WANG  Kang,  UC Berkeley , poster 234, 

260 
WANG  Min,  UCLA , poster 264 
WANG  Nan,  SDSU / UCSD , poster 014 
WANG  Pengfei, poster 244, 248 
WANG  Wei,  CEA , poster 080 
WANG  Wei,  USC , poster 087 
WANG  Xiaoshan, poster 190 
WANG  Xin,  Caltech , poster 092, 257 
WANG  Yongfei,  USC , poster 148, 288 
WAN  Yongge,  UCLA , poster 190 
WARD-BARANYAY  Megan,  CPP 
WARD  Lauren,  Hawaii , poster 198, 227, 

237 
WEBB  Spahr, talk Tue0900 
WECH  Aaron, poster 205 
WEIDMAN  Luke,  Geocon 
WEI  Meng,  Rhode Island , poster 174 
WEINGARTEN  Matthew,  SDSU 
WEISER  Debbie,  One Concern , poster 

298 
WEI  Shengji,  Nanyang Tech U , poster 186 
WELDON  Ray,  U Oregon , poster 130, 141 
WENG  Huihui, poster 145 
WEN  Zengping,  CEA , poster 008, 292 
WERNER  Maximilian,  U Bristol , poster 

030, 268, 269, 271 
WERTH  Susanna, poster 200 
WESNOUSKY  Steven,  UNR 
WESSEL  Kaitlin,  SDSU , poster 098 
WHITE  Josha, poster 284 
WHITE  Malcolm,  USC , poster 003 
WHITE  Robert, poster 032 
WILLIAMS  A, poster 244 
WILLIAMS  Alana,  ASU , poster 217, 218, 

223 
WILLIAMS  Charles,  GNS Sci , poster 203, 

205, 242 
WILLIAMS  Ethan,  Caltech , poster 046, 

240 
WILLIAMS  Matthew,  U 
WILLIAMS  Randolph,  UW-Madison 
WILSON  Andrew,  SDSU , poster 188 
WILSON  John,  UC Davis , poster 039 
WINCKLER  Gisela, poster 153 
WITHERS  Kyle,  USGS , poster 016, 148 
WITTICH  Christine,  Nebraska , poster 119 
WOODDELL  Kathryn,  PG&E , poster 297 
WU  Baoning,  UC Riverside , poster 152, 

256, 280, 281 
WU  P., poster 180 
WU  Qimin,  U Oklahoma , poster 086, 183 
WU  Yingyan,  CEA , poster 040 
WU  Zhongliang,  CEA , poster 031 
XIE  Junju,  CEA , poster 292 
XIE  Yuqing,  UCLA , poster 258 
XIONG  Xiong, poster 277 
XU  Chao,  CEA , poster 292 
XUE  Lian,  UC Berkeley , poster 264 
XU  Xiaohua,  UCSD , poster 080, 198, 227, 

228, 237, 321 
YAGI  Yuji,  Tsukuba,  poster 176 
YANG  Gina,  USC , poster 308 
YANG  Jidong,  UT Dallas , poster 177 
YANG  Lei,  Stanford , poster 071 
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YANG  Yuyun,  Stanford , poster 169 
YANG  Zhuo,  Harvard , poster 076 
YAO  Dongdong,  Georgia Tech , poster 183 
YAO  Lu,  CEA , poster 159 
YARSEV  Victor, poster 240 
YEH  Te-Yang,  SDSU , poster 009, 090 
YIN  Jiuxun,  Harvard , poster 146 
YIN  Zoe,  UCSD 
YI  Zhengxiang,  UCLA , poster 293 
YOHLER  Ryan,  UC Berkeley , talk 

Tue0900 
YOKOI  Toshiaki, poster 057 
YONG  Alan,  USGS 
YOON  Clara,  USGS , poster 304 
YOUNG  Elaine,  UC Davis , poster 130 
YOUNG  Zachary,  UNR , poster 199 
YUAN  Congcong, poster 043 
YU  Chen, poster 031 
YU  Chunquan,  Caltech , poster 012 
YUE  Han, poster 264 
YU  Ellen,  Caltech , poster 301 
YUE  PKU,  Peking U , poster 184 
YU  Huaizhong, poster 031 

YU  John,  USC , poster 030, 308 
YULE  Doug,  CSUN , poster 129, 132, 133, 

134 
YUN  Sang-Ho,  NASA JPL , poster 213, 

230, 231, 276 
ZACHARIASEN  Judy,  CGS 
ZAHRAN  Hani, poster 058 
ZALIAPIN  Ilya,  UNR , poster 089 
ZAMORA-TAMAYO  Miguel,  CSUN , poster 

154 
ZANZERKIA  Eva,  NSF 
ZAREIAN  Farzin,  UC Irvine , poster 244 
ZEIDAN  Tina,  SW College, Miramar  Coll 
ZENG  Yuehua,  USGS , talk Tue1030 
ZHAI  Guang,  UC Berkeley and ASU , 

poster 034, 200 
ZHAN  Eric, poster 213 
ZHANG  Haijiang,  UW-Madison , poster 042 
ZHANG  Jiewen,  Oklahoma , poster 088, 

182 
ZHANG  Shengfeng, poster 031 
ZHANG  Shubo,  USTC 
ZHANG  Shuo,  UT Dallas , poster 006 

ZHANG  Xiaodong,  CEA , poster 031 
ZHANG  Xiaotao, poster 031 
ZHANG  Yingying,  CENC , poster 181 
ZHANG  Yongxian,  CEA , poster 031 
ZHANG  Yuling,  Caltech , poster 046 
ZHANG  Zhuqi,  CEA , poster 118 
ZHAN  Zhongwen,  Caltech , poster 012, 

046, 240, 257, 265 
ZHENG  Fu, poster 262 
ZHONG  Hu,  CEA , poster 102 
ZHONG  Minyan,  Caltech , poster 231, 276 
ZHONGWEN  Zhan, poster 092 
ZHOU  Bruce,  USC , poster 187 
ZHOU  Yijian, poster 264 
ZHU  Hejun,  UT Dallas , poster 006 
ZHU  Lijun, poster 069, 073 
ZHU  M, poster 019 
ZHU  Weiqiang,  Stanford , poster 066, 071, 

077, 169 
ZIELKE  Olaf,  KAUST , poster 026 
ZIMMERMAN  Zachary, poster 070 
ZINKE  Robert,  JPL , poster 107, 226, 228 
ZUMBERGE  Mark,  CEA , talk Tue0900 
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SCEC Institutions 
The Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) is an institutionally based organization that recognizes both core institutions ,                
which make a major, sustained commitment to SCEC objectives, and a larger number of participating institutions , which are                  
self-nominated through the involvement of individual scientists or groups in SCEC activities and confirmed by the Board of Directors.                   
Membership continues to evolve because SCEC is an open consortium, available to any individual or institution seeking to                  
collaborate on earthquake science in Southern California. 

Core Institutions and Representatives 
Core institutions are designated academic and government research organizations with major research programs in earthquake               
science. Each core is expected to contribute a significant level of effort (both in personnel and activities) to SCEC programs,                    
including Communication, Education and Outreach Program. Core institutions are obligated to contribute a yearly minimum of $35K                 
of institutional resources (spent in-house on SCEC activities) as matching funds to Center activities. Each core institution appoints                  
an Institutional Director to the Board of Directors. 

USC, Lead 
Yehuda Ben-Zion 

Harvard 
John Shaw 

Texas A&M 
Benchun Duan 

UC Santa Barbara 
Toshiro Tanimoto 

USGS Golden 
Nico Luco 

Caltech 
Jean-Phillippe Avouac 

MIT 
Tom Herring 

UC Los Angeles 
Peter Bird 

UC Santa Cruz 
Emily Brodsky 

USGS Menlo Park 
Ruth Harris 

CGS 
Tim Dawson 

SDSU 
Tom Rockwell 

UC Riverside 
David Oglesby 

U Memphis 
Christos Kyriakopoulos 

USGS Menlo Park 
Steve Hickman 

Columbia 
Bruce Shaw 

Stanford 
Paul Segall 

UC San Diego 
Yuri Fialko 

UNR 
Steven Wesnousky 

USGS Pasadena 
Kate Scharre 

 

Domestic Participating Institutions 
SCEC membership is open to participating institutions upon application. Eligible institutions may include any organization (including                
profit, non-profit, domestic, or foreign) involved in a Center-related research, education, or outreach activity. Participating institutions                
do not necessarily receive direct support from the Center. Each participating institution (through appropriate official) appoints a                 
qualified Institutional Representative to facilitate communication with the Center. The interests of the participating institutions are                
represented on the Board of Directors by two Directors At-Large. 

AECOM CSU Sacramento Marquette U UC Berkeley U Texas El Paso 
Appalachian State CSU San Bernardino Oregon State UC Davis U Texas Austin 
Arizona State Carnegie Mellon Penn State UC Irvine U Wisconsin Madison 
Boston University Colorado Sch. Mines Portland State U Cincinnati Utah State 
Brown Cornell Purdue U Illinois Utah Valley 
CalPoly Pomona Georgia Tech Smith U Kentucky WHOI 
CSU Fresno Indiana SMU U Massachusetts  
CSU Fullerton JPL SUNY at Stony Brook U Michigan Ann Arbor  
CSU Long Beach LLNL Tufts U New Hampshire  
CSU Northridge LSU U Alaska Fairbanks U Oregon  

 

International Participating Institutions 
Acad Sinica (Taiwan) ERI Tokyo (Japan) Nat’l Central U (Taiwan) Univ of Otago (NZ) 
CEA (China) ETHZ(Switzerland) Nat’l Taiwan U (Taiwan) Western Univ (Canada) 
CICESE (Mexico) GNS (New Zealand) Univ of Bristol (UK)  
CRUST (Italy) KIGAM (Korea) Univ of Canterbury (NZ)   
 
 
How to Apply as a Participating Institution 
Email application to Mark Benthien (benthien@usc.edu). The application should come from an appropriate official (e.g. department                
chair or division head) and include a list of interested faculty and a short statement on earthquake science research at your                     
institution. Applications must be approved by a majority vote of the SCEC Board of Directors.  
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HILTON PALM SPRING RESORT
400 East Tahquitz Canyon Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262
(760) 320-6868

PALM CANYON

WHITEWATER

(2nd floor)

OASIS II    2nd floor
OASIS III   3rd floor

SATURDAY, September 7
09:00-17:00  Workshop: OEF and CSEP2 Progress (Plaza D)
09:00-17:00  Workshop: Community Geodetic Model (Plaza B)
09:00-17:00  Workshop: Community Velocity Model (Plaza C)

SUNDAY, September 8
07:00-17:00  Registration and Check-In (Lobby)
08:00-12:00  Workshop: Research Mentor Training (Palm Canyon)
08:30-12:00  Workshop: Fragile Geologic Features (Horizon)
13:00-17:00  Workshop: Empower Yourself for Public 

Speaking Opportunities (Palm Canyon)
15:00-16:30  Workshop: NSF-USGS Coordination on July 4-5 

Earthquake Sequence (Horizon)
15:00-17:00  Poster Set-Up (Plaza)
17:00-18:00  Annual Meeting Welcome Social (Lobby, Plaza)
18:00-19:00  Distinguished Speaker Presentation (Horizon)
19:00-21:00  Welcome Dinner (Poolside)
19:00-21:00  SCEC Advisory Council Dinner Meeting (Palm Canyon)
21:00-22:30  Poster Viewing (Plaza)

MONDAY, September 9
07:00-17:00  Registration and Check-In (Lobby)
07:00-08:30  Breakfast (Poolside)
07:00-08:30  SCEC Transitions Program Student Breakfast (Tapestry)
08:30-10:10  Session 1: State of SCEC (Horizon)
10:30-12:00  Session 2: Earthquake Response in So CA (Horizon)
12:00-13:30  Lunch (Restaurant, Tapestry, Poolside)
13:30-15:00  Session 3: What is a Fault Zone? (Horizon)
14:00-22:00  SCECmeetUP Space Available (Tapestry)

MONDAY, September 9 (continued)
15:00-15:30  Poster Lightning Talks (Horizon)
15:30-17:00  Poster Viewing (Plaza)
15:00-18:00  Leadership Meeting: SCEC CEO Planning 

Committee (Palm Canyon)
19:00-21:00  SCEC Honors Banquet (Hotel Zoso Ballroom)
21:00-22:30  Poster Viewing (Plaza)

TUESDAY, September 10
07:00-08:30  Breakfast (Poolside)
08:30-10:00  Session 4: Step-Out Monitoring Tech (Horizon)
10:30-12:00  Session 5: EQ Initiation, Triggering, Forecasting (Horizon) 
12:00-13:30  Lunch (Restaurant, Tapestry, Poolside)
13:30-15:00  Session 6: Merging Multi-Scale and Resolution (Horizon) 
14:00-22:00  SCECmeetUP Space Available (Tapestry)
15:00-15:30  Poster Lightning Talks (Horizon)
15:30-17:00  Poster Session (Plaza)
19:00-21:00  Group Dinner (Poolside)
21:00-22:30  Poster Viewing (Plaza)

WEDNESDAY, September 12
07:00-08:30  Breakfast (Poolside)
07:00-08:30  SCEC PC Breakfast Meeting (Palm Canyon)
07:00-08:30  SCEC Board Breakfast Meeting (Tapestry)
08:30-10:00  Session 7: SCEC Natural Lab Boundaries (Horizon)
10:30-12:00  Session 8: SCEC Looking Forward (Horizon)
12:00            Adjourn 2019 SCEC Annual Meeting




